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PREFACE. 

THE classic regions of Greece have been recently explored by such 
a multiplicity of travellers, that the Author of the present Tour ap-
peared to be precluded from the hope of making any considerable 
additions to that stock of information, which they have already 
communicated to the public. 	Indeed, the access which the Author 
has had to well-stored libraries, since his return to England, has 
convinced him that many of the observations and discoveries, 
for which he might once, perhaps, have claimed the palm of no-
velty, have been anticipated by the publications of those who 
travelled after him. 	But Greece is so rich in objects of curiosity, 
and of intellectual, scientific, or literary interest, that the stock has 
not been exhausted by previous investigation; and after all that has 
been done, much still remains to be performed. 	After all the 
light, which the diligence of busy inquiry, and the accuracy of 
personal observation have thrown upon the subject, some obscurity 
still remains to be dispersed, much misrepresentation to be re-
moved, and many inaccuracies to be rectified. 

It cannot be supposed but that these volumes must contain some-
thing which has been said before; but the information which may 
be found in other publications, has never been repeated in this, for 
the sake of enlarging the dimensions of the work, but solely for the 
purpose of connecting the general narrative, and of avoiding such 
omissions as might compel the reader to seek in other travels, what 
he ought to find in the present. 	While the Author has carefully 
omitted all irrelevant matter, and all superfluous details, he has 
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, 

sedulously endeavoured to produce such a descri ption of Greece, as 
may be interesting to the classical as well as to the general reader. 
Nothing extraneous has been wilfully introduced ; and every thing 
essential has been studiously retained. 

A work of this kind, from the very nature of the subject, re-
quired numerous quotations.; but these have never been amassed for 
the sake of vain parade or learned ostentation, but solely because 
they were intimately connected with the subject of the Tour ; and 
were necessary to elucidate passages in ancient authors, which have 
been sometimes misunderstood by those who have never travelled in 
Greece, except in the seclusion of their cabinets. 	In these volumes 
the ancient state of Greece is described, in order to illustrate the 
present, and to add new interest to modern localities and customs, 
by identifying them with the events or the manners of a more early 
period. 	The reader must never forget, that a classic interest is 
breathed over the superficies  of the Grecian territory ; that its 
mountains, its valleys, and its streams, are intimately associated with 
the animating presence of the authors, by whom they have been im- 
mortalized. 	Almost every rock, every 'promontory, every river, is 
haunted by the shadows of the mighty dead. 	Every portion of 
the soil appears to teem with historical recollections ; or it borrows 
some potent but invisible charm from the inspirations of poetry, 
the efforts of genius, or the energies of liberty and patriotism..  

In the Greek quotations the accents have been purposely omitted, 
because such marks have not the sanction of high antiquity. They 
are supposed to be the invention of the grammarian Aristophanes ; 
and are never seen upon inscriptions of any kind.1 	 ,.  

, 	 . 
1 See upon this subject Angelo Maria Ricci ; Dissertationes Homeric& ; and Considera-

zione Intorno alla Pronunzia Greca, at the end of his Tavole Grece d'Esopo roolgarizzate 
its rime Anacreontiche Toscane, in Firenze, 1736, in 8vo. p. 331. et seq. . 

   
  



• In the ancient names of places the Latin orthography has. been 
relinquished for the Greek, except in those cases in which it would 
have been too great a deviation from the established custom. 	The 
K has been adopted instead of the Latin C, and the U instead of 
the Y, as often as it could .with propriety. 	In some instances, the 
diphthongs ai and ei have been substituted for (e and e; and the 
Greek terminations os and on have been preferred to the Latin us 
and urn, wherever it could be done without the appearance of 

- pedantic precision, or affected singularity. 

Many places in Greece., that are still known to the inhabitants only 
by their ancient appellations, are barbarously misnamed by foreign 
sailors. 	In these instances the Author has deemed it most expedient 
to retain those names which are at present in use in the country, 
which was the object of his tour.  

As ancient authors are by no means agreed, with respect to the 
orthography of cities and places that occur in the present volumes, 
the author has uniformly followed the authority of Pausanias. 
Modern writers differ so much in this respect, that it has been 
deemed advisable to insert in the Appendix, a list of some of the 
most striking variations. 	These will shew the numerous mistakes 
to which travellers are liable, who do not take the precaution of 
procuring the best written information which is to be had upon the 
spot, without placing any dependance upon the ear ; than which 
nothing is more fallacious, in a country, where there is such an in-
congruous multiplicity of dialects and pronunciations. 

The Author has been much perplexed in determining what method 
to pursue in the orthography of Turkish words, in order to accosm-
modate them to the peculiarities of the English pronunciation. 
This difficulty was increased by the discrepancies that are to be 
found among authors, hardly any ' two of whom write the same 
word in the same way. 	Many authors are at variance even with.  

a2 
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themselves, and spell the same word differently in the sane work.' 
I have seen the word Pasha written in eleven different manners, 
Voivode in ten, Shik and Mosque in fourteen, and Mohamed in 
fifteen. ' 	Similar confusion is observed respecting the names of 
placeS. 	I have seen the words Mesaloggion and Misithra written 
in eleven different manners, and Bostitza in seventeen ; of which 
other exampl6 are given in the Appendix. 

It was apprehended, that a strict adherence to the Turkish ortho-
graphy, would have the appearance of novelty or affectation ; while 
too great a deviation from it might furnish a presumption of igno- 
rance or negligence. 	Bashaw, Can, Coran, and an infinity of words, 
which have been thus tortured into English pronunciation, ought 
not to be admitted into any work above the level of a fairy tale. 
On such •occasions, recourse should be had to an authority against 
which no reasonable objections can be alleged. Muradja D'Ohsson2  
has generally been followed ; and when the words have not been 
found in' that accurate author, the next preference has been given 
to Herbelot.3 	 . 

The names of towns, villages, and places are given as they were 
written by the inhabitants, though in some instances it was necessary 
to confide in the pronUnciation of the country people who could 
not write. 	It is necessary to observe, that the letter B is pro- 
nounced by the modern Greeks like the V, and sometimes like the P. 
This appears also to have been the case in more ancient times. 
There are several instances of this in the Latin inscriptions which 
are found in Greece, where B is substituted for V. 	On some of the 
Greek coins of Ambracia, the P is used instead of the B. 	The fl 

' The author who s2yles himself Ali Bey, writes Mohamed in five different manners, which 
shews that he is no Mohamedan ; many similar errors occur in this and other authors. 

2  Empire Otlioman. 	 • 	3  Bibliot. Orient. 
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is sometimes pronounced as th, as in the word 'cTiv, or ouhv, which is 
pronounced then. 	In order to produce the sound of the B, they 
use the letters 1.47T, as in the word Fro/Aroma, which is pronounced 
Boubouka. 	These few instances have merely been noticed, in order 
to facilitate the pronunciation of the examples which may occur in 
the following pages. 

There are some words which it is absolutely necessary to spell 
according to the original language ; and which, even then, almost 
defy the 	powers 	of 	English 	articulation ; 	as Tschitschekdjy- 
Baschy,1  and Muweschschihh.2  The Chinese and Russian languages 
alone furnish difficulties for the human voice;  that are comparable 
to those of the Turkish I 

- 	 , 
Distances in Greece are not regulated by measure, but computed, 

by time. 	The Tatars, who travel on small and fleet horses, without 
any incumbrance, except their pipe and tobacco bag, pass over 
rocks and mountains, through forests, swamps, and trackless wilds, 
with a truly astonishing velocity. 	They accordingly use a totally 
different method of computation from that which is commonly 
adopted in Greece, by those who travel with luggage horses, which 
are calculated to go throughout the day's journey, at the average 
pace of three miles an hour ; but from this rate, some deductions 
must be made in mountainous roads. 	This rough kind of calcula- 
tion is more accurate than might be imagined. The Author, during, 
his journey, measured all the distances by this method, . and coml. 
paring the result with Strabo and Pausanias, he had the satisfaction 
to find, that the difference was frequently very immaterial. 
. 

The distances, throughout the whole Tour, were minuted., by.  

e 
1  Superintendant of the flowers in the Sultan's garden. 
2  One of the names of the Mugzzinns who call to prayers from the minarets. 

   
  



viii  
marking down. the moment of..setting off from places, and noting 
every. object on the road, which had the smallest geographical, anti, 
quarian, or classical interest. 	Every stoppage was also carefully 
noted, and the whole outline of the journey was written on horse-
back, without trusting even the most inconsiderable minutiae to the 
memory. 

It appears that Herodotus,. Thucydides, and Pausanias, generally 
measured by the Delphic measure of about ten stadia to the Roman 
mile. 	The Olympic and Italian measure, by which Strabol appears 
to have reckoned his distances, gives eight stadia to a mile. 	Pau- 
saniass says, that Rhion is fifty stadia from Patra; and Plinys makes 
it five miles. 	It is evident therefore that Pausanias counted ten 
stadia to the 'mile ; and the Author observed, that he usually per- 
formed thirty stadia of that traveller in an hour. 	Strabo's measure- 
ments are in general extremely erroneous, and were evidently 
computed. 	Indeed, the Greeks had no marks on their roads to in- 
dicate the distance like the Roman Milliaria. 

The object with which the Author was most studiously occupied 
during his various excursions in Greece, was an accurate exhibi-
tion of this interesting country, both with respect to its ancient 
remains and its present circumstances. 	This purpose has been 
attempted, 	by descriptions, 	in 	which truth of representation 
will be found never to have been sacrificed to the embellish-
ments of fiction ; and by drawings, in which the features of the 
country have been delineated with scrupulous fidelity, without the 
introduction of factitious ornaments. 	Every locality is shewn as 
it really is. 	In the execution of the drawings, the Author was' 
happy to avail himself of the genius and the industry of Signor 

. B. 7. He says magy count eight stadia to the mile, but that Polybius reckons eight and a 
third. See Mons. Barbie du Bocage Analise du Voy. d'Anacharsis. 

2  B. 7. c. 22. 	 3  Nat. Hist, b. 4. c. 5, 
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Pomardi, a Roman artist, wlio accompanied him throughout his 
Tour, and who completed no less than six hundred views of the 
country, its scenery, and antiquities. 	Besides these, four hundred 
other drawings were made by the Author himself. 	From this 
assemblage of one thousand drawings several have been engraved 
for the .present work ; and sixty more _have been selected from 
the remainder, in order to form a separate publication of co-
loured engravings upon a larger scale. 

These travels would have made their appearance some years 
, before, if the intentions of the Author had 'not been frustrated by 
a long detention upon the continent, to which he was subjected 
by the government of Bonaparte. 

The accomplishment of the following publication had long been 
an object of desire with the Author ; and the feeling of gratitude 
strongly impels him to make this public mention of his obligations 
to those, by whom the execution of that object was facilitated. 	In 
this list, the Author begs leave to assign the first place to his Father. 
The thanks of the Author are also eminently due to Mons. Lecheva-
lier,1  to Count Annoni, of Milan, Mess. Granet,2  Dupaty,3  and Paulin 

, 	 . 

1 Author of the learned works entitled " Voyage dans la Troade," 3 vols. in 8vo. with an► 
atlas, and " Voyage de la Propontide, et du Pont Euxine," 2 vols. in 8vo. with maps. It is to 
this celebrated traveller that the world is indebted for settling, in a clear and unequivocal man- 
ner, the long  controversy about the position of Troy and its memorable plain. 	The author of 
the present Tour visited the Troade with the Iliad of Homer, and the Travels of Lechevalier a's 
his only guides, and he can, with other travellers who have been upon the spot, bear testimony 
na the scrupulous accuracy of the work; and it is certain, that those, who have since written 
upon the same subject, have either copied the ideas of Lechevalier, or, if they have differed , 
from him, they have committed errors, or fabricated systems which cannot be upheld. 	ft is 
to the friendly exertions of the discoverer of Troy, and to Count Annoni of Milan, that the 
Author is indebted for the permission which was granted him to travel in Greece upon 
his parole. 

2  A celebrated French painter residing at Rome. 
3  A French sculptor of great talent. 	' 	 . 
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du Quelar,1 and' id Mi: William Hamilton, one of His Majesty'g- 
linder-secretarieS of State. 	During the Author's residence at Paris, ' 
fie',Was also' much.  ind'ebted to. Messrs. Louis .Petit Ra-del, Barbie 
du'llOtage, lia.b0, and Gail, ' for the liberal and friendly manner 
in which thty aided his researches, by the communication of books 
and manuscripts.. , And during the long interval, in which he was 
one Of the viditns to the violence of the late French goliernment, 
the Author embraces with satisfaction, the opportunity which is 
now afforded him, of expressing the grateful sense, which he will 
ever entertain, of the generous treatment which he experienced from 
Mons. de' TOUrnon and Mons. Norvins de MonbretOn, who, from . 
the'situations which they held at Rome, might greatly have aggra-
vated the inconvenient and distressing circumstances of his capti-
vity ; particularly 4t'such,a place as. Rome, where courteous hospi-
tality and disinterested kindnesi to strangers, are so little. practised. 

-  , 	. 	_ 	.  

1  An historical painter of great merit. 
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CLASSICAL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL 
. 	. 

•TOUR TIIRO-U.G11 .GREECE . 	. 	 . 	• 
• 

CHAPTER I. 

Preparations for our 'Voyage to Greece. 	Departure from Venice--driven back by unfavourable winds; 
Second departure, View of The Istrian coast, Ma, Fitime, islands'of Cherso, Veglia, Arbn, Ossero, 
Unia, -the Canigule. Ntunbei ind.state of the Dalmatian islands, Salve, Premuda, Morlachian 
mountains, islands of St. Pietro, Ista, Orebani, Pago, Pontedara, Afelada, Tre Spiellpi,  Isola 

- 	' 
 

Grossa, Scorda, Veglia, Pasittan  i. 	Town of Zara, islands Morter, Coronata, 'Zuni, 'Aachen; SOW*, 
Trait, Bua, Bratsai Riven*, Lissa, Melisello, Sant' Andrea. 	Lessinadescription of the town and 
island. 	Festival of St. Prospero. -Islands Tortola, Cnrzola,.peninstila of Sabioncello, and 
tory of Livischchi ; island of Meleda, Ragusa; islands Mezzo, Sant' Andrei; Bocce di Cattaro, 
Queen Tenni. :Town of Cattaio; Monte Negro, and its inhabitants. Tows* 'of Croja, • Duress°, 
Polina„Acroceraunian.mountains ; ignited hydrogen; the Linguetta. 	Town of Valomi: ether cities 
on the coast. 	Arrival at Corfu ; "reveltition and murder of some Greeks and -Turks ; visit to the 
Capigi Bascby, to the Setaskhir, and to the President of the Republic. 

. 	 , . - 
INSTEA IS Of . Commencing my Tour with an aCcount of thy.depar-
ture from. England, or of ;  my journey to the gulph of Venice,-  by 
a ek routd which. has been repeatedly *described, I , shall simply state" 
that I arrived at Trieste in the month of April;' in the year '18b1. 
Myintention was to visit Greece, -to explore its antiquities, .t6  com-
pare it's past. With-  its present state; and-- 'to leave nothing unnoticed, 
which, to- the classical reader, can be an object of. interest, or a • • source of delight. V No 	'in -country 	-Europe abounds with so many 

. VOL. I. 	 B 	' 

   
  



2 	DEPARTURE FROM VENICE, .DRIVEN , BACK. 

spots, which teem with the most captivating associations. 	A deep 
interest, seems, as it were, to breathe from the very ground, and there 
is hardly a locality which is not consecrated by some attractive cir-
cumstance ; or which some trait of heroism, of greatness, and of 
genius, has not signalized and adorned. 

In the prosecution of this journey I had the good fortune to be 
accompanied by. two English gentlemen, Mr. now Sir William; 
Gell, and Mr. Atkins. 	During our voyage from Trieste to Venice, 
where we,intended to.  embark for the Grecian islands, we formed an 
acquaintance with a yoUng Greek, named Georgio Gavra, of the 
island of Santirene, who was a passenger in our boat. 	We con- 
tinued our acquaintance with him at Venice ; and, finding him clever 
and enterprising, and, to all appearance, a man of honour, and on 
the point of returning to his native island, we proposed to him to 
prolong his journey; to accompany us through Greece, to undertake 
the management of our expenses, and to act as our interpreter. 

Every thing being arranged to our mutual satisfaction, we pro-
vided ourselves each with a small bed, some trinkets, to serve as 
presents in Turkey, and a fortnight's provisions for our voyage to 
Corfu ; which we expected to perform in ten days, although, on ac- 
count of calms and contrary winds, it took us near a month. 	The 
distance is only five hundred geographical miles. 

On Wednesday,. the 29th of April, 1801, we set sail in a -mer-
chant ship, trading from Venice to the Ionian islands; our captain, 
Giovanni Marassi, from the Bocca di _Cattdro, in Dalmatia, was a 
catholic, and his vessel named Lo Spirito Santo, e la Nativita della 
Madonna. 	'We had thirteen Dalmatian sailors, dressed in short 
jackets, large breeches, and small red caps. 	They understood -Ita- 
lian,, but spoke Illyrian among themselves. 	We occupied the cabin, 
but in stormy weather we often experienced the intrusion of the 
captain and a few of the privileged sailors, who were solicitous to 
offer up their devotions before the picture of the 	in front of 
which a lamp was suspended, that was kept constantly burning. 
After, a few hours' sail, the wind becoming contrary, we put back 

   
  



TOWNS OF :ROVIGNO AND POLAt, DALMATIAN ISLANDS. 	3 

into, port, at • the small island of Pelegrina, which, with' some other 
long and. -narrow islands in; the vicinity, shelters Venice from the 
fury of the sea. 	 • , 

On the 30th we proceeded on our voyage, and the next morning 
came in sight of the IStrian coast; at -  the distance of twenty miles, 
and the, town of Rovigno, which 'contains about 10,000 inhabitants, 
vho are industrious and. commercial. r We , passed by' the Sinus 
Pola,ticus, and our attention was drawn : to the city of Pola, which 
was, founded by the Colchians',1  and subsequently colonized by the 
Romans, under the name of Julia Pietas ; but the distance was too 
considerable for us to distinguish its magnificent amphitheatre, its 
three temples, and its triumphal arch. 	This ancient town is now 
little more than a large village. 	We saw the mouth of the Flana- 
ticus Sinus, with the City of Fiume at the extremity. 	The islands of 
Cherso, Veglia, and Arbo, are at the entrance of the gulph. 

Beyond Pola begins- the ancient- Japydia ; which coast extended, 
according to Strabo,2  1,000 stadia, and contained the cities of Metu- 
Ion, Arupenon, and Ouendon, joining with Liburnia, a part of Dal- 
matia. 	We passed near the islands of Ossero and Unia ; the former 
is a bishopric. 	Three -Subordinate rocky islands in the vicinity are 
called Canigtile, or Canidole, at the mouth of the , gulph of Quar-
nero, the Sinus Flanaticus ; the distance is closed by the Albian 
mountains .3 	As the night approached, we steered amidst the Dal- 
matian Cyclades, which' are so extremely numerous, so various in 
their dimensions and produce, and so little known, in ancient or 
modern history, that a regular description of them would require 
much more time than we were:able to bestow. 	The most consider- 
able are interspersed with small villages. The soil, which is calcare-
oils, produces. corn, olives, . vineyards, almonds, figs, pomegranates, 
and' carohas, &c. ;, and a great quantity and variety-  of aromatic 

) 
1  Pliny, Nat. Hist. b. 3. c. 19. 	From Pola across the Adriatic to Ancona is 120 miles, 

according to the same author. 	2  B. 7: p. 315. Paris edit. 1620. 	3  Strabo, b. 7. p. 314. 
B 2 _ 	 , 

   
  



4 	 ISLANDS AND COAST OF DALUA.TIA. ' 

herbs.. Their outlines are composed of :round 'hills; generally rocky, 
but not very lofty, or bold; their colour is a dark green, being mostly 
covered with the wild olive, lentiscus, myrtle, terebinth, and juniper, 
and all the different , evergreens which flourish in these southern 
latitudes. 	They contain many good ports, the importance and uti- 
lity of which were_ fully appreciated by the Romans, who have left 
several remains on the insular, ' as well as the continental, parts of 
the country. 	The smaller islands, however, which have neither ports 
nor any useful produce, were probably at all times uninhabited, as 
at present ; many of these are even nameless, and not .a fourth part 
of them are laid down, in the maps. 	Strabo, in his description of 
this coast, mentions*. first the islands Apsyrtides, from Apsyrtos,1  
who was killed by his sister Medea in this vicinity. 	These are the 
islands at the entrance of the Flanatic gulph, of which Cherso, Veg- 
fia, and Ossro, are the chief. 	He next mentions the island Kurak-: 
tike, near the Japodes, the same as the Curictm of Pliny. ' Then, 
the Liburnides, being forty in number; these are probably the 
cluster about , Pago, Salve, .Scorda,.Pontadura, and • Melada. 	He 
next mentions others in a mass; only naming a few; as Issa, Tra- 
gurion; and Pharos. 	Dalmatia joins Liburnia. , Strabo tells us that, 
before their wars with the Romans, and theirs destruction by Au-
gustus, the Dalmatians had fifty places of some importance ; and, 
amongst them, the, towns of , Salon, Priamon, Ninia, Sinotion (the 
old and the new), A.ndretion,.and Dalminion. 	- 	 . 

Pliny 	gives a long.list of towns and fortresses situated on whole 
length of coast, which shews that it must have been extremely 
populous. 	He also asserts that there are more than a thousand 
islands near the Illyrian shore, separated from each other by shallow 
and narrow friths. 	Near the Istrian coast he mentions GiSsa, Pul- 
lariw, and the Apsyrtides, and near these_ the Electrides, where elec- 

. 
,.. 	 ' 

• . About the Apsyrtides and Liburnides see Dionys. Orb. Descrip. v.438, &c. 
' Nat. Hist. b. 3. c.21, 22, 23. 25,-26. 

   
  



MOUNT; ALBION, ISLANDS OF DALMATIA. 	 5 

tram, was found. 	He places Lissa opposite Jader, (now Zara) and. 
the islands called Cretew, opposite the Liburni. , He next mentions 
the 1,,iburnicw, and Celadussee. 	S.cylax says, that the Illyrian tern.; 
tory extended from Liburnia to Chaonia ; that is, from Spahttro to 
yalona. 	, 	 - 
, During the night' we passed by several of the islands, and the 

next morning found ourselves, in a narrow channel between Salve 
and Premiida ; both, of them small, and, thinly peopled, with little 
appearance of cultivation, and consisting of low rocky hills covered, 
with shrubs. , On Salve we saw a pretty village,' and near. it two 
small chapels, by the sea-side, in a bay, called Porto di Sant' Anto, 
nio. , Behind, the island are seen the rough and Alpine mountains, 
of ,Morlachia, (the ancient Albion being a link of the Alpes) rising 
toa great height, forming a vast mass of bare rocks and.broken. pre-; 
cipices, with'snow upon their pointed summits. 	They, stretch from 
Istria to the Acroceraunian mountains, separating. the Moeske, the, 
Norici, and the Triballil of the ancients, from Istria, Japidia; and 
Liburnia. 	The inhabitants of that wild and rugged district live in 
scattered villages; at the foot of their mountains.; but, reaping un-
certain harvests from their narrow glens, trust to their flocks arid: 
herds for a precarious, subsistence. 	They inherit the warlike dispo-o 
sition of their Illyrian ancestors. 	Premuda is not so large as Salve?, 
and contains one village, visible from the channel through which we 
-passed. 	Near it are two small and nameless islands. 	We passed 
near several 	others, also uninhabited. 	Those of St. Pietro, Ista, 
and Grebani, form a picturesque cluster. 	We steered between the 
islands of Pago, Pontadura; and Meada ; the two former on the 
left, with. the Morlachian mountains towering beyond them; the: 
hitter on the right. 	Pago is a considerable island,: with a gobd 
port and -town, and, is supposed to be the ancient Gissa ;2  the Oho. 

.• 	.4 
a 

2  At present 'forming Croatia, Bosnia, and Servia. 
2  Pliny; Nat. Hist..b. 3. c. 21. 
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two are much smaller, 	The weather being , almost calm, , and our 
land-locked situation depriving us of the little wind there might be 
in the open gulph, we proceeded slowly, and were wearied ,by the 
astonishing uniformity in the outline of the Dalmatian islands. 	On 
the morning of the 5th, we found ourselves near the Tre Sorelle; 
three small islands, to which the name of 'the SiSters is applicable, 
from their resemblance to each other. 	We sailed near Isola Grossa, 
which is sometimes called Isola Lunga, a fine fertile island of con- 
siderable extent, and containing some villages. 	Within a short dis- 
tance of it is the island called Scorda. 	We entered the channel of 
Zara, formed by the Dalmatian coast on our left, and the islands of 
Veglia, or Vegliano, -and Pasmani on our right; • the strait being 
about a mile broad. 	Vegliano and Pasmani are long and narrow, 
and are composed of round hills completely covered with dark 
green bushes. 	On an eminence of the former is the ruined castle of 
St. Michael ; and some cottages and chapels are seen, prettily dis- 
persed towards the base. 	The Dalmatian coast is composed of a 
green rising ground, part of which seemed well cultivated ; but I 
observed few trees. 	Near the shore is seen a village, called Dido, 
with two small churches. 	The distance is terminated by the Morla- 
chian rocks, which are particularly grand in' this part. 	Towards 
sun-set we steered within a few hundred yards of Zara, the capital 
of Dalmatia, situated on a peninsula, but separated from the con. 
tinent by an artificial canal. 	The fortifications are strong, and are 
built, as well as the houses, of the fine close-grained calcareous 
stone, of which the coast of Istria, Dalmatia, and -its islands, are 
composed. 	Eleven churches were visible from our ship : they have 
a neat appearance; but the Corinthian arch, and some other Roman 
ruins, which indicate the site of the Colonia Iadera, were not di;- 
tinguishable. 	The present town contains about' 5;000 inhabitants, 
and has a theatre, and some amusements; its port is large and secure. 
Zara is a catholic archbishopric, and the cathedral is dedicated to 
Saint Grisogone, protector of the city. 	The fortifications of Zara 
rendered it a place of great strength and importance in the time of 
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the crusades.' -Geoffroy 'de Ville-Hardouini calls it, 44  Iadres en 
Esekvonik-Sct.: 	Cit6 ferrnie de' halz murs, et' de haltes tors, 'et 
Porrroiant demhndeSiez plus bele, ne phis fort,' ne plus riche." - • 
' In the night 'we passed near the islands of Morter and -Coronata, 
perhaps the Portunata of Pliny, and several smaller rocks;. and; 
the next morning, being becalthed, 'took the-opportunity of landing 
at Zuri, to *cut wood. 	This island is formed Of round and rocky 
hills; extremely barren, producing only stunted" cypresses,, lentiscuS; 
myrtles, jtinipers, and wild' :sage, whiCh our sailors cut for fuel. 
The small quantity of soil on this island is planted' with vines, olives', 
figs,' arid other fruit' trees : it contains about one hundred' and fifty 
inhabitants, and two small villages; the principal one is situated 
near the sea, and neatly built of the fine stone of the island. 	Oppo- 
site Zuri, on the Dalmatian side, is the island called-Rachen-;*whiCh; 
although of 'Considerable sire, has not the smallest appearance' of 
cultivation. 	The situation -of the towns of Scardone and 'Seberiico, 
on the Dalmatian -coast, -was pointed, out to us, but were not Visible 
on aceount of intervening islands : the latter is a large and Well,- 
fortified place, and the see 'of !a. -catholic bishop. 	On' the 7th we 
passed hear the islands of Solta,cTrau,4  and Bua,' which intercepted 
the view of Spaldtro,s' and the magnificent remains of the palace Of 
Diocletian, and two -Corinthian temples. , The:islands of Bratsa6  and 
Nirenta were to:our left ; 'and to our right those of Lissa,7  Melisdlo, 
and 'Sant' Andrea, in Pelago : the former has Several' villages ; the 
two- latter are little more than uninhabited rocks. 	On ihe 8th we 
landed' at LessYna, and in'aii hour continued our course. The next 

• 4 	t 	 4 

71 De la Cnnquestei.de•  ,Constantinople. p. £9.. Paris edit. 	2  Retaining its antient 
name. 	2  The ancient Sikoun: 	. 4  Tragurium. 	6  Salon. 	6  Brattia, or Brettanis.', . , 	..   	, ,.. 

7  Issa. 	This island anciently had its mint, some of its autonomous coins are known : on -one 
of 3d, brass, is the head 'of Mineisa=rev. a diota, or two-handled vase—ills. IL 	On ano- 
ther is' 'the same head—rev.' a ileer--Ins. it. 	A third has a female head—rev. a stariiis.' 
Illk the diota is probably represented on its coins in allusion to its good wines, which are; 
praised,by Athenams in his Deipnosophista, ' 
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morning a violent sirocco, or s. E. wind, obliged us to make the same 
island again. 	We landed in the port of the capital, which we were 
surprised_to find a neat and elegant town, delightfully. situated in a 
small but commodious bay, formed by two rocky promontories 
covered with verdure. 	The houses are built with stone, and are 
interspersed with trees, which gives the town a beautiful appearance. 
The general style of the place is Venetian ; it has its piazza-  neatly 
paved, at one end of which is the episcopal church, and at the oppo- 
site end the coffee-house. 	The capital contains about 1,000 'inha- 
bitants, three churches, and two convents, and is the see of a bishop. 
On a hill rising from the town are the ruins of the fortress. 	We en- 
tered into conversation with some of the people, who gave us the fol- 
lowing information concerning their island. 	Its length is between 
sixty and seventy miles, and its greatest breadth twelve. 	It con- 
tains several villages ; and the -entire population amounts to about 
14,000 persons. 	Its principal trade is with Trieste, and the shops 
are well stored with different commodities. 	Its chief produce is 
wine, which is exported. 	LessYna is a curious mixture of fertility 
and barrenness. .Its general face is rocky ; but, wherever a little 
bit of soil can be found it is planted with corn, 	figs, vines, 
oranges, and lemons. 	The mulberries were quite ripe, and 'the 
almond trees covered with fruit. 	Every thing appeared as forward 
here in the beginning of May as at the end of July in England. 
The corn was nearly ripe, the roses in full bloom ; the aloes, which 
were growing among the rocks, were in bud. 	Olives, carobas,t and 
pomegranates, also abound here; and the fences are made with rose-
mary and myrtle. The island abounds with curious plants, so strongly 
aromatic, that the whole air is scented with them. 	They exsude a 
glutinous matter, which, attaching itself to our clothes, as we walked 

• . 
• I The KtpowLa of, Theophrastos ; Keparta of Dioscorides; ceratonia siliqua of Linnaeus; 
and the ZuXotaparra of the modern Greeks. 	It is sometimes called, by the Italians; the 
locust tree, or St. John's bread, from a supposition that its long sweet pod was the food of . 	. 	 .. 	I St. John in the wilderness. 	 . 
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about the rocks, so completely impregnated every thing it touched; 
that we were a long time before we got free of the smell, 	The Les- 
siniotes extract many different kinds of perfume from them, which 
are exported to Italy and Turkey, forming one of the principal 
branches of their commerce. 	The botanist would find ample em- 
ployment, and a rich harvest of plants, in this thirsty soil. 	Amongst 
the many flowers which enamel this curious island, are several species 
of the cistus, and a gnaphalium, the EXtzpum of Dioscorides, at pre- 
sent called icaxolco,frAgis. 	Its leaf is covered with a light-coloured 
down, and it bears several clusters of a small yellow flower, shining 
with a glutinous matter of a powerful aromatic smell; the inha= 
bitants are very fond of it, and it generally forms an ornamental part 
of the female head-dress., 	The language of the Lessiniotes is Illy- 
rian; but most of them' speak a little Italian.. They are Roman 
Catholics : there.are, however, a few Greeks among them, who have 
a church within the town. The convent of Santa Croce, which stands 
close to the sea, is a picturesque object. 	St. Prospero, who lived in 
the fifteenth ceaury, is the tutelar saint of the island ; and his festival 
was celebrated on the 10th. Our captain remained here purposely to 
partake of the common joy, as he feared that some misfortune would' 
befal him at sea if he quitted the place on the eve of the solemnity. 
By sun-rise all the ships in the port were decked out with their colours, 
and a general cannonading commenced both at sea 'and on shore. 
The people were dressed in their smartest attire : the men wear the 
common . Dalmatian costume; that of the women is not elegant; 
their head-dress is a large straw bonnet, tied under the chin with a' 
white handkerchief. 	They are fond of long and ponderous ear-rings 
of gold, which. hang down upon their shoulders ; and their hairis or. 
damented with roses, and other sweet-scented flowers. 	In the after- 
noon we .went to .the episcopal Church, which contains the relics of 
the saint ; whose bones are enclosed-  in a sumptuous altar, the front 
of which being removed, the remains were beheld,  enveloped in 
rich and splendid robes. 	The priests chanted solemn hymns, in 
honour of the saint, accompanied by the organ; the procession then 

VOL. I. 	 C 
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set out from the church, and was conducted, with much splendour, 
through, the town ; and, although composed of few attendants tom-
pared with those we had seen at Venice, it was regulated with much 
more decorum than the processions of that city ; the ceremony ter-
minated by encloSing the sacred relics, when the cannons fired, and 
all the bells in the town were set ringing. 

The evening of the same day was passed in festivity ; we went 
to a house to see a dance amongst the country people ;—the music 
was a lyre with only three strings, which was played with a bow, 
like-  a violin, and produced few, and unharinonicms, sounds. 	The 
dance consisted of five or six couple, running slowly round the room, 
the men turning their partners with great violence. 	I was assured 
there were no antiquities in Lessina. 	Its-ancient name was Pharos,' 
or Paros, having been colonized from Paros in the JEgean. 	It 
formed part of the kingdom of Queen Teuta ; and, with Lissa and 
Corcyra Melaina, was ceded to her by the Romans, about two 
hundred and thirty years B. C. 

It was the native place of Demetrios Pharios, who acted so con-
spicuous a part in the wars between the Romans and the Illyrians, a 
long account of which 'has been left us by Polybius. 	It was' an 
island of considerable importance, and its capital, the site of which 
is probably occupied by the modern town:and castle, was a place of 
great strength. 

Autonomous brass coins of this island have been found ; on one 
of 2d, brass, is the head of Jupiter—rev. a goat—ins. 0APIIIN. - Ano4 
ther of 3d, brass, has the head of a young man—rev. a diota, or two,  
handled vase-ins. OA. 

The wind becoming moderate and favourable, we quitted Lessina 
on the 12th, and coasted the island for some miles, the shore rising- 
into small green hills. 	We passed to the left of the low island of 
Torcbla ; the weather was nearly calm, and the following morning 

, 	 . 
: 	 . 

Stpbo, b. 7. p. M. Pliny, Nat. ILO. b.& c. 21. 
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we were close to the large and fertile island of Curzbla, the Kerkura 
Melaina,1  or Corcyra Nigra of the ancients. 	The hills are well dis- 	- 
persed, and covered with evergreens, Round a little port is the pretty 
village called Rachisea, the cottages beautifully intermixed with trees, 
amongst which are some cypresses ; above the village are some vine-
yards on terraces, which produce wine of a good quality. ' Curzbla 
is not so large as LessYna, but much more productive and commer- 
cial, and is well peopled. 	Strabo2  informs us that the capital, which 
had the same name as the island, was founded by the Cnideans. 	It 
is a town of considerable trade ; large vessels are built there ; our's 
was of the place-; but, being twenty years old, is probably surpassed 
by those of more modern construction ; if not, I cannot say much 
in favour of their skill in shipbuilding. 	The narrowest part of the 
canal of Curztila is, apparently, not a mile broad ; the scenery .is 
some of the most beautiful in the world. 	On the left is the long pro- 
jecting peninsula, called Peljesaz by the Dalmatians,. and Sabion-
cello by the Italians, anciently the Chersonesos of Hyllis, or promon-
tory of Diomedes;3  terminating in the high and rugged precipice 
of Lavischchi, which...was, distant from us only a few hundred yards, 
and which forms one of the arms of the Narentan gulph. 	This 
gulph takes its present name froni the river Naron ; the people who 
lived near it were the Daorisi, the Ardixi, and the Plerwi ; the lat- 
ter were opposite to the island of Corcyra Melaina. 	Opposite to the 
Ardiwi was the island of Pharos. 	The territory of the Ardimi and 
Plermi extended as far as the Rhizonian gulph. 	Of all the Illyrian 
people, the. Autoriatai were the most numerous and warlike. 	Sabi,  
oncello belonged to the Ragusan territory, and is attached to the 
main land by the narrow isthmus of Stagno, where there is a small 
'town arid fort, the ancient Hyllis. , 

The peninsula is adorned, towards its base, with trees and green 
kids ; and interspersed' with the neatest cottages and chapels, 
. 	 , 

• 
1  Scylax Caryand, Schymnus of Chios, and others. 	 2  B. 7. p. 315. 

- 3  Pliny, Nat. Hist. b. 3. c. U. 	' 	. 
c2 * 
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with a chain of precipitous rocks towering above. 	In the middle 
of the canal were three insular rocks, and on the right the capital 
of Curzola, situated round a circular port, enriched with all the 
lively accompaniments of verdure and cultivation. 

During the night we entered the channel of Stagno, a narrow 
frith between the peninsula of Sabioncello and the long and narrow 
island of Mel6da; the scenery probably fine; as I observed that the 
outlines increased in beauty the nearer we . approached. to Greece. 
Meleda is the Melita of the ancients ; and I regretted not being able 
to land, being informed that it contained some interesting Roman 
antiquities ; it has five villages, and the soil is fertile. 	, 

The ensuing- morning, the 14th, we were between the extremity of 
Meldda, and the coast of Ragusa, which is composed, apparently, 
of bare and barren mountains. 	The capital was seen at the dis- 
tance of about six miles, situated on the side of a rocky hill rising 
from the sea : it appeared small and irregular ; but the castle seemed,  
in a strong position. 	It is the ancient Epidauros, and the small 
remains of a. temple, which is seen near it, was, perhaps, sacred to 
fEsculapius. 	Behind the town is a mountain called Sniesnitza; 
which abounds in medicinal plants; at its, base is a great natural 
cavern. 	Ragusa contains about 8,000 inhabitants. 	The fields at 
the base of the mountains in 'the vicinity of the town were of a 
parched and dingy aspect, and gave but an indifferent idea of 
the fertility of the Ragusan territory.' 	In fact, its resources are 
chiefly commercial. 	Its ships are well built, and excellent sailers, 
and are employed in trading with the great ports of Turkey and 
Italy. 	Its-  republic, which has so lately terminated, began in the 
eleventh century. 	Before it was annexed to the Austrian domi- 
nions it was under the protection of the Venetians and Turks, to the 
latter of whom it paid a small annual tribute. 	The whole territory 
is not above fifty-five miles in length, and twenty in breadth : the 
islands of Melecla, Lagosta, and Cazza, and a few others of less con- 
sequence belong to it. 	We sailed near Isola Mezzo, a small culti- 
vated island, with an old fort on it. . Opposite to Ragusa 'is the 
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rocky island of St. Andrea, consisting in a. small pointed hill, on, 
the summit of which is a ruined convent.  

Lagosta is extremely well cultivated, and produces excellent wine. 
There is 'a curious cavern in this island, on a mountain called Veliki 
Prjevor, containing inscriptions said to be Phoenician. 	I could 
not land to examine this interesting spot.' Lagosta is surrounded 
by about thirty smaller islands, producing little 'or nothing. 

Most of the islands along this coast have Illyrian names, which 
the Venetians have either changed or disfigured. 	Mezzo is called 
Lopud by the Illyrians ; Calamotta is named Coloceps, and Giupana, 
Skipan. 	This cluster of islands probably was that known anciently 
by the name of Elaphites.1  

We here got clear of the islands, and.  on the 15th entered the 
Bocca di Cattdro, which is about twenty-five miles from Ragusa. 
This truly magnificent basin is formed by an arm of the sea running 
eighteen miles up the country, as far as the town of Cattdro, in a 
winding and diversified course. 	As we entered, some merchant 
ships were saluting ; the echo was superior to that -at Ullswater, 
in Cumberland ! 	After the roar of the cannons had been dis- 
tinctly repeated seven or eight times; it 'died away among the 
recesses of the mountains, - sinking and reviving, until it was en- 
tirely lost. 	At the entrance of the Bocca, oni the right, are two 
small islands, called Zagnitza ; the Point Ostra is on the left. 	The 
mountains on each side of the first basin rise to a considerable height ; 
but particularly those on the north ; Monte Bianco presents 'a fine • 
abrupt face.of precipices, and terminates in three pointed summits. 
At its base is the small neat town of Castel-nuovo, on a green knoll, 
with trees growing amongst the houses. 	It contains about four 
hundred inhabitants, and was founded in 1373 by Tuartke, king of 
Bosnia; it is overlooked by Castel-Vecchio, an old fortress, which, at 
present, is useless. 	'The base of Monte Bianco consists of a beauti- 

, 

• 1 Pliny, Nat. Hist. b. 3. c. es. 
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ful rising ground, enriched with cultivation, adorned with trees, and 
dotted with neat white cottages, and some chapels, which are seen 
not only at the water's edge, but high up the hill, forming a singular 
mixture of smiling and terrific scenery. 	Opposite Castel-nuovo is 
Porto-Rosa, and a village of . the same name. 	We had ,a letter to 
the governor, Sebastian Alberti, who received us, in his small _cot- 
tage by the water-side. 	He lent us his boat, with six sailors, to take 
us up the channel, as far as Catth.ro. 	We set off the next morning, 
the 26th ; the day was extremely hot, but an awning protected us 
from the sun. 	As the men began to be heated with rowing, we 
found ourselves almost overpowered by the nauseous smell of garlic, 
which they exuded from every pore, so that it infected even our 
clothes. 	Notting is so penetrating . and diffusive as the smell of 
this root. 	If it is put in. the -shoes of a person, the breath is 
tainted with it in a short time, and when eaten, the perspiration, 
and even the hands, smell strongly of it. 	As we proceeded up the 
the gulph, we were surprised at the grandeur of the scenery I its 
general breadth is from one to two miles : the water as clear as 
crystal, and as blue as the sky, which was reflected on it ; the moun-
tains on each side are high and rocky, and form a singular contrast 
with their rich and cultivated bases, which afford the finest combi-
nation of wood and water, -of fertility and barrenness, varying as 
we proceeded. 	.The gulph winds; and at every turn some bold and 
striking object opened upon us. 	We passed near two rocky islets, 
called Ottok, and a larger one, named Stradiotti, in the bay of Teodo. 
On a promontory, which rises from the sea on the southern side, is 
a small chapel, dedicated to the Madonna. de Risi : the history of 
which is, that a ship, laden with rice, passing by the promontory, 
some years ago, struck, and was nearly. lost ; but, prayers being 
offered up to the Madonna, it was saved, and the chapel erected as 
a token of gratitude : in this part the gulph diminishes in breadth. 
On the right, near the sea, stands a small building ; to which, 
according to tradition, a chain was formerly fastened, and attached 
to the opposite shore, to prevent vessels from passing, for which rea- 
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son-  this part of the gulph is named Le Catene. 	Turning round this• 
point we came in view of the small ancient town of Perasto, which 
contains about 2,000 inhabitants, and is in a.  charming. situation, at 
the wooded foot of a grand mountain. 	Near the town are two 
small islands, with a church on each, which they say are rich and 
handsome ; one of them is called St. George, and the other La 
Madonna d'Agosto. 	A steep rock projects near Perasto into the 
sea, forming a gulph, which extends two miles up the country, ter-
minating at a town called Rizano, which contains near 2,000-peo- 
ple. 	The inhabitants of the Bocca have several traditions con, 
cerning a queen. Theoca, who, they say, reigned over Dalmatia, 
and resided at Rizano more than two thousand years ago; but 
that, behaving tyrannically, and killing and torturing travellers, 
she was at last swallowed up, together with her capital, by an earth- 
quake. 	They assured us that some of the walls may still be seen 
under water: 	The town  was distinguishable from our boat at the dis- 
tance 

 
of about three miles, and I was extremely sorry that we had not 

time to visit a place which might have afforded some interesting 
information, as I conceive' that Theoca was by no means an imagi-
nary personage, but the sanguinary Teuta, widow of Agron, king of 
the Sardaioi, or Ardaioi, and of some other places in Illyria, and 
step-mother of Pinnes, or Pineus.1  

Teuta permitted her subjects to live by piracy ; and put to death 
Lucius Coruncanius, the Roman ambassador, who was sent to her 
by the Republic to complain of her depredations. 	She was con-
quered by the Romans,2  and, deposed ; but her son was permitted to 
reign after giving up the islands of Pharos, Issa, and Corcyra Melaina, , 
the town of byrracliion, and the country .of the Attintanes, which 
was near the Acroceraunian mountains, and contained the towns 

i No medals of these sovereigns have been found, but there is a brass pne of the Illyrian 
king Gentius, published by Eckhel. 

2  See Polyb. Hist. b. 2. p. 65. 106. Casaub. edit. 	Li,vy, b. 44. c. SO. b. 45. c. 26, &c. 
Florus, b. e. c. .5; 
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of ilecatompedon,- Boea, Kodrion, and Antipatria. 	The capital of 
Teuta's kingdom, according to Polybius, was Rizon, the same which 
Pliny1  calls Rhizinium, the inhabitants of the surrounding country 
being the Pleouyroi,2  or Rhizonita3. 	Rizano is the ancient Rizon ; or, 
perhaps, its port; .as it would appear, from Polybius,3  that the town 
itself .was at some distance from the sea, near the river Rizon. 	He 
calls it a strong little town (Iraio-pariov): the Bocca di Cattdro there- 
fore is the Rhizonian4  gulph. 	We proceeded on our voyage; and,* 
turning round• a projecting promontory, came in view of the tre-.  
mendous rocks of Monte Negro, which close the gulph. We landed at, 
Cattdro, an episcopal, see ; the cathedral is dedicated to Saint Triffon. 
This place carries on some trade with the towns on the Adriatic, and 
with Turkey. 	There are several small shops, containing articles from 
those countries. 	At the only bookseller's of the place, I was equally 
surprised and pleased, to find the maps of the plain of Troy, and its,  
environs, by Mons. Lechevalier, whose learned and interesting works 
Were . of the :greatest service to us. 	The streets are narrow ; the 
houses are of stone ; and, though small, have a neat appearance. 
In the market-place, or piazza, is a sepulchral monument, consisting,  
of a square block, with the following inscription :— 

D. M. S.  
CLODIAE  

EVPHROSINE 
ANN. XX. IIII 

CLO DIVS 
EVPHROSINVS  

ETCLODIA. 

• Sacred to the Gods manes. . . 
Clodius Euphrosinus and Clodia (have erected this monument) to.  

Clodia 'Euphrosine, (who died aged) 24. 
The sides of the stone have been ornamented with sculpture, 

which is nearly defaced. . 
1  Nat. Hist. b. 3. c. 22. 	2  Scylax Caryand. Peripl. 	3  B. 2. p. 100.  
4  In Strabo it is written in three different ways: 	 1,t P 

	

_ 	0YLKOC, PL 	Kos, and Pg-asun, KoX7roc, b. T. 
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According to tradition it was placed there by queen Theoca,' 

and afterwards served for a block on which criminals were deca- 
pitated. 	At the opposite extremity of the piazza is a 	small 
column of red granite, with the figure of a female in a sitting pos-. 
ture on the top. 	We were told, that anciently married women who 
were convicted of irregUlar conduct, were fastened to the column, 
and 'stoned to death. ' A clear stream which comes from Monte- 
Negro runs through the town, and , empties itself into the gulph, 
turning a .few mills in its course. 	The fortress of 'Cattaro is in a 
most extraordinary position ; it is seated on the abrupt side of a 
rough mass of precipices, and consists of many detached forts,,  
erected on different platforms, with winding 'and zigzag steps .lead- 
ing up to them. 	The view is exceedingly striking ; and I recol- 
lect no place which so much surprised me as Catt6ro and its gulph ! 
The rock on which the castle stands is almost 'detached from the 
great body of Monte-Negro, which rises immediately behind it, 
rearing its rugged head to a great height ; its sides broken and fur-,, 
rowed by the winter torrents. 	We had a letter to 'the commander 
of the place, a German, and asked his permission to enter the fort ; 
but finding him unwilling to grant our request, we did not press 
the matter. 	Cattaro is supposed to be the ancient. AEKPOTION, the. 
Ascrivium of the Romans. It contains about 5,000 inhabitants, has 
seventeen Catholic and one Greek church. The Bocca and its capi-
tal were ceded by the Venetians to Austria in 1797, after which it 
belonged for a short time to the French, and at present is placed 
again under' the Austrian dominion. 	The whole territory contains 
about 27,000 inhabitants, nearly half of which.are Catholics, and 
fit@ other half Greek Christians. 	 . 	 . 

. The Cattariotes are extremely superstitious ; if a female has con-
vulsions, they imagine she is possessed by the devil, who is supposed 
not to attack men ; they have frequently burnt their unfortunate 
women alive, thinking it the more efficacious method of destroying 
the evil spirit. 	So late as the year 1799,. the Austrian governor, 
with great difficulty, prevented the inhabitants of Castel-nuovo front 
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18. 	CATTARO, CZERNA GORA, OR MONTE-NEGRO. 

burning' a. girl of nineteen, who, happened to be-subject tO conr 
vulsions. 	 , 
' The war songs of- the Cattariotes generally turn upon the gallant 

deeds of Scanderbeg, who is known to) the inhabitants by the name 
of George Castriotti„: or Castriotich). 	Murders are frequent in this. 
country;  and are almost always produced by motives of revenger  
They,  have- a story- of a Cattariote, who having been mortally 
wounded;  was persuaded by a priest at, the point of death, to have 
his murderer called before him, and. to pardon him. 	The dying.man 

his 	 te 	 te lamp. viewing 	enemy, exclaimed---Se morn 	perdono, se vivo 
The commerce of the Bocca is daily increasing ; its, principal, 

exports are' silk; oil, skins, dry figs, and rosolios ; cheese, and, sal- 
fish, from the lakes; on Monte-Negro, and the gulph. 	• L 

Potatoes had been introduced here• a short time prior to,onr at- 
rival, by the present bishop of Monte-Negro. 	A dish of them was 
placed before; us at, dinner,, as a, new and rare fruit. 	The Austrian 
'governor of Cataro:advised us by no means to visit the country- of the 
MOntenegrines, whom he described as a,savage xace, addicted to, mur-
der and pillage ;- a very different: account was-however given us, by a 
Russian merchant established at ,CattAro, Those lvife was: a, Monte-
negrine, as. well as by the secretary of the bishop of, Monte-Negro, 
an intelligent young _man, who spoke. several languages.: 	, . . 

Monte-Negro probably forms, part of the .,Seordan , mountains, 
which Livyl styles the Illyriei solitudines._ 	. 	. 

Mount Scodrus, or Scoraus,2  he says is,Jonge altissitnns regionis 
ejus, ab oriente Dardaniam subject= habet, a meridieilViacedoniani, 
ab•occasu Illyricum. 	- 	.  

The Sclavonian name of Monte-Negro3  is ,cgerna Gora,:. which ,has 
the same signification as the; talian appellatiom 	It was_ originally 
in the Pashalik of 'Scutari, and, has been, free. from the: Turkish 

- 	 • t B. 43. c. 20. 	 3  B. 44. c. 31. 	 . 

4  For several interesting details on Monte:Negyo and the Bocca, consult Essai Ito.' et 
coil:men sur les Bouches de Cattaro ; par M. Adyieu. Dupre. Paris, 1818. , 
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yoke for :mere 4han t.g.  century. t Its territory begins about, a, mile 
beyond Cattaro, and is divided into five districts, the names-.of 
which:ore, Koutunska, Liessanskai Piesivska; Rieska, and Zerniska, 
which , altogether' 'contain ' :116; villages; '46,000 , inhabitants, and 
10,000 men capable of bearing arms. 	The present bishop, whose 
:name is Petro Petrowich, is. the. first who has blendedt the temporal 
with the spiritual power. 	He generally resides ;at Stagnovich;  one 
'of the-largest villages in the territory. 	.The whole Of this independent 
little. state is about sixty miles in length, and twenty in breadth-;, it 
isirf general bleak and barren, containing no regular towns, and its 
villages 'are scattered about: the mountains in positions which afford 
-pasture for their flocks. 	One of their villages is named Dioclesiano,, 
The emperor Diocletian was born at a place in .Dalmatia, called 
-Dioclea, or Doclea.1 	There are no ancient remains, whatever on 
Monte-Negro. 	Its early inhabitants were probably, like those . 'of 
the pre'sent day, a poor midi-lardy race of warlike shepherds; they 
are:never without their arms; which consist of a gun, two pistols, and 
A, sward, which are more or less ornamented, -according to the rank 
and riches of the possessor. 	I observed several of their pistols mount- 
ved in -Silver, and curiously worked. 	The Montenegrines are strong, 
braVe, and vindictive; rand, when War takes place between them and 
their inVeteraterenernies the Turks; 'no quarter is ever'givens 	They 
titestibiect to 'four 'chiefs, or Sardars, who are their judges in peace, 
-and :their leaders in war, and 'every village-has, a chief, -called Inez, 
'or-count, which title Was-  originally elective,' but is -now' hereditary. 
The bishop;-however, appears to' act the most conspicuous 13art in 
theii• military achievements. 	This pastor Of the church marches at 
-the head of 'hig troops, with the sword in one hand, and the 'cross 
in the:other. ' In 1795; the-Montenegrines, with only 9,000 men, but 
-with the bidrop at their- head, are said to 'ha-ire defeated on army of 
100;000 Turks under the Pasha of Scntgri.2  The Pasha himself was . 

1  .Plia Nat. Hist. b. 3. c. 22, mentions the Docleat.* in Dalmatia. 
F The ancient Scodra, situated near Lake Labeatis, sixteen miles inland from the Adriatic, " 

in filiftile -and beautiful country. 
i• 2 
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Sidi ifiri battle,rand . the! 	atewtiy of ihe'-episCdpalspale"fietieeo'rated 
'With the' trophy of .hiS " head." The-  h6rSe 'andt.ilagget ,iif; the) Arne 
Chieftain were likewise' proudly sbewnilamongst 'the military spoils 
of the bishop. 	In this 'extraordinary liccount, although ' It,  *as re- 
peated by 'several of ,the'Cattariotes, and by the Austrian governor, 
Many decliicticins'intift.besniade for- the 'exaggeration of vanity, and 

r the fictions ''of fOrriancd:°311' 'PIT' `WO 	., 1 	' 	 ' 	; . 

'I' : The 'Pasha, Of - Citt6.11-reouki neverlevy rnore than twenty thousand 
"men i' and; althOtighr' its 	'riot- necessary to give implicit credit to 
'such Marathbriiari .stOrie's; siet.a considerable disproportion marbb 
reaionably'alloWed,.-betWeeri the forces of the Turks and. Monten 
:gripes;' withotit3 .surpaSsing the bounds. `of probability : • the,  former 
',fought at a. distance- from home, for 'conquest and plunder;.,the lat-
ter fought(ori their native mountains, among their well,known pre- 
•eipices; and defenSible -passes, for their own lives; and for the honour 
' and-libertfof their wives; and - children ! 	Three.weeks before our 
itirital;,AVCattArOH they had had . some skirmished with the Turks, 
and liad'brOtight`horne several of their heads, .:which were added-to 
' iheIeap'befOrethe bishop's house. 	The lawS ottlid 'Czerna-Goriotei, 
br Moritenegriries, are of disproportionate.severity,: if „credit. in-ay 

' be' given 'to the accounts I' received, their womenTaro Areated little 
better than slaves; 'and adulteiy is';generally,ipunishecl with death, 
and murder only 'with a fine'', the fOrmet..,crirrie is sometimes atoned 
for by the loss of the 'nose" and 'ears Of • theqofferiders_; . the ,fine for 
Murder is two or three hundred ducats for the first offencell soine, 
thing more for the second ; . and the third time, the culprit is Shot, 
his' hotise razed,- and all his Cattle 'and property confiscated, • After 
a 'Montenegrine is buried; all the friends; and relations of .the 40 
Ceased -assemble; and make merry with dancing, singing, .and feast- 

'ingi- They are of the Greek church; their language-Illyrian; or Scla, 
Voinan ; .but many of- them speak-Greek:.;,  sWe,rwere'at Cattato on 
a market-day,' arid had an opportunityiof: seeing several hundred 
Montenegrines of both sexes, who came' loaded with 'the propuceof 
their country to sell, consisting of sheep; salt,fish, wax, ,honey,, grain, 
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tc#Qt$0339400941e.esi  0i3 Ind, .egg%*04_, -A shect:  is builtfagainsti thewall 
9f,  ,the) toNtn , 'llearf,tho,gatet where, they, xest, them selves,;  , an cl„ de pp sit 
theip arms 4.,noti,,being permitted to enter ,the town armed. i ,the 
order;  tolthi$,effect, is stuck up at the gatew4Y. t ,,' 	' 	, , :,, - 	, , ,e , 1 

1 , saw, two of their chiefs.; their i.dress .Mrag ,a , short, green jaclietp  
neatly embroidered with, gold,; the brea.st,was. also richly adorned; 
they wear a green pantaloon, ornamented, on ,the back, of:  the 
legs,,  with gold. 	The common ,people,are clothed with ,a thick 
.woollen jacket, and have ,a long, coarse. cloth, I  striped, with .red ,and 
-blue, ,,thrown over the left :shoulder ; 4 which in, ease of,,rai% iservep 
them: as' a surtout. 	They wear the red skull-cap ; theirg. ;stockings 
are, of coarse woollen thread ; and their shoes (which„areanade. of 
untanned skin) are curiously ornamented, and, tied round their legs 
with:straps.- The dress of the priests varies- little from .,that , of 
the rest ;. their skull-cap is black, instead of red ;, they, also ,carry 
arms, and all leave the upper lip unshaved. 	The. women,.wear,p. 
coarse robe, of the same materials as the men ; which is fastened, round 
the waist by a thick girdle;of brass, studded with.false stones ,of ,dif-
ferent colours,... ;They,also Wear the skull-cap, -which the,unmarred 
women adorn withicoins,..las .in !Greece : 	some. have -their 'caps 
completely covered ,-with. 'the Turkish ,para,.. a, small silver. tnin, 
Which is perforated4 and Strunground the cap ; each overlapping the 
other,: like scales -4, therricher ladies wear necklaces ..of Venetian 
sequins.: The women are not pretty, and the men, who have ,clark 
complexions, and characteristic countenances, seem worn with hard 
labMirand bad fare. 	, 	.* 	' 	 . 	, 	 , i, 
'.-,Our interpreter' asked, them if it were safe- for us to travel,in 
their Country..-they replied,that if even our hats were made of gold, 
no one would'molest us:; that every one would be glad to, treat3us 
with milk and cheese, and would receive no money from us, . but be 
contented with a few common trinkets for.their wives and children. 

We slept one night at.. Catthro ; and returned the' next day, to 
our ship,,  which was. anchored at Castel-nuovo. 	On the ,1.9th we 
continued our voyage; , and keeping about,. twenty .miles ,,froxn ;the 
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Coast, faintly distinguAed -the towns of Budua,1 lAhtivari, and 
Dnicinii,/ at the entrance of the gLilpl of Drib.' 	' 	' 	i 1 , 

Polybitiss and 78trab64  mention on this coast the towns of .6Sos 
_and Akrolissos, the situations of which are at present unknoWm 
The latter was probably the Acropolis to the former. 	, 	, -, 

The'Acrocerannian ndountains 'became visible in the distance 'on 
the 22d.: We had ho sooner approached those " infames Scopuli,i'5  
the residence of thundering Jove, than we were overtaken by the 
most - dreadful tempeSt ir had *ever experienced. 	The night was unr  
usually black, but at interValS, the lightning streamed across the 
firmament, and set it in a blaZe. 	The brightest sunshine could not 
have cast amore 'vivid glare over the Acroceraunian crags. 	The itcirin 
Continued with short intermissions,- 'for the greater part 'of -,-two 
nights' and 'a day': fortunately there was not much wine" but i've 
experienced the disagreeable' effects of a •'very high sea. • 
' We were driVen out of our course ;--and, on' the 24th; found our,,, 

gelyes' opposite the town 'of CrOja,6  on the 'Albanian coast, near 
Which,- our captain' assured us, are the 'remains' of -an .ancient city ;. 
perhapS Antigonia, or Castrnin Icantin. 	Croja, W'aS 'the Country of 
the heroic peorge ' Castribtti , or Seanderbeg:Lwhelse'Vell-known his:; 
tory requires no comments. 	He assumed the itile,' and for some 
time maintained, 'with aln-IOSt suliernatnig r iihiChir,:ihe -p.Ower 'of 
Prince of Epiros, his territory consisting of the 'greater 
i 	

' part of -  Illy- 
ra and Epiros. 	 ' 	 '  
V On the 25th we passed 'Within h.-few mileS. Of Durazzo, the 
ancient Epidamnos, or DyrrachiOn, which` was founded by 	Cor 
ayreans about six hundred and twenty-three years before our.. era ; 
and afterwards, being colonized by the Roinans, -1:;ecanle the gieit 

1  Anciently Bulva, or Butua. 	 _ 
2  Anciently Ulcinium, or Olcbinium, originally Colchinium, having  been founded by the 

Colchians, according to Pliny, Nat; Hist.. b..0,. 'c. ee. ' 	3 B.  8. 	' 	, 	4 B.  .1, 
) 	, 	' 

5- Horace Carm. b. i. Od. 3. v. '20..  
• 11  This place is called Akkiisar by the Turks.. 
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point Qf„ cOmpiu.nioationt between Italy and :Greece. 	It .was. in, the 
country-  of the Partheni, and afterwards. illy Upper , Macedonia 
ciWo.reside,d here during his banishment. 	It was_ a, place of im- 
portance, and. a. dukedom. in the middle ages.2 	The castle, the 
seraglio, and four minarets, were the only distinct. features in. the 
view. 	The inhabitants are principally Turks, who carry on. a- trade 
in sandals. and slippers. 	The .vicinity of the town_seems cultivated ; 
the nearest _range of, hills mottled with green ; and. the, lofty mouni-
taipS, which, rise behind, and join the Acrocerauniaii rocks, are 
hroken, into. fine precipices. 	Durazo stands: on a. promontory, 
which : projects a considerable way into the sea, terminating in two 
capes,the one called. Redoni, the, other Pali. 	After proceeding 
Some miles further along the coast, we saw the town of: Polina, situ-
ated near the ruins of the ancient Apollonia ; which according to 
Strabo,3  was a Corinthian and a Corcyrean colony. 	The great Egna- 
tian Way began hear this town, leading through Macedonia, Thes-
sa- ly, and Thrace,, for five hundred and, thirty miles, as far, as the 
HellesPont.4 	Polina stands. near the Aoos, the modern. Viosa, about 
seven miles5. inland.;, and was at one time, a large and, important 

i• 	. 	•  
city : a single doric polumni, which is still standing, marks the site 
o'f one of its temples. 	 . 

On the 26th We .coastecl within about three miles of the Acroce-
raunian motintins„ which rise into fine pointed forms, apparently 
at least four thousand feet high; they are bare and barren, except 
towards their bases,,,which are, feathered with wood. 	The name 
AcrOceraunian .was probably given to the  highest summits , of the 
mountain,, which rise nearly above the ancient city of Aulon;, and 
the general appellation of Ceraunia, or Cerannii, was applicable,to _   
tile whole ridge which extends along the coast for several miles ; from 
nearly opposite"' COityra - td.  Dyrracliion: 	Dion, Cassins6. calls thein 

i Dion Cassius, .b. 41. 	2  Hist. de Constantinop. sous lcs Empp. Francois, b. I. 
p. 27, &c. Paris edit.  	• 	3  B. 7. p. 316. 	4  Strabo, b. 7. ,  p. 3,29. 

5  Pliny, Nat. Hist. b. 3. c. 0. 	' 	6  p. 41. 
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ct?cecc i rix xeectuvia,,,..w4iChe says are at .Ole ,eactteR4ty.  ,,ot, ,4irosi  at ,the:  
entrance of the, 'Ionian gulch.4   , 'They pN,411-respo calleckmkgiftegeac  
TX Pouval  a name probably cleTived,ftot,n;,c.,;,1iiperp,i ,willici),accordipg 
to plipy,i was. 4  costi 	on;  the 4Cropqplap,montains, above. tiIP 
fountain of. Aquaa 	egin,, Procopins2  ;asserts,  that the fortresS of xi t, 
peer Was erecteA.by,Ilistini?in ;: buicit;  was probably only rebuilt.after 
having fallen ini rninsl  :yhei  Ctkimariotes are like their ancestors in 
the time of Cantacuzene, w:hon), he terrns.Axi3coo! aUTOYOFOS 110140t4c, inde-, 
pendent sheephecds, yhe 6himariotes who inhabit the Acrocerau,-,, 
nian range .are,p,:hardy and predatory. race of , Albanian Christians;; 
who sometimes come out from their rocks, and carry in yesselgi -
which they see becalmed. off their coast ; our .captain assured .112 
that they sell„ their Christian prisoners to the Turks. 	, 	, -,'. 

. 	 . 	1. 
' 	hicque . 	. 	periclis 

Swpe Carinarum fainosa Ceraunia surgunt.4  

II 	, 	 A 

'As the wind seemed to forsake us on this .treacherous coaSt, the 
crew were ordered ,out to prayers; the names of a great many saints 
were invoked; particularly St. Nicole., the Neptune of the modern t 
Greeks. 	Among the many terrific tales which they recounted respect- 
ing these fatal rocks, there was one circumstance upOn which they laid' - 
particular stress, and of which they ,would not permit Ais to qUestiOrt.'i 
the reality. 	They said that loud voices were always heard upon the 
rocks at midnight ; and that a short time before storms and sirocco 
winds, lights are seen. dancing about upon the crags. 	The latter part 
of this story is probably less fabulous than it would at first appeet;, , a 
the captain, and all the sailors, declared they had frequently seelPY 
these lights, which are probably formed by the •gas of carburetted, 4  
ignited hydrogen, similar to that of Pietra Mala, on the 'Bolognese - 
Appennines. 	Strabo5  mentions a place called .Nymphaion, in the 

0 	 . 
' Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. 1. 	2  DelEditiclis, b. 4. c. 6. p. 74; Paris edit.  
3  Hist. b. 2. c. 24. p. 275. Paris edit. 	4  Ruf. Test. Avieni Orb. DescriP. v. 538. 

See also the Periplgs of Scylax Caryand. 	 5  B..7. p. 516. 	. r 
..,L 
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territory of 4611-dnia',3ihereAre- iSinek from the ground:" Vitrti:..* 
vius,' Plir1)1: /ElittiC,3"-TVitafich,4  Dion' CasiinS,5:and''others, also 
notice it; rand 66 la ttei'''prtiCiilly .sy's that' the flames: were in-
creased' by Tairf,' Which 'is the case- at .1::ietra Mala, Where the pea-
sants generally foretel heavy -rains; 's'ome hones before'iheY' begin to 
fall, by the 'increasing size 'and fury' of the flames; which: issue from 
the ground.-- 	Asphaltus in a fluid State': is produced near Apol- 
Ionia: ; :and a lucrative. trade 	is '''e6rfied: On . in . the . same 	sub- 
stance, - which' abounds at Seletitia, • eight -  cniles.,l'iOni"Valona: 
The • fire neat Apollorila is' represented "On . a; scarce -silver 'Coin 
of that city. 	On' one side 'is' the- head: of ApOIl6L-inscrip'S Ar/PI: 
f/NOZ—rev. three nymphs 'dancing before-  the: fire-;--inscrips'A110 
and ANAPOMAXO: ' Pauganias6,probably alludes to-the`-same kind 
of phenomenon in speaking 	of Bathos ' in Arcadia, .Where he 
says fire' is seen', issuing from the earth, 	. There are other. instances' 
of ignited hydrogen in various mountainous countries i that mer• 
tioned by, Captain -Beaufort,', near Deliktash4 is of aDsimilar nature : 
he, conceives it,to, be.the . sane noticed by PlinTon Mount Chimazia: 
It is 'singular, thatAbg.ndrne Chimera should :also: have been given - to 
a place- Ac_agl .theAfire;lor ,kApollonia. , Ctesiae mentions,f‘Ithe- perl 
petual..fire Inca)? khltselisliini , Lyciai• !which is the‘; same :described , 
by captain.Be,a4fp.rtgASimilar flame is said to exist in the island of,; 
Samos:. :' 	.;1,: ,(1 eyrdi; 'i..• u 	--,1 	:, 	.' 	' 	.. 	 - 	it 

• The. most :projecting,: part ;of the Acroceraunian mountains is a ' 
tongue of Jand,i calledlrorix its 'form, ,Linguetta ; -from henee, to the' 
nearest:  yart,„ of- itily;.-is, thirty geographical. miles.;: but ., we - ' coul d 
not AisCover,, thei Italian. sharei though the day, was clear,-they land' 
being lows 	•This, circumstance: is noticed by Virgil,- where he de-• 
scribes .1Eneas sailing alenig;this coast :,-,-', 

., 	, 	• 	'; 	i•  
, 	 . 

1 B. 8. c. 3. 	2  Nat. Hist:•b.•3:-  e. 23._ and b.'2. c: 1071 hi- which are several other 
instances of the same kind. 	3 Var:.-Hist. li, 13. c. 16. 	a Life of Sylla. 

5 Rom. Hist, .b. 41. 	'6 B. 8: e. 29. 	7  Coast of Karimania, 
8 Persic. 	See also Aristot de Mirandis, 139. 	' ' 	 • 
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. 	1Provehimur Pelago, vicina,Cerauniai jtixtav i f ri v 'Jr) r 
Unde 'ter Italian), •Cursusque 1)teVissiums. Undisli li 

- 	 , 
Jamque,rubescebat„ Stellis Aurora fugatis 
Cum: protul, obs.curos Colles humilemque videmus- 
Italiam,= etc., 	i,  ,, 	it 	, 1, 	, 	, 	 • 

, 	 . 
PQlybiu$, and, others, mention' a great many cities and strong places 

along the ,I1Jyrian,coast,, which,  shews it was thickly inhabited, and 
well defended;- .and we,  know from the testimony of the Byzan- 
tine historians, that it waswell people& in the middle ages, 	Strabo 
mentions eleven different nations near the Acroceraunian. mountains, 
each of which 'were governed by a sovereign, prince; these. were: the' 
Bylliones, Taulantii, Partheni, Brygi, Enchelii, Lyncestai, Douridpi, 
the; Tripolitant Pelagonii, the. Eordi, Elemewi, an& the Eraturai: 
Eachisovereign possessed probably two or three towns, a tract of mount 
tains fon their flocks, and a. few narrow vallies, for cultivation, 	Other 
neighbouring ,  nations were the Orestai:, Parora2i, and Atintanest. 
Towards the Ambracian gulph were the Molossians, Amphilochians, 
Athamanes, YEthices, and Tyrephwi;,  and the greater divisions of 
Thesprotia, Chaonia, and Cassopwa, were opposite theislands. 	The 
territories in the vicinity of- the Acroceraunial*at last fell under 
the Macedonian yoke, and were collectively, denominated Upper' 
Macedonia,. extending almost as far as. Corcyra, • Pausanias- tells 
us that, the Locri of Thronion, on the Boagrios, and, , the Abantes- 
Qf Eubcea, returning from Troy with their eight vessels, Were-driven,  
by ai tempest:. on, the coast of the Cerauniani mountains, and- there,  

1  13. 5. 	" Near the Ceraunian rocks our coast we bore, 
The shortest passage to th' Italian shore ; 
And now the rising morn, with rosy light, .,  
Adorns the skies, and puts the stars to flight : 
When we from far, like bluish mists descry, 
The plains and humble hills bf Italy."—DEYDEN. 

The last line has been altered, as the original does not give the true sense of the Latin.. 
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built a city, whigitithernarffed Thronion,-and'Called the traet of coun-
try whiclytheSt'oeculiied Abantis, but that they were afterWards ex- 
pelled by the neighbouring Apolloniates:1 	Near the Linguetta is a 
fine capacious harbour, at the ektreinity of 'which,  is the town of 
Valona, the ancient Aulon,.'which was forme'rly a large city in Chao-
nia ; it is 'at present principally inhabited by .Turks.,1 and has six 
mosques. 	In front of the gulph of Valona is the small rocky island 
of Sas6no, the ancient Sason I the latitude Of ivvhich, according to 
Lechevalier, is 40° 34' ; here are the ten-lain§ of a Greek fort, which 
has been: evidently repaired in the lower. ages. 	, Polybius2  says it is 
atfthe entrance of the Ionian Sea. 	STot far from Aulon there were 
formerly four other cities ; Lychnidos, now supposed to bb'Achrida, 
or Ochrida ; Dardania, or Orikos, now' Eriko, founded by a,Colchian 
colony; Byllis, and Amantia, were nearer Corcyra: 	We'clearly (lid- 
tinguished _Achrida and. Eriko 3. but the position of the other cities 
is -unknown. 	Pliny3' places  the beginning of Epiros at Oricum, 
from which town to the Salentinian promontory in Italy, he says,  is 
eighty.five miles. 	.Csar landed near Orikos when on his way to 
attack Pompey., 	. 	 , .,, 
' We passed near wpoit called Palerm6, the ancient PanorinO6, 
and saw the situation of Onehesmos, which gave the nameJof 
'Onchesmites a° ,the ,rwind vvhich blew from this part of Epiroi 
to Italy. We had' . her6 the• first view of Corfu, apparently attach&I 
to. the eastern end of the- Acroceraunian range.; and rising into 
two points, formed by Mount Parltokrator or Salvadore, the highest 
land in the island, which was'near fifty miles froth us. 	To the south 
of Corfu, we distinguishe4 the uninhabited islands of Fanu,5  Merlera, 
and Samotrachi, or Samandraki, and some smaller rocks, on which. 
there are not the smallest remains of antiquity. 	This is reckoned 

1  B. 5. c.22. 	2. - Hist. b. 5. p. 446. 	3  Nat. Hist. b. 3). c. 23. 
4  Caesar de Bello Civili. b. 3. 	 . 
5  'Supposed to' be the ancient Ottanoo, or Othones, which Procopius says may perhaps 

be thp island of Calypso;, De Bello Goth. b. 4. c. 22. p. 628. 1aris edit., 	•  
E 2 	, 
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_,t heilericl,,or) the lAdriatio, a anciLbginningr9dirz tpei &Dirt? Seadt The 
,,E0rote...mountains,iwerecoirefed with sub*, whi'dhlhadtfaileacdgring 
the late .stortrtil. At a.greati‘ptante 4tildnduthe.l'ofty Tormarmimna 

,the ' still , More._ nragn ifi coif t ,)P.irilelospkiere id iitictiguish ed) rearin g utheir 
.,white and pointecll.summitsLaboveithe:Jclouds. 	1 	rf i 1, 14, or:, 	-};9e;t 

:-:10n , the .27th,TaftercTa§ginghear +the Phalakron promoritory; 
formed c by MountTantok-rator; tiVe entered ; the narrow canal vhich 
separate ,i1Gorfuilfroini they tibdast of , Epiros. 	The rocks tVkliitli 
rose or (our iright,,at;theAlstanciu of ,,a ,a few yards, are the;41ortherfi 
end ,p,f.,thwlighest mountain int the island,. called Pantokrivtort; tht 
city.  ,Of,,:CasSibpe; afieL tetnPle,,of ',Jupiter Cassius, 'were iftifthis 
,situation ;.iin.the vicinity Is' a church dedicated' to the Madonlikrdi 
Cassopo. 	On the ,oppoSite coast of Epiros was another'Cassic* 
the 'exact position of which is unknown ; but it was between Onche-St- 
mos and Buthroton, nearest to the latter. 	The ancient wallsf:'of 
liuthrotort, remain, and are composed of well-joined polygonal bloCki. 
This place is called Bothrentos by Cantacuzene,4  Which, name it still 
retains, ,although it, is commonly called ; Butri nto:br the Italians: 
-,, „Having passed this narrow strait; and arvinsiilated rock Leaned 
5eTpa, we entered the , widest part, , of thebcanal;ti which! in = some 

• plam opens, into an ,expanse of ,abdut.) tivelketimiles),broad4 's:fOri 
our., left was the grand range of fth4tEpiratebanoinitains ,;! oti-ibni 
right, the green and fertile Corfu, with its bliv.eVoires`, its undulatink 
and variegated, hills, its capital,. and its, fcirtificationsi, ' We sailed 
-close to the island of Vido, the ancierittPtychid, Land- cast qiiich131-
wider the walls of the city , We presented,,otir passport and letteit 
to .Mr. Foresti, 	(British consul-general; !ands since f•ministety,:Whk 
received us with all possible civility. 	Me took :urp our abod&'atia 
miserable inn, the only one in the town', where 'every thitg -was #0 
filthy, that during the nights, we were quite infested with inseci§; 

.. 	 . 
. 	 _ 	..... _ . 	_ 	. 

' Or Tmaros—Straba, b. 7. now Tomaritz. 	. 	I  Hist. b. 2. c. 37. p. 321. Paris edit. 
3  Now $ir Speridion foresti, Kat. 	 f 	o . ) . i 	. — bl 	1Ci 1 
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Wit thedasti sinaffiint.. aftenioUrfarrii air, as .,s1Uon..;adl .-a Wax., !IF sa*.la, 
e:.+3irpion9iiiiii:byirpilloin ,(The sting 'of the 	is not toortallii 

Qre4cepand,,E -easily±uiedL'by -the; utiplication Of the .01eum Sco0-
pion un41-, ion Oil sin.._ which seOrpions..iiiie:. been' infused';., the . animal 
itself, mashed and put immediately,oththe,*oundOtrsaidio effect,a 

-rnyidlcure. 	Their virus is proportionablyltronger where the cliMate 
piahe season is hotter ,: in. parts of ulfricatheirstingiastertain death, 
.fitathe town - of .Pescara: is deserteth:b)r its inhabitants, in the .''sunr-
u.xttlou account of the great quantityrAjficorPions.Yfin winter they 
%re pearly...in( a torpid :state, ,amt their tstingisi less1,4ang6roni. `, ' It 
ikklaidi  that if a. scorpion is surrounded by a:circloofburiling coals, 
indifinds.it: cannot escape, it strikes itself with its,sting on. the:back, 

'Anztiimmediately dies. 'The few scorpions I saw:in Greete: are. about 
:tw&inchesin length, and generally black. 	I found:,  Some at Ther- 
tnopylae about half an inch:longer, and- of a dull yellow tint. In 
Italy t th,ey are! extremely. common, and enter the, h_ouses.as soon as. 
OP first,  autumdal rains commence. 	.,. 	•,,i f ,. 	.r 3 ,;.1;1 ..:41' 

We-bad not been in, the Wand two hours, when .we heard.: a firitigin 
AO .treets4 Mr.L;Torestii Who was with. us at the thile'iimniedialely 
.guested the. . eauSe4rand9srai a. , hetwas,  .-convinced 'that a quarrel' Ida 
kroken,out...betftenutliereekn land the Turks;:- 	this' event,  "'thing 
•been)expectedforisoinetieoiwing to the insolent and -overbearing 
lqeliaxiour of theiatl,er:=6It isdie.cessary to mention that' the Set:Ain,  
Aular, or Ionian Republic, vaS'At thatAirne under the protection of 
01.0.5 Russians and .  the Ttirks, both of which'nations had a. fleet- sta,- 
Xion0. .i.a: the,Torti.ofoCorfir:.Ahe Turkish' sailors, were sometimes  
•pcon4ted to:landon Market..days;,  and being always:armed-, paraded 
...the streets. with the greateitinsolence., 	The.immediate origin' of the 
present affair • is mot ,  well known ; .but it is supposed that a Tiltk;  
taking impropertlibertiesilvithlhe wife of a-  Corfuotei' the husb-iiiil 
resented the affront,, in strong language, and was imnrdiately ;shot 

. 	. 	. 	, 	,.. 	T_ 	. 	 , 	• 	• 	1  • 	. 	-' 	' -} 	'TO 
•;,e.i 	f 	: 	* 	. 	. 	. 	, 

" 	1  Dr.Mend on Poisonous- Animals: 	2  Joann:, Leo Iiiitor.- Afri'qt. 6:7:4- c.  
b 
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bythe enraged Turks inthe middle effi-)therfn-prkel4placed,,,GTh$21110,  
derer .was -in hiss turn, killed by another,-Greek paddithe.affairtsota 
assumed a ,serious aspect,,a general insurrection ibeing-apprehended. 
We heard the. firing of pistols on all sides; hndictriosity leading t 
to the top ,of, the house“we-marrowly escaped being wounded, 'some 
balls passing closeito 7 us;.1 on-  J b f -which , entered .. the wall a very 
short distance from lisl) i Several Turks having taken . refuge' inAtt 
coffee-house, barricaded the door, which was broken open,bythe 
populace k and the Greek(' who _first entered, with a pistol in' each 
hand, killed two Turks,. but was immediately cut to pieces;:r! The 
populace then attempted to set fire to- the house; but the Turkel 
rushing. out upon their opponentS, after killing, some GreeksOand 
losing some of their own men, retreated across the Esplanade rto the 
fortress. . Seventeen Turks, and not half that number of Greeks, 
lost their lives in this affair. 	There were not . above two hundred0f 
the former in the town, who were protected by the Russians, and 
conducted to the fortress. 	It was with the greatest difficulty that 
the Turkish Seraskier prevented his sailors landing,. and' revenging 
their countrymen ; had that happened, a most bleody conflict would 
in all probability have ensued ; for the news of the disturbance was 
in a few hours carried through 'the island,. and to the opposite. coast 
of Epiros; and in the afternoon, manythousands.of t well-armed .and 
determined Greeks were collected round the walls of the citY, pant-
ing with the desire of dyeing their swords in Moslem blood ; and 
as some said, of pillaging the town. 

The Russians apprehending a continuation of these disturbances, 
. landed five hundred men, who took possession of the fort which is 

near .the Esplanade, and commands the city, dismissing the weak 
Septinsular garrison, supposing them unable to resist any sudden 
assault of the Turks. 	The senate passed a general pardon ; the in- 
habitants were prohibited bearing arms ; 	and our consul, Mr. 
Foresti, by his influence and personal courage, was very instru- 
mental in restoring tranquillity. 	The next day we paid a visit to 
the Turks in the castle, and were received with much civility by the 
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CapigifkBashi.., r=14fterupipesi 'and Coffee, 	and a shOrt conversation, 
which: We 'carried ion br means,  of our dragoman, or interpreter, we 
took! our leave, and were shewn into a long chamber, -serving as an 
hospital to about forty Turks, who were wounded in the late affair, 
and who- were lying on mattresses, placed on the ground ; some of 
them were at that moment breathing,  their ,  last.. 	We were glad 
to turn away from such scenes !, ,and .quitted the mansion of death 
with disgust. 	. 	 , 	- 

. I We , were next conducted by our consul, to.' pay our respects to 
thtl.  President of' the Republic,. Count George Theotochi, a venera- 
blef old- man, who is styled Prince, or Archon.. 	We were received 
by his Excellence and the senators, with every mark of attentior4 in 
a I small and badly-furnished room. 	They expressed their 'alarm at 
the late unfortunate event ; appearing uneasy as to what might fol-
low, and more apprehensive.  of the villagers of their own island than 
of the Turks themselves. 	They provided us with letters for the dif- 
ferent islands of the'Republic; Which' Were afterwards' of Consideral,  
We service to,  us. 	We also visited' the Seraskier on• board' liis yes-- 
set:: nothing could .be more kind than the receptions he gave' us 
there:was t great order,  and,,iieatness throughout the TUrkish. shipsi 
which may be•isakk in,  point 'of cleanliness, to vie with. English 
vessels. 	In the cabin,_of the Seraskier I observed the portrait of 
Lord,  Nelson. 
i,i, 

   
  



CHAPTER .II. 

Compendium . of the history of Corcyra—small islands near it—villages, produce. 	Depurture front,  
Corfu. 	Islands 'of Paxos and Antipaxos. 	Town of Parga. 	Arrival at Santa Maura. _Ruins of 

' ' Leucas-L.Loier's Leap—villages--produce: Town of Prebeza—Ruins of Nicopolis—Ambmcian gulpb. 
Departure from Sant% Maura—manner in which the pirates treat their prisoners. 	Taphian, or Tele,. 
boian islands:—Ithaca—villages—ports—produce—mountains—ruins of a castle and city—other ruins. 
Fount Arethusa. 	Medals of Ithaca. 	Albanian robbers. 	Island of Cephallenia. 	End of my first 
Tour in this 'part of Greece., 

1 Kai AiTrapv Kerctipa piAov Tegov Maivooio.1  

BEFORE I undertake, the description of modern Corfu, it will be 
necessary to give. a succinct account of its ancient history, . with-
out entering into long details, which are foreign to the plan I pro-' 
pose to follow throughout -the present work ; nor have .I time. to in-
vestigate the question whether Phwacia is Juda, or Alcinoos !Solo-

mon? which is the opinion of a. learned man of our country.; .and,. 
although the Odyssey has not the same character of .geographical 
veracity, which is so conspicuous in the Iliad, yet it cannot be 
allowed that the Phwacia of Homer is a Laputa, or a Brobdignag. 

The origin of the word Ionian (which is given to the 'islands on 
this coast from the Ionian gulph) is not known with any degree of 
certainty ; 1Eschylus2  and Hyginus3  attribute it to Io, the daughto 
of Inachus ; Strabo4  says that Theopompus derives it from Ionios, 
an inhabitant of Issa. 	The ancient names of Corfu are Scheria, 

1 Dionys. Orb. Descrip. v. 494; and fertile Corcyra, the loved land of Alcinoos.• 
I  In his Protnetheos, v. 846. 	s Fab. 145. 	s B. 7. p. 317. 
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Phwacia, Drepane, Makris, Argos, Kerkura, or Korkura, the Latin 
Corcyra. 	The modern name of Corfu, or Korphu, is deriVed from 
Koruphoi, from its double Acropolis. 	Some of the Byzantine his- 
tories1  call it Korupho, but Procopius says it was still named Kerkura 
in his .time,2  and Boccaccio, in one of his stories; callS it GUrfo. 
It: iss - now narned,bi the :Greeks ,K0001. 	Nausithoos - and his son 
Alcinoos probably had their baPitalLtfpOn the peninsula of 'the 
island' which is. opposite Epiros :, the colony- which was 'sent froin 
Corinth; under Chersicrates, no doubt established thertAelveSiiillie 
Satild:plaCe. 	Nothing is seen above ground., of the remains- of the 
ancient city, except some frusta. of large columns f which; from hay-
ing-  flutings without intervals, were evidently of the Doric. order : 
they have a large square base, which forms but -one ,mass-witly the 
column, a singularity of which I never observed any other example. 
The place is now called Palaiopoli : here are also the remains of an 
ancient building, apparently the cella, of a temple composed of paral;  
lelogram blocks of moderate dimensions, and now converted into 
a church. 	Over the entrance of another church, built by the empe- 
ror Jovianus,is the well known inscriptions in whiCh 'the-  enthu;,  
siastic Iconotlast boasts of having destroyed the temples and altars 
of the Greeks; 	Homer4  mentions -a'irocratiroy, or temple of Neptune, 
in the Agora, and Thucydidess notices the temples of Juno, of Bac-
chus, , of the Dioscuri,1*.of Jupiter, and of Alcinoos, at Corcyra. 
There are some remains of a fortress on Mount St. Angelo, a pointed 
hill,;. seen from, the old port, which according to Andrea Marmora 
was built by the emperor Michael Comnenus ; this may be Mount 
Istone:, Several. autonomous copper medals -have been -found in the 
same spot, generally with the head of Jupiter on one side, and the 

, 	- 
. 	. 	. 	. 

i Anna Comnena. Alexiad, b. 1. and Nicetas Chroniat. b. 2. - 

£ De Bello Goth. b. 4, c. 22. p. 628. Paris edit. Anna Comnena calls it Kopv91(o roXiv 

oxvpararlv; a,very strong city.- 	, 
3  Wheler, vol. 1. 	. 	 4  Odyss. 6. v. 266. 	 3  B. S. c. 70. 
VOL. I. 	 P 	v 
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prow;  of ?a ship on the other, . with the name; of Lthelmagistrate, and 
XOPKTPAMN.; On .others was .a diota or two-handled'vase, with 
the letters KO ; and on-the reverse a bunch of grapes, allusive to,thc 
worship of Bacchus, or, to the good wine which the :island produced,' 

In the :museum, of Signor Prosalinda_ are several antiquities, found 
amongst the ruinsof ;the ancient city ; he permitted me to copy two 
inscriptions on bronze; one on marble, and another on a small tor 
nelian;2  the latter being unintelligible, was probably • an AbraxaS, 
or mystical amulet: 	 . 	 1 	' 

Another inscription -on bronze was also shewn me, found by 
Signor Gangadi. in ,the same place 1- 	, 	 UI: 

1111 

The following, inscriptions on 	cones 	'of terra cotta, are also 
from- the Prosalinda collection. 	 a . 

. 	 - 

o 

	

. --  
OPOE* 	 .,--- 	' 	 AIDE • 

c•AAAKOL , 	 ._... PoA 	El 	MHAMIOT 
:f.. 	 .1. id  

i  I  
„.‘ ,,_ 	• 	 , 	1 

, 
i1 

. 	, 
. 	' 	. 

These.  cones are about three inches and a half high ;;the perforu-
tion'af - the top`shews that they were attached to something ; others 
are' frequently found in the fields in different parts of Greece, 
especially. in Attica :;' they are in general painted black and rod, 
are sometimes circular, like those of CorfU, and sometimes four 
sided, and all have the perforation. 	I never observed any inscribed 
except those,. at Corfu ; it is difficult to conceive their use. 	They 

. 	 • 

. 	
. 

. 	 1  These inscriptions are inserted in the Appendix. 
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were ,p'erliam tied .rOinidu the,  liecks:bf , cattle, I in order to Stew -to 
What pasture Or.mountain the animal belonged should it .happeil to 
stray! .j.,  The three abovementioned inscriptions alluded perhaps to 
momitains, or. divisions of pastufe land, in Corcyra. 	In the two last 
inscriptions, the word oeo; seems to be understood. 

Spon and Tournefort tell us,. that on.  a mountain in the island of 
Naxos-is inscribed OPOZ ilIOZ MHAS/ZIOT, of Jupiter, guardian of 
the:flocks (of sheep). 	. 	• 	_ , 	, 

There are several mountains in Greece on which- the word 'op; lis 
inkIibed. 	I have seen it on Pentelikon and , Hymettos.- i It might 
have been intended to diStinguish the limits .4 the mountain,' or corn-
mow land, from that Of individuals, beyond which it was unlawful for 
cattle.,to pasture.. 	As the word nos, however; in these inscriptions, 
is without the article, it is difficult to 	decide -whether it signi. 
fies 'mountain, or boundary. 	Some sepulchral. stones were found 
by Dr. Macmichael near Athens, inscribed: HOPM. 	These.,. were 
boundary stones, indicating the limits -Of the tomb. 	The H is the 
aspirate, which is rarely expressed'. in paIxography, and which _is 
placed before the word "OPOE, limit,' to distinguish it from the same 
word 'whiCti Signifies mountain, and •is unaspirated.,. • According to 
Athenams,2  the ancients expressed the aspirate by the. H, as• the 
Romans. 	It is used in the_same way by. Tereptius Scaurus,. and' 
others. 	 . 	, 	, 

In an inscription at Pelika near Athens, oeoc is mentioned With the 
article : 	 , 	 • 

O OPOZ , APTE 	 •HOPOE 
MiA0E TEME / 	• 	HEAIKI-a . • 

I•10.,. 	AMAPTE 	 . 	. 

, TA., 	.` 
, 	 . 

. In the collection of William Hamilton, Esq. is a beautiful terra cotta vase, found at Agri-
gentturr, on-which the words Hector and Eos, are preceded by this aspirate; the same occur's 
in some inscriptions in the British Museum. 	 • 

- ? Deipnosoph. b. 9: C. 13:' 	-  
F 2 	. 
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- • In Fourmont's collection' is. the following inscription, found at 
Sparta ;--7- 	. 	 , 

OPOE 
TOT 	. , 

. 0E0i. 	. 
To 'distinguish, limits, the 	sometimes placed a statue, of 

Jupiter, with the. , name -of ZETE OPIOE; the Jupiter Terminalis, of 
the Latins. 	These cones may possibly represent the tou(1%pos, or -conic 
emblem of the sun, of 13elus, or of Venus. 	Tacitus2  thus describes 
the' statue of the -Paphian Venus—" Simulacrum Dew non fffigie 
.humans, continuus orbis. latiore initio tenuem in ambitum met 
modo exsurgen.s," 	The sun seems to have been represented.,un• 
der a similar form, and was hence termed. Alagabalus - Deus. TO.. 
tund us .3 	. 	_ 	. 	. 	. 	 , 

The .early history of Corcyra. is enveloped in the mist of uncer-
tainty and conjecture : a colony of ,Colchians is said to lave settled 
there about 1349 years before our era. 	It was afterwards governed 
by kings, of whom little is known., 	Homer has indeed immortalized 
the name of Alcinoos. 	In process. of: time Carcyra,enriched and 
aggrandized . by, its maritime superiority, :became one.  of the ulost 
powerful nations in Greece 	The Corinthians,. under Chersicrates, 
formed a settlement here about seven hundred and three years before 
Christ ; and four hundred and fifteen years afterwards, it was cap;  
tured by Agathocles of Syracuse, who gave it. to his daughter La- 
nessa,5  upon her marriage with Pyrrhus of Epiros. 	It was occupied 
by the troops of the Illyrian queen Teuta, about fifty-eight years after 
its seizure by Agathocles, and was soon after taken from her by the 
Romans, under the Consul Cn. Fulvius ;6  and although it had the 
privileges of a free city, it remained under the Romans for many 
centuries. 	In the time of Strabo it was reduced to extreme misery, 

1  In the King's library at Paris. 	2  Hist. b. 2. c. 3. _ 	3  Bochart and Selden. 
.4  Thucyd. b. 1. c. I. 	3 Plutarch's Life of Pyrrhus. 	1' Polyb. b. 2. ji. 99. 
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owing to the Nices of its administration, and its want of moderation 
in prosperity. 	It was taken from the Byzantine emperor IVIa..!  
nuel Comnenus,1 	by Roger Normanims-  king of Sicily,. in the 
twelfth century, and was afterwards possessed for a short time by 
a Genoese pirate, named Leon Vetrano, from whom it was, taken 
by Pietro Zane,,doge of Venice, who sent thither a Venetian colony,2  
and the pirate and his adherents were hanged: 	It was afterwards 
taken by Peter Polanus the Venetian doge, in 1546, and until within 
these few years, was the capital of the Venetian, islands in .the 
Ionian Sea. 	It has for several centuries been celebrated for its 
powerful fortresses, to which such great additions have been recently 
made by the French, and afterwards by the English, as to render 
it one of the strongest places in Europe. 	The two contiguous  
rocks which rise from the sea, at the extremity of the Esplanade, 
were no doubt fortified in the earliest times, forming the Acrg.!  
polis of the ancient city; the " aerias. Phacunr Arces" of Vir7  
gi1.3  . They are at present called the old forts, or le due Ma-
rnelle, from their mamillary form, and are approached by a long 
drawbridge, built over an artificial canal, which may be filled with 
sea water, whereby they become insulated. 	The two rocks in 
question, and indeed the whole island,4  if we could credit the ancient 
mythologists, owe their origin to a curious circumstance : Saturn 
mutilated his father Ccelus with a scythe; the spoils and the scythe 
together being thrown into the sea, the former became the two rocks, 
and the latter the island, which, accordingly, took the name of 
Drepanon, or Drepane. 	Since the present journey .was made, 
Corfu, with the other Ionian islands, has been placed under the 
protection of the British government ; and its little rebellions, mur- 
ders, and intrigues, are now at an end. 	The Ionian islands are 
called by the Turks occercemprice, the Frank islands. 

1 Nicetas Chroniat. b. 2. p. 52, 53. Paris edit. 
2  Hist. de Constantinop. sous les Empp. Francois, b. 2. p. 4.5. Paris edit. 
' JEneid, 3. v. 291. 	4  Apollonius Rhod. Argonaut. b. 4. v. 983, &c. 
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'CoreYra and' CassiOpe kern' to' hairg ìbeerPthe'ttril 	ii!'s'rto .i-cities-iii 
the island. 	' 	 " 	i I' .10 	i roJ,,,,,i. 	.,..,P. 	'v 

' 'Chersevolis is an imaginary town, not 'inentiOnedibfAnY"Auth.' Or 
except Andrea Marmora, a miserable writer of '1672,'`WhO hag 'Misled 
Many of his' readers.' 	 lioinerl describeS the situation 'of the city 

_with great accuracy; and says it' is between two 'ports:. John Cinna 
nuis,2  in his hyberbolical style, represents the Actopolis of COrcYri 
AS -  being' so 'lofty that 'the 'eye "could scarcely distinguish- its 'Walls. 
According tO'iNieetas;3  it was strongly fortified withlOfty thwerViii 
the Anne ' that iCwals besieged' by the emperor Manuel •ComEenfie 

There Were tWei ports in Corcyra, one of which was that called Ilir; 
laikos;by Thncydides;4  and the other the great port designated by tlie-
game anther 'as Tieo's 'areal', 'before the Agora, . opposite -',EpirOs,l' or 
the continent. 	The mouth 'of thelormer opens towards the east=; ai 
the ' entrance is a pointed' rocky island, 'called 0-ovIxo ' vna-i, Or' the 
Island 'Of Rats; or,: 'as others will have it, ii02/1A0' Yvert, froth the quan- 
tity 'of 'reedS it is,  Said to 'produce, but of which I saw none. 	• Thig 
port- must ha4 'been formerly capacious and good,- and sheltered 
frOth every -wind ; but it' is at present so filled lup"with sand arid 
mud, that even small boats enter it with .diffiCultY 	It is named 
7rieaihr  a (the ferry). 	The surrounding country is the most delightful' 
that can be imagined ; it is encircled bY' hillS.'of ' varied fOriiii; 
which are richly shaded by the. deep 'verdure of the olive, inter.' 
mingled with' the foliage of the orange, the pomegranate; the fig; 
the' almond, 	and.  the cypresS. 	Thus it has ' the soft -aspect ' of 'a 
fresh-water lake, environed by every rural charm. 	The- village' of 
Chrysida is 	situated in . the -immediate vicinity.) . 'llere a lii-npid 
spring, gushing from under the spreading shade of a large fig4ree; 
formg a rapid stream, and turns some mills ,at a few 1  paces • from 
its source. 	The principal port is the same which is now used' for 
large vessels, which anchor close to the walls of the town, and are 

i Odyss. 6. v. 263. 	 4  Hist. b. 3. p. 57. Paris edit. 
s B. 2. p: 52, 53. Paris edit. 	 4  B.- 3. e. n. 	. 
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sheltergd,49q,Xher,virldS ,whicl-ii blow fram.the Epirote mountains 
by the: island" .of Vido.1 	 • , - 

There ,are, two.  lakes  in the interior of the island, .one. -called 
Gaudar,-  the other Corisia ; and two rivers, one: called PotamOs, by 
way-  of eminence, the. other Messongi, 	There -is also the torrent. bed 
of Leuchimmo, named froth the 'cape, to the sOuth,of which it runs,; 
it is in general dry in summer. 	. 	, 	. 	. 	--, 

The 'exact size of Corcyra is ; not yet clearly known; .some. will 
have it, to • •be two hundred and ten miles in .circuit, forty-five. .in 
length, and ' twenty-two'in breadth : while other's allOw: one hun-
dred and eighty miles:for its circumference; hut, its real circuit is 
not above, eighty geographical thileS, without • including . its. bays 
and • sinuosities. 	It is divided into four provinces, - the names of 
which are Oros, Mezzo, Leukimmo or Alefkimo, and Agiru. 	In the 
division Oros was the city of Cassiope, and the lofty Pantokrator 
rising above it, ' at the western extremity, of the island. 	Mezzo . is 

.between 'Oros and Leukimmo, contains the capital, and is opposite,  
the coast of Epiros. 	'Leukimmo is that part of the island which is. 1 
near the cape of the same name, opposite to the island of Paxos, 
which is suppOsed once to have joined Corcyra. 	 . 	. 

It is called. Leukinina by Thucydides ; Leukimme by Strabo ; 
and, Leukimma by'Ptolemy ;2  and derived,from Aanceetca, on account 
of its white colour ; and, for the same reason, called Capobianco 
by the. Italians. 	 . 

The, region Agiru is to the s. w., 'facing Italy ! - the whole island 
contains about 55,000 persons ; 14,000 of whom are in the capital ; 
and the rest scattered through the island in about forty villages ; the. 
principal of which are •Manduchio, Kondokali, Skripero, Choro-.  
piskepi, Dukades, Liapades, Gardelades, Chorakiana, Kabalouri;:  
Agrdphos, Karousades; Niphes, Signes, Sphachiera, Peritia, Pe-, 
rulades, Benissa, Perdma, Ipso, Ringlades, Potamos, Anaplades,, 

. 	 :. 
1 According to Scylax there ,were three ports in Corcyra. Peripl. 	. 

2  Ptolemy, b, 3f  mentions a promontory in Corcyra, named Amphipagos. 
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Klima, Dragotina, Santa Trinita, Chrysida,, Santo Tegdora,Meli,  
chia, Peribolia, Argirales, . Malatia, • Kornkades,.,Kateripi,-,,1Sant. 
Angelo, Gardiki, Leukimmo— 	, 	• 	, • . 	• 	0 	,-,-;,- 	, 	. 

'The southern side, of the, island. is rathei-: sandy an&barren; 'f all 
the rest is blooming. With exuberant fertility; particularly the-,,di- 
Vision of Mezio, which is a ,continued garden; worthy of, -Alci... 
noos. 	Oranges, lemons;  pomegranates, almonds, and flgs,,  krow 
to a great size, and are seen in ,all directions; and all kinds, ()g 
fruit-trees are. 'dispersed- through the ,extensive olive groves,„ ,mixed 
with the richest vineyards. 	The fields produce wheat,' barley,„ oats; 
cotton,' vetches,_lentil; French-beans,: flax, melons, water-melons, 
and different • kinds -of peas and beans*. 	 , 

Among .the mountains are many kin& 'of oak, particularly the 
Balania, and. the Kermes ; in the plains are cypresses,. and a ;few 
palm-trees, and numerous odoriferous shrubs, as the myrtle; len-
tiscus, rosernary; terebinthits, arbutus, salvia pomifera, .cistus., and 
cactus ,indiCus. 	Near the streams are .the rhododaphne, the. agnos, 
and tamarisk ; several other curious plants are enumerated loy 
Wheler,1  in hiS Journey through Greece. 	- 	•, 

It is, not permitted. to plant the currant in the island, in order, hot 
to 'injure the market of Cephallenia and Zakunthos.. . There are 
Considerable salt works at COrfu : at the mouth of Potamas,. at 
Cape 'Leuchimna, and at Kastrados, : it -is not; however,, near, so 
good as that of Santa Maura. 	The wines of Corfu are much es- 
teemed ; particularly those which -are made with 'care., 	They were 
highly prized by the ancients, and the troops of the Lacedwmonian 
Alnasippos, who revelled in the luxuries of Corcyra, 'according to 
Xenophon,2  found the wines of an excellent quality. 
' The capital Of the island contains four principal churches, besides 

many smaller ones. 	Saint Speridion, which. is the most - consi- 
derable, is extremely rich within, and is ornamented with a pro-
fusion of larbps, some of which are of gold, and several of silver. 

• i Vol. 1. 	 • 	2  Hist. b. 6. c. 2. 
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ThAody;Of the %aint?, eIdithedliii‘ stilendid robes; is'-preSerVed. under 
theiltattraii0beiliiOn6 Ol the principal-  Greek saints; - his shrine  
is approached with the greatest devotion. 
• -During my stay at Corfii; 1 endeavoured to' discover the rock 
alluded to by Homer,/ as the ship which was converted by NeP= 
tune into stone. 	There are several small* insulated rocks about 
the' island ; the largest is thatzcalled Vide, or gaff Vito, whiCh 
IS king, loW; and green, and shelters the great port from the north= 
ern' winds ; part of it is arable land, the rest pasture : till within-  a 
few years; it was covered With a grove of 'olives, which were de= 
strbyed- by the French. 	This is the ancient Ptychia. 

The next in size is the island of St. Demetrius, Which contains 
the LatZaretto; and is situated to the west of Vido, nearly opposite 
the mouth of the great riven; Of Potamos. 	Another insulated rock; 
called Serpa, 'stands in the narrowest part of the canal, between the 
northern foot of 11/aunt Pantokratbr and the Continent. 

A fourth which is not far to the north of Vido ,1-` is called Tiniosei 
and is not a hundred yards in length: 

On the southern side of the island are two other similar rocks, One 
called La Barchetta, from its' resemblance to , the fertn of a boat ; 
the other named Sathatra ;' near these are some others which are 
nameless. 	 - 

The- poet evidently alludes to a rock: Which was seen from the 
ancient city; as we find that Alcinoos and his' court, alarmed at 
the strange metamorphosis, immediately sacrificed twelve oxen to 
Neptune. 

The rocks Tinioso, and Pontiko-nesi2  are both visible from the 
istIpus on which the city stood; the former is supposed by some 
to• be that alluded to by the poet, who, it is conceived, took his 
idea frou 	the similarity which,  it bears to the form of a ship. 
I landed on iti and found it composed of a friable, laminated, cal- 

. 
, 	 . 

1  Odyss. 15. v. 155. 	2, The island of rats. 
VOL. I. 	 G  
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eareouS. 'stone,--PaSily !Cruniblinkr -intd pieCei's A-,  ae• sea•:has,-; made, 4' 
breach in the Middle; So that it is at present,divicled,into2tWoOckN 
although at a distance it appears but one mass; _alidleertainly. has ;the 
form, ofAhe body;of,d, ship. 	Gibbon tells us that ProcopiuS;labout 

' the year five hundred and fortyrninP,!was sheWn the 44  petrified "shipof 
Ulysses-; but he.  found it to .be,a,recerit fabric of many, stones,Aedi 
caged by a:Merchant to JUpiter Cassius.";.: Procopius cannot .allude 
to"the'rOCklin question,,, Which is entirely, a work_ of nature. k ,Talsci, 
landed•on ,Potidiko=nesi,,-  which is mbchlarger than Tinioso ;, it 40;  
pointed ,roCk;crowned with a chapel and some fir trees, and beipg.A 
the entrance of the great port, is probably that alluded,to by, IIomeri 

Plinf• rneUtions,a rock near the Phalacrian promontory, wli,ich . 
on' account of its-form, gave rise to the, fable of ,the inetamorptio,Ot 
Of ;:Ulysses' ship. But the promontory, in question is,at the northetw, 
extremity,of coreyra; whereas according to the account 	,1-19inery, 
it ,must have, been petrified, towards.  the southern part 9f the island, 
in, front of -*the city, on its return.  from Ithaca. 	,, , 	, 	. 	, 	: 	. 

-I have seen few places so strikingly beatitiful; as ,the island ,of Cor7 
fu I almost -every point of view, is a, perfect _picture I,: Wp • made ,a 
great many sketches, and one panoraina,„which gives„so general,a1 
idea of the place, that it may not be impropcF,,tolnen09,n the, pricl 
cipal objects 3  which the view contains. ,:, 4,,was taken from ,Ir, 
steeple of a church nearly in the senye otilh9, „city : the wh9lp..9f 
which is seen below the spectator's ,eye,..with ts,fortresses and, ports,:  
The mouth of Potamos is discovered and a pork ,beyond it,towards 

_,- 	 I 	l 'i 	I 	 . 	F ' I 	1 ' 	' 
. 	 . 

' '' Rom. Hist. vol. 7. p. 377. 	 I Nat. list: 6'. 4'. c. 1C` 	1 	 ,1 
2  Bearings from the town of Corfu, of dijfirent objecii lit iN Pitno;wma. 	; 	; 

. 	Mouth of Potamos, N. 46° w. ; point of' Paniokrator near' tiotgnog; 'N. 180  w. i:  'other 
point, N. 6° w.; Acroceraunian summit, N.' l 4°. E. ; mount Sopoti, N. 79..1° E.; Butrinta,' 
N. 37° E. ;. mount Libokabo, N. 49° E.; 	mount Sosmi, N. 57°  E.;!  Mount;  Samanda. 
N. 67°  E. y mount Lia, N. 74° E. ; defile of the river Thyamis, s. 72° E. ; steep rock above 
the Thyamis, mountains of Paramathia, and the fort on the Esplanade, s. 64°  .5" t.;---a 
cape, perhaps Cheimerian, s. 27°  E.; Leucadia,. S. 15°  E. ; highest hill near the old port, 
s. 36° 11" w. 	• 	• 
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the ;north40eatle:with a. beautiful t range ,of richly: eathered• hills,- join-
ink) the higlirand•Irobky Pantekrator, which yises..into two: conical 
•stimmilts4if equatheight, froth which the coast of Italy:heal. Otranto, 
is,vi'sible: in , clear'weather. ' , This rilonntain, is. known „to the Greeks 
by' ,the name or Pariteskrator,,froin its ':conunanding. situation. :It 
is-called -Saint Salvatore by the Italians:._ • t 	. • 	. 	• 	• r ; 	, 	. 	, 
-,-The -.side of the mountain is .speckled .with villages,' and inter. 
s'pers'ed with . vvoCid.- - Beyond this-; in the 'direction-. of•the Adriatic, 
the cominencement • of the Acroeeraunian - crags.•is.i'distinctly..seen; 
forniin$ a' rugged-  outline, with their precipitous tops. shooting up- 
into: the clouds.. ' 	: • 	• 	. 	. 	• 	- 	• 	• 	• 	- 	• • 	., . 	• ' 	. • 	' 
" 'Turning eastward, the grand chain 'of the.Chaonian,Theskotian,1  
and CasSopwan mountains are discovered; overtopped by loftier ranges, 
oritliellolossian summits ; amongst which the distant' Tomards is 
distinguished, glittering With snow. The Epirote mountainsyassume 
a great: variety' of forms; some are 'covered with Wood,. cultivated 
towards their bases, 'and' peopled with,  a -  feif Albanian' iiillagei4; 
amongst- which; Konospoli and Leopsi-are the -chief.' , The ancient 
ports *of, Cassiope,. 'Posidion, .and Pelodes2  are, visible: 	near: the 
latter, 'the 'ruins Of 3uthrotons are' distinguished,, across the- .chao. 
mei, at- about `eighteen' :miles41  distance from Corfu.. The pass - and 
,grand. precipices -al5o4 the tiveeThyainis, with. the islands.  and'port 

i Of Sybota; form la varied and-beautiful part of the picture; which' s 
considerably enriched' by the two insulated rocks and forts, rising 
frOm the Esplanade,- breaking the line.  of the Epirote coast. 	The 
Cheimerian promontory 'is seen faintly fading towards the port of 
Glykis, the river;, Acheron, and the gulph of Arta. 	More.to the 
south is the open pea, the islands of Leucadia,- the low land of the 
Leukimnian promontory, and beyond it the island- of Paxos. 	The 
picture is closed by

. 
 the .mountains of Corfu,- which rise behind the , 

town, above the- old: port. 	r f ; 	. 	._ 	, 	• , 	. 	 1 •, 
• 

',Scylar says, that.in'hii time the Thesprotians lived in villages- (Kara- Kawav). 	• Peripl; 
.g Now Pelodi. _ .. 	. 	3.Now .Butrinto.: 	4  Plit4, Nat. Hist. b.4. c.:le, sags twelve 

G 2 	, 
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•Strabo says that in his time Epiros was thinlyinhabitedi although 
it was once extremely pcipulous, and' citing the authority of Theo;• 
pompos, he informs us that . it contained: at one -Period fourteen 
nations. 	We are at firstinclined to, doubt the veracity of historians, 
who tell us that 'the proconsul: ,Paulus lErnilius destroyed seventy 
cities in Epiros, and took :150,000. prisoners ! not that Roman ty-
ranny Would spare: when it Could destroy ; • but that it appears (un-
likely there should have been so many cities, in Mat mountainous 
region. 	Some travellers however, whci have lately visited that:coun- 
try, have discovered the remains of numerous cities and castles:In 
high preservation, which denote an early period of ,architeettiral 
knowledge. Ilivy is the best and almost the only guide through this 
country. N 	 . „ 

We were detained longer than we had expected at Corfu, from the 
inability to obtain a boat, in the crew of which we Could sufficiently 
confide. 	Our distrust was excited by the intelligences that a physi- 
cian, with his wife, child, a servant, and two Turks, had been lately 
murdered on their passage from Ithaca to Corfu. 	It was supposed 
that they had a large sum of money on board ; and this circumstance 
appears to have excited the crew to put them to death during the 
night. 	Their bodies were cast into the sea. 	One of the boatmen, 
stung with remorse, soon afterwards revealed the horrid Atrocity, 
and the perpetrators were apprehended. 	 , , 	, 

. 	. 

• ' 	_ 
TO SANTA MAURA. (LEUCADIA.) 

The canal of Santa. Maura, through which we. had to pass;  is looked 
upon as a most dangerous place for pirates., who conceal themselves 

Mons. Pouqueville, who is lately returned to, France after a long residence in The doini. 
nions of_ Aly Pasha, informs me, that he has seen the remains of sixty-five cities in Epiros. 
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amongst the ;rocks, and; spring upbn their prey .with the: greatest 
facility.1 	, :, ' 	4-  # ' I # 	- - 	Ili 	I 	, 	q 	. 

We quitted Corfu on the 9th, in a decked boat, with five sailors ; 
the eveningsoon closed, and. the wind being unfavourable, we found 
ourselves the next morning not twenty Miles from the town of Corfu, 
and just leaving the.canal which terminates at the white Leukimnian 
promontory., r We saw the islands of Sybota, Which retain their an- 
cient parties, .and are near the Thesprotian shore. 	OppoSite these 
islands is a port on the, continent, which was also anciently called 
Sybota; 	After the naval. battle between the Coreyreans ,and the 
Corintlians4. near this coast, the former erected a trophy on One of 
the islands, and the latter raised another on the continent at the port 
of Sybota.2 	Strabo3  says there are other small islands on this coast, 
not worthy of mention.  

The shore of: Epiros is composed Of high hills, of a parched 
and dingy aspect, except' towards their bases, which seem well 
laid out with olives, vineyards, and :cultivation, 	At a distance, tow.- 
ering above the lower hills,: was seen the lofty range of Parainathea. 
The town of Paramathea, which we could not distinguish, contains 
about 14,000 inhabitants. 	It stands upon the site of an-ancient city, 
the name of which is doubtful ; but where the fine arts were carried 
toperfection, if we. may judge_ by some beautiful bronzes4  found- upon 
the spot a few years ago : it was probably Pandosia. 	We passed 
near the islands:  of Paxos, and Antipaxos ; the-  former is about- five 
miles east of the Leukimnian promontory. 	Polybius and Dion Cast 
sius call them ICZE01, and Pliny, Paxm. 	Ptoletny6  plaCes Ericusa be- 
tween Corcyra and Cephallenia. 	Pliny6  enumerates several other 
islands on the coast of EpiroS, the names of which are now so changed, 
that they are not identified.. 	Besides Ericusa, he mentions Marate, 

, 	. 
. Some years after my first tour in Greece, the son of our consul at Corfu was taken by the 

pirates in the canal of Santa Maura, and robbed of every thing. 
3  Thucycl. b. I., c. 54. 	3  B. 7. p. 3424. 	4  Now in the possession of R. P. _Knight, Esq. 
5- B. 3. 	 6  Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. N. 
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Elaphnsa, Mal thace,TraCliie, ,Pytionia; anId.TardOlie.3i 1  Little fiotice 
is 'taken ' of. these islands' in 'ancient' hiStorP.' 41-Polybilisi r'relat6 
the naval engagement4hich took place near the' Paxoi; Where` the 
Achaians and_./Etolians were 'Conquered by the IIlyrians;' undet De.',': 
metrios Pharios. Plutarch;' in his CeSsation of Oracles, tellS the storY 
of his • friend -/Einiliamis the rhetorician, 	Sailing . at night 'nem' the 
Paxian islandS, :and hearing,a voice louder than human,, announcing 
the death 	' Pan:Sorlie authors 	'a of 	 give .Paxos 	circumfereiee'of 
twenty-five mile's; other's of twelve; the latter is nearest !the trall3 
The inhabitantS live'chiefiyE by fishing, arid trading with' the neigh= 
bouring islands. Here are two village's, and one good but small port;' 
dedicated to St. Nicole. 	It produCes oil, wine; all-I-minds, figs, anal 
scanty pasture. 	In summer there is no running water in the islafidl, 
and the cattle sometimes drink sea water. 	Elian2  tells us',' thatlii' 
the island -of Cephallenia; the goats did net drink for six montlii`in 
the year; which must mean, that the rivers were,  dry in summer, as 
in the island of Paxos. 	It contains a vast number of serpents; which 
are said to be of a harmless and inoffensive nkture. . 

A senator•of the republic resides here. 
Here are no antiquities or traces of any ancienteity. 
Antipaxos is about two miles from Paxbs ;' it is uninhabited, pro- 

' ducing only a meagre pasture for sheep and goats, which are placed 
there by- the Paxiotes. 	' 	1 	o 	0 ' I 	•' , 	• 	 ' 	' ' - 

In the vicinity of 'Paxos there are four other small islands 'or 
rocks, uninhabited and nameless. 	In the evening we landed-at 
Parga, a considerable town, on a '.bold preeipitouS rock rising from 
the sea. 	One of our passengers being of 'OM place, he toOk .1.1s to 
his garden, and gave us some remarkably-fine oranges.--Parga ho 
been attached to the Ionian islands during their vicissitudes, and at 
present forms part of the septinsular republic. 	The inhabitants are 

• 
B. 2. p. 98. 	 ' 	2  De Animal. b. 3. c. 32. 
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Greeks,„2114 havAkelAltble ,  tOi resist both the; Open.foree add ':trea:- 
cherogs canningiof Aly,-, the Pasha of ,Toannina, who; has for several' 
years, endeavoured ,t0 4ttabh ,this Impbrtant, post.to,•his dominions: 
Some of the, principal Pargiotes,, hearing wewere;English travellers_ 
on our way! to Constantinople„ begged us to, present a, petition to our 
ambassador at the Porte, requesting to, be plc eii :gilder the English 
protection, in order to avoid+  the consequences of_the threatened, in- 
Y9siPO. of the, powerful Pasha of joanninall 11 ,,Wo,,howeyer , thought 
proper to decline the proffered ;honours., Pargais curiously built, and 
stands on so steep a rock, that most of the houses ,are,seen rising One 
above another, 	The streets are narrow, and, dirty. 	I observed but 
?Re ,church. 	The fort is in bad order, but might he made a place of 
sqtne *strength, and importance. ; The .Pargiotes are a remarkably 
handsome people. 	Most of the women were ,sitting before. their 
doors, inclustrionsly occupied in spinning or knitting; and every one 
had something civil ,to say to us, as we passed through their.strects, 
There are no remains whatever of antiquity at this place., H  , ; , 	. , 

We were in hopes. of findingin thisvicinity the, port Glykis, and the 
mouths of 'the Acheron and,Cocytos ;, but these infernal rivers pro-
bably enter the sea nearer to Corfu:; for we see in Thucydides1  and 
Straboi2  that ;the Acheron ,entered the Sea at the ,Cheimerian promon-
tory below the„tpww9f tEphyrar  , The other :cities mentioned by.  
Strabo on this coast -are Kichyros, the same as Ephyra, Phcenice, 

ouclietion, and inland, Patna,' Pandosia, and Batiai •; the four 
latter M the territory, of ,the cassopwi. . 	 , 	• 	. 	, 
, ,A small;    ,stream , about A ve.  feet broad, enters the port of Pargai; 
the mountains from which it runs have a bold and:savage aspect, and 
contain scenes pf a,,wild and gloomy character, though their base is 
mottled with verdurp•and cultivation, cottages, vineyards, and orange 
groves, which, with the view' of the town and its rock-bespangled 
bay, form a beautiful and curious picture. 	The sea which washes 

is 	Thesprotian 	 ., this coast 	the 	gulph.3 
. . 

' B. ].c.46. 	” 	 2  B. 7. p. e24. ' 	 3  Livy, b. 8. c. 24. 

   
  



48 	ISLAND AND TQWN,9F. ' SANTA MAURA. 

We slept in. our .boaty, and early, the next morpiqg prcfc-eeded,90 
our way.to Santa.Maura.; 	- 	J.,  t v • 	., 	,1 	Ti 	frokj ',W; .94V;I:Shif° 

. We passed near a port called., Rhanariv 	The ,coast i ofFipiros i is 
rocky ; the mountains, are, bold and striking ;,,I was surprised .to see 
snow upon their summits at this season, and in this latitude.'• !Olive 
groves and cultivation,  are visible near the ,sea. 

As we coasted. along we passed near the ruins of Nicopolis, and 
the entrance.of. the Ambraciangulph, and saw the town and port of 
Prebeza : in the evening we arrived at the ill-built- town of Santa 
Maura,1  landed at the'fort, and walked-over the low: modern ;mu& 
duct of three hundred and sixty-six arches, which, crossing the salt 
marsh, or Lagune, conveys water to the castle. 	• 	, 	. 	. . , 

The church of Santa, Maura, (the tutelar saint of the island,) 
stands within the fort, and is a poor edifice. 	, • 	• 	' - • 

We had a letter from the President of the Republic to the-resident 
senators of the island. 	They lodged us in a private-house, the owner 
being from home; we had good' accommodations, and found. a per- 
son who, procured provisions for us at a, reasonable price: 	.We were 
treated with so much respect, owing to the President's letter, that 
two Albanian soldiers were' placed at our door, as .a guard of honour, 
and it was impossible to- move without being accompanied by. them ; 
it was with great difficulty that we could persuade the senators to let 
us remain quiet and unnoticed. 	 . 

The Leucadian peninsula, which formed a part of Acarnania,. ac-
cording to some, derived its name from Leucas, a companion ,of 
Ulysses ; but its most probable etymology is from the white rocks 
at the s. E. of the island called the Lover's Leap. 	The eastern pro- 
montory of Corcyra, for a- similar reason, was called Leukimna; and 
the white cliffs of Dover gave our island the name of Albions 	In the 

. 	 . 	 . 

1  The town of Santa Maura is about sixty-four miles from the capital of Corfu. 
' 	 2 Strabo, b. 10: p. 852. 
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time :- of , Hti'm er; ' Let'dadia 'Nv- a Si aitached.to :the.' continent; and Was 
therefore included in his - tocrti rrEicoio, 'or Terra, •Firnia,. opposite the 
Wands, -WhiCh'i8: thetrieaning of the general lerin Of Epeiros; given by 
the nidst ancient authors to this toast. 'It appeari that the peninsula" 
Was -called. Leucadia, !the promontory, or -Lover's Leap, Lencates, - 	. or 'ximjcz •iierpa, as Plutarch terms it; and the town- Leucas.. ' Horner . 	. 
seems to place: the towns 'of Nerikos, Krokyledi  and-Aigilips, within 
the peninsula-; such is the opinion of Strabo';1  but some have error 
neously imagined that Aigilips2  was a town of Cephallenia, and others 
that Nerikos-Was in IthaCa, to which island bionysiuss gives the-epi- 
thet of Nepixiii: 	 . 	. 	" 	I 	1 , 	, 	. , 	• 

• Pliny maintains that the Leucadian-peninsUla 'was- once called No: 
ritiS, and.  that Leucas '(alluding-to the town) was named Nerittis, in 
which he has f011owed Strabo: The same author, with many others; 
mentions -Mount.  Neritos in Ithaca. 	There seems to have been -a 
eongiderable degree of iconfiision even atnongst.  the - ancients, -con.; 
cerning the relative positions: of :LeucaS;  NeritoS, and• , Xerikos. 
Strabo , however clearly affirms, that Mount Neritos was in Ithaca, 
as we see in Homer ; and that the town of Nerikos was in.  'Leucadia. 

Thuc3rdides1  places EllOmenoS (Probably-a castle) within' the pe- 
ninsula. 	This -place ;retains its,  ancient -name,:and is a village' with 
some traces near it ; and a-port called Vlika, to the south-of the capital. 

It is uncertain when Leucadia became,an :island. . Pliny5  'calls 
DioryktoS 'a lake ; but it- was' the name given to' the' narrowest 
part' of the' frith. , 	SOme have imagined that ' it was separated 
from' the continent -by an eruption of. the sea;,  but -the general opi- 
nion is, that it was cut through by the Corinthians.6 	Livy7 -asserts 
thqtsit. was artificial ; his account of. Leucadia is 	accurate, - that I 
have thought it necessary,  to -give it at length;  in his own words; 
whiCh may serve as a description of it at the -present day :— - 

-, 
1  Strabo, b. 10. p. 452. 	 2  See Hesych. Lex. under this word. 
3  Orbis. Descrip. v. 425. 	4  B. 3. ,c. 7. 	5  Pliny, Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. 1. 
6  Strabo, b. 1. p. 59. 	7  B. 33. c. 17. 	 - 

VOL. I. 	 , 	II 	- 
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LeOcadia, nunc insular; ; et, iradOW'.,fre-tcri7cIthd elberrfogium aiianu 
-.est,_-:4411,4carniunia';divisa,- tum,,peninsnla;.,erati '.pcaidentie iregiorfe 
.artis .faucibus. ' cOlicevells Acarnari* •:,. Quingentpsd .fmtie' Vassu$ 
longw fauces erant; .latee, haud amplius,Centuni -'et .liginti4iiubliis 
44gustiis.-1Lcu4aSrtiQ4ita,;estw,'ccilli.:adplicata; verso , in' orienteni et 
Acarnaniam. .1:-Iina urbis Tplaiia .04-tt:jacentia..ad mare,quo. Leucadia 
ab 4carnaniadiViditur 1‘,,,,  inde,  t-erra...- marique- eipugnabilis .est ,,natti 
et vada skint .stagno• similioraf quamimari, , et Campus terrenus oninIS 
Qperique•facilis.1' t 	i 	, i' 	ii f i r.:4 	,,` (.' 4 ). , k . 	, y. 	kt. 	 ' 	J 	... 	. 	!' 	:. t, 	 ! 	, ..'g ; 	: '1. 	'Ufg 

... The,  canatof .Santa,Maura is ford-able in-still weather:7:, Th'r& 
mains-of%a ,-bridge ,are,seen,Twhich joined it to the continent;-atid 
-which'ewas .ibuilt ,by ,the :Turks . when.: they had ,possession.: 0'3 
island. 	The. fort,:of Santa .-Maura:may be bombarded., with: :404 
from •the opposite shore: . The - greater . part of, the island'_ iSt.nioura4 
tainouS and rocky f- it was colonized by the Corinthians and.-Coricys, 
means;. at-the time of - the Persian - invasion .its liaval power:must :have 
been Mali, 04 it only sent, three ships to the battle'of , Salamis, ;and; 
conjointly with, Anaktorion,..had only eight hundred men at therbat,  

' tle of Plataea. 	- 	. 	• 	. 	) 	: 	,..,•,1 	. 	., -4-1:. 	; 	n,r . 
Strabcit mentions the: salt marsh Atioogcaatran x;jC,allecl .Myrtountion; 

between Leucas and the A.Mbracian,  gulph, and says, the istjuillis 
was -cut by the Corinthians. 	'Dion:ysius 	ofIllalicarnassus, Men, 
tions a temple of Venus, on-a small -island ,.betWeen Dioryktos a.ritl 
Leucas. 	I landed at this island. and found it low and fiat; the tem,  
ple of -the goddess is replaced by the ,church of Saint. Nicolo'; in 
the walls of which are some fragmented marbles,. and-architectUrdl 
remains. 	 , 	, 	 , 	, 	, 	 - 

The town of Santa Maura is unhealthy in summer; :on account of 
the lagunes, or salt marshes, near which it stands.: the water which 
the inhabitants drink, is also heavy and anti-diuretic. 	The island 
has not been visited by the plague since the year 1742 or 43 ; an 
anniversary thanksgiving is offered to the tutelar saint on the day on 
which it is supposed to haVe left theM. 

• 
1  B. io. p. 459. 	 3 B. i. c. si. 

   
  



RUINS. OF LEITCASALEUCADIAN PROMONTORY. 	SI. 

D 3.1ge.-uwalked,  ;to :nth, 	ruiasibf ',LentOs;:, irk,  Obont:,aa . houre.!fre.rn-the 
IROdfin tow-11'i, they-aresituated , on- an elevated- hill,:-which commands 
almost surprising•view,, e4ually-striking in point-of - classical interest, 
,and the beauty of its outline:, 	, . 	i 	, , 	1JJ ., 	h 	,'I I 	i ' ' 	• 	. 	. 	. 

Towards , the west,.• 	the islands of. Antipaxos;•Taxo§, and Corfu, 	_ 
are: indistilictly i seen . forming 	one. iclusteri.' r a i- prOmontory, 	pro} 
bably .Cheitnerian-, is _visible- .on .,the-,,,coast .:-of 1 Epiros.! 	,More to 
thet  north, 	and far inland, rises. a, grand ';range .,.of,  *snow4bpped 
mountains, (part of the chain.  of PindoS and, Tomarosy tertninating 
the ,horizon. of Molossia.., , The -nearer objebts.are; the sifteitof the. ant. 
gien t,:Nicopolis,. the modern Town, of ,PrebeZa,theniouth of the,Am,• 
brtadian gulphi. the, Action promontory, the low 'island :of St. Nicol(); 
formerly the temple of Venus, and, the , salt.marshes, .formerly the 
canal of MyttountiOn. . Tof thesouth,are Seen-some. of . the..Taphian; 
or ,Teleboian s islands ; i and beyond, them the open sea. !-Below. the 
spectator's eye.is the; town and,  fort of Santa Maura,tondtherich Lew. 
cadian- plain; Covered•with: extensive.gro*es of olive trees.:, t Nothing 
remains of the citA- eieept'u part Of the-walls4,whialf were! evidently 
built at three different epochs:;•the most ancient are the welbjoined, 
irregular:  polygons;Abesecond .stylei of early, military -architetture.1  
A less ancient style, is, also;. evident, which,4. conceive to .be, 'coeval 
with--  the time ,,of c• lEpanainondas;,..beingi-  tomposed . of . 'horizontal 
layers - of stogie,,  with some.: irregularity in theira-size and angles, like 
thewallsof 1111essene,; 	i 	. 	1 -._ , 	. . 	J 	t 	. 	' 	I 

,:•The third' style is:ROman:; as.thay, be seen by-the mixture of bricks 
and cement with the stones. 	- 	.• 	_... 	, . 

We went to the Leucadian :promontory by: sea : it. is a nar; 
row, slip of rocks;-- projecting-  :iitonsiderablei •way, • in a direction 
nearly il. E. ; the northern side rises in gentle -Slopes- and round hills. 

1- 
, 	,•I 	,) 	.., 	" 	 - 	, 

. 	1  It is, my intention' to publish, in a short time, a work upon-the Clyclopian and Pelasgic 
remains of Greece and Italy,. with nurnerOuS'engrivings, representing the extraordinary and 
magnificent ruins of the heroic ages.- 	- 	 - 	- 	- 

n 2 	, 
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The kititherilupreseritS V-  bbid at d Wedipitautfkecof elatifenrharble, 
broken into' perpendicular :Masses' Jot great f heightiatitl ;.1aVautyptlio 
glittering 'Whiteness of whiChloring d:-giiigulariabiltrak4fth the 'dark' 
etergreenS*WhiCICOw in. the crevices' of the ttick. 	, -) I , 	'-', 7t;.' i  )(' I f ', 1  

{ ' The sea,' f.rel‘iin '-i,'vhieff 't hese\ . noble.-'precipices-̀  arise; isi deep: arid 
Clear ;' atiCk:iti S'Onie i:Adeeibrdkelf,  by Pointed and insulated.rocks.1 
It was with soine:difficulty'weifound IA' 'path to ascend to the .sumil 
Mit of the- kbinortifdryi', 	a" ".;.1-'; 	'C' 	' ' : ' 	' 	' 	.: 	- 	• • . 	1 .411: 

Oil'  tIM '.64-eti.  of ;bit 	the'-`precipices are 'the ,foundations'l of .g 
building, apparently the cella of a temple, composed Oflarge rfnadd 
filaterar-itoil'eg,l'SeVerial heaps `43f . which :were also scattered addlig 
the buSheg. ,2.iThe'i•ock on which- this ruin 'stands, rises perpendiCV 
tarly. frof&the" Sea to a' considerable height,:and I have been ,assure 
there :is,  a' Greek inscription . on its , face,,  near - its - summit, -iii laid  
letters,'and visible 'from the sect below i but it escaped my bbservmi 
tion. 	Thii is the Lover's Leap; as there; is: no,  other place ;whieht 
*as' 's6s1COMpletelY - free - froth ', projecting ' rocks,. and i-where the 
4at.isVas- ialgo ‘Clear froni insulated 'Masses: 	! On anl adjoining •preciJ 
pic6; cif sfill greater' height; are the remains of* small circular biiild4 
Mg; ''composed of 'regular masonry, itiart 'whieli'arte many fragmenti 
of pottery of the finest 'workmanship ;AhlereiWere three. kindsl... the 
i'ecl,'It'he black, and a coarser kind bfalight)tedIeolour. 	AnAx,  
cat-atioh might be made here' -with Succss,...0 The,(earth, seems,110 
to have been disturbed, and the place is little visited by tralieliers;.;•t 
- The ruins which are seen on the lower precipice;' 'are probably thi 

remains of the temple of Apollo. 	. 	;. 	.I '. 	). ' . . • t1 	! i 	 ';',t, (11 

: I  On' looking: from the edge of this' cliff -clown ibrit the -sea which 
roah below, it is almost impossible to imagine that -.the human 
breast could have sufficient courage -to -take this 'dreadful.leap;:th 
Cure an unhappy, or a hopeless passion ; and yeti ,Are are told that 
theamorous Maces of Buthrotum, performed itno less than four 
times, andat last got the better of his love. 	 - 	-- 	-: 

It is not known who was the inventor of this desperate remedy; 
some say that Venus tried it after the death of Adonis. 	- 	'ilia" 
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-iStrabiA INISILISK.014 IC*1111410S115On , Of IDeioneos,.-p, lso, tried the 
experintentt lamb alb , fate;  of Sappho:  is • too well, known to require 
Mentiont I fMostfrof , the, females;  who Made! , the ,leap:•died 'by the 
rapidity' of the fall; but the imen,;.Pwing. _to their stronger frame, 
Often.,  survived:, ., They,wereyieneraily„fastened to feathers and to 
birds,- which broke the-rapidity ofAkfall,-and were taken,np from 
the, sea by boats 'stationed there-.igicPurPor,"... ; 	. 	 ),'. 	ii, 	' 	 ' , 

The festival of the Leucadian Apollo was annuali,,Aml a criminal 
wile hacl,,been condennied to-death,(iwas,  preciPitatectAnto the sea, as 
anrexpiatory victim 	_, 	 , 	- 	,, 	' , 	,, 	-ii.  i-) 	.; I-1 4 	7 	7" 	tr, Fr ̂  	"; 	' 
-42,-,,The,, view from , hence is very • extensive ; towards:the, ,west is the 
open sea, looking' towardS Sicily, and., Italy. 	Turning to,:the op-.,  
posite direction,: the eye wanders-. over the Acarnanian• coast, and 
several (of its:  islands ;.: particularly. Megalo-nesi ; next, iis seen the 
small . Wand. of .Ataco, the distant. mountains, of Arcadia, -and the 
islands of Ithaca, and Cephallenia. ,t 	: - 	• . • 	, 	• 	, 	,, 

I .The Leucadian, promontory which is still. revered. -and, feared3  : by 
Grecian, navigators, retains, its Ancient, name, as well;  as the ',whole 
island, though Ali*, generalbtr.known to:foreigners, by rthat of Agia 
Maura, or §anta-Mattra ; which name is given,by the C-reeks ,ouly,0 
the capitallot.thelisland,ki  Laonicns Chalcocondyla callszit EaVTalccEeiov .4  

, We hadf,a.,letta WI ia.-,ge4tleman :.6f Santa Maura, named Marco 
Ceciliano, who sheeted us- thezreatest civility; and from -whom, we. ob7  
taMed,some -information:,  concerning;  the island;  and its produce, &c. 
It! is I,jupposed. to,contain 18,000,.inhabitants, 5,000 of whom are 
in the Capital ; the rest are scattered) in eight or -ten villages, -the 
principal,,,of, f *hik_11 fare,CalarnitaiPoms, ,lloi-netios, Neoch5ri, Ebi- 
,..0o; ,Traganif  rj:10,0k4,Fil  The 'greater ,  part of 	the population -as  
Gieek,, though:1416v -4179. several ;Venetian- families, 	The ',upper 
Class: of the ,;inhabitants: !speak, both languages, 	as in : Corfu, 
and ithe other, JOriian ,islands, 	;It appears that the population ,of 

, 

,,-1,i. 	 - 
B. 10. p. 452. 	Q Strabo, b. 1Q. p. 452. 	3  Virgil, 2Eueid. 3. v. 275. 

• 4  De Rebus TurieiCis, b. 9. p. 253. Paris edit'. 
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eon- Leucadia has greatly.clOreased,,oflateyears. 	Coropepi,tsays,it con-, 

'' '    	' 	villages: 	' 	- 7  	4qh ' 	li i 	• i' " d; tamed,".' in' his time,, 	; 	The circuit o 	C W ID ti«. is an , 	• - 	. 	 u 	.. 	..._. 
not including in ,the calculation,its sinuosities, is,alp,i4forty,.iniles.._ 
Most ,,of „its, towns and, villages were overthrown, jay an. earthquake, 
in the year 1469; which also did considerable damage to the neigh-, 
bouring -islands, 	 , particularly Cephallenia and ,Zakunthos.. .,The .1-  
capital of the latter island was nearly oestroyed by. the same scourge 
abont forty-five years 4#erwrds,: according to.Michael Ducas.1:., 14  !., 

It, produces grain of' different , kinds, which in.a good. seasonisup.. . 	.:   ports the inhabitants three quarters of a year ; but sometimesDnly, 
for half a, year. 	Its, exports are wine, oil, salt, red dye, and, cheese,/  
The bntter, honey,, wool,. wax; oranges; lemons;  figs, pornegranateh, 
apples,;  apricots, and_ several other fruits, are for the sole use of the 
island. 	They have a valuable. commerce in , scarlet dye, which,4s, 
here called, grano : > it is a. microscopic insect, scarcely visibleto the 
naked eye, which forms its nidus, in the leaf of a small shrub called 
prinari-;,, the. li,ttle protuberances, in which they, are enclosed, are. 
plucked, off,:and being rii§hed; the colour is, thUs extracted, 	, 

The:lagnnes: in the canal produce a great quantity ,of sal t, „which 
is. exported, and which is. of a far superior quality to that of Corfu. , 

Wishing to vi*,thp., rains; of -,Actium and Nicopolis, we hired, a 
small boat and crossed-  the canal, 3iihipli in.,Some parts is so. shallow, 
that, we stuck in the mud. :The:lowland "of the i,sland reaches ,within 
a few hundred feetof.the' Wm firfna, , .We ',landed at Prebeza, in 
the ancient ,territory of.Cassopa, once. a .deeent town, .but now re-
duced by. the Pasha of Joannina, to. a miserable village ; it is about 
eight miles from Santa Uanra, :The port :is small, but good ; .and 
capable of admitting ships of :war; 	Only a few years ago Prebeza, 
contained near 8,000 inhabitants, who were wealthy and conmier- 
cial,; it pow contains not as!ruany hundreds. 	After a battle which 
the Pasha. gained over the, French "in the plain .of . Nicopolis, 

. 	_ 	 ... . 	. 

I Chronic. p. 202. Paris'edit. 	' 	2  In October 20th, 	
.

.1 798.  

   
  



ljrjqtaWiii. Aiiiia?' - 	$ , 	 , 
- Apans":37f1  Inre7"‘i ' 	r 	ii r.Vt'.:" his '2--...C'march="' by / 	 ,‘R ,  a igrpa,numeric 	superiority, 	Albanians  

ed too -Prelieza?"edininitting their usual depredations 	on •-th 	iii- 
habiiinia;'‘igliaefecelid the:iirelich, with open arms before, 
thlate battle:'' About thirehtindied cf:the*St "people had 	

,
On- 

barked 'and .had just quitted theflOrt_in'search'Of 'SOine'more friendly 
country, when.: the Pasha so thoroughly imposed iifi the penetration 
of-the Bishop of .Arta; that he iidivaded him to go_ on board the 
ship. which was quitting the "place, and ;to" 'offer thd fUgitiVes for-
giveness,'friendship, an f protection`; with ..;a 'permission to return 
and- 

 
keep quiet possession of their - laiid'S',  and`' property:; tinfidinii 

wit.i'la Much facility on the inviolability 'of 'so sacred aneilia.ge.... 
ment•f 'they-i teturned 	into port, 	and landed. 	The ,iiisha, with 

•   a)1 savage. *barbarity found only  among  Turks, ii.ard them.immedi-
ately' put :to. death, and confiscated theli •*hole 'property to his 
own use: 	," 	' 	. 	, 	, 	. 	..,. 	 _ 	_ 	• 

We paid a visit td the Bey, who received us with Much' eiyilitY.' 
We found hiin smoking a houcca ; •the pipe, whiCh isi:  of great: 
length, . and of leather, is so::contlivdd„ that the smoke- 'is _drawn 
through a richly. Oindinented glass vase; containing rose.  Water, which 
they think cools the 'tobacco, and gives'it a. pleasant flavour.- 	 ,,,. 

Having lefecitiiltei=iiiari,i'Or"-Passpb4, at Santa Marria,' an ill4en-i7) 
peied eunuch. WhdIrWaliJd on the Iley, . told him he suspected *e' 
were Frenchmen, and that we came to inspect the'PlaCe, and to find 
a proper spot on WhiCh do effect a desCent'on the coast; which it 
was supposed that the, French then meditated. 	The tey, however, 
Was: convinced" we were English; and when 'we 'told him We came 
for' the purpoSd of seeing the ruins in the vieinity, liC laughed, arid 
said our great' passion for old stones and *ails, was quite sufa- 
dent to eharacier4e us. as,  . Englishmen. 	He ordered us horses, 
and gave us an escort of three Albanian soldiers and an officer ; 'we* 
were also attended by a Greek priest, probably to watqh our mo-
tions,_ and by another Greek, the ,English vice-consul.  

The road led through Some extensive plantations of young oliVe 
trees, which had been ,planted about three years. 	When the Pasha 
destroyed Prebeza, he set fire to. the anciept olive groves,  and vine,,, 
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yards, •:which' has.  deSfroyed ,.the • resOurdest7ofThe° country-4-, 'arid re-; 
dueed it to the greatest thi§ery-. - 	' - . 	' 	- 	_ :, n, - .1 	:'''. 	'.': , 	-i'.:: -:: ::- .lz,  
. In an hour, we arrived' at the,ruins of Nieopolis,:the-distandebeing 

about four Miles. 	It is now called •Palaia Prebeza (ancient Prebeza).• 
OM; time being short, we immediately 'ascended an, eminence, to have 
a general ideabf, the rnins. • An extensive: plain is in a manner,co-
vered with large masses, of Roman:  brick-:  buildings,- many,  of whieh, 
are :unintelligible u4d Terfectly uninteresting.   About the 'middle ki 
theplain are seeft ,two;large circular towers, with a round arch or 'gat 
between'them.i- A thick wall diverges fora, considerable: length, TrOni 
each of the 'towers, until it is lost amongst - the ruins ; . this :wain° 
doubt the city,  wall. 	. 	- 	'• 	: 	, 	, 	• :- ' 	• 	, 	-- ,, ,f','1:.. 	, ,Ii. 	' 

;Notfar,frorn this; are the remains of a small theatre; many of the 
seats, and the wall of ,  the Proscenium are still preServed. We :entered 
a vaulted passage, which formed the portico as at the Flavian; am,.. 
phitheatre at RoMe ; but some Masses 'of Iran which had fallen, 
prevented our further progress. • 	, 	-• 	• 	. 	; , 	, 	, .: 	- ,,,1 	,.,' - 

-From this We proceeded to another theatre, built on the'same 131a-n; 
but "much larger •than the one abovementioned; the 'remains how" 
ever, are not so perfect. 	Upon the-sceneLare several , fraginented 
Greek inscriptions on white marble, which from their mutilated state, 
appear to have been broken on purpose. 	This theatre stands at the 
base of a small hill, and seems to-have been at the extremity of the 
town; as there are no, ruins beyond it; it overlooks the plain and all 
the remains of this once large and opulent city. 	One of our Alba- 
nians had been at the battle which :was fought between the French 
and Turks, and pointed out the spot where the attack began, within 
a short distance of the great theatre. • ' 	, 

Here are also the remains of a circus and-  an aqueduct, which Con-' 
veyed water to the town from the river Louro, 'a distance of 'at least 
twelve miles. 	 ., 

We remained here four hours, but had not near time sufficient to 
take even a cursory view of the ruins, which cover a spaceof :seveial 
miles ; the whole is overgrown- with gigantic thistles, generAlly. From 
six to eight feet high, which it is almost impossible to penetrate.:;  • I 
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have seldont seen a place which promised more to an excavator thaii . 	. 
the ruins of Nicopolis. _ Several valuable antiquities have been diS- , covered by chance, • particularly medals, and small bronze statues of 
exquisite workmanship. 	 • 	, 	t ,_ 	 - 
7 ; We returned to Prebeza in the evening; and slept in the house 
of the English vice-consul. 	, 	• 	. 

It was our intention, the next morning, to visit the ruins of Actium;  
ivhich" are neither very numerous,  norintere5ting; and: are situated 
on the,  Acarnanian side of the gulph; we 'were however `dissuaded 
froth attempting it, on account- of the thieves whd were said to be 
stationed near the spot. 	 . 	. 	, 	,, 

The AMbracian" gulph- divides Epiros from Acarnania ;. on its 
southern side is the beginning of Greece, as we see in Dicaearchus.1  Its 
length is,about thirty miles :2  the scenery is grand and beautiful, and 
the town of Artas has occupied the site of Ambracia, and given its 
name to the gulph. 	,The battle of. Actium is supposed to have.been;  
fought at its entrance,4  opposite the place where Prebeza. nowc  ' 
stands. . 	 - 
• -The modern name of •Acarnania is KarlYli, it formed a principa- 
lity in the middle ages, its sovereign having the title of .Despot. 

„ 	. 	. 
. 	,, 	. 

TO 	,ITHAC A. 

On the 18th, we quitted Santa 11/aura at an early hour, wishing 
to teach Ithaca before night ; the distance being about thirty miles. 

, 	. 
1  Tne EXArt`doc Earn,  Aµ13parta r part) roXtc. 	Stat. Grmc. 	 . . 
' Polyb. b. 4. p. 327, says that its length was three hundred stadia. 	The'breadth at the 

mouth being five stadia, and one hundred in the broadest part. 
'This is one of 'the largest cities in Greece, containing about 13,000 inhabitants. 
4  Plutarch'' 1\11.-Sntonius. 

• VOL.!. 	 I  
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0,01-, Wit vas srltil,,auctibe Crew, ect.111DVAPliff0XisglIPT.Peq*C6)1Pre 
.aCeompanied ..by Another_ i b(iM,With, c,ight armeduipenj 6149y iff101 la 
the senate, to protectus'from.,thezpirates:r Whql,were,poro.  Jim-perm 
in the canal of,SantariMauta),than in Jany. other partlof,cireepe,,,heing 
particularly; faVenred lay ltheenatureapf the,,country,-,, They:, co!lt, 
ceal themselvesrantougf;theSock4;Aucl .islands, with which the canal 
is 5tuddect; and lifithey find, thetnselyes itA danger, escape in .A f.wr 
minutes, either to Leucadia or to the coast of .Acarnania. 	Jpi,pqmp 
places the,canal 4 0 narrow, --that if the pirates see a superiprikrce 
coming ,downii. which they'are unwilling to attack by,.open,,,forcA 
they,fire at them,with- muskets, and are sure of their ainly-AVP, 
either shore; and having thus killed some; they come off in their:Wit% 
and easily manage the rest. 	They in general ransom their prisepeo 
in, the:followin,g Manner: . One, of they thieyes.  takes .a -letter:Jo 
the, prisoner's friends, demandinge certain sum for his liberty,r •lIf 
thesuni.4,1expanded can be paid, a, person accompanies the thief to 
the-place appointed ; ,and on his depositing, the money, the prisoner 
asset akliberty.-;  They never fail in theirengagement when the sum, is 
delivered ; _ and ;the : person who takes it ,risks nothing,as, a deficit  
eticy of mutual confidence would ruin the,tyadee, iPut,woe.to the un-
fortunate prisoner who is unable to ,r*e.thmsu% demanded ;:thc 
least he can expect is the loss of his nose,a„ndfflar,§,1  4. French.  Jner?. 
chant, who resided at Patra many year agcstivi'a§-, taken by tWeYP, 
-who demanded so large a sum for hisrelease,(that his friends,were 
unable to pay it. They cut off the unfortunate man:s nose, and sent 
it to his friends; soon after (the money not being forthcoming),they 
sent an ear ; and afterwards the other ear, 	•They_Lthett began to ,seed 
his teeth, and intended to have put him to death, when he escaRed, 
and the-villains were shortly after taken ar,14,4_p4/@4., i. They, commit 
these cruelties for the purpose of terrifying the prisoners' friends, and 
thereby obtaining large ransoms. ; 	,, , 	tk". 	4 	ii 4 -,-:-, 

r ; 	— ,' 	4' 	- 	--;'3- 
' Since this journey was performed, Leucadia and the other Ionian islands having been_taken 

tinder the protection of the British government, the pirates have .tot,allyxclisap.pe3reanti  ti 
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Dine depriVifirfeisilllool?ftheirtall'and -nOges;is ,kiitactice t ollimo 
d iii ok lands (JP Ttkey:3  lilt feW fniorithst before= out arrival at Santa 
MitifaVia Y45iiiiriliari' of flag pf4.-ce!havink demanded aifAlbaniaii 
Witirrialiiii'M'atrihge; thei-parelit4 refifsedolagektriesiinit afterwards; 
the suitor 'having 'obtained the 	iof ter affe&ions;` there= 
latioha . feigned to give theit corisent ice theirtrlionTrand-  seut for him; 
lYttt aa'Soon- as he ' was in their-fid*et;Ltlityl cut faff his,:rosCarid ears; 
ittidthen put him to death. '1' 	-, 	tiif-Y 	il ':oLibiso.,.)5,1 c,'...1.1,iiitt,t ,? -it ..'•,ic 
oaThei-PilnishMent 'of' hose and eaileuttirigis of veiynatici6nt date; 
lIef,C'tuleS'inflieted it on the heralds of Etgiwoif,'; guiytioti'thie Centaur 
giiffered it 'at the 'marriage of PirithoOs;ht and !Bess-ail' the murderer 
of-Dazriii's; 'was' punished in the same manner, by.orderalbiAlekander ; 
StrabbNneritions'a town in Egypt; which'was dalledtRiiinOkolaUra, 
recdriSe ', the inhabitants,  had their noses -cut off byiari,:tthioPian, 

fer, theie bad' conduet. 	' 	,t. 	- . 	.: 	. 	. 	q.J. 	i..t`.ts,iicer,i. 	..,.. 
'.0. The 'canal of Santa Manta is bounded orreach side bytbcky.  hill's, 
Which arecovered -With a Muttiplicity,of lirothatic plariitsp au& same 
'scattered- olive 'freest' '2.A "short'.. distance fth ro' the' tots*,  wee 'passed 
'neat a mass ,4.4Sf 4all 1-ii t the water; being the' remains,  of a bridge 
'which once Joitigd sa6ti'Mautai to the continent,' Then the }Turks 
'had pthaeisfort of"fli6tialarid. tr)lSOnce f other masses -are seen: .irV a 
'Straight.  line theroar3thiegeatial';'the 'masbnry is apparently 'Of the 
Towet; Ages; ' i'Aftei4;*etliad prbeeeded 'son-fecciray further, our sailors 
landed 'on thelaraiidi - tfOgetdiviatert from a clear spring which riaes 
Aitar'the sea, andlwhichis Called the Pasha's Fountain. 	,, t , 
`'The remailiSA4 'Sallie; buildings 'were pointed out to us, on: a hill 

LabOve it; which, r6iiiiii assured 'us, was once the castle _ of-Tele- 
lifachus: " 	051147  4111G:51,* 1 	DJ d 	t 	 ,,,,, 

'The winitbeciiiiie Tbiltrai)t; and the sailors being too idle to tow, , 	. 	.. 	. 
steered oili baniiiii d'46-ialifilitky islancL in a narrow part.  Of :the 
canal ; and as the armed boat was a considerable way,  behind; Afttid 
Ont,of-sighty we apprehended some scheme to 	us rota the lauds get 

3 lioindrtWkiii. 0'.. '4. aco, ke. 	' 	. 	4 	2  B. 16. p. 75b. 	i At 194 Lif 

I2 ) 
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of, thePirates; whO (as we had, previonsl3rQbelehinforrned)xinadethis 
rock,one of their resorts; we. had, still more reason foc'suspioiOn,!,on 
perceiving some 'arm ed'A1 banians sktilking'athong the . ro cki.1,:but : bur 
apprehensionS -soon vanished on "seen*. our armed boat;- approach ; 
-and on cOnversing'with -  the men :whO,  had. 'excited, our alarms, we 
..found that theirwere on their  passage.. to Cephallenia, but had stop-. 
ped at this ,plaee.'.'..On. account of,the,,uhfavourable wind.. 	This was 
probably :one . of the,  Taphian :islands. 	 . , 	;, . 	. 	. 	. 

The greatest obscurity reigns respecting the history.a:nd,' relative 
positions" of the rocks which are scattered_ along the Acarna.niam and. 
Etolian shores':.those which are on the. Acarnanian' shore' arePro. 
bably the Taphiari or Taphiussan islands, the 'same as the.Teleboiatt; 
but ancient, and . modern authors 'are at variance on il-ris'poirit. 
Homerl.. calls &ern .lovers of oars ;" that is, good seamen.,  '4,4  .T044.1 
(plxvevrthogriy ;", and pirates 44 xv;OiocEs-  «44 ;"5  epithets -perfectly appli- 
.cable of the present day, to the inhabitantS of 'these rocks. , Apol- 
-lonius _Rhadius,. Apollodorus,4  'iStrabo,,5:- Pliny,6  i liesychius,7. and 
others, maintain that the Taphians , and; Teleboians‘,are the same. 
-Stephanus places them thirty -stadia from Cephalleriia. r 'According 
to Strabo,6  Teleboa had twenty-twobsons,E) named. :-Teleboi, •'-some 
of -whom inhabited Leueadia ; he s.aysuthirt Va.phos ':(in' his:. time 
called Taphiusa,) was .one of these islands1)GIThey kook their name 
from Taphios, son of Neptune ; and if-we can give credit to: their 
history, they were a powerful people in :the-,earliest periods: of •the 
heroic ages : they made * war against Eleettyonf.king of Mycenw, 
and seem to have been ' victorious,. but were afterwards • conquered 
by the Theban Amphytrion.? 	Meganesi,i° which is hear the mouth 

. 	_ 	,..,. 	. 
. 	. 	_ 	. 	. 	 . 

= Odyss. 1. v. 181. 419. 	e Odyss.' 15. v. 426...• '3  11 1. Argon. Prot. 
, 	4  B. 2. 	5  B. 10. p. 459; 	- A 6  Nat.Hist. b. di. C. a 	 , 

1  Lex. vol. 2. p. 1354. 	 8  B. 7. p. 324, 	. . 	4 	,- 	
. 	. , 

9  See Hesiod's Shield of Hercules, v. 19. and Interpret. Euripid. Here. fur. v. 60. 1080. ....    
Eustath. Stephan. and others. 

'° Athenmus, without much reason, in his Deipnosoph. b. 2. c. 25, says that tier real Greek 
word terminates in iota except. µAt, the rest being of foreign extraction ? most of the words in 
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4xf-ftliecca 	otoifards.3tika04-1Vasp$ibably'Taphdaf or,,TaphiuSa, :it 
:contain:Nal igockl rPort-; near it 'are. two' small.,  uninhabited : islands 
:called: .Phellnek6lii7 or.Formic '6Ia! ilia16,mo; which ,is the:next in size, 
is Well: peopled'and cultivated,,and produces the ,finest flour perhaps 
'in the world 4 which, is sent to Corfu, and sold as a luxury, 	It also pro- 
.duces oil,' and has two ports and, as Many villages,,the targest of which 
las the- name of the island,: the, other is railed .Jerolimiond ; near it 
is the small island of Arkodi,: which' produCesfeorn, *anckfeeds a few 

:;sheep.,;' but has' no , fixed inhabitantS.' , In the,. same vicinity:. is . the 
tisland of Kastani, which contains,  a village: and titL,ports; two 
neighbouring rocki are balled Prassona and Probati•;: others which 
stretch ,d6Wir they Acarnanian Coast, nearlyito the: Echinades • and 

3,11,3, mouth: of the Acheloos, are the two contiguous,  rock's of Dia-
peri, :and the islands of Pontikoni, Makri, .Klaronesi, -vith, others* 
which nre: nameless and uninhabited. 	These could, not .have.: been 
the only possessions of a people who were evidently powerful in the • 
heroiC ages ;-; they probably were 'masters of the Leucadidi penin- 
sula, and other,mOritirite.' parts -of Acarnania. 	,' 	:: I 1] .1 •i ti;o1 	. I' 1 ri 11 

. To -return lOW•eipr;t6 i  our :voyage : as 'soon-  as: the, wind ((grew 
more favourOble;iiwg.f quitted the rock 'where we had :stopped7;'' and 
when we cleared, ttlle channel,- the 'island of Meganesi, which,  is com-
posed of round and' undulating hills, was near us on our left 
"The danger oft,piilafes being now over, and Ithaca straight before 
ns,'we.dismissed the. armed :boat,; which returned to Santa Maura. 
As, soon as we. hddi.got , clear of the canal, the wind grew disagree- 

*1y strong:, for ,our small open boat; we were however defended 
1from the ,operi-:seattby the.: projecting points of • Cephallenia, and 
Leucadia. 	'After a voyage_of about thirty miles, we- arrived at 
Ithaca at eleven o'clock at night, and went to the house of Doctor 
Basilio ZavO, to whom..14 had letters; we were obliged. to ,> dis-. 
turb the family,-who had retired to rest, and we waited till day-break 
, 	. 

fl-welosieyn Greek, which terminate in that ,manner, is owing to the omission 'of a syllable, or 
la Metter, ,as in the words vnat.for-natoy, rpa-en for Kpatris, Act& for EXalvo, NY0tii, for liceptoY, 

_Mart for Oi.partor, &c. 
7 
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before our SIPPfr W4s:,rcadY,ialth011gh WkiNeftGf4i0a ArithtJfatigtip 
and, hunger,: having taken, .nothing siacqtth -,1114r nialgo b92sfil111<1 8,1 
: As :I, was at Ithaca with, '?$..ir,William;;Gell,.iand ,441-cokif ohOtta- 

tions; on -  this interpstingAstan4 nearly  coincided, as ,rOgillar;  cipNripi. 
Lion of it on ,'-My,,P4q,  jgcrewier,ed ,tintiecessary, iafter ttte,,f1,41.,40c1 
clear manner, iiihiCii,,,t114§0190,1,lias l?een• treated in his leg* 
work. 	'It may be proper however, 'without interfering with hii 
researches, : and withour-enteringlito loiig• detailsi,•to give some 
general idea 'of this carious lAace; for •:the purpose. -of preserving 
the: connexion of the 'present Tour. , 	'. 	' ' • 	' - • - • 

Its circumference is'fax greater than,  that which 'Strabol allows it; 
Instead of eighty 'stadia, it . is not less than thirty-two:miles in cir- 
cuit. 	Pliny says twenty-five: 	-Its length, from north.  to south, is 
*about seventeen miles, and its 'greatest breadth' not four. 	The 
names of Val di :Compare, and Cephallonia Picciola, given _to 4-3v 
nondelMonti,3 -Sophian .and others, are unknown in the islandj it. 

0 	' 	 )' is generally called Theachi, and sometimei-  It aca,  	population I
I

? 	0' 	0 	

Its ,_ 	 ..).;f4e 4., , 	 , ,L., the  amounts to about 8,090persons, who arc contamea, in Bathylqi capi- 
'i n  ''d tal, Y 	 ve liv eight 

	

and the three villages of Pera,kob o, Anal;an , 	x 1. . 	as  .,';;,i 	wii vu 	).W.f).)+) 	, ,," .:„, 	. L ports:;4  that at the extremity of .wtocu istir capital, 	sometime 
c-alled Bathy,5  and sometimes Porto iqOil; .‘i 
bably received from the Venetians. 	Thei•neX , 	, 	, 

8 k 	. 	,,J -k 7 -1:N:  •ili riA.V ethers are Dexia,7  Skinou, 	aurorm, Po 1.,, ununt -,, 	-,,-; 	4.157-a.s. says Ithaca is•twelve,miles from Cephaller4. 

Ali igetes5i.,,paiiie it pro= a-13 	 fmu 	 - i 	slzef is Altos ;6„. The 
8 	.)ktir.4 	-,..1)11, 	) —.0i..i: 

ertpi Kn. pin 'Jilt 	''% 	'.' 	, et, J :1,, 	.. :From the old cpwn of 
• ,-4 	, 	, 	.,!,off1: ,f,")‘ 	',4-J`2, 	• 4•01.1t* Ithaca to the nearest land in Liepnauema,,A, is .not Dour niiie In  i ,, 	,----ipcie., / 	 I: 	A 

-of 	 lathy„?1,,,,i,?,p5„pt straight line ; but from the portAttos,, 9rrfirolii. 
nearest part of that island is at least 94-lite n 7 „1., ,..ftil4..,Kri:  
duces only corn, sufficient to maintain tilid-iii -alaitaiiislIfta);ear.' 
Its' exportsare a small-quantity of-wirre,--currants-7-aml----oih—a-small 

.Li-1,3r 	,i',i 	t--,:-.0 	' 
.+: rci 	r. trar'd 5d3 limit Ica 

1 B. 10. p. 4p5. 	See Casaubon's Observations on the geett rc0,15trab:O, note 5. 
2  Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. 12. 	 ,r/ 	,- 	3 :.:74,1 - 1 11'477”  

3  The manuscript journey and maps of Greecey by,,Bondebnonti, •of: Florence, are in the 
king's library at Paris, dated 1422. 	-, 	• 	7 ' 	'' 	r V tl.i" ,,fl li il 

4  Dicmarchus Stat. Gad.-says there were three portsin,Itbacaegitiz bnA 
6 From Paen, deep. 	" 	1 	;5. 	aglif bay. 	9 Right band. 1 I'L.',  .7 .0 tileitai 2 
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tytwittl-tyNfr tigidieviv viae' iinitfaaeT-Iroi-iitheudridfitSi2it-E iS,:iiOilii 
be purchased - egaight itheiiTSlandV41id iieSteerned a great,delicaCY:: 
-BThiAe Zatiria be ,,:a Aitoin'ateuraie? deseeiptioti ,ef the approach to 
:Wig-ea; ritiat,Dfit3 ,'gliat,  vort;..1thaii thailiYeti 'by 'Berner ;.:and:.  AS 
almost every *Ord is deScriptiVekkhafe:  thipukht, necessary to insert 

the 	s: at full length:,  t In atiWineftoni,LP h&4,a  cia, he Says— 	: 
;,.4 	 j 	- 	. 	: 	. 	, 	' "T o' • 	tl'_.^:19-irOlf 	I.K14 ?"(i 	ri 	: 	 ' 

Ttit244.• h _litre°. 7rPere'10,4c67 972For; ,v1/Pfi c_. 
7'0eXtp0; le 7-1; •60:71 NI,..07rp40.1! 7.e.p0Tos., 	L._': 

ER hize4 IOcaznc. bo 4 7r'epgmtec,:fo,*V4.4  . 	, . 
• •A?G7061 coroffaVECI . Nitctroc Ir0pIrt7frilytar, 
Air avelhom 0- eze-otocri Ixrcosoy perz ,Wp..cG , 

- + EXTOOEY. EVTOTOEY b _ we EU &07.60S0 thEllagri , 

Irnef EUTTEXpat, 97:00 .0a60U lair! i7GtOral..1 	 , 

. 	, 	• 	 . 
-- Th— '' e''firit thing which attracted our curiosity at Ithaca, was the re- 

mains of a castle and city of the highest antiquity, 'situated', upon the , 	, 	• 	- 	 ,. 	: 	.,, 	.„,,:;. 	- 	nii• ,, 	• 	, 	. 	—I, 	,. rocky ridge ()fa steep and dotty Lill, which rises
, 
 at the western eifre- 

iiiiti of 'the-  bay 	',In order to Visita, we took- • a boat at 
• BathY,*and passed by the' taiai  iettoiSiand, a picturesqUe rock in the • ., 	- 	• 	ii,11J,cf•,J 	-Jli_ 	:i  
great, port, 01e  entrOT of 	h1011 is contracted by two oppOsing pro,- 
'Montoriei aiiiPisfandj '1:1ear the entrance of the port is the inSii- 
iiiiedl. rock 	'C'Ialg'''' ig.st.4143141':  and in* front -is the high and rocky 
tieritos',- ba,r''aii 	barren, producing nothing but stunted evergreens ,..: 	- 	• 	..,-, 	J. 	=,..,.   and aromatic .plants. „Bear  the summit is a monastery, named 
ktiliaia ,:'iri;kii: is-VisibiefrOiii Bathy.. 	This is the highest mountain 
in - the island,' 	. Cf.-i-,,ieritSth 	epithet given to it by Virgil;2  but.  the .,! 	• 	, 	J 	-I.„al-:ullk 	fi..0.1.,.(* 	. 	. fore:sts mentioned by timers  are dwindled into shrubs and buShes-: 
. 

: 	,, 	:: 	dill 	t dilf: , i11,1- 	.1.4 if- '. 

1  Odyss. 13. V. 95.  _ W. 
V from the town a spacious port appears, 

1  : S'aCtittOlPharqe povVrywhose name it bears ':. 	, 
Two craggy rocks projecting to the main, 
The,roaring:winds' ternpestuoui rage restrain ;, 	• 
Within, the waves in softer murmurs glide, 
And ships secure. without their halsers ride.---POPE.. 	'- 

2  Neid)  3. v. 271. Wi ei! Ll;pi, 	 . 	Iliad,12. v. 632. 	, 
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its : preSent,nanie:. is: Ani34.whichrlsfinifiek Jofty,Pft(NeiorPwittl. 	ag 
reritly another 'mountain 'in; Ithac4 men tioned:by Ilorder iYiits.Jsitu4 
ation ,.is , not 'known k with t certainty t it ' is ',pi:ObablY the rrgrige;! at 
present tcalled.,StephawBottho,lOpposite to Neritoi, *on,  th6 north 
side ef ,,theabay,bfiAitos,1 '7*-iiith 'joins the hill on. which -are thel.re; 
mains. of:the)-ancientlealfis,•Called 1•Teion and Hyponeion hi: 

• , 

	

, 	4 Stephanui. 	.1.nol zeal 	l,) 31.n•I ,:i 	,,,,,!, 	,1 	 ., 
, , ;)7Ye lairded.raLthplootiOffiie 'hill: Of ;Mies, 'walked through 'some', 
plantation& ofavinerancTLeurrrantS, 'and after zigzagging' over steed 
and rugged paths forlhalf.inlour, arrived at the summit, and enjoyed 
one: :ofd those extraordinary‘views which this country of , islinis, 
mountains, prOinontorieS, and ports, affords in a superldtive degree 

The firstJobject.whiCh 'struck us was Cephallenia, seen from Cape 
Pilare,to. Cape GniscardO,4, -compriSing 81°  in the vieiv. 	Towards 
the ',.s.'s,-, iv,...) is the bare summit Of. Mount Pyrgi, the ancient Ephesiei 
rising aboVe,the rest to the apparent height of about.4,00(/ feet 4 this 
may, be the same-as.: Mount Ainos,5  mi which there was a temple of 
Jupiter 	aCePhallenian,: who had ,been on the summit, assured nie 
that .1e, discovered the remains, of 'the temple, -!composed , of large 
blockS. 	iBelow this rnountain is a promontory: of Cephallenia, called 
Andi;-Sanio ; and about 7°  more, to the, *est'iS a large, bay, and fertile 
plain,. with the village of Sarno. "This is the broadest part of the .canal, 
being about -eight miles across;_ the narrowest part not beingsabove, 
two, The mountains of Cephallenia are covered with fields; vineyards, 
and olives; the villages of Andiliko and Komit-ata are visibleilwith 
several ports, bays, and promontories. 	Towards Cape, Quiscardo is  
small rocky island, called Daskallio, Pidaskalio, Piclaskalo,•ot Mather  
' torio ; for I have heard it named in all these different manners.: , kis 
suppOsed to be the Asteris of Homer ; and Apollodorps,, cited by 
Strabo,6  says it contained the small city pflilalkurnen.  ai. ' Plutarch, in 

1  Odyss. 3. v..81. 	See Strabo, b. 16. p. 454. 	- 	- 	_ 	... 

2  A great part of this hill is covered with an elegant plant, the Aiistolochia rotunda of 
Linnaeus. 	 , , 	 ... , 	,„ , j, 

3  Bearing S. by E. 	4  Bearing N. 19. W: 	0  Strabo, b. 10. 'io. 4:56. ' 
6 .13. 10. p. 457. 	• 
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hisigreek-QuestronvOyi that zA lalkoiiienai :40 in Ithaca, and that it 
wasy,called .after Fthe-reity of the; same: name i.n ;Bceotia,,where ;An, 
tiklea brought forth Ulysses.',1 It contains :the ruins. !of a convent of 
Saint Nicolo, but .nci remains .of antiquity: 	Beyond ,Cape. Guis-, 
cardo: is the , open' sea ::looking - towards Italy4 4 littleImOre!north is 
the faint horizon:of the .Paxian'islands'and; Corfu; 'nearer the eye, at 
the distance of about sixteen. miles. is part, of the long Leucadian 
promontory,. the rest of the island ,being:;imtereeptecLhythe jagged 
shore of Ithaca, which, opposite to Cephallenia,4Orria many steep 
promontories, near which are some small insulated rdcks.',.. 	: 

'ilTtie ruins above-the bay' of 'Aitos. occupy the' narrowest part of 
Ithaca ;the hill is' steep on: each side, and.- only a few yards broad 
at;  kthp ; a' narrow isthmus • connects it with Mount Neritos, which 
terminates in Cape Saint Elias, beyond which: are. the islands of 
Meganesi, Kaldnio, and Atilko,1  with some small roCks,. called For-
rnicola ; the distance is closed by the Acarnanian.,  and, Etolian 
mountains, amongst which Bumistos 'and Brachori are the loftiest. 
The nearer objects are the grand port of Aitos, the' entrance into' port 
Kathy, the insular Tciek talledAskourbo, and the :steep mount Ste 
phano, whichieriiiinates in the . sea 'nearly opposite to Cape Pilaro; 
in Cephallenid;:teYondiwhich isthe horizon of the open ./Egeanlsei. 
,',,Pliny2  will hayr dtliatfItha6; is only twelve miles from the Araxian 
promontory, - butitlii:S 'at least double that distance. 	 1 - 
,'!The foregratind':e this :view is composed of the rocks on which 
the' Acropolis. 'sto6d;• alb-Y-0f some masses of Cyclopian walls, which 
formed the enblostir'ei ' 	'L . 	: 
' ..Thli desciipltion qhchideS the whole panorama, which we were se-

feral days -drawing' bill ihe.  spot" 
', On castingiMyl le)40Ver the crags of this `rocky island, and com-
paring it 'with.  did' large/4'1'1d 'fertile 'territories -of the neighbouring 

- 	• 	- 	 0 	,. 
. 

, 

/^.; 	1'!1• 	I,'t 	' 	/ 	I. 	' 	,' 	$ 	. 	• 	' 	" 	 , 	 , 	t 1  this is probably the Awrwa of Ptolemy, and the Letoia of Pliny. 
„ 

1 	‘13,t•Pis.1 4, 4, . 	 1 )1`2'  	1 	'': 
VOL. 	i. 	 K 	' 	 . . : .,44  US oti 

   
  



- 66 	 ANCIENT "EIJIMSIN Trraim.\. 
.Cephallenii, and ZaliunthoS, I can easilYlirnagipel thatATlyses.1k2V.v1 
his tative place " non .quia larga, sed-quia sna„Pyll.For a. similarrea4 
son, the Gerniansrloved their? nidd mid forests.1 	Homer dilveflsi*.ith 
such particular complacenoy' On Ithaca,. and its , hero,' that some have 
supposed hini' to haverbeen,ofthe 'Laertian race; son of Telemachus 
and.I3olYca.ste;idaughten.otiCrestdrL,: In the work.called the Dispute 
between Horner and Hesiod.,-F the; empereir -Adrian asks the Pythia, 
which , was Alia,conritry;) and,who,  the: parents- of Homer.? the, :Mir 

, 	. swer was— 	 t 	q 	.., 	, 	. 	+ 	q' 	!. f 
• 7 .1  ) , 42,140070.11 the'pea4 rYpplatt Ire4TpiCt4 yCOCO 	 . 	.,..: 	'T 

• i 	- i' 	414Cp00-70U Efirly0c, .40C TIOcocrnoc .ecrriv. 	.1 . 	I 	i:-t 
0. TIPtep.oczoc l's 1TtZTV it:41'\1'17077TM] EITIX0461,1 ' 	1' P' l  1 

• 
:.MirrVel 71141i; ETIXTi 12p0770 'Wail 9raN60901i Ce14. 	' !ICY '., 

" You desire to know the race and the native land of the" DiVine.  
poet : his country is Ithaca. 	Telemachris was the father, and the . 	., 	, 	. 
NestorianE picastethe Mother, of the wisest of mortals." 	kthis 
oracle is i  g er u in e,- 	. and if it was at any period a general opinion, that 
Itlica was the CountrY, of the poet, it is Sinular that; that island 
should not have claiMed the honour ,WhichWaS sroi  strenuously dis- 
puted   

	,  
by seven other cities. 	 , 

The summit of the hill was crowned with the Acropolis; Tart 
Hof the walls which surrounded it rernaini ; 'and two long' walis, 
on the north and south sides, are carried down the hill towards 
the bay of Aitos. 	In this intermediate space was the city. 	''These 
walls are in the second style of early military architecture, -'can",-
posed of well-joined irregular polygons, like  the walls of the Cy-
clopian cities of Argos and Mycenw. 't obsered some of a more 
regular form, approaching to horizontal layers ; t in some. parts below 
the Acropolis are the remains of buildings and chambers compOsed of 

-small'square bloCks. The whole was builfuPon'terraces, owing to the 
-rapid decliVity of the hill. 	This place was according to all proba- 

. 

1  Cicero. 	.1  Tacitus de Mor. German. See also Libanius Soph. Epist. 1566. 
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bilit3t,thejirricielit capitthie f4eisland;,_ the residence of Uly4sek ,and 
his' fair queen :iiiicleedtthe country people sometimes call, it. the Castle 
of-SaintPenelopel' It is• probable :that the:castle was. Still herein, the 
time .of ..Cicer6;1,. who Says, it wasplaeedi likeatliest,.thpon.therthighest 
rocks;- -.No ..other situatiOnt,in..fIthat alowouk1.1-iodwell: snit,-  this. ,sii-
mile ;:.and; I have little doubts fhat.halltidesitcalsiis..spot. ,His words 
aret.---=‘4Patria non delectat ?..ejusque,reik],tanTfabvis- est,,,ut, Ithaeani 
il lam,  in - asperrimcs: sax.ulis:tanquanviniduliwtaffixant sapientissinius 
virimmortalitate anteponeret." 	.., : . • 	- ' 	. 	' . 	- I .— ..,• 1-:. .. ":,:,-P 
:It is 'however ,certain; that the three hundred 'suitors,' with the 

attendants we must suppoSe them to have had; besides the hmisehold 
of. Penelope, could.  not have .'been lodged : withitrthe *walls - of ' the 
,ACropolis, _with any convenience, 'unless the 'building was several 
stories high. 	. The summit of the hill. is . flat, and. of an, ,oval form. 
TOwards.the middle of the area. is a circular excavation in' the rock, 
about eight feet in diameter. at the,Mouth;but increasing in , breadth 
towards the bottpm : its presept depth is only t*elve;_feet; being 
considerably MICA lip With Stones: '.•ThiS":'wa, '..i.•riAa,14 a '''Oi-St6-1. : , 	,..   
others of the' same for 

	
Jnkiiare common in Crreece 4ndWin thin Ore- 

..cian.` cities, in Italy. 	Near  llear this -is another of ,the same kind;;-  bUt 
much smaller., Our guide pointed out to-us a bole in the horilatitial 

-. - 	...q.... 	 n r^r 	"I , 	CS 	' f  . 	f 	' 	' 	' 	' 	' ' 	 ' 	- ' • • 	' 	' 	' 	t ,! 	 . 

1.11koc of,.the, rick, 	about,L,,siX, inches square, in which he ..said 
.`Ulysses.used to' e 	VS fla'.-- 	. 	 _ 

--- 	— 	• .2,,,)  • 	4-.-g,7§-taff 	- - 	,•! 	- 	r  ' 	- 	 - 
-.       

the ruins ; only' a fe ,There...are,po fragments of. marble among the .., 
' 	' Pieces of  999-Es0. P16.1.-fr, 	;    	. 	t 	• 	. . • •  :  	i 	..

. The.;  side • Of the hill -  which faces Cephallenia' is-  an 'abrupt : anti .• 	- 	 .s.. 	:IS  

brokenpreciOce rising from the sea, , and too steep-  ever to have 
contained.  any, buildings. ,, f _ 	• 	i 	, - 	. 	• 	i----- , •  „.f.1,,,-, 

Our guides, assert0. 	that.. treasures ;-_of's.Q1d had . been: found 1,._ 
A4-19DPt the ,ruins,of ethis-, :place ; and, that ,human skeletons "of a 
gigantic size, f1,41,1?e11 dug up ',in the vineyards. at the-foot of.the hill. 

• . 	 . 	 - . 	, 
1 De Oratore, b. 1.. 

x 2 	, 
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.:"., Sitini61,Stars,  after .14`"teetif-n4i,aniCite46;fikevl(tAtalidiziEtEfiqiiiii 
'chres belonging to :this- city were-  opened, and, remains ofttgitittl 
teaufir .verd i di Scovere& 0 litter Wahl-S'Isa*-7  Se-Vii.al for',  the& ri-i*t4Itorte ;1  
the chief .of Which",We4i tilv‘iletipr, ,h6otafiVezihdlialOheight),?ietill 
bossed with,  'k .AirteathjtifIrip4s:"6.4*irlie. leaves 'gilt. .;,(An'otheti itatt 
'of the',  brnatneti. t.:,{iSc:tifily-  4itlimittnei engraved.  With,  a 'sharp= inStri 
anent;' and.filted up,'NVitlitilditig5.196'j E`1,:.-r.- : . i 	: 	• 	'-, r.' ; 	, 	,i -_, )'1 1;1 E 

' • There',WreiiialsiJ4etne?beatitiftil rfilitil 	and ear-rings of ornatheide'd 
gold, a necklace of surprising workmanship, adorned With) 6461:it 
:figures; .with human ..faceS;4rid- bodieS,' with wings,_ featheretinthrghs, 
and the- feet ,of a; bird--;'- these .are ' no 'doubt- Sirens?..asYffitiYik• 
actly answer the deScription which Hyginus2  gives-, tif the:+d,,Ighteis 
-4 Acheloos.: and.  ' Melpomene. 	Several :other-'-ornatiientg:bfh 	ld, 
silVer,4 i and. - bronze, , were 'alsor found ; . all 'of „which' :appearii iti) Haile 
.been the work >of. . the best times.. It,  is ' evident, that feminine Mid- 
inentsvere ,filiely 'worked 	as!, the,  time of Horner 04‘-; 	h as early, 	 ., 	:'..;. 

. iti... 	.1:6 	x' ;tsi 	c;i„.“..!,. 	-, 	. 	., 	.. 	:.. 	.1;4.: i- 	• ,i;,:2, CiU.L.-+Iiii.:, 	: 	_r 	, 	,r• 	";5.1 

.-1. - 	l i 	... ')1 	-,ri,  .9414" Y  Euet'i4c6X,11,. Tro?tv,,c4'4?`." CzY71/117Cflit44twri it ;- 1- 	. ..: ,4i'. 

,T' l'1 	L_6. 	.... L _,-, 	XetT-E°11. 	_ 	, f .L. : 	Z.brliVi aril maxi B:$.7i.: 	; ."-,:: ..:::0:1, 
, 

' - Not only the situation 'of' IthaeaVallpg'eiindilfcV.Wilddubf 6tieii-
rious authors, but even the chstliFi>ittiT4fitiBustigel4e,':ICIA-& 
likely that Homer should have 'el'et'vecril,s'''ig'iln16WEfiii? %-icellen'Z'411 44 	.- 	_ 	• 	. - 	v • 
woman, who according to Duris ilie,'L.tni'ali;41111-ii 6434)-ciji4eriling 

had" - Agathocles; ha 	enjoyed the lovre"of4 fief sti,,ftelAllrldiad i'.76rifght 
Pan into the world; the fruit of 'llei.  1)toniiScUeus InigreWiTlis'e. 'tilt 
'Purls was 'notoriou's for -want of vragi'§i5  	iifuiatlai;frilifs '&'-§Z- 

' 	- ' that Phitnniacia of 	 :  tion of Oracles, says it was supposed 	 . 	oPenelope, 
by Mercury. 	The same observation is made by Lucian-in his Dia- 

_ 	.._ logue between Pan and Mercury. 
• On the west side of Mount Neritos are the remains of another city, 
-accurately 'described and drawn by Sii Willialti-Gell. ' It is probably 

1  In the possession of Mr. Linckh. 	2.Fab. 1e5. 	• 	3  Odyss.18.-1%.264:144  
* Cited by Tzetzes. 	 5  Plutarch's life of Pericles. 
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the.414fligkilgAiiffrf$t1;412%-adiTIntardli-gallvdcAliKenlenat by 5 te- 
P.W1u!qo 	aurow9! 	hilii 	 i:'arno,n, 	'If 4."1 	',""::, i 	e,-I.tf 	oi 	;;:14 wr ', 	' 	, y; ,̀.; 

1..:1,AigAg9411:1 1141 •41fgrUISnr11.§?,thattit 1)44 bteriPr91311esiectthat Robert 
P.liseardoi. Sovereign, of A,p)1114, (Y1'7,  gqictet114 .111.5 4a-y_ :near Verusale,rn ; 
and that being taken ill in:, the isfatid,?fcce.phallenia, he:Jvas;struck 
with great fear, in finding that 41,thepnejgh\LiouriAg7Ithaea ;there:was 
a place called Gertisalerb, where there)tact,oineg bera a.latge-city.:, Be 
Adie4 in a few days, and was butiediirritliefirongstery;ofrhejIjolygri- 
,41ity in cephallenia. 	-, 	ii  :::-,. - 7,- A.-L.1111TM '.IU 	eoilLio.afi t--: 	,'.. 

'..rfPe.tiqpn J3athy and the Arethusan :spring_are,the,fainktraces:of a 
411inkcityr and the remains of some sepulchres? cutipte the,horizon- 

SurfaceAal- 	of the rock. 	 . _    	 1 	.. 
i,-,04 fountain of Arethusaz next attracted our attention..-.4tiis'situ- 
-ate4 in: the southern part of the island, at :the distance of about an 
_hour from Bathy by the mountain road. 	-We proceeded- thither by 
Water, and in our way passed _a yound rocky. islandLofinoderate 
height and dimensions, which is covered with bushes, and denomi-
nated Ireetriyakfrom it8 vicinity to the foutitain.'-'It'sbelters a little 
port in Ithaca from the winds-. 	On landing, we pursued a path for a 
short way aIongtja( narrow,„rocky glen,which is shaded by, bushes of 
Jentiscus, terebinth, arbutusf  , laurestina, and a variety of. aromatic i. tallhii it W :-)11) 	IC. 	:WA. '.; 	0....; 	• 	 , 	“" ;p , 	. 	. 	.,....,), 	 • 	•- 	-,-.;-- 

ants which exhaled their oderiferous perfumes.. 	, -1' , .' r 
The water of the sprin& which is clear and good, trickles gently i 	 i  „ 	._ 	. 	. 	...... 	fil. 	- 	 Lk. 	!lit.,.... 	o 	.... 	. 	. 	 ' 

`t ie cave 
	

which-
:. 

'fitpm a ;- small 	,in 	rock, 	 is covered with a smooth til ,,.,, 	.•,.17 	a_ 	1. 	.c.,,..1.,...,ir?,-...- 	....„., 	.... 	j_ 	, 	 .._ 
pool 

	_ 	 _. 
,aiid downy, tmoss. 	.lt hal. formed a 	four feet deep, against 1:,,, 	-..P,; I , 	f92,' 	..o.;;.11 	`'11‘..41:_ff-,Iti 	.J,,,'; 	:„ ' 	. 	, 	, 	. 	. 	,. 	. 	, 	:, 	,, 	A,„„ 

which' a Modern wi,all is bujilt to cheek its overflowing; after ooAing 
through , an arifice4n the wall, it falls into a wooden trough, placed .‘.-..-.",-.,;_. 	i 	ilitc" 	r.“.., 	iu.; 	..i.k.,..t.J 	—t-, 4 	St 	1 	. 	, 	. 	_ 	 .. . 	.i " 	I 

fr 	r: 	• rd. 	: , ., 4...3' •.. .' ,J .•,,,c1 tGii,11:1 	Ei 	1:1„ii / 	. 	 ' 	; 	' 	;.' 	., 	L. 	: 	 .'.' 1 1Ji 	V1 

, 	 „.. 

. 	: 	.., 	--`.- 	>`-.• 	;•!!'...E.:(fi')1511t 92.,' 	F. 	' 	: 	' 	 lx  

. 	Alex*d.h- 6. p- .12,. ,Paris editY,,r A similar story is told in the English history. 
e ' 1  See ilesYchius, v. ApEftouffa. 	Anna Coninena says, that near the town of Gerusalem, 

--whitIrwatotmerly in Ithaca; there -was a perennial fountain of excellent water. 	Alexiad..  
b. 6',i_p.:21. 	.,. , 	. 	1 	. 	_ 	 , 	- 	. 	! 	t.1 
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therefor the cattle. 	In the winter it overilbws—,tand 'findCitsfitayliTa 
thin stream through the glen to the sea. 	Stephan us saysVthethd 
A rethusan -fountain- was~ also-  called ,iztprorvg. , 4. Abave it eriSeS k 	steep 

rock, which the moderitname.of Koraka ;identifies• as the' 'K.  brat' Of 
Homer' 	: 	' 	, , ,,i 	;_,I.,1.:, 	(•-/i::..; 	i 	• 	, 	, 	,• 	•, 	:, 	' 	•+ 	1, 	., 

	

;1W-I 	:•=0+.5; 	:rc 	i'',')'+. 	.•: 	` 	' 	 „; 	 ),,,' 
Trap xoecescOt Ts-ETpp ET:I.:7E ippil AeE0OUG7.7. 

_•! 	.'..:e1: 	SI 	..P!ii 	4 	' 	,.: 	( 	i. 	n• 	, 	. 	' 

. 	 • 	.' 	1 	Vii. t, 	'ij •'; 	:a 	-..j+),:''' lf:'. 	1 ')/,1; 	P 	1 , 	 'ci Cif M. 

The
,,.4' 	 ); 	 ..: 	. 	 c  

The 'rrenell had possession of tithaca, in 1798; and ,the rocks,pf 
the ArethtiSan, fountain -'are :&30irer'd with ,repubiican .rinseri i '  

• ' 	'''  	. 	, 	' 	P.: 	°P.qi 

" Ative la reptiblique ; liberte, 'egalite, et fraternite," are seen scratch41 
on all sides, but are gradually effacing. 	Neither tho,wisestof•In4,?  
nor the humble Eumaeus, could they look down upon the Arethusali 
fountain,,; would comprehend these effusions ; much less,intelligt  p .. 	• 	• 
are they to' the Ithacensian goatherd, J  who ,without enlarging his 
ideas,  qUenelles his thirst in :this limpid source, :iittle conscious of 
being surrounded by such sublime conceptions;.    	,f 	,,4 	L 

We returned to the town by lncl; and having Waked - about a 
mile, came to an elevated part of the island, from which Neritos, and 
part of the port, and town of Bathy ,are visiblet  ,,,X mention this for 
future travellers; as on the spot from,wliich these olVeicts .re first vi, 
sible, are the'faint traces of sepulchres and aneienqabitations,,Whi0 
merit a longer examination than we coia'bestOw,UP'on them.:.., be. - 	. 	, • 	.' 	,,,, 	11_1 	!.:. 	'.+'....,.) 	. 	11, 	C 	 ' 	" 	r' 	"i'''''• scending to Bathy, we had a beautiful view of Ole town al-14:404o- 
locked port, terminated ,by the lofty 	eri os,t  an 	eneonipasse 	by `'- -14 	- -i 	 - 	' 	- 	 -.4 .1 
picturesque hills, cultivated .towards  their ;bases, kwith'-yineyay0 
planted on their sides; and supported b.i,, terraces. 'The houses stand 
at the extremity of the port, and for some way ;clown its two sides ; 
and large merchant ship's cast anchor within a -few yards of the sho're. 

Behind the town is a plain, which forms 	 Strikinga's 	contrast to the . 	, 	o 	• 

' 	# 	.17, 	• 
1  Odyss. 13. y. 408.—At the Coracian rock he,now resides, 	- 	* 	— A' 11.1 i  

Where Arethusa's sable water glides. 	POPE* 	r 	-..la ' 
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KtrgynaintocArtnit*-464-iout in gardens and plantations of cur,  
taint4;(YirTEWtadriathrAr.?, 	.1-i,  ):,. 	0 	- ' y i 	-I:, .._ 	-. 	:' _,7, . T 	i 	i 	..., 
4-150n the3pasfern,  5 ;ti.e of.port: Datliy; are- some, foundations,  of Walls, 
'4PPaY-VitI.Y.4-:.  churelil,and.chot ,of ancient I tdate, which the inhabit-
ants (at least the, lettered part of them) imagine to have been the 
temple of Diana. 	It is called Agios Kurkos: 	Paulo Paciandi' gives 
an inseriptioh2  found in:Ithaca in 1'758,, Which mentions a temple of 
Diana, but the word Ithaca is_ not in the inscription, which some 
jfretend was .not originally" found ifi ii-.41Ja,.i 44:- •,- 'it : 'Inight proba-
blYhtfirateen brought from •Paira, Oili'ille7 opposite  coast of A.Chaia, 
tilig.1:! there *is formerly  a :temple • of'. Diana 'Laphria:P I:Ittaca in-
ged'&itild not have been a _favourite-abodeof • the goddess of hunt-
ftitwis'it • never ''contained ' animas fit for • the chase, and. was not 
a'aided; foe lorsos; : Polhixs says there were: nb horses in' 'the island. •  - =The English :viCe-reonsul, from whom ,We received the:greatest ci, 
Vilitie4; -had in 'his- possession two small: copper coins of Ithaca.. 	On 
one of these was .the head of 'Ulysses, eoverect with the p'ilictoh, .; 	, :)i).'1. 	' 	'1, 	• 	' 
and having - the, ''IniVdiredyt fo, or pointed beard—re-verse, a Cock— 
ink Mulct/N:1" '7. " '''''. • ' 	• . '• '  
—The Other;--Viluth wad of the same size, had on One sidethe galeated 
head Of -Minerva,'_ with;  .tiie'''InScription; ,and on ' the . other that 'of 
Ulysses, in h4iiiiiar'-&:44'tile:n  'In: the British MUsetini are twO'Other 
'copper-  coins 6114114 38f.the'anie size as these:: on one is the. head 
ottflysses,: and'1•62ii.t2Si';84 .the reverse, a thunderbolt in a wreath 
of olives orlauret.'The fourth has the galeated: head of _Minerva ; 
Mid' the. reVerse,i'liaeitinan leaning his left -hand On a long spear 
Oi-gtibk,. diia Ad-  Isnairinstription.1- 	' .. 	- r 	, 	: 	. 	. 
.-';these theitaii'Ve'rei rictently'-struck'inan:y centuries after the lime 

Of, the Ithaeenglahling I and l' ain not aivare:why the cock is seen 
dn. his- -coins,' nrileg.it'4.iludei to the vigilanCe of the 'hero 	of =the 

1  Monumen. Pelopon. 	2  This inscription is now in the Nani palace at Venice. 
s Onomast. b. 5. c. 12.  seg. 7,5.:,.'r 	, 	' 	'  
4  The two latter have been published by Colonel De Bosset, Medailles de Cep hallenie. 
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OdySsey. :., it iS:also the symbol of 'AP .rvii:,. ,The Eirski,44.,or :armorial 
bearing of Ulysses, was .a dolphin,,the figure of *Melt wasmn his.ri4 
and his shield; for Which reason:LycOphroni giveS him the epithet.of 
eTgi*vor4 os, and :this-, 'frorn:.his..son Telemachus having; been ..saved 
frOm drowning by .a dolphin,. when a: child. JuniuS,2  speaking :of this 
story, cites Stesiehorus and. .Critheus, and refers to.Plutarch (des6; 
lertiaanimal.) wherohe story is told at length ; and-to Tzetzes.(inly; 
cophronis Cassatidrara), ,.., 	. 	„ 

Ulysses, as-the wisest bf men,. and one of the Most warlike among 
the. Grecian chiefs; Was.under the immediate.:protectionfOf the God.; 
dess of Wisdom 'and War ;' which seems to be signified by her 
being 'placed on :the coin of Ithaca... Pliny3. tells use. that Niceibi-
chus son of Aristodemus, who lived' in. the tirne..of Alexander, waS 
the first who painted. Ulysses With-the pointed cap ;' With: which he 

. was from that :time.generally.represented. 	We may thereforerea- 
sonably conclude,' that the monuments in which he is- Seen:withthe 
pilidion, are not prior to the time'of AleXander ;' at least•snchis the 
opinion of Winekelmann.-  	. . .  

The accommodations we met with at the house of. our -friendly 
host were extremely coinfOrtable; but great part 'of .-our time was 
taken up in' complimentary visits ; the senate, and all th&principal 
people of the island, honouring us with their company: - - 	, 	: 

We were not a little surprised, -  one day; when the servant! of 
the house came in to announce the captain of the 	and his 
men, who were desirous of Making our acquaintance; the- door 
opened, and about a dozen. Albanians, of the wiliest and fiercest 
aspect, marched in, dressed in velvet and gold, and armed:as if they 
were going to the field of battle. 	They saluted us with a. gentle,in- 
clination of the head, with the right hand on the.  breast, .and.:the 
usual compliments of S AouXoS a-o;s4  and Tiowxpowtz ;5  they then took their 

i Tzetzes, note on the 658th verse of Lycophron. 
t De pictura veterum. b. Q. c. 8. 	 " 	3  Nat. Hist. b. 35. c. 10. 

4  Your servant. 	 5  Long life to you. 
• , 
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iaarsc74tid5wit446"iro ftlillieP7MATioliyi began 1,[.; .gUoke theit%-pipes... 
1.1fter. 4 few 4niAtiee lilotieet afild ,iiitititial' gaiing,, they 	 iv5i.aiii, of the 
thiOrisi-t)oriedillie-disoOntser,laiiiiitold :ii he2;e6111e' first to' pay hi§ 
irspects:to.: the Alilordoi,;:ktia heir: to ?Otte hi§ services',- and that of 
several ::h ti lid rod :Tria‘iecci4,1  nor-traVe: kiloivV,41-4,  liaa unitler.  his ' corn-: 
mand, NiTho,-wOilld' follow '2114,  aliff.hvh'el•e:-.11/6 it iiglit tlidoSe to lead 
the-mi..being ' at , that monifeniTiciler-•4ab&:,Ainefiiiiloyed; having lately 
plundered the Turks on the opposite coast;rfana7_;haviiig ibrought 

ray every thing that.  was:of anYwalue.:i liTe,-- expresSeit all 'due ac. 
ksr0ledgments for the kind offers Of the':captainr.which we,  howl. 
.0er'..b.egged to decline.: 	• ' ; - ? 	: 	' - 	. 	 - 	' ,-- 	., 	Y 	t 
-2iThesef: thieves are Albanian Christians, 	who ling exercised their 
predatOryAaIents in the territory of the Pasha of Joannina; but 
()Wing toe the vigilance of his -Police, have been obliged to take re-
fuge in the neighbouririg islands, where they have found an asylum 
under the protection of the Septinsular republic. 	They profesi only 
to.. pillage -Nohaniedans,.-ugainst whom they wage an eternal: .and 
religious warfare, in imitation of more' powerful „crusaders ; they 
even concloscenciA94bb ix)41theseaS, and Ithaca was the deposiC of 
their plunder, 1:X0V-fill:Jan% -their leader, is an Acarnanian, and 
has, a brother,VSstrgaRWAr)of-Anotlw band, and as great a thief os 
himself. 	. 7.-Iagcu rb -ii ) cit .;:.!., ;--,,; r - 	• 
,, It is .necegary3tApmlaink Ahatno shame or disgrace is attached 

to,:  the.  name of thiof,00rr;to:-the profession: of robbing, in Greece, 
when it is dope in,,,:4:grood style,: and with plenty of desperate fei-,,  
1,(7§1 -whc,  -plundovr i?penty.  on the- highways:, take prisoners whom 

' - 1 This word is nearly equivalent tkihe Delhi of the Turks, and is given to those who are sup- 
posed to be trioi:elifian tiitiallihrave, and answers to the stulte temerarius of the Latins, 
" 2  Some defend1441bLiasc'thariicter.`from the general imputation of wickedness and 
ferocity; but Phranza accuses them of being profligate and rapacious, and capable of every 
excess; b. 3. c:-  ex.--Afterthe-deatli of Scanderbeg, many Albanian communities, rather 
than submit to the Mohamedan yoke, emigrated to the kingdom of Naples, particularly to 
Calabria and Sicily. 	There are now in that, state, about sixty villages, forming a. population 
of more than 60,000 Albanian inhabitants.  

VOL. I. 	 X, 
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they ,  !ransom;  JaYt villages under i con triblitOrti I cap,d_, ciiet i tile -govgn. 
inept at klefiance. 	, WheilAPY ate, pursuedl!by 4. i P‘iPeriQkfOreg, 
they escape, to the ;is.14nds, :and sharpen their lyeapousr,for Attire 

. depredations.. 	, 	r 	, 	1 , 	.,, & 	, ni, - 	. 	. 	. 	i' 	' 	. 	, 	, ,i'l 
Considering ;Captain 	as•no. common thief, and wishing •to be 

well with'him,, we ,returned ;his 'visit, .and were received with cordial 
civility, and c91110WP.,494. dWith xichlpornamentecl : pipes, coffee,i!) 
golden.cupsi,,413444,0,-Anost;ro,solios, the produce .of his ,predatory 
harvests, ;which were handed.' round to.. us by inferior thieves.,,.)pp 
Our admiring the richness ,ancl magnificence of his attire;  he,„pg 
mated my artist to take his portrait, and sent his dress and .army; to 

..our bonse,, that we might have leisure to draw them with ,accuracy 
and detail. 	r. , , 4 3111t;i;  

However ,iireconcileable Captain Jano's system of .warfare. pay 
appear to our feelings;  and-to our notions of right. And wrong, we 
know that in the early ages .(4.  Greece,' a similar system was ,  fOUOIVO 
by whole nations, who lived by pillage, piracy, and massacre. , ,Thu- 

,cydides2- tells us, that in his time it was practised by. the Locri Ozo-
lai, ,the 4Etolians, the A.camanians, ,.and Epirotess and .that it was 
reckoned a glorious thing to plunder unfortified pities, and scattered 
villages. 	Polybiuss, mentions nearly the same thing of the 1Etolians. 

The neighbouring island of Cephallenia is a place of considerable 
commerce, population;  and riches : ,its circuit: is near onehundred 
and twenty miles, and it contains about 60,Q.00 inhabitants,._ It,is 
surprising that Strabo4  gives only three hundred , stadia, and Pliny! 
forty-four miles to the circumference of this island. , Both the:geo-
grapher, and the natural historian are full of similar mistakes.. a 

According to Strabo, it was once called Samos, or Same 	a 
name afterwards given to a division, and city of the island. 

I See Justin, b. 43. c. 3. 	Latrocinio marisl  quod illis temporibus glorim jiabebatur. 
s B. 1. c. 5, 6. 	 3  B. 4. p. 331. 	 f B. 10:p.456. 

Nat. Hist. b.4. c. 12. 
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HOTilei4,4/irttneritiOntriglliefttrit54citir Suitor§ ' bf. S ameOnea nS' --dfi 
thFAdieuittifdP Pi illyttrialts?Cephalienia.'aid Sani"e't*''o different- 
isikkeis ;1' An dr4MY§ l that tl'I'e fOrniei?wagl OnCO•qranied.'MeUtiU:" `>. 	" 

Thucydides3  calls it Tetrapolis, from its four cities, Satne,4 PronoS,°' 
Kranioli, and Pale.° ) • According tO," S fratiej,rthekE cc*r s' a fifth,' which 
-was bkiilt by Caius Afitobiusi  titic16:if. M66:iw Aiitohius:,  ; I conceive' 
that Sarno kvag situated 'on a, 'rriCliy;  peiiitistild:"iftiivi  'called And i'-8 amti;" 
ititlie- banal opposite 'the ruins Of 'Ait6s1  iifitha.O4a:-! atid.'W Slio'rt ;diS-
trice 'south • Of the village' still Calla Same, :arid' iiiiifakezi'forark 
island ' by Pliny: 	There area many eiranipleS' Of periinsiilaS being 

1 c'illeWislands, 	by ancient authors: 	' 	' 	J ''d 1 1',. ‘`.'37 , 	.' 
PTheinhabitants of this city were named tat-teat' 'while --those of 
Samos, on the Ionian coast of. Asia Minor, were called taido;.• 	- 
V.' Sanib was a Strong place, and sustained a siege of fonr.nionths 
before it was taken by the consul Marcus Fulvius NobilioeiTL. after 
thig; the whole island submitted to the Romans. 	Hadrian gave it to 
the Athenians.° 	,, 	. 	. 	' 	 .• 	.• , 	' 	0 , i 	i 	, _ 

There are several 	of -the walls of Kranion, which'greth0 
second style Of GyelOpiati 'eOnstruction similar to 'those of Ithaca,-,,,  ' 

There are' ark' 'Sbnie'rem'airisi at. the village of TaPhios, on: 'the 
, 	A 	• 	E. western side 'of th6-islandr; `which-'was no doubt, the Taphos meii- 

tibifed by-Stepharitigi B 2i LUrPl'it1::`p -1'- 1 	, 	- 	• 	 ,. 	t 

1"TheiemainS of tl'AeThihetlicitieg are also distinguishable.. •Ac.;,  
CoraingTto MeleiiiisPcti;OuTi'stands on the site of Pale. 	The Vene- 
tikiii16  took thislan'd in1224; from whom it was taken by the Turks 
iii1.47; "and 'retabnI iii; 149'9:' 

The prineipallp4rt- ,it,--13Mroi Samo, Biscardo, Asso, -Athrra-, • 
Por0; 'and thernagrilfident bay of Argostoli.11 	 . 

The chiefftapeg Art-,t•Pilaroi ,Guiscardo, ,Giria, and Sid&o r,the 

1 9dy SS: 	2 Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. 12. 	3 B. 2. c. 30. 	1  Or Samos. 
5 Or Pronnos. 	• 	' 	''13  'Or Palle, Pala, Palma. 	7 Livy, b.38. c. 28, 29. , 	, 
8  Dion Cassius, Rom. Hist. b. 69. c. 16. 	, 	9  Geograph. 	10  Coronelli. 
11 For the names of the villages in Cephallenia, see the Appendix. 

L2 
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two latter facing Sicily : Korogra, opposite Cape Skina'ro, in.  Za-
k unthos ; Scala, opposite Eleia; Capro, opposite Cape Araxos; 
and Alexandrio, 	opposite the Point of Ithaca, called Cape St. 
John. 

The produce of Cephallenia is the same as that of the other Ionian 
islands, but the quantity more abundant. 	They have a great many 
ships, and good mariners, and their commerce is very considerable. 

There are a few rocky islets on the coast, opposite Cape Skin5ro, 
but of no interest in ancient or modern history. 

   
  



CHAPTER III. 

Beginning of my second Tour. 	Sail from Messina. 	Coast of Calabria. 	First view of Greece. 	Arrival 
at 	the island of Zakunthos, population, villages, manufactures, produce, bituminous springs. 
Corruption of names by the Italians. 	Dimensions of the island. 	Panorama from Mount Elatos. 
Departure from Zakunthos. 	Eleian coast. 	Arrival at Mesaloggion. 	Extortions of Aly, Pasha 
of Joannina. 	Produce and commerce of Mesaloggion. 	Ruins of an ancient city in the vicinity. 
River Acheloos, Echinades, Taphiai, Teleboiai, DouHellion. 	River Evenos. 

IN my first Tour to Greece, I went from Ithaca to Patra; and 
by Phocis and Bceotia, to Athens ; and from thence to the islands 
of the Archipelago, the coast of Troy, and Constantinople. 	I 
set off on my second Tour from Sicily ; and as I examined the 
country in greater detail, I shall now proceed to give an account of 
my second journey, which unites in this place with my first. 

On the 1st of February, 1805, I quitted Messina, with my artist 
Signor Pomardi, in a Greek merchant ship called the Saint Speri- 
dion, laden with stock-fish, macaroni, 	chairs, and other merchan- 
dize, bought at low prices in Italy, and sold at a considerable 
profit in the Levant. 	We had on board, besides the captain and 
fifteen sailors, the proprietor of the cargo, and two Greeks of Joan-
nina, the modern capital of Epiros, and residence of Aly Pasha. 

With a strong wind at N. E. we soon cleared the straits of Mes-
sina, passed a few miles from Reggio, and had a fine view of }Etna, 
and the rocks of Tauromeniurn, the Tauromenitanw rupes of the 
ancients.' 

1 Juvenal, Sat. 5. v. 93. 

   
  



78 	 tin§lf gibtili di' offiEtt. 

• =The-first -point we. 'paiSeil ih'balatrid'waftli6Puitta'Degli'Affini, 
^ 	 r 	 i & 'Whick'N'igef think& is LetikbPetia."'''Obtijaiiei"-Shitliet?tireisAka 

*ithin ien.miles of Cape Spartaventd, 'a i roCkY i)diiii; Jwith 1a4iitvet 
',On it'S' sinninit i' it is' fifty:inilei 'fibm MeSsina..' The Wind WO stroiie; 
We Sailed' by- thelleretilean; laiidr1Zephyrian 'promontories, ' in -'the 
tountry. ' or the, toofir dpi-Zephyrii•nnd faintly- distinguiAed -'lli`6 

- Iapygiani 'rock ---rat.' the entiaiice of the Tarentine gillph.r:iW 
'atrivedat Zakunthei,'aftef'a•Ivoyage- O f • sixty hourS; withoitIVIAn 
accident ; ,though!'the IveliSet was small,- and old, and it' blewliat.  
alnii.i the. WhOle time. 	'The v  diSt&ide between 'Messina. 'arilcrtIV 
eapitall;ofiZaktinthost; isiabouetwo' hundred and • forty miles:,  '''''a91  

'The first point Of theidand' which we passed, is-  called.  eal4pa-- Iiiii: 
taro, low and green; near--it is the insular rock of Saint-- Get 
with a small church inhabited by a few Greek monks. 	Nearet 
shore isMikroxiesi (the small island), andlinther on,The 'reek a.lied. 
Trenta.:no#e,':'on ivhieli _are the ruins of a_ church 'and hermitagiTiie 
take itiname from thirty-nine' thieves, who.' aceoiding to tiaditiOtt,, 
were hanged-and' buried there.. 'We paSsed the Cape of!Kruo-nera 
(cold water); and-1 entered the 'port 'ofZakinthos '-in 'the :evening. 
Ofthe sa. 	, 	-- 	- 	 , 	, 	i.,,,, 	ti.1, 	,;,.. 	:, , c;,' 	_ 	'. 	. 	- 	,;., 	,-.:,1;,. 

• t 	 , r. 	iviti 	. 	.. ,-, f; -' I cannot' describe -the sensations' Which': 	e r1C e e ced, On 47, 
proaching.  the- classic shore's of Greece 	IViy'-iiiifdi4v.'as' agitated :13y • 
the delights of the present, and the recollie8tiOnWbf Idle pa4; l  tfer' 
land 'which had been familiar to my ideas'-06iiife 'ati'y 'irniiresSi4"iti,q 
seemed as if by enchantment, thrown 'befbre thy, ,eyes. 	I''beheld' 
the native soil Of the' greatinen whom' I 'had qd-ofteti adnitired-i'4(  
the poets, historians,' and orators; 'whose WA's-  IiitidiPeiused Wifil: 
delight; and to whom Europe haS been indebtedibr'sa much Ofh# 
high sentiment, and -her intellectual cultivation. 	I gazed-updh the 
region which had produced- so many artists otl it&Walled'excelleike,-; 
whose works are still admired as the Models iif‘ perfection, andthe:: 
standards of taste. 	All these ideas- crowding into the--mind,--madca- 
deep impression ; and fixed me for some time, in a,,contemplatiFe, 
but pleasurable reverie. 	The view before. me.: comprehetidgclutlie 
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poo,kitgpttitig,,cpwAriespip..,041 cjas§ic,7q0d,„ .4 ttj:ips:;41QT•p jrn-
niec4ate, y' ici,n.itynwas sZakunithos, ,with• its, hills;  of soft verdure, ,and 
itoo-plin.§!,of varied w.,o4Ith ; , with the,town,- the.fortress, ,the port, 
andi, Mount Scopo,,. rthe. ancient Elatosii towering r above .,,withi its 
pointed top, 	The Messenian. and, ArcOian mountains"-  skirted, one 
p4tt .of the distant horizon with a,faintand varying soutiline,.1vhile 
the .eye. glanced on the peaceful sh.ore& ,of glis,,pn the .fertile plains 
44.chaia, the rugged ,elevations of Louis, At010,,i,gkoarnania, and 
,Epiros, ;covered with snow. 	The :scattered ,,,Echinades,:  with the 
,isjands of Ithaca and Cephallenia, ,; powerfully attracted , the at-
tention ; and the whole " Laertia regna,"2, with :,chose _;regions of 
aneient ,Greece, which are of the, most general celebrity,...and the 
highest . renown, were. brought 	at ,once into the field of view. 
There was.ample gratification for the eye and for the mind. 

The senate:of Zakunthos having heard rumours of the yellow fever 
prevailing in Italy and Spain, had issued an order .that strict qua. 
rantine should.be performed by all ships arriving from the west ; and 
Sicily was included. 	We were permitted to go on shore. to. the health 
office, but not to.enter, the town. Some others who were in quarapl,,  
tine, were on shore at the time we landed ; and a guard separated us 
from each , other, )ilse a flock , of turkeys, with a Tong white wand. 
My letters were recei.yed by means of a. split cane, and then smoked ;t  
and. the .money paid,for provisions was. put into a bowl of sea water, 
before it could be received..  
. 	Every .civility was shewn us by Mr. Wright, our ,consul, at this 
place„, and, Mr. ,Samuel Straini, brother to the English consul at _ 
Patra., 	I am particularly indebted to Mr. Wright, for his infOrma-
tion, the result of his ,observations during his . residence at , this 
island.  	, 

The population of the island, according to the best authenticated 
estimate, amounts to about 40,000 persons, of whom, at least 17,000 

. 	 _ , 	.. 
t Pith: 	Tat. Hist. b. 4: c. 12. 	' 	, 	 . 

• ',,, f V ir Igit.)1 .1F4  eid. 3. v, 272. 	Sil. Italicus, b. 15. v. 303. 
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-liw in the;  capital ; the rest,are:scatteked-  thibtigh fortr-eightlilra0, 
the names of which are given in the.Appendix: 	• : , 	• ,. 13 ' ' ' ' 

The - - manufactures are' not ' Considerable ; cons" istirig thief]; of 
..ordinary ,.cotton, cloth; for: • the use . of the lower class,',  and - some 
finer manufactures-of cotton stuffs with a mixture of silk, fcir:eXport-
ation to the Levant and the states,of Barbary-: there are also. Some silk 
:Made in the island, 1:)iit in small .quantity, and of:inferior quality. 

The chief. prodnCe:of Zakunthos is the Corinth grape ; of which it 
:exports to Great -Britain, about eight millions of .pounds weight aa- 
-nually. 	There is atsO a 'considerable produce of oil, for home con- 
sumption, and exportatiOn to.the Austrian -states. " 	. 	: 	: 

The corn, pulse, and other grain, are scarcely sufficient for three 
months of its consumption. 	.The remainder of these, as well .as, 
almost the entire-of the cattle required to supply the inhabitants; is 
imported froni .the.Morea. . There, is in the island a small proportion 
.of. Catholics, but principally among the lowerelass of the. inhabitants-,. 
, 	The chief port or road is that of the capital, which is, liable to 
many disadvantages, from its exposure to the whole .violence of the 
s. E. and N. E. winds ; in counterbalance of which, it has remark-, 
ably fine anchoring ground, and great facility of access.. 	, 	. . 

The second, port of the island, little used at present, is that of 
Cheri, which is small, but well secured, and easily defended. 	It 4ai 
a considerable depth of water, but having only one entrance; it is 
frequently difficult of egress. 	 .. 

There are two or three other inconsiderable bays, where beats and 
small vessels may anchor in safety ; particularly one in the, vicinity 
of Skinaro ; these however are scarcely worth attention. 

The only antiquity of any note is a large block of marble, which 
serves at present as an altar in the church of Melinado, about siimilei. 
from the capital. 	It contains an inscription, which is in an inverted 
position, and measures about three feet square, being of nearly half 
that thickness :1  it is in high preservation, and seems to indicate that 

. 	 . 
I Published by Dr. Chandler, and by Mr. Wright iiihis beautiful pent, entitled, Horn; Inniem, 

1..  
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there;  wo ,a, tekhPle..k).f,,Diara irttlie,  island;. gas-it inkitions. the-;dedi-
cation ;of a statue,  of Xleilipptt, -priestess to -Diana,. nni4d Opitais: 

JUpiter,.I3aCelitis, ApoIlcre- atuttlerculeare represented -iin the 
coins of ,Z,akunthoii a , is therefore. probable- that the .worship of 
these diviiiities was particularly. cultivated id this 'Wand. 	' 
- -There was a stadium at Zakunthos,.a's‘v4; know frtitn Plutareh:A - 

The celebrated pitch springs; which Herodotiis 'Mentions in ,  his 
Melponiene, are twelve. or thirteen -miles,  frOth-the - city; -situated 
m a small plain which. is Open, to the' sea,,f;and:'elOsea idwardS the 
Wand, ,by a semi-circular ridge -of hills. 	,Th6 -Wan& :that rise be- 
yOnd the bay of Cheri seeni,  to forma continuation ,of this Chain; 'till 
itmeets the- ridge of Skopo 	: 	 • 	. 
. The well which is at present the principal source of the bitimieri, 

is at no great distance from the sea 	its 'diaineter - does` not exceed 
five feet ; ,and its depth. is. not More than three Of four ; in 'all- which 
respects- it differs from the account given of- it' by H.erOdiAns : bUt 
at a distance of two furlongs from the shore  there is a spot; with 
whiCh his-description appears in every respect-to correspond. 	'This 
space is surronnded bYthe reniains of a circular. wall about seizen0 
feet in-diameter' iti'S indeed for the .1noSt part' filled up with 'earth; 
but ithree _of .fouri sii;411' pits of considerable depth are 'encircled by 
the encldsure, ' VA thin Whi.6h the ground 'is far.. more tremulous -than 
that which sUrroadsilie firSt--thentioned fountain. -These indications 
lead me to believe that this must have been the situation of the pit 
described by the historian ; and it is singular that on this spot,' the 
tedious Process of extracting the bitumen is still in some Measure 
the same as Silk-  Ail-nth-le has described ; and. the same -- kind' of in- 
strument is employed. 	In both these springs the bitumen is pro= . 	. 	-, 
duced in a• pure and perfect state, rising in large bubbles; under •the 
surface 'of the Water; which Is 'sO impregnated 'with it that'it: re'flect'S' 

• • 
1  Life of Dion. 

VOL. 	I. 	 .. 	• 	11 	, 
... 

   
  



82 	 BITUmoTolla tRikkGvp0A,TAKtigiNTHos. 

4,MP* beautiful variety; Pf,IC9.1ours 	II9M-131Mliof MeV -1,PIDts:44 
frOP-i which iS. tinknoWfli .X4re exists-f, sulAmritn4Absicppimplicgtilp!J 

ith. AP sea0vhich_ limz-,c4ITIrRe4Xiler, iislinged) 400,2*e .Lsapeov,,ar.IT  
'ety ro,f.colours tO la ponsiderablgrilistan,ce from the shore.. -, ,f ,,f ;c1-,c(?; 

- After I had received this interesti,ng information from, Mr. Wright, 
I referred to IlerodotiuNi lwhp,,gives,A,:Yery;:detailed Account of the 
springs ;; he Isays,,-:`,f01  P.A1,137self,lave :seen ;the way in :which,,t4 
bitumen, is procureizlifrom- theimarsh,T and the water, .of Zakuntio$ 
In this: island are fsevAvatinlarshes, , the ilargest :of - which is ,scypty, 
feet hot4,ways And twelve in depth;.; in ,this they put , down; a ppje 
;witlijnyrtle„at the, end, -and, then with the myrtle they extract AP 
bitumen, which has the smell of asphaltus, and is of a better,quality 
than that -of, Pieria, : , they pour it into a ditch near ,the marsh,, 4114 
having collected a ,large quantity, they take it from the ditch and ,pi 
itintoiyases; ,whatever, falls, into the marsh, passes under, ground,'  
and again appears in the sea, which is nearly four stadia from.  tbq .  
marsh " • 1 	l 	1, 	 ./ 	, 	i 	• 	' 	; 	t 	i 	 . 	' 	,; 	fq . 	, 

,.; ; ctesias and Yitruvius2  mention the,bituminous isprings at Zakun-
thos,, and the latter, those at Dyrrachion and ,Apollonia, and several 
other: parts of the world. 	dEliaW notices, that negx,Apollonia. ,  .Pla- 
tuck, mentions a fountain of Naphta, tr 	firci,? iissning, from the 
earth, in the territory of Ecbatana in Media. 	The Babylonians 
made use -of bitumen and oil of -  Naphta for-cementing their brick 
buildings, and for paint. 	The two .springs from which it was.,ex- 
tracted are in the Pashalik of Bagdad., ,Different qualities of the same 
are found in Judea, on the Dead -Sea, in Switzerlarid.;- Germany; 
France,. in-the Modenese, in the papal territory, it England, and iii 
Ireland. 	 . 	• 	, 

This island still retains among the .Greeks, its, ancient name of 
zoguy0oc; but with them the first syllable is accented& , and< the two 

,_, 	1 	• 	r 	L P 1 	,- I 	 ' 	1 	, 

. 	. 	: ' 	'.• 	i ,: 	... 	 r 

r7 r 

1  B. c. 196.—See also Antigonus Carystios, R. 169. 	 , 	ffit f : 

2  B. S. c. S. 	0 Var. Hist. b. IS. c. 16.• 	. 4  Life of Alexander 	' 
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Stleest:zat viektiotlyeariraligi  atil:i4aal,410ei'witliOtiV-ani reason 
gri4Piettliniallie"off.5•Zatiielim The,  'Sallie iSi I h'e `ease with 161iir Othei 
plaCe& iii 'Ore'esce'-ji-tiff.)*Iii the I ,'fieedioni3jtrientithi'%: •fecir''iristarieesr, 
Spon having%giten seVerar ejfahiplekidtiheifouSeleSSIdistOrtitin!. of 
rianiiei: Athens 'and-  /Egin41-areitkiibiiiii 4if rib' other names among 
the Greeks ; the Italians' 'bhiPtheffbffiferr 'Setiiiieg,41  and the latter 
Erigia,_ 	Thebes is called: 13if. ythie I'reeks 1Oii3ee;r•and `pronounced 
Thi:Val the Franks giveqt the 1-1.itiefbf-'8tiifitifilbent;rthe4nOSt &thong 
tiiiitake committed by the TtalianS=',.iieiticthe4kinie Of Mount IlyMeti.  
tiliScol, which they: at one period, f• e aired i yonternattce .. The:  Greek.S 
slid Turks,  of Athens; adopting the error; 'translated •the words into 
their`OWn. language, and it is known to the fitinnerr b'y 'the ,naine of 
ii6,00,9' uijo, and to the latter by that 'of Delli-dag, bothlot 'Which ap-
pellations signify the mad mountain : Icaria, Cos, and Crete, retain 
their names unaltered by the Greeks, but are Italianiked by Franks, 
into, Nicaria,'Stanchio, 'and Candia. 	• 	. . , 	. 	13" rr". 	R: 

Zakunthos belonged to Ulysses, and is called atieo-o-a by 118iner; 
and by Virgil 'neinorOSa!;''aii [epithet' to which it "hasi16 loxigir any 
claim. 	Ovid giVeS' It-the -epithet of alta'. 	The andient'foWn' in' 'all 
probability ocCtipiedite4tebf the modern fortress, which is sitriated 
on a lofty rocklisitig titan ;the port; in that case the word -catet'*ag 

t 	JJT 	,i.:11,-Idi • i .! 	• 	t 	• 	. 	 i f.-, .' 
- 	 . 
. 1 By the word Fratii,[lhebreeks and Turks mean' all foreign European Christians, who 
are:not Subject to the Porte 1 they call indiscriminately by the name of Frangia all the 'One.; 
tries inhabited by, Franks„. i Gibhon says, that " the time Frank was given to some , Gerrnea 
tribes, between the ,Ichine and;  Weser, who had spread their victorious influence over - the.. 
greatest part of Gaul, deririany, and •Italy. ' The common appellation of Franks was ap., 
plied by Greeks and Arabians to the Christians of the Latin church." 	FreretAnist.7de 
l'Academie, t. is,"p 1•60r.5i says; 'diet all'ithe Europeans who,  fought in the crusades' were 
called Franks, because the most celebrated Were. French. 	Procopius says the Franks (f loanot) 
were formerly called Germans (rwieroL). De Bello Goth. b. 1. c. I I. p. 340. Paris edit. 
and de Bello Vandal. b. 1. c. 3. p. -182. 	- Michael Glyka calls them ro row Oparywv-E0roc EF 
rte[ eareptwv. 	Annal. Pars. 4. p. 333. Paris ed, , See Constantine Porphyrog. c. 28. p. 69, 
De administ. Imp. 	. ; 	' - 	. 

2  See 276th note of 'Casaubon,,in Pioneer) Diatribe of Chrysostom,  

P4 

   
  



84 	 ISLAND,OF "ZAKUNTELOS: 

#POicazolp to the town, but not to the island; which, compared with 
the others of the Ionian, sea, and the Archipelago, merits rather the 

• . appellation of low. - 	, 	 - 	• 
Whether Zakunthos took its name_ from the companion of 'Her-

cules, or from, the son . of Dardantis, must ever remain doubtful. 
Pausaniasi affirms that the Acropolis was built by Zakunthos, who 
named it .Psophis,' after his native city - in Arcadia. 	Diodorus 
Siculus2  says there was a castle called Arcadia, in Zakunthos-. 	The 
castle was besieged,3  and, 'as well as the whole island, taken by the 
ConsUl Lwvinus -about two hundred and eleven years B. C. 	It after- 
wards belonged. to Philip, son of Demetrius : it was given by him 
to Amynander, king of Athamania; it next belonged to the Achai-
ans, and afterwards to the Romans, about a hundred and ninety-one 
years B. C.4  

Strabo5  says that the island was woody, but fertile ; and that its 
city was of some importance. Livy6  calls it a small island neariEtolia; 
he mentions its citadel, the site of which is occupied by the modern 
castle. 	Pliny' praises its fertility, and the magnificence of its city; 
and says that it was once called 'Hyrie. 	The inhabitants still retain 
the character of rich and voluptuous, which is attributed to them 
by the ancients. There is a family in the island which bears the impe-
rial name of Palaiologos ; they are wealthy merchants. 

Zakunthos is in the diocese of the Bishop of Cephallenia, for 
whom a Protopapas resides in the island to take care of the ecclesi- 
astical affairs. 	For two bishops which are chosen from Cephallenia, 
one only is appointed from Zakunthos, the latter being the smaller 
of the two. 	The Ionian islands have the privilege of nominating 
their bishop, and the choice is confirmed by the Constantinopolitan 
patriarch. 	In other places, the patriarch and his synod nominate. 

• . 	 , 

2  B. 8. c. 24. 	 2-  B. 15. c. 45. 	 3  _Livy, b. 26. c. 24. 
' Livy, b. 36. c. 31, 3e. 	 , 	5  B. 10. p. 458. 

6  B. 26. c. Q4. 	 7  Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. 12. 
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ISI4N1) CiE -ZAKIJNTHOS., 	 8.5 

The fort; which is inhabited by some poor families, is in a very dila-'- 
pidated state. 	I was told that a triglyph of white marble is seen 
in the wall. 	The principal temple was probably of the doric order. 

The greater part of the port is surrounded by the town, which is 
long and narrow, and built close to the water. 	The houses are neat 
and white, and the glittering appearance which they make forms, an 
exquisite contrast with the dark-green hills-  which rise behind. 	The 
soil and rocks are calcareous, like those of the rest , of the Ionian 
islands, and generally of a. light colour. 	The industry of the people 
is abundantly manifested in the cultivation of the land. 	Every gen- 
tleman has his country-house and his vineyard, which produces 
good wine. 	The great plain, which constitutes the most• fertile part 
of the island, was drained in the year 1673 by Angelo Barbarigo. 
Its surface is now covered with a luxuriant profusion of olive groves, 
vineyards, and plantations of currant and fruit-trees of all species. 
This island is subject to slight earthquakes ; from which dreadful 
scourge it suffered considerably in the sixteenth century.l. 

The islands of Zakunthos, Cephallenia, Ithaca, and Leucadia, 
belonged for a considerable time in the middle ages, to Counts Pala, 
tine, who paid a kind of homage to the princes of Achaia.2  They were 
taken from the Count Leonardo de Tocco by Mohamed the Second .4  

It is surprising that the measures of Strabo and Pliny should differ 
so materially concerning Zakunthos ; I have before observed, that 
these authors are generally at variance ; and. both of •them err more 
palpably in their measurements of islands than in those of • the • 
terra firma. 

The circuit of islands was probably sometimes calculated in a gene= 
ral way, from cape to cape; and at other times by taking in all the 
bays, ports, and sinuosities ; which latter mode of calculation would 
greatly increase the circumference., 

1 Due Michael Nepot. Hist. Byzant. c. 33. p. 125. Paris edit. 
* Hist. de Constantinop. sous les Empp.,Francois, b. 6. p. 213. 214. Paris edit. 	. 
3  Ibid. 	 • 

   
  



as 	 afAVECTiiiilinglitd0 

fe:!-Straliciand 4;'Iiii3=7,  dit lidiWeI ba .eigigyvadiatcwitaitty-Lt 
thocf:lif Cbmputatioit: ' 'tliW-Mrkiie? gives brie1-ii_ifiged.fiWatiOt itkaiiI  
to Ake ?circuit) of :galuifithifs'--i' 'iiiir  'iittY.' ailli IdistaC'd fi7O'rg &Ralf 
lenia.f:1' It igLiicimt4W-TftWiir''iiiii 	in ''-dirCuit, 'We ihniSitaiee "f) (-6  
tween 'the-,7contigtibilaitAitls I bf ' the'"-Itiio- islands I ' 'Six miles..)  tie 
latter makes tho eirdtiinfel4eriVe Ahkty4ix Miles,'and the distance frog 
CephalleniartWentyAMPr(StiiibbifoldOnlie reckon? only from 'cape 

,,.. 	(. 	_ 	t. 	 , 	, 	: to-..cape ,;','::and'uvArriatctMellheAS')nOt far from The truth. 	''Pliriy 
evidently reckons froM the capitals of the two islands.* 	- ',-, ' o ' ' 

From the capital of this island to that of Ithaca is a distance of 
about forty-:two miles. 	Pliny says the two islands are twelve miles 
from each other, but he is much beyond the mark. 	A few insular 
rocks are scattered about near the shore" of Zakunthos ; in the port 
of Cheri are two, one of which is called Marathonesi, or- island of 
Fennel ; on it is a small Greek church. 

I was anxious to ascend Mount Skop? _in(orderto enjoy that view 
from its summit, which • M. Ledhevalicri  has'-described as one of 
the most sublime which .Greece affords ; and its majestic height, 
combined with its insulated situation, made m$041§poped to assent to 
his opinion ; but on ,account of the, quarantinNegnlations I'could 
not obtain permission to land. 	, 	; k -t r, 	 * , i  if , , 7 	,) `.4 .,, 	pit, 	 uf 	. 	A.1,, 	,. 	, 	•• 

Towards the end of .my jijurneyi Signigj'Mpf(Aryqtorned 'here, 
and took several valuable drawings and panoranias:about the islaallo 
particularly one from the summit abovementioned ;1 in which, besicle5d 
the objects described in my first view of the island, areseen:the stuni•oi 
mits of Olenos, Ithome,4  Lycmon,5  and Taygeton, the-.latter being 
at least eighty-four miles distant. 	The ,Cyparis,sian coast, is faintly 	, 
distinguished stretching far out 	into the sea, and on the .leian 
shore is discovered the mouth of the Alpheios, and the elegant hills 
above Olympia. 	Towards the south are seen the Strophades, at the 

i Nat: Hist. b. 4. c. ie. 	= Ibid. 	' 	6  Voyage de la Treacle. 
4  Distant about fifty-two miles. 	 5  Distant about fifty-four miles. 
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'.§MkPi'-94.aPIi\KAI•W.TRQ_$,; . 	. 	,•-:,8%,,, 

distance of fl  wt
)
$le? 4 

,—,r
glipir-,,su4 ;they,are thip.,  fite_t••iles 

,frop.:ZaMnho l 	 !PYjWcre-lP+  q4
i
4ttP19tdi)0tvane. 	them 

a-̀• Greek.  monas.ter r.:-!They anciptbrilaelongeft to: ;the CyparTisfans,1 
fi•.....-.,, 	1.,.7 	•-:-1....- 	-.• 	i••• 	- 	" 	• 	- 	- 

.ans4 Were,mgre.:IlpikoN.y.0 f,rom•fierfaPigiqf,th,e,--illfgpicktban from :any 
other cause._ .They produce,goodAyiRc, 	 lives,g-*ranges iand.figs;. ' i -7 	,..   	,i 	, 	a 	,.. —fL. 	 ... 	, 	:•_. 	. 

During our stay at this. plat, 	IFelfrqq-42131iged,-too pOs-Abe whol& 
,.time. on board : ,we ,made, •howegerA,,,!pgtpratowifrom:theihip, from,  
which the • town and port,,t11q-,i.0414§iia,1104E.YelppOunesos, ;were 

. seen :to great advantage,. 	— 	,,. 	-, 

	

. 	. 	. 	' 	.. 

TO MESALOGGION.  

'1 	

.  On-  the 1 lih)Wditi'abeede'cl rbti'bur",*Oyage: 	' ' 	'' ' " ' 	.' "" ''' ' ''it'1 • - 
To the lefisWhkitlielii18iiiaiitiiir of Kruo-nero, aii4I- sin'aif aitirdi-i 4  . 	,,  

	

dedicated to the all holy (Virgin) riayavia' - 	
, 

 
'.Before; jig 1;iiet4 )11,18-qaalcdiciii .̀' Cephgl'eni'a, Ithaca, the' faint' hills 

of Ikutadia;.th41,Betiiiii.ilee,1 With "the mountains of Epiros, Aca'r-  ' 
nania',J.lEtoli,;arid: LiicriS'.' "TO' the right Was Achaia, Arcadia, the. 
plains 44:Eleitt;''ina'reatie)'61ieloilatas, the most' western point of ..  
the Pelopt-mieVJ4 7 thelfibdenfiernains of Castle-Atornesi, or Torneo,, 
called --Klerficki&PW-Ilii'Vurig, are seen on the hill which' rises . 

	

from the sea. 24.- 	bat' 	'1'5' 	'" f-- 	1 ' 	' 	' 	' 	' 	- 
, 	, 	.. 	- 	, 'I -.) 	Jils 	: 	.:.,1, 	..i'01.,*,.:•' '..._, 	. 	_ 	 , 	. 	

,'. 

, 	= 	, 

	

. 1'.1h; :-.410I1'?.• 	efl: 	.0 ...)e. !Ai; 	i. 	, 	r 	_ 	, 	, 	, 	' 
1 	 ,o 

----- 
• . 	, 

1,Hygiaus, fabl.,,14.. Pliny, Nat. Hist. b. 4.2.c. 12. Apollon. Rhod. b. 2. if; 296. Pony'. 

	

Mela de situ orbis - b 2. e...7 	- 	• . 	ii ' 	, 	'`... ,'-, ..J, 	jr•rr„ 	,, ,r 	.• 	4.r 	
• 	
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' ,88 	FROM ZAKtNtHOPtolvikSALOGGION. 

''' .-NOt fat, frond the t ape 7*01 'sailect o'vell'aili eitnSrlidlll'oat,''whidi I 
shall 'have -occasiotr. tb-liotice .;m01460:p-hrtitnlatlY"Iir2niYt aeatititibf 
Doulichioti.- 	. 	. 	•;' 	' . 	'4. 	..... 	 '.i.J 	• 	•-t' iy 	,i 	. to 	,.,,,, 	ini::_ 	 i',1;. 

. We passed: by a'stifall tape'atid:village, eldied • Kutfild;•thb*Wof 
'':Tropito4 Itna'several insulated ,•toCkS;) the-lergeSrof -*hid is aired 

Kaukalida; 'and- has 4,small .church On- it: 	These'lre ptObiblythe 
rocks -noticed by-StrabOtqyposiW-tape Cheloriatas, 'Otfthe arifiiiis 
of Elis ; he calls them 45iiiilkatiiii: 	• 	,, 	:'- 	4 	f ., •'> 	';'#' # 	' .!ft?' 

' 	On the sea:Sh-dreabOtit -Six Miles north of ' Chelonatag hie 'the lin- _ 
perfect - remains ,a Cylleile;-  the arsenal2  of the Eleians,' new called 

( Chiarentza, ICIarentza;: or Glarentza,3  which, even 'in the tirrie'of 
Strabo, was reduced to the size of a 'moderate village:4 	 '' ' 

- In Venetian maps this coast is generally called' KaloSk5pi, or Bel- 
vedere ; it is also thus named by some travellers, but neither 	these 
appellations are in common use amongst the inhabitants, although 
the town of Elis is sometimes called by the. formername. - 

Duting' the night -46,  'p'assed,  thidugh the Cjillenian gulph, and 
near 'the promontory of. Arakos; Called Cape'Ilapa:. - it' anciently 
separated' the Eleian from the Achaian-territorjr.5  : We _sailed- be-
tween the gulph of Patra and the EChinades,"'anVearly in:  the morn-
ing of the 12th, cast anchor five Miles: fronf-the town of Mesalog-
gion in IEtolia, the distancefroin.Zakunthogbeing'fifty-three miles. 

This place is little more than a largeArillag6:.' It is built on a 
projecting neck of land close -to the sea; which,. at this point, is too 
shallow to admit the approach of .ships.' We were conveyed on 
shore in a small. boat, 	or ploiarion. - - As ' the- water was in some 
places not more than two feet deep, we- Were frequently aground; 
when the boatman was compelled to get out and 'exert his strength 
in in shoving us off. 	The bottom is composed Of ',mud and weeds, 
and is nearly dry during the - summer months. -* 

I B. 8. p. 338. 	 2 Thucyd. b. 1. c. 30. mresor ; Strabo, b. 8. p. 337. 
3  George Phranza Protovest, b. Q. c. S.- 	+J 	1+ 	; 	, I ,  I 	el.1 7f 	: 	, 6 ' 	4 .# 

4  Kawn perpla. 	 5  Strabo, b. 8.4e. 33-. 	, 	-4 	4 , 4 ; 	I 	I., .. I 1 	r 
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Thest lagtinesovIlick extend ,_for„ several , miles along, the coast,. 
:between, the' Acheloos and.  Elvenos,::prod.uce.a surprising, quantity of 
:the finest fish, which are salted and exported to various parts.  of 
.Greece.. A considerable commerce is, also carried. on with .the, bo-
targo, or roe of. the white, mullet, -which,: is , esteemed a great deli- 
cacy in fast timeon.d sells high, ,.., , , 	. .- 	,- 	. . 

:, 	The marshes abound with. a great;  ariety of wild fowl, from which 
the Mesaloggians . draw considerable profit.. . 	. 	. 

,. 	It, is about nine_ miles from this place to, the town and island of 
NatolTko, forty to • the, town. of .Dragomestra, -twenty-seven, to 

.,INTepa4tos, - and :twelve .to. the .village of .GalAta, near the Evenos. 

. • .Mr. Samuel Strani .had.given me a letter to one of the principal 
Greeks of Mesaloggion; named Pantelio Palamari,', bywhom. we were 

„hospitably entertained, and to whom I am indebted fin- most.of my 
information respecting its modern state. ..But as I was unwilling' to 

-_place implicit confidence in the statements or opinions of any .one 
_ individual, I had recourse to., the schoolmaster, • whocis regarded as a 
. man of.: learning; and, .his representations coincided SQ nearly with 
those of Palamari,..that .I, think there , can be. no reason for doubt- 
ing the .intelligence;  which they. communicated.- 	.: 

, Lpursued the same.plan throughout the: whole of my journey, and 
; by consulting and cross-questioning several persons on the same .ub- 
, ject, the truth was, generally. obtained. 	I made. acquaintance . with 

7 	a most 	' another Creek, who was presented. to me as a CrOtpirroZTO; 044-0c, 

learned man. : The whole day he.. recited lines from ,Tasso, .Metas-
tasio, and otherItalian poets.; but when I begged him .to repeat some 
verses from Homer, I.was surprised to find that.he had never read the 

. works of the poet, and did not understand, the ancient.language. , 
'The schoolmaster, whose, name is; Gregorio PalAma, is. learned in" 

the Hellenic, or ancient Greek; and in a pompons, pedantic.manner, . 	.    

1 This is a Christian name, but of much higher date than our era. There was an early king  
of Pisa in Eleia of this name, and a prince of /Etolia. 

VOL. I. 	- 	 N 
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quoted _.,seMal authors,   PraUmulgin'g Ille;c;ct:amBV clogUlPga IIPPRIIY 
shoft, the epsilon and omikron long., 	p6,  made'46,7604:11%4Ne.01,91t 
syllables; and treated with the utmost contempOpy 1?arbarouply1 
prosodiacal manner. of pronunciation, calling it northern Kakophonin. 
The modern Greeks make,those letters' and syllables long on-which 
the accent falls. - Therp arse  indeed.examples of the ancients having 
done the, same, thing, Viand ,,of their pronouncing the epsilon long, on 
account of the accents., 	trabol,says, that the city of midVa, in ArgoliS, 
is yronounced like Tsvicc, with,the aecent.on the middle syllable., The 
city of masz, in Bceotia,-, being pronounced differently, having: the 
accent .on the first syllable. .Paldumand his family have in a. rnannef 
monopolized the learning of this :country for several years. As 
father Panagioti,' .had the school before him, and some of ON?* 
wealthy of the Constantinopolitan Greeks sent their sons to be edit 
cated by him. 	The brother of Gregorio is also a man of learning, 
and is at present the principal, schoolmaster ,at Athens.. , After,: 
quitted Greece,. I regretted not having observed;  the method of edu-
cation in, that country. , According tO G-pillatiere„2.:}1yho travelled in 
1669, the system of mutual instruction which we. ternaancasterian, 
and which has only of late years been Adopted in ,pxgland, was at the 
period of that traveller's journey practiscd,in 	,.then.,, 	As-the fact 
is interesting and little known, i have conceived it necessary to'give 
his account of it at full length.—" We found about thirty young lads 
sitting upon benches,, and their master at the head of them teaching 
them to read, &c. ; his method was pretty, and much beyond lours. 
The master causing the whole classes to, read at at  time ,withont con-
fusion, every scholar being obliged' to attention, ;and to mind what 
his next, neighbour reads. , They had each, of them-,the same author 
in their hand; and for example, if he had thirty scholars, he chose 
out some, continued discourse, and .gave,thern but thirty words to t-- 

.._ 

1 	B. 8. 	p. 373. 	 , 	, 	1 , 	, 	, r t 	. 	,.;., 	;‘m. 	, A 	ft i 

2  Athens, ancient and modern, p. 220. 	English nanslat, London, ,167fii 	• ,-,,,! 	0 •
,t ,-,ifri c' 
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read-;:fhe jfif4fboY 'reading ',die first IVOrd, the second boy the second 
word, the4hird bofthe third, and'so` on. 	If they read' roundly and 
right, lie gage them thirty words More ; but if any of the boys were 
out or imiperfect, he was corrected by the next, whb was always very 
exact in observing him, and he his neighbour, till the Whole number 
of words were read. 	So that the thirty Scholars lying all of them at 
catch, and ready to take advantage of any defect in their neighbour, 
stimulated by an ambition of being thought the -best scholar, every 
orie'slesson was the lesson of all, and - happy was he that could say 
it the best: 	To obviate any of the scholars in eluding that order by 
preparing himself for any single word, their places' were changed, 
and he who at one reading was in the first place, was removed a good 
'diStance in the next. 	Thus one lesson was enough fOr a whole form, 
how numerous soever.; arid, which was very convenient for the master, 
the boys were not constrained to come to him one after another, for 
every one was a master to his neighbour." 

Mesaloggion,,  'which contains about eight hundred-  houses, is se-
parated from the .2Etolian'mountains by a rich, but badly-cultivated 
plain, about 	miles in breadth, and eighteen in length. 	It stands 
between the- Acheloos and Evenos, six miles from the former, and 
twelve from the'latter, in a:straight line ; but it is much further by the 
roads;  •on%a'CCOUnt Of the- intervening -marshes. 	This place, with-  all 
the surrounding country, has fallen under the immediate tyranny 
of-the-Pasha-of Jdannina, who exercises a sovereign authority over 
it, and drains the resources of the industrious inhabitants. • 
- The'prevailing passion-of Aly is unlimited avarice, which he grati-
fies in 'the most. summary and illegal manner ; and his subjects- -are 
frequently-reduced to the greatest difficulties, in order to comply with 
his arbitrate demands. 	On our arrival, we found the' nhabitants 
just recovering from a 'considerable alarm, owing to the Pasha having 
required from them a larger sum than they could raise at that mo- 
Merit ; and as they were too tardy for the eager impatience of the 
Turk, he sent them a messenger, desiring a visit at his capital from 
some of the chiefs of the town ; who dreading the consequences of his 

N 2 
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resentnienc took • with them; , besides iheisranripieiliasty-ftler  tharged, 
as, handsome a present as their circranStirateS,NvOulduiterrniti !Iihe 
Pasha accordingly gave them; a favourable , receptiiin:,::anh pfbi 
wised to cherish and protect , his'' faithful vassals ; who -OA t heir'parti 
swore. inviolable attachment to their chief, neither party, as was 
clearly understood 'between-thein,,, intending to maintain their pro-
mise longer than suited theirtonvenience. 

In all parts of Turkey;  besides the Kharadgh, or capitation tax, which-
all the Othomanisubjects except the Turks pay, they are liable to-ava-
nias, or imposition upon property, which every infidel subject must pay 
according to his means ; and this is levied as often as the exigenceS-or 
caprice of the Pasha may require; but it is always supposed to - 136,, 
for extraordinary occasions, such as the defence or improvement -Of 
the country ; war with a -neighbouring Pasha -; or any other plausi-i 
ble reason which may be alleged. 	The Greek agents, and vice- 
consuls1  for foreign nations, are alone exempt from this arbitrary 
contribution ; the others may in vain • plead poverty and inability ; 
the alternative is money or stripes. 	The Mesaloggians;  however,- 
are better treated than the Pasha's subjects in most' other parts of 
his dominions ; they have few Turks among them: ;'.the air is good, 
and they live to a great age. 	They praise the justice of their Cady, 
and regret their Voivode; who, after governing them ten years, has 
lately been replaced by another. Their merchants.areindustrious, and 
are furnished with articles of exportation by -their fertile plain, and 
the productive lagunes. 	They have twelve large,  merchant vessels 
of three masts, which traffic with the west, and thirty smaller ones 
with two masts, which carry on their commerce with the Ionian 
islands. 	Their principal trade is with Sicily, Genoa, and Leghorn;- 
their exports are oil, currants, corn, wool, cotton, -rivet flax, salt-. 
fish, balania, and salt. 

1 A Turkish subject can only hold an agency or vice-consulship fora-foreign poer,i-viiieli; 
although it exempts him from extraordinary contributions, does not free him from the capita- 
tion tax. 	 !i. L 
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T,he; jAaliani4pribalapita,--iscthe ,Querctis Egilops,1 or Esculus ;- the 
aeorn.haswolargecup, whichis used in dying and, tanning leather, 
That of, dEtolia,is. smaller, but better than that of the Peloponne- 
sos, and-is called 	Kamiitha : it is sold by the milliara grossa; 
a measure equivalent to three hundred.. and seventy-five ocques, 
or one thousand Venetian pounds,.2  which :at.Mesaloggion, is worth 
fifty Turkish piastres ; the great balania sells for forty. 	It is sent to 
England and Portugal ; we saw a Danish vessel in port, lading for 
the - former. 	The oppressive government of 'the Pasha .has 	how- 
ever considerably diminished their commerce, ,and: since I was at 
Mesaloggion, I understand . that the number of their vessels are 
reduced to half. 	The customs of this place and Natoliko • have 
sometimes been bought from the Volvocle by speculators;  for 30;000 
Turkish piastres a-year. 

Here are five small Greek churches, which are under the juris-
diction of the archbishop of Arta, whose title I give at full length,' 
in 	order to shew the 	amplitude of the fine-sounding.  epithets, 
which the Greeks :always _affected. 	The following is the . collection 
of his. titles, . and his 	64171.4410-1405, or 	praise, which is sung 	in the 
churches of his.. diocese : 

snpoupottyty 7EaNtEptt171Z7OU .44X1-_0607TAGA1170U 1.41rporoXrrou 

7925.  ,ceyselyse797f.ctirpoirol.e4e; Natnrcocrou xcci Am; 

wrEprifou ;coy eotpxou. linserroheeec Kat VeCti% AiTtaltlec 

VAGJV ()%g ccUOEYTOU ;Lai 40r7TOTOU TroXika 704 Ern. 

He goes through his diocese once a year to collect his Money ; 
he is a man of, somelearning, and a favourite of Aly Pasha. 

The Turks of Mesaloggion have only one small mosque, with a mi- 
naret. 	Mesged is the Arabian word for the Mussliminn, or Moslem 
temple, otherwise called Mesgida, Masgiad, or Mesquita, Which the 

i aryannk, Theophrastus. Hist. Plant. 	' 52  2,,C2'20 of these pounds make an English ton. 
3  His archiepiscopal name. 
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franks; have tortured into the word mosque=;, which js, utote general 
called Giami, or Djeamy, by.-the Turks..: 	!" 	,,,- - 	, - 	,,:).'_, 

The menar, menareh, menaret, -or minaret, is the- round tower 
which contains a winding stair-case leading to. the ,Sch.urs6 or 
gallery, from which. the Muezzinn, or El Mudden, sings the ezahn, 
or invitation to prayer, which occurs. five times in the twenty-four 
hours—One hour before break -of day ; the next at sun-rise ; at noon; 
at three,; and at sim-set. 	. 

Some of the imperial mosques at Constantinople have ,  sii-thinfp. 
rots ; each. of :which has three galleries ; the body of the Minaret is 
fluted, or has the-fluting indicated ; it is always painted white] 
and under the gallery are'neckings and mouldings in relief, paitted 
red or blue. 	The top of the minaret terminates in a point covered 
with gilt lead, surmounted with the crescent—the emblem of ignoi 
ranee ! 	The body of the.mosque is ornamented with portico4 fich 
marbles, carpets, and .fountains, and terminates in a cupola -of,a 
low, but bold and elegant form. 	The smaller mosques,-like that of 
Mesaloggion, are simple and unadorned, and. have .a pointed .rdbf 
instead of a cupola, a plain minaret with one gallery, without paint- 
ing,. 'gilding, or ornaments of any kind. 	The mOsques are extremely 
elegant, the minarets and domes form a striking contrast. 

The females of . Mesaloggion have a singularlyqich costume .;.their 
long outward garment being of some vivid colout;:generally red, pur-
ple, blue, or yellow ; a coloured shawl is tied round the head, with 
one of the ends hanging down the-back. 

On the 13th we set off on horseback, to visit the ruins of an nill 
cient city, situated about four miles to the north of this -plac. 
Palamiiri. advised us to take with us some armed men,-as the roads 
we had to pass were. sometimes infested with robbers ; for the }Etc,-
hans of the present age are not much better than those of the time 
of Polybius, who says' that they neither maintained the Jaws of 

' B. 4. c. 67, Scc. 
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peace-o>~ of -- war but robbing both friends and foes, were entirely 
devoted to plunder. 	Thucydides1  does not give a much better cha- 
racter of thesevarlike robbers, and Livy2  calls them a restless, vain, 
and ungrateful people. 

Our road led thfough a plain abounding in olives, corn, low vines, 
and pasture ; we passed near a picturesque church ; and arriving at 
the foot of the hill on which the ruins stand,- rery injudiciously left 
our horses, and had a fatiguing walk of half an hour before we 
reached the walls ; and being then -overtaken by a dreadful storm, 
were obliged to take shelter in a shepherd's hut. 	The weather at 
length " clearing, we were enabled to examine these interesting re-
mains,, which are some of the most perfect in Greece. 

When we reached the summit of the hill, we were deeply impressed 
by the view which it displayed. 	The features are truly beautiful ; 
and the objects are rich in classical interest. 	Towards the east is 
seen the lofty and rocky Mount Chalcis, rising abruptly from the sea, 
and closing the view of the COrinthian gulph; on the opposite side 
of which are ,distinguished the town of Patra, and the Achaian 
mountains. 

More to the south are the low hills of Elis, surmounted by the 
loftier summits, of 'the Arcadian,  Olenos. 

The Araxian promontory ,stretches far into the sea ; and the situ- 
ations of Dymei  .Pharai, and Cyllene, are distinguishable. 	The 
Peloponnesos is terminated by cape Chelonatas. 

Towards the north are seen the islands of Zakunthos and Cephal- 
lenia ; and more)to the west is Ithaca and :the Echinades. 	Below 
the eye is the town 'Of Mesaloggion ; and at about nine miles to the 
east, the Evenos, flowing through a rich and varied plain, inter- 
spersed with villages. 	In the opposite direction is the winding 
Acheloos, dividing the JEtolian and Acarnanian plains, studded 
with many insulated. hills ; which were probably at one 	time, 

1 B. 1. c. 5. 	 2  B. 36. c. 17. 
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islands 	near 	the 	mouth 	of that 	river.- 	'The -pHri`eirial" villages 
near the mouth of the Acheloos are EfineaCh6ri, Kat6ki; and 
Mapula. 

The hills which bound the IEtolian plain towards the north; inter-
cept the view over the obscure nations or tribes of the Agraioi, 
Amphilochoi, Athamanes, Boinieis, Kallieis, Apodothi, Dolopes, 
Pereeboi, the YEniaries, the Eurytanes, and Ophieis, little districts, 
whose history is imperfectly given by the ancients ; seldom 'visited, 
and by no Means ascertained by the moderns.. This country was 
confined, rugged, . and `monntainous ; and the inhabitants hardy, 
warlike, and rapacious. 	I was assured by two observing and learned 
travellers,1  indeed LbelieVe the only ones Who have visited those'dis-
tricts in detail, that this mountainous tract contains the remains of 
many small walled cities, and the ruins of some 'theatres., but no 
traces of any temples. 	TInicydideS asserts that some of these 
tribes lived upon raw flesh! 

The ruins of the city near Mesaloggion are called *Ix Kupez"; npvinc To 
xac.o-Tr (Saint Eirene's castle) : there are several othetPlaces in Greece 
named after this saint, who was a ThessaloniCan, and suffered mar-
tyrdom under the emperor Diocletian. 

The country people here have a notion that three large chests 
are concealed among the ruins ; two Containing gold, and the third 
serpents, which watch over the treasure day and' night. 

The walls of the city seem not to be above twd' miles in circuit, 
extending round the summit of a steep and oblong hill, with the 
Acropolis at the western extremity: 	It had two gates, one facing 
the north, the other the east ; the 'former remains entire ; the other 
is without its lintel, which is' seen among the ruins. 	 • 

The general thickness of the walls is eight feet ; they are com-
posed of large and well-united blocks, some of which are nine 
feet in length. 	The interior of the wall is filled 'with smaller- stones 

1 Colonel Leake and Mons. Pouqueville. 	 2  B. 3. c. 94. 
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and..rubbish,,-,whieli form a .niass of a, durable and resisting quality.. 
This is the emplecton of V.itruvius,1  which he says the Greeks did not, 
use : 	he is however mistaken, as I have seen it in walls of high 
antiquity, although, the..Greek -walls. are frequently a solid mass of 
large .stones. 	The. blocks are generally. quadrilateral, but few of 
them, are rectangular; they are sometimes equilateral, but more 
generally lengthened-rhomboids. 	The general disposition of the 
layers: is horizontal ; but their thickness varies so much, that in 
some places one layer is. as, broad as the three adjoining ones ; the 
angular irregularities are filled up .with smaller stones. 

I. have been more particular in describing the walls of this town, 
because they furnish some of the best specimens of this irregular 
style.: 	But that I _may not weary the attention of the reader by 
details respecting the walls of the many ancient cities which I shall 
have occasion to mention, I have in the Appendix, exhibited spe, 
cimens of the four principal styles of construction,_frOm the heroic 
ages to the time of Alexander. 

The walls of the Acropolis have the appearance of higher:antiquity 
than. those _lower down ; parts of them have evidently been de-
stroyed, and rebuilt. 

They are protected by .equidistant square towers, which ex-
tend. all round the.town; the upper story has fallen, but the lower 
part is well preserved, and the steps which lead up to the entrances 
are still remaining. . 

On the south side of the city, close to the walls, are the ruins of 
the smallest theatre in Greece : several of the seats are perfect, and 
the. lateral walls are in . a less ancient style than those of the city, 
being nearly regular. 	The scene is covered with large blocks of 
stone; . and overgrown with lentiscus. 

Nearly in the centre of the town is a flat oblong space upon_ the 
rock, on which are some beautiful foundations highly preserved, 
and several square bases with simple mouldings, extending round it ; 

1  B. Q. c. 8. 
VOL. 	I. 	 0 
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- upon :which were probably. pilaStersi: Or ,squarp,:pillars,,,,supOorting 
a portico ; this must have been the. Agora. 4-:  0, . 	, 	. , , 	• 	,. - 	 . 

Near this is a' seinicircular foundation, only ten feet in diameter, 
It appearS that: the water of the city was preserved in large. cisterns, 
'for there is no spring: in - or 'near.lit: 	. Not far 'from the 'theatre is 
a large 'reservoir of . singular construction, probably built for that 
purpose, or for 'a .granary; ! It is a, quadrilateral .chamber, tut 
down perpendicularly Tinto. the'. rock; across the breadth of; this 
chamber are four parallel walls, reaching to the surface of the rock; 
the intermediate spaces .appeat to have been roofed by long* 

, stones. 	 , 	. 	, 	4 	 .. 	, 	4 
. 	The bloCks which compose this curious edifice are. much smaller 
than those in the walls of the city; and the few 'irregularities in.their 
forms, are evidently not :systematical; ,they are, well united ;4but the 

, exterior surface; is rustic, or rough. 	„ , . 	' '. 	- 	„ 
-In each of. these 4 walls are three apertures, or'. gate-ways, of un-

equal dimensions, of a pyramidal form,,terminating at top in an 
' acute 'angle. - There are gates of this form at Mycenw, Tiryns, and 
at-some of the Grecian cities in Italy, f ,  Savarrmention's one of, the 
same kind at the island of.Phila in the Nile. • 	4. ii .1.1 	, 

The gate of the town, which faces the north ds.entire ; it is covered 
with.' 	flat architrave, land-,diminishes: gradually. froiii the baseto:the 
summit;  like all the .Grecian doors and.Windows and like, Some which 
were of Roman construction .2  - This is a form which seems to have 

- originated 'in Egypt, of. Which there are ,Istill annierbus. - examples; 
and the same is observable. on .the-.Tavola,Iliaca. in' the Capitol. 

Towards the Acropolis. is a chamber, dut.down:intO.therock, and 
coated with stones hearly..of a regular .forin; on which are.-  some,re-
mains of a hard stucco. The dimensions ,of this chamber are twenty-
five feet by twenty-one, .and the depth about-six feet :: seven steps lead 

I As in the Erechtheion at Athens. 
2  A circular building at Tivoli, called the Sibyl's Temple. 
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&Nth 'to it. ,., it was probably-a ba.th:or Cistern, a's the: stucco proves.  
that it:was made to Contain ,Water... ' - , 	. • . 	- 	• 

AniOngst the ruins of -the Citi ire several heaps of coarse tiles, and 
fragments of terra data- vases'; '• but. not: the :smallest piece of 
inarbleyinstriptionsf  or atchite'otnral:.Ornamenis, except - the bases 
in-- the Agora. • It's ancient! name is • accordingly extremely dubi-
this,: :the learned 'of: Mesaloggiod -Wilt ha:ire. it to be Calydon ; and 
Were angry and disappointed- whetil:proied-  to them - that .CalYdOn 
was sittiated several Miles, froth this spot, on,  the. banks. .of the 
EVenos.- 	' 	• 	- :, 	. 	-!.. 	A 	_ ._ 	. 	1 	;, 	, 	, 	: . 	, 	-, 	- 	, 	. 	- 

• : 	Pausanias scarcely mentions- ittolia.; • and Strabo is less particular 
in[hiS description of places- than could' be.  Wished: ; he makes however 
sorne,:ebSerVationS on the, cOast between the two rivers, which may 
serve to' 'elucidate -the subject. - 'Having described Acarnania and 
the Acheloos, he says," Then.coines the tharsh.of the CEniadai, called 
Melite, thirty stadia in length.  and. twenty in breadth : then another 
called .  Cynia;• = twicethe length' and breadth of the fOrmer ; and then 
a.- third -"named Uria,-- inueh,', smaller .than Cynia, joins the, sea ; the 
others are half ,:a otadiuni from it.": - ' 	• 	._ 	— . 	.. 

The marsh Melite may possibly be a .gulph :of •the _sea, which 
washes-the flak:  OfiUliill.on which•the.AboVementiOned- ruins stand. 
Nearly in theMiddle. lot it 'IS the lowisland- and,  tciwn of • Natolilko; 
whiCh-lias?,-also-,gii,Ten 'Its-  name 40 the- marsh : it has • the appear. 
ante of a lake, and is enclosed by hills ' on all _sides, except at -its 
niOtitti;:ivhieti ,gdenis. to- 'have- been formed by an irruption of the 
sea, with 'which Sir-V,.C-eirvricineolisIy says it has no communi. 
cation.. ilJria;, has) probably- .also,' united its ,waters with the. sea ;':for 
the Itharshes 'which --Stretchl out - aking the , Etolian . shore, and. the 
whole country'-between the two rivers, have evidently Undergone the 
greatest changes, owing to iliOincrease. of -land at their mouths, and 
a proportionate encroachment of the sea in the intermediate plaim. 

• _ 	- , 
1.B. 10. p.459. 	' 	• 	2  Tour in Ithaca: 
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Iflithextrithge,M41111 (N4tOtikOjsiltl*.tilgake,(9f StaiabO, ltheoalic,0 
town near it may be (Xniada4 whiplatelOggedat'different petiP4t0 
the;  Acolnarlhms: and;;IEIO)ia,45.e:r_Liv3th says thatt Tizevinusitook it 
from. the formPr,) (Mii:g437.0t_ to ithPilatlel'.f.) In:tbe, same passagei th0 
historian, mentionAilsjaN.usgirWhi the j\Tasos, or Nesos,, of Polybius., 

'ThucYdidee and;aephanps Mention theaniadai as.in,Acarnapia„) 
the latter  says it was: also:called_ Erysicha._ Strabo first mentions 
alliadaikitheiktheAdaeloO0 'Oad.:then the marsh, of (Eniadai;;Cas 
if the m ar.sh anaethentown, weredifferent sides of, the yiyeri),i i)fli) 

,,. Polybius,t after irel4ting the passage of Philip over the Acheladi 
into ./Etolia,f Mentions_ the;  cities of Thermon, Stratos,.Thestia041i4 
nion, Konope,%Lysirnaclaia,,Ttikonion,.Phoiteon, and Metapa Idle 
speaks 'highly ,, of: the ;strength and .riches of Thermon ; whieliltas 
looked upon. 11.$ the, :citadel of ,_all Xtolia,. and •had a. temple ,011 
taining. two ,thousand statues.: :lie, afterwards. mentions the Own 
of Akrai;zand,a,village:called ,Parnphia. 	,1- . 	.: , 	, 	-: 	. 	 „ 	4:( _ 
-i.:1 tlis..description of .10Eniadalagrees in_some respects ,.withthe'ii- 
tuation pfithe,,rninsiti _question. 	:He, says it is on,th.6_1coast, ,near the 
mouth of the Corinthian gulph, iti,the extreniitY:of:!' the limits which 
separate.A.carnania and, YEtolia.. 	_.: 	t!t-,,1,..alo:k...,  c 	-):I 	, 	, 	, 	L. 
.,_,Pausanias6..tellS ',us that the Messenians,,Liftev the4hird war, _,whet 
they had possession of Naupaktos, besieged and took CEniadai ,the 
Acarnanians at length: .retook it, 4andJ'the:01‘lesienians '.returned 
through ./Etolia to Naupaktos... 	,,,, ;it, i li! 	: 	( 	t . "11 Z' 	•'' 	, 	, 4 	1 4:j 
.,Although Pausanias places the, town. in Acarnaniai itis probabal 

that the Messenians would have met with _difficulties and !oppositions 
in crossing. the Acheloos, which; they must hake domai_had it Peemotit 
the Acarnanian side; and_in this_ case,) it.would haveqbeen noticed 
by the historian : his silence on the subject might lead to a suppo- 
sition, that Eniadai was on the 	not on-the west side of the 
river. 	. 	. 	. 	, 	V' d 	_I 	J 	. 	: 

' B. 26. c. 24. 	2  B. 9. p, 570. 	3  B. 2. c. 102. 
4 B. 5. p. 356. - 	5  B. 4. p. 329. 	- 	6  B.-4. c. 25. 
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nCyri4ofbf ,Ariconi 0ye thatiIt his4ime '(I436) CErtiadawas-ctalw 
Trigardog 	he: nientiotis'A:theakte,tWo citadel;,' and polygon malls. 
. I.:understand fthere' are 'some,  ruins answering' this description near 

the mouth of, the Acheloos; -,,owits,westbank, and of greater extent 
than, the city nearNatolika.-.:trielinS will haie,iethat Dragamestre is 
icEniadai ; but that place.  is nt least thirty4iitnifeS to 'the north-west 
of the ruins in question. 	1 •' • :-J 	; 'i4; rr7  64,1 es-,,,, 	: 	, 

, 'The autonomous Copper c oini):-of CEniadaitare:,' 'Rif uncOmn;on; 
and generally _have the - head. OfJupiter- onnti'nqfskle;: and , that of 
AchelOoS on the other," represented aS7 	ophiatles,Idekribes if in 
hk TraChiniT, under the form of a hinnan face;. With horns, 'upon 

;13ull's neck, round which is the inscription OINIAAAN.,  
,.';This 'symbolical" representation' of rivers is seen on- several coins of 
Italy, particularly Naples, Caputi, Nola, /Esernia, Cales4 ;Compul- 
teria, Stiessa, and. Teanum. 	The same type is also on , the Sicilian 
coins of Gelas, Tauromenium, Agyrina, Aluntiutri, and Eubceal. 

The limits of -1Etolia -and Acarnania appear 'formerly to.,baie' Un-
dergone many changes ; partly ()Wing to natural cauSes,narid partlyto 
the unsettled state -ca. I thegavernmen ts of the 't,Wcv neIghbouritig'nn:- 
tionS; and, these circumstances have.occasioned great difficultiesjo 
those travellerarivhot w6alcl,novi wish 'tb ascertain the localities °flirt- 
dent cities:Li 	,c)( 1-r 1)611.: i_.-r_,,,„-ri , 	,,, 	 :, 	' 	 i 	„ 

_i4 	. 

,.,,Strabo aceordineitodall appearance' never visited this part of 
Greece; to which may be attributed his mixnerotis errors and Contra;,  
dictions., 	Many clifficultieS also arise from the omissions in his mann- 
seripts,-and `_the interpolations of copyistS. 	He makes the distance 
from the niotitlist,6i Abel Acheloos and Evenos only -one hundred 
stadia; it is, howeieriJat Jeast, seventeen miles. 	 . 

1 	5,-Lt ,: u 	-:` .:pu 1-,:: 	' 

' See upon this subject, Millingen Recueil de quelque medailles Grecques fined. pub. at Rome 
in-18-Lerp. 6, lic.e. vand the-opinions-of Eckhel- Doct. Num. Veter. t. 1. p.129. 

.... 	. 

E5290 
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, 	 . . 	, 
Hesiodl and • Dionysius Periegetes! give the epithet ,of .silvery 

(oceyvpolvw) to the Acheloos. 	Homer,3  for a similar reason, gives the 
same epithet to the Thessalian Peneios, whose muddy waters resem- 
ble the Acarnanian river. 	. 	 . 

This celebrated river, which Homerl calls XpElla Axacoioc, comes ac 
cording to Thucydides,5  " from mount Pindos,, through the territo.' 
ries of Dolopia, .Agraia, Amphilochia, and the plain of Acarnania; 
passing near the city of Stratos, and that of the CEniaciai, and 
entering the sea through that space which is between these two cities, 
overflows its bed ," and surrounds the CEniadai with Marshes." 

It receives in its course several tributary mountain streams, par-
ticularly the Inachos, the Thestios,-and the Petitaros. Aristotle says 
it often changes its course; which is still the case. 	After heavy rains, • .. 	" 
and the melting of the snow on Pindos, it sometimes leaves its bed, 
to the great detriment of the neighbouring, plains and villages. 	A 
few years .ago it entered the sea much nearer INI:esaloggion ; but it 
has since retired into its ancient channel. i  Strabo asSerts that it was 
once named Thoas; and Plutarch6  informs us, that its first name was ,_. 
Axenos, which it changed for that of The4ios,, because the son of 
Mars and Pisidike drowried himself in it. 	It then took the name of 
Acheloos, who was son of Ocean, and of a 's1-aid nymph, and N.  vho also 
was drowned in it. According to Ortelius, modern authors have given 
it the various names of Aspri, Catochis, Geromlea, and Pachicolamo. 
Its present name is however Aspro Potamos (the white river). I have 
seen several terra cotta vases, on which this bull-formed river is re- 

. 	 • 	 . 
I Deor. Genera'. v. 3-10. 	g Orbis descrip. v. 483. 	3  Iliad, .. Tg, 7591.1 
4  Iliad, 21. v. 194. 	 5  B. 2. c. 102. 	 6  De Flinnin, 	ci 

1 	• 	a 
.J 	0 
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presented, and it is always painted white, .allusive no doubt to the 
colour of its water; 	 . 

Ancient histOrY is frill of the wars and disputes between the Acar-
nanians and IEtolians, on account of the frequent loss or acquisition 
of territory occasioned by this river changing its course; and 'the 
apparently fabulous hiStory of _Hercules and Acheloos' seems to have 
originated from real facts"; to which the fertile and emblematical ge-
nius of the first historians or poets ha's given the appearance of 
fiction. 	The first historians were poets ; and the first language of his- 
tory was poetry, which always exaggerates and disfigures the plain-
est and most simple events ; and these are still more distorted by 
poets ofa later date: 	" Non philosopkorum judicia, sed 'delirantium 
somnia. 	Nec enim multo absurdiora stint ea, quw, poetarunivoci- 
bus fusa, ipsa suavitate nocuerunt."2  
- The ancient Paracheloitai never seriously belieVed that their river 
had assumed the various 'forms of a mari, 'a bull, and a serpent, 
any more ' than the.:Eleians,. that their nymph -had been changed 
into the fountain ,  Arethusa. 	Homer never really. believed, or in- 
tended others td'irdagitie; that AchilleS had . aCtually fought with 
the Scaniander'.• -He' probably', turned , its 'course; WhiC-h told in' 
the. poetical ' stYle--4 early-tirries,' assumes the semblance of fable, 
although the nary t' 	ie.merely emblematical. ' These were the 'co' 
)1 /46i0i, or Sacred-traditions.  Of ' the' earliest -ages. 

It is not surprisinT that the' Acheloos should in its 'eonrse have 
taken a variety of forms:- 	RiVers4  were often represented raveothereii, 
from their shape-or-the roaringcif 'their streams. 

The wanderings of 'the,Mander- and - Cayster, were compared to 
several letters" of The 'Greek" alphabet ; 'the Euphrates, near Babylon, 
. 	 • 

_ 	. 
1  See Philostrat. Jun. Icon. Here. vel Acheloos ; and Joan. Malala, Chronograph. b. 6. 
° Cicero de Nat. Deor. b. 1. 	 3  Herodot. 
4  Homer, Iliad 21. v. 237. Sophoc. Trachin. v. 11. Euripid. Ion. v. 1261. Scholiast of 

Euripid'. Orest. v. 1378, Horace C_ arm. b. 4,, v. 25. Strabo, b. 10. Dr. Bentley's Diss. on 
Phalaisi 1:1.' 51th. 
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and the. Forth,--near Sterling, assume inany..differeitt. shaPesy.from 
their numerous sinuosities. 	 . 	, ,„ 
. . The Acheloos;.oyerflowirigits natural limits; inundated:and destroy-
ed, the neighbouring plains, and, was checked 1?y.7:the powerful asSist7,  
ante of some. wealthy person, who restored fertility to. the surrounding 
country, by turning , the, stream into its, original 'channel ; or,. in 
poetical language, by, breaking :off' the. ,horn of :the bull,., and pre- 
senting it to the;0,oddeSs of Plenty.. 	 . 	, 	. 

WhatV:irgil say_s_of.the Tiber is, applicable to the:Acheloos.; parr, 
ticularly, after, rain:s:--r- 	'.  

.`` V9rticibus rapidis, et. multkilavus. arena 	. 
In. -mare prortimpit,"1, 	' 	, 	.. 	. 

The 'Paracheloitis is .the,horti of the bull, and thesift-of the Ache- 
loos., ns.theiDelta is of 	he Nile ; the richness of its .soil is not sur, 
passed_ by..any land in-  Greece. 	Thee increase- of :territory near 
the mouth of the river,, is not owing to the _retiring of the sea, 
but to the 'accumulation of mud and :sand, brought down, by: the 
rapidity of 'the streams., 	To. the, same cause ,May .chiefly be 'attri- 
buted the very rapid and extraordinary encroachments in most parts 
of the Italian coast ; .particularly at Adria,,Itavenna, the mouths of 
the Po, and the Roman shore. • The same.was the case on the Alba-
nian- coast in Asia, where the Cyrus entered the sea.. Pliny2  men-
tions the retiring of the sea in the Ambracian gulph, and the union 
of many islands to the continent,of Asia Minor. , 

_ Strabo,3  or his transcribers, are guilty of a contradiction, in say-
ing that Acarnania is between the Acheloos and Evenos ; .whereas 
a few lines above, he says the former river separates Acarnania from 
Etolia. 	In other places, the error, which cannot be his own, is rec- 
tified. 	IEtolia Proper was probably the country of the Curetes ; 

i lEneicil  7. v. 51. 	3 Nat. Hist. b. 2. c. 89. 	1  B. 8. p. 336. 
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lEtOluSriCik _cirEii6n3.16ii;' ka:fe' if tie' -naine : it' was' also' 'called • ., 	 • 
cepzalot and opfwv.      	, 	 - — ' 
-' ..The- ge604)heri tells .us; 'that • the country between the Evenos 
anclAntirrhiOn, is :It.  tad EpietetoSt ,'Or'aCqnired; ' ' 	 .. 

., ' SCYlaX,2  HerodOtirS,s'anclThirCYclidess,4:aseri that some Of the Echi- 
nades are joined to the continent -by the' 	of 'mud from 
the Acheloos ; and that ptob'ably 4cthe otlierS Will ir.i• time ex- 
perience a similar fate. 	Strab65' and PI  au's: a,  iiia(S6''are' ofg  ,the ' same 
opinion ; and the geographer particularly inerfins• one island, 
named Artemia, which. in his time, formed pari of' the continent. 
Pliny' mentions the same circumstance; Strabo says they were near 
the mouth of the Acheloos ; - the most distant being only fifteen 
stadia from it.. • He calls them 21 /4tnriiies :cat T.p atetat' : they are 	in fact 
all rugged and rocky, except Anatohlo,. and two or three smaller 
ones near Mesaloggion ; though' Plin5r,8  Without' the* smallest foun-
dation in truth, will have it that they were formed by the 14ccumu 
lated mud , of the Acheloos. 	Some insulated hilts, Whicii'are seen 
rising from the plains near the mouth .of the river; hae nil:the ap-
pearance of having been once-Surrounded by the 'Sea. 

The Echinai,97oi-'t6hfnades,' were known to' Homer 10' who give 
them the-epithet- of -S*4 	' '- - - • 	 . . 	. 

Strabo .conceiVisilid-Thoai,,  mentioned by the poet, 'to' be IDE'iiits, 
which is a 'sharp::pOinted.''rOCky island, still retaining the name given 
if by the geographer-: - ' ' -  
- Although the. cei (*itt,is intended as a prOper name, and not as an 
epithet, yet it evidently` originated froM the form of the ' largest 
island in the vicinity 'of the AchelOoS. 	Several smaller adjacent 
rocks have 'alSo--='-the' -same 'shape ; and I conceive that a" cluster ' of 
islands- not one -alone is" alluded .to - Tv the • above  author. 	In one 

. 	. 

• 1--B.-10,---p. 450. 	= Peripl. 	s B. Q. c. 10. 	4  B. 2. c. 102. 
A B. 1. p. 59. 	 6  B. 8. c. 24, 	 7  Nat. Hist. b. 4.c. 1. 
8  Nat. Hist. b. 11. c. 85, 	9' See Eustath. and Stephan. 	. 	10  Iliad, 2. N. 625. 
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passaged it would appear that he distinguishes the •Okeiaitfroinithe 
Echinades ; for, as a geographer, it is not. likely) Ile•pould iiinitate 
the poetical phraseology. - of Homer, of .which' he givei, manyiin-
stances ; particularly. his-mentioning the Echinades and Doulichion iii 
the, same line, -though Doulichion VFas.one of those islands, thus using 
a poetical repetitions . 	All these differentislandi had no . doubt their 
separate: names ';1_ but every.cluster had one, general appellation; in the 
plural, as;the Paxal,the Taphiai., the Teleboiai, theOxeiaii  the Echinai, 
or, Echinades; • The bead island of each cluster being called in the sin- 
gular, . as Faiths, Mphios, . Teleboias,: and ' Echinos. 	.Accordingt to 
Lactantius, the _nymphs Naiades were transformed into the `Echi- 
nades, 	_Pliny mentions, the names of several _of these islands;,ns 
iEgialia, .Cotonis, :Thyatira, Geoaris, Dionysia, Cyrnus; Chaleis, 
Pinara, .Mystus, and Oxiai. 	Not one' ,of these can now, be 'iden- 
tified,:,except Oxiai, which still .retains its ancient'• name.- Stephanus 
thinks Doulichion is the same. as :Oxeiai ; bu.C.Strabo and Pliny dis- 
tinguish them. 	Doulichion however was •one of the' Echinades, ad- 
cording to .Strabo,, Eustathius, and others;; ,the geographer: says 
that in his- time it was called Dolicha,,  and was I near-the Eniadai, 
and the mouth of the Acheloos, but that 'SOMe hardnOt been ashamed 
to-call it the same as Cephallenia; that they hadlowever positively 
nothing in .common with each, other,- the _former Ibeing under Meges, 
the latter under Vlysies: 	. 	 i 	st , 	. 	•,. 	. 

Pausanias3  is of opinion, that the Paleis were anciently - called 
Doulichiil 	Eustathius derives its name from r.Aouxixo‘, or .46.01xec, a 
son of Triptolemos. ' Its situation is totally unknovin ; some have sup-
posed it tobe the same as Oxeiai ; others will have it Ito be the rock of 
AtAko, which is about six miles to the east of Ithaca ; and others 
the island of Kaldino, or of Anatoliko.,  -The latter is a low muddy 
island in 	the 	salt marshes, near Mesaloggion. 	We may also 
exclaim with Strabo, that some have not been ashamed to assert that 
Ithaca is Doulichion, and the rock of Atako Ithaca 14 	Spon says, 

1 row ttEv ow' Extvatoy, Kat ran, OZ6140,  Kara ra Tpauca Aityrira apxta,  95vaty Otifipor. b. 10. 
p. 436: 	2  B. 8. fab. 5. 	3  B. 6. c. 15. 	2  Pocock. 	 • 
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(speaking :of:Theardhipi,:poui-eelleiy,, ,je 'crois! .qua 'c'est l'Isle,- do 
Dtilichitirnici .7-paiceque.'. ellei a'.:. au 41-eir-a4 tin:. grand,•Tort aveel Lida 
,inasures9 - Willie sville:,  atipelleeffencOie tA-presentLDolicha, . comme 
'Strays= a'reinarque qu'elle.i'aprpelleit:de son • Tettis:!,  'There i.S. how 
ever no - pla'c'ein: Ithaca. calledi'Dollehaffirbiii iiniCephilletiia! theie 
is a port now called Doleicha, - Or 1DouleiChion;t near- the .'village, of 
:QuiScardo; and almost opposite. !the insular •rock iDask-allio ., .• They 
say: that :ruins are seen :undeii water in :dalni .weathen': Pietror 'della 
Valle;, who travelled in 1614, ...was, not .more -successful-; >he,..sa3is---, 

,.`..It.ieonobbi gli ,,Scogli: d'Ithaca,- e Tun'. e, 1.altra .•Cefaloiiia,. grande 
-elpitcola, :chd son. Laertia Regna ;: .ma fl.On,.fo.:possibile.cheiJa.titrcl-
vasse,„mai- Dulichio; se ben penso the sia ,Parte. della Cefalonia, 
comeL é Same."' 	It is evident that he mistook .Atiko.  for Ithaca, 
though the -former:is a. miserable rock, withouta port, or an acre of 
cultivable land, -or a spring -of fresh. water ; .i4 . short, , quite unin- 
habitable. 	It is, unfortunate that enlightened travellers, like the 
two abovementioned, _should- rashly give an' opinion withbut having 

.the smallest ,reasons to support it. 	If Atako ‘was- IthaCa; where,-was 
the .ArethusanfQuntain.,,where the great port, rand where - Ni7aS there 
`loom for its:ancient. ,;cities? It . appears :that -Ithaca was, betWeen 
Cephallenia ',and ;Do.illichion-;,,the, latter therefore must have ,-been 
to. the east, of, Ithatay.,AtAko,: some,. of , the Taphian 	islands, 
and the Echinades, ' might correspond with the probable .sitna-
fton....of -Doulichionl but. which of. them .it  is, will ever remain 
A.:doubt. , , 4. seems. that the .E.chinades-  were deserted .as • early 
.as the., time  cof ,S,cylax,1„ Ail the islands .on, this coast; - but par- 
ticularly, Ithaca, are subject ..to frequent earthquakes. 	It is not- in?- 

- possiblethatDonlicliion_inay have been swallowed up by one of theSe 
shocks. 	Many examples might be given to shew the possibility of 
such an event.. 	_Pausania,s2  says, that the island of Chryse . near 
Lemnos, was swallowatup, by the sea, and entirely disappeared ; 
and at the same time, another island rose which did not exist 
before, and which was afterwards called Hiera. 	Strabo3  gives 

1 PeripL 	' 	' 	B. 8. c. SS. 	3  B. 1. 
r 2 
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several instances Tof,, , these .,.changes: i41, naTureorlind .!particularly 
mentions an island which rose. between .Thera ana3kerasia Ptincl it 
is, evident that , Ole ,submarine, volcano- is $011:actri1ve, p.S anew island 

s. 

rose from the ,sea , in 	,17Q7, :near ,:Santorini ;1.1 a further, proof :of 
the great vici§situdes, _Which.: shave taken , place :in this: part of the 

- world. 	y 	.,:-. 	c,, 	, ,j , 	ir:, 	ii,;; ,., •-,, 	f 	- , , , 	'4,1 	-- 	,' 	, 	--'_ . 	.f ,  
• .I was.  assured ,,bx, some Greek Tsailois,,,;tilat two miles, from Cape 
di Scala,: in cephallenia„ there is ant immersed island, called ila.-
k6ba, ,which., extends seven, miles rout, and -is generally oulyi  six 
feet under the snifaceifol the water; andi that-it, is' it :Very dangerous, 
shoal. 	They even,-pretend to see the-  ruins' .of buildings one lain 
calm weather.. 	- 	it 	. 	' 	. • 	- 	, 	, 	• 	'r '- 	r.,/ 

. 	 • 	- 	- P 	' 	' 	'. 	.. 	f , 	. 	t•,,: 

et -adhue ostenderenautce. 
.Inclinata.solent -cum moenibus oppida mersis.'1 

. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 
In my passage from Zakunthos to the coast of .4/Etolia, we sailed 

over a shoal about' eight feet. belOw Met surface. .of the water; 
the captain pointed it out; to me, and said,3.0.(4rocd 	pAooteixa (here is 
Douleicha). 	Surprised to hear him 'mention a name which I 
conceived was unknown in the country, I inquired. his mean- 
ing. 	He told me that "the island of ticii.liChioii, 	4:3 celebrated in 
the time of Ulysses, was the same which' we were then passing over. 
. Meges probably had.  large possessions on-theneighbouring conti-

nent ; or his islands must have enjoyed a richrand extensive 'com-
merce, unless we suppose him to have been a pirate -chief; for Doulia 
chion and his sacred Echinades, without some exterior resource, could 
not easily have furnished a contingent of forty vessels, when Ulysses 

1 Or Sant'Eirene :" the ancient island of Kalliste, or Thera. 
2- Ovid. Metam. 15. v. 294.— 	 , , 

And boat4men through the crystal water shew;  . 
-To wond'ring passengers the walls below. 	• 
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himself, I with Ithaca,','-Zakunthos; Cephallenia,..lettcadia,,  and -the 
opposite 'cOast;; only gave t'welve.1  
-,i-The same disproportion is remarkablwrespecting the suitors ; Don- 
lichion. having furnished fiftyhtwo;rand. Ithaca ciitlftwelve, " 

It would; however !appear;••that bithOukh rithiliehkiti ifa.:s governed: 
by Meges; it formed part of the Laertian kingdom ; for Ulysses is  
cbntinually: called bythe'•poets Duliehifig.;, at:Well:as ithacus: 	 . 
- The,  Echinades at ptes#hts: belcirtgle itheilthabitants a.  Ithaca, 
and produce Corti,'61,, and 	scanty Va4itife•fdt'ilieefyantf goats. The 
names of sortie of the largest-are Oiteial,q4atolYkigBibin6-ni'a, PetMa, 
Scrofa, Strofat ipoula, - Baglaili' Kasto; ' and tiirsoliii, the latter of 
which 'is at the mouth of the Acheloos. 	There are a great"inar4 
other smaller rocks scattered about, which are entirely deserted : 
Atako is also reckoned among their number 	= -  - 	- 

I wished to visit sqrne of therri ; particularly the lofty Oxeiai, which 
must command a most extensive and interesting view :-but I was as-
sured that they contain nO traces of antiquity, and probably 'do not 
afford sufficient-interest, to compensate the risk of falling-into the 
hands of pirate's,kwho "frequently take shelter amongst those inhospi- 
table 	'I 	ii- 	t•l- 	 c.i rocks— 	no 	- 	- 

,i,t1i-;1 	1 	, 	i 	,-. 	, 	• 	-  - . 	" W here sea-gu ls $creatn, and cormorants rejoice ;, 
Arld'incii S,Viditghshipwreck'd; dread to land !" 

- . ' The river Evenos ha's taken the name of Phidari : its most ancient 
appellation, according-to Strabo4 and PlUtarch,5  was Lykorrnas ;6  

which, as well.as.that - pf Calydonius Amnis,7  is given to it by Ovid. 
Ilyginus8  calls it Chryrrhoas;. and Statius9  gives it the epithet of Cen- 
taureus. 	Vibiusr calls it Esper. 	It rises, according to Strabo,11  at 

1  Homer, Iliad. 2. 	 2  Homer, Odyss. 16. 
• 3  Euripid. Iphig. in Aul. v. 287, ealls, them vavgaratc corpocribopon, unfit for sailors. 

4  B. 10. p. 451.. 	5  De Flumin. 	 6  Metam. b. 2. v. 245. 
't Metam. b. 8. v.727. 	8  Fab. 	9  Theb. 4. v. 838. 	'° De Flumin. 
11  B. 10. p. 451. 
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Bomiaii, in the country of the Ophieis in IEtolia. 	It enters the 
sea by two mouths. 

The chief villages which are seen on the banks of this river .in the 
./Etolian plain are Gal6ta and Bochori. 	Sponi conceives that the 
former is Calydon ; but the city of Meleager was probably some 
miles from the sea, on the 'left bank of the Evenos, where there are 
the remains of a city and.  Acropolis, composed of magnificent 
walls, constructed nearly in a 'regular' manner.  

Thucydidesa says the Xtolians were a warlike people,-and .1iY,0  in 
villages without walls. 	Strabos says that there were once ten-cities 
in /Etolia ; but I find a greater number4  mentioned by .ancient 
authors. 

1 Voyage en Grece. 	2  B. S. c. 94. 	3  B. 10. p. 463. 

   
  



CHAPTER W. 
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Departure from Mesaloggion. 	Corinthian guiph,-,-it.s-various denoniinations. - Arrival at Patra—antiqui- 
ties and modern-state of that city. Mount Panachaikos—the castle—large cypress—slaves—mounts 
Chalcis and Taphiassos. 	Departure for Galaxidi. Promontories of Rhion and Antirrhion. 	Promon- 

3 .-,torY ot:Drepanoa..Nepaktos;, Description of Galaxidi.]' Dance and; Carnival of the inhabitants— 
,costumes, . 	, 	• 

 

FROM MESALOGGION TO PATRA. 

ON the afternoon of the i4tb, we quitted 1VIesalOigion fo—r Patra, 
with a fair wind ; and passing near the mouths of the Evenos, en-
joyed a fine view of Mount Chalcis, rising majestically from the sea. 
It is said that there are still some remains of the city of Chalcis, or 
Hypochalcis,1  at the foot of this mountain..  

Strabo2  says that some made the Corinthian gulph begin between 
Cape Araxos and the mouth of the Acheloos, which are one hundred 
stadia apart, but that others reckoned it from the Evenos. 	It does 
not however assume the appearance of a strait, until it reaches 
that part which •is between Patra and Mount Chalcis, the precipices 
of which seem opposed as a natural barrier to the fury of the open 
sea ; the distance between the' opposing shores not being apparently 
above four miles. 

Livy3  and Pliny4  place its mouth at Rhion ; the latter gives it the 
length of eighty-five miles ; it is however only sixty from Patra to 
Coiinth by sea. 

The gulph/ had the general appellation of Corinthian as far as 
the isthmus; but it was divided into smaller bays, the names of which 

1  Strabo, b. 10.'p. 451. 	2  B. 8. p. 450. 	3  B. 28. c. 7. 	4  Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. 2. 
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were sometimes poetically used for the entire- gulph, ‘ Its different 
names were the: Krisswan, Cirrheean, Delphic, Calydonian, Rhion, 
and Halcyonian.  

Thucydides1  says the Krisseean began at the, promontory . of the 
Achaian Rhion. 	The geographer evidently distinguishes' it from 
the Corinthian gulph, in Which he has been followed by Ptolemy. 

Scylax2  makes the breadth of the Delphic gulph at its mouth 
ten stadia ; he' ' accordingly means the space between Rhion and 
Antirrhion.  

The Halcyonian was that part of the -gulph now called Libadostro. 
Strabo3  tells us it was near Pegai, the ruins of which are in the'reeess 
of Libadostro, to the north of Corinth, formed, by the Olmian pro-
montory and the teeotian coast, at- the foot of the Oneian mountains. 

It seerns,,that the words =MTN' and e‘accercroc, are, both used by Pag- e 	- 
sanias in the same sense. 	• 	 • . 	f 

It is at present- generally- called the gulph of Nep4ktos, or of 
Salona. 	The victory of Don John of Austria over the Turks in, 1571, 
has immortalized its name in modern history. .., 

In three hours we arrived at Patra, the distance being fifteen miles, 
and found Mr. Nicholas Strani our consul, expecting us, as he had 
received a letter from his brother, informing him of our intended jour- 

l 	, 
. ney. 	I was happy to find myself under the hospitable roof o

i. 	
n a 	old 

friend, to whose kindness I had been indebted during my former tour. 
I had intended to proceed through Achaia and ,Corinth, by the 

nearest road to Athens, where I expected to meet two English friends, 
to pass the winter with them, and to continue the rest of the journey 
in their company. 	I was however obliged to relinquish my intention 
of visiting Corinth, as the plague had lately made, its appearance at 
that place, and it was feared that 'it would spread its contagion 
through the 1\Iorea. 	It is indeed surprising, that Greece is ever free 
from this scourge, when we consider the infefnal - means which are 

B. i . c. 86. 	2  PeripI, 	 3  B. 9. p. 400. 
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taken to- propagate, and, spread it far,and wide, for the profit of a 
few wretches, the, most nefarious. ofthe human race., 	I allude to the 
lower class of Jews and Albanigns : nothing can shew more strongly 
the rapacious villany of those inhuman monsters than the following 
circumstance, which was communicated to me by.  Mr. Strani, ivho 
-very narrowly escape4,being one of the:sufferers. . :When a man has 
once recovered from the plague, he is less liable to catch it a second 
time,,and even thenit is not, so dangerous as the first attack; 	After 
a second illness, the constitution is in a manner fortified against it, and 
generally resists the effects of contact with the :infected.: The Jews, 
from their, avidity, purchase ,or steal the contagious clothes of the 
dead, 	The Albanians also enter the houses of the deceased for the 
sake of plunder.: The few who escape with impunity, are appointed 
by the governors to bury: those who die of the plague ; and they have 
been discovered dipping spunges and rags into the blood, and matter 
of the dead, and throwing them into the windows of houses which 
had the reputation ,of  being wealthy, thus hoping to destroy the in-
mates, and bpeome possessors of their effects. , Mr. Strani actually 
saw an Albanian ,throw an infected spunge into, his window;  and it 
.was by mere chance and good fortune that he and all his family did 
not fall a sacrifice. 	- 	,  

Owing to the.  existini circumstances, I was decided to proceed 
through Phocis and Bceotia, to revisit some of the interesting spots I 
had seen in my first journey, and to examine others which I had 
then neglected.. 	, 	" 	-  

In the mean time, I rested myself at Patra for some days, procured 
letters from Mr. Strani for the different places on my way" to Athens, 
and arranged every thing for my tour in Greece, which may be said 
to commence.at this Place. 	 . . 	. 

Patrai, according to Pausanias,1  took its first name-of Aroe from its 
cultivation : it Was built by Eumelos of Achaia, who cultivated the 
neighbouring plains, under the instruction of Triptolemos. 

1 B. 3. c. 2. b. 7. c. 6. 	 . 
VOL. I. 	 Q 
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fr 'Afterrai•ds,• c Patreas' son 'of Pi.'etigenei. surrb uncle& rit with T waifs, 
and gave it his name. 	It was also calledAroe PatrensisTand Patrai. 
,'•It is called Patra by the:, 'modern Greeks ;. -BalialBadm (lictXxia 
He:9a) and Bad radschik by the Turks ; Patrasso by the-  Italians:; and 
Yarras 'by the English and French:— 	- - ,,, 	'.- 	, 	i.-!- 	- 7 
- Strabol calls it TroAtc c4totors ; and Pausanias,  gives' it the title of 
*was well as goats. It stands on 'a gentle eminence, not a mile from 
the sea,- and within three miles of Mount Boidia, the ancient Pana- 
.chaikos,2  which rises-to its east. 	This mountain is of a considerable 
height; and forms the extremity of 'the chain which terminates at - 
Sicyori, and- which diverging in different branches• assumes various 
appellations. 	A large part of it is'covered with forests of great age, 
and almost impenetrable density ; containing many varieties'of the,  
oak and fir. 	The side facing Patra is divided into green knolls and 
fertile glens. 	Near the middle of it is the road to Arcadia, through 
a narrow and wooded pass, called the Makeleria, or Butchery, from 
the frequent murders committed there some years ago, by a powerful 
band of robbers; who taking refuge in the forests and caverns Of the 
mountain, set the government at defiance. This road has accordingly 
been almost abandoned, and the more circuitous, but safer way by 
the gulph, is generally preferred. 	This is probably the way taken 
by the JEtolian army, when it penetrated to Messenia,Ithrough the 
Patrwan, Pharamn, and Tritwan territories. 	Accord* to Procoz 
pius,4 Patrai and Naupaktos, and many other places in Greece, were 
destroyed by an earthquake, about the middle of the sixth century. 

Patra enjoys an extensive view in all directions, except towards 
the mountain, which stretches out one of its branches 'towards ,the 
territories of DyMe, Pharai;' and the Araxian vrolnontory ; ;beyond 
which Zakunthos is seen towards the southwest. 	More to the, nor t4 
are distinguished the islands of Cephallenia, Ithaca, the Echiriades, 
and the Acarnanian_ and Etolian shores,_ witli the *entrance of 

.h. 	,,,:lr'i 	pc ;01 	s 

• I 	 p 
°lb' !).,A•13.-377.  teal 	it r ,r 	If,..- ,1391yb.134.11.  B. 8. p. 387. 	 2  ' 	
i 

4  De Bello Goth. b. 4. p. 639. edit. of Paris. , ,e1 	- 	- , 	q:1- 	I 	d ' d;xfJ4:1 i 	ea,_!  CE 	' 
. 	 .s  i.J- 
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the-guIphi• theii*andvrocksnof!Chaleisi fand.TaphiisseM:the,  eoun-
try •oil. the.;Loori rsOiolie;  'With its ()capital Naupaktos i. ibehind which 
are deScriedlheitaering„heights., ofAKoiax,3.' and -the.snowbright 
irange,iof,106taJl- 	t,i 	i.c,,,,-.;-1.'...1. ; 	: ,! r I 	, . 	, 	- 	1 	. 	t 	 -, • %..1 1 

Under the Greek emperors, F'atra was' a dukedom. 	In, 1408,L,It 
-was bought by, the .Venetiabs, from whom it was afterwards taken 
by- the Turks, in ,1446. 4. , it was retaken by the Venetians rin1-1553, 
and again possessed .by the Turks, who have kept it 'ever since; ..t'Jilt. 
suffered -considerably under 'the pillage of the Dulcignote Albanian.% 
in 1770, but has since Tecovered so much from its various catastrophes 
that it has become the most commercial place in Greece. 	ThisiS 
partly owing to, its advantageous. situation, and partly to the rich.. 
nos of its territory.,  ,It is the emporium of the Morea,, and trades 
with all parts of the Levant; Sicily, Italy, and even with England 
and France. 	The commodiousness •of its situation is the reason 
that it has never been completely abandoned since its foundation; 
and we pee- that Roman merchants were settled there in the time 
of Cicero,5  as the English and French are at present. 
' 	.It is like all Other Turkish cities, composed of dirty and narrow 
-streets ; the houses are built of earth baked in the sun ; some of the 
best are whitewashed ; and those belonging to the Turks are orna,- 
nientectivith red paint. 	The eaves overhang the streets, and pro- 
ject so much, that opposite houses sometimes almost come in con-
tact, leaving but little space for air and light, and keeping the street 
itr perfect shade ; which in:hot weather is agreeable, but I con.; 
ceive• far from 'healthy. , In some places arbours of large vines grow 
about the town; and' with their thick bunches of pendant grapes, 
have acool and pleasing appearance. • The,pavements are infamously 
badi_ and only calculated for horses ; no carriages of any kind being 
used in Greece, although they are known in Thessaly and Epirds. 

- 	 - 
i Now taras61:1a.,  ' - 2  NOw;ticii ataaa. 	 $ Now Rhegana: 
• Due; Michael. Nepot. Hist. Byzant.i Chronicoa.' p 199. Paris edit. 	' 	

1 

s Epist. ad Fawil. b. 13. Epist. 17. 50. 	I 	• 	, 	1 	' ,) 	.1.4. ' 

Q 2 
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' The :e;43-61.ts ' ai.e' 6114 bil;, ' they .ddrirfth trapep tY”curra iiis -,cb''e6se,, :.-- 
wbol, wax, ' and leather hfl arid lately-a, treat quantity:cf,  the ij unipet. 
berry; 'which is bought' at. Patra 'for, iwo- 'iparas. 'the , tioixnd weight, 
haS been sent to England; The Greeks call the plant' ge,3'eowand'the 
berry icskozogicos. The impOrtS of Patra are trifling; I observed however 
iiithe'shops; sonic English, German, and 'Italian manufactures. ; The 
air.  is' unhealthy `:. a 'thick fog is generally seen hanging over the Vain 
in the mornings and eVeriings. ' About three ,miles from the town, 
took ards Bostitza, is an extensive marsh, which is left in an uncut 
tivated' state, in order to afford pasture for cattle.: this adds to the 
badness 'of the atrilosphere.- 	 About -:forty 'years .ago, the whole 
plain' was nearly in the same -Uncultivated state; and the air was as 
bad as that of Corinth, where the human frame subsists with diffi-
culty, continually exposed to fevers and putrid disorders!' . ;: 

The greater part of the plain of Patra has since been-planted with 
vines, currants, and olives, and adorned with gardens of figs, porn& 
gianates, almonds, oranges, lemons, and citrons of a large and excel-
lent quality ; the fields produce rich crops of corn, millet, - cotton, 
and tobacco. 	 , 	. 

It is difficult to calculate the population of Greek towns,- as 'no 
regular census is made, except for the Greeks, whose numbermay 
be .ascertained by the Kharadgh, or capitation tax. 	Patra is sup- 
posed to contain about 8,000 inhabitants, the greater portion of 
whom are Greeks : many of them are. merchants, 'who are in ,com- 
fortable circumstances. 	The Turks also are reokoned as civilized 
as those Of Athens, but more wealthy. 	They lave-,  six. 'mosques, 
one of which is in the castle, and the Greeks nine principal-churches. 
The archbishop has under him the suffragan Bishops-of Modon, 
Coron,- and Bostitza; his 	title is Traxaleov 	ncerocev -.zees • Troww-.Axounc 
poirporoamic:  (metropolitan • of ancient Patrai, and. of all Acbaia). 
The word Traxotion, was given to distinguish the Achaian •Patrai frodi 
the vEmc riccrpces, or new Patrai, in Thessaly..1  .. 	_ • 	" • . , 	 • 	 . 

1  Nicephori Gregor:m Hist. Byzant b. 4. c. 9. 13 	67. b. II. c. S. p. t35. Paris edit. 
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."4-lii)yearlyrrovenue-israbont teni)thousand piastres ;. the .title, pff 'a 
bisttOrLisgfeiecpi*•baroc;: that, of i an,  archbishop 7ranspenvo-o. 	He 
paid' us kivisit, attended by four Minor' priests. 	He appeared to be 
ahout,sixtY-.years-,--of •age, , and 'had a long white beard reaching 
nearly ici,his middle: 	4i 	: , 	 • 	, 	, ) 
-,1The few ancient remains- which are seen at this place are of Roman 
construction; and are neither grand, interesting, nor well preserved ; 
it is, vain to 'search for. traces of the numerous temples and, public 
edifices which are mentioned -IV Pausanias. 	The soil is rich,, and 
has probably risen considerably above its original level, and con 
deals the foundations of ancient buildings : indeed the earth is 'sel-
dom -removed without fragments of statues and rich marbles being 
diScovered. 	Some marble columns and mutilated 'statues were 
foUnd here a few years ago, in the garden of a Turk ;who with a 
truly Turkish stupidity, immediately broke them into small piecei. 
Towards the middle of the town is a fount called  Saint Catarina's 
well, near which is the foundation of the cella of a temple, consisting 
of square blocks of stone; upon which is a superstructure of brick. 
This may be a Roman restoration ; the ancients however often 
practised the dame mode of construction ; and the ruin in question 
may-bd the. temple of Jupiter and Hercules, which Pliny affirms 
.was -.of brick except the columns, and the epistylia, which were 
of stone.} , Xenophon,2  in his Anabasis, mentions a large town 
called: Larissa; in Media, surrounded by a wall of . brick twenty-five 
feet in thickness, and one hundred in height, built.  on a foundation of 
stone.' - fie also says that the city of Mespila, which was in, the same 
vicinity, had -walls which were twenty Miles in circuit; fifty feet in 
thieknesS, and one hundred and fifty in height, the lower third being 
constructed with square stones, and the remaining superstructure of 
brick: 	Within the castle are two beautiful torsos of female statues: 
-I offered.the..Disdar for them a sum 'sufficient to have tempted him, 

it), 	:.'cl.,,q 	&Nar. Hist h.. 3_5%.M, 1+. 	. , 	ii 	c. , ,T g,-BI q•.•C'-^4?... 
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couyi he have jol?t4ne4 t119aPP_MA0i94'ioffAig XMYS4CIA9 4:0139§% 
of, them;, but as they:, 9,0-1  wj#411 14e, i  Fas*,? w,Ixer c e,,r4er,y,31ing,i4., 
the Grand Signior's immediate- property, :they, are graidfig,selAithept, 
lest it should furnislitheiienernksyvith 4 stlbjeAoracq4sqt,i9giagain§t 
them ; for the Voivodes have such opportunities,pf_ qctortiug money, 
from the., ,Greeks,, which they:never fail to, do, that they_have,patp.• 
rally numerous enemies wherever they , command ; and, howcyer 
well-inclined.;  the Greeks might be to an equitable government, it, is_ 
impossible that they should feel for their oppressors, any other senr- 
timents than those of aversion and contempt., , 	_ 	, 	: 	t 	:,.11,, 

The house of the imperial,German consul stands on the, ruins,of 
a Roman brick theatre, of such small dimenSions, that it cannot he: 
the Odeion, which Pansaniasi says was the finest in Greece, next to, 
that built by Herodes Atticus, at Athens. 	Neither Spon, nor 
Wheler observed this theatre. 	 , 	, 	•t, 

Not far from the house of the English consul is. a long brick,walb,l 
supporting a terrace ; the probable site of a temple. 	: 

The castle is situated on an eminence which :commands Om 
city ; it was probably built on the ruins of the Greek and Roomy: 
Acropolis, which contained the temple and the, statue of Pianai 
Laphria. 	The statue, which was of ivory and , gold, was taken, 
by Augustus from the Calydonians ; and with other valuable ,spoilse_ 
presented to the favoured city of Patrai. 	The walls of the ,castlel, 
particularly that part facing the north,, are-composed with fragments',  
of ancient edifices, which probably stood on the spot; among them are„ 
several blocks of marble, some architraves, triglyphs,, and metopm";,, 
one of which was ornamented- with a rose - in high, relief, and, tier. 
gantly worked. 	,, 

The castle is at present so much neglected, that it has notOove, ae. 
dozen bad cannon fit for use ; and it is merely calculated to keep 
the Greeks and Albanians in subjection. 	There are some large fis. 

• 
r c  r 	 , 	

, 	„. , 
1. D. 7, c: go. 
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Av • 	 •- 	-.146 	.--- — 	- a' 	- .' - 	 ' stireS- iri the iwallg', 	Mar we 	bccasione 	by an 'earthquake about 
thitt5q6ati 'agb i::tlid.' satire' shOck killed' forty perSonS in 'the town, 
and thirteeril Were `crushed by' the falling of 'one 'of the turrets. 
The 'Achaid&'cciast,''Whicii 'skirts ' the gulph of Corinth, 'is nearly as 
subject to earthquakes as in the time of the ancients.1 	: , 
-,A few yearSafter I had quitted Greece, the :round tower at the' 

southern angle of the castle, 'Which was the powder magazine, -ivas' 
struck with' lightning, and totally destroyed. 	Guillaume cue' Ville" 
Hardouin, Prince of Achaia and the Morea, destroyed the archi-1  
episcopal church of Patta, 'and built the castle upon' its ruins.2  ' 	' 

The ancient' port was Situated to the west Of the present harbour, 
near the'ruined church of Saint Andrew ; it was artificial, and 'coin-
pbsed' of large blocks of stone, great part of which' have lately been 
removed, and the materials used for the construction of a mole,' to - 
shelter small boats. 	Ships anchor in the road, half a mile from 
land,' where there is good holding ground, but no shelter whateVer 
from the west and east winds ; the latter of which sometimes bloWs 
with great impetuosity from the gulph. 	Thucydidess says that the 
winds' which blew from the CrisSwan gulph generally began at sun-
rise: ' 'Sdme 'large foundations, scarcely perceptible, mark the direc,  
tioix of the two- long wallS which united the city and the 'port, . as at 
AthenS,‘Cofinth, Argos, Eleusis, - and Megara, and which accOrdirig 
td•Plutarch, }the Patreeans constructed by the advice of Alcibiades. 
A short way but of the town; towards Panachaikos, are the remains 
of' a Roman.- aqueduct of brick. 	It -had two tiers of arches ; some 
ofAhe lower ' are entire. 	The 'Small. stream by which it is supplied, 
originates from' a spring 'on' the mountain ; it now finds its -way , 
through the town, and forms a fountain near the Custom-house. 	It 
is probably the same which Pausanias4  calls Meilikos, as it still 

":.ni 4 	i ' 	• . 	 1 

- 	. ' 1 	: .. 	 - 	 1-• . 	
_ 

--See—Aristot-Meteorlog;--b. 2.-c-. 8; • --- 	- 	 — — 	----- 
•g Hist. de Constantinop. sous les Empp. Francois, b. 2. p. 53. Paris edit. 
3  B. 2. c.'84. 	 • 	*r B: 7 .C.c. .20. 
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retains the name of Melikoukia,.and :supplies the; whole, town with 
water. , The Glaucos is prdbably a small ..Stream;'abont three miles to 
the south of Patra, on the way to Olyinpia: its presentnatne is Leuka. 

Another rivulet, called Sakena, enters the sea in two streams on 
the road. to Bostitza, at about two miles and a. half from Patra; 
this may be the Charadros. 	Pausanias mentions a temple of Ceres, 
and an oracular fountain near the sea : the church of Saint Andrew 
is in all probability built on its ruins ; the pavement is composed 
of rich marbles taken from some ancient edifice. 	Here are seve- 
ral fragments of the Rosso and the Verde antico, and the purple and 
green Porphyry. 	But the only thing which seems to identify the 
place, is the fountain, which remains nearly.as Pausanias describes it, 
and is still an avioccrtha, or sacred well, being' dedicated to Saint 
Andrew. 	It is inclosed in a wall, which being composed of small 
stones and mortar, seems not to be of more ancient date than the 
neighbouring church. 	Some steps lead down to it; a copper vessel 
attached to a chain, which is fixed in the wall, affords the devout 
or the curious the means: of satisfying their thirst. 	The water is 
extremely cold and good. 	The church is completely, in ruins, hav- 
ing been destroyed by the Albanian Mohamedans in the year 
1770. 	The Greeks have made large offers to the Turks for permis- 
sion to rebuild it ; but which they have not been able to obtain. 
They are never permitted to erect new churches, or to repair old 
ones, unless by special favour, and a large sum of money. 	The 
Greeks however, are always ready to contribute generously to what- 
ever tends to the support of their religion. 	Saint Andrew's church 
is held in great veneration ; as it is supposed to contain the bones of 
the apostle. 	On his anniversary day all the Greeks of Patra and 
the neighbouring villages resort to the ruins to pray. 	Candles are 
every night lighted in a shed, near which the body is thought to be 
buried. 	Gibbons tells us that " the town was saved in the eighth 

i Vol, io, 
. • 
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century, by a! phantom;.,nr, trangeri -Who' fought in the foremost 
ranks,. undef the i character :of Saint Andrew the apostle, against 
the Selavonians and, Saracens .of .Africa ; the' shrine which. contained 
his relics was decorated - with the trophies of victory." 	ThiS story is 
told at length .by Conitantine Porphyrogenitos.I 

About two miles to the south .of Patra is the famous.  cypress tree, 
the' trunk Of which was eighteen• feet in circumferendeiirhen Spon 
visited Greece. 	I found its-  circuit twenty-three ' feet ; it has There- 
fore grown five feet in one hundred and thirty years; 	Its body ap- 
pears perfectly sound ; and its wide-spreading branches forma dense 
shade impenetrable to the sun ; near it are four others of considera-
ble size, but of a different form from the larger one, and tapering 
towards the'top. 	The people have a kind of religious veneration for 
this tree, which they shew to- strangers• with pride. 

• 
Antigua Cupressus _ 	 • 

Religions patrum multos -servata per anno§.2  

• The spot is beautiful ; and beneath the overhanging branches, are 
seen the Laertiari islands, the Acarnaniarf, and JEtOlian coast ; the 
mouth of the Corinthian gulph, with Mount Chalcis and Taphiassos, 
and the town and castle of Patra. 	There is a 'spreading cypress at 
Soma, near Milan, nearly as large as that at Patra. 	Greece is still 
remarkable for large trees. 	Near Mistra, at the foot of Taygeton, 
is a cypreSs which measures - thirty feet round. 	Near Constantino- 
ple are others, celebrated for their bulk. 	The plane tree of Bos- 
titzais nearly thirty-five feet round the stein. 	That of ThebeS is 
twenty; and one at the island of Cos is thirty. - Plinys mentions 
some great Platani near Athens, and one in Lydia, so large, that, 
being hollow, the cavity measured eighty-one feet round. . Pausa- 

1  De Adm. Imp. Imperii Orientalis seu Antiq. cp. Pars Q. c. 49. p. 1.31. Paris edit. 
s Virgil, 1En. Q. v. 715. 	 3  Nat. Hist. b. 12. c 	1. 

VOL. I. 	 R 

   
  



122 	 • GREAT CYPRESq.XEAR PATRA..  

nia11,0405tigc§041e_,  9Thrtbef14,44P3(.9f,:41ALTigtotsic441A•dfliaffiLt14110 
cavity of which many persons coUld..fikcpglirithei gq§ec 9inftpiatotA 

seems always: to haVe;,beew,a -faiTQurect,:treer 415-Oreogg, =,£ininns 
planted. theni id - the fAthenian.:Agota. k, andithey arp,nOvv:tseen in thii 
bazars, or market-plAceS; of most ,Greek cities,-; *44 F  seats; round 
them, and wfountain in the vicinity. 	i 	.: 	'i 	. . 

Trees which. were remarkable, either,fOr:their size"or their utility, 
were held :Sacred in Greece ; as the DociOnwan oak,. the Athenian 
olive, the plane,, of the Cretan Gortyna, and that' of. Delphi.: When. 
Xerxes was On his march to Athens, he came to a beautiful platanu4 ' 
of which he was so enamoured, that he halted with his army to ad- 
mire it.3 	 , . ' 	.. 

After the death of Cyparissos, and his metamorphosis into a cy-
press, it became the funereal tree, and -Was planted near sepul-
chres. Pliny4  says it was sacred to Pluto, and was used as a funereal 

• sign. 	 , - 	- 
The Mohamedans have a great veneration for all large trees, but 

particularly for the cypress. At Constantinople and most large towns 
in Turkey, the Moslem burying-grounds are full 'of them. . I have 
seen Turks planting cypresses near the bodies of their departed friends 
and relations ; and it is interesting to observe with .what care.and at4 
tention they water them, - and watch their growth. ' :Theyareex, 
tremely ornamental among buildings.' 'The yew tree' is the. emblem 
of death in, English churchyards, as the cypress in Greece.5 	i 

The Blacks are more numerous at- Patra than in. any ,other part of 
Greece; they seem of a more lively disposition than the- Turks, and 
well content with their situation. 	They are brought from Africa, 
and are in general well treated by their masters;: from- whom:, after 
having served faithfully a-certain number of years, they obtain-their 

, 	 , 	• 	vt 	drii,  

1  B. 7. c. Q. 	2  Plutarch. 	3  Evelyn Sylva, c..23. who cites IElian. 
*Nat. Hist. b. 16. c. 33. 	 A 	 5 	7 il 	: 	, 	.4 	411.1,1r1 i . 	e 

5  See an ingenious conjecture on this subject' in White'-s Hist. of Selborne:"' - 	r "- 	' 
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... 

freedbmi,gtia-inartyl:fre4u6nOibc?ciomiiig Mote overhearing 'and in- 
,Solent- thatahe ,Turks'themsegt42.i''4):. -..!, -„ :i"1 	. 	• --, 	i -)• 	'' ; 	ti' 	'• 
'-,I,White,s1-aVes-aiegenerally bought very.young of "their parents'in 
Qborgia;:)Cittassid; atd.Mingtelia,bor are'taken in war 1- "they often 
artiV6at'great dignities.,  The Mothers of the OtItoMan einperors, are 
almost always slaves. 	. 	, .. 	. 	. 	 , 	, 	§; 	.; 

The grand vizir Jussuf, in the reign of Achmet the Third,' was a 
slave ; and the celebrated, Nadir preferred to any title that of Thanias 	- 
Kouli-Kan ; which in the Persian language, signifies the Slave of 

.,., Thamas. 	 • 	" 	I. 	• 	 - , 	,, . 	.. 
This is mentioned in the present place, in order. to spew that sla-

very is not looked upon by 'the 'Orientals with that degree of con- 
tempt which we are inclined to suppoSe;:nor are the 	so miser-
able as we imagine. ' Throughout the Othoman empire, Mohame-
dans only are permitted to pUtcliase then]: 

We persuaded a 'female black slave to have her.  portrait taken ; 
she at first obstinately refnsed, ,  but on our offering her a present, she 
consented with fear and mistrust., My painter having made a finished 
portrait of her in colours, she was so astonished, and even frightened 
at the resemblance, that -she' cried bitterly, and begged us to take 
back our money, and undraw her ; but a small additional present 
soothed her grief. The most scrupulous and unenlightened Mohame-
dans have a kind of horror-of their likeness,being put upon paper : 
they imagine that after death, their' soul, instead-  of passing to the 
limpid streams and, cool retreats promised by Mohamed, will ' enter 
into the pictnre4  and that Munnker. and Nekie,1  two .blaCk angels, 
will' 'torment them in their ,tomb ; but this notion prevails only 
among' the loweSt of 'the people : and, I have known several Turk's', 
and 'even Blacks, -who have had no scruples on the' subject, and the 	, 
sultans themselves have had their portraits painted, from the time of 

- 	 . 

10r Mongir and Guaniquir. 	They are held in great horror. by M ohamedana, and 'are 
at least as formidable,  Ag- them:  na Ektryaoniogov,as 	theianthents: 	, 	. 	0. 	;  	,  ' 

R fit.  F) 	, 
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Osiiiii:theiFiriVtothefpreserieda3r3f they farebprespiveilAnItlie:F 605 
raglio, where they were see* by.,-D!Ohsson,S who bleak:its the facti 

.There is indeed 'at Constantinbpi6, a::Greek, pailiterodwhose 13usinei( 
it is to :take likenesses' of ;the-  imperiallaniilyr:LAhay8 seea shaded. 
drawings. .by this artist of some ; bf the,  sultans 4: -which 'are neatrf 
finished;  and are evidently likenesses. , • 	' 	. 	... 	, - .! . 	:. , 	=' i '-:: a ,, --.7, 
- ...„,i , •!, 	t, 	, 	. 	- 	• 	t 	• 	. 	! 	•• 	f 	, 	, 	. 	 , 	' 	1 

; , 	. 	I. 	. 	. 	sti 	j 

' 
t . Distances from Patra to some places in the Morea. , 1  „•., 

To COrinth, by Sicyon 	. 	. 	. 	35 hours. ,. 
P 	

. 	• f.,• .. 
. 	'Mistra' near Sparta 	, 	. 	. , 65' 

. 	, 
' 	'. TripOlitia, 'near Tegea 	. ' 	.55 

r't 	f• 
Modon, by Arkadia:', 	.. 	. 	' 60-   

• Sinano (MegalOppliS) 	. 	. 	. 	LA • 	' 	l 	. 

Arkadia (Cy' pariisea)' . 	. 	: 	40 • . 	 .. 	, 	 •., 	• 	.,, 
. 	, 	. 	 .• 	. 	- 	• 	.. 	- 	- 	-!.FY(' 

. 	, 	. 	. 	 , 	• 	, 	' „I.  

annw, 	.4 	Ammo 

. 	I 	1 	
; 	. 	

. 	 .. 
. if 

. 	 , 	,, - 	 . 	' 	 - 	. 	.., 	• 

' 	. 	T'O 	'GALAAIDI: 	' 	' 	Ok 	4 4 , 	1.qt.: 7  

• ,- 	•• 	/ 	I 	-, 	•I't 

.', We were detained at Patra longer than we had,  expected, the win, 
blowing for several daysfrOm the.gulph,2  with great impetUosity. 21., 
length it shifted, and on the 23d of February we weighed anchpr fcf 
Galaxidi., 	The name of:our-kct  r' a pouclieri,3  or captain, was conStar17  
tine' Tadra. 	In order to.  take the 'best advantage of the Wind 	we 
kept nearly in the middle of 'the gulph, having on our right the 

• r 	r, 	4 	4. 	i' 	4 	•n' ;14 	li 

1  Empire Othoman. 	I See Arist; Meteorol. b. 1. c. 7. 	'3  From KapaPsira ship. 
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coast flOt.A6haiaievid :fon iOult lap: [the'. mom tains, Chaltis inn& LT-4.4 
phinssoit 3rStrabol says thermic:  Wry: high. 7 that ,whith is,  -neareSt4to 
Naupaktovisi the-lciftiest,:. and: is Taphiassos, I thf.. Taphios :of Anti; 
genus? a annieprebablY derived-SroM Ta(ros,,  the tombef thccentnur 
Nessos,' wholwas buried there )(It: is, evident from the geographer's 
words, that Chalcis is the mountain which. rises from the Evenosi: ., 

I wished to land, and examine the coast between the two moun-
tains, which is very' little knowai-,but ,so strong is the dread -of rob-
bers, that I 'could 'prevail On no one to accompany me.:" I was,as-
sured that a fetid strain- rises at the: foot of these mountains; and en- 
ters the gulph: 	Others may decide Whether the bad :smell* arising - 
from this stream, or the wound of Nessos, gave the name' of Ozo- 
lai -to theLocrians of thiS .coast. 	Between the two Mountains is' seen 
a tract of pointed and rocky hills, intermixed with plains and glens, 
well suited to the positions of the -fOrts and cities of ancient tinies, 
It is probable there" were several in that space particularly Lykirna 
and Makynia, which Might be discovered at the present -day, -Were' 
the inhabitants of a less barbarous description. 	 - 

The coast' as far 'as PheciS, was the Ozolan Looris-; -but in the 
time  of Strabo5  it belonged, to Xtolia- c:,and to -distinguish:it from 
Etolia Proper, or .ty.exer.lce, it had the name of Etolia ernertróç, or-ac- 
quired. 	The.city of Naupaktos was included in'that division. , Cel- 
larius will have it, that the -Locri Ozoke . began at Naupaktos, its 

-length .being two hundred -stadia. . As we proceeded' up the gulphy 
we saw the village and stream called Kastritz, about four miles from 
Patra ; and a little further Up, the *village'called Barons, and the castle 
of the Morea, situated on a low promontory of . land, anciently 
the Achaianithion, • five miles froM Titre, -; part ' of the walls are 
washed by the sea. 	Here is a battery. of large guns, a little above 
the leVel of the Water; which might possibly be serviceable in case of 

1  B. 10. p.459, 	2  In Paradox.. , 	a tura Se rov. Ev.Ivok r.o, opus I vaxts. 

*peasant b, 1Q c. 38, 	 , 	, 1 +, - 	RA O, p.4.50. 
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emergent f ; ' biii 'in 'the iedorid3fiTher; riltandkieci-xsf 	IF lit   meti 'tit:-  
ed ; every thing, actordinfolthe CAStOniLOPrt3ralloti4,ing scliL'i  
order and negleCte& 	,' 	, ' 	'1'j 	7  ' : 	' ''' . 3 3  :Itl  . 31  ?: 11t 1.  '') ' ' ' 	 17?'' 

4-1 

Within the walls there is .a small inoiqUe; ankafeivIalf ruined ho/tise'l 
: 71 for the garrison. "On the Opposite 'Side on the Ittolian-shOre,':the-  &as. 

tie ,of Romelia is .Seen on a".1Ow projecting point. anciently 'narned' 
the Xtolian Rhion, Antirrhioni or Anti-Rhion, -or Rhion-MolykriOn; 
Or simply Molykrion, from- Molykria, which Strabol calls iit.iiimaigov- oo.'-` 

Aixviov, a small IEtolian town ; it is similar to. that .on which. thecas- 
tie. of the Morea is situated.: 	:Were these places p`rOperly fOrtifiedi 
the pass might be completely barred against an:enemy; hut I cannot 
conceive that the distance between the two shores ,is so". small as. ii 
is generally imagined; Thucydidee says it is.seven. stadia, Strabos, 
says five, and •Pliny4  near a mile. 	It appears to the eye, .to be at 
least a mile and a half. 	On each of these promontories there was for- 
merly a temple of Neptune. 	Strabo6  mentions that of the promOn4. 
tory of Rhion ; and Pausanias6  says the Athenians sacrificed to Nep.' 
tune at the same place ; he.also mentions a temple - of Neptune at 
Molykrion. There is a mistake however in Straboa which it is propertto 
rectify : he says that the promontory of Rhion is formed like -a, sipit; 
and therefore called Drepanon. 	.The latter however - is about: twb' 
miles from Rhion, and seven.  from Patra, and still retains its ancient 
name and form. 	Pausanias9  says that Rhion is fifty: stadia' from .13a.:1  
tra; and afterwards mentions, Drepanon as another place..' The 
word Drepanon; or Drepane, .was .given by. the. ancients to. most 
places which resembled the form of a sickle :=- . 	 • 	„ 

• , 
" Quique locus curvy nomina Falcis habet."" 	• 	il 

. 	 _ 	, 	1 	Lir. . 
For this reason a town near the Lilyinean promontory in.Sieily,..was , 	. 	• 

. 	. 	. i 	fifxr_xod 

1 B. g. p.427. 	g B. 2. c. 86. 	 3  B. 8. p. 335. 	
____

, 	, • ,11$ Nat. Hist. b. 4. ‘.c 	2. 	IL 	B. 8. p. `335: "'I ' ' 	4 	:'15- 13. 10. c. tr.: 	:"' .71  
7  B. 9. c. 31. 	8  B. 8. p. 335. 	9  B. 7. C.  22. 	10  Ovid. Fast. b. 4. V.iie 
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caucci p ie, 4piliA  • apistone.pf .iiii/ ane*tit ,natues70f,Messina,was;-Zan- 
kie,. frpin its fickle-formed poA • 4n,d . Vie natne.of Drepanon, wu.., ...•,,,,l 	d 	e, 	:!.., leis 1:,. 	 ,. .! .4 	A '. 	IL 	•: 4 	a 	: 	. 	1 ' 	' 	''' 	; 	, 

given to CAOrcyra: for a similar reason. 	Continuing,  our ",voyage,.We 
paSs jedmeariarport.:,colo ,Tekkiels,„ 2probably.the 'ancient Pawn-Inds, 
which PauSaninSi plaCes at fifteen stadia from Rhion. 	, 	• - 	;. . 	:       	__ 

We landed on the promontory of Drepanon, which is probably tWO3 
miles froth the castle ofthe Morea ; it is compOSed of sand, and proi 
jeCts'a long way into the seain a curved form. Near this is a ruined: 
fort, probably the walls of Mineiva, which Pausatias places at fifteen(  
stadia from Panormos ; its. present flame ' is .Palaio-Psatho2-PyrgO4 
About • three miles higher up de :another ' port, called Koinourio-k 
Psatho-Pyrgo. 	. 

A fever miles further up the gulpb, one of the' chains of Panachaikos 
rises to a -considerable height, and is broken into fine precipices : it is. 
called. Palaio-Bouno (the old mountain). 	A cascade Sand -river 
called BaitokOriiiiha, is precipitated iii a thin but picturesque stream 
from,the rocks ; • and. crossing. the road to Corinth, enters the sea 
nearly;  oppoSite to Naupaktos. 	• 	 . 
yor or:five Miles beyond this is a Derbeni or custom-house, and 

pass;here an Albanian guard is stationed. In the vicinity is a place 
called;Accpri - e-raporE ice • 	A, where there aro. some ancient traces, perhaps 
of .Ereneos;*hich corresponds with the distance of sixty stadia given 
by.:Pansanias,3  between.  that place and lEgion. The mountains here 
rise immediately from the sea, and are covered with forests. 	The 
minarets Of Bostitza; and the great platanus, were clearly distin-=. 
guishable from Our boat: this town has replaced the ancient /Egion. 
On the opposite side of the gulph is the rough and rugged country 
of the Locri Ozolou. 	The mountains are high, but much' less wooded 
and picturesque than thoie on the Achaian side. 
•,.At,-a 'great. distance towards the north, and rising high abOve the: 

Locrian.  hills, are seen the snowy summits of the lofty Loidoriki. ...._ 	.   
. 	. 	- 

1. B. 7. c. 4, 	, 	I Ikepo is the plant typ ha latifolia, of which mats are made in Greece.. 
*B. 7. c. 22, 	 .-r 	r. 	' 

. 	 .1 
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This is one of the most prominent . features: inn., Greece,-,and is visi-
ble from a great distance; I saw it diitinctly . from ZakunthoS, and 
it is seen from Cephallenia. 	I. conceive it. to be a part of the great 
range of Oeta. 	At the.foot of the mountain is a small. city and bi- 
shopric of the same name. 	 1 

We sailed within two miles of Naupaktos, which has not altered 
its name, although it is pronounced Nepdktos. 	The word Lepanto 
is not known among the Greeks; it is- called-. Enebechtelby .the 
Turks, and is the residence of a Pashabf two tails,:but is a poor and 
unproductive pashalik. 	The town stands on the:side of aninsu• 
lated hill ; the walls which enclose it, form an isosceles triangle, the 
shorter side being at the foot of the hill, and the apex .crowned with 
a ruined castle : three transverse walls cross the triangle- in' lines 
parallel with the base, and support terraces, on which are the houses 
and the castle. 	_ . 	, 

Such is the appearance it has from thesea ; I understand the walls 
are of Venetian .construction... I did not land to 'examine them, but 
have little doubt that they stand upon ancient.foundations, ,  g.ost 
of the ancient Greek-cities which are on the sides of hills are built 
on the same plan; particularly ,Prmneste, in the. Roman territoryi 
which is most strikingly similar to. Nanpak.tosv  and which- was 'of 
Grecian origiii. 	 -  

The port of Naupaktos is small, circular,:and surrounded with 
houses,- 	Its entrance is narrow, and it seems even -anciently not to 
have been large enough for, vessels above ,the ordinary. dimensions. 
We see in Thueydides,z that, a large merchant ship which was at 
anchor off the. port,;  was the chief cause of the victory of Phormion 
over the Peloponnesian fleet. 	. 	, 

We distinguished Ave Mosques at Naupaktos.  
• Behind. the town &mountain called Rhegana, perhaps the ancient 

. 	 _ 

i It is called Inebechtim by Leunclavius, who terms the. guiph Inebechtinus Sinus. 	Sqp- 
pteMent. Annal-Turcic. p. 363. Paris edit. 	• 	- 	 t . 

0  B. 2. c. gl. 
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.!'1. 	+ - 	s-,. 	f,; -- 	- 	 -- I 	 7  	 • 	- 	' 	• 	' KoraiiI  iiSefet-Ol@ora4ciefable heigrit." liVy. mentions this as 'a very 

lofty:: iribiiiititilri, ;'befivieli'Callipo' liS.: ncl Naiipaktos ;"' Strabo' says 
thatit joins-Oetaf ~Neal' the Sea'wel obSerVed an extensive plain; 
from which this. place detiveSc its principal =support. 	It producei 
rich harvests, and olives of an excellent quality. 

Not far from hence is.the loW -cape: and river Pilala ; the port, Sit-
lage, and monastery,. called Kok1n6: higher up towards Pho'cis.  are 
two small: but inhabited islands, both bearing the name of Trigoriia I 
in. one of theseis a custom-house establiShed by the Pasha of Joanni: 
nal,  they produce currants And graPes. - 
as, Opposite. the ,Tregonias, is a monastery • Called Sergoula on the 

C;Qntinefit, .with a village; and -  river. Of the same name ; a short dis-
tance from it is the rocky islet of PSatho'nesi ; . producing a great 
quantity of the.c4A0v, or wormwood. 	• 

On the Locrian shore the villages of Bellaniko, and Xylo-Gaidara 
were visible, with the port and village of DoubYa; the pOints of Psa-. 
romEta,3  and Andromarchi, near which are some rocky islets, indis-,  
criminatelycalled Prasc4iesia; or Psatho-riesia; they produce a plant 
called Praso, with a bulbous root. 	Not far froin :this is the small 
island called Thithdbi, abounding iri wild pigeons. 	Dicarchus4  
mentions.a great port; and the town of Tolophon beyond:Naupaktos; 
the town of Petronitza, or Betronitza, is conspicuously situated upon 
a hill a fevi miles from. the sea. 	Our Karaboitcheri, who had been 
all over the Locrian coast; assured me that several antiquities were 
scattered about the country. 	The ancient towns of Potidamia, 
Enion, Erithrai, and Tolophon, were probably situated on this part 

of the coast... Both sides of the gulph, particularly the' Locrian, are 
very incorrectly laid down in the maps, which are full of errors and 

. 	. 	.... 

1 B. 56. c. 30. 	 2 B. 10. p.450. 
3  This word seems to be a compound from %papos fish, and prIrq nose ; or perhaps from the 

plant called Iaptopara; the osyris alba, which abounds on those rocks. 
-4  Stat. Grmc. 
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omissions of all kinds : , indeed., iits is pretty „generally, thei ,ease 
throughout the whole of Greece. 

. The gulph widens considerably after, passing the promontories 
of Rhion and Antirrhion, and still , more between ,Petronitza and 
Bostitza.1 	 • 	 . 

We entered thegulph of SaThna, and observed,on thQ.Locrian side 
a.largeport called,Anemo,Kabi.; and further on,the small island and 
chapel of St. Demetrius, beyond. 'whieh are:other insularrocks, called 
Apothia, Agios..Joannes, and Panagia, with. chapels on.each. 	Fur.- 
ther on is the harbour of InRchi7 	We. passed, close to a ,low insu, 
lated. rock, and arrived, at Galaxidi at •the close of the' day, the ,disli 
tance fromPatra being thirty-six miles.- We hired a cottage, and 
my Greek servant, natned_Christo,Donlas„ whom I had taken at .1116, 
saloggion, collected, a few dry .Sticks, and cooked:, us a frugal sup- 
per. 	We had, provided ourselves with small travelling beds. in.ltaly : 
we spread them out, on, the, bare earth, and . passed. the, nightin 
perfect security. . 	• • 	 . 	 , 

I rose at day-break, impatientto,view our situation.. The first oh, 
ject which struck me (and I shall, never forget it) was Mount P.ar, 

• nassos, towering, above the, clouds and. covered. with snow; . The 
Phaedriades rocks were visible, and the great. fissure near„the Kas-. 
talian spring ; the town. of Krisso was, also . seen, • :with, ,its, plain 
and the rocky mount Kirphis. 	ParnassoS., from, this .place .forms 
an exceedingly grand object ; its. outline however is... not much 
varied or broken, but is composed of ,several round and undulating 
masses. 
.. Galaxidi is supposed to be the ancientEuanthia,2  whieh Polybius3  

places in IEtolia, opposite YEgira. 	 . 
The only remains consist in some foundations, and a long wall 

with three courses of large stones, well preserved, and built in the 

. 	.. 	_ 
i It  is called Bovro-Zqs by Joan. Cantacnzette Els!t  b. g, c, 3.7%  P. 321,, Pp,ris edit. 
2  Or Oianthe, Oiantheiai  Euanthis, or oeanthe. , 	 a B. 4. c.,47., 
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fOurtlfitylaPPrbaChfiifto i-egid? inaSonry; But the prinCipal part 
'bf the town seems to have been on a peninsula a' few hundred Yards to 
the- east Of the'illlige 'f'-`tliefetie '&6i/et-al trades' upon it, -coMpOsed'of 
large blocks ; and' the rocks have been cut and flattened for the fonn= 
dationi 'of ancient edifibes. 	' 	- 	' 	 - 	. 

' The' Word Galaiidi 'signifies Rijn* Milk il it is also the name of a 
plant whibh bears-a yelld* flower," containing in its Stein a white 
Caustic juice ; The Greeks think it oacasions bad air : it certainly. 
gives a peculiar sour knell to the Whole -country while in blooin, and 
May be' the origin of the term Ozcilai, which Pausanias2  :says some 
httriliiited lb the qUantity of Asphodel -Which 'grew in the country: 
The' Galaxidi is an' DiphOrbia ;3  . it is 'common in many uncultivated 
parts of Greece, and in the Mountains 'of Latium. 

The village stands on a rocky peninsula, having two secure ports, 
and bearing considerable resemblance to the town of Mitylene, on a 
small scale. - The houseS' are of earth ; some of the best are white- 
washed, and have two floors: 	It is under the jurisdiction of the Voi- 
*Ode Of Sal8na. 'The GalaicidioteS have obtained by means of money 
Permission from the Turk- to erect a new church, which is far ad- 
Val-iced and is dedicated to St:-  NiColo; the protector of mariners, and 
the'IsTeptune Of modern days. 	 \ : 

'Iti'  laying' the fontidations.  of the church, they discovered the fol-
lowing-  inscription on marble: 
i. 	• 	 .. 

KAEO4AMOL 
EEND, 

• AMOTIMA 	 . 

Kleodamos (dedicates this) to his guest AmOtima. 

The principal 'inhabitants Crowded round Me-  while I was taking 
a copy, of it, begging me to explain if.  it indicated any source of fresh 

I From yaXci and %ohs. 	' 	 2  B. 10: c. S8. 
3  The Euphorbia Characias, the Tiavticaos xapaKtec of Dioscorides. 

s 2 
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water, -_ They, desired, me .itszX refer ioiny 13.9okS,. and,  to; encleavourto 
discover for them, some 'spring: or fountain; , aSf that; ili their -wells.  is 
almost salt„and the nearest source of fresh-  water is' three•milesfrom 
the village.; 	, 	, 	. 	, 	, 	,:- 	., ; 	a 	 r 	..• 

.Fortunately for the Galaxidiotes, no Turks live amongst them ; 
their , industry therefore .is not nipped in the laud,' and theyy -are 
beginning to be a:commercial and wealthy little community: 	Their 
ports, are excellent, and their -territory affords a sufficiency for the 
consumption of the, inhabitants, And for some trifling exports. 	They 
began to trade and to-construct merchant ships about thirty years 
ago. . Their commerce was at first confin4 to the gulph; but they, 
soon extended it to the Ionian islands; and afterwards to 'Italy, Sicily; 
and Spairi. 	They .have thirty small merchant ships for foreign com- 
merce, and fifteen decked' boats for the gulph and, neighbouring 
islands. 	'They bear a.good character,- and are skilful seamen. ' 	' 

We had the- good' fortune to arrive here at a period of festivity, 
when we: had :an .  opportunity, of seeing the Greeks. indulge . their 
natural propensity .to mirth, that sometimes glimmers. through- the 
dark. cloud 'of oppression which hangs over them,•and which cannot 
be entirely overcome by the accumulated, tyranny 'under which 'they 
groan. 	It was the carnival, and every .bosom seemed to beat with 
one sentiment of joy. All the. occupations of busy toil were exchanged 
for those of exhilarating gaiety. It appeared like a transient interVat 
of sun-shine in a gloomy day. 	They were determined 'to enjOy.  the 
amusement which their religion permitted,. and which even their 
torpid oppressors did not prevent_ 	, 

It may be easily supposed that in such a country, the masquerade 
was not brilliant, and that there was little variety in the, characters; 
some wore masks, and others had painted faces ;' they jumped about, 
shouting and singing,, and at last formed into two large circles; one 
consisting of women, the other of men, and danced the Ronzaika,, 
or national Greek dance, holding each other by a hindkerChief at 
full length, instead of gloves, which are unknown in these countries. 
The circles were never - broken ; and the chief beauty of the dance 
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:seemed to consist in jumping: -heavilYp first. with 6116 MO then i With 
the:Ottherandystriking-ther. ground violently with the rfeet:'- They 'at 
.first danced..-slorly,7. and mo' 	vecti round 2 i h • avalking pace; but the 
Music becoming by degrees. more animated, the . dancers acquired 
.a .proportionate spirit, :and finished with a; kind of convulsive vel6-. 
city of motion:; .:wheni.being quite exhausted, a new party succeeded,. 
.and so: the entertainment was 'continued till the. end of the day. The 
Greeks pride themselves. upon their: good:dancing.; and they have.a 
proverb; which they apply: to all undertakings; and which signifies, 
dance:Nell,: or.: not at all:: 	^ 	. 

• 
. 	/I  .zoesuct?rs zocXes, i 	00(1)i re TOY , Xopov. 	 • 

i 	 • 	 . 	. 	• 	• 
The .music.was.of the.most discordant and unharmonious kind.; 

consisting only.of a large drum, and two,lond.and shrill pipes : but 
the novelty. of the dresses was to us not only lively and curious, but- 

.highly 'interesting. 	 . 
, The fashions seldoin: ornever vary. in Greece ;. and it is probable, 

that the ancient costume (most parts-of which may be traced. .back 
to tht earliest ages of antiquity) is still retained, in a great degree; at 
the :presentday., 	The eommonGreekS .generally 'continue the prao 
time i.of: the Theseid tonsure.' 	They shave the: fore part of the head, 
and, -consider. it as, irreligious to .neglect doing-so., 	'Homer, according 	. 
to..Pliitarch,l. attributed ': the.origin .. of this .fashion-to-  the Abantes.; 
and:it was introduced that their.enemies might not seize. them by the 
forelocks.2 ' Strabos. tells us the Cureti had a: similar custom. Homer' 
calls' the Abarites- ors8ev-AothoWmc, with their hair behind. ' The same 
is. applicable to- the-modern Greeks of the_ lower orders,.who are .par= 
ticularly, careful to encourage long .and.flowing locks,. falling on their.  
shoulders. 

- 	1  Life of Theseus.. 	,2  Polyzenus, Stratn..b. I .. c. 	.- 
, -3' B..10•  p.. 465.. 	 *Iliad; 2. v. 542. 
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TheArnautis; both Christians and MohaniedanS;f4i116* the tustnin 
'of the Abantes : 'smile,  of the order of DerwischeS 'wear their hair long 
,behind; and the maritime Greeks are as attentive to that part Of their 
'person as their 'ancestors; the. Kapipcoponnn'sc Axou .6.1  ; ' Pindarl alludes 
to the same custom:, 'Xenophore says, that ,the Spartans.  let their 
hair grow long behind., , in order to appear dreadful in battle: 	The 
appearance of this kind of head-dress is particularly,' disgusting and 
uncouth, and gives an undescribable -air of wildness to those '-whb 
follow it. 'The Spartang also. shaved the fore part' of their heads; 
and it was practised by the wrestlers who contended in,  the Grecian 
games. Luciano terms it zwapioy. 

The Greeks of the maritime parts; and, particularly of the islands, 
wear a red or blue cap, of a conical form, like the pilidion. 	When 
it is new it stands upright, .but it Soon bendS, and then serves as a 
pocket for a handkerchief, and sometimes for the purse. _ 

Others wear the' small red: skull-cap,5.and others, the turban. 	The 
latter is however indispensable 	for Greek gentlemen arrived at 
manhood ; and for the Turks, who have their heads shaved;leaving 
only a tuft 'of hair on the top of the bead.' 

The Albanians .or Arriauts . (Apovitoi) of both - persnaSions,* and 
the common Greeks and Turks, are extremely fond of gold and silver 
ornaments in their dress; while the 'richer classes attend entirely io 
the fineness of . their clothes, and' the rarity -of their turbans or kayaks, 
without' admitting the Smallest ornaments of gold -6r silver upon their 
person. 	They:  follow:the fashion set them by Hercules, ' of *caring 
pelisses; but instead' of the lion's skin, are covered -with the Soft and 
fleecy eitiine; a precaution ..against cold; which their 	little 
requires.', The.wealthier people have- at leaSt three kinds of ' dresses 
in the year, suited to the different,seasons.-  :They wear the '  ip,ariov 

1  Homer. 	g Pyth, 4, v.145, 	3  De Repub, Laced, c, 11. 
4  Lexiphanes, 6, 	 , 
5  These caps are generally made at Marseilles, 	Their Turkish name is Fess. 
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pr.  .4)apoc (thee pallium o'r .toga. of , the , Latins) ;1 and in , summer •are 
clothedovitbc the ,light. Aleppo robe, the evia.rpoy, or Et/1414E7r* of the 
ancients, 	,The, winter :garment of the richer class; is; the -octivoos, 
the Latin. Pmriula. 	• ,. 	 • 
• The short or outward winter robe of' ,the. A lbanians is.  generally of 

fine sheep' orgoat skid, with. the wool on the outside, sometimes whitei, 
bid, 'more 'commonly blackr i and . _resembling that used - by-Italia-al 
shepherds: thisis the commonest kind, and is probably. the Eepurtp14.4 
or. the f3ciall, 1  orthe tiapOiez:of. the ancients, which is alluded to.by- 
Theocritus ;1  it is without. sleeves, but there are holes to putthe:armp 
through; 	The wealthier Arnauts, have the outer' vest of velvet and 
gold„ richly, interwoven with elegant ornaments. This answers to the 
ancient Lo-uez or Tunic.. The favouritecolour is red or purple: In the 
front, down the, breastrare two, and-  sometimes Sour rows of buttons,, 
either of silver, of silver gilt, or even of gold, about the size andform, 
of .a hen's egg.; thew are hollow, and.curiously worked and perforated; 
they, are 'placed, so close to each other, -that they make 'a, tinkling 
noise. when. the -Arnaut walks, which they' ,particularly affect. 	In 
summer time they generally. Near the jacket without sleeve$, their 
arras being. covered. with, the shirt. 	Their long . winter garment is 
the i x;71,0-; they wear, the, shirt On the, outside, it reaches to the 
knees,, and is generally ,ornamented with :a. red or black, border, 
about an inch broad ; ,the breeches, which are. whit.e., are tied below, 
the .knees with a, -coloured, garters.. 	Shepherds. or sailors ,sometimes, 
wear the large. breeches :reaching_ to the ancle; these are the Avo4ueicl'Ec,, 
or ,zgeg3ceeco, of the ancients.2 	The stockings are. of. wool, adorned, 
with red silk, richly, interwoven, and, hanging 'down in small tassels. 
The richer kind of stockings are of crimson velvet, ornamented with 
gold ; they reach to the ancle, and are fastened with. small hooks and 
eyes. The foot and lower part of the -leg is covered with a half stock- 
ingr-striped horizontally with red, blue, and white.. 	The common . 

. 	, 
Idyl. 7. v., i 5., 	 2  Pollux, , Onomast. b. 7. c. /3. seg. 59, 
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.shoesp, 43.' Pc,P024144a0i:gt-RPcliqt.Y.011(100:t1At 1 ibiatttlibi. czOlgtirs; 
partiCtilarly, the.yell9wx•cTmot ke. Fixpi_ by OW crt .e,asiii * piesi.ne  

.of, the , Turks without, -permission; black IS the colO4:used,bPthe 
.icoMmon people. 	Thetravelling shoe: or tzaroy:c4Kis of:a soft brown 
leather, pliable and adhering to-the foot ; the  upper part,.of itiS 
strengthened with strings, -the,44.-ixrrev of the: ancients;' triadeWithihe 
.intestines of ;sheep:; The point. of the shoe is terminated with a blatk 
silktassel. This shoeis the,EayPexia.AE7T700-Xi(3%9Ipt: the ancients; and the 

_ .alceoli.repandi of eicero,1  so :called from, the extremity.  pointing tip. 
wards. 	It was according to the orator a part of the distinctiVe cos. 
tume of Juno Sospita or Laimvina,; the most entire representation of 
which is a bas.:.relief , in . bronze, .found near Perugia,2  the 'colossal 
statue. in the Vatican being restored from the description, ;of Cicero, 
and froni.coins, on which the goddess is represented with her.  pointed 
shoes. 	- 	. 	, 	_ 	.. 	. 	 , 	..f  

. 	The most curious part of the .Arnaut .dress- is their boots, which 
they wear in war and in travelling ; they are of silver, sometimes gilti, 
and curiously worked; they are in. general made to, cover: the ,bAc* 
and inside of the leg about half Way up. from the instep, and-being.of 
different pieces united together, yields to the motion of the)eg.:, Two 
circular and concave bits of silver are fitted. to the allele bones, 0 
defend that prominent and tender part, so, easily injurecl...in.:,tra= 
veiling on foot amongst rocks and forests ; they are - sometimes 
worn also on • the outside of the knees. 	These defenceS , are, called 
ciemp90-pupa, from. the material . and form, and ,  are.  sometimes .w9ro 
without the boot, being attached to the leg by thongs. ' I concei 
they were used by the ancients, . and that.Homer3  alludes.tO, them 
when he says, 	 . 	 , 1,  1* 

Kyvt.‘iiac it.sy Treevrck7rEpi xvnizvo-iv Aim 
KaXac, ccerpEosa* emo-cpuetoic aeaptnotc. 	.,. ...___ 

which Pope translates " with silver buckles." 
. 	. 	• 	. 	- 	 - 	,:,,, 	•0)  . 

-Y 	, 	, 	• 	 ,, 	•.1 	sy. 	0 ? 	!-,,,,i,1 	, 

1  De Nat. Deor. 	 - v 	1 In 18, Ili ACT:111 41Y ,Posessic!n,;..d. 

3 IliaC11 	1  t v. 18  and 19.1v, .99. 'i, 	i.,,,.., u.1 	,,,o6ol. it: . , i 	v?. 	1;:. I 't; I:.  ijf sl 	4  

i 	 1 	”10-if 
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,G...zoveioy i'S ithe,ankl&bOne,'which 'is another reasdli • ' foi' slippOsing 
Oat! the I;ritiFoo‘i4----of ,Hoiner, -Mean Ankle4tiards, • and' hot 13tickles. 

:The ; metal boots; -which the Arnauti wear, are called Tzourapia, 
giv common ledther . hoot retaining the ancient name'  f T;iroktre+ii-,,  Or 
11447-co...-} 	!. 	!!'. 	: 	. 	, 	• 	, 	* 	- 	-• 	, 	- 	• 	, 1 	ro" 	1, 	1 	' . 	, 	1 	, J 	' 	!_i ' . . 	., 

4'' The Knemides: were -of Metal ; Hesiod2 thentidns.  these of toi-a.S1 ; 
and,Homers those of tin ; and Pausanias4  says, 'that: O. Pairi of them 
was- preserved -amongst the,  curiosities in the treasury 'of 'the Sicy-
onians, at Olympia.: rit .would' be' ridiculous' td .suppose ,,they' were 
of leather 	. 	, 	1 	• 	, 	r 	' 	

: ' , 	r 	 . I. 

1 , . The , poets, and above all Homer; so frequently • speak of • 'the 
Knemides4if' the Greeks. that they,  must have fornied 'an important 
and- ostentatious ' part of their armour, as • at the present day with .. 

..the-Arnauts; who walk heavily' ill' order-'to make a 'nbise' and clatter 
with the buttons and claSps which fasten them to their legs. 	• 
..,, The, ancient Knemides were 'differently formed from those 'which 
.aTe . used,  at present. -' They , are .seen 'on warriors represented 'On 
,-va„ses and sculpture of Preece and Etruria. 	Lanz?' gives an engrav- 
jpg-7of , an ancient camed;'where Achilles is Seen vuttirii-oti his _Kne- 
mides,* which are open behind, and were probably closed`- by 'buttons 
_or clasps.;  , They defended ,the, leg' as' far ttp as' thekhee ;• 'and I 
have sometimes observed them 'onTancietit monuments; reaching still 
higher. 	Some 'have lately been found in a ,geptilehre near Naples, 
which, are of pliable bronze, and -covered the entire lei from the instep 
to. above: the, knee. 	They are opeh .behind-; and''-wer'e closed by the 
elasticity of the Metal; which made them: adhere to the'leg Without 
being tied, or otherwise fastened: 	On an ancient bas-relief,6  found in 
Italy,a warrior is represented tying on his Knemides, which defend only 

. ' 

— • 	. Or -crOvpov. 	 2  Shield of Hercules, v. 122. 
3  Iliad, 18. v. 612. 	 4  B. 6. c. 19. 

Saggib-  di lingua Etrusca, vol. 2. p.'159. 	. 
6  Published in the Memorie Encic of Guattani. 

VOL. I. 	 T 
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the front of the ,leg.-1 	A :feivireaisKagk-Skeral ofithit kin& i}e`fe kind 
near the Thrasyrnene lake,. in .11taly;ThOinpoiecl k‘i•Talbitif:ulhtliiii 
bronze, the•clasticiVf_of which. waSA.still -preset,  Vein' therprbbirn 
belonged to those who fell in .the 	.between!AtinibA aneklai 
minius ; two of them are in the Vatican library:at ROme ,ALkilaill 
votive Knemis of bronze was found in-the-  excavation' at' the temple 
of Apollo Epikourios, in Arcadia .: they are also Seen On the small 
.bronze statue called ' the 'Etruscan Mars, • which exhibits 'a' most 
perfect specimen of the. Honieric GreCian warrior:1 	' ' * 	.' 	" 
. -, It , would appear, from 	various. sculptured 	marbles;  .painted 
vases; engraved stones, and bronzes, .that the ancients ' had Mei- 
ent kindS of Knemides. 	On a vase found in the kingdom 'of 4N.4= 
pies, a warrior is' represented 	pulling on,  his-; bootS, 'which' are 

,entire, and of one piece with the loOt part, 	Several 'monuments 
represent half-boots, laced. or , tied, 'sometimes on the 'front of 'the 
leg, and sometimes on the side ; ' some are united with that part, 

.which covers , the foot;  others are •divided from it; lik& dui- 0- 
. tern. 	The loose ' kind of. half-boots, used by. the Greeks and Turks 
of the 'upper class within doors;. probably resemble' the i f.4.Perrai 
.of the. ancients. 	 , 	, 	. 	, 1 	, 	., .•/ , 	4 . ;,„!, 

•, 	, 
The Arnauts are armed' with.a gun, and a pair 'Of lobe silid 

mounted pistols,. the length of the barrel being 'generally eighteell 
inches :• they' carryalso , a curved cutlass, and a' dagger, bi• knif, 
which the Turks call Kangiar, ,but which among the- Greeks' retains 
the Homeric2  name of ivitzoapcg. 	The ancients also -wore 'it with.tife 
swords 	This they use for (domestic purposes; as well as 'for defenc76, 
and it serves them for a knife at their meals, as seems to have heel:111k 
custom in the heroic ages. 	We see' in Plutarch,4  that at an eliteX 
tainment at Athens, Theseus drew his Maxceipcz to carve' the 'Medi 

• _ - 

1  This beautiful antiquity is preserved in thr grand Pktpul.111usettni at Florence. 
2  Iliad, 3, v. 271. 	 k 3  Ibid.11.172t 4<-̀=.`: i tt"' klife. of Theseus 

• a 	1 
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Wi#ha 5  PG OM dOrliMolihef pistg?Iftand3thp knife are stuck in the Sash, 
5400§.„giPtIcW4ci theiffg-nliddle;janil iii fast6ned ,by - large • tireular 
41%11;ciasp§flt Tlwirfbest s word-Mades ;are from Damascus, and are 
higbly:,valued, ;, 4134,,: -scabbard',  rand) handle' are,' generally of ,silVerg 
FichlY,ornamented and_ embossed; r ,,. ' 	 ,I , r (11 1 

Amongst their, arms ..I,  oUserVed a lOng piece of wood, the' erld• of 
which was grooved crosswiseiilike a wafer-seal ;- I . was lit a logs 'to 
know ,the ,useof this instrument ; and 'on•inquiry, found its name 
was Kasc)ik ; the .Arnauts,  use it to scratch their backs •when 
incommoded , by vermin ;g. which, g although they.' are always.,  bm-
ployed in catching as a pleasant amusement during their idle hours, ' 
they ,are •howe'ver never free from, and.  they might say as the 
fishermen to Homer, who asked if they had caught anything :-,--, 	! 

i On= i2tot4eu AsirofhirrOce oo-' oux EXoptv, oepoper9a.i   

What we have. taken we have throWn • away--.--what we have not 
; 	• .,taken, we still possess. 	, 	 . 

They resemble the Selli of Homer ;$ sleep on the ground, and sel- 
dom wash themselves. 	They are the hardiest soldiers'in the Turkislx 
empire ; .but are insubordinate, cruel, and addicted to plunder. 	It 
seems that the, Arnauts, who are now much attached to fire-arms, 
:entertained .a,great dread. of them about a century and a half ago ; 
and never, used them, but attacked with stones, which they threw'. with 
great dexterity: ; Such is the Account given of them by Du Loir;• 
who travelled in Greece in 1654. 	At present-ithey never quit their 
arms, not even in times of the greatest security.: in peace they *ear 
them as ,ornamental ; and in times of disturbance, as instruments of 
destruction' and pillage, rather than of security and defence, 

• . ,,,,, , 	1 	. 	t Dispute' i)etweell'Homer and Hesiod. 	 i 	• 

,v„c 	1 	1 .) 	t., Iliad, 16. v. 234; and Strab6, 'b. 7. p. 828. 	1 	1 	' 
T

.
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The.,,,,Archons;,or richer,elass:pf; Greeks,oviear threeigarnielits' i the' 

under one is :tied round , the Middle; with, g:i.s.411 Ohm gly,,o ' pthers. are: I 
loose, ;„ the under garments,are t4poane44  and areleperallystgipeh 
the outer, one is, commonly 'of a:.vivid colour, and ;is:Abe:404+p' 
or oottoc. 	• 	 ,.! 	, 	. 	' 	!„- 	, 	,:,' 	',.ff! 	:. 

The female. Arnaut costume is nearly. the same-throuthAhe whale 
of Greece ; but that of the,  Greek femalevarieg in,' ,different parts 
of, the country, 	particularly in the 	Archipelago, where 	every' 
island 	has' 	its 	fashion: 	., 	,- 	' 	- 	' 	- 	- 	-,': 	: .!' ;',. ,,,,::, 	- 

The-Galaxidiote women 'all *ear the Arnaut costume; :they have a 
long robe of a light colour ; the sides' and bottom 'are' ornarriented 
'with a broad border, which is usuallyblaelc;_ but in their gala dress 
it is red, •and sometimes dark green; as. at Athens', ' : The 'buter.  gar.: 
ment is loose, but the under one is girt round the middle by a broad 
zone ornamented- with brass, and sometimes with; silirer,having two 
large circular clasps uniting in front. 	This forms as conspicuous a 
part of the , female Arnaut attire as the. Enemidel do of 'that -of the' 
men ; and the women are not less vain of a broad and massive gir-
dle, than their husbands are of the brightness and richness of their 
boots ; and no doubt the eediv, Or -the ecd(rrne, was,  an -ornamental tart 

. of female attire in the earliest times; as Homer' gives the epithet of 
=aqui/oil to the females, as he, does,  that:of 'Euzlitiptig to the -then.; 
and Pindar's epithet of Cafkeedyoe induces me to imagine; that in very-
early periods, the zones of the Grecian women' were noe. tliisitnilar 
to the girdles of the moderns, arid they were' certainly' highlrneees-: 
sary in the heroic ages, .when Apollo, Hercules;!Theieu's;:and other 
such intemperate persons, endangered the virtue of !ev67(feinale 
they met. 	,The girdles of the Albanians are as coinplete.a-safegriard 
againstviolenee as the modern stays 'of' the :Sabine 'women': 	The' 
Grecian females in early: times had two sorts of giidles.' The ewerikt'z' 

• • 
. 	1  Well-girdled; Hymn to Apollo, v. 446, 	• 	' 	' e Broad-girdled. , 
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:ith I , 	iiie.ii+MitliiVA§'-'' iti.:1 14tilit)ottl'tliP tibastifIfvu'firdl'Oei ?e:Nrilot ll'il 	1'717  
,iaixici;Aias li-Mbh1-31$ trsiiiiilar Tie.' did 'Wore ibythe iciOdeth'S': • Mar:.' 
tial 	oppose'r) d - Zone Of 'this" kind," ipeakiiig! • to, ' a n eVfly-1ina Hied 1  
wortlaii , 	;;,,,, 	_.,.: 	,,,,;, 	!, 	i', 1!.i; 	„;,, 	'_;, 	, 	, 	,• 	t-..; 	,:.$g 1 ; 	 , 	; L; 	J.: , 	, o; • 	J. 	't..:j,,: 

-". ;it; 	 7!' 	,i:,' 	: 	n 	t.'., . 	,') 	.-.1*.ri' 	:. 	..7V -q. 
'11 	11-:..i ,Ltonga_satiTs mine 'sinflp,dulci Sed pOridere,v6nter 	1 	f- 4,!,'I' 

Si tumeat, fiam tune tibi zona brevis.2 	 ,,to ..., 
. 	. 	• . 	. 	 , 

The head-dress of the women is a white handkerchief, hanging 
carelessly down the shoulder, and turned round the neck, resem-
bling the ancient Zrpooloy, or Kexeuocao, as seen on some of the coins of 
Corinth ; their hair is plaited behind, and divided into three long 
tails nearly reaching the ground ; the extremities ornamented with 
red tassels, Turkish piastres, Spanish dollars, and sometimes Vene7, 
tian sequins, and ancient Greek medals ; an incongruous mixture, 
which when they danced made a tinkling discord with the drums 
and fifes. 	Their necklaces and ear-rings are of coral, or coloured 
glass„ with an intermixture of Greek medals, or Turkish and 
Venetian, gold, amongst which I observed some ancient medals 
of Philip and Alexander. 	These coins are frequently found in 
Greece with perforations which are apparently ancient. 	Those .of 
Alexander were worn as amulets, and supposed to protect the posses- 
sors from various evils. 	This, singular custom is explained at length 
by Dr. Clarke.3 	The Philippi were common and current through- 
out the Roman empire many centuries after the time of Alexander. 
T.Q. Flaminius sent 14,514 of them to Rome, after his conquest of 
Macedon.4 	 . 

The young girls and unmarried women have the red skull-cap, 
which is covered, more or less with money, according to the wealth 
of the person. 	They sometimes wear their dower upon their head, 

I See Jul. Pollux Onomast, b. 7. c. 16. Seg\  65. 67. 	g B. 14. Epig. 140. s Travels in Greece. 	• 
4  Plutarch's Life of Flaminius. 
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consisting in Turkish paras and piastres which are perforated and 
strung round' the cap : in the front is sometimen..a row of Venetian 
sequins ; and.if. the young lady, is:very rich, some larger, pieces! of 
gold coin attract the eyes 'of her admirers. 	The Turkish_women 
have a different costume from the Greek, and are covered with 
an ample peplos,,  which falls' ..tg the, feet in, fine and picturesque 
zo_ I I 

   
  



CHAPTER V. 

Departure for $alona. 	Ancient ruins called Agia Euphemia. 	Salons, the ancient Amphissa ; inhabit- 
ants, produce. 	Visit to the Voivode. 	To Krisso, the ancient Krissa. 	Discordance of authors 
concerning that town and Kirra. 	Krissman plain. 

• 

TO SALONA, AMPHISSA, 

'0 iv quitting Galaxidi, we were advised to carry provisions with 
us ; as in case, we should stop any time at villages, to examine the 
antiquities, we should find nothing but bread and cheese.. We ac-
cordingly provided ourselves with coffee, tea, and sugar, dry raisins 
and figs, ripe olives, Khaviar, and Kalbaz. 	When the olive ripens, 
it grows black, and falls from the tree ; it is then eaten, with - 
bread and salt, without any preparation. 	It is an excellent , . 
food, and a good substitute for meat. 	In Italy they never ripen ; 
the climate not being sufficiently hot : they are however smoked, 
but not comparable to those of Greece, which ripen naturally. 
The Khaviar is composed of the roe of sturgeons, which are taken 
in the Caspian and Black seas ; the roe is salted, and put into 
barrels. 	It is of  a dark-brown colour, is generally eaten with 
oil and vinegar, and is esteemed a delicacy, though at first its 
fishy taste is not agreeable : it forms a lucrative branch of com-
merce, is sent to most parts of Europe, and eaten in fast-time, by 
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Greeks, and Roman Catholics. 	The botarga, which is made from 
the roe of the white mullet, is a convenient provision to carry 
on journeys in Greece; it is of a hard consistent quality, and a 
great delicacy. 	Ludovicus Nonniusl derives the word botarga, 
Or botarcha (as he writes it) from ma rapixoc (salted eggs). 	The 
Kalbaz,2  which is one of the best Turkish delicacies, is composed 
of honey, must of wine, and almonds, beat up together into a 
consistent paste : it is -a good substitute for butter, which is not 
eatable in Turkey, though it is an ingredient in the Pillau, to 
which it always gives a rank, and nauseous taste. 	The wine was 
frequently so resinous and pungent,  that as a substitute, 'we were 
obliged to take Roki, or Arrack, it strong spirit extracted' from 
the stalks of vines taken from the wine presses. 	The word. Rola 
however signifies all kinds of spirits. 	The cheese is made of goat's 

. 	or sheep's milk, and being extremely salt, is not suited to our 
palates. 	The milk of cows is never used in Greece, as it is reckoned 
unwholesome in that climate ; besides which, the Greeks have a pre-
judice against making it an object of food. 

We quitted Galaxidi on the morning of the 25th, wiili fiVehorses 
for ourselires and luggage, and a guide, who feeds the horses on the 
journey.. and take's them back. 	This is the avoiates, or more 'Pri5- 
`perly a valys'arin from 'aye.), to conduct ; the burden -which the horieS 
carry is called coYes.i7loy : the road lay through a barren and rocky 
country, bounded on the north by bare hills, and on the south by 
the gulph. 	Having proceeded an hour, we observed sonic ancient 
traces, and large blocks of stone; and a little further 'on, several 
foundations ofi a hill, probably the Acropolis of the small 	which 
was in the plain. 	It is useless to conjecture its ancient name : there 
is a great vacuum in the history of this country, though bordering 

. 	- - 	. 	. 
• 

' Dc. Piscium esu. 	 , 	
4  Or Halbaz, pronqunced kalva. 
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onr,llig,;classical:,Aqres:iof -Ph.Odis, :and • .ivithin - view7 of Parnassos 
itself, 	td 	(1,, .,, i -  “: 	; 	t 	'i, 	-ti, -, t. t • :'''? 	13 	t' 	'z 	- 	: 	, 	 • 

1 ; .s we proeepdea.thesoil began: to present a mixture of, 'barrenness 
and tfertility!;, ,amongst the rocks.are.scattered •stnall tracts. of rich- 

• land, which.produces.4bunclanceof the finest corn.  
,-In three hours from. Galaxidi, we arrived at, the rains of an' an= 

eient ; city, which . now with ,a neighbouring village, bears the name • 
of Agin}. Euphemia.!... As we approached, the -women and children 
abandoned their labour and - rushed into_their, cottages, ,which they.  
barricadoed as well 	„they could.., After many entreaties on our' 
part, some, of the boldest ventured out ; and when they were re- 
-covered from their alarm, told us they thought we were people ,be-
longing , to Aly Pasha ; for so terrible_ .is the friendly passage of .a 
pasha, or his troops through a village, that the poor inhabitants • 
forsake their humble dwellings, to seek shelter amongst the rocks 	. 
and ,mountains. 	, 	, 	, 	. 	. 	. 

The ruins of this city standin a plain encompassed by mountains; 
it seems to have had no Acropolis, like Mantinea and Megalopolis. .Its_ 
eircuit is small, apparently not above one: mile and a. half; the walls; :, 
are well preserved, and •in the style of those at Galaxidi. 	Equidis-.. 	• 
tant square towers extend round the town ; the steps up to many of,. 
theinremain : none , of the gates are entire ; that of which the ruins 
are still ,visible,: is not sufficiently 	preserved to give an idea of its- 
ap,cient form. 	The blocks which compose the walls are ornamented;.. 
and ,cut with parallel, perpendicular lines ; a useless labour, which; 
however I have seen in many other parts of Greece. 	This ornament. , 
is still used, particularly in Italy, and the lines are sometimes. hori- . ,, 	.. 	. 	•   
zontal. 

Within the walls-  are scarce any remains or traces whatever ; but 
several heaps of small stones and tiles, are scattered about the spot 
on which the-ancient city stood.  

•,, 	•• 	4 	. 	-rl , 	. 	: 	.; 	 ; 	' 	L, 	. 4 	' 	 • 

1  It is pronounced Aiatlicwia.• 

VOL. 1. 	 U 	 . 

   
  



146 	 TOWN OF SALONA, AMPHISSA, 

It is probable that the private houses in ancient Grecian cities 
were composed of poor materials, while the magnificence of architec-
ture, and the splendour of sculpture were bestowed almost exclusively 
on the strength of their fortifications, and the elegance of their public 
edifices. 	We know from Plutarchl that there was a law at Sparta, 
prohibiting luxury and expense in private buildings. 	There are no 
fragments of sculpture or architectural ornaments, and -no inscrip-
tions amongst the ruins, which might lead to the discovery of its 
ancient name. 	Our inquiries for medals were also unsuccessful. 

On our quitting this place, the road led across a deep glen, with 
lofty calcareous rocks on each side, of so bright a red colour that 
they had the appearance of being painted. 	This ochreous tint is 
predominant in this part of Greece; particularly in the primitive 
lime stone rocks of Parnassos, above Delphi. 

Leaving to the right a village called Kouski, we turned round the 
point of a hill and came in view of Salbna, where we arrived in the 
afternoon, and were hospitably received in the house of Doctor An-
drea Cattani,2  a Cephallenian, to whom Mr. Nicolas Strani had given 
us a letter. 	The distance between Galaxidi and Saltina is about 
fifteen miles, and we were five hours on the road, not including 
stopping. 

Salina is situated at the northern extremity of the Krisswan plain, 
at present called KOWIFO; TOU Kiworcrou, about nine miles from the gulph, 
and at the foot of some lofty mountains, at present called Kophinas 
and ElAtos, which nearly surround it ; from which circumstance 
some have imagined it took its ancient name Amphissa ;3  while 

1  Life of Lycurgus.  
, 2  Physicians in Greece, as well as in the small towns of Italy, are paid a yearly salary by 

the government or the public, and do not receive fees from their patients. 	It would appear 
from Aristophanes (Arden. v. 1029.) that the same was the case anciently. 

3  Stephanus Byzan. 
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TOWN., OF SALONA, AMPHISSA. 	 147 

others attribute it to a daughter of Makareos.1 	Its position is ex- 
tremely picturesque; and the castle, which occupies the place of the 
ancient Acropolis, stands upon an abrupt rock, rising nobly in the 
middle of the city, which it completely commands. 

It is still, as formerly, the largest city of the Hesperianf2  or Ozor  
laian Locris. 	Pausanias3  describes it as a large and most celebrated 
town; which shews that it must have survived the misfortunes of the 
third sacred war, though Strabo mentions it as a ruined place. 

In the war- against Brennus and the Gauls,4  it gave a contingent 
of four hundred heavy armed infantry. 

The Acropolis is a mass of ruins. 	Three distinct periods of archi- 
tecture are evidently distinguishable in its walls : 	these are the 
second style of ancient Greek, consisting of well united polygons, 
that of the lower empire, and that of the modern Turkish. 	There 
are no remains of the temple of Minerva ;5  its site is perhaps now. 
occupied by the ruins of a large house, apparently of Venetian, or low 
empire architecture, and which, according to the tradition of the 
Salonites, was the palace of queen Oraia ; I have not been able to 
learn whether this queens was a real or an imaginary personage. 
A plentiful spring, which forms several clear fountains, rises at the 
base of this ruin. 	There is also in the citadel a ruined church of 
St. Anthony, with a subterraneous passage which they say leads to 
the monastery of the Saviour,6  a mile distant. 	There is a large ca- 
vern, formed by nature in the rock- of the Acropolis, which is grand 
and picturesque, and in- which they make nitre. 

A Greek having observed us taking sketches,, said that if we would 
follow him, he would shew us an Hellenic' picture. 	He accordingly 

1  Pausan. b. 10. c. 38. 	 2  Strabo, b. 9. p. 426. 
3  B. 10, c. 3S. 	 4  Pausan. 1,, 10. c. 23. 
5  Pausal), b. 10. c. 38. 	 6"0.7.wrvpos• 

7  EXXr/r/Kn iwyparpta -; the modern Greeks call their ancestors Hellenes, and never Graikoi. ,  
They call the ancient Greek langu4;e, EXXlyticq yXtoffact, and the modern, Po)!Aatoi yXcecract, and 

u2 
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• 

conducted us to 'a cellar in the town ; and having removed some 
barrels and lumber, discovered a large Mosaic pavement, coarsely 
worked, representing "various animals, as dogs, horses, and tigers. 

Pliny' says the Greeks were the inventors of Mosaic" pavements; 
but there is now very little remaining of it in Greece : indeed this 
is the only entire specimen I have seen. 	There is one at Orcho- 
menos in Boeotia ; but it was covered with water when I was at 
that place and not visible. 	There are also some small remains of 
Mosaic pavements at Athens, and at Delos. 

I was informed of a long inscription belonging to a Turk, and 
called upon him to beg permission to copy it ; this however it was 
impossible to obtain, as the ignorant and selfish fool said he was 
certain that if I should get  a sight of it, I should conjure it away 
to my own country. 	The Latin inscription published by Wheler, 
probably still ' remains at the monastery of the Saviour, but as it is 
already well known, I made no inquiries concerning it. 

' A short way out of the town, near the stream called Katzopenikta, 
is an ancient sepulchral chamber cut in the rock; it is formed like 
a- bell, resembling others in - Greece and Italy. 	The sarcophagus 
which has been opened, is part of the solid rock ; it is called xmou 

reouvra, the wolf's hole, and is held sacred by the Turks, who ima-
gine it once contained the bones.of a Mohamedan saint, in honour 
of whom they place lighted candles in it. 	The tradition is, that the 
holy man, being extremely bitten and tormented by gnats and ,flies, 
took refuge in this cave, in which, having a store of bread and water, 
he immured himself; and that when his provisions were exhaust- 
ed, he died. 	The -tomb is no doubt ancient : a Turkish recluse 
might have taken up his abode there, and have ended his days in 

Greece, EXXac. 	_The' Greeks of the low empire seem to have prided themselves in descending 
from the Romans rather than from the Greeks, and accordingly called themselves,'Pwpatot, See 
Catacuzene, b. 3. c. 41. p. 486. Paris edit. 

1 Nat. Hist. b. 36. C: e5. 
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it. 	'The Rhiadhiat or Khalwith, as the Turks call the perfect se- 
clusion, is not uncommon with the derwisches : he who performs this 
religious penance shuts himself up in a dark cavern ; his only sus-
tenance being bread and water once in twenty-four hours, with 
continual prayers. 	This seclusion sometimes continues for several 
months. 

Near the sepulchral chamber are some ancient traces and walls, 
perhaps the remains of other sepulchres. 

The neighbouring stream of Katzopenikta comes from the moun-
tains behind Salina, and after passing through the town, unites in 
the plain with two other small streams, called Kolobatianos, and 
Skitza, which enter the gulph at a place called Skliri, three miles 
beyond the Scala di Salona. 	Another stream called Aialiossa, or 
Agia Liossa, also coming from the mountains of Salona, joins the 
Skitza before it enters the 	sea; 	the latter rises near a village 
called Segritza ; they are in general all dry in summer. 
• Salona is supposed to contain between four and five thousand 

inhabitants, near half of whom are Turks. 	Its situation is un- 
healthy ; being at the extremity of a long valley, and at the foot of 
high mountains ; it suffers severe cold in winter, and oppressive 
heat in summer. 	Many of its inhabitants are carried off every year 
by putrid fevers.  

It has several mosques, besides one in the fort, which is in ruins ; 
the Greeks also have many small churches, most of which are in a 
state of dilapidation. 	The Voivode has thirty-six Greek villages'. 
under his command, by the draining and squeezing of which, he 
not only is enabled to pay into the treasury of the Porte one hun-
dred purses annually, but also to lay by for himself a very consider- 
able profit. 	The principal resource of Salina is the oil; the groves 
are in the plain, and I have not seen in any part of Greece either 

I See the Appendix. 
2 See the relative value of Turkish and English money in the Appendix. 
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the tree or the fruit of so large a size. A crop is taken every alternate 
year. 	Salona, as well as Athens, produces the zoAupiGedec, w hichare 
sent to Constantinople, and are the only olive& as I was assured 
which have the honour of being eaten in the seraglio.. 	The xoX143a3es 
of Greece are noticed by Athenams :.' he says that Philembn calls the 
black olives Stemphylides, and that those which ripen on the trees 
are named by Didymos, AeuirtrEic, iaxaS84., and rEfeyseipoi.1  

The cotton of Salona is remarkably fine. 	Nitre and gunpowder 
are also made here, but of a coarse and bad quality. 

The yellow leather of Salona is much esteemed,. and sought for all 
over Greece; it is cured in a copious fountain, called KarmYna, which 
rises under a large plane tree. The water for this spring is supposed 
to possess a quality superior to that of any other, for preparing the 
skins to receive the yellow die ; but the red and the black leather of 
Salona are not good. 

Plane trees are fond of water : he great Platanus at Bostitza is close 
to a fountain. In most of the towns of Greece the fountains are 
shaded by them. According to Pausanias,e a source rose at the roots 
of a Platanus at Korone. 

Doctor Andrea accompanied u& to the Voivode.. 	As all Turk- 
ish apartments are. built on the same plan, and the form of re-
ception by all voivodes and governors is precisely the same, it may 
be proper, for the purpose of saving many unnecessary repetitions, 
to state in this place the observations which occurred to me during 
this visit.  

On arriving at the Voivode's residence, we first passed through 
an antichamber, where there were some Tatars smoking, and some 
7i1G7TOUXTbic (Tchiboukchis) or pipe-keepers, preparing pipes and 
tobacco for their master. 	The person who presents the pipes is 
styled 7itir.orotnco7Aav (the young man of the pipes), 

_ 

	

	 . 
• _ 	__ 	__ 	_ 

i Deipnosopb. b. S. c., 15. b. 4...c. 4. 	 2  B.04.. c.34. 
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As we approached the Voivode's apartment, a large and ponderous 
curtain of leather, which was fixed to the top of the door to exclude 
the air, was held aside by one of the guards, and we entered into 
the room. 

But before I proceed any further, it may not be an unnecessary 
digression to observe, that this kind of curtain was anciently used in 
Greece and Italy for the same purpose ; and was called by the Greeks 
napairereariza,1  and by the Latins aulaum and 'velum. 	The Romans 
of high rank had servants on purpose to open or hold up these cur-
tains when persons entered a room ; these servants were called velarii :2  

they are still used in the large houses of Italy. 
I am doubtful whether the custom of leaving the slippers at the 

door of an apartment is of ancient date. 	The Greeks had shoes 
which were used only, within doors, but never out of the house ; 
these were called Jammu ; and we know from Terence3  and Martial,'' -
that the ancients took off their shoes (Socci and Solea3) when they 
were at meal. 	It was a custom of very high antiquity to be bare- 
footed when standing upon holy ground .5 	Franks are always ex- 
cused taking off their shoes or boots, having no under ones, as the 
Greeks and Turks, 	It would be as improper in an inhabitant to 
enter an apartment in Turkey with the outer shoes or slippers on, 
as it would be in other countries not to take the hat off on similar 
occasions ; and it has the Same effect upon the Turks to see us take 
our hats off on entering the house, as it would upon us to see a 
person take off his shoes. 

The Voivode received us with the usual compliments, of " khosh 
gueldin, asafai gueldin,"—Lwelcome, very welcome. 	The rest of the 
conversation was carried on through the mediation of the Doctor, 
who acted as interpreter. 

'' Or IlEporeraerp.a. 	 2  Pignori de Servis and Winckeltuann. 
3  Heaut. act. 1. sc. 1. v. 7e. 	 4  B. 3. ep. .50. v. 3. 
6  See Justin Martyr. Apolog. for the Christians. 

. 	- 

   
  



‘1.52 	 ytsruro TI-I1 volvo:DE. 
My ferman was given. to-the VojAiode!s secretarycwhb read„it.idoud, 

and when they found that I was styled Beyzadeh, son!_of:a,,Bey; they 
treated me with great 'Civility. ': This is the usual title given to those 
who travel in rfurkey for their amusement, and not for commercial 
purposes. 	... 

The apartment was nearly surrounded by the. Divan, composed 
of large red.vel vetcushions,: placed upon a seat about six inches high-, 
with others for the back. 	The floor was covered with a handsome 
carpet, mid the wainscot, which was, bare-  wall, was ornamented;With 
some swords and pistols hanging near the Voi vocle. , Several passages 
from the Courann, and moral sentences in frames, were hung about 
the room ; such as " There is no help. but in God"----" Divine faithiS 
the desire of the wise ;" and others of the same kind. 

The small upper windows were . gothic, and ornamented. With 
painted glass. . The ceiling was composed of wood neatly carved ; 
the chimney was nearly opposite the entrance. . The Voivode spoke 
little, and seemed entirely taken up in -counting the beads;  of his 
tchespi, or chaplet : this sometimes consists of ninety-nine beads, ,and 
the devout Moslem will say a prayer a day for each. 	We. were served 
with coffee, pipes, and preserves; sprinkled with rose water, and fu-' 
migated with sweet-scented perfumes. 

The life of a Turkish gentleman consists almost entirely of smoking 
tobacco, drinking coffee, and counting his beads. 	The former is. in- 
dispensably necessary for his happiness. 	The Turk, however is ex- 
ceedingly clean and even foppish in . his smoking . apparatus, and 
never spits : a small tin dish.is put.on.the carpet for the bowl of:  Or 
pipe to rest on, in order that the tobacco may not fall out. The tubes 
or tchibouks are generally seven or eight feet long,. and are made, of 
cherry or jasmin wood. 	In most of the gardens in; Greece there ti a. 
small plantation of jasmin, the sterns of which are trained up straight, 
and sell for high prices. 	The bowls are .made of a fine earth found 
near Thebes in Bceotia; they are worthy of the ancient Grecian pot- 
tery, and are neatly ornamented and enriched with gilding. 	The 
mouth pieces are, commonly of amber o ,,stone,,,or: aporriposition re- 
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sembling the former ; some : of them • are .splendidly ,adorned: with 
precious stones. 	. 	. 

. 	The introduction.;of,  tobacco by the 'Dutch,' about the 'year 1606, 
caused some trouble .at Constantinople, :and was,violently , opposed 
by the.  Mouphty ; ;however Achmet the First, who, was -sultan at;  that 
time, permitted it to be used throughout. his empire : it was: after-
wards - prohibited-  by Amurat the Fourth, but again came: gradually 
into use. 	' • 	. 	 , 	. 

The introduction of .coffee also met with considerable opposition, 
according to D'.0hsson.1• It was-discovered by a Derwisch,at Mocca, 
in Arabia, in 1258 ; but not made .known' at, Constantinople . till 
the reign- of .Suleymana the First, near!three centuries-after its 'dis- 
covery.. : 	 .. 	 . 	. 

It. seems that the first time Guillatiere, ever saw it was at Athens, 
in 1669 ; and the beverage which is now so :universal,-  and so much 
the fashion, appears to have been nauseous and disagreeable to the 
French traveller. 	He says, " They presented us with a liquor called 
coffee, which is only hot water with the fruit of a certain tree, called 
by them bun, put into it, and boiled up till it receives a sour taste, 
arid an ugly black tincture, but they reckon it an excellent cordial." 

In the course of the same day, we paid a-visit to theVoivode's son, 
when we had an opportunity of observing the bloated pride of the 
voting Turk, and the humble servility .of the Greek.-  The' boy; who 
was -• apparently :about fifteen,' was • smoking his .dianiond-studded 
pipe, and .idling on -a' soft and richly-embroidered velvet. sofa;,While 
his tutor, ,a Greek, was sitting at his feet 'ori the floor. 	The: respect 
which ,pupils pay- their .tutors in other • countries, ' is "quite :reversed 
in7. Turkey. 	• 	 . 	 . 	• 

The Doctor told me that the young gentleman never smoked in pre-
sence of his father; but put-on a dernure 'and respectful countenance; 

• . 

1 Empire".0thoman, tom. 4. p. 76. 	2  Athens, Ancient and Modern, p. 94. 
VOL. I. 	 x 
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;but in private he smoked and drank coffee alLtdayviand .hacli even 
begun to have his wives. 	, 	

' 	r l 	-".' r in , ) ,,  ,, 	. 

, 	In the Appendix will be found the names 'of 'the principal-Villages 
under the jurisdiction of the Voivode , of Salbna, 	The fewns,  and 
-subdivisions however . of this territory have-not yet been ascertained 
with,  accuracy by.travellers. 	. 	 - 

In the time of the Peloponnesian war, Ozolaia Locris had thirteen 
republics independent of one another ; each of these had no doubt 
-its walled town, its boundary 'mountains, and its.  plain. 	The 'Whole 
of that country is singularly divided* into 'hill and dale, 'and watered 
with small streams, and winter torrents. 

The Locrians.were called' HeSperii, from their .westerly;situaflon 
compared with the rest of Greece ; and Straboi says, that their pub,- 
lie seal was the evening star. 	I procured' several of the. Locrian 
coins,. on which that star is represented. 

. 	 . 	, 
• • , 

TO 	IZRISSO.  
. 	• 	, 	. 	- 

We quitted Salona on the 24th, and soon after entering the plain 
crossed a bridge over the dry-bed of the Skitza, which is generally 
streamless, except after rains or the melting of .the snows. • 	* , - • i 
. 	We soon after crossed the Kolobatianos, which flows copiously In 
winter, and which was perhaps the boundary, between:the 14°012-ns 
and the Phoceans. The Krissxan plain, which is richly cultivated with 
corn, 'cotton, 'millet, Indian corn, and vines, and interspersed with 
olives,. is bounded on each side by barren-- hills. 	Towards: the end of 
the plain, to the left, a fine rocky promontory called Meli, , 	pro- , 

, 	. 
i B. 9. Zruzocrect crfparc. 	- 	0 	1- i 1 
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Sects frorti the, mountains, arid: narroWsthe vale,T.Our guides pointed 
out_ a, cavern, in 	the steepest part of; the rock.,,  in ; which they 
said therel ras :4 rnan: who hav-ing, entered it with the intention of 
stealing-honey, was converted into stone, where he still .remains. 
The _rook is designated by the name of Mai (honey), I conceived that 
there. might be:some ancient statue remaining in. that spot, and was 
janxious to ascend to: the cave; .but'as it was in- the steepest part of 
th.e:rock,.. it would have been: impossible to reach 41 and they told 
me that no one ihad: ever _seen the statue, _and that the Story,  was 
merely traditional. 	. 	.. 	- 	: 	' , 	_ . 	' 	: 	- 	: 	! 	, 

After crossing- _ the road which leads to the 'Scala;1  Or : port of 
Salvia, , and ascending the hill. (part of Parnassos) with !a modern 
paved. way, we arrived .at Krisso in two hours, - the-distance from 
&lona being about six miles. 	! 	1 , 	. , 

The Krissman plaint  extends from SalOria to the foot of Parnassus,,  
below Kastri, ,that is about twelve miles : it then dwindles into a 
narrow glen, which, -with -the Pleistos, separates Parnassos from 
Kirphis. 	Its general breadth appears-to be from a mile and a half to 
two miles; but near Krisso it widens considerably, extending to the 
gulph. 	It is singular that, although Spon went from Salona to 
Kastri, he mentions nothing :about Krissa.:  

We had a_letter, from Mr. Nicolas Strani, to the_ Bishop of Salina, 
who resides here ; we -passed the night in his house; and nothing 
could be more miserable :I He lives with all the simplicity of the priMi-
tive Christians ; there was nothing to eat, except rice and bad cheese; 
the,  wine was execrable, and so impregnated with rosin, that it almost 

gook the. skin from our lips! 	An opportunity however was 'now 
offered' us of seeing theTinterior Of ' a' Greek' holige, 'and -Of obSerViiig 

. 	_ 	. 
0 r, 	,i. 	 c 	, - 	a ' 	 : 

1 This term is generally given to trading ports in Greece. 	The Turkish word Iskeli has the 
same signification. 	 - 	- 	- 

s /Eschines, Plutarch, and others, call it the plain of Kirra; I have preferred following 
Homer.  and Strabo. 	j,1„',:1-, VI 15n43,71 	(., 	:1  

x2 
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some of the customs 'of the conntryi .Whielti akretctridu St told-interest-4.El 
ing. 	Before sitting,  .down. to7dinne6,  avwell-As.4ft6rwai4ds-if welad) 
to perform the ceremony of the- ei-pdvietrof,or (was-hi-4 blithe! lands_rv, 
a tin. bason, which the Turks nanie.,ievenii, ;is -brOughtiioundiOlalict. 
the company, the servant holding . it ;an , his left irm;.7whili-  iwitikhe , 
other hand, he pours water from a tin vessel,-  called,  by theTurksibiik, ,  
on, the hands of the washer, having a towel - thrown-.'overhis:shoUlder;, . 
to dry them with. • The 'towel' is called -IvicenTrAni -from the :ancient 
word 12C4A0140. • This ceremony is ,performed , not ,- only before; :and 
after meals, but is practised by . Greeks and -Turks': before' :coni. 
mencing their 'orations, , as ' it was, , -by • -the - '-ancients` before: they • 
sacrificed to the gods,1  -and on the arrival of a stranger at a,honse. 
The .bason was called AECtis,. and ,  not. pcgiavi707-0Y, p 	as some have sup- 
posed, the latter being the draught taken .=after dinner;,  whem-the 
niptrOn, or washing, was finished. 	 r .-. 	. , 

' 	3 	i 
Xspiiiaz2  fr cetapneoAg 7Te0X, EVEZEUE '0616OUTOS 	 I 	. :„:•.:1, 7 
Ktan, xpuo-Ein, uw-Ep an/up= XECItroc, 	 . 	.- ,..L 	',-;.Lf:.).i 

, IslitlfacrOas. 	 , ):" 	1 , c•( 175 

• , 	. . 	 i, , 	' 	• 	...L 

Several other authors mention the same custom. 	.0 ., 	..:,,. 
We dined at a round table of copper •tinned;..called,!in. the Turk.: 

ish language,: siny, supported upOn,  one • leg on column,: -liWtheJ(1 
monopodia of the ancients.3 	We. sat! on cushions placedThrv-the 

' 	. 	' 	• 	, 	1 	,:fT, 

' • - 
1 	 • 	- • 	I - - 	• 	i 	, 	-: 31 

1  Homer, Iliad, S. v.,171. q5Epree xEpan,  vatop,8tc. and,Iliad, 16. v. 230. 	1 ... 
2  Homer, Odyss. 4. v. 52. 

A maid the 	bason and the ewre ' 	7:i i 
To wash their hands over a caldron.  brings, 	

,_ Qin,r1 
' 	The caldron also was of .silver pure.-  - .' 

I have preferred the quaint translation of Hobbes,..to .that.a.-Pope,..a4 it• conve_ys_more.- 
accurately the sense of the original. 	 . 

c. 	6. 	 -i 	 • 	, 	,-,, i ,-;$:  , 	rr,lt11 3  Livy, b. 30:. 	 ' 
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fictommid.-..to.u* 61.remikotbbinksovconvenieirtlY,large' as thdt bf9thee 
Greeksi! wefifonadTthQgitatest difficulty-in-tucking-  our legs Tinder - 
usi, 'tovather'sitting lipon".themc. as- they do -with perfect ease. and ' 
pliabilitpiocSeyeral times I. was very near' falling back; and overturn- 
ingt.the -epi..4copal .table;: with.•all its zobd things. 	The Bishop in4A1 
sised upon my Greek servant sitting at table 'with us; and on 441,  
observing that it was •contrary to our custom, he answered, that' he 
could not bear - such ridiculous ,distinctions -in his house. 	It ,ritai 
with-difficulty} I obtained- the privilege of drinking- out of my. divff ,' 
glass, instead:  of out of the large goblet; the gumE cp*ixortiria,1  or. poen) --
lum,amicitiw, which, served for the whole party, and which had been 
whiskered by. the Bishop, and the rest of the company, for both-the- 
Greeks and Turks use only one glass at meals. 	 ,  
__The, Greeks .,seldOra• drink until they have- dined. 	Xenophonl 

mentions the same custom among- the ancients.- When the din- 
ner was finished, and -the xupovirrpov was performed, a draught of 
wine' was taken by each person, :and it was termed izeravirrpovi from 
being- taken after the niptron, or washing, was. over. • This' is' the 
explanation of Athenwus, and of many authors whom he cites. 
' 	After -dinner, strong thick coffee, without sugar, was handed 
round: the, cup, is not placed in- a- saucer, but in another clip- of 
metal;  :which- the..Tnrks call tad', and which defends the fingers froth 
being burnt ;-for the coffee is served up and drank as hot as possible. ' 
- I,  observed- at this place a custom -which- is prevalent through, 
out Greece, and which seems to be of ancient date : the houses 
have no bells, and- the-servants are - called by the master- clap-
ping his hands. - Pausanias,s in his description of a painting by 
Polygnotos,' says that: Paris' is represented ' clapping his hands to 
call Penthesilea,: who is seen in the picture. 

The Bishop is highly respected by the villagers, and receives their 
homage with becoming 'dignity:: 'after 'dinner, he sat. smoking his 

t 	-,t% 	, t 	,,,6 	• 	-- : 	.. ,W; 	1 4  , 	:1,11v 	i 	ti,1, 	 - 	.l 	 -  ,;. . 
• 

1  Dion Cassiusi b. 58: c. 3. 	2  Anab. b. 8. c: 3. 	0 i B.10'.,F. ; al.' 
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pipe upon a sofa,. and several of t ,thc eCkAn4y; ppopkgfunp•Liailo  poi, 
their respects: they knelt down to-) hini,_ touched the groolingtwitb, 
their forehead, and then kissed, his hand;(  :Plis ceremony .iA Almost 
as servile as 	the Chinese /Co, Toy,. 	, : , 	„ , 	,, , I , .: 	1. 	4 1., , 	. 	,; i.L...i 

The Bishop keeps a ,x4Xoyrceloi.  or ;good old :lady,ain i 4is JloUsd, 
who manages his domestic concerns.: such a person is ,frequently. 
found in the houses of the bishops, who, are :not I permitteCto 
marry., 	On my arrival at Krisso, ;this lady. happened . tor .be:  un-, 
well, and k was obliged to exert my, medical skill ; for they, have 
notion in Turkey that ,all Franks are more or Jess . acquainted .with 
the healing art ; and, although I pleaded my entire ignorance and, iur. 
experience, the Bishop, ,with great.simplicity, insisted on ;my,feeling 
her pulse, and giving her some of the physic from, my - medicine 
chest ; which,. he observed, must be, excellentr  from its, being: con- 
tained in such nice little bottles. 	 •J 	- 	; ' 	: 	- rt 	. .1: -1: ... 	. 	_ 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	, 	. 	.    

The next morning the Kalograia happened to be bater,:than 
usual .;, 	and. the. Bishop,, delighted ,with - the , success of ,the.-eurt, 
begged, of me  to give her another dose, to; prevent, her.; being; ill 
again. l'his Fequest of the. good Bishop, brought ,.,strongly to 
recollection ,a very similar demand Xancl probably founded Pithilie 
same kind j  of reasoning) which was made, some years,ago, Nat 
traveller in, the, Hebrides.. - This gentleman. having-  tuned, .a., piano. 
forte, . and • being about to quip that-country,. was,,earaestly en, 
treated,- , the same day that he had tuned it, to ,tune.- it, another 
time, as,if, with the notion that ,it would be. a, good thing for.the in, 
stairoent to have one tuning in store, beforehand. I A, proof Ittat.:* 
norance and simplicity are the same in all climates ! , .- , ' 	, , ,,, a - 

Krisso.  is governed by a Turkish Agha, and contains about one 
hundred and eighty houses ; it:seems ito have -diminished-con-gid-er4 
ably in modern times, as traces of houses and several ruineachurches 
are seen near the village._ 	ft contains;  ,no t   antiquities, kkcepthsome 
large scattered blocks of stone, and some fragmented -and illegible 
inscriptions. 

(1 	u 	•i 	— ') The" church of Agidi Saranta, of'FOrty"8aints.  a Short way out ,of 
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. 	. 

th4 village*Yetand40611.  thelatink ree an 	•'abrtipt-  and lofty precipice, 
arising-Iran -thei KriSSan,pliain ;:, the traces of walls are se& abont 
-the Isiagevutichrivhg Probably the i ancient Krissa. 	Strabol men- 
tions a tyrant of Krissa, called Daulibs, who he says, according to 
:EphOrosf, founded Metapontum, in .LtiCanid:  
i-udin obscurity prevails: amongst ancient authors, concerning the 
positions:of Ktissa2  and Kirta,,°1 Which the various opinions of Ith6 
moderns by no means tend to dissipate. :'Horner says nothing'abdut 
,Kirra-; but frequently mentions the Divine Krissa : in his Hymn tb 
Apollo,4  he says it was at the foot of the snowy Parnassos, and ptd- 
,duced kood vineyards ;: indeed, the mountain was sacred5  to BaCchus, 
as well as to other: divinities, owing no doubt-to the good wines made 
-cinits sunny sides.. 
I.: :The words' tilt* Irri)V ncterteraisio, and VITO rIcepvvroy, seem to itnply 
that. Krissa was situated at, or on the foot of Parnassos'; which 
agrees -withj the situation of Krisso. 	If Hornet was speaking- of 
Kirra 'under the name of Krissa, • as Pausanias6 	conceives, he- 
Would, in all probability,  have described it as being at the foot of 
'Mount Kirphis, which is the case, and not at the foot of Parnassus ; 
:and:as a poet, it is not likely he would have omitted the opportu—
nity afforded him, by the ;proximity of .Kirra to the sea, of intro-. 
'during 8011101Of -the fine-sounding epithets usually bestowed -by him 
on the. roaring:domain of Neptune. 	Pindar mentions Kirra, arid 
,Ktisa, but only poetically ; 'adapting them to his verse as synony-
mous for Delphi ': lie calls Parnassos KippoW fle'rpa, and 1Cpurcethe xocpc4. 

He says9  that Megacles gained two victories at • Kirra, meaning 
Delphi :" he is guilty of the same liberty, in many places,. respect-. 

• . 
"'=4  D. 8,1 p.'265.. 	2  Some authors write it with'the single s. as Pindir. 	' 
i r ,  3  Lucan writes-it Cyrrha, and. Ptolemy Kvppci . 	 4  V. 269, 282. 438., 
l : t$, Lucan, Pharsal.. b. 3: v. 73. 	 6  B. 10. c. 37. 	7  Pyth. Od. 10..  

a Pyth.- Od. 5. 	- 	 9 Pyth. Od. 7. 
" Lucan, Civ. Bell. b. 5. v. 136, has •used•the same poetical licence; and Statius Theb. 

b. B. v. 608. and Seneca Ilercul. Oet. v. 92. 
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ing Pisa -and Olympia ; -and: this is the manner in which poets, but 
too often, throw'history and:geography into confusion. • ' i 

Krissa was destroyed in the 'first sacred,war, and it was probably 
a long time before it was rebuilt;  as it is not mentioned by Eschines, 
who lived full three centuries after that event. 	Hel mentions . the 
celebrated port and plain ;of .Kirra. 	Strabo! makes-,Krissa and 
Kirra two.  different - towns, but places them both near the sea ; he 
says they were destroyed in the sacred wars.: 	Pliny,s.Ptolemy; and 
Diceearchus,4  'also make them . separate places ; 	but Pausanias is 
of a contrary opinion. 

As to the 'situation of Kirra, there seems no difficulty ;Eschines, 
Strabo, and Pausanias, . all agree that it was near the•sea ; and the 
geographer says it was at the foot of Mount Kirphis : _the only differ-. 
ence ,is respecting the distance. 	Strabo makes it eighty.siadia frbm 
Delphi; and Pausanias only sixty, adding, that it is the port : of 
Delphi, and that the Pleistos runs through_it.• 	Suidas reduces- the 
distance .to thirty stadia. 	This difficulty however may be easily 
removed : there were , no doubt, anciently, two -  roads from Delphi 
to Kirra as there. are at present ; the longest • and the best is , by 
descending the mountain a little . way to .the east of Krissa ; the 
shortest, which Pausanias used in his computation, is by descending, 
straight 'from Delphi, crossing the Pleistos, and keeping along the 
west foot of Kirphis : by this road the remains of Kirra are reached 
in two hours. 	I did not visit the ruins; but I was assured that the 
walls and some of the towers of the city remain, as well as a.large 
mole built in the sea.5  

It is probable that Kirra, owing to its good port and. advad-
tageous situation, survived long after Krissa ; which after the ruin of 
Phocis, probably mingled its population with that of Delphi. 

There is a fine view from the, church of ,Forty Saints, command- 

1  ro rappatov covoilacr,uwov IrE&ovs Kat Xiiinv. 	Orat. against Ktesiphon. 
• g B. 9. p.416, 	 8  Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. S. 	. ' ' 	4  Stat. Grwc. 

)5  The present name of the ruins of Kirra is NeropegRcli (the dry fountain). 
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ing..,  the 'distaniTmouritains-- 'of- Achaia, and the intervening gulph, 
with thee village-and -ports ' of Galaxidi, the town of Salina, and the 
whole of the Krisszean plain, with -the Pleistos winding its way 
through fields and olive groves,-  by the foot of Kirphis and the ruins 
of Kirra. 	 . 

With considerable difficulty, and some danger, I descended the steep 
precipice on which the church stands, and being arrived in the plain,. 
I observed that the Pleistos was cut into. many ditches, in order to 
supply the olive plantations with water. 	Anciently this plain wast 
left in an uncultivated state; and Pausanias,1  with his usual credulity, 
observes, that trees never throve well there. At present,. the krisswan 
plain flourishes more, even under the yoke of the Turk, than formerly 
under that of Apollo : it is better cultivated than most parts of Greece, 
and the olive trees arrive at a very large size, and to a great. degree 
of perfection. • 	 , 	. 	 . 

Sophocles in his Electra calls the Krisswan plain Couveyha aura; and 
Strabo2  gives it the epithetof ur)‘ceitcoy.. 	No ,spot in Greece can well 
possess more historical interest ; it was the cause of much, blood-
shed and animosity amongst the different states of this country; of 
the destruction of the happy Krisswan republic 	the taking of the 
powerful capital,  of Locris ; and finally, .of the total subjugation of 
the Greeks by Philip of Macedon ; who, being appointed general by 
the z Am phictyoris; to conduct the third sacred war, gained that su-
periority and .ascendancy over the minds of the Greeks, which ulti- 
mately led to their destruction, as an independent, people. 	, 

• . 
' 1 B. io. c. 47, 	2  B. g. p..418: 	. 3  eva ado',  . Homer's Hymn to Apollo, v. 438. 

_ 
, 	! 	I. 	- 	 , • , 

; 	, 	, 	. 	• 	 . 

• . 	 , 

. 	F 	dr. 	- 	, 	d 	i 	 . 
V OL. I.  

   
  



CHAPTER VI. 
. 

From Krisso to Kastri—sepulchral chambers. Situation of Delphi-Kastriotes—Kastatiati spring. The 
rocks Phaidriades. 	Temple of Apollo. 	The prophetic or oracular. cavern. 	The . serpent Pytho. 
Stadium. Convent of the Kalogeroi—ruins near it. Detached masses of rock. The cave of Sybaris on 

. Mount Kirphis—river Pleistos. 	The vale of Delphi, and situation or the ancient tam. &Ito. 
Coins of Delphi. 

 

• TO 	KA STRI-DELlilli. 

WE.  found some difficulty in procuring horses to convey us to Kastri ; 
the 'people charged us an enormous price, and the bishop did not. in-
terfere to prevent the imposition : but a -timely visit which we re-
ceived from the Agha, settled matters in a moment. . When I made 
my complaint, he told the bishop, that if they attempted to impose 
upon me, he would oblige them to take nee for nothing. On this, the 
holy prelate with one word brought. them to reason ; which however 
he would not have done without the seasonable interposition of the 
Turk. 	 . 

We quitted KrissO on the 28th, having Parnassos on the left, and 
Kirphis on the right. 

About half way, a vast precipice renders the approach to the far-
famed Delphi awfully grand, and strikingly picturesque. 

On the left.of the road we came to a rock, which contains several 
sepulchral chambers cut in the solid mass : their entrances are in the 
form of round arches ; some of them contain three sarcophagi, each 
under a round niche: they have all been opened, and the covers are 
broken : these sarcophagi form but one mass with the rock. 	Some 
large fragments in the vicinity hate.  been thrown down, probably by 
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earthquakes, and the sepulchres which were in them. have been rent 
asunder. 

One of the tombs is in an insulated mass close to the road. 	This 
,is the kind of sepulchre called by the ancients ErnAcosov, or Keznrroy. 
They are seen at Athens, Haliartos, Thisbe, Amphissa, Demetrias, 
and other parts of Greece: 	,,  

The island of Cerigol possesses one, with two contiguous sarcophagi 
under the same arch ; they are common in Persia, Egypt, and the 
Grecian colonies of Asia Minor, and of Italy. 	I have seen them 
near Rome, Tivoli,2  Palestrina,8  Valmontoni,4  Isola Farnese,5  and Cer-
vetri.6  ' - There are some magnificent ones near Corneto,7  about twelve 
miles from Civita Vecchia, adorned with sculpture and paintings ; 
and lately others, of a still larger proportion, have been discovered on 
the side of a deserted mountain, about six miles from Viterbo, in the 
Roman state, with Etruscan inscriptions in large letters, over the 
entrances. 

They are likewise common 'in Sicily ; particularly at Syracuse, 
where . they compose an entire street. 	Lanzi8  and Zoega9  seem. to 
have mistaken the Hypogaia for the Spelaia. 

A few yards from the abovementioned sepulchres are the traces 
of the walls of Delphi, and of one of the gates, composed of a mass 
of small stones closely united by cement, which was probably coated 
with hewn blocks, some of which are dispersed in the vicinity. This 
style of construction is the Emplecton of Vitruvius. 

Justinl° says that Delphi had no walls, but was defended by its pre-
cipices. Strabo11  gives it a circuit of sixteen stadia; and Pausanias12  
calls it zroNtc, which seems to imply, that it was walled like other 
cities. 	In earlier times it was perhaps, like Olympia, defended by 

I The ancient Cythera. See Mons. Castellan's Tour in Greece, published in 1808. 	Paris. 
2  The ancient Tibur. 	3 Pmneste. 	4  Unknown. 	5  Supposed to be Veii. 

,6  AgTlla or Caire. 	 7  Tarquinii. 	 8  Saggio di lingua Etrusca. 
9  See his work on Obelisks. 	10  B. 24. c. 6. 	n B. 9. p. 418. 	12 B. 10. 
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the _sanctity, of its, pracle, r. and,the presence, ,of :its:god , iwhieh teing 
found not to afford sufficient protection against the enterpiises, of the 
profane, it was probably fortified,: and became a' regular citrafter 
the predatory incursions of the Phocians, 	The walls may p:however 

• be coeval with the foundation'of the: city itself ,; their high antiquity 
is not disproved by the use of mortar in the construction. 	Some of 
the Egyptian pyramids are built in a similar manner,' as well as the 
walls of Babylon. 

The road in this part is . extremely narrow'; a precipice is ,over= 
looked on the right hand, and a rock, rises on the left. 	There 
can be no doubt this is the spot described by Livy,2  where some 
Macedonians, by orders of Perseus, way-laid and attempted to 
destroy Eumenes, king of Pergamos. 	The words of the histbrian 
add so much interest to the identity of the spot, that I have cow- 
ceived it necessary to give them at full length. 	He describes the 
journey of Eumenes from Cirrha to Delphi, where he intended visit-
ing the oracle :—" Ascendentibus ad templum -a •Cirrha,. priusquam 

_ perveniretur ad frequentia aedificiis loca, maceria erat ab lva semitw 
paullum extans a fundamento, qua singuli transirent. 	Deitra pars 
labe terse in aliquantum altitudinis diruta erat. 	Post maceriam Se 
abdiderunt, gradibus adstructis, ut ex ea, velut e muro, tela in prx- 
tereuntem conjicerent. 	Primo a mari circumfuse turba amicorum 

1  Hamilton's Egyptiaca. 	 ° B. 42. c. 15. . 	. 
Translation of Note 2. 

As you ascend the rising ground which leads to the temple in the road from Cirrha, and be- 
fore you reach the spot which is covered with buildings, you find a wall rising a little above 
the foundation on the left of the path, where only a single individual can pass at a time.: 	On 
the right the ground had given way to a considerable height. 	The assassins concealed them- 
selves on steps behind the wall, from which they could take aim at the monarch as he passed. 
His friends and guards proceeded in a scattered assemblage from the sea-shore, till the ap-
proaching precipices gradually compressed them into a closer line. When they reached the part 
which afforded space sufficient for only one person at a time, Pantaleon, Prince of JEtolia, 
who was conversing with the king, first entered the defile. 	The assassins rising from their am- 
bush, instantly rolled two great stones down upon the king; one of which struck him 4,6 the 
head, and the other on the shoulder, scr that he- fell senseless on the grOund. 
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ac i satellitinn, pros-eddbat-,t I deincle 'extenuabant paullatim - angustiaa 
agmeri.t. ?fJhi.nxi, etimidocum,ventuin -est; ,qua singulis eundum erat; 
prin, semitam ingressus PantaledniEtalix Princeps;  cum quo in,  
stitutus regi sermo erati 	Tura inddiatores exorti saxa duo ingentia 
devolvuni, quorum altero caput, ictum est regi, altero humerus s-o- 
pitus,' &c. 	- 	 . 	 , 	I  . 
- In about two hours, we arrived at the village of Kastri. 	The tom= 

puted distance from Salina to Krisso is two hours, and from the 
latter to Kastri as much more, answering to about one hundred and 
twenty stadia, which, Pausaniasi makes it from Amphissa to Delphi. 
It. is remarkable, that /Eschines2  makes it only half that distance, 
which is evidently a mistake, in which he. has been followed by 
Barthelemy.3 	The approach to- this singular spot is ; exceedingly 
striking ; and when its gods, its temples, and all the objects of its 
superstition were in full power and splendour, it must have im- 
pressed the beholder with religious awe. 	• , 

We. went .to  the house of the papas of Kastri, to whom the Bishop 
of Sabina had given-us a letter; which, from its simple and laconic 
style; I have thought worth inserting, to give an idea of the common 
Greek epistolary writing. 

rj 	_N 	T. 	^ . 	‘ 	A pscrovre 71Z7T04 ,1J 	IWO* 	GI 	U . euXcc 	 e 	n 	E zotwoc. ocUroi; kX 0IPTC‘l or TraeovrEc Era- 

eo, !An' iAli, ical bout/ vc, 	o-sercuio-ouv. sou OeXess  zoos  irerroivOti gri evecs o;v9r4- 

'7T01771.4177:660i Ital 6U7lEVOK. ac 41.4,07; avoct crucrrty.tivol a7r0 7'011 X0110-0X0V Eraiel21/ XCG 

;x0ca ciIrci voir foo. Toiiira. scc4 i Troi 4/..c.c:'n, $6764 A cro. 	- 

cou?oucp,ou 

. 	 Eu2d7jvc crow. 	• 

Wit holy Papas, Mr. John, we give you our benediction. These 
EngliSlx :milordst have come here ; they. are going to travel. You will 
rocelyo-them well, for they are men both honourable and noble. They 

_ t 	. 
. 13,„,lores  s$, 	,., -- 	2  Orat.- against Klesiphon. 	3 Voyage d'Anacharsis. 

, „This word in Turkey is synonymous for travellers. 
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are-recommended' to' us by' the Efig/iSh1Conini,'-'ind•- they tite come 
from Patra. 	That 'is .all we hare ' 'to `say;' 4d'otir benediction" be 
with you. 

February.  
Your Benedictor. 

No situation can Well surpass the'  pproach to Delphi.1 	Its grand 
'arid' theatrical appearance, Combined With its ancient celebrity, its 
mouldering ruins, and 'its fallen' 'state, 'form such extreme contrasts, 
that it is difficult to decide whether More regret is excited by, its 
departed splendour; Or more satisfaCtion felt in still beholding Some 
remains of its former magnificence. 	r" Prorsds ut incertiim sit 
-utrum munimentum loci, an inajestas Dei plus hic admiratiOnis 
habeat ?"2 	The very locality breathed the presence of Apbllo. 	• ' 

The first objects which attract the 'attention are the vast pre-
cipices of Parnassos, which rise nearly in perpendicular majesty, 
behind the humble Cottages of Kastri,  and form the two noble 
points celebrated in antiquity. 	The vale is circular and deep, and 
surrounded by the rough and barren rocks of Parnassos and Kir-
phis, by which it seems excluded from the rest Of the world.— 
Part of the vale is planted with olives and mulberry trees, and the 
corn grows on the terraces which were raised by the Delphians for 
the security of their temples and their habitations, which could 
not otherwise have been - supported, against- the rapidity of the 
descent. 	 . 

The inhabitants of this valley exhibit a people in a state of more 
inartificial and -simple existence than any I have before seen : in-
deed, they have little to do out of their own valley .; and their 
poverty, while it keeps them at home, affords no induceMent for the 

+ 	lo 

1  Francklin and some others write it Delphos; I know not with what authority. 	Sep Dr. 
Bentley's Preface, p. 90,•Dissertation on the .Bpistles of Phalaris. 

2  Justin, b. .24. c. 6. 	 , , 
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intrusion of the, Turks,. 	They .are however , governed by, an ,Agha*  
who bears a good character amongst them. 	 i 

Our arrival excited the eager curiosity of the Kastriotes 4 they 
crowded into our cottage, where every thing we had was an matter of 
astonishnient ! 	They were so much pleased with our sugar that every 
one begged a little bit ; and it is difficult to describe, the surprise 
which. they manisfeted, when they saw me use Indian rubber, to 
efface some. pencil lines.. 	The, grown-up, persons.. stared at each 

. other, and observed,. that I was a " roXureturrigog captaroc :" the children 
ran away, ,and said I was the devil. 

The Kastriote women. are distinguished by Ltheir native .beauty; 
and their unadorned elegance. 	To fine figures they unite.handsome 
profiles, good teeth, and large black ,eyes.. 	We went one day to a 
cottage to inquire for coins ; and,. making the woman of the house 
a compliment on her good looks, she seemed highly pleased, and said, 
she had, been handsome, when: young, but that it was now her sun-
set ; that however, she had five daughters,. all as handsome as she had 
been, and whom she would shew us, if. we would dance at her cot- 
tage the next day. 	During our conversation, two of her daughters 
came in, with large pitchers on their heads, with water from the 
Kastalian spring, and convinced us that she had spoken truth. 

It gave us pleasure to find • that most of the poor inhabitants of 
Kastri could read and write, and could. also speak both. the Greek 
and the, Albanian, or Arbanitic languages :. although Greece in 
general is in a state of ignorance, several parts of Great. Britain, as 
well as of other civilized and enlightened countries, are in the same 
situation; but the mind is more forcibly struck in the former case, by 
the contrast between its ancient and its present state.. 	When Greece 
monopolized the learning of the world,. our island was in a state of 

. barbarism : at present: the case is reversed.; . Apollo, and the Muses, 
have fled from Greece to Hyperborean climes, and England • is the 
favoured seat of useful knowledge and elegant erudition. 	Yet Kas- 
tri has its school, although the famous island of Iona, the boast of 
Scotland, in her better days, and the seat of learning and religion, 
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has not even a .school, 	nor.one...single"person -7cirlice.'cati Tread- 'or 
write! 	 , 	,, 	, 	4 , , 	: 	, 	. 	, 	—ig 	'.:,.1...;',. 	1: .1-1, 	.!`1, 
• I ,have. made this digression for the, purpose of aindeteiving those 

who.imagine that the modern Greeks in generaLareiminersed in the 
deepest ignorance, and that the poorest ' inhabitants of ,the'remoter 
parts of Great Britain are superior to them; both in understanding 
and education. 	The ;Greeks however are as far our; superiors in 
native genius,. quickness of perception, and 'natural intellect; as we 
are superior to the Icelanders and Laplander's ! But education has 
extricated us from our natural darkness, as the want of it, has 
plunged the Greeks into an obscurity ill-suiting their natural genius. 
But happily:learning is reviving, and. beginning again.  to take root 
in its native soil ; where, if . properly cultivated, it will again flou-
rish ; but will probably never rear its head so high as in the days ,of 
its power and independence. 	The fostering hand of an English 
noblemani has for many years been highly instrumental in the pro-
pagation of knowledge in different parts of Greece ; and the wealthy 
Greeks themselves, of Constantinople and Joannina; have esta-
blished several useful plans for the introduction of their ancient,an- 
thors, and of the Hellenic language. 	But a country which has 
once .entirely fallen, 	and like Greece, has for several centuries 
ceased almost to be a nation, seldom, or never,.reassumes: its an- 
cient rank; or recovers its former glory. 	Greece however has,fOr 
some years been making sensible advances in knowledge, in civiliza, 
tion, in commerce, and in opulence ; and notwithstanding its -pre-
sent inauspicious circumstances, it may perhaps emerge' from the 
despotism by which it is oppressed, ' and again become one of :the 
brightest luminaries of Europe.  

The,village of Kastri consists of ninety cottages ; the inhabitants. 
are Arnauts, and have the same costume as the Galaxidiotes : the 

. 	1 

4 	 , 	 , 	4 .t 	' 	 A 	,k,. 	it 

The Earl of Gtiildford. 
4 	,. 	. 	4 
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poorer - people live in,  cottages ,which•consist of-only. one long room. 
The wealthier, and amongst them the papas, have houses with two 
roomsraised. on -a second floor;  the lower part being divided into a 
stable, cow-house, and cellar. 	'The cold was extremely piercing, 
and, the hOuse which. we occupied had neither chininey nor glass• to 
the windows ; the smoke- was so•painful to our eyes, that in spite of 
the inclemency of the weather, we were obliged to keep the shut-
ters open ; but the people of-the house were,  so inured to this nui., 
sance, that they beheld our fastidiousness with a contemptuous 
smile. 	 - 	 • 

The papas has a wife, three sons, and a daughter; the eldest sori, 
a Short time before our arrival, -married a fine girl of the ,village : 
she paid us 'a visit, and, on entering the room, made some very low 
bows,: and kissed our hands ; she then kissed her own hand, with 
Which she touched our hands, at the same time saying, ices rponcuveo. 
A salutation of this kind denotes the greatest respect ; it is prac-
tised in the mountainous parts of Italy, and is an ancient custom.' 
She repeated her salutations so frequently, that I was induced to ,ask 
if there.was any- particular reason for it, and was informed, by the 
papas, that it was the. . common ceremonial which newly-married 
*omen practised towards strangers who came to their, house, and 
which it would be deemed irreligious and inhospitable to neglect. 
The young husband also welcomed us• with great good nature arid 
native politeness. 

The most curious part of the menage, but not the most agreeable to 
us, was the‘mariner in which we passed the night : the second room 
being full of olives and sacks of corn, we all slept in the same 

1  See. the Octavius of M. Minucius • Felix. 	The word rporncvvol is at present used in 
Greece in its primitive signification, meaning the same as the adoration of the Latins, which 
was kissing the hand in token of respect; but as it was generally practised before the statues 
of the gods, both the Greek and the Latin words, losing their original meaning, became syno- 
nymous for worshipping. 	We find in Minucius Felix that Cmcilitts, seeing the statue of 
Serapis, kissed his hand according to the cominon superstition. 	44  Ccilius, simulacro Sera- 
pidis denotato, ut vulgus superstitiosus solet,manum on admovens, osculum labiis pressit." 

VOL. I. 	 Z 
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chamber; the papas and ,his ,family occupied oneep,c1 4c;* pprp, 
and we took the other, part; they slept upon matsrswed:tipOn. the 
floor, and to make up for the deficiency of blankets,, :kept their 
clothes on; the papas and his wife the papadia occupied one.mati 
the new-married couple another ; and the rest of the family lay=  scat, 
tered in different parts of the room. 	Their curiosity was very great 
to see us go to bed; indeed it was reciprocal; and if we were sur-
prised at seeing them sleep with their clothes on, they, were still 
more, so at seeing us undress! 	• 	, 	 . 

A circumstance occurred, which, though trifling in itself, is, men, 
tioned in this place `as strongly characteristic of the simple and pas-
toral habits of 'these poor , people : the cow of the papas.having 
recently calved, and the weather being extremely cold, the calf was 
brought up every night, And slept by, the fire-side, with the rest of 
the family. " Et pecus, et Dominos, communis clauserat umbra;'_ 
or, as one' of our poets expresses it, " Shelter at once for Elan and 
beast supplied." 	 .. 

We here noticed a custom which is prevalent throughout ..the 
,greater part of Italy, and is probably of ancient date : the.  erson who, 
after sun-set, brought the light into the room, wished the cowpany 
good evening ; and the same salutation was returned by them all, 
frequently repeating the words " wan wirEpoc." 	 , 	, 

This celebrated oracle and city was indiscriminately called PythO, 
_Python, Pythia, and Delphi. 	Pindar poetically uses the words Krisa 
and Kirra for Delphi. 	The latter is never mentioned by Horner, 
but only Pytho. - Delphi was the common name in the time .o,t* 
Strabo and, Pausanias ; but .IEschylus, Pindar,,and most of the,anci- 
ent poets, call it Pytho. 	Euripides2  calls it poetically nuOix FErfa, 

and rplegacey axporra.ic ; 	Theocritus3  4E)9 	werpa. 	Ptolemy4  errs 'in 
making Pythia and Delphi separate places; he has nevertheless 
been followed by Cluverius, Gerbellius, and, others. 	The. firstspot 

.1 Juvenal, Sat.,6. v. 4. 	• 	2  Ian. v. 5:50. Orest. v. 1094, 	' ' 
. 	3  Epig. 1. 	v. .4. 	 4  B. 3'. p. 81., 	- 
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arikingSi tile! iliii1S of Delphi; which. 'attracted our attention, *a§ -the 
Kastatianibipiiiig,t- the interest of which is increased by its ancient 
faille, And its-rOmAntic2  sitnation. ' This inspired2  and inspiring stream 
is a few hundred yards out of the village, towards the east, at the base 
Of the ,tremendous' precipices Of Parnassos ; . the two celebrated rocks, 
the Phdriades,3  rise almost' perpendicularly above the fountain, 
diViding.  into . the two points of - Naupleia and Hyampeia, which 
were sacred to Bacchus And to Apollo. ' S.itcrifices also were offered 
to Bacchus on the summit of the mountain f 4  in Vertice stimmo," 
as we see in Catullus.4 	Pausaniass' says the same thing, and men- 
tions the difficulty of ascent from the Corycian cave. 

Parnassos was called Biceps from the Phdriades, and not from 
the summit of the mountain, which is divided into many points, and 
is. not visible from Delphi. 	There are however three pointed ,rocks 
rising from Delphi ; the lowest is to the. west of the Phzedriades : 
it did not escape the observation of the ancients ; and, on an 
unique copper coin, which I found at this place, Parnassos‘ is 
represented with its three points. 	The Delphians used to throw 
from ' Hyampeia-  those who were obnoxious to their god s  but 
after the unjust punishment of itsop,7  the point Naupleia was used 
,for that purpose. 	The former is probably that which rises above the 
spring ; the latter is more to the west. 	The chasm, or fissure, by 
which they are' separated, is not more than five or six yards in 
'breadth : I climbed up the rocks by some ancient steps which are 
cut into it, and which lead, to a small platform in the chasm.between 
the Phzedriades. 	Those who were burled from the rock Hyampeia, 
owing to the unevenness of the precipice, probably sometimes fell 
pp-on this spot ; and the steps were perhaps made for the purpose of 

* kfiv*  i-71c  KacrraXtae, Strabo. 	Thep riffs KaaraXtas, Pausan. 
" 	'Isg III•Hc ;uavreictis, Lucian. Jupiter Tragced. 

, 
3  411/44 tci4u 7rtrpat. Diodor. Sic. b. 16. c. 28. 	 4  Carm. 63. v. 590. 
s B. 10. c..52. 	. 	6  Euripid. Ion. v. 1222, and 1268. 	Lucian. Phalaris prior. 
7  Plutarch 11` its qui tarde•a"Mimine 'corripluntur. 	Thi's event happened about five hundred 

and sixty years before Christ. 
z2 
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removing the bodies,of ,those w-11,6-ibaftif4.1.1011 tki.,rej;g4119fcrgivthigo 
the coup de grace to 'those who had not been killedr,t131A0,14Jhr;asitkA 
Romans did to those who happened,to Aurvive,their-TrOjectionfft'n 

. . rock.)  	,.' 	I 	';,,, 	i 	;‘,'T 	'',)':; 	,i the Tarpeian 	 ;:c_ -,'lr :o 	.$2, /,ì 	ri;. E vd 
This kind of punishment,is of the most ancient- datO, And, WAS proba4,,s 

blx customary all over Greece. 	The 4.thenian•13arathroni  the ;$pa,t.:, f  
tan,Qeada, and the Leucadian promontory, are,well known examples1 
, The Kastalian spring is clear, ,and forms :an excellent, beverage; 

but "I confess that its waters produced none of, those effects uPon:t 
me, which were felt by travellers of more lively imaginations; oit 
more tender stomachs, than myself. 	. 	i 	' 	.. 	' : 	1: 	, 

" Nil turn Castalix rivis cOmmunibus undm 	,..' 	,,,, 
Dissitniles--2'1 	 , 	. 	,;n;i . 	, 	— 

Dr. Spon, it seems, 'was converted into a poet by its drangliift  
while, 	in 	Dr. 	Chandler ' (a far 	more 'credible fact), 'it ' niatif i  
fested its effects in 'a stomach-ache and a'  shivering' fit? 1 .But if' 
similar results were the uniform product of the' KastaIian spring,' we 
might expect to find all the inhabitants of Kastri partietilarly-  lia.' bie 

d 	"... to frigid shiverings, or poetic ecstacies. . 	' 	 1 	_c 	.icia  
The water which oozes from the rock, was in ancient times' intro-

duced into a hollow .square, where it was retained for the' use of iiga  
Pythia and the oracular priests. 	Some steps that -are Ctit'in lice' 
rock formed a descent to this bath. 	The face and sides of414;i:J'71  
cipice, which inclose the spring, have been Cut 'and 'ilattetied':--iit  
was no doubt anciently covered hi'; for jit •Cannot Well be imagined' 

' ' ''7,ElitT that the Pythoness laved her holy.  limbs iri open da," P.A 
cular niche, which' was probably designed for a statue;' is 'Cut indi  
the face of the rock : a small arch and passage is seen'on' the vies-M:i0 
side a little above the usual level of the spring :- this waS in.  adefTOd:  
let off the superfluous water. 	At the' opposite side is ':the didilnilit7 
tive chapel of Saint John, which seems to have bee&Catir"i'v6dliV 

-. 	• 	,. 	• 	- 	, 	, 	, 	,, 	... 	, 	.:.i 	,; 	:. 	tic., 	i 	Z . ' 	7,7 	. 	4 1 " i. 	.A-.1;., 	s. LI.  

'1 	,.Uc1j4P 4$ ,§e4C17P°P41S10-194°r4 AM/A )11.1P,AX.01017. 2Z1:Q1.1,, Ilde fpriasio 
2.  Euripid. Ion. v. 94. 	 entisglubm 
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order iAOlfelltibiCtithil tiiiiitlph4-3dfothb 	'1`b-4,.'osix4th 	'ddorliiiiii PO? 
AVOlto agfithd Mils& 1 i i A 113`) '1 iro r i i;,1 , • ' 1  '• 	- • . ' • 	• : , • 	: c, , i....-,.1 .,, _,-1 

r,Tiib fotintiiii is) Oriibinented !iii thi 'peiid all t .1- 3-7, and overshadaeil 
by a large fig-  tree, the roots of which have 'penetrated the fissures'' _ 
ofythe roek,; ,whileilts` wide-40reddirig 'brandies• throw a Cbol 'arid 
refreshing gi0OfiliOt;er' ;this. interesting Spot. 	'At the :front 'ortli ct  
spring we were 'gratified. by theSight Of a majestic plane tree, r.7.th4€4  
nearly defends it from •the rays of the sun,. which shines on -if'onty: a 
few,hours in the •day: ) Homer, irfhis Hyinn to:Apollo, mentiohs the 
fount•Delphousa•at_this place; probably-meaning the,Kastalfah. '"1, P  

Above the Phaedriades is a plain,• arid a small 'lake, the •waters-''of` 
which enter a. ktitabothron, or. chasm ; and. it is probably from this 
that the Kastalian spring is supplied.. 	The superfluous water, after 
trickling amongst, the rocks, crosses the. road, and enters .a. modern 
fount, 	which it makes ar. quick descent • to the bottom of ,the, . 
valley • through a• narrow and_ rocky glen, fringed with olive and ma- ; 
berry trees, when it joins ,the little river ?leistos, and, enters the sea , 
nearthe ruins of -Kirra. - While.we ;were at Delphi,,. the Kastaliap • 
spring was flowing in a copious stream,. and formed several small,  - 
cascades 	the appearance of which was highly picturesque., The 
sid-es.of the fountain were covered with. fine water-cresses :, I gatherPcli 
some for,dinner, which. the poor •people observing, asked if they'14   
were,medicinal ; and when 1 explained to .them .how they 'were to 
lco ,eaten, they communicated the .discovery. to the others; and: the:  
nc4.t,,porping, I met  a party of the villagers .returning from .the,• 
spring,..i. , each with a provision of .the newly-discovered vegetable-;" 
they ,thanked me for  the information I had given them.;;, and, 
pointing, to.their presses, told , me they should for the future, give' 
them. tIIlei pame (ppconcoxppTp, or the Frank's Herb. 	The poorer Greeks,,.  
paqi9parly, ithose who live. far.  from the sea, have so little to, eat,.; 
during ttiicir,,,long.,and ,i..igorous.,fasts,I. that the discovery of a 'new A 

1  The Greeks haie one hundred' and ninety-one fast-days in the,  year ; but devout people 
observe still morg.'• •TrtifellerOiek .Perholiii ihd icliildreti,•nre exemPt,'bUt many refuse any 
indulgence. 	 4.,; 	, 	'CA 	J^4 Iv 
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vegetable, which they did not "knbw was 'palafable Or' W;holessoine, 
was a circumstance of some importance to them. 	- ' 

The next spot which I was impatient to visit was :the tempi& of 
Apollo, at least the site of it ;" for the remains of this celebrated 
edifice have vanished like a drealn, leaving not a trace behind. 

It was in' the upper part of the town,1  'and near a magnificent 
theatre, which indeed was Within its peribolos. 	The Grecian the- 
atres are generally hewn out of the solid rock, and are therefore the -
most indestructible 'of ancient Monuments ; I had reason to hope I 
should find it, and that it would lead to the discovery of the temple 
but I was disappointed ; as I could not discover any positive traces 
of either one or the other. 	It appears that the far-fained temple of 
Apollo must be sought for under the humble cottages of Kastri, as 
the whole village probably stands.within its ancient peribolos.'  

Pausanias says, that the temple contains a very large space, where" 
several roads meet ; and that a fountain, called Kassotis, passes under 
ground in a secret part of it ; I therefore directed my steps towards 
the rocks of Parnassos, in search of the fountain, and soon came 
to a small stream, running towards the village. , I was not re-
rnisS in exploring its source, 'which is situated near a large mass of 
rock, and several vestiges of antiquity are scattered around.. At 
this: spot the Turks have constructed a fountain, with a Cistern,' for 
the purpose of collecting the waters, to which the washerwomen of 
Kastri habitually resort. 	The adjacent ground exhibiti'some scat- 
tered blocks of considerable magnitude, which render it probable 
that the fountain was once sumptuously adorned. 	It is at present 
called Kerna. 	A little above it are some ancient foundations;  'per- 
haps the Lesche, which contained the paintings , Of Polygnotos. 	' 
,. The stream which issues from the spring, runs towards the middle 
of the village ; where ,it loses_itself, 	imperceptibly, near.the Aglmi p 
house. 	There are several _remains about this spot ;, and irr die :Iowa 
part of this and some adjoining houses, are some fluted marble 
frusta, of the Doric order,' and of large dimensions. " . .i 	„r A--,:,  r 

1  Pausan. b. 10. c. 32. 
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.., 

 

Some veyyilong. inscriptions are also still left on the walls;) which 
form. part of his granary, and which almost cover one side of a neigh-
bouring cow-house.. The proprietor turned out the cattle, and gave 
me a light, which enabled me to copy a Greek and Latin inscription ; 
and as only a part• of it has been published, it will be inserted in the 
Appendix. It was however in so mutilated a state, besides being in 
an' inverted position, that I copied it with the greatest difficulty. 

. Near the same place, is a fine inscription, on a block of white 
marble, of which I was enabled to decipher the greater part, though 
it has been much defaced. 	In this, as well as in. some other inscrip, 
Lions, the word Ieromnemon frequently occurs. 	. 	) 

Del phi, .froin its central.  situation, was fixed 'upon for the vernal 
meeting of the Amphictyons, 1 and for the congress . of the. ambas-
sadors ; or in other words, the Pylagoras and Ieromnemon, which 
each independent Grecian state sent_to-support its civil and religious 
interests. 	- 	. 	. 
,... The wealth of Delphi was 'proverbial even in the time of Homer:2  

The Phocians plundered the temple of money to the amount ofnear 
amillion sterling;.  an enormous sum in those days ! 	Xerxes thought 
it not unworthy of his notice ; but the power of the god frustrated 
his attempts 	Brennus was equally unsuccessful ; but Syne made 
himself .master of its treasure ; and notwithstanding the numerous 
depredations to whichit had been exposed, according to Pliny,' there.  

1  Dr. Clarke in the sixth chapter of the fourth volume of his Travels, has published the 
first six lines of the Latin inscitption, but he says, " that when he found what the fatigue 
would be of making an exact copy of the whole, he had not the courage to attempt it."—Both 
the Greek and the Latin inscriptions seem to have been made in the time of one of the Roman 
emperors, whose name is not hOwever seen upon them. 	They are decrees relative to boun- 
daries On the Latin inscription Ciriba and Anticyra are mentioned. 	On the same slab is 
another Greek inscription in very minute characters, the greater part of which is under ground ;' 
they merit a full investigation, and it is hoped that future travellers will supply the deficiency 
of those, who have gone before them. 

2  Strabo, b. 9. p, 49.0. 	. 	, 	 a .Justin, b. (24. c, 8., and others. 
4  Plutarch's Life of Sylla. 	.  	5  ,1%4t. I-list. b. 34. c. 7. 
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were three thousand statues at Delphi in his timel;r_and, it is' said i That 
Brennus on approaching it., .directed: the attentiohoOf his; am:trio 
many' statues 'of solid gold. 	" Ostendebat, statuasqUerctim 'quad 
rigis, quarum.  ingens c.opia procul .v,isebatur, 'solido-anrofusas,-iSse ; 
plusque in pondere, 'quam in speCie habere prmdw affirmabaV • These 
statues; which Brennus took for gold, were probably _only bronze gilt. 

Delphi .was plundered eleven times before the reign of Nero:; and 
that emperor took five hundred bronze statues from the temple -,Yet, 
after all these deductions froth its ancient splendour, Pausaniaglas 
left a 'particular description of one hundred and 'thirty-seven. statues 
besides a general mention. of a great many. others; of:warriors, 
wrestlers, and • musicians, which probably amounted. , to as many 
more. These precious ornaments were included within the boundary, 
or sacred inclosure. 	Yet, even in the :time of Strabo, its' treasure 
bad disappeared ; in the time of Pausanias, it was destitute of money ; 
and the rich offerings of Gyges, Alyattes, Crcesus, and Midas, with 
the accumulated liberality of kings and of nations could be:seen no 
more. 	" Even the Phrygians, Lydians, Persians, ASsyrians;Pheeni- 
cians, the Italians, and the Hyperboreans themselves,:sent offeringi 
to Delphi."2  

The temple and the god, the rites of sacrifice, and the predomi-
nance of superstition enriched the barren rocks of ParnaSsOi with 
a greater variety of sumptuous products, than were to be: found 
in the most fertile fields and the most cultivated plains. ' - According 
to Justin, the army of Brennus3  revelled in its luxuries. 

Strabo calls the temple of Apollo the common temple, 'TO aril-3000Y ; 

and Livy,4  " commune humani generis oraculum;" as it had become 
the resort of all nations. 	Euripides5  for the same reason calls' the 
Delphic Tripod, rpiirotTa xOlVOY. . Strabo and Pausanias denominateit 
generally, by. way of eminence, the temple, TO segov TO El; AEMPOicl_ 

Even the form of the temple is not known. 

. 	 ,. 
1 Pausan. b. 10. c. 7. 	2  Lucianls Phalaris.alteti., 	. 	,. vLI B. e4.;e. 7,43.— '. 

* B. 38. e. 48. 	5 Ion. v. 366. 	' . 
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I; . -Cykiael a of I Aneoniasayi i i ti Nv-a'g'lciitculat ;i• saS `it has been,  designed 
,1Iyx then mOSt-ccelebratedspainterS;•paiticillarli-.Clandet Lorrain 'and 
-Gaspar Pousstm '• if. 1- 	, : • : 	̀  :' 	:' 	,, 	- 	„ 

_ , fAamasCaree_copPer coin which I 'procured at Delphi, it is' repre-
sented ' of the: most common .form, _al rectangular oblong, with six 
Ccoltimns.,on the 'sides; tan& two in front, with a. statue between th6M ; 
but as it was frequently destroyed and,  rebuilt;`its original plan' vas 
perhapsnot- uniformly preserved. 	'. 	, I:  ii 	'i ,' 	• 	• 	.. I. 
},::It ishOt less surprising than, true; • that ,o.ne !of: the-Most Celebrated 
edifices in the world has been so entirely destroyed, and. so:  thoroughly.' 
obliterated, that sufficient traces, are scarcely left, by which the tra:;• 
yeller can, form even a conjecture as to its position.. It musthowever 
.,have been magnificent, as the rebuilding of it, by'SpintharOS,2  is said 
to-have cost about 7three litindred talents. , 	 . 
:.:ThelApollailleNedere 'is supposed tCr be a' copy from the statue 
which was in the ,temple at Delphi. - The celebrated Canova thinks 

:that- the original ,was of bronze; alleging, in justification of this .._ 
,opinion, that statues of that material have a certain style different 
from thoie,  in Marble ; 'and 'that the Apcillo Belvedere, particularly 
the drapery;   appears' to.  have been copied from bronie. 	' • 	' 

Ainongst Some scarce 'coins which' I collected at Delphi, was one 
le..u:Whieh the- go-tt ii represented,: in an 'erect posture,. playing on the 
.1.0'e; 'and' covered with along stota 	to which Propertius3.  alludes; 
.fq-iy.  thinS in iOnga-dar mina veste sonat." 	This is in his character of ..• 	. 

aetes 4  KithardoS, or Kitharistus. ' 	- 	 . Mitsa0 	,- 
-,This figure seems taken from the description which Homers gives 

of Apollo conducting the Cretans to Delphi, sheaving them the - spot 
*here he desired his temple to be erected, and is probably a copy of 
:that which was within the temple. 

. 	 . 
_ 	 . 	. 	. 

1  In his manuscript in the Barbarini library at Rome.  
"I'Abo-tit fire hundred and-twelve years B. C. .- 	 3  B. 2. Eleg. 31. v. 16. 
*Leader of the. Muses. Diod. Sic; L li'e.' 18: 	'.Hymn to Apollo, v.,o14. 

VOL. I. 	 2.  A. 
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' 	' cpoiliii"): mV'.viigovii Ettivi.  **Oak-441400 .1 . 7, 0 	. 1.--.; 
KaXa xxi min 131)39:41--.• 1 :1 l,. 	, 1 .).(;' i f.-: !PA.  ;-1 ori: Lr: 

Citharum in manibus habens,..mirabiliter' kiriiii';' 	" ' ' 
Pulchre, ' et •Subliiniter gradiens. • 	'' • '')- ' ' 	- _ 	''' ':" ' '' 

As Pausanias does not mention the statue .of Apollo at Delph.,,,, -.,,!, 
was probably removed before his time, 	. 	J 	, 	, - 	'1Y, 

It is not known when thii celebrated, oracle ceased.. 	The-god.  pro-. 
bably emigrated to. the Hyperboreans, shortly after the introduction 
of Christianity.  

• 
- 	, 

!‘ 	 'Apollo  cum pulcher 	 • 
Lustrat Hyperboreas, Delphis cessantibus, aras."i' 	' 

Lucian2  says that answers were giVen in his time ; but that they were . 
not continued long .after this, we have the testimony of :Juvenal :5  

• DelphiS 	 ' 	' 	- 	' - ' .44  quoniam 	oracula cessant,• 
Et genus humanum damnat caligo flitui4:".  

Most of the Grecian oracles were annihilated by neglect, when Coo- 
stantine relinquished the errors of Polytheism. 	. 	, 	, , 

It would appear from Seneca,4  Statius,5  and LactantiUs,5 that 
Apollo had another oracle and temple at Kirra ; bp.t ,it seems ,eNtra: 
ordinary that it should not be noticed .byStrabo, 	Pansanias.. .and. 
Statius7  also mentions a cavern at Kirra ; but as that place was the 
port of Delphi, perhaps it was put for .Delphi itself,: by, a poetical 
licence, of which Pindar has made such, frequent use. 	,, ,. 	, 1-, ,, 

Juvenal5  calls Apollo -" Cirrheeus Yates ;" and ,Lucau, frequently 
.,1 ;,q' a: .,; '1 ' 

. 	. 	. 	 . 	. 

1  Claudian de sexto Consulatu Honor. Aug. Paneg., v. 26. 	2  Pha1nifs Alter. 
3  Sat. 6. v. 554. 	 ' - 	+ or ,a i 
4  Ciriba3a newt Templa, et mtherinm donum scrpcntesieso meruit:, Hercu),,Pqt!a2. 
5  Tunc et Apollinite tacuere oracula Cirrim. Theb. 7;-v,..4,119• -iz%, '' r, i,  i ,; • • , ., ,,,,,,, o' 
6  In.. Cirrha tantutn ,prospera deoruni daba.4  tlikpra.01a.i,a I, `, . ' 	. . ,, 	di: , 1p, ;f• z'.''L 	.1N;mi'  

7  Theb. 3. v. 61]. 	8  Sat. 13. v. 79_:. 	-• .(,' .d 	ittit i,i)L 	'411.01TILFT .: -Ail 	' ' 	• 

	

. 	, 
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mentions. that pla0.,tooetically,for,, Delphi. . Ancient as well as mo-
dern authors have:made:a great confusion in this. little district, parti-
cularly in their accounts of Krissa, Kirra, Delphi, and Pytho. 

Pansaniasl mentions a temple at Kirra, which was common to 
Apollo,' Diana, and LatOna ; :but says.nothing concerning a cavern, 
nor an oracle ; and,  had these existed, he would, certainly not have 
failed to enlarge upon his favourite subject. 	. 
:. The prophetic caVern'at-.Delphi. is ,searched, for in vain-k. and ,,we 
May say with Claudian,2  " AntraqUe mwsta silent; inconsultique recest,  
sus." Strabo says it waS.deep,1 but its. entrance small. *Dion Cassius3  
relates,, that Nero. put people, to' death at its mouth, and destroyed it. 
Diodorus,Sicului says' it *ds in..the adytum of the temple: 	The 
tripod was placed over the _entrance, :upon which the Pythia sat, while 
she received:the:prophetic influence :. " riarocccewhivn To irperiA, ;coo Icapou.cro 

Xv4  -0401 /441 •Ir0/101/ .xecredsOgy,  Irvelilho , cTio 74 & 701.ri6.tell acC97.0 t4OVIIR;  
`_. : It is Singular 'that the transition of-the 'sacred breaths -of Apollo, 
-should have caused such wonderful effects throughout all: Greece ; 
but it isnot surprising,. thatthe 'mephitic vapours should sometimes 
:have teen -fataTro the Pythia ;, particularly when we consider that 
-Apollo 4c  sevisceribue mergit.": ' Every one knows the'effect of the 
-air in the grotta,del Cane, near .Naples 	The..seat . upon which;  the 
Pythia sat4hen:proclainiing the oracles, was called oXtuic ,9, .01e Cor-
tina'' .Of thelLatinsi for -which reason, the epithet of Cortinipotens 
-was - given to Apollo:11. 	. 	:  . 	. 

I will now briefly mention some reflections, which suggested them- 
-selves upon the spot, as I explored the relative situations of :the o13 ,  
jectS*hich''are most *remarkable in: the country;round Delphi and 
Parnassos. ...._ 

• , 	. 	. 
I 13,10, c; 37: : . 	. 	.2,  De-sexto Cons. Hon. Aug.Paneg. N. 29.  

' a' Rom:' Hist.' b. 63. 	4  B. 16. c. 26. 	 5  The Scholiast of Aristophanes. 
6  opov•ryevita. Dion Cassini,' b. 63. 	.. 	7  Plutarch de defectu Orac. 	- 
a Lucan. Pharsal. b. 5. 	9  Jul. Pollux,, b.:10. c. 23. , .., ,," Virgil /En.. 3..v. 92. 
1' Adrian Turnebusi 'adversar. 'C 29. c. 20.) 	•. 	.: 	' 	. 	' 	• 	' 	_ , 	., 

• . g A 2 
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-' -Pie story (le Apoll6 and Pytho,,i041Cluotiotiably).-A 1pettic4.alle-,  
gory; and it is therefore necesSaryto, reduce it to plain proses iaorde, 
to -invest -it with a semblance.of reality.,,.,' , t 	trs, , i 	: ) 7 l' j ,;:% . ' 	.;4,•a 

4  •' The serpent-probably --represented: the river, which rernained.after 
the flood of -Ogyges :. and. Deucalion ; had, overflowed, -the , plains, 
surrounding and 'insulating Parnassos, . and the. highest mountains; 

, with its serpentine involutions. 	 . 	 ,' 	, -. 	i„ - 	, 
Strabol says, the Cephissos passes .through Phocis like a serpent 

(secemorroEiLs). 	The Pleistos probably took its name from the original 
superfluity of its waters. 	Apollo .with his darts, or the sun with its 
rays; reduced this enormoUs. mOnster to. the size. of a. common river. 
The old Egyptianstory of Horns and Ob seems to have given. rise:. to 
that.  of. Apollo and Pytho; their resemblance is striking.-  The word 
Horus, or Hores in Hebrew,.signifies the destroyer, as does the Greek 
word caraXuetni, or Apollo. Ob signifies the dragon, or snakes or Pythcs 
or the' inundation of the Nile, 'which:has been the prolifie origin of the 
-most . celebrated Egyptian and Grecian stories: - Herodotus! clearly 
tells us, that Apollo is the same as Oros; and it must be, recollected 
that Ogyges himself is supposed to haVe been an-Egyptian.. It, was 
therefore natural, that the mythology .of that country should bere.,.. 
vived and adopted in Greece, upon an event which sO nearly reSeriv• 
bled what had been experienced in the regions of the. Nile:., 	., ,,. .- , 

Towards the western end of Kastri, near' the Stadium, .is 4,bill„ 
where some ancient foundations may be discerned, , With the; pave-
ments of three roads, which form a junction at this spot: ::.The sum-
mit of the hill is flats  but not oflarge, dimensions, 'and as it lis-  higher 
than the fount Kassotis, it could :not have: been occupied bythe 
temple of Apollo. 

Below the bill, towards the south, is the small church of St. Elias, 
composed of ancient fragments, and standing upon a terrace; -SuP.:. 
ported by a fine wall of regular .masonry,,  with projecting buttresses, 

. 	 , 	- 	- 

1  B. 9: p. 4e4, 	, 	.2 B. 2. c.'144., ,.r,, 	,,.: 	A n 
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Whieltibiffied the, !PeWbok(e 'of 4 TeThPle: .1: Spon thinks that this is the 
site of theternplebfAPollo":' 'it May havebeen part of the inclosure:; 
but I conceive that the body-.of the' temple, the,  pzernsoil, where the 
oracles were given; was higher Up; and probably within the present 
village. 	Strabol particularly tells us it was ;ice= ;coetprpr. • 	- 
. • Near St. Elias are two sepulchral chambers cut ill the rock;' one 
of which contains a sarcophagus, with its cover_ still remaining.entire : 
some other sepulchres, of the: same kind, are seen in different 'parts 
of ,  the rock, ' The stadium is a little above St. Elias. 	- 	.. 	4 

The son of the papas had accompanied me assfar as thisplace with-
out making any remarks ;• but on arriving at the stadium, to my great 
surprise, he knew what it was, and said, E- A" 'e 	61110It TO LCOY peg 7TO/70601 /40V, 

Here is our stadium! The word Pentathlon; the quinquertium of the 
Romans, was introduced into Greece as soon as the -games reached 
the number2  indicated by that word. 	The stadium is situated under 
the rocks of ParnassoS, and the length and breadth includes as much 
flat, space in both directions, as' the nature of the ground can afford ; 
the two extremities,. which. are east and west; being terminated by 
rocks, and 'the northern side by the rising of the mountain, the 
south' by the quick slope; on this side are the ruins of the ancient 
wall which supported' the stadium'; it is regnlarly constructed, with 
large blocks, some of which are thirteen feet in length. 	The an- 
cient and the modern road pass -at the foot of the wall. 

Pausanias3  says that Herodes,  Atticus ornamented the stadium 
with Pentelic marble: ;the ruins 'however are entirely of stone, 
without the smallest fragment of marble. 	The rocks which are at 
the • two extremities are cut - into seats, which remain very per-
fect, and which were probably for the agonothetai, or presidents 
of the games. 	The seats of the populace were on the sides ; some of 

. 	 . 

. 	 . 
I .B. 9. p..418. 	 12  Simonides.. Antholog. b. 1. c. 1. Epis. 8. 

B. 10. c. 32. 	Philostratos, in his Life of Herod. 	Attic. merely says, avdhpcs al Kw ry 
wuOty ro Ilveot IrceZtov. ,'- -  1 • 
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them remain ; they are siinilarld thoSe afillietireatVe;pt thesacred 
forest near 'Epidauros. 	Between the,  .villagand.i.the (Kastalian 
'spring are the remains of a circular-edifice of InOderatei dimensions : 
it has probably been a 'seat, or resting-place ;,' of which? there,are 
Other examples near.  Grecian temples'i - there is one of:a .similar 
kind at Kalauria, attached' to the temple of Neptune; Y and another 
at the entrance of the town of Pompeii,l'near Naples ; both retain,  
ing the. seats, :which are• fOrnied by a projection from -the wall,. in 
the hollow of the circle : that of Delphi is probably of .the same 
kind, 'but if ii considerably buried : on one side of the ,blockS is 
the following inscription :— 

EllIAPIETAMPAAPNONTOEENA(DOIZ.  
AITCIASZN110AIMAPXOTAAEgANAPO. 

• , 	. 
This building was erected, Aristagoras being archon .of . Delphi?  

and Alexander Polemarch of ./Etolia. 	. 	 ], 
- 	r 	. The inscription being upon different stones,, it appeArs that,  soine 

must have fallen .from their places since 'the publication of Van 
Dale,2  who gives it in a more perfect 'state'; b-Ut he "iiaS . raisteprel 
§ented the form of the sigma.  

EllIAPICTArOPAAPNONTOC ' 
ENAEAsZOIc . 

• IIICAAtAC •THCIHC • 
IEPOMNHMONOTNTD,N 

AITOAD,N" 	- , 
110AEMAPXOTAALSAMENOT 

AAMONOG  
, 0 

The remains of the town wall are. a little to the .pas.; :qf 4s 

. 	. 	
. 	, 

. 	 . 
I See the beautiful work on the ruins of POmpeii.by Sir W. Gell and J. P. p4n4y; Esq. 

, 	,., 	,1.7 , ;„. R Dissertat. 6. 
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Kastaliaif SP.ringi-;vhcre the eastern gate must have formerly stood, 
joining the-foot-la:the precipice Ilyempeia. 	No part-of the wall is 
left but th,interiOr,mass, which, consists of an exceeding 'hard com- 
position of small stones, and mortar. 	This was probably coated with 
large blOcks, -and is precisely of-the same style as the wall at the 
western entrance of the town)  which has already 'been described. 
The ancient and the Modern road pass in this place ; it was the 
step: • obc, or sacred'. way, by which the Athenians and Bceotians 
made their approach with rich and pompous Offerings to the Del- 
phian god. 	' 	' 	. 	, 

When Pausanias came from- Daubs, .he entered Delphi by this 
eastern gate ; and - he mentions four teMples, and a gymnasium;  in 
the vicinity.. • 	- 	, 	. 

Several ruins and' fragments may be seen below the road, and 
the convent of the Kalogeroi has probably been erected on the site 
of one of the temples ; some fine* blocks of marble are .scattered 
ab'o'ut with fragments of inscriptions, a marble triglyph, and other ,  

- Doric remains. 	. 	, • : 
Here are'alSo two fine ma.sSeS'of wall, built 'at different periods, as 

'a, support to the terraces on which the temple stood. 	'The Most an= 
'cient of - these is in the 'second style ;' the polygons are beautifully . 
-united ; the other wall 	nearly regular. ' - 	. ,  

Some ancient olive-trees growing near the convent, •and over-
topped by the memorable Phwdriades, form a most beautiful and 
'singular picture. 	- 	- • 	•. 	• 	• 	 - 

Within the Convent are three plain metopae of white marble, some 
'altars, and sepulchral inscriptions. 
- 	The Kalogeroi; who are of -the order of St: Basilius, subsist by 
alms, and by the culture of ,their land. 	The hospitality which they 
exercise towards travellers is made up of bread and cheese, of olives 
siili'cl Wine; with ' the use of an' unfurnished apartment. 	These' re- 
marks are analogous to the_hospita,ble orders, of catholic countries ; 
except to; t.e,capuchins, who are the receivers, but not the dispen- 
sers, othOsiiitaiitY." 	.'' ' -'

' 
''''' '" '' 1 	' ' ' 	' t ' ' '' 	• '' 	' 	.., ''  3).;,1u;est,J. 

   
  



184 	ROCKS DETACHED FROM PARNASSOS. 

As my curiosity prompted me to examine a cave on Mount. Kir:- 
phis, which is visible from Kastri, I commenced, my descent from 
the Kastalian spring towards the Pleistos, by the glen which conveys 
the, superfluous water of the fount to that river, 	Not far below the 
monastery are several large masses •of rock, which have been evir  
dently detached from parnassos, and are no doubt the same which 
fell upon the army of Xerxes, according to the testimony of Hero- 
dotusl and Diodorus.2 	The former mentions that they, were, seen 
in his time in the ground which was sacred to Minerva Pronaia., 

Pausanias3  and Justin' relate that they fell when Brennus was 
before Delphi, and destroyed great part of his army. 	The son of 
the papas pointed out, one of the largest of these masses, and, said, it 
was the chair of Apollo ; TOU Alroxxievoc 17  getee4c6. 	It was interesting to 
hear an unlettered peasant pronounce the name of the Delphic deity. 

Pausanias5  mentions a rock at Delphi, on which Herophile used 
to sit when she gave out her oracles. 	 . 

I continued descending on the eastern side of the little glen ; and, 
about one-third of the way down, found a long and interesting:in- 
scription.6 	I saw no regular building in my walk, but, only.a few 
traces, and several blocks of stone. 	At, the bottom of the glen, the 
water of the Kastalian spring forms a small cascade, and ' a few 
paces further, enters the Pleistos ; near - this is a mass of wall, com-
posed of fimall stones and mortar, the remains of a bridge which was 
built over the river ; it does not appear ,to be of very ancient date. 

I searched in vain for the Hippodrome : it was probably only a 
space railed in, without any permanent building : 	ten chariots 	- 
started sometimes at the same moment, in these contests? 	Sopho- 
cies° calls the plain of Krissa vaucevicov Kpicrcraso iIrracco llaov, the ship-
wreck of horsemen, alluding to the Hippodrome. 

. 	 . 	• 	. 

1 13. 8. c. 39. 	s 13. -11. c. 14.- 	3  B. 10. c. 23. 
4  13.24.-c. B. " 	6  B. 10. C. 12e: 	 6  Seethe Appendix. 
7  Sophoc. Elect. v. 703. 	8  Elect. v. 733. 	 • • - 
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,The"Valfey,' Which' in'he're" narrow, widens towards Krissa ; the 
soil is-ria, and well cultivated With vines, olives, and corn. 	Several 
ditches have been cut, to draw off the. waters of the Pleistos, for the 
purpose anal-gating the olive plantations ; and some Of the dykes, 
being out of repair, the water has formed marshy ground. 	Though 
the river 'is small, it sometimes overflows after heavy rains, or' the 
melting of the snow on Parnassos ; when.' it, merits the name, for 
which it was perhaps indebted to that circumstance. i Plinyi says 
the Cephissos flows through Delphi ; one amongst many proofs that 
little dependence is to be placed upon his assertions when he speaks 
of Greece. 	 , 

The boy who had attended me as far as this, place, .being barer  
footed, and having bruised,his feet in climbing about the rocks, be-
came quite alarmed when he saw me attempt to cross the river; he 
began to cry ; and, Ileard him,  say, oxoi oi (pcirco iTEVot Einci, caXez 
coUTOC TpeXXorTroc, 	Eve() .vrayo etc TO 0-7111T: tGOU, 4  All Franks .are mad ; 
but this man is 'quite mad ; 'I will return home I" 'With this he   dis-
appeared amongst the olive-groves, and I saw no more of him. 
About three quarters of a mile east of the Kastalian spring, and 
below the road,, a stream gushes out of the side of Parnassos, and 
turning some small mills in its rapid descent, falls into the Pleistos, 
the volume of 'which it considerably augments. 	twas ,a long time 
in discovering a place wherel could ford the rapid current 	but I 
was unwilling to return without effecting my purpose. 	At length I 
commenced the experiment; and when in the middle of the stream, 
found the water; about, four feet deep, flowing with impetuous velo- 
city,, and full of large stones. 	I was hurried off my feet, and much 
bruised by falling upon a rock ; but as the river was narrow, I for-
tunately reached the opposite bank, though in much pain, and per- 
fectly wet. . 

• 

1 Nat. [list. :b. 4. c. S. 	 . 

VOL. I. 	_ 

   
  



186 	MOUNT KIRPHIS, CAVE OF SYBARIS. 

Having rested some time, and almost dried myself in the sun, 
which, although in the month of March, was very powerful, I pro-
ceeded amongst the olive-groves, towards Mount Kirphis ; but I was 
soon so bewildered by the marshes and ditches of the Plejstos, that 
I should probably have been obliged to return, had not some voices 
excited my observation. 	I perceived several Greeks working in the 
fields ; and their astonishment at seeing a Frank alone in such a 
place, and covered with mud- and dirt, could not be readily de- 
scribed. 	They were however civil, and assured me, that there were 
no ruins whatever in the plain. 	I begged one of them to accom- 
pany me to the cave on Kirphis, to which he consented upon the 
payment -of twenty paras. 

We proceeded straight up the rough and difficult side of the 
mountain, which was covered with rocks and bushes, and at length 
reached the 'cave, which is called i 	Iepounavp. To o-m9totov, the Cave 
of Jerusalem. It is the work of nature; its entrance is nearly square, 
but smaller than it appears from Delphi ; nor does 'it merit the epi- 
thet vzifeethETEOEs, which was given to it by Antoninus Li beralis. 	It 
does not penetrate above forty feet into the rock, and contains only a 
few fragments of loose wall, which constitute a Greek rustic chapel. 
It is necessary to inform future travellers that it is by no means 
worth seeing ; and I regretted that I had to so little purpose em-
ployed so much labour, and wasted so much time. 

No author with whose works I am acquainted notices this cave, 
except Antoninus Liberalis;i .and as his fable relating to it 'is little 
known, I give it at some length.—He says, that 44' at the foot of 
Parnassos, towards the south, is Mount Kirphis ; in which is a 
spacious cavern, once the abode of a monster of enormous size, by 
some named Lamia, and by others Sybaris. Every day the monster 
devoured men and flocks, and the Delphians, who were thinking 

' Metamorph. c. 8. 
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of quitting their city;  consulted the oracle concerning the place 
in which they should. settle. 	The god ordered, thern to expose 
to the monster a son of one of their citizens ;, the lot fell to the . 
only son of Diomes and Meganira, named Alcyoneus, remarkable 
for the beauty of his person and the excellence of his mind. 	The 
priests crowned him, and led him to the cave of Sybaris ; but fortu-
nately, Eurybates, son of Euphenios, met. Alcyoneus on his way 
thither. 	Being struck at his elegant appearance, and informed of 
his intended fate, be immediately took the crown from the head of 
Alcyoneus, and putting it on his own, desired to be conducted to the 
cave; where having arrived, he rushed in, and dragging Sybaris from 
his den, hurled him, from the rocks as far as the Krisswan plain, where 
he was dashed to pieces. 	From the rock where he fell issued a founs 
taro called: by the inhabitants. Sybaris,, and from this the Lori gave 
the name of Sybaris to the town which tliey erected in Italy." 

Mount Kirphis probably formed the chief part Of the territory of 
the Akragallidai, or Kraugallidai, who,  are. Mentioned by /Eschines.1  
Its principal town had the same name as the mountain,2  arid it seems 
held out six years after Kirra. 	Pliny 3  mentions the town called Gre- 
phis, perhaps the same as Kirphis. 	Strabo says,. that Mount Kir- 
phis, which is opposite Delphi to the south, is a rough rock with a 
glen before it, through which flows the Pleistos. 	The modern name 
of this mountain is Zirn6no. 	 . 

I returned to Delphi by the- western side of the Kastalian glen, 
and saw several very-  ancient masses of walls, some 'of which were 
composed of polygon blocks. 	The whole slope of the hill up to the 
rocks of Parnassos, is formed into terraces,:whidh Were supported by 
these walls.. 	The: situation of the streets and of the houses may be 
discerned, by the alternation of narrow and broad terraces. 	Some 
transverse streets seem to have intersected the others nearly at right 

, ' i Orat. against Ktesiphon. 	 4  Strabo, b. 9. p. 416. 
3  Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. 7. 

2 B 2 

   
  



166 	RUINS OF DELPHI: 

angles ; and the town, when entire, must have exhibited the im-
posing spectacle of an immense theatre. Homers calls it xoixn—iGno-o-ce; 
Pindar,2  =AMWAY iicorg ; and Strabo,3  eEerreosaEs. Justin4  says," in for- _ mam theatri recessit." 

I was surprised to find very few fragments of marble amongst the 
ruins of Delphi. 	The town was sma11,3  but it was a concentration of 
great opulence and splendour. What can have become of the materials 
which adorned its public edifices ? Several curiosities . are no doubt • 
buried below the village ;- though the soil in general is so thin and so 
rocky, that-great masses cannot be concealed beneath the superficies. 

Numerous fragments of terra cotta vases are found amongst the 
ruins, which preserve in all their original freshness, their imperish-
able red and black polish. I found none ornamented. I copied many 
inscriptions, some of which have lately been accurately published by 
Doctor Clarke ;6  those which have escaped the notice of travellers, 
will be found in the Appendix. 

A little below the village, I found a small fragment of a marble 
statue, which had attracted my notice in my first tour, and which I 
mention in this place, from a desire of recording the good faith ,of :a 
Greek and of a Turk, by whose means I sent it to Patra. The Agha, 
of Castri took charge of it, refusing- any payment for his trouble ; 
he promised to send it to Doctor Cattani, of Salona, to whom I wrote, 
begging him to forward it to Patra, where I found it more than a 
year afterwards. I could mention several other circumstances which 
shew that much dependence may be placed upon the promises and 
the probity of the inhabitants of this country. 

The echo' at this place is very remarkable, and is probably caused 
by the opposing rocks of Parnassos and Kirphis, and the consequent 
reverberation. 	The barking of the dogs when I entered the, village 

i Hymn to Apollo, v. 282. 	s Pyth. Od. 5. v. 50. • 	3  B. 9. p. 418. 
4 Hist. b. 24. c. 6. 	4 	5  Strabo 'gives it a circuit of sixty stadia. 
6  Travels in Greece, v. 4. 
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made ' tne first. notice the effect; but this was particularly grand 
when some small canons were fired on account of a feast day, at 
the village of Araktiba, five or six miles distant to the north-east. 
The echo was repeated several times, increasing as it reached the 
rocks of Delphi, like the roar of approaching thunder. 	Justin,' in 
speaking of the echo of this place, says, " Hominum clamor, et si 
quando accedit tubarum sonus, personantibus, et respondentibus 
inter se rupibus, multiplex audiri, et amplior quam editur resonare 
solet." 

I was very desirous of seeing the Korycian cave, which is high up 
the mountain, and about two hours from Kastri. 	We were on the 
point of setting off to visit it on the 4th of March, when a heavy 
fall of snow, which' coveredParnassos, Kirphis, and the intermediate 
plain, prevented our attempting it. 

- utimei inewec agpv 
AVXWE(PIN ViCp061171 e0C0 1Ct1.600670 ITETV.2  

. 	 - 

The snow remains during the whole year in some of the hollows 
of Parnassos, for which reason it is called wools. by Homer,s and . 	. 
vicpoiGoxos by Euripides.4 	Its modern name is Lyakoura, and there is 
a village of the same name about three hours from Kastri, which is 
deserted in the winter on account of the snow. The inhabitants then 
descend to the neighbouring villages. 	I spoke to some of the pea- 
sants of Lyakoura, who informed me that their village possessed con-
siderable traces of antiquity. 

The ancient Lykoreia was founded at the time of Deucalion's de- 
luge.5 	One of the earliest names of Parnassos was also Lykoreia. 
It is sometimes written Parnessos and Parnesos by the poets.6  

1  B. Hist. 24. c. 6. 	2  Nonnus Dionys. b. 3. v. J201. 	3 Hymn to Apollo. 
4  Phoeniss. v. 218. 	6  About 1503 years B. C. 	6  With the tira. 

   
  



190 	 Al3RAXAS. 

I bought of a peasant 'at Kastri a curious Abraias, or. Basilidian 
stone, having on one side an intaglio of a man with an ass's head, in 
the act of stabbing himself with a sword. 	'Under the figure is in- 
scribed ABFAVIANTQA 

QTXE On the other side is 
/*:::-.N\tv. . 	 ABPAMA riro2.0v 	A 

X E It liciTA . .55  NTOLIOT 
%,:,...,:, 	... 	 XENIKITA 

. 	 . 
The first word is probably, instead of Abraxas, a mystical word 

1 	2 100 1 60 1 200 
which had the value of 365—A BP/NE:AL—and which, according to, 
Tertullianl and others, was the name of the Most High,. 	The two 
following words may signify Conductor, Victorious. 	The whole ap. 
pears invocative.2  

These unintelligible inscriptions were probably the ceps ye0414.4CGTai or 
sacred writing, comprehended only by the priests. 	They were used 
as amulets by the Gnostics, the Basilidians, and other sects, which 
in the fourth and fifth centuries prevailed throughout a great part of 
the world, but particularly in Egypt and the East ; and who blended 
the Christian religion with a variety of Pagan superstitions, in which 
the Mithraic worship bore a conspicuous parts 

It is upon a brown opaque stone, apparently oxyd of iron, and is 
probably the siderites,, or iron stone, to- which the ancients attri-
buted mystical properties; for which reason,' the Abraxas is generally 
represented on this stone, and sometimes on jasper. 

- 	1  De Prwcrip. c. 46. 
2  It has been suggested by a learned antiquarian, that the fifth letter of these inscriptions is 

a sigma, and that ABPAIANTO NIKETA signifies that the possessor of the Abraxas is vic- 
torious. 	According to the testimony of Chitlet, this word is variously written, ABPAIAF., 
ABPAIAMA, BPAIAE, and ABPAIAP, which are corruptions from the original word. 	See 
Chiflet COmnient. in Tabulas Abraxeas, sive Soles Basilidianos, c. 1. p. 62. 

3  See Macarius and Chitlet de Abraxis, Antwerp edit. 1657. 	The figures on these stones 
have generally the heads of animals or birds. 
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I had the good fortune topurthase from the Kastriotes eighty coins, 
some of which of great rarity, particularly two autonomous coins of 
Delphi, which were probably struck before the 1tomans had footing 
in Greece. 	The first is Apollo Kitharistos, in an erect posture, 
clothed with a long ample garment, and playing on the kithara. 
AEAOSIN—rev. 11T0IA, within a wreath of laurel or olive. 	Under 
the inscription are the three pointed rocks of Parnassos. 

2. The same figure of Apollo, and the same inscription—rev. a 
tripod. 	 . 

S. ANTIINEINOC ATPOTCTOC—Head of Antoninus—rev. n'tdm, 
within a wreath. 

4. Similar to 8 ; but the rev, has the head of a youth ; AEAOSZN. 
5. IDATcTEINA--Head of Faustina—rev. IrreiA, within a wreath. 
6. Similar to 5 ; but the rev. has a Doric temple, with six columns 

on the sides, and two in front. Between the two latter is an undraped 
male statue, 

	

	Apollo—AEA0,0,N. probably 

The other autonomous coins of Delphi which are known are the 
following. 

7. AT KAI TPAIANOC AAPIANOC ATP--=-Head of Hadrian—rev. 
LIEAOSIN—a crow on a branch. 

8. AAPIANOC Arr —Head of Hadrian—rev. AEA01/N—tripod. 
9. ATT KAIC TPAIANOC ATr—Head of Hadrian—rev. AEAOSIN 

--lyre. 
10. AT KAI TPAIANOC AAPIANOC ATP—Head of Hadrian—

rev. AEM).0,N—naked Apollo, with a patera in his right hand, leaning 
his left elbow on a column. 

11. Same 	10—rev.ZEAOS/N----ApOilo in 	long obverse as 	 a 	ghtinent 
playing on the kithara. 

12. ATTO KAI 	TPAIANOC AAPIANOC — Head of Hadrian, 
crowned with laurel—rev. AEAck•SIN—figure of Minerva armed. 

13. ATTOKPAID.P NEP TPAIANOC AAPIANOC—Head of Hadrian 
A.EACISIN0 	laurel wreath—and 	it ITTOIA. —rev. 	within a 	 under 
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14. HPS/OC 
tripod. 

15. OEA 
Diana—a 

16. OEA 
table with 

17. Head 
column, holding 
All these coins 

In the 
Delphi, and 

1. A ram's 
square, and 
horn.2  

2. Similar 
3. Similar, 
4. Head, 

tenance, perhaps 
his unjust 

e 4 

COINS OF DELPHI. 

ANTINOOC—Head of Antinous—rev. 

(DATCTINA—Head of Faustina—rev. 
dog at her feet. 

41,AYCTEINA CEB—Head of Faustina--rev. 
five balls, a branch and a crow upon 

of Caracalla—rev. AEAOSIN—naked 
a lyre with his left hand, and 

are second brass. 
British Museum are some small 

which are attributed to that place. 
head, and under it a dolphin—rev. 

a head of a goat, with a dolphin 
. 

in every respect, except in one 
but uninscribed. 

with the features of a negro, or 
representing /Esop ; for the 

punishment—rev. goat's head in 

en Y ) 	 < 
p, 	0 I A 	 IL 	11, 1( 

it 

an 

letter, 

rather 

it.' 

a patera 

silver 

,5 

Apollo 

AAA, 
suspending 

Delphians 
indented 

with 

coins, 

in 

AEA.3  

a deformed 

B 

AEAOSZN—figure 

an 

It 

leaning 

square.` 

AEAOS/N—

repented 

of 

IITOIA—a 

on a 
the right. 

found at 

indented 
from each 

coun- 
of 

, 

/ 	
,,,,":"--7•Z;;%. 

r• 	 - 
z . 	• 	 , . 	 C. 1 	— 	,, •-i  

' The crow was sacred to Apollo, and was an auspicious bird. 
2  See Essai sur les Med. ant. des Iles de Cephalonie et d'Ithaque, by Colonel de Bosset. 
3  In the collection of Colonel Leake. 	4  See Colonel de Bosset's Essai, 
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Goats were sacrificed to Apollo, and perhaps were represented on 
the coins of Delphi from their having been the cause of discovering 
the prophetic cavern.  

The goat's head is sometimes represented on the confederate Pho- 
clan coins, and the dolphin was sacred to Apollo. It may also be re-
presented on the coins of this town, as allusive to the name of Delphi, 
as the rose was to Rhodes, the pomegranate to Melos, the harpe to 
Arpi, the phoca to Phocea3, and the parsley to Selinus, &c. 

In the Museum at Paris there is a sculptured marble representing 
the Delphic tripod, ornamented with the lyre, the laurel, the serpent, 
With griffins and with dolphins.1 	We are informed by the scholiast 
of Euripiks,2  that the dragon or serpent killed by Apollo at Delphi, 
was called 'Aix"(ply. 	Homer,s in his Hymn to Apollo, relates that the 
god transformed himself into a dolphin, and jumped aboard a Cre- 
tan vessel, in order to guide it towards Delphi. 	The coins in ques- 
tion may allude to one or all of these circumstances. 
-• No coins have been found belonging to any town of Phocis, except 
Delphi. 	The. Phocian coins, which have come down to us, were 
struck by-the general confederacy of "that country. 
, These. Phociaii coins have 'already been published, but they, are 
given in this place to. shew the difference between the Archaic style 
and that of the fine period of the art.  

04. 	
, 

4 
	•k..r.--:d.s7 

• . 
. 

• 

3  See Museo Pio Clem. vol. 7. 	It was found at Ostia. 
2  Phceniss. v. 239. . The serpent of Delphi was also called 4EX9simi, 44Xiburne, AoaKama, 

and 0,p(c. 	 3  V. 399. et seq. 

• 
VOL. I. 	 2 C 

   
  



CHAPTER VII. 

From Kastri to Distomo—sepulchres near the Kastalian spring—sacred way—sepulchral monument. 
Village of Arakoba. Remains of an ancient city. The Triodes and tomb of Laios. Distomo, anciently 
Ambrysos. 	To Daulis—ruins of the city. 	Mount Parnassos. 	To Agios-Blasios, anciently Pano- 
peus—ruins of the city. To Libadea. Description of an Archon's house. 	Locusts. 	Oracular cavern 

. of Trophonios. 	To Kapourna, anciently Chwroneia—ruins of the city. 	 v 
 

TO DISTOMO, AMBRYSOS. 

WE quitted Delphi on the 5th of March, with five horses, three of 
which we hired from the Agha, and two from the Papas. One of the 
sons of the Papas attended us on foot, to take care of his father's . 
horses, and to return with them after we had arrived at Libadea. 

We passed near the Kastalian spring. - Kadmos here found the 
heifer which,. in obedience to the oraele, he followed, through Phocis, 
to the land of the Phlegyai, where. it reposed on that spot on which 
Kadmeia was accordingly founded, 'in conformitylo the 'direction 
of Apollo.1  

Shortly after we had passed the Kastalian spring, and the monas-
tery of Kalogeroi, we came to some sepulchres, cut in the rock on 
the left- hand side of the road ; they are of the Spelaia or Kruptai 
kind, similar to those on 'the opposite side of Delphi already men- 
tioned. 	The sarcophagi which are contained in some of them are 
still covered ; and no doubt contain vases of great antiquity and 
interest. 	I shall ever repent the not having opened them, and I 
strongly recommend it to future travellers. 	One of the,  sepulchres 
has been very magnificent. 

I Ovid. Metatu. b. S. v. '1, &c. Statius Theb. b. 7. 
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The rock, which; is close to the road, is flattened,. and cut in, the 
form of a folding door, similar to the sepulchres of many places in 
Asia Minor, particularly Telmessos, in Caria. Doors of a similar kind 
are frequently represented' On the sarcophagi of Greece and Italy. 
There is a large perpendicular fissure in the rock, which was pro- 
bably occasioned by_ an earthquake. 	.The Kastriotes have a tradi- 
tion that, at, the birth of Christ, a priest of Apollo, who was 
sacrificing at this place, suddenly stopped the sacrificial ceremo-
nies, and declared to _ the. .surrounding multitude that the son of a 
god was at that moment born, whose power would equal. that of 
Apollo ; but that the Delphian god, would .  ultimately triumph over 
the new-born divinity. 	The _words were scarcely finished, when 
the rock was rent in two by .a clap of thunder, and the priest con- 
sumed to ashes by a .flash of lightning. 	" The oracle concerning 
the birth of- our Saviour elitist, which was delivered, in heroic 
verse, to Augustus, is mentioned by Eusebius, Zonaras,-and others."1  
. We proceeded on the sacred way ; and, about a mile from Kastri, 
came to the ruins of a.  small square edifice, strongly built of large 
stones, the masonry nearly: regular ; a few paces from it are the re,  
mains:  of .a large stone sarcophagus, with the cover - lying on the 
ground. 	This must have been the sepulchre of some .distinguished 
person ;-- and it is surprising that it is unnoticed by Pausanias; as its 
appearance indicates much higher antiquity than the time of that 
author. 	The entrance into the building is by a door dirninishing 
hlmost imperceptibly,  towards the top; the interior is a mass of ruins. 
. We proceeded by rough and narrow ways, formed in the rocky 
side of Parnassos, -which rises, in abrupt projections, and shattered 
masses-on the left; to the right; the eye overlooks the deep hollow of 
the Pleistos, which is cultivated with Corn and vines, reaching far 
.. 	. 	,. 	 . . 	 . 	, _ 	 . 

----- 
,,, 	 ? Potter's Antiq. 

- 	2 c 2 
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up the hills. 	In two hours We passed 13Y-a. fountain and 'arrived at 
the village of Arakoba, inhabited' by'Greeks, 'aiid"situated on 'the 
sloping side of Parnassos. , 	.- Here is a cavern, with a, small church in' the' interior, and a inag 
nificent evergreen oak near its month: 	' 

This place does:not contain the smallest traces of antiquity, and 
the feW bits of marble' which were observed by Spon, by no means 
furnish satisfactory evidence that it was once a city ; much less 
that it was the site of Ambrysos, 	which is ten or twelve miles 
distant. 	 . 	• 	 , 
• Frdm Arakoba, the view extends over the flat summit of:KU-phis 
td the Corinthian Gulph, and 	the mountains of Achaia, 'over- 
topped by those of Arcadia; which at this season are covered 
with snow. 	 • 	 . 	. . 	. 
• A short way frOm Arakoba, we passed by a fountain called Ko- 

koUra, and in an hour and  a half arrived at the ruins of an ancient 
city, situated on a hill, with a stream at its base i the place is 'called 
Zim6no, Or Palaia-Arakoba: 	The walls Of .the Acropolis are in 
some places well preserved, and are of the fourth style,  of masonry ; 
hut the ruins are so overgrown with shrubs and 'bushes, particularly 
the impenetrable 'IentiscuS, that many things may ' be • concealed 
which might lead to the:discovery 'of. its pris-tine.narn  4e,  and :rernove" 
various difficulties and contradictions, which •oecu'r in ancient, as 
well as' in modern authors who have written upon:Phocis.  : 	' w' 

Strabo mentions no place between Delphi and Daulis ; and it is 
rather an unfortunate combination, that whenever there is an omis-
sion, or an obscurity, in - that author respecting any place, there is 
generally the same in Pausanias;  and Spon, •Wheler; and Chand-
ler, have been too complaisant to. differ frond ancient aufbOrs; 
or even to rectify their mistakes, or supply their omissions ! Paus-
nias,1  in his way from Daulis to Delphi, notices only the Phocicon, and 

1 B. 10. c. 5. 	 i 	, i 
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,the tomb of Laios, although, he must have passed close to this 
place, and could not avoid, seeing it : it was perhaps ruined by the 
Persians, or in the religious wars of Phocis, and -therefore was not -
mentioned either by Strabo or Pausanias ; but Spon must have 
passed through the midst of the ruins"! This is not the only instance 
of that author's extraordinary negligence. 	, 	. 

Herodotusl mentions the town, of Aiolida, or of the Aiolians, 
between Panopeus and. Delphi ; and although it is not noticed by 
any other author, it may be the place in question : he says the Per-
sians,,in their way to Delphi, burned Panopeus, Daulis, and Aio- 
lida, having ParnassoS on their right. 	If then it is not the Aiolida 
of Herodotus, it may be Cyparissos, which. Stephanus placeS on 
Parnassos, near. Delphi; although Pausanias2  will have it that Anti- 
cyra is Cyparissos ; Strabo3  however clearly distinguishes them. 	It 
may be one of the six " ignobilia castella"4 , of Phocis, which were 
taken _by the Consul T.-  Quinctius Flamininus, and of which Livy 
has not preserved the names. 

Not far from this place we arrived at a spot where three hills, and 
-three roads meet.;, one leading to Delphi, the other to Ambrysos, and 
'the third to Paths. 	This spot is, called. Derbeni ; , but more gene- 
rally Ergyv,* the ancient ,word for this kind of pass, corresponding, 
according to Livy, to thefauces of the Latins.5 	Some large blocks 
of stone indicate perhaps the tomb of Laios r it is the rpEis zagvOot 
of Sophocles :6 	. 	 - 

•  ,arpstc xsAsuGoi, ,x94 gsteput.csvv vin 

. tiputcoc 75, scc4 crrEvtoroc sv rpm-Am; °Lc. 
, 	• 

.The same author'.: calls the place Schiste' and T 	x ... prn-..cti. A —1.41Zy ST01, the 
three carriage roads.. 	 , 	, - 

• , 	 . 

2  11. 8. c. 35. rip' iroXcv ato)awv., 
2  B. 10. c. 36. 	3  B. 9. 	, 4  Livy, b. 32. c. 18. 	 5  Lae. c. 5. 
6  CEdip. Tyran. v. 1411. 	7  il?id.V. 735. 752. 
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, 	It is also named Schiste by Euripides,' 	• 

- 	cpeoct4' fhev. 17 rri .schlg'Erezt, Eva-in-  r ob.; 
es rat= Aexcpe.ev zo37ro ilauXice; ayes. 

Apollodorus2  calls it Ergyv 03'4, which is also its modern name. .,. 
.Pausanias3  calls it doc n 0-xia-r-1, and Tpiobc, ;and says that the tomb 

of Laios was composed of select stones, xtOoi xorteSer, 	 , 
We here turned towardS the south, and having crossed a stream 

entered a rich plain, cultivated with corn and extensive vineyards, 
and terminated by two ranges of hills. 	After a passage of two hours 
through this fertile tract, we arrived at the village of Distomo, which 
is the southern extremity of the plain. 

This place is probably little visited. by strangers, as the inhabi-
tants flocked round us, and almost exhausted our patience by their 
importunate curiosity. 	We inquired for the Protogeros, who pro- 
cured us a lodging and provisions. 	In most Turkish towns and vil- 
lages there is a Protogeros, whose duty it is to 'provide .strangeis 
With lodging and food. it would indeed be well if this office' etvere 
introduced into the Roman and Neapolitan territories, where a 
stranger, unprovided with letters of recommendation, is in danger 
of perishing, if he is out of the high road, where no inns are .to 
be found. 	 „ 	.. . 	., 

The inhabitants are Greeks and Arnauts : the village contains one 
hundred and fifty houses, and is in the diocese of the Bishop of 
Talando, and under the command of the Voivode of Libadea. 	Most 
of the houses are built with the fragments-of large blocks of stone tit' 
a dark hue, and extracted from the ruins of an. ancient city . on 
which the village stands.  

-The Acropolis occupied .a round hill a few hundred feet to the 
north of the village ; we may still discern the foundations off. ee 

., 	• 	,, 	.4 	• 1;11;66.r 
1  Phcetiiss. v. 38. 	 2  B 3.,c., 5. 	 3  B. 100c. t. . 

f 	' 	6 
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wall, and the church of St. Elias probably Stands upOn the site of 
a temple, as it is almost entirely composed of ancient blocks ofstone, 
with several architectural fragments of marble, and some mutilated' 
inscriptions. 	The town itself was in the plain, and the few visible 
remains of the' ancient walls are of regular masonry. 

A coPions fountain rises in the village, and forming a small stream, 
-enters .ft marsh of moderate diMensions a short way to the south. 

&Me broken inscriptions are found amongst the ruins, but so 
much destroyed as to furnish little information ; nor'do any of them 
contain the name of the town. 	Chandler :has published one which 
he saw at this place, which proves it to be the ancient Ambrysos.1  

Near the fOuntain is a large slab of stone which has been covered 
with a long inscription, but the middle has been. barbarously hol-
lowed out in order to fora; a watering trough for cattle ; the edges 
are still preserved, and the name of -the emperor Trajan is dis-
tinguished. 

Pausanias 2  says that the Thebans, during their war against Philip 
of Macedon, fortified this city with double walls, -which were con- 
structed of a hard black stone. 	He compares them, for their 
strength, to those of Byzantium,- Rhodes, and Messene ;3  and yet he 
makes them of such moderate dimensions, that there is probably 
some error in the text ; for most of the walled cities which I have 
seen in Greece, have a greater height and thickness than what he 
has ascribed to the walls of this city. 

The same author asserts that Ambrysos is situated at the foot of 
Parnassos, which is not exactly true ; as there is a distance of at 
least-six miles between them; 	He Also says that it is sixty stadia 
from Stiris, which corresponds to two hours, the .computed distanc6 

1 It is written Apf3poolsos in the inscription. 	Polybius and Strabo write it with one s. 
Pausanias.writes it indifferently,•With the single or the-double s. 

2  B. 10. c. 36. 	• 	 3  B. 4. c. 31. 	• 
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between .Dist8mo • and the. convent. IA :StzLuke.rdf Stifis;nsittiafed 
upon the ruins of that city) . He- affirtnsthatthevOad'frdni 4.Mbrys4. 
sos to Anticyra descends for .the distance -..of.two,stadii4-;batg that 
the rest.of the way. is a level spatel;. 	, .., 	- 	' i 	.,.. 	. 	2, ., 	; 	ir.;, t,:740 ...i 

From Distomo to, the port -of. Aspro-Speti is, tWo:.hours,..and:.the 
road mounts gently for about a quarter of a 'mile ; the rern'ailideris 
flat. 	There area few ruins- at Aspro-Speti, probably :those of ARti7~ 
cy ra,1 situated on a-promontory, or • peninsula, s, whic.hi. P,thi.e.:,4nd 
Aulus Gellius3 erroneously calf an. island. 	, 	•) 	i 	.. 	r..I.J 7 	- 	IS, 	, it 

'Pausanias says that Neptune had a temple .atthisplace,..built.with 
select stones, and white within :' the modern Dame of Aspro,Speti 
(the white house), may have something traditional in it, .allusivektg 
the temple of Neptune. 	 f 

4 	 1' 	r 	" 	-I- 	• 	. r 
The negligence of Spon is surprising ; in .spealing •of•DisOmoi.;hei 

merely says " Nous vinmes a un lieu appelle DistAino;) without 
telling us whether it was a village or a town ; but leaving,: the 
reader to form his own conjectures. 	He also passed the Triodos;for, 
Trivium, without noticing it. 

• . 	. 

, 	 . 
' 	TO DAULIS. 

, 	 — 	.. 	' 	, .J•,t , 	,.,...4.1i 
On the ' 9th of March we quitted Distomo, -and retraced-bur 

steps as far as the tomb of Laios ; where we toSICtlie ctliiiTildad; 
turning to the right, and proceeding towards the east.' - 	'' '"''' "'''.:''': 

1 Avrervpa—Pausan7 	Strabo writes. indifferently Avrtrvpa and Avrouopa. 
Nat. Hist. b. 25. c. 5. 	d _., 	t:). 	0 	..,,,,,i4i 	1 	3 B.- 17. c. 15. ; . 	. 	: 	. 
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r... We. travellectihroUgli a .nairow ;barren 'glen, •". Wiwi (led :011 each side 
by rocky hills, on ivhich w'asl a. -considerable quantity ; ofi_the z shrub 
pirhari,prinari, or pir nos,- , bearing a..small. acorn ; its. modern. name 

*is derived from _iiegioc, .by the transposition: of the•e.:Theacorn is 
called Trpoxoxxoc ; it is the-quercus corcifera, the wrof  of Dioscorides, 
Or'as Wheler will have it, the ilex cocciglandifera,,which:is.the xozgoc. 

00,7coc of Dioscorides ; Pausanias' calls it zoxxoc, and observes .that it 
abounds in the vicinity of AmbrysOs. 	The coccus berry sells. high, 
'as it is used in dying scarlet. ' Plutarch says,' that -according to 
Simonides,' the sail, which Theseus was to put on his ship;  on his re-
turn from Crete, . was ..not white,, but purple, dyed from .the tree 

viiivoc. _ 

The' oak-apple also forms: a branch: ofcommerce ' in Greece;- and 
-is used in dying black. 	 . 	 . 

After having traversed the gloomy extent .of this desolate glen, 
'We entered a vale cultivated with corn and.vines, where we enjoyed 
.a distant.view of the lake and plain of KopaiS, and the field of Chao- 
.roneia. 

At the foot of Parnaisos are the ruins of some 'large edifice, con-
sisting- of blocks of Stone 'which are scattered in heaps, and are half 
covered with the pirnos-  and lentiscus. 	- These are probably the' re- 
mains 'of the Phocicon, which Pausanias, in his way from Daulis to 
Delphi, had on his left hand ; the ancient road was -accordingly 
on the other side "of the vale, nearer the foot of Parnassos. 	This 
large edifice was ornamented with .columns and statues, and was 
the place to which all the Phociari cities sent their deputies. 	• 

'Some way fUrther on, the road' passes near a large tumulus,' :flat 
at the_ top, with some. fragments.  of tiles and pottery about it, and 

, twelve small ever-green oaks on its summit. Pausaniasi mentions the 

.. 	 . 	, 	. 
I 11/34.Ww, b. 10. e. 4. 

VOL, /. 	 2 D 
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herOid Monument of Xanthippos, in .a district' of the - Dauliad Called 
Tronis ; and this may be the monument in question. 	.7, 0 	, , 1 - . 

Twenty minutes beyond this place we crossed ,the ,  small river 
called Alephantino, which turns a corn mill, ,and arrived'at Daulis 
in the evening. 	 - 

The laborious Arnauts form the inhabitants of this village, which 
though it contains only sixty cottages, possesses 	no less than 
eighteen churches ! The same disproportionate number of churches 
is seen throughout most parts of Greece, where the Turk -is either 
too weak or too liberal to prevent it. 	These' consecrated edifices 
are however in general composed only of four loose walls, which are 
formed of ancient fragments, and without a roof. 	The altar is 
frequently nothing more than a slab of marble with an inscription 
underneath, supported by the block of an ancient colUmn, or the 
pedestal of a statue. 	The churches at Daulis are so diminutive, 
that all except 'four escaped my notice ; one .of them is in. the 
Acropolis, 	The Greek priests, as an -expiation for great misdeeds, 
sometimes impose upon their penitents the construction of a church.; 
and if We may be permitted to draw general conclusions from this 
well known fact, 'Ire Must infer, that the proportion -of sinners in 
Greece is very great. 	The doors, even of the better iindi,of 
churches, are -commonly so narrow, as to admit only one person.at a 
time ; and this is done in order to prevent the Turks from converting 
then into stables, by turning in their horses which they frequently 
, do, when the' door is sufficiently 'capacious. 	 ,; 	1 	" 

On the 10th of March. the Daulians had a feast, in honour , of 
some saint : a Protopapas came from Distomo, and preached in 
the mined chapel, which is, in the Acropolis. 	All the villagers were 
assembled in their gala dresses, and ,passed the day. in: singing, 
dancing, and eating boiled pulse, mixed with dried currants ; whibh 
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balled' toMina th 'eatheniari Pyanepsia, which 'originally consisted in 
nothing more thani boiled pulse, as the words Trucacc and itlied, from 
'which .it is.  derived, evinCe.- 	: 

The villagers found me drawing the Acropolis as they were dancing 
their way up to it, and seemed determined that I should partake 
of the general merriment r they overwhelmed me with kindness ; 
filling my pockets; my hat, and even my portfolio, with their good 
things! 	Every family in the village baked a loaf of delicate white 
bread,'as a present to the priest : these loaves were baked in an oven, 
like the .10ujecevinet ,pros of the ancients : the common bread being 
heavy and coarse, we purchased several, of the fine loaves from him, 
after he bad blessed ' them, which :operation is supposed to render 
them more salubrious to the body,. as well as more agreeable to the 
taste. 	The common bread' is -heavy and gritty ; it is covered with 
ashes, and thus badly baked.' 	The ancients called the loaves baked 
in this manner Ertppai, or Z7rArcet aproA. 	 , 
- - We found the curiosity of the Daulians not less troublesome than 
that- of the Kastriotes, and united with a considerable share of sim- 

-plicity. 	Our cottage was generally crowded with visitors, and we 
••were usually obliged to dine in the presence of at least twenty per- 
• sons looking on, and making their remarks. • We happened to have 
with us a dark-green bottle filled with wine : the villagers had never 
;before ,seen a bottle of this kind,-  and supposed that it derived its 
colour from the wine which it contained. 	.When therefore they per- 
:,ceived that it 'preserved its dark colour after it had been emptied of 
its contents, one of the by-standers exclaimed to the others, " What 
;kind of men are these, who: empty their bottle,. while it always re- 
.1nains full ? 	It is a magic bottle, which supplies them 'with a per- 
petual draught, and they must be friends of the devil !".- To yin- 
1;licate. ourselves from so 'foul ,an'ilnputatibn; .and at the 'same tune, 

. 	 . 

- 	 , 
‘1.  Atbcnmeus Deipnosoph. b. 5. c. Sp. 

2 D 2 
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anxious'. tO ',satisfy the 'curiosity 'of,:these7 ;pour :peopie,1 AveshevTied . 
them the bottle, which was handed round ta.allthe•ComParty; -and : 
mi doubt became an object of their wonder, . and ‘a: topic .of theit 
conversation; for several days.. 

These otherwise insignificant anecdotes are introduted merely foi, 
the purpose Of giving an insight into .the manners of the people: 	, 

Daulis is in the diocese of the Bishop of Talando ; but pays-tithes 
to the•Voivode of Libadea.  

It stands upon a hill projecting froth Painassos, which rises be 
hind it,' in' towering, majc sty. 	The vicinity of • this snow-topped 
mountain renders the situation. of . Daulis intensely ,cold during the 
winter Months. 	No olives grow in its neighboufhood ; ,and bid MI  
tie corn is reaped, or :wine made. 	In 'the plain, at the foot of •the 
mountain; are some profitable rice-groUnds. 	The ancient town- was 
erected on the site, which is at present occupied by: the 'village and 
its gardens; but the buildings extended lower down towards'the 
plain. 	Two of the.churches are compOsed almost entirely Of anci- 
ent . blocks and architectural. 'fr'agm' ents, • amongst which I. found •'a. 
fine inscriptiOn on a slab of. marble : it is a decree of Titus Flaviufi 
Eubulus, about some; land at Daulis, in the time of the emperor 
Trajan. 	On the. other side of. the same slab is another inscription; 
of which I am unacquainted With the purport. , 	. 

The Acropolis. is situated, upon an oblong'rock above the village; 
Some part of the .walls are in the second Style; but it seems to, have 
been twice almost entirely :demolished and rebuilt, the greater 'part 
of the walls being in the 'third and fourth styles : it 'was hurnt by 
Xerxes,1  and again destroyed in the. third sacred war, but it was 
evidently in , existence in , the' time 'of Trajah. -  .It •was perhaps ie-
tained,..as a Strong.hold, after the ruin of the city : Livy2. notices its 
strengh—A.‘•Daulis, quia in turnulo excels() sita . est, nee sealis,,Ilee 
operibus, capi poterat." 	 . 

. 	 , 
1 B. 8. C. $5. 	 - t B. k c. is: 
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l'hAAcvopeliOS:prec 	,M ipitoustiall sides, and had but one entrance, 
lYbic4,1ooks,towkrd*,Parnassos 1. itwas defended by square towers, 
extending round the edge of the rock, and projecting from the 
walls. 	Of some of these towers the.lOwer parts remain : they were 
constructed  like those of the other fortified cities,in G reece,*accord-
ing. to the rule' of Vitruvius,:;who. says that they .ought to ,project 
from the walls, on the outside„ in. order :that the assailants may be 
annoyed in front, and on. each side. 	The . gate is ,also constructed 
according to .his plan ; . the approach to it exposes the right side of 
the besieger, which has not the shield, .to the, besieged, by. whom,he 
may be.assailed to advantage froth their walls. 
, • The , lintel of -the. gate is fallen ; it stood between two round 
towers composed of small stones and mortar; apparently of Roman 
construction. 	There .are two inscriptions within,the ruined church 
of. the Acropolis ; but which are , so corroded. by time, ,as to be 
totally illegible. . 

• Theree are some large caverns in the . rOck of the Acropolis, .which 
seem to be the work of nature, and are now the retreat of sheep 
and, goats:. 	, 	. 	. 	 . .. 

To the west of. the citadel is a .rocky .hill, with a deep narrow 
glen,,,through which runs- a stream called Platania, .which comes 
from Parnassos, and. enters the plain of Chxroneia, at the foot of 
the Daulian rocks. 	.  
„StrabO',calls Daulis a small town;: and says that Homer gives, it 

the ,,name. of ,Daulida, but that,  in his' time . it ,was.called Daulia.; 
which appellation it has retained to the present day. 	Polybius, 
calls it Daulion. 

- Pausathas2  says it was a thinly-inhabited town in his time. 	. 
::, j45, the weather was coldtwhile I was at this place, I neither saw a 

	the nightingale; but- the lapwing abounds in the 

- 	 . 
1  B. Troycreop, b. g. p. 423. 	

• 
2  B. 10. c. 4 ; he gives it the title of roXic. • • 
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neighbouring plain. - The adventures of Tereus, Progne, and Phi-
lomela, is supposed to have happened at Daulis about 1,440 years 
before Christ. 

Parnassos is seen to great advantage from the plain below Daulis ; 
its bleak and rugged sides are 'in some places covered with trees; 
the summits are crowned with pines, and glitter with snow. 	Some 
:way above Daulis is 'the monastery called JeruSalem. 	., 

The outline of this mountain is regular ; resembling Olympos 
in Thessaly ; and deserving more the epithet of Trowhipoecr than 
of bcopup.Cor,3  or biceps, which is indeed applicable only to the 
Phdriades above Delphi. 	It is in this sense that it is called Iscoptgpoc 
by Euripides, and Txopoc by Sophocles, although it has not been 
understood by the generality of poets. 	Ilerodotus, Catullus, and 
Statius, 	give it one top. 	Ovid, Persius, Lucan, 	Silius Italicus, 
and Lucian, have adopted the common error in giving it two ; Ser-
vius places Parnassos in Thessaly ; and divides it into Cithwroh and 
Helicon ! More 'errors could scarcely have been Contained in so few 
words !‘ 

Daulis presents an interesting view, which is extended over:the 
rich plain of Chmroneia and Panopeus towards the town of Libadea: 
Mount Akontios is seen with the divine Cephissos winding at 
its base. 	At a great distance are distinguished the snow-topped 
heights of Mount Delphi, in Eubeea. 	According to Demosthenes,' 
there were twenty-two cities in Phocis all difficult to take ; they 
were however almost all destroyed either by the Persians or in the 
civil wars. 

. 	 . 
i Ovid. Metam.l. 6. 	1  Many=topped. 	 3  Lutian's darou. 
3  Homer, Iliad. e. 	 5  De fatsa kgat. 
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TO ADIOS-hLASIOS, PANOPEUS. 

We quitted Daulis on the 11th; and after descending into the 
plain, crossed a small river, composed of the two united streams 
called AliphantYno and Platanla, which rise on Parnassos, and flow 
in a winding course towards Orchomenos. 	To the right near the 
hills was a village  called Malta, belonging to Libadea, and com-
posed of thirty cottages. 

We passed by a small church ; and in one hour arrived at the 
village of Agios-Blasios,1  the ancient Panopeus. 

Pausanias2  says that the distance between this place and Daulis is 
only seven stadia. 	This is evidently an error; and I conjecture that 
the real distance cannot be less than twenty-seven, as the perform- 
ance occupied one hour. 	. 

We found the people at this place insolent and inhospitable ; no - 
one would give us a lodging for the night. 	I was the more sur- 
prised at this, because they were Greeks, who are in general not 
deficient in kindness, and assiduity to strangers. 	But we must 
remember that Panopeus is no longer on the sacred way, along 
which the votaries of Apollo danced to Delphi ;3  but on the 
high'road from Libadea to Salina ; ' and they are so frequently 
harassed by the intrusion of the Turks, who live upon them at 
free quarters, without paying ,any thing,. that they concluded we 
should do the same. 	An Arnaut Mussulman, the Agha of the vil- _ 

. 	 . 	 . 	, 

' This is the tutelar saint of Ragusa ; the Greeks pronounce it Aivlash, and the English 
Saint Blase. . 
• s B. -10. c. 4. 	 3  Pausan. b. 10. c. 4. citing Homer, Odyss. 11. v. 590. 
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lage, was more insolent and morose than the Greeks themselves, and 
absolutely refused to let us lodge in- the place. 	When.  I told him 
that I had a ferman from his sultan, be said that if I had fifty fer-
mans they would avail me nothing ; on my prodUcing it however 
he started with surprise, and . begged me to put itlup again, as he 
did not like the sight of ,it ! 	He immediately ordered that the best 
,house in the village should be set apart for our use; and that some 
fowls should be killed for our supper : 	in short, he did every thing 
in. his power to make amends for his' former ill behaviour, and begged 
that we would not prefer any complaints against him to the Voivode 
of Libadea. On the following day, when we were quitting the village, 
after having paid liberally-for every thing, besides making a present 
of trinkets to the mistress of the cottage, 'they were as anxious to 
induce us to stop, as they were at first to drive us away. 	These 
people, like others, may be favourably impressed by the principles 
of justice and humanity.  

Strabo says that this place was anciently called Panopeus, although 
in his time it was called Phanoteus. 	Pausanias calls it by its former 
name ; Herodotus, 	Panopeai ; Thucydides, Phanotis ; 	Polybius, 
Phanoteus; and Livy, Phanotea: it probably received its name 
.from its lofty and.  commandingl situation, rather than from the son 
of Phocus. 

Pausanias2  says that the circuit of Panopeus is about seven stadia ; 
but it is evident that he alludes to the Acropolis alone. 	This was 
probably the only inhabited part in his time, as he calls it a mi-
serable little place, not deserving the name of city, and containing 
neither gymnasiam, theatre, agora, nor fountain. 	On the northern 
side of the.  Acropolis, however, near the remains of the gate, a 
clear spring issues from the ground, and'  orms a small stream, which, 
after trickling a short way down the hill, disappears amongst the 

• 

1 From war and 01;4 	 2  B. 10. c. 4. 
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.,s,tones..Near this springis: a :votive rock; in,which there itre niches 
.:;for .offerings,--With some, illegible inscriptions. 	' 	. 	- 	, 	' ''i,. 	. 
- , '' The walls Of the •AcrOpolis ' extend round .the.rocky:suminit. of. a 
:hill ;- and exhibit specimens of the three last styles of Grecian masonry, 

:..although polygons are seen onlyin a few places ;. some- of the stones 
.:are :twelve feet in - length. - ' The: square ' towers ;which 'project: .from 
-.the :walls; -like.those:of'Daulis, 'are iapparently_ of a Jess.. ancient 
,•.construction than. the rest of . the . enclosures; •sOine. of. them "are 
extremely perfect, and contain doors and windowS of the usual 'form, 
diminishing toward's.the top. 	• Li -some .places,. the steps leading_up 

. to the entrances of :the towers are cut in the roeck. - 	. . 
• Besides the gate above-mentioned, which:-  faces. Parnassds, there 

is yanother On cthe western "side of the Aercipolis,,built; with very 
_large, blocks; of the, third style : the outer surface .is. left in. a:rough 
state.: . the architrave. is. fallen.. 	The only , reniains within:the _Walls 
are two wells cut in. the rock, and two dilapidate& churches, bilt 
no architectural fragments or inscriptions. 	Panopeus was destroyed 
by Xerxes, and probahly;'::$ever afterwards recovered its former 
prosperity. 	i4,  ;' '1 	:7 	:1 

Pausaniasi mentions only-- a small temple at Panopeus, which 
was of unbaked• bricks ; there were other examples of this .kind of 
construction, the principal of which were the walls of Mantineia,2  

. those of Eion, in Thrace, a temple _of Ceres, at Leproos,3  in Tri- 
,phylia; another, to the same goddess; at Stiris,4  in • Phocis, ano- 
ther in Argolis,5  and the portico of Kotios,6  at Epidauros. 	Ac- 
,.cording§ to. Mr,..Hamilton,7• some pyramids constructed in 'the'same 

.-In.  anner are still-seen in Egypt: 	Pietro 'della Valle mentions- a pyra- 
-mi&at Babylon,: Similarly. built ;8  and of great part of that city was 
tothp6sed with the same materials.. Pausanias "seems doubtful-whether 

-,..i7 	1-11:- 	',.'• 	• 	I 	' 	• 	•; 	, 

.-1—B.6. ,..4.. 	t Pausan. b. S. c. 8. 	'3  ld. b. 6. c. 5. 
4  Id. b. 10. c. 3.5.. 	- 	 5  Id. b. S. c. IS. 	' ° Id.: b. '2. c. 27. 
7 	fEgyptiaca.' 	.; 	:, : 	8  VOI.,i. leiter.  i7.. 	• ). : 	4 
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the temple of ,Panopeus was dedicated, to -1Esculapius -or: Prome-
theus ; if to the latter, it was probably constructed of unbaked bricks, 
in allusion to the circumstance of clay being used by Prometheus 
in his formation of man. 	I examined the banks ,of the torrent, 
which is to the west of the Acropolis, but ,had not the good 
fortune to discover any of the stones which Prometheus used in his 
formation of the human race, nor to identify the sepulchre of Tityos, 
although his body covered nine acres,i or, according to Pausanias,2  
equalled the third of a stadium 1 

Parnassos forms a most impressive and magnificent spectacle from 
Panopeus. 	It displays its gigantic magnitude above the broken 
crags of Kirphis. 	The ruins of Daulis are seen at its feet ; with 
the rich and even plain, once dyed with the best blood of Greece, 
and now adorned with the brightest colours from the purple blood 
of Adonis.3 	The •Kopaic lake, its .boundary mountains, and the 
distant heights. of Eubcea, are also distinguishable. 

TO LIBADEA. 

On the 12th we quitted Agios-Blasios ; and to our right, saw a 
village called Mera, and some blocks of stone near the road. , A 
little further is an ancient well, and some foundations and stones,: 
this was probably the entrance , into Bceotia. 	On . the right we 
descried the village of Kapodrna, on the ruins of Chaeroneia, 

1  Homer;  Odyss. 11. v. 576. 	 2  B. 10. c. 4. 
3  The Anemony. Ovid. MeMm. 10. , 	• 
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ivhichjislabbut ;tAkto,miles.frani -the remaiiis of Pan opeus, and •Was -the, 
extreme becundary of Bceatiat 'but froth the unfavourable' reception 
which we had experienced at the last 'place, we thought it more pru-
dent to proceed to Libadea, in order to procure proper letters and in-
structions foririsiting the neighbouring villages. 

The road traversed a green and fertile plain, pasturing numerous 
and large flocks of. sheep'... 	After having crossed some barren hills, 
which command a view of Lake Kopais, we passed through some 
rich arable land, crossed a small river, and arrived at Libadea in 
three hours and a quarter. 	We went to the house of the archon, 
John Logotheti, whose hospitality I had enjoyed on my former tour, 
and from wham I now received every mark of kindness and atten- 
tion. 	He had lately completed a large and showy house, which was 
only begun. when I passed through Greece on my first tour. 	His 
friends censure his improvident temerity : for the Greeks find it a 
ilecessary point of policy to conceal their wealth, and to assume a 
semblance of poverty. 	For if a Greek is known to possess any thing 
more than usually splendid, it generally excites the rapacity 'of the 
Turks, and frequently' aceelerates the destruction of the possessor. 
The brother of the archon- was beheaded at Constantinople, because 
_his wealth was found sufficiently large to be confiscated for the use 
of the sultan ; and crimes were readily fabricated to justify the pu- 
nishment. 	The house of Logotheti is a good specimen of the better 
kind of modern dwellings in Greece ; and it seems in some respects 
to resemble those of early ages. 	A double ..or folding door (the 
vruXczt eelatii 2  of the ancients) opens into a court, or cox% on two sides 
of which is- a corridor, the ee40oocro of Hother.s ' The kitchen and me-
nial offices occupy the' ground floor ; the stairs,- which are on the out-
side of,the house, lead to a large open gallery, useful in rainy weather 
for ,Walking and taking the air under cover. 	Contiguous to the gal- 
lery are the apartments, which are divided into- two sets, one for the 

, 	 . , 	 - 
1  Thucyd. b. 4. G. 76. 	2())4Esajtig, jc.4cij. 'V:Mti: 65. 	3  Odyts. 3. v.493. 

2 p 2  
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men, the other for .the women.; thesdapea,ior coeli evvc.7 ;4-and, the ,5 uvotocisbii; 
or yuva4x.wyn-g-, of .the ancients. 	The:wall which"Beparates.: the: house 
from, the street„and in which is, the entrance, ,was the've.oktoc; or 

. TrpoccuXiov. 	 . 	, 	 . , , 

Libadea is situated on the northern side of a mountain, probably. a 
part of .Libethrios„,which joins the chain.of• Helicomr 	kis crowned 
by a modern castle, which ,is now tnouldering 'in decay.. Thetown: 
contains.. about ten thousand inhabitants, half of ,whom are. Turks: 
The Greeks are powerful and rich, and have four primates, one:of 
whom is Logotheti. 	The power. of the Pasha; of Joannina extends 
to this place ; and he..has -more than once.summbned its archons to. 
the capital of Epiros, to answer for real or supposed misdemeanours: 
which had been alleged against them, and to pamper the;eravings of 
his avarice. 	Here are six mosques, and as many principal churches ; 
the latter in the diocese , of the Archbishop of. Athens. 	The: chief 
commerce of Libadea consists in cotton, and the red. die prinari; 
which they export to • Trieste, Venice,. Leghorn, Genoa, .and .some-: 

. 	. times to England. 	 . 
The neighbouring plains•produce.silk,.rice; tobacco, and corn : the 

wine is plentiful, but of the worst quality; one -  ocque, or 'two pounds 
and three'quarters weight of turpentine is infused in. each barrel, Ve-
netian measure, which consists of twenty-four: English gallons : the 
same 'proportion of rosin ; is used at Patra ; but in many parts ..of 
Greece half this quantity is reckoned sufficient., 	. 	. 	• 

I have no hesitation in asserting, that the 'sour beei;of England is 
in general preferable to the resinous beverage of Greece. 	The- prac-- 
tice of mixing rosin with wine is of ancient date, as we see in Celsus,1- 
Pliny,'" and Plutarch. 	The former. says, that the vinuni resinatum: 
was•good for• the stomach; and the latter3  asserts, that the pine was, 
sacred to Bacchus on that account ; and this is. no. doubt the Teagon 

that the Mainades, and;  Bacchantes are .represented with the pine-- 

. 
1 B. 2. c. 19. 	2  N. Hist. b. e3. c. 1. he,terms it Vinum resinatum, and Pice conditum. 

• 3 , .):tnpos, 5..quea.:3. 	, 	',, 
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toppelktkirstis;vand the fauns,: 4ncl. • other 'attendants .of the-god, are 
represented. _on'rancient monuments, adorned with the , pine4tree 
crown. ' The using rosin in.wine has probably never been abandoned.. 
Luitprand; bishop of: Cremona, during his: embassies from Berenger, 
king.of Italy, and from the emperor Otho to the emperor Nicephorus 
Phoeas, in.-the years .948 and 968, complains of his bad fare.at  Con-
stantinople, and particularly 'of the rosin;  Wine--" Accessit ad cala-
mitatem nostram quod .grwcorum,vinum: ob picis,• taedx, gypsi Com- • 
niixtionem,.,nobis.impotabile fuit."1 	 . 

. Libadea forms an unhealthy:  residence during the, .hot .months, as 
the waters-of Lake .K-opais„,which,are then partially dried up, stagnate 
in; poolk :  and swamps, from, which pestilential effluvia .and : putrid ' 
miasmas aroexhaled, and by which the 'principles of contagion. are 
diffused.-, 	 -, 	. 	. , 

Towards the end-of autumn; the shepherds set fire to the lofty reeds, 
and luxuriant weeds, which grow in the bed .or -vicinity:of the lake; 
after which it. produces fine -pasture for •their flocks.. 	Wild boars, 
which :have • taken shelter amongst • the- reeds, are -sometimes found 
completely :burned after the fire is; extinguished. 

The winters•of :Libadea are intensely Scold, - and the :summers vio, 
lently h'ot. 	On the fourth of.J uly,•1801, when -I was -at this place; 
Fahrenheit's thermometer- rose to •96°, within doors ; 'on the, fifth, it 
was at -93° ; the outer air was much hotter. 

The plague visited - Libadea in the year 1785; it raged fifteen 
months, and destrOyed about 6,000. persons.,  This-place, and indeed 
most parts of Greece, isinfested•-by locusts, the Gryllus migratorius, 
which destroy great part of :,,the- produce of -the land ; ;but they are 
more :particularly fond of the .cotton plant., 	In- the spring of .1801, 
the,  whole vegetation of the- country, was : threatened by7myriads, of 
dose patent -ravagers. 	. " 	- : 	• • •, • • . 	. - 	 . , 

The quantity which was destroyed; and the manner in which it 

, 	. .1;., 	., 	: 	•,,,i 	.'. 	,,,,,',. 	...:,,,.:..1.: 	: 	_ 	, 
1-Luitprand's,  Embassydtiltwerp; 1640. in' fol 
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was effected, is very curious ;•' and 'dependence May beplaced: -Upon 
the account, as. I received it from Logotheti, bylvhohilhe business 
was superintended- 	 7,0' ,', k  - "ft..-P y. , 

. 	_ 
After many ineffectual attempts to. destrOy.‘them;,ItiA as setting 

fire to the trees and grass• infested by their sivartilS;. an tipedient -of 
a very simple nature was adopted, and with good success: . Before 
the. great heats came on, and before the locusts had acquired much 
strength or 'activity, the inhabitants went out in crowds; and while 
some spread large pieces of cloth on the ground, others distxirbed 
the trees and grass where they had settled : the locusts resorted in 
masses to the pieces of cloth, where they remained unmolested, until 
a sufficient quantity had accumulated, when they were folded up 
and crushed; and being put into sacks were brought to the Greek 
primates, who paid four paras for each ocque: 80,000 ocques of 
this devastating insect were taken in• the spring ; and in one inoin7,  
ing, when they darkened the atmosphere with a living 'cloud, 8,000 
ocques were .caught.. The people imagined that.  not a locust4as 
left in the country; the few which "escaped them• having been- eaten 
by the storks. 	The priests of Libadea were unwilling :that .the.16;;,  
custs should be destroyed; observing that they were sent by the Al.; 
mighty as a scourge for the sins of the people.: 	• , 	- 	. 	• 	. 	' 

In Scriptures we see accounts of plagues and famine;:occasionedb.  
locusts, in Egypt and Judea. 	The Persians, Syrians„-AfricanS;. atl 
almost all the ksiatics made them an object of food.- Diodonis SichlUSI' 
mentions a people near the /Ethiopians who fed upon,  then), for Which' 
reason, they were called Alaidopkagoi, locust eaters. 	- Strabo3' also 
mentions a nation which eat them ; and lEliari*says-he has seeritettiges' 
sold for food : I suspect however that he uses the word Tii'riiii-Stead.  
of coceic., or coerLoy ; the former being never found in sufficient quantity 
to form an object of subsistence ; besides, they are not much larger 

1  Exodus c  W.!, A.J14, &c.--See Michaeliakilyear:Annal. Pars 2.1i, 1.53 ratig Lk 
$ B. 3. c. 2S. 	, i s 	"T 3  B. 16. he uses the word cirt;i'c. 	4  De Animal. b:lt.. 6. 
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than', 414,9,11;0,1 alitfire 144.qt easily taken- 	Athenus,1: citing Aristo- 
phatigslin,;;Afryger+says thatuttiges *ere eaten to create an appe-
tite ; they were probably impregnated with vinegar like our pickles. 
Sir 4an§ :10,anelAays.-they.haYe the taste of shrimps, and that men 
and cattle sometimes died from eating them. They are either pickled 
in .0negar,.9r._fried, when fresh, in-butter. 	Tavernier3  opened one 
near Ispahan, which was six inches long, and contained seventeen 
young ones„ , Volney4  gives an interesting account of their ravages 
in Syria., 	 Dr., Clarke5  gives a detailed history of their destructive 
ravages in priine,a, 	In Asia, they sometimes' fly in such im- 
mense,quantities as to darken the air ; they migrate to an astonish-
ing distance, and Pliny, in his Natural History, asserts that they 
went From Africa to Italy ; they are sometimes precipitated' by the 
wind,into the marshes, and lakes, where they putrify, and diffuse a 
stench through the country; which generates acute fevers and putrid 
disorders., When they settle in great quantities in a cultivated field, 
the inidaY-.0f,  their destructive agency is almost equal to that of 
fire; ,,in, the. 99nr,so 'of -a few minutes they consume every blade of ve-
getation, 4191 a, 'green field is, in an-astonishingly short time, converted 
into ,an unseenily,;desert, The locust of Greece is much smaller than 
that of the east : the green locusts, which are seldom seen in flocks, 
are about twsk,inches in. length ; but the common destructive insect 
is about one, inch long, the upper wings are of a brown colour, the 
under ones blue, and sometimes red, and the body yellow, similar to 
those in the Roman territory. 

pausanias6  says, that I4ebadeia was one of the most ornamented 
towns* Greece : in remote ages it was called Medeia, and occu- 
pied, the hill on which the, modern castle now stands. 	When the 
inhabitants removed to the plain it assumed the name of Lebadeia, 

I Deipriosoph* IA, 4,0,4/4 t.,2,rt NatOlist.,of.larraica.-- 	' * Travels in Persia, b: 2. 
4  VQ). I lij 	oh; q i\ 50 	* 	5  NOL e1 	., : 	,• 	- 	8  B. 9. c. 19. 
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which it still retains with little alteration, being written Libadea: Pau.. 
_sanias pretends that it. took its . name- from the Athenian Lebados ; 
but it seems more probable that:it was derived from-  its situation-near 
the sources of the _Hercyne, taking. its name from xiCces .  or. AlCaelVp, a 
fountain, or from. 26Couta, -a plain or meadow, , in which-- senses that 
word is used by the historian Theophanes. , • The.- sacred forest 
of Trophonios, and the oracular. cavern,,  were- in its Tieinity, with 
the fountains Lethe and Mnemosyne; and the temples of the nymph 
•Hercyne, who gave :her' name ' to the - neighbouring -river. ' The 
temples- of, Trophonios. and Ceres were in - the. sacred forest, and 
those, of Proserpine, of Jupiter, and. Apollo,- decorated , the'. way 
which led to the oracle ; but. of these temples.  not 	trace remains. 
There is-a rough and stony channel, behind the • town,- worn by the 
winter torrents. _ From.  this, glen rises a precipitous rock, 'on -which 
stands the castle. 	In the eastern :face of the rock: is a- chain:13er 
nearly of a square form,2. cut by art, and raised' three• or•four- feet 
from the present level of the'ground, 'but to.which we ascended'-by 
steps formed by the present VOivode, who uses it as a tool retreat 
fbr smoking, in the summer. 	.Within ' the cave, just- under- the 
roof, 'are. still seen the remains of sone elegant painted. ornaments ; 
particularly the funereal. leaf;  .which . is 'delineated: On terra cotta 
vases,.and on other ancient monuments, which. I Shalt mention here.: 
after. 	It is probable that this place contained the statties of IESculd-i 
pi us and Hygeia. - 	 . .- 

The rock' which is contiguous to the cave is• full of niches of-various 
sizes, for statues and votive offerings ; and•in one part, a' few large 
letters .are the only legible . remains of an 	inscriptidn beginning.  
ZETEBOTAAIDE, which is also inscribed on some brass medals of Per-
gamos, under'.the figure of Jupiter,' and • is the same as the Jupiter 

1 Li'vy, b. 43. c. 2.`a. Pausan._b. 9. c. 39.. 
2  Twelye feet nine inches by eleven feet four, u-n0 eight feet six inches in height. 
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Conciliarius of the Romans 	Near this, the sacred fountain issues from 
the rock by ten small modern spouts ; the water is extremely cold and 
clear. 	On the opposite side of the channel is the source of the other.  
fount; the water of which, though not warm, is of a much higher tem-
perature than that of the other spring; it flows copiously from the rock. 
The two springs of Memory and Oblivion, blending their waters, pass 
under a modern bridge, and immediately form a rapid stream, the 
ancient Hercyne : which contains excellent fish of a small size.. In its 
way through the town it turns several mills ; and after a course of 
a few miles enters Kopais lake. 	It is singular that Plinyl calls this 
river Orchomenus ; his words are " In Bceotia, ad Trophonium deum, 
juxta flumen Orchomenum, duo sunt fontes, quorum alter Memo- 
riam,. alter Oblivionem adfert." 	Pausanias2  says that the fountains 
are within the cave; 	but his words must not be rigorously in- 
terpreted., 	Those who consulted the oracle took the cold bath, but 
not-.the hot. 	It has been already observed that the two springs 
differ in their temperature. 	The channel above the sources of the 
Hercyne. is dry in summer ; but in the winter it is sometimes rolled 
into a rapid torrent by the force of the rains, and the streams of 
melted snow from the neighbouring mountains. 	It is full of large 
stones, belonging perhaps to the temples which were situated on its 
banks, and which, by time and the repeated action .of the winter 
torrent, have lost their angles, and been reduced to their present 
rounded form. 	 , 

The oracular cavern was no doubt near. this spot ; the entrances 
were small, and when the god had ceased to speak, and the plat 
was neglected, it might easily have been closed by an earthquake, or 
the overflowing of the river ; but it was more' probably blocked up 
by design, at the introduction of Christianity; when the altars, the 
statues, and temples of the gods, together with the sacred forests, 

Nat. Hist. b. S h e. 	. 	' 	B. 9. c. 39. ev no olniXauo. 
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and other associated embellishments of an elegant superstition, were 
devoutly levelled with the ground. 	" But ye shall destroy their 
altars, break their images, and cut down their groves."1—This was 
the order the Jews redeived from Moses, and which. the Christians 
adopted and implicitly obeyed, to the great detriment of architec- 
ture and sculpture. 	Constantine the Great destroyed the temples 
of the gods, and converted their brazen statues into money.2 	The 
cavern had two mouths, one sacred, the other profane: near the square 
chamber already mentioned there is a small orifice in the rock, not 
three feet in height, and about six in depth ; some have supposed this 
to be one of the entrances, but it is more probable they are concealed 
under the present surface, which appears to have been considerably 
elevated. 	It is indeed almost certain, that the Trophonian cavern, 
with its subterraneous wonders and oracular curiosities, might be 
brought to light by a little expense and perseverance. 

Pausanias is rather obscure respecting its situation. 	Strabos calls 
the cavern xcurthet ; Pausanias4  and Suidas5  Karcef3colov ; the latter au- 
thor says that it contained serpents. 	Lucian denominates it ETZVXMOV.4  

Annual games called Trophonia were celebrated at Lebadeia in ho-
nour of the subterranean divinity. 

The modern castle occupies the site of the ancient Medeia, 
which became the Acropolis when the city was constructed in the 
plain. 	This hill exhibits scarcely any ancient traces, but , in the 
castle walls are some large blocks of stone, which have descended 
from more ancient times. 	Here is a deep subterraneous chamber 
cut in the rock ; the bottom was covered with water-, and it was pro- 
bably a cistern. 	The Acropolis commands a grand and extensive 
view ; to the north-west Parnassos branches out in one direction 
towards Delphi, and towards Elateia on the opposite. 	To the 

1  Exodus, c. 34. v. 13. 	2  Euseb. Life of Constantine, b. 3. 	' B. 9. 	4  B. 9. 
5  In voce T pm/Amos. About this oracle see Erasm. Chiliad. and Euseb. prparat. Evang. 

b. 5. c. 8. 	 6. Dialog. Mort. 'Menip. Amphiloc. Trpphon. 
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B. N. E. we beheld the ancient Orchomenos ; and the plain and lake 
Kopais, bounded by the hills of Aspledon and Akraiphnion, beyond 
which the prospect is terminated by the blue eminences of Eubcea. 

There are several ancient inscriptions at Libadea ; in two of which 
is the name of the town, differently written AEBAAEA and AEBAIEIA.1  
One of these inscriptions is published by Spon. 	It mentions a per- 
son named Menander, who, having exercised the office of priest for 
five years, offers a dedication to Juno the queen, and to the city. 
There was anciently a festival at Lebadeia, called Racrimia. 	Pausa- 
.nias2  mentions a temple of Jupiter the king, and a statue of Juno. 

The modern city exhibits hardly any remains of sculpture, or 
architectural ornaments. 	At a fountain there is an Ithyphallic 
Hermes in good style. 

The Voivode of this place has the command over a rich territory, 
and many villages which are scattered throughout the ancient districts 
of Phocis, Bceotia, and Eubcea ; the principal of which are given in 
the Appendix, with their distances from the capital of the province. 

TO KAPOURNA, CH/ERONEIA. 

We quitted Libadea on the 17th of March, with the intention of 
returning thither, after having visited the remains of Chwroneia and 
Orchomenos: We arrived at the village of Kapotrna in two hours ; 
and although accompanied by a Greek, belonging to the household 

1 Strabo writes it AEBAMA, Pausanias AEBAAEIA, and Harpocratipn erroneously 
AEMBAAEIA,. 	 ! B. 9, c, 39. . 	. 

2 F 2. 
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of the primate Logotheti, we eXperienced a more inhospitable recep-
tion than even at Agios-Blasios ! On arriving near the village I stopped 
to' copy an inscription, sending my attendants forward to proCure 
lodgings and provisions. 	My attention however was soon 'attracted 
by the screams of women and children ; and on entering the village, I 
found the people throwing sticks and stones at my servants, while the 
papas was encouraging the assailants. At length Logotheti's man, •on 
receiving a wound from a large stone, took the priest by the beard ;1  
and drawing his sword, would probably have endangered the lives 
of all our party by some rash action, had I not arrived at that mo-
ment ; and by, holding the hand of the Libadiote, put an end to 
the fray.. The papas, .sensible of the danger he had escaped, and, 
pleased at my interference, exclaimed with a loud voice, " Let there 
be peace with all, and provide the strangers with house and food." 
All appearance of. hostility immediately vanished*; and after Logo-
theti's servant had complained a little of the wound on his leg, and 
the papas had expressed his indignation at having been pulled by 
the beard, they sat quietly down together, and smoked their pipes. 
It was curious to observe the rapid transition from violent rage to 
tranquil intercourse ! They began to talk concerning our travels, and 
other subjects quite foreign to the late dispute : and several of the 
villagers, who a few minutes before had been our active enemies, 
offered their services to conduct us about the ruins. 

Pausanias2  tells us that Homer mentions Chwroneia under the name 
of Arne, to which he gives the name of naucrracpuxoc, abounding in 
vines : Strabo,3  as usual, differs from Pausanias, and will have it that 
Akrwphia was the Arne of Homer. 	Thucydides 4  says that it was 
tributary to Orchomenos. The Chwroneian Acropolis is situated on 
a steep rock, which is difficult of access; the walls and square towers 

1  Pulling a person by the beard in Greece, is at least as great an insult as pulling by the 
nose in England. 	. 

2 B. 9. c. 39, 	3  B. 9. 	4  B. 4. c. 76. 
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are in some places well, preserved ; and their style; which is nearly 
regular, renders it probable that they were constructed not long be-
fore the invasion of the Macedonians.' If there are any remains of the 
walls built by Charon,' son of Apollo, they escaped my notice. 

Within the Acropolis there is a large projecting wall, which has been 
built to support a terrace ; in all other parts of Greece the terrace 
walls are straight; upon this bank there-is a dilapidated church, which 
probably occupies the place of an ancient temple. 	Some Ionic frag- 
ments of small. proportions are scattered amongst the ruins. A little 
beyond this is the highest part of the Acropolis, which is probably the 
rock named Petrarchos, where, according: to Pausanias,2  Rhea de-
ceived Saturn, by presenting him a stone to devour instead of the in-
fant Jupiter, On this rock there was anciently a statue ofJupiter ; but 
Pausanias mentions no temple : even the sceptre of Agamemnon, the 
principal divinity of the place, was preserved in the house of a priest. 

The theatre stands at the N. E. foot of the Acropoli&and faces the 
plain;.it is the smallestin Greece, except that near Mesaloggion ; but 
it is well preserved. 	Indeed nothing is better calculated to resist the 
devastatiOns of time than, the Grecian theatres, when they-are cut in 
the rock, which is generally the. case; at least the koilon, or circu- 
lar part which was occupied by the seats.. 	The koilon of this theatre 
had two divisions in the seats ; each division was formed by cutting 
the rock down to a thickness several times higher than the other 
seats. 	On the lower range were placed the magistrates and other 
persons, who were entitled to the honour of the Ilpoapuz. 	On the 
middle range were seated the populace ; and on the upper were the 
women. 	In large theatres there are sometimes three of 'these di- 
visions, which the Greeks called xepgibc, and the Romans prcecinc- 
tiones. 	The smaller, theatres ,had two, and sometimes only one. 
Indeed the great theatre at the sacred forest, near Epidauros, had 
only one division, and. there are some which, although of large di- 
. 	 . 

1  Plutarch's Life of Sy16. 	2  B. 9. c. 41. 
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mensions, are without them. The seats are intersected by small 
steps. Above the theatre is an inscription cut in the rock ; this 
escaped my notice, but I was informed of it after my departure from 
Greece. It relates to two statues; . one of Apollo, the other of Diana,}  
which probably stood in that spot. 	 . 

The ancient Nekropolis of Chaeroneia is on' the east side of the 
Acropolis behind the village : the remains of several tombs of ,the 
wrovetice kind have been uncovered by the rains. 	The church of the 
Holy Virgin (ficeverystz) contains an ancient throne or chair of white 
marble, curiously ornamented. 	The villagers call it 0 epOY0c sou nxu- 
rezpxou, the throne of Plutarch. 	Several of these thrones are seen in 
,different parts of Greece, particularly at Athens ; at the Piraeus;. at 
a ruined city at the north foot of Parnassos ; and at .the sacred 
forests, near Epidauros. 	Two others, with inscriptions, have been 
discovered by Sir William Gell, in the ruins-of a temple at Rhainnus, 
in Attica ;2  bait Mitylene possesses ones of the most_ interesting, and 
the most ornamented. 	Pausanias mentions them in different- parts 
of Greece. 	 .,. , 	. 

The thronos, or proedria, was for great persons ; even for divini-
ties ; and it is probable that some of those which still remain, in 
Greece contained statues, not of marble, but of ivory and gold, -or 
of wood. 	Pausanias gives the name of thronos to the,  seat ,  of the 
Olympian Jupiter, and of the Amyclaean Apollo. The black statue 
of Saint Peter at Rome, is seated in a white marble thronos. 

The same church contains two ancient circular altars, with fluted 
intervals, in the manner, of an Ionic or Corinthian column. The base 
and head, which are also circular, project from the body. of the 
column ; and the former to such a degree that the sacrificer must have 
stood at an inconvenient distance, unless it was surmounted by, a 
table. 	This was evidently the case, as the, top of the altar is hol- 

" 

1  Dr. Clarke saw 'an inscription at Chzeroneia, in which there is mention of a priestess Of 
Diana. 	See Dr. Clarke's Travels, v. 4. c. 5. p. 139. 
• t See Uned. Autiq. of Attica. 	3  Published by the Count de Choiseul Gouffier. 
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lowed out into asquare form,1 for receiving the bottom of the table. 
Altars , of 'this kind were placed on the road sides in the country. 
They were of the airvpoi and 011alfACOGITU kind, unstained with fire and 
blood, ,being set apart for exclusive oblations of honey, cakes, and 
fruits 	Harpocration describes it as 'Cita es olu itlry&W, a column dimi- 
nishing towards thetOp : Hesychius calls 	 14  it - —6.140; EY 0-Xlitherri XIOY0c, an 
altar in the form of a column.' 

They are common in Greece, and generally formed of a coarse 
black stone ; those of Chwroneia, however, are of white marble : 
they are frequently found in Italy, and are at present used as pedes-
tals for large vases ; , their height is in general about three feet. 
They are never inscribed, and sometimes not fluted ; and are fre-
quently represented on painted terra cotta vases. 

The thronos and the altar above-mentioned stand in the innermost 
recess of the church, a place which seems' at present 'to be regarded 
with .a sentiment of awe similar `to that with which the adytum, or 
anaktoron, was by the ancients ; for although several of the villagers 
followed us into the church, not one would pass the partition which 
incloses the-altar. 	When I inquired the reason of this, it was an- 
swered, that no one but the priest was permitted to penetrate into 
the ceysz Tbo wyito (holy of holies) under pain of excommunication. 
There is a fine inscription within the church, and two others are seen 
on the outer walls... A short way out of the village towards the plain, 
is the church of Saint Speridion ; on the outer wall of which is an in-
scription which contains the name of the town. Near this is a copious 
spring, with a scattered variety of ancient blocks, ,altars, pedestals, 
and mutilated inscriptions. -. The water forms a small stream, which 
soon loses itself in the neighbouring marshes; and several fine foun--
dations may be descried near this spot, which was evidently once 
copiously adorned. 	The angles of these foundations are formed in 
the manner of those on which the steps of the great temple at Pes- 
tum are fixed ; consisting of one block instead of two. 	This method 
So evidently contributes to stability and permanence, that it is sur-
prising it has not been uniformly adopted. 
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A little further in the plain are the remains of two Roman struc-
tures of brick ; perhaps those which contained the two trophies1  
erected by Sylla, for his victory over Taxiles and Archelaos, gene- 
rals of Mithridates the Fint., 	It appears from Plutarch,2  that the 
battle commenced at Mount Thurion, which terminates in a pointed 
summit anciently called corthopagon ; having at its base the river 
Morios, and the temple of Apollo Thurios. 	 . 
, .The Kapourniotes have a tradition that Chwroneia took its name 

from Chwroneos, who they think was the son of King Plutarch ; 
they have also some confused notions of the battle, which they . say 
was fought by Alexander, whose name is much better known in: 
Greece than that of his father Philip. 

The fountain above-mentioned forms a stream and a marsh, the 
mud of which is of a red hue. 	This is imagined, to have been the 
spot where the battle raged. 	A poor shepherd told me'that this 
was the plain where the Greeks were slaughtered by Alexander ; 
and that the place was called from thence, Agzovos o Kathwos, the Plain 
of Blood.. Plutarch mentions a small river near Chwfoneia called, 
Hannon, which he supposes to have been originally named Ther; 
modon ; but which, being filled with blood at the battle, took the 
name of Hwmon.4 	The modern name of the Hannon is rigupa, which' 
signifies a stream, that is visible only during the winter.' 	AcCordingi, 
to Plutarch,5  several tombs of the Amazons. were seen on' the barike* 
of this river. 	Pausanias6  mentions a river Thermoddri near Glisas 
in B000tia., 	- 	 • 

According to Procopius,' Chwroneia, and several other plaCeS,  
in Bceotia, Achaia, and Thessaly, were destroyed by 'ail' eaiifi:: 
quake about the middle of the sixth century. 	, 

--,: 	 )111 

• , 

1 Pansan. b. 9. c. sy. 	2  Life of Sylla. 	3  Life of Demosthenes.. _ 4;44,nor.,, 	,,'-it ,  
"5 Life of Theseus. 	6  B. 9. c. 19. 	7 De Bello Goth;b... 4. p. 369, of Paris ejlihi 

   
  



CHAPTER VIII. 

To Skripou, anciently Orchomenos. 	Plain of Chmroneia. 	Ruins of Orchomenos. 	Treasury of Minyas. 
Lake Kopais—its towns, rivers, and mountains—outlets of the Lake. 	River Cephissos. 	Village of 
Romaiko. 	Village of Granitza. 	Return to Libadea. 	To Mikrokoura, anciently Haliartos—ruins 
of the xity. 	Eremo-Kastro, anciently Thespeia—ruins of the city. 	To Kakosia, anciently Thisbe 
—ruins of the city. 	Mount Helicon. 	To the Village of Katsikabeli. 	To Thebes. 

. 	 TO SKRIVOU, ORCHOMENOS. 

ON the lath we quitted Kapourna, and proceeded along the 
banks of the Hwmon, which at this time exhibited a visible current, 
though in summer it is no longer to be seen. 	At the end of forty 
,minutes we saw a  large tumulus, to the left, with some blocks of 
stone about it, perhaps the sepulchre of the Theban patriots who 
fell in the battle. 	Another tumulus, of still larger dimensions, 
appears on the right;.which probably constituted the neon ht.tocrice,1  
the common tomb of the Greeks, except the Thebans, which Pau- . 	. 
saniasg terms ro>tucapi; vl  the receptacle of many men. Fifty minutes 
from Chxroneia, the stream of the Hwmon, or Thermodon, forms a 
confluence with the Cephissos, which we crossed over a bridge. 
Near the junction of these rivers are some imperfect traces; pro-
bably the temple of Hercules, near which was the principal fury of 
the battle. 	From this spot the prospect is particularly interesting 
and magnificent. 	The nearest objects are the bridge, and the junc- 
tion of the rivers, beyond which the plain is expanded to the foot 
of Parnassos, which towers above in all its sublimity and magnitude. 
The plain is closed by other hills of diversified forms, on which are 
distinguished the ruins of Chwroneia, Panopeus, DaUlii, and Para- 
potamioi. 	The latter, which is about five miles from Cheeroneia, 
nearly opposite Panopeus, is situated on a rocky eminence above 
the Cephissos, on the side of which is a khan. 	Strabo3  places it 

a Strabo, b. 9. p. 414. 	 2  B. 9. c. 39. 	3  B. 9. p. 424. 
YOL. I. 	 2 G 
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L 	, 
forty stadia from Chwroneia, which corresponds with its probable 

	

situation. 	Plutarch' Says; that $ylla:Pointed it' out to his army, but 
that it was quite ruined, and nothing was seen biit the ridge 'of ''a 
sharp and craggy mountain, separated from Mount Edylion by the 
river Assos, which falls into the Cephissos. 

The plain of Chwroneia is exuberantly productive ; it was at this,.-
time covered with the richest verdure ; luxuriant harvests are pro-
duced in some parts, while others are enriched by plantations of 
rice, or animated by numerous flocks of sheep with their long 
fleeces of silky wool. 	The Epicephissians, or Parapotamioi, were 
celebrated for the fertility of their soil, and for the diligence with 
which they prosecuted its cultivation. 

After crossing the Cephissos, the plain narrows : we began to as... 
cend the barren side of Mount Akontios, which, rising to a moderate 
height opposite Chaeroneia, subsides into the plain of Kopais at 
Orchomenos.5 	The river Akontios was also in this vicinity.3  
. On the side of the hill is a village called Karamoiisa, and not far 

from it a small monastery ; several other villages are scattered over 
the plain to the left. 	In four hours we arrived at the ruins of Orchot  
menos and ,the village of Skripou. 	This celebrated4  city, proverbial. 
in the time of Homer5  for its riches, still exhibits traces of its former 
strength, , and, some remains ,of its early magnificence. 	The most 
ancient ruins are probably in the plain, within the present village. 
According to Strabo6  it was afterwards built higher up, on account 
of the overflowing of the lake : Pausanias pretends that the city was 
founded by the Thessalian Andreos, from whom it took the name of 
Andreis ; it was afterwards called Phlegyas, from a son of Mars 
then Minyas, from the grandson of Neptune ; and Minyeian Orcho- 
menosi from,,the son of Minyas. 	In the time of Thucydidee.  it 
was called Boeotian Orchomenos, to distinguish it from the town of . 	. 	 . the same name in Arcadia. 	, 	 . 

2  Life uf Sylla, 	 2  Strabo, b. 9. p. 416. 	1  Plutarch, Life of Sylla‘.  
• noXtc artipanc. Pausan. b. 9. c. 34. 	5  Strabo, b. 9. who cites the 9th Iliad, v. 381. 
6  B. 9. p. 416. 	 7  B. 9. c. 34. 	 8  B. 4. c. 76. 
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At the eastern foOt of the Acropolis, and on the northern side of 
the Cephissos, are the small remains of the treasury of Minyaii  which 
Pausaniasi styles one of ' the wonders of Greece. 	The entrance'is 
entire, though the earth being raised above its ancient level congeals 
a considerable part of it, as only six large blocks, which are of regular' 
masonry, remain above ground. Of this the entire height is seven feet 
and a half; its breadth at top is eight feet ; it widens towards the base,' 
where its breadth appears to be at least nine feet, and its height' 
about nineteen or twenty; 	it is nearly of the same dimensions.  as 
the entrance of the great treasury at Mycenae, but rather larger. 
The whole building is of white marble. 	Its lintel, or architrave,' is 
flat, and composed of a single block, the length of which is fifteen feet 
four inches, the breadth six feet three inches, and the thickness three 
feet three inches : it accordingly weighs at least twenty-four tons. It 
must have been brought from a great distance, as the nearest quar- 
ries of white marble are those of Pentelikon. 	On the sides of -the en-,  
trance are several perforations for nails, as at the treasury at Mycenae' .' 

I was enabled to obtain an approximation of the diameter .of. the: 
Orchomenos treasury, by means of the lintel of the gate ; which -ow 
the interior being the segment of a circle, gave to the diameter; 
at ,this level,- sixty-five feet ; but the soil having accumulated and 
the 'size of the building increasing towards its base, (for when 
entire it was in form of a gothic dome) its real diameter must. be  
some feet more, which shews it to have been far superior to the 
treasury at 'Mycenw. 	Pausanias,2  indeed, gives a magnificent de- 
scription of the former, and only slightly mentions the latter.3  , The. 
great.bloCk, however, which forms the lintel over the door of the 
treasury at Mycenw, is much larger than that at Orchomenoi; but 
the former .was a stone found on the spot, and the .latter a foreign 
material brought from a distance. 	It appears that the Minyan 
treasury was double, like that at Mycenw, except that both the, 
chambers of the former were circular, whereas one of those at 

1 B. 9. c. 38, 	2  B. 9. c. 37. 	3  B. Q. c. 16, 
2 G 2- 
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Mycenw was circular, the other quadrangular. 	The _whole of that at.  
Orchomenos has fallen in, except the door ; and there is little doubt 
that the excavation of the ground would bring to light some curious 
and interesting remains. 	It is remarkable that these extraordinary 
edifices have been seldom described,* even mentioned, by ancient 
authors. 	Pausanias is the only one who has given a regular descrip- 
tion of that at Orchomenos, while he has only slightly noticed that 
of Mycenw, and that of Hyrieus at Delphi ; the latter was built by 
Trophonios and Agamede ; the others indeed also probably .owe 
their existence to those early and celebrated architects.. 	Pausanias 
seems to censure the Greek historiansl for not mentioning these • ex.: 
traordinary edifices; yet he has himself overlooked one treasury near 
Sparta, and another in the citadel of Pharsalia ; the ruins of which 
still, exist, and which I myself have seen. 	Ai .for the town of 
Pharsalia, he only mentions it incidentally; but he gives such a 
detailed description of Sparta, that I was surprised by his omission 
of the treasury ; which, in all probability, is as ancient as those 
above-mentioned. 	In his description of Delphi and Olympia, he 
enumerates several treasuries2  and repositories ;3  but dwells only on 
that of Hyrieus, as a building worthy of particular attention. 	Those 
of Myceme are subterraneous, as he describes them ; that , of .0r-
chomenos was apparently the same in every respect ; of which how- 
ever he leaves us entirely uninformed. 	Strabo says nothing of -the 
treasury. of Minyas, although he mentions those at Delphi. as the 
subterraneous repositories of the rich offerings of Gyges, Crcesos, 
and others. 	Onomarchos entered the subterraneous treasuries, in 
the temple of Apollo, and paid his army with the riches which they-
contained.4  

The treasury of Minyas, which was situated in the lower city, was 
probably overflowed;. and together with the rest of the ,town, covered 

• 
1 Herodotus says that Rampsinitos, king of Egypt, had a chamber of stone for his treasury, 

b. 2. c. 121. 	He also mentions the subterraneous treasuries of Sardanapalos, b. 2. c. 150. 
2  Qqravpot. 	 3  AvaNtara.. 	4, Strabo, b. 9. p. 421. 
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for Smile centuries by the waters' of Kopais lake. 	The inhabitant 
retreated to Mount Akontios till the lake was drained, about the 
time of Alexander ; and this may be the reason why so little men- 
tion has been made of that curious edifice. 	Pausaniasi informs 'Os, 
that Trophonios And Aganiedes practised precisely the same arti-
fice in robbing the treasury of Hyrieus, as Herodotus2  relates of those 
who robbed the treasury of Rhampsinetos in Egypt. 

Livy3  and Plutarch.' tell us that Philopcernen was put into a sub-
terraneous chamber at Messene, called the Treasury, which received 
neither air nor light from without, and was closed with a large stone: 
In the island of Sardinia there are several edifices of the highest 
antiquity, called Noragis ; which are constructed on the same plan, 
and in the same *form as the treasuries of Greece; but are not so-large. 
According to, Pausanias,5  Norax, with a colony of Iberians, built a 
town in Sardinia called Nora : the Noragis may possibly take their 
name and origin from Norax. 	 . . 

The Orchomenian Acropolis stands on a steep rock, part of Mount 
Akontios, rising close to the west of the lower town ; the Cephisios 
winds at its southern base. 	The walls, which extend from the plain 
to the summit of the hill, enclose an irregular triangle, the acuter 
angle a which terminates at the summit of the rock, which is 
crowned with a strong tower, nearly of a square form, the walls of 
which are regularly constructed. 	In the interior, a large cistern 
is formed in the solid rock ; ninety-one steps which are about six feet 
wider  are cut in the rock and lead up to the tower, the position 
of Which is remarkably strong. 	It commands an extensive view 
over-Phocis.  and Bceotia, having the plain of Chaaroneia and Parnas-
sus to the north-west, Libadea to the south, and lake Kopais to.  the 
east, bounded by Helicon, Phoinikios, and Ptoon ; while the-dis-
tant horizon is terminated by the mountains of Eubcea. 

The walls,which enclose the Acropolis are much more ancient than 
those Of the tower. The three first styles are visible ; the polygonal 

1 B. 9. c. 37. 	 a B. 2. c; lel. 	 3  B. 39. c. 50. 
. 	 4  Life of Philopcemen, 	 5  IS. 10. c. 17. 
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construction is predominant ;"ihg TitynthiaiY,  6irle.' igcseerilarily-  in '4 
few places, and the walls Seem-  to 'ha:Ve eXlierieticed at last7-tWo great 
overthrows. 	Diodorus Siculus A'y'rSithatjthe day Nird& destroyed* 
Hercules ; and that it underwent-a-1 sitnilat-  etaStrOphe-in ,the War 
against the Thebans ; which happened about S64 year before. Christ! 

The walls which are characterized by the earliest' style; of whiCh 
some few specimens remain in - the 'Acropolis, were probably bat 
before the- time of Hercules : those which indicate the second style 
were erected after the early destruction of the'citadel. The tower and 
regular restorations were probably constructed about thirtyyears after 
the' demolition of the city by the Thebans, as they resemble the lesS. 
ancient part of the Plataan walls, which were raised by Alexander. 
One gate of the Acropolis is entire, and is situated in the southern 
wall, facing Libadea. 	It diminishes towards the top, and is Covered 
with two large blocks or lintels. In the opposite or northern wall are 
the remains of another gate, but without the lintel. 	There was no 
doubt; a third in the base of the triangle, communicating with:  he 
lower town. The general thickness of the walls is seven feet. 	.. 

- Near the treasury of Minyas-  is an ancient monastery, Called Pa-
nagia Kemis. On the outside of the semi-circular recess, formed by 
the altar, are some inscriptions of the lower empire, one of which 
has been accurately, published by. Doctor Clarke ; the others may 
be referred to in the Appendix. 	.  

The papas, who directed my attention to these inscriptions, said 
that they related to the, foundation of Orchomenos by. king Protos- 
patharios. 	This word irporoprosOcepos occurs in two of the inscriptions, 
and was the title of the first sword-bearer of the. Greek emperors, 
which the priest mistook for a proper name. ' 	

i 

Near the entrance of the monastery is an ancient inscri'p'tions On 
a loose block of marble ; and on the left hand side, beyon41 the 

4 	3[ 
- 	• 	 . 	 i  

1- B. 4. c. 10. nip iroXtv KaTE07:alliE. 	i 	-,r.  1` 	i 

e Since sent to England, and now in , the British Museum. 	Other inscriptions from the 
same place have been published by Colonel Leake, in the 26th Numlier of the Classical 
Journal, June, 1816, p. 332. 	The name lif the! town in these inscriptions is Written EPXO- 
MENOI instead of OPXOMENOI. 
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is another fixed in the wall, both of great interest, and rela-
same subject ; but, as they have been published by Dr. 

with his usual accuracy, I shall only add, that Larcher, in his 
the first book of Herodotus, is of opinion, that xsOap,s, was 
; and 	that xit9cepa, was 	a different instrument ; and that 
was the performer on the first, and scsBoclx, on the latter. 

mentioned this opinion of the translator of Herodotus, as 
occur in both the inscriptions. 	The word xiBapirrnic may 

apply to the performer of the xsOapez, as well as of the xii9apis, 
different instruments. 	The termination £6,717;  seems al- 

be applied to the performer on any instrument, as lyrist, 
&c. but wan generally means vocal music. 	Might not 

signify one who sings to the lyre or harp ? Bion' clearly 
the ;4:Bap; from the xExus—ws xEXtv Epiu,icov xsOczpivr tec ct,L; 

the outer wall of the church are other inscriptions ; 
which are sepulchral. 	There is also the following curious 
which is deserving of particular attention. 

-,...."---!--......,_ 
 	a  	----------. 	 --.----- --- --L------- 	j 	- ----  .  — 	— 	--_------ 	-.-:-.----- - 	_ 

Ifi9,111'  

...---.‘4:-..  

----- 	 - 

66 	 - ,1,_...--=-= 

_,  	 

glyphs, unornamented 
It is probable 

occupies the site of some edifice of consequence, as it 
almost entirely from the frusta of plain 	columns, tri7  

metopes, and marble fragments. 
that the temple of the Graces once adorned this spot. 
according to Strabo' and Pausanias3  by Eteocles, 

_eyz.it, 	1 	Idyl!. 3. 	v. 7..:ts-nis ui Wi.2 	B. 9. 	p. 414. 	3  B. 9. 	c. 35. 
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. king of p Orchomenos., , + Pinclarl -gallskOr,chornentIF. the eitpa the 
Graces; and it. . was also • eel ebratect }for ,.a fountain thatlwati acOnge-
crated to thoseidivinities and denominated Akidalia,,,,Whibhincluced 
Virgil! to designate Venus by the title of.``:•Mater,Acidalia,...n ,2'; +- 

. 4  -Martial?, uses an expression nearlysimilar.r -Strabo takesmo notice 
of the fountain ; Pausanias mentions it; butt without, any particular 
name. Strabo is also silent concerning the temple of Bacchus,' which 
,is noticed by Pausanias. There is a bas =relief in the 	which 'ari- 

4  pearsto be the fragment of a metopa ; • it represents the bueraniain, 
or skull of an ox, with bandage& round its, :horns, and .a coniticO- 
pim on each side, wreathed with the olive and the.  ivy. 	This frag- 

. went' perhaps .belonged to, the temple of- Bacchus ; to whom both 
the ivy and thevx were sacred. 	, 	, . . 
: We, were shewn. a spot where a. Mosaic pavement had been found 
a few years before ; but it was concealed under a covering of mud 
and water. Pausanias4  mentions the sepulchres of Minyas, and_that 
of Hesiod, at Orchomenos; in- the vicinity of the village, there is atu-
mulus of earth, which maybe one of the. sepulehres,inentioliedr  by 
Pausanias, or that raised over the remains of Actaeon. The only coins 
of Orchomenos, which have as yet been found, are the small silver, of 
which there are some varieties.. The' most common have ,a grain ,of 
corn on one side;  and theindented square on the reverse ; these.are 
generally uninscribed, but some have the letters EP. 	I have.  spen 
.another with the Boeotian shield on one side, and on the other: gPX.5  
within a wreath, and under it two grains of corn. Therei&one in the 
collection of Dr. Flun?er, which on one side has the diota lyjAkAlhe 
legend EPXO, and on the other side the Boeotian aspis with 414:e.4 -of 

corn upon it. 	I purchased the following coins of a countryman,npon 
the spot. 	. 

• .. 	— 
NM; 

. 	 , 
, 	.-- 	4 	a 	1  

• , 	- 	'....' 	' 	:.: 	r ,- 	 , „ ,- 	 . • : 
1  Pyth. Od. 12.. 	. 	f iEneicL 1; v. 7.20. 	3  8‘61,Epig. ,131; 1! ,  .7. 44  13.0 e. 38. 
5  The 'epsilon-instead of the onlikroiiiialso observed in the Orchonniniin inseriptiOai.1 	It 

is the /Eolie dialect. 	 , 0 	 - 	-r 
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., Thelsite ofaspiedon-,iSpibliably forked by a tower .bil.  An'iniiI 
-,:hill;,about tw,o tnileit and a half to. the. liv4E: of 0 rchomehOs; :near 'the 
..xrange:of hills;,which inclose the lake and plain on that side. :StrabO'• 
.says, that: it is•twenty 'stadia-from Orchomenos, in which -space the 

-, river MelaS intervenes., The• situation of Tegyrai is unknown,. • but 
the 'detailed- account of. Plutarch -might lead-  to the discovery. 	-He 

-says,2  that the-temple of Apolla.Tegyraios, and- the. forsaken oracle, 
.which' fable makes -the • birth-place of Apollo, was: situated 'near 
Mount Delos, and., two copious' springs, - remarkable-  for their' Cold 

'And limpid. waters, which were called the PaIm,-and the Olive ; and 
that -it- was -in this spot, and..not near two trees in the island of 
Delos, bat near the sources which bore their names, that Latona was 
delivered of Apollo. :He places Mount -  Ptoon in the vicinity; from 
•schiell: it 'would appear, that •Tegyrai .was on the' side of the lake, 
- between, Orchomenos and Akraiphnion. 
:•• ,I,-,know.- no spot from whence the-view ,of lake Kopais, and its 
'plain,. is so clear and extensive as from the-Acropolis of Orchome-
noS. Wheler's description of it is so accurate and comprehensive, 

'that little- can be added to what - he has already said. 	It was gene-- 
't-rally.  known to the ancients by the name of Cephissis,3  or Cephissos ;, 
`--hat Strabos, says; that' originally it had several names, which were 
borrowed from the nearest town ; as Kopais, from Kopai., Haliar-, 
atios, from4 Haliartos ; but that it afterwards was generally distin- 
tuished by the' name of Kopais: 	Pliny6  calls it the lake of Orcho-, 

-MenOs, and Pausanias,7  Kopais, or Cephislis : but he calls the river 
'ephissos, and Strabo makes the same -distinction; he gives it a cir- 
-f-bamference of three hundred and eighty stadia. It is at present ,Called 
• Xifiri;'-,b3r way of eminence., • Its principal supplies are derived from 

• 
,- 	.• 

- 	1  B..9. -  p. 415. 	 '2  Life of Pelopidas, and Cessation Of 'Oracles. 
--34-lemer's-iliad,-2: v. Sea. Hymn to Apollo, v. e80. 	Strabo, b. 9.' Pausan. b. 9. c. 24. 

di Ovid writes-it with a single s. 	,s 	. 5  B. 9.4. 410, 411; 
6 Nat Hilt ,:b.,-1-0.,,vaa13.,-ir , 	.,_ 	i 	„..7. B.9. v. £4. 	. 	. 

VOL. I. 	 2 it 	 7 
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'then-tePhist os , '-bn cl ihe).114 el a4, '' TW fOririef:ilief Fiat figniaime-  at 
• LIU a' in Phoci s" i- " and ' after' being ' aitglifiehte'd,' br jeiL,iii.i ibtittati 
',stream's, which fall .frOrn the nionntaini; ft ft'uritira%inuoiisi Col iii. 
.or ;luny 'Miles, till it enteri'theplain sand lake CePhiiiik 'near 01'6'6E: / 

_0 . -/ 

-G41lie •Melas rises a short distanee frOm the 1-1Orthern foot of the 
Acropolis  of Orehomenos; and according to - StrabO, disappears iri 
*'6hasins-2 •nearthattown. 	inutarchs says; that only a small branch 
id-iernixeS'iith the Cephissos, While' the' main body is concealed .., 
among tne marshes.. It is now called ti ixtipoyo, or priupoiroraitg (the 
black river); iihieh answers to the signification of its 'ancient 14.the. 
Its *raters ' are clear ; 	and where the channel is deep have' the 
dark appearance of other clear and deep :rivers. 	The'neighbOurink 
Cephissds ii of a different character ; its waters 'being light=colotired 
and muddy. The ancient name 'of kelaS, and the modern Onesof,ithiii)pti 
igpo, probably originated froth 'th'ese dirctinistandes. - The:Her:eine; 
formed by' the waters of Lethe and Mneinosyrie, enters" the plain4  
fly the . s. E, .Of Orchomenos. 	- 	'. 	' 	: 	" , , i , 	;: . i ' 
''The Phalaros4  at -the -foot Of MOurit LaphistioS,: the NioriOS$ -at 

the foot of Thurios, and • the Oplifes andPhilarioS,6 'ilie LaphiS;7  arid` 
the Permessos,° with the Olmelos,° coming from Helicon, ' enter' 'thee  
lake near Haliarfos. ,.The Assosl° joins the river CephisSos, heal:, 
Mount Edylion ;II the Therrnodou unites With it between Chrotieid.' 
arid Orchomenos, and the Ako-ntios" atthe foot: of the' mountain of
the same name. Theophrastus, in his description of the Orchoineniant  
reeds, - tnentions- a river called ripollwria coming frcirn Lebadeia'';'this 
,is probably -another name fo'r the Ilercyne. 'But it inuSt • 'be iecot: 
letted that -all these rivers, -excepting the Cephissos, the Melgi,.and ' 

i AikaKovreaws, Strabo, B. 9. 	 '2  Xaffita. 	 - 	s' tire ot'§*Pli.:' 
4  'Pausan. b. 9. c. 34. ' 	' 	5  ?lutarch's Life of Sylla. 	..• ? 71, ,;111DIA 

6  Plubirch (Life of Lysander) says, that these two streams are near HaliaKtoi. The latter is 
" — 	 _____ ,probLiy the Same as the PhaTaiiis. 	 - 

T  Pausai. 	 :, 	5;  Piisan. 	. 	9  Strabo, b, 9. 	JO Plutarch's Life of Sy1).3. 
'" Plutarch's Life of§yila. 	'''s 	'15 411,,Iliiiielli Life .of 	yllits''''!1161j i  to 31`' 
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,th ,,TAMYI:Ifii gg '1).:PTR WiAtq 'Streams, ,- IY‘,1)..ick4ar..ZP4q41bf.4r,y.,0 
4nratner,iwben,a12are ansistonyCliannelis alone left to 11144111* yyi41. 
491Ac '01,1*,,,which .4 4ee.p;  9nly,  „in,a, few, ,placcli>i 	lie,aFly pqr,y,A1,. 
sumtncr,;, au4 tin. thewinter iscdivid,e4 into several.large:pools„ white 
intermediate portions of land are adorned with villages and cultiy, 
tion :, Nit after heavy rains. it sometimes, overflows its , natural 
boundaries, and puts the. v,illagers to, flight,. 	I:haye m y s el f e,en,Aie 
Corn and, the. vineyards covered with water. _ Prchomenos4i14,91, 
Topolias, and many other places on the lake, have ,a, sun-Alpert  and,, 
winter road. ,.In  my;way from ,Chanopeia, it was necessary totalig#2 
win ter road ',along:the, side of Mount Akontios,; and, in, my,,,jourpex 
from Orchomenos to Libadea, the ,inundation of: the .whale plaifit 
compelled., the, to' make . ;a eonsiderable deviation :from; ,the -di,rect, 
voute,,,,I3ut,during the ensuing summer, when on.  any second ;visit 
to chrorteia and Prehomenos„ I took the, summer. road through the 
plain,;  which:  is • much shorter. 	Plutarch'. relates, that, when Peio. 
pidas retreated with his army from. Orchomenos, ,he, proceeded , by, 
Tegyrai along the foot of the mountains, which was the-only passable 
way,as the Waters of the Melas completely covered t,be,plain. This 
river ,.no Sooner :rises than it stagnates in swamps, which rPlAcfPF the 
loWer roads impracticable. 	The more distant mountains, whose 
"wjAter . ,to 	are ,discharged . into: ,the Cephissos, and,  ultimately 
i.,,ntp,thei4e,_ a.re Qeta, Knemis,.Messapios, .and Kerykios.  	 i t.  
•,,Pliny!,,,and Theophrastuss :inform. ; us, that there, were ,floating 
islands in,;the lake. . 	.. 	. 	., 
.,,T.N ,lattq ,mentions . some places ,which were .in the vicinity ,of 
Orchomenos,' and which are at present unknown,., Speaking of the 
reeds ofithe lake, he says, that the greater, quantity grew at, a place; 
(Toros) :between , the Cephissos and Melas, called TrixEXCM04, near 
's hick„- were some deep parts of the lake, called xorpo, ; 	he next 
mentions a river called uppCx.rix„and says, that the finest reeds, were 

'I 	',.),1  „o 	• 	. 	1 	'• ..”s 	le 	1 	 , `i 

cii 
1  

4 	.1 	• 
"to -41 ?` ,i.:,i iJi`i " 	2 N t tinse I. .,,, 16. 	c-. 36. 	t f Mist.Plantar.b: 4:;.1- 12. 

Life of Pelopidago? ?, 1( 	0- ii'lf-,1,3L.,;9.
11

-1  2 	 r i .7. 	J'i i ' 	' 1 	... 'f 
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ilDtinct . di :0Eitec'Kezi.virsii ,whieli ' was-, -31it ?the m0'uth-3 hi - Lb& Cephiisoi; 
near which' there was a fertile plain, Called DrTrusi. :To therrtkof Diehl,  
Kampe was a place !called BoneTE;ice::, .I.ti,is.difteult tatknoW' wheal& 
Theophrastus, by the word 1-0704.; alluded. toT. 	toWnst-o'ciillages-vos• 
merely to parts of the plain, 'Which - bore, the iiames: in '.ituesticiii. - 	,f"i 

-Pliny' mentions six kinds of 'OrchOmenian_ calami ; .the'cbaraciai 
the plotia,. the auleticon, the donax, the Zeugitw, arid bombyei 
which are the xcepeatieg., urAolcipcv; oetdorcoc, ;olictE., egtpyrrix, and Coi.6,3uxitgi 
.pfiTheophrastus. 	• 	 •. 	,.. 	. 	. .,. 	 , 	- 
.•:' During the more prosperous days of Greece, when the arts 
flourished, and opulence was generally diffused, this vale must have 
been strikingly interesting, by the assemblage of natural and artif  
ficial beauties which it• displayed. 	Surrounded by: sublime, Mourif 
tains or varied bills, and fertilized by numerous streams, it was then 
adorned by wealthy cities •and independent communities, where 
admiration was excited;  or piety kindled, •by the sight. of •accumu4 
lated temples ; of groves and fouhtains, animated. 15y a multiplicity 
of presiding deities'; -of caverns where oracles were Idelivered„...or 
the mysteries of futurity developed ; and- where all,,the -embellish 
inents of a fanciful; but elegant superstition, were scattered over the 
enchanted ground. 	 . 	• 
" , The,  plain is .closed, 'towards Phocis, 	by ,Parnassos;; and:a:the 
chain which, branching from it towards Libethrion and HelicOni„ is 
ornamented with the -ruins of. -DauliS, Panopeus, AnernOria,!--Im. 
Hyampolis, Chwroneia, and Lebadeia. 	Further ,to the %.:x`-' !to- 
wards the body of Helicon, are the remains ,of -Tilphousion;iKoro 
neia, Alalkomerrai, and Haliartos. 	Helicon separates the plainfrom 
that of Thespeia. 	Mount' Tilphousion and Mount Phoinikioss join. 
the. foot of Helicon ; and the latter divides the plain of.Kopaithorn• 
that of Thebes. 	At the western.  foot of Phoinikios are the ruins of 

a 	. 	,= 	1 	F, 	 n 

.: 	i 	1 	 . 	 .1 ,' 	IM 	. i i 	AAJ 	. 	". 	I:I.. 	' 	'? 	'nil 	i4 	11 	r1ckli 1  
3  Nat. Hist. b. 16. c. 36. 	2  Or Anemoleia 	' , 	,, • . 	,, , 	,o 	( 24').1 	' 

,s called; (Ihrtoy by kie0o4, psi P,It!!.1;chr,Iq)ct:, by JeytEopliron, /4)9,740r, by Za*Iii‘s, 
Omuta,  by Apolita!lowsi SCRYLKLOC by .st5ab  0 „-pq lommiNkitain of the:.§.04,1111,1)5tit4mir. 
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-Onelidsth 	and Med eo 6,..: AhiSlniuntaiii, , to wards Ahe rriorth; :join' 
-the-4-  three4oppedl. :.PtoonT .11vhich.')separates -the lakesI, K6pais - and 
.11ylika..Thei.rhin.',of Akraiphnionl:are on Mount Ptooa, at !the- 
:base:of:Which- are the reinains ofthe insular .city of Kopai.. To thig 
joins Mount=1(yrtonon,! whichi.!with: the northern range of Ptoort; 
-closes iii:the plain from the.: vale of .0pous, and the sea. of Eubiia, 
and is, 	called Talanda; having at its eastern base an episcopal 
.cif 	of the same name.:  	. 	. 	• 	, 	. 	. 	• 	., • 	f 	.w; li -4.i. 

Next come .the bare and. craggy hills of Akontios,' LaphySti'ds; 
Thurion, Edylion; DauliOsi,Hyphanteion;  and Katopterios ;• ,altdiff  
ferent natheg -givedto parts of -the :same chain: on ;which 'were .situ4 
sated the towns of Orehomenos, Aspledon, and Parapotamioi; --and 
which separate it froth the plain of Elateia and Chwroneia., 	- ' ,,. .. ;. 
.,. Besides the above-thentiOned towns, there were, several others on 
.the, plain, whose , precise situations,  are • unknown : 	some of- these 
have-  probably been,entirely destroyed' by ,inundations, particulatlY 
Assia, na, Okalea,' Athens, and .Eleusis.3. • 	. 	, 	,, . 	, 	. 

.,': The eels .of this lake are as much celebrated at present as they 
were in. the: time fa. the: ancients1-. they  grow' to a very large,  size;  
-and ',after .being salted and pickled; are-sent as *delicacies to various 
_parts of Greece.. They are noticed by Aristophanes,4  Paasanias,",and 
btihers. Julius Pollux' enumerates them amongst the good things of 
which the• ancients ,were•fond. ; 'and Athenaeusz says, that they 'were 

-nsed. in the sacrifices of the Bceotians..  
-- ..Pliny affirms that the lake generally rose above its usual .leVel 
onci.-every ninth' year. After the deluge'of Deucalion, nature and 
:.art!Seena Ao have combined the means of obviating the' ,calamities 
I 1 	.I[ 	. 	- 	,e 	it 	- 	, 	 t 	4 	1: 

:1,, „W 	4:.i t., 	i 	,'$ 	' 	' 	 . 	, 	.  

!,1-Ierodotus calls it Akraiphia,. and. *mho. Akraiphion. 	 . 
2  Upon this mountain Pausanias mentions the three small towns of Kurtones, Korseia, and 

1-1ettos, b. 9. c. 24.:''' ''"' . " 'i  
11-4.  Palliaii . 1i: 9: K ' etk: . . I'  ' ' ' l'i!Ael;aild. v'.13S0,.. 8(.6. and Lysistrat. v. a6.. 	' 	B. 9. C. 24. 

en.:16!'6''.116! Se.,;s1 3.t"'IL'i l)e*n'OSiiph:'-luc. f:e: 18. '' 	- 44,1siar: 'Mk. b. 16. c. 36. 
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occasioned tiy.  .thelnundatidn of the lake . .7J. alrudeito the -Sii:13,-terra-i 
neous passages in MovtintPtoon, through Which theiSuperfltious Wa.:, 
ters of Kopais are -.discharged' into .thelike of tiyi.a, 7 'it'd intd the 
Enbcean .sea. 	Strabo calls them 'zceirt.-6e4:7-ed.:and 'uTrouoikoi.'".Tausanias 
also names them-  it.irtitx--ka.; he :Calls: that of .the'; lake of .TheneoS 
acepa9pov, and those of StymphaloS. PEpi0oc, and affirmScthat the Arca-
dians call them Zep.  Apa: he names that. of the ASterion; near Myeen,' 
goceeedy :1  Aristotle2  terms these outlets cpceparyfic,. and Eustatlii& gives 
them the usual appellation of xtvr7..6cv7a: they are at ,present called 
-katabathra. 	They do not:appear:to have been visited' bye .PausaniaS, 
although he was within a :short distance of them-  at .Kopai ,and 
Akraiphnion. , In the month of March an inundation-of the lake 
prevented me from,  inspecting these extraordinary outlets,:anci'Pau-
sanias probably experienced, the same •iinpediment. I.Was however 
enabled to examine them at the end of May,: in my way,to•Thessaly.' 
They are in a calcareouSrock, of a hard ,though friable quality,. and 
full of natural_ caverns and .fissures. 	Strabo4  thinkS that, they-Were 
produced by earthquakei, and .that they were Sometirnes destroyed 
and rendered impervious by the same means.. He says, that Kopai ' 
being nearly demolished .by an inundation,. it occasioned :an a.tter!-' i 
ture, by whi;h the waters paSsed under ground for thirty stadia,-  and 

, entered the sea near Larymna. 	.. 	 , `I 

 

The number of these chasms ,is unknown. - Spon . enumerates 
five ; Pococke, with his usual inaccuracy, 	makes their number' 
eighty. 	The: inhabitants -of the , vicinity -affirin 'that there-  . are 
fifteen. 	I only observed four, one of whiCh is at the foot of. Mount 
Ptoon, and is visible from the ruins .of Akraiphnion ; it conducts 
the waters of Kopais to the lake of Hylika, a distance of about:: 
-two miles.- 	In the month of May the water of Kopais . did not:. 
reach the mouth of this katabathron; nevertheless Hylika was. wellz 
supplied. 	The waters of the -former 'probably find their way to it 

1.• B. 2. c. 17. 	2  Sleteoro1.1). 1: c. 13. 
.3 In' Homer. Iliad. Q. 	.- 	 ,,-.. it-94: 	 -:
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by some subterraneoWpassage ; :for'it is not entered by any river, 
though it is'in some parts deep, and .has also a: natural outlet, from 
which its waters pass 'into the Opuntian Gulph. 	. 	., 

,Most, of the ,other katabathra are in Mount Kyrtonon, to the, 
west of Akraiphnion. 	In one of these, which is about nine miles 
from that .place, on the road. to the town of- Talanda, and a few.,  
hundred yards from the lake, a. large. perpendicular chasm is seen 
in the rock of an irregular form, apparently the work of nature;.;. 
and: about one .hundreds ' feet in: depth. 	As my curiosity impelled • 
Me to- explore.: this,' I can speak of it from personal 'observation. 
Our descent was 'readily effected by a winding 'path which :is used 
by the shepherds, 'when they seek, in that cool retreat .a shelter"' 
from the rays of the meridian. min. 	The . bottom contains a deep 
pool of clear water which'oozes from the lake; and then entering a. 
small chasm or passage in the rock, finds its way to, the Opuntian: 
Gulph, after a subterraneous course 'of abOut four miles. . 
- When.I had examined'Ihis singular work of nature.(for no traces 
of 	are viSible). I proceeded to . the side' of the, lake, 'in order to 
inspect the: mouth :of..the katabathron. . - The Water, forms a Small' 
gulph,-. when it - ii' Seen:-  traniluilly:entering the rock by three distinct 
.natural .apertures.. 	At the distance of a few 'hundred'yards from 
this ',is another , katabathron, into ' which the water is 'conveyed by 
one,niciuth„ . 'There is,no perpendicular chasm 'near it, which in the 
other was probably occasioned by some fortuitous .obstruction of 
the.thannel, arid the pressure.arising from an .unusual accumulation 
of _water. :- iMan seems. tci have* been sensible of the importance of 
preserving by'. art "what, .nature had effected for the --Welfare' and: 
seetirity .of their. country,:.; We see in Strabo,3 :that. when. :some 'of 
these apertures were closed, a miner of Chaleis undertook to clear 
theni out in the time.  of Alexander. 

At .different distances, on the .wgy to the sea, are seen-  the pits. 
. 	. 	. 

, 	 . 
1  These measures are given-train, ioupeture. _ 	:2  llop?e.. Strabo... 	3  BA 9. p. 407. :„. 
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'mentioned 'by - Wileler,' whieh:are cut perpendicularly'in the :rock; 
until theY•reach..the subterraneons.streanis... The' passages werejlins 
cleared and probably 'enlarge& • The general size of 'these :pits:is 
foUr feet square.; . the depth varies-according to the unevenness of the 
grciund, Under Which the water is Conducted-to its .outlet. ' 'It isim.:. 
poSsible to penetrate. into • these. •deepTreoesses, ;which are' niOst-  of 
them .filled with stones, or overgrown with bushes ; but it 'would- not: 
be difficUlt to ascertain their depth, and their direction might be 
traced by- f011oWing- the shafts, which extend nearly to the Sea. '.• Pits 
of the same kind are seen in Italy, on the :mountain through which 
theEniissariumi penetratei at the lake FUCinus, in the country .Ofthe 
Marsi.. .Whether the Boeotian; plains were inundated by the deluge 
of.Ogyges and Deucalion, or whether Hereules2  produced that effect 
by. blocking up' the chaSms, and thus turning the•Cephissoi into:the: 
lake,. is, matter of .uncertain • conjecture. 	Polywnus3, mentiOns''one: 
chasm that was closed by Hercules, but afterwards re-opened.. `Diei-
dorus4  says, that Hercules: obstructed the' river Which flowed •-by Or- 
chomenos, and inundated.  the plain. 	Plutarchb relate's; that the lake,  

-overflowed the year6  before the defeat of the .Thebans, at Koroneia,.: 
by Agesilaus ; the waters reaching to.  Haliartos. 	These natural 'oUt.,,, 
lets occur in several parts of Greece, and other: countries which 
abound, in lakes and mountains ; 'but they Are found • principally in, 
calcareOis rocks. 	I have never seen any except artificial. emissaries) 
in volcanic soils. 	 . 	. 	 . 

The lakes of Stymphalos and Pheneos, in Arcadia, have *their 
katabathra. 	The lake of Ioannina, in. EPiros, has also two natural' 
outlets. ' The Psophis and the Erymanthos,' in.  Arcadia,' issue from- 
Subterraneous abysses. 	The Alpheios and the •Eurotas enter the,  

	

- .I.  Cicero, b: 16. Epist. ad Tiron. Vitruv. b. 8. c. 7. 	Suetonius in Claud. c. 20. . 
2 Diodorus Siculus says, that Hercules checked the course of the river at Orchomenos, and 

inundated the plain, because the Minyans had enslaved the Thebans, b. 4. c. 18. 
3  Stratag. b. 1. c. 5. 	 4 136 4. c. 18. 	 6  De .Genio Socrat. . 	. 
6  Three hundred and ninety-five years before Christ..., 	 I . 
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ground-4-41M r&appe'arse*eralltlinesid Al:cadiaL ; The Olihis -dis4L 
pedislitar Matititibia;ThroUgh ark aperture in the plain. The InachOS 
and i he-Ade:An,: "ill ArgOlig,' hai'Te also•.their kateibeitI'a; there are 
kV-4a' ,  in:i EpiroS;' and' biie ' in the vicinity'',  of Ragusa. 	- Strabol" 
mentions the Sti-  bterraneouS 'course of the Tigris; which according to 
Justin,' was cOntinued for an eit&it of twenty-five-miles. • The 00.4 
graphee ':alSo hakes natural 'emissaries At -Mount Korykos, in CiliJ 
eid ;- Others* • in- Koilesyria ;• the river PyramoS*,5. in Kataonia; 'they  
Lukos,6- 'near Laodicea; .0.1 river''--ai MetauroS, in ' the country 'of 
the. Brutii ;. the Nile 'in•-/EgYpt,• and' the Orantes,9  -near AntiOchia; 
in., Syria.. On',  the' Medals" of Antiochia, the Orontes is personified 
under-the form of,  a ,youth',-  issuing from the ground at the feet of •A, 

turreted:female figure, • in a--sitting posture, representing the- city. 
Soine--year-S40 the same sUbjectwas found sculptured on' a 'marble; 
in-the•Aricinity of Rome.iP . 	- 	. 
- - Velneyo- -mentioni- several- example§ of these outlets 'in Syria -; and 
they :are -•cohinion at the SWiSs lakes. 	There is one at Castleton, in 
Derbyshire; and the river Mole, near Leatherhead, in Surry, finds its 
way for about Annie under ground. 	There are several artificial ones 
in Italy, which-were probably suggested by those-  of Kopaie: The out-
let of the-Albany Lake, was undertaken by the advice12  of the Delphic 
oracle. :  The D-elphians who•Were acquainted with the neighbouring 
emissaries of •BCeotia,,  propoSed a work, of which their own country 
furnished proofs of the utility. 	The outlets of the lakes of Fucinus13  
and- Nemi are also artificial. 	There- is a natural one at • the small 
lake 'of '.Giuliano;• near Cora, in Latium: 	The. earliest works of . 	, 

• 
_ . -1  B. 16. p. 746. 	 2  Hist. b..42. c. 3. 	 3  B. 14. p. 671- 

4  B. 16. pt /,4_1. 	_ 	_ 	5  ..,13. 12. p-536. 	 —..6.B.. 12- p.. 578. 
7  B. 6. p. 275. 	 8  Loc. Cit. 	 9  Loc. Cit. 
w Visconti' Miti—Pio.;:elem. T. 3. p. 60. 	' 	'11 Voyage dani le 'Syrie, &c. v. 1. 

. 	Livyi.b.75.. c. 15. 	It was began in the year of Rome 358, was finished in a year, and 
penetrates a mile throughtlielotk. 	= 	- 	• _ 
ii?.I't itl said th0.1"the emperor Claudius employed thirty thousand men for eleven. years, in 
making the Emissary. 	 „, 	 '...." ' 	:::. , 	t 	• 	- 	• • 	. . 

VOL. I. 	 - 	2 	I • 
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this kind of which we possessAnyAnowledge,,are,those, magnificent 
ones in China, which were ina,de,  by:Nu, in,the reign ,of the. emperor 
Yao,1  through a mountain, to let off the maters of the river .Iloang-hoi 
These still exist,-and-were seen and described by. the, Pere de Mailla.2  

After an absence of a few,days we returned to Libadea.' 	In quit- 
ting Skripou we, crossed the Cephissos over a bridge of three arches. 
This river,- proceeding in a sluggish and muddy current, resembles 
the Cam at Cambridge, both in_ 'the width of its channel, and;  in 
the colour of its waters ; and I cannot conceive why Homer3 calls 
it xcexxipeE0e0 and X06AXippoov uLe, epithets which are applicable to it 
only near its source. 	Lucan4  denominates it the prophetic water ; 
but whether on account of its vicinity to Parnassos, or to the 
Trophonian oracle, or to that of Apollo Tegyrieos,5  has not been 
ascertained. 	In this part of Greece there are a great many black as 
well as white sheep, and hence originated the silly conceit recorded 
by Pliny,6  that the river Melas made sheep black, and the Cephissos 
white. 	Vitruvius7  seems to credit this story, and attempts. to ac- 

for it.8 	It is 	 by Priscianus9— count 	 also recorded 
. 	 duobus namque 

Fluminibus mutat vervecum lana colorern, 
Hoc fuscat niveas, hoc albat gurgite nigras. 	. 

We passed near the tumulus already mentioned, and found it 
covered with corn; and surrounded by vineyards. 	As the water was 
about a foot deep, we were obliged to turn to the right : having passed 
through the miserable village of Arabochori, we stopped a short time 
at that of Romaiko, for the purpose of examining in the churchyard 
a bas-relief. 	This curious monument is on a block of grey marble, 

I About 2297 years before Christ. 	2  Hist. Generale de la Chine; t. 1. 
3  Hymn to Apollo, v. 240, 241. 	 4  B. 3. v. 175. 	. 
5  See Plutarch, Cessat. of Orac. and Life of Pelopidas. 
6  Nat. Hist. b. 2. c. 103. 	 7  B. 8. c. 3.  

8  For a conceit of a similar kind which is prevalent in Sussex, see White's Nat. Hist. of 
Selborne, letter 17. 	 9  V. 429. 	 „ 

   
  



and represents the figure 
xxoeoct, or long loose garment; 
his left arm leans on a knotty 
sents a locust to a dog 
to seize it : the head of 
modern fess, in which is 
his hair is short, and his 
vwycev of Pollux.' 	As the 
removed the earth, and 
their imperfect state, it 

RIVER CEPHISSOS. 	 243 

of a man as large as life, clothed with the 
his right arm and his feet are naked ; 

stick, while with his right hand he pre-
of the greyhound form, which seems anxious 

the man is covered with the close cap, like the 
a round aperture about one inch in diameter: 

beard terminates in a point like the o-cpnvo-
basis of the monument was under ground, I 

discovered on it a few letters ; which, from 
has been impossible to render intelligible :-- 
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i Onomast. b. 4. c. 19. seg. 143. 
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In the Athenian Acropolis there was anciently a statue of Apollo,1  
named Parnopios, because he delivered the country from locusts 
(ricteovovec). Strabo2  says that the Oitaians honoured Hercules under 
the name of Kornopion, because he deliiered theni from locusts, 
which the Greeks generally called parnopes . though the Oitaians 
called them kornopes. The,  monument of Romaiko may allude' to 
this circumstance. On the north side of the Cephissos is. the village 
of Beli, situated on a hill. 	Near the river we passed -a village called 
Gephyra,s and as this is- the ancient word for bridge, there was pro-
bably one over the river at this place, of which no vestige can" now 
be discerned. 	As we approached a chain of hills, perhaps Thurion, 
our attention was attracted by some ruins Ton a pointed acclivity, 
when the hope of finding some interesting remains induced us to 
ride to the top. 	We were however but ill repaid for the difficulty of 
the ascent, and the loss .of time which it occasioned, as the ruins 
were modern, consisting only of a square tower, a single ancient 
block of stone, and two tumuli. . 

On reaching the suburbs of Libadea,4  we left the town to the right, 
and attracted by a village, and a monastery called Granitza, we 
proceeded up a bare and rocky hill, where it was said that some ruins 
would be found. 	We spent one hour in continual climbing, from,  
Libadea ; and we he're again lost our time, as not a vestige of anti-
quity, was to be seen : the monastery overlooks a deep and uneven 
valley, which separates the mountain of Libadea from Helicon. 

1  Pausan. b. 1. c. 24. 	* B. 13. p. 613. 	3  Pronounced IJfeer--Colipa. 
4  Diczearchus Stat. Graec. says it is only two stadia from Orchomenos to Lebadeia. 	This 

must be an error in the text, for which I should propose to substitute twenty-two. 
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TO EREMO-KASTRO, THESPEIA. 
. 	, 

• On the 20th of March we quitted our hospitable landlord at Liba- 
dea, and in -an: hour reached a small village called Rhake,s ; where 
tire the remains of an ancient square tower, of regular Construction; 
composed of large stones. 	The middle space of the wall is three feet 
and a half in thickness, consisting of a hard mass of small stones and 
cement, lined on each side with large blocks ; the whole wall forni- 
ing a thickness of eight feet and a half. 	No other traces of antiquity 
are visible at this place ; and as its situation corresponds with • no 
ancient town mentioned by Strabo or 'Pausanias, it was probably 
one of the Moyinrivia, or single-towered forts,1  built to guard the pass; 
for on one side rises a steep mountain, and on the other the plain of 
Kopais appears in its full extent. 

Continuing our way , we passed to the right of the village of Ka- 
man, which is situated at the foot of the mountains. 	It takes its 
name from some modern arches, on which is an aqueduct, which car- 
ries water *OM the neighbouring hills to turn a mill. 	A hot stream, 
which emits a thick smoke, and is-divided into several small branches', 
falls from the rocks in this spot : 'wheri crossing the road, it enters the 
plain Kopais. Its original source is about five miles from Kartari, on 
MountIlelicon, near a church of St. John. In the vicinity of the mill a 
cold spring mingles its waters with the hot, and they enter the plain 
in one stream. 	I do not know any ancient author or modern tra- 
veller by whom they are noticed. 

About three hours from Libadea we saw a tower called Borniaros, 

1  See Procop. de lEdific. b.'4. c. 5. p. 79, Paris edit. 
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" 	 '." ''j 	 T)ii.. b " 	iii" 	 )C1: '  situated on a rock near a mile to the righ ; 	ig er up 	e si e oHeli- 
con is discerned the village of KotonnaOtila7  ' We 'crOSSed,  a bridge 
of one arch, over a small river called Pogia, which comes froM HelicOn 
and enters the lake ; but it is dry ni summer. I passed ifin July, 18b1, 
when no stream was to be seen :  it is perhaps the Permesscis,1  which, 
according to Strab6,2  enters the lake not far - from Haliartos, after 
uniting with the Olmeios. • A. little further on is another stream, 
which runs in the same direction towards the lake, and may be the 
Olmeios: 	 . 	 . , 

•We next came. to a steep acclivity rising abruptly from the plain on 
the right. 	A copious fountain issuing from it, forms a stream which 
glides into the lake. 	There is considerable difficulty in determin- 
ing , the name of this place. 	It must be , either Tilphousa, or Libe- 
thrias,3  or Petra. 	Strabo tells us that Fount Tilphossa , is . under 
Mount Tilphosion, near Haliartos. and. Alalkomenai ; that the monu-
ment of Tiresias, and the temple of the Tilphossian Apollo, and.the 
town Tilphousion are also near it. 	Plutarch4  mentions the Fount 
Kiffusa At Haliartos, in which Bacchus was washed at his birth, the 
water having the colour of wine. • As he is the only 'author' who: no-
tices this fountain, it may be a mistake for Tilphousa.. He says 
it is at Haliartos.; but he probably means that it is in the Haliartian 
territory, and not at the town itself. 	Pausanias says; the fountain ,is 
fifty stadia from the 'town ; that the tombs of Tiresias is near it; and 
that the goddesses called Praxidikai had a temple nearMount Til-
phousion. Some ancient traces are seen near the fountain, which is 
Da unlikely to be that of Libethrias or Petra. , This; according to 
Pausanias, was forty stadia.:  from Koroneia. 

. 	 . . 	. 

1 For the different readings of this word, see Khunius' note in Pausan. b. 9. c. 29. 
- B. 9. p. 407. 

3  The mountain was named Libethrion, and the Fount Libethrias. 	Pausan. b. 9. c. 34. 
4  Life of Lysander. 	:  
4 B. 9., c. 3.5. Tailor. It is Uvrwa in Strabo. These words were sometimes synonymous. 
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: This ,distance nearly corresponds with the ruins of a town which 
are, seen on .a:hill to,the rigl;t, soon .after passing the rock and.foun-
tain, and which is. probably Koroneia, situated at the extremity of 
the retiring plain,. in which WaS a:temple,of Minerva, near the river 
Kouarios, where - the Pambceotian festivals were held, consisting, in 
singing and dancing.1  ' According to Strabo, Koroneia was situated 
on a height near, Helicon. 	 . 	_ 	 . 

We. proceeded, crossed. a streamformed by: the fountain, and in 
forty minutes: came to some ancient foundations, and blocks of 
stone ;• apparently the remains of a temple. This spot is called Agia 
Pareskebi„ and is situated at the foot of a. rocky hill, about twelve 
miles from Libadea : it is probably the temple of the Tilphossian 
Apollo, or ,that of the Praxidikai: 	 _ 

Having passed this rock the plain recedes, and forms a gulph to the 
right ; and a ruined tower, with a village called Rastamitis, are. con- 
spicuously seen upon the. hills. 	This was probably near the site of 
Koroneia. 	Although this was a place 'of importance, its coins are 
extremely rare. 	I indeed know but one which is. attributed to this 
town. It is a silver hemidrachma, with the Bceotian shield on one 
side, and on the other a full-faced mask, or Gorgonian head, with . 
the protuded tongue, in an indented square; inscrip. KOP0.2  

According toPausanias3  Koroneia was founded by Koronos, bro-
ther of Haliartos, and son of Thersander. 
. We crossed a stream issuing from Helicon, probably the Kouarios : 

a heap of large blocks, and some foundations, which are near its 
banks, indicate perhaps the temple of Minerva, where some of the 
fugitives, who had been conquered by Agesilaos,4  sought protection 
in the _sanctuary; the Pambceotiw were.  celebrated in this temple. 

1 Polyb. Hist. b. 4. 	Strabo, b. 9. p. 411. 	1 In the collection of Mr. Burgon. 
1 B. 9. c. 34. 	, 	Corn. NePos. Life of Agesilaos. 
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In the vicinity the Spartan king defeated.A. cpyibiuedf9rs,,,91-tlic 1 
Athenians, Bceptians, Argives„Corinthians, Locriaps 'and Eubceans Ii  
in 	the 	year 	394, B. 	C. 	—. ;- , 	.- ';-- 	7- ^. , 	:: tl 	,5•••17fi ,- i-, 	t- 	 •-, 	. 	t 	 ,7 	 ,,' 

The surrounding country abounds in corn:, and:cotton; the pas-, 
tures are rich, and feed . numerous flocks of black and white:sheep, 
with curly fleeces. 	 . . 	, . 	,. 	.. 	. 	. 	.. . 	., 	.1-  

About an hour from Pareskebi we ,arrived at ,a tumulus,, some Se-
pulchral urns or sarcophagi;  :and many scattered blocks of .stone. 
In this spot several small streams issue from the ground, and uniting 
their waters, Enter the lake,at the foot of the, Haliartian,Acropolis. 
These streams correspond so perfectly - with the description which 
Pausaniasi gives of the Lophis,. that there can be no doubt of, its 
being the same, and that the neighbouring ruins constitute the re- 
mains of Haliartos.— 	 , 	:- • 

" As the want sof, water produced great distress in the country 
near Haliartos, one of the, inhabitants went „to Delphi to consult;  
the oracle. The Pythia, ordered :him to kill the first man he 'inet, 
in approaching Haliartos ; and having met Lophis, . sons- of Tar,  
thenomene, he stabbed him. The boy ran ,forsome : distance, from 
the spot ; and wherever his .blood dropped, water issued : from the 

, ground and formed the river." 	 ., ', . 	..,z  
Plutarch2  mentions the streams .0plites and Philarios, near. Hall-, 

artos. 	 • 	.. 
The remains of Haliartos are situated about.fifteen :milestfrom, 

Libadea, and at nearly an equal-distance- from Thebes.. The place 
is now called Mikrokotra. 	.The ',Acropolis occupies. a low and 
oblong hill ;, one side Aaf. which .rises, from .a -fine. pastural,,plain ;' 
the other . from. the - marshes, • where . the -canes grew, .with whieh 
the ancients made darts and musical pipes.. 	Strabo4  , calls. tll, 

. 	. 	. 	„ 

,. 	. 	t- 	(Cis. 	,i, 	' 	c..., 	I', 	, 	, 	),. f 	• 
' 	1 13.9. c.33. 	. 	2  Life of Lysander., 	t 	0 	 . 	.• 	• 	, - 	,, 	, 0- 

3  Homer, Iliad. 2. 'v. 503. llommt3' AXtaproy. 	0:.. :it.R. R,IVZ1, 	, - ,i 	/4 . 
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latteregu-Xip:a* icaXatioi. Plutareb? calls them Cfetaii: canes. 	It ap- 
pears, froni Pausanias,2  that Haliartoi, which was founded by 
the brother of Koronos, and son of Thersandei, is not of such high 
antiquity as OrChomenos. 	. 	• 	 , 

Strabos mentions it as no longer' existing in his time; though 
Pausanias describes its temples and public edifices. 

Most of the walls'which remain, are probably posterior to the time 
of Homer, but prior to its capture by the Romans, in the war against 
Perseus of Macedon; though Livy,4  who resembles Diodorus Sicu-
lus 'and Strabo, in levelling-  cities, says that it is " Urbs diruta a 
fundamentis." It was a place of considerable importance ; and next 
to Thebes, the strongest of ' the Boeotian 'cities ; and even after Ly-
sander had captured Lebadeia and Orchomenos, he hesitated to attack 
the imposing strength of Haliartos. It was destroyed by the troops 
of Xerxes ; and was probably rebuilt by Alexander; or about that 
period ; the greater part of the walls being in the style of that part 
of Platwa;which was restored by the Macedonian conqueror. There 
are also a few remains of the second and third styles of masonry. 

( 

At the foot of the Acropolis are some sepulchral kruptai cut in the 
rock, similar to those at Delphi ; here are also two ruined churches, 
composed of the materials of ancient buildings, and some fragmented 
inscriptions perfectly illegible, and covered with the geographical 
lichen, the growth of which is promoted by "the' moisture of the 
neighbouring marshes. 	Amongst the ruins are several four-sided 
altars of stone, with but little ornament, and without any inscrip-
tions. They are common in Greece, and have nothing which denotes 
the name of the deity to whom they were dedicated ; they are the 

,=,, 
, 

B(101 avwvut.os, the uninscribed or nameless altars mentioned by Dio-
genes Laertius.5  

i Life of Lysander, and of Sylla. 	 2  B. 9. c. 34., 
3  AXtaproe 8E vvv owart tun. b. 9. p. 411. 	, 	 4  B. 42. c. 46. 
5  B. 1. Segm. 110. Epemin. 

VOL. I.' 	 2 K 	. 
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The ruins of the city are in the plain, and although no ,building is 
left entire, there are several fine foundations, and large blocks eatt- 
tered about in different directions. 	A single :column is ; standing ; 
apparently a work of the lower ages, as it is composed of small stones 
and mortar; 	Near it is the Marble cover of a sarcophagus, and several 
fine blocks of stone, and architectural fragments;  which appear at 
first to have constituted a temple, , and afterwards a church. 

At the entrance of the city, on that side which faces Libadea,.are 
seen the sarcophagi, and the tumulus above-mentioned, which must 
have contained the remains of illustrious persons. Plutarch" mentions 
the tomb9  of Rhadarnanthos, and the 'monuments of Alcniena at Ha- 
liartos. 	He says that the latter was destroyed by the overflowing of 
the lake. Pausanias4  mentions the heroic monuments of Pandion ; but 
without ascending to the heroic ages, it is proper to notice an appa-
rent contradiction between the two last-mentioned authors. Plutarch 
tells us that the monuments'of Lysander was beyond the confines of 
Boeotia, in the Panopean territory ; while Pausaniae places it? at 
Haliartos. After the deaths of Lysander, Pausanias, the Spartan 
king, obtained permission from the Haliartians to inter the : dead ; 
with the condition that the Spartans should immediately retire from 
Bceotia. Though the common soldiers were probably buried hastily 
in the field of battle, yet the remains of their warlike and adinired 
chief, who even when living was revered as a divinity," merited 
honours, which could not easily be performed on the scene .of his 
recent defeat ; nor is it likely that the Spartans would willingly leave 
the Haliartians such an impressive monument of their important 
victory. 	It is also more probable that Plutarch, who was a ,Bceo- 
tian, living only a few miles" from the scene of action,- and writing 

1  Life of Lysander. 	2  Taib0c. 	 3  liVW.LELOV. 	 4  B. 9. c. 32. 
5,  towloy. 	 6 itYlifiELOV. 	 7  B. 9. c. 32. 	 8 

Ittnitta* 
9  394 years before Christ. 
10  Altars were raised to him during his life-time, and, sacrifices offered to him as to a god. 
11  At Chzeroneia. 
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professedly,  the. IiistOry of Lysander, i was ' better informed. upon 
the subject than Pausanias, by whom it is only incidentally,men- 
tioned• among the: transient notices of his tour. 	These apparent 
'contradictions however may be reconciled. 	The Haliartians pro- 
bably, to commemorate their victory, raised a monument on the 
spot where Lysander fell, as the Argians did on a similar occasion, 
on the site where Pyrrhus was killed, though his remains were 
buried in another situation).- 	There may have been a monument of 
Lysander in two places, -but his remains were probably deposited 
near Panopeus. 	 .  

The polithoz, thvni.t.vov, Ova, worwpioi,, and XEYOY 17pcov, were in general 
monuments raised in honour of the dead, but not containing their 
remains; numerous examPles might be given ,of these kinds:of 
honorary memorials : Meges°' was drowned at sea, but had a monu-
ment at Doulichion : Aristomeness died at Sardinia, but.his monu- 
ment was - raised in the island of Rhodes : 	and Dionysius4  of 
HalicarnassOs -observes, that great men often had many tombs, 
though their bones were contained but -in one. 	It is .however 
certain, that Pausanias sometimes uses the word pampa instead of 
tbepos; and this appears to be• the sense in which Plutarch employs 
the word pvvf.c.ewv in speaking - of Lysander. 	Pausanias; in order to 
render his meaning more precise, sometimes adopts the words xgyoy 
Itlivice, which answers to the xsvg Tacpoc, or XEYOTCONOY, the same as the 

-tumuljus inanis of the Romans. 
Spon thinks that these ruins indicate the situation of Onchestos ; 

never reflecting that Strabo5  expressly says that that town is far from 
Helicon, at the foot of Mount Phoinikios ; and what is more sur-
prising, Spon must have passed over the foot of Phoinikios, and 
through the ruins of an ancient town, probably Onchestos, in his 
way to Thebes, without noticing either the ruins or the mountain ! 

! Pausan. b. 2; c. 21. 	• 	2  Antholog. Graic. Epig. 19. p. 18: 	3  Pausan. b. 1. c. '24. 
4  Antiq. Rom. b. 1. c. 34. 	 5  B. 9. p. 412. 

't - 	2 K 2 
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and' Yet the abauraey-Of:Ilii4YtinVellerhas DlieeirtheAopicibfgeneral 
commendation. 	'.74,;".ifju..!1 j.6 :,1,:.'11: ,,:.:j, 	',:illiffir ia F,.,7:Iir.; 	'id inc. 

"There are autonomous coins;brilialiartiisi; . on bridaide iS a'7v`ase 
with inscrip. AA—reVerSe,linklentecr strua* -, This_isthe,,silver, . tetra./ 
&Achim 	On another I have seen-the cvase. and 4Alin. the, indented 

	

c'iiiare,,  and the Boeotian shield' pzi the other, side. 	This is of .a 
smaller size, - 	• 	 * 	, 	.. 	, 	„ 	•_: i 
-`'INVe :prosecuted our journey on the Isame day, as the , ruins •of 
lialiattos furnished no houses in which .we could pass the might.; 
iiiefWere therefore unable to bestow on' them the time they merited. 
Instead of continuing on the straight road to Thebes (a journey I 
performed in 1801); I preferred a deviation, in search of -the ruins. of 
Thespeia and Thisbe. 	The road lay towards Helicon ; we. soon 
passed to the right of the village of Mazi, and crossed- a, stream 
which turns a corn mill. 	Having gone over some, barren. hills, 
covered with lentiscus and :other dark shrubs, we saw to the left a,  
village called Mauromati,l, and went through some ,land cultivated 
with corn,' cotton, and low vines.. 	 . 	:: 	. —_, :,j 
• We passed through the village of Katsikabeli and arrived. 4 
Eremo-Kastro,2  a village containing about. sixty. cottages of ,4,11.1. 
nian Christians, at the distance of six hours from. Libadea, and. fops 
from Thebes. 	It 'is situated • on an eminence which overlooks:  9, 
large even plain, destitute of trees, but rich in corn, 	The' boundary 
is formed by Helicon and Citheeron, the former of which is, divided 
into two summits towards the west, 'and the latter towards. thp 
north, where it throws ' out a -regular outline till it joins Mount 
Parnes. In the village there are three fountains, and several churches 
composed 'of - ancient blocks and architectural ornaments,;„ some 
imperfect bas-reliefs and many broken inscriptions, .none ,of ,..014 

... 	. 
" - 

- 	 . 
'' this word sipifres 1.*Ii'eyeS;'friiin'ttiiiii,o'nd 4,4'ciiio;."1 7'''' '-"''' 

' 	' 	=Signifying the deserted castle' 0-i'i ':''''' t'''''''i j'-`;'' ) . 
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preseryelthe4imei,'oE the iltolwW1.-IJIC, 	Aft ., akc!, s911) A., 001113,4n7ip:7  
scribed altars similar to' those at Haliartos. 	1,,,.4. ilkt,,, ,,•:-, 1,, , . 
) .At,  the foot 2of the ;hill ;ortE.trithteh stiinds . Eren:19,-,Kastro,,qq-  the 
remains_ ofaM:ancient city,: probably; Thespesia.' 	. The walls, which 
are:ialmost i entirely ruined, enclose.,a; small icifenlaf,space, ,a,,little 
eleirated;abOve the plain, whichr probably:comprehended_the Acro7  
polis. 	I observed no traces of the theatre nor of the agora ki  wPielJ 
according. to Pausanias_were: worthy,  of inspection, 1, There;arelhe 
remains of some temples in the plain ;,• their site is..inarked ky Actnn 
churches that are: composed; of ancient *fragments :,t  in,  ,one of; th,W 
churches is an imperfect inscription,  mentioned by Wheler„ which, 
if it could be deciphered, might perhaps: determine the name of the 
town,-as well as mention one' of the, statues of Praxiteles, of ,which 
Thespeia possessed three 	The inscription styles him the Athenian. 
Praxiteles, but the celebrated sculptor of that name was born in Magna 
Greece, though he might:probably have become an Athenian citizen, 
.t is not certain however that it is the sculptor to whom an allusion is 
here made ; for others may have existed of, the same name .who pave 
net found a place in history.: As this inscription has,not hitherto been 
accurately published, it is inserted in the, Appendix.: 	,Not far from 
this church is' the statue of: a horse in:white marble, as ,large as life, 
but 	buried under ground. 	It is much damaged, and appears 
to,  have had wings. • It may have represented Pegasos ; whose fount  
tain Hippocrene was on Helicon, near the sacred, forest, in which ari 
annual festivals was celebrated by the inhabitants .of the, mountain. 
On the outer wall of another church. is' a...bas-relief on stone badly 
'executed; 'representing i a warrior on horseback with the irpni  
ion; of short; pcillium," and a helmet ; . at the base is inscribed 

'AAVIA.IsItifiS/HP,O,I. 	' 	 _ 

1  Also written 	hespia, Thespian :Tliespiai, and Tl?cliis,  byancient authors. 
=.' Cupid, Venus, and Phryne:Ilia_. 1,,,i,„„ 	,,fi' ,, 1:',a.rril,„,13,- 9. c. "=9:  
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The intrepid patriOtism of the.Thespeians refused the dematid.'of 
earth and water which Xerxes made as a. tokeniof stibmissiori,  to :his 
will, and the tyrant punished +their :obstinacy by: burning their city!' 
It was also destroyed by the Thebanst about' .three hundred and 
seventy-four years before Christ, for the resistance .which it made,to 
their insolent domination; Plata and Orehomenos ,for the same 
reasons suffered a similar punishment. , We know that these two 
cities were restored by. Alexander ; and TheSpeia,. which had, the 
courage to_ provoke the like vengeance,' merited, and probably ob-
tained, 'an equal reward. , The description which has been left of it 
by Pausanias clearly shews that it emerged from its ruins ; and even 
Strabo, who scarcely leaves a trace of any Bceotian city, allows 
that Thespeia flourished in his time. 	The bas-relief which.has tocca,  
sioned this digression.may possibly have been. raised to Alexander, 
in gratitude for his benefactions : it evidently formi only a part of 
a larger subject ; but the form of the letters proveS it to be less 
ancient than the time of the Macedonian king. 

Another fragment represents a warrior on horseback taking leave 
of a female : on one side is a column with two snakes winding round 
it ; this is probably a sepulchral monument 4 , the horse represents 
the fleetness of the soul, and the snakes the good genii, or guardians 
of the tomb ; for the snake was sometimes considered as an ,agatho- 

'demon as .well as a pytho or evil_ genius, and. was . sometimes emble-
matical of the immortality of the soul,  

Several other half-buried fragments are dispersed over the plain ; 
the soil is fertile, and has risen considerably above its ancient level, 
Some valuable antiquities and inscriptions might no doubt be found 
here with a little trouble and expense: 	Pausanias3- mentions two 
temples4  and a chapels at Thespeia, and twenty-two statues, four of 

1  Herodot. b. S. C. 50. 	- 	2  Thucyd. h. 4. c. M. 	, 3  13. 9. 	. 	„ ,'.!. lEpa. 

5  I have inserted this unclassical word, being at a loss what to substitute for van: „ 
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'41 
Which "vvere;of bronthe: -..TherO is7a; fine--and plentiful fountain-'near 
the ruins, which- forms a stream 'Called Kanhbari, thafwinds its way 
to the Ismenos, with Which it-enters the lake Ilylika in the 'Theban 
territory.' This,  fountain tnay,--bethe same Which Pansanias calls 
Donakon, in whose limpid waters Narcissus was captivated by the 
vanity of his 'own forth.. 	Though' niany  circumstances lead us' to 
suppose that these ink's are the remains of' Thespeia, no positive 
proof of it has yet -occurred ; . nor has any inscription been dis- 
covered on the spot, in which the name of the city is contained. 	A 
small village called Leuka is seen in the vicinity, the inhabitants -of 
which, in tilling the ground, find a great many small copper coins of 
Thespeia. 	I bought several 'of them ; one' side has the head of a 
female in profile ; 	the reverie is the xEXvq, Or testudo;l. or tortoise 
harp, with three strings, and roun:c1 it OEMIESIN, all within 'an olive 
wreath. . The head probably-  represents Thespeia, foundress of the 
town, and .daughter of Asopos./ 	The Thespeians sent1,800 men 
into the field at the battle of Flatwa, to .;defend - the common cause 
of Greece. 	_ 

Stra.bo says Thespeia is near  Helicon, forty stadia from Askra : 
Pausanias, in his way from Thebes to Lebadeia, visits Onchestos, 
from which he says Thespeia is distant fifty stadia towards the left, 
which corresponds with the relative situations of Eremo-Klastro, and 
the ruins ,at the foot of Mount Phoinikios. 	The ruins which I con- 
ceive to be-Thespeia are about three miles from the foot of Helicon; 
and some way up the 'mountain is a village called Neochorio,3-where 
ancient traces may be seen; and where Wheler noticed an in- 
scription.: in-Which the word Thespeia was contained. 	This how- 
ever is no proof that Neochorio is the town in question ; it is pro-
bably Askra, which being in the Thespeian territory,4  all public 
decrees or acts in which it was interested, would be in the name of 

,' 1 Sono testudinis, 'Horace de Arte Poet. Y. 395.- 	2  Pausan. b. 9. c. 26. 
8  Signifying the new town. 	' 	- 	 4  Strabo, b. 9. p. 409. 
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the capital. 	Many instances of this practice might be adduced.' At 
Eleusis, which was.  under the jurisdiction of Athens, there is 'an 
inscription which begins in the name of " The council of the Areio- N 
pagos, and the council of five hundred, and of the peopleof Athens." 

Meletiusl will have it that Kak5si is Thespeia, which assertion is 
clearly erroneous ; D' Anville is equally mistaken in supposing it to 
be Neochorio. 	The situation of Neochorio being only on a gentle 
eminence, and not on a considerable height, induced most travellers 
to imagine that Askra was on a steep rock to the north of the 
village ; but Hegesinous,2  who is quoted by Pausanias, says, that it is 
at the foot of Helicon. Hesiod3  describes Askra as near Helicon, exvi 
EXacoioc. 	Pausanias4  attributes its origin to Ephialtes and Otos ; 
and mentions the nymph Askra, meaning that it took its name from 
her; it was however more probably called so from its woody situa- 
tion, -Helicon being covered with forests. 	The word Askra .indeed 
may be taken for a forest in general ; but more particularly for a 
kind of oak with which that mountain abounds. 

As we were taking views amongst the ruins of Thespeia,• some, 
countrymen, attracted by the novelty of our dress, and occupation, 
came about us, and said they were happy to see us taking plans of 
the country for the king of the, Franks,' by whom they hoped that 
they should soon be delivered from their oppressors. 	They seem 
convinced that this deliverance is at hand ; and I heard them say; 
xaXo xoeXo, zo-cot o Tupuoc, xces 17A0s o 4)eceptoc,—That's well, the Turk is 
going;  and the Frank is coming. 	They asked me if we eat meat 
on fast days ; • and on my answering in the affirmative, said to each 
other, What a pity—were it not for that, they would be Christians! 
The violation of the fast is one of the greatest crimes amongst the 

. 	 , 

1 It is necessary to put future travellers upon their guard against the geography of Meletius, 
which is a mass of errors, and whoever follows him will be led into a maze of confusion ; par-
ticularly in the ancient names of places, and their relative distances. 

3 B. 9. c. 29. 	 3  Opera et dies. 	 8 B. 9. c. 29. 
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Greeks.; nor ;:is ;there lifiy :people Who observe their religiods :.rites. 
and ecclesiastical precepts with 'more rigid scrupulosity. The port, of 
Thespeiai which was on' the Corinthian gulph, was named Siphai.1, - 

TO KAKOSIA, THISBE. 

. 	. 
On the 22d we quitted Eremo-Kastro, and descending into the' 

plain, directed our course towards the northern foot of Helicon. 
In twenty minutes we arrived at the ruined church of St. Speridion, 
built with large blocks of stone, on the site of some ancient edifice, 
where we remarked a small sepulchral Cippus, elegantly ornamented 
with sculptured foliage. 

At the extremity of the plain, on the foot of -Helicon, are some 
ruins at a place called Tat6za, consisting of several large blocks of 
stone and foundations, an illegible inscription, and a clear spring of 
water ; probably fount Aganippe, which Pausaniae had on his left 
in going from The§peia to the forest of the Muses on Helicon. 
This spring gushes out of the ground, and forms a small stream, 
frem.  which the Muses took their name of Aganippides. 	Here the 
vale contracts, and the way 'becomes dreary and bad. 	We crossed 
over a small branch of Helicon, and descended to the village Do-:  . 
bfena, situated in a fertile plain, where we found a monastery -with 
some ancient fragments, and two short inscriptions of no interest or 
importance. 	Half a mile further is the village of Kakosia, where 

•,,,, 

1 Thucyd.. b. 4. 'c. 76. 
VOL. I. 	 2 L 
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we • arrived in the] 'evening., This is) probably the.. ancient Thisbe; 
being situated, as Strabol', describes it, .onAhe'confineS:of the. Thes: 
peians .and KoroncianS,, at2 the foOt of Helicon?. which; rises .to the 
north. 	Pausanias2  says it is between two mountains which are sepa- 
rated by a plain, one of the mountains being near the sea, the 
other near Thisbe. 	The former is probably the same which is now 
called Koromili, a high -and ' barren mass- ofq-ock that forms a con-
spicuous object at a great distance, and at the foot of which is the 
port of Kakosia, called Plaka, about three Miles from the village. 
Pausanias says, that the land about Thisbe would be overflowed 
like a marsh, if the waters were not confined by means of a strong 
bank.3 	These indications are sufficient to decide that Kakosia is the 
ancient Thisbe.; the bank remains, and extends as far as, DobrEna ; 
it is on the side of a hollow,,Which, at the time of my,visit, was full 
of water. 	. 	 . 

The ancient walls of Thisbe are situated on the- edge of a steep 
rock, of a. moderate height and oblong form, which rises from a rich 
agricultural plain ; on this rock was the Thisbe. of Homer ;4  still 
abounding with incredible, numbers of wild pigeons, which build 
their nests in the neighbouring. _precipices., 	-Some few, remains 
of the Tirynthian style are still visible,. but the walls have ,evi- 
dently-been restored at different periods. - 	The third style of ,con7 
struction .is the most -predominant. 	The walls . are .eight feet in 
thickness ; and the middle space, whichis composed of small stones;  
is four. 	At the- fOot of the rock are several sepulchral chambers of 
the o-vii)taiOY kind, cut in the solid mass.; . containing from one sarco- 
phagus to-five, which are however all uncovered and empty. 	,Near 
this place are several plain altars,. similar to those at Thespeia and 
Haliartos,- and a few inscriptions;. none -of. which con.tain the, name 

, 

1 B. 9. p. 411. 	 2  B. 9. c. 3e. 
s xvq.,« wxvpoy. Pausan. 	 4  Iliad. 2. v. 502. 	- 
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of the town. , 3A5)the city. 	a. enlarged,•the rook -liecamelth 	Adro: 
polis, :and itherlOwer town ,was :constructed at its-foot ;,iwirere some 
fine foundations: and heaps t.cff ilarge.;stones are seen: . dt .was not . a 
place .of 4nuch iniportance in( idle 'time of Tausanias,_ _who 014 :ti o- 
tices ,a- tem p lel . an d: a. statue of Hercules,. 	 . 	. 

There is no fountain at Kak5sia,.and ,:theinhabitants are, obliged 
toletch ;water from a. considerable distance ; young girls :of elegant 
forms, and beautiful :features are, seen walking barefooted-among -the 
rocks and thorns, with large pitchers on their heads, to draw water 
from the foot of Helicon. 

The chief men of the village begged me to consult my books, in 
order to find them a spring. 	I received repeated applications for 
the same purpose while I was in Greece ; and though in some places 
I ventured to point ,out to them the probable site of some ancient 
fountain, no one would risk the loss of time and labour, which would 
have been necessary for the excavation of the earth to a  sufficient.  
depth. They were unwilling to incur certain loss in search of un-
certain advantage :- so languid is the spirit Of iniproVement under 
the iron sceptre of Turkish despotism: 	 • 	. 

Helicon rises nobly from this place ; great part of it is covered 
with forests. At the distance of two hours from Kakosia, far up the 
mountain, there is a village called KonkoUra;--above which is a foun-
tain, and some ruins and large blocks of stone. I shall ever regret my 
inability to visit this celebrated spot, and to search for the Hippokrene 
fountain, and the temple of the Muses. Some productions of the most 
renowned sculptors of ancient times might probably be discovered 
in the hidden recesses of this interesting mountain, but the depth 
of the ,snow prevented us from satisfying our curiosity. 
. Strabo2  asserts, that. Helicon is equal in :height and circumference 

to Parnassos : this 'opinion however is certainly erroneous, as the 

I Tipotr, 	. 	 1  P. 9. P. 409.' 
2 L S 
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Atter is visible from a. much gyeaterdistance,, and ,its.,:summits, are 
covered with: snow for a much longer period in the;  summer;  ;months, 
Hesiodl embellishes it with the epithets of great and-divine ; ,-and 
Virgil 2  calls it poetically the Aganippian and the Aonian moun-
tain—the former from Fount .Aganippe; the latter from the Aones, 
the early inhabitants of this country.  
., The part of Helicon which is near Kakosia, is called noActia iSouvot 
(the.old mountain), but its general name is Zag6,ra: 

TO KATSIKABELL 

On the 24th we quitted Kakosia, and returned by the same road 
to Erfto-Kastro ; but we passed the night at the village of 'Katsi-
kabeli, in the cottage of an Albanian. 

TO THEBES. 

The next morning, the 25th, we proceeded on our way to Thebes; 
and going by the side of the stream Kanabari, in twenty minutes 
passed near some large blocks of stone. 	The plain here contracts, 
and is bounded by low hills. The soil is rich ; and the countrymen 

. 

1  Deer. Generat. 	 2  Eclog. 10. v. 12. 
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-.fr.::: 	c-i 	• *Wei LlikkiieiibilfmTlVentliiiigW. 	b Y Awo-:•?9Reti• is- We ,e,cwiiivii,  
-fitisl'etrbYWrattilifiiilli toYad brthqe0iitibaii;411i'Obi iirearie:SSeifyin 
't-ivb hobi:SIrCifiricEfebto-Xasted?loh6,4144, tlie luggage licitiWs,thliiiigilitro 
-theitrefiniVo.iteci.liad 'great' idiffiretilq ifi getiitig'.it'''°i't *;f. and  ie'Vral. 
.6fiiiSt drawing's iveter.daiiiag'elnythe  vatei. 	'' 	- 	, ,,, - ti:k:: 

A little further on are a few hlOCItl,,ofi• stonet to the rightYili this 
evicinity  'must be the :site' of tenktraa iiithich was betWeen“The'sPeia 
and Plataia, and is: probably 'near a village, called "ParapOiigOvhere 
there are some remains, which are at,out half way. between Er8mo- 
Xastro and Kokla. 

The vale here expands, and we entered'  :the fertile plain of Thebes, 
which is flat and even, but richly variegated with inkuriant,cultiva-
tion. :We arrived in four hours: The approach to Thebes from this.  
part - is not grand.: The minarets - may be distinguished- at .' the 
distance of :Some miles; but the town itself is not,:Seen,Ontil the 
traveller is. within a few hkuldred yards 'of it 	as the view is iiaterz' 
cPpted., byla'surface -full of protuberances' vitt. 0 ficluiatipiis. ' 	. ' ....... • ... 	, . 	• 	of. protuberances:    

, 

i The battle ofleuktra is supposed to have taken place the $th of July, 571 years B. C. 
   

  



;CHAPTER T. 
• • 	..  

1:1Al2es. Kadmeia—gates aµd,ren}ains.of the toae,n. 	Character of the f_anpiept iatIcl Erku.dera Titc:Iraps. 
Tillages in the Theban territory. To Kokla, anciently Platma—ruins of the city7ancient arms. 
Mount Citlimron. 	To Egypto-Kastro, anciently Eleutherai-Lruins 	of the town—the 'DiodoS• 
Village of Kondoura. 	To Athens. 'Elensinian,Plain. Nile Plague. 	Arrival ,at Athens. 	, 

	

_ 	.. 
, 	e 	 , 	. 	. 	 . 

TUE earliest inhabitants of this country , were probably a haltbar-
barous people.. :There are ,no Tetriains which ' can -be- attributed to 
the Ectenes, Phlegyai, Aones, TerntniCes, Leleges, Hyantes, or Thra-
cians, who, at different periods, Occupied the country. It was known 
by the appellation of Kadrneis, until it was ,ConqUered .by a,-  Thew;. 
salian people, called Bceotia,ns, wha gave it their name about.1.424 
years before the Christian era. All Bceotia submitted to the Romans 
under Paulus LEmilius, after Perseus of Macedon had . been taken 
prisoner. 	 . 	 . 

The Kadmeia was joined.  to the lower town by Amphion and 
Zethos, to whom it was indebted for the name of Thebes, which 
it still retains with little variation. It is now called etif30.1 	Pau- 
sanias2  says that in his time the Acropolis was called Was, not 
Kadmeia ; but he contradicts himself in another place,3  when he 
says that Kadmos founded the city ; which in his days still retained 
the name of Kadmeia. 

According to Dicwarchus4  the Boeotian capital was forty-three 
stadia in circuit. A few lines further he says it was seventy stadia. It 

1  Thebes was anciently denominated either by the singular or plural number, as Mycenx, 
Platmaa, and several other places, of which Homer and Strabo afford frequent examples. 

8 B. 9. c. 7. 	3  B. 9. c. 5. 	6 Stat. Grmc.' 
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. 	 . 	 . 

'Contained'at least fifty thousand:citizens,' when it was destroyed- by 
Alexander. ' 	• 	 ., . 

The Kadmeia ddes not appear to have been destroyed ; but being 
garriSoned by Macedonians, maintained 'its pre-eminence over the 
surrounding country ; and as the town was afterwards restored by 
Cassander,i it probably long continued the capital of Boeotia. 

Livy2  mentions a theatre at Thebes, • which Plutarch3  says was - 
built by.  Sylla. 	Strabo4  calls it a poor village; but Pausanias5  de- 
scribes its seven gates; six temples, two gymnasia, two stadia, an 
hipt.odiOnie, a theatre, and several statues and sacred fountains ; 
but he says, that with the exception of the temples, the lower town 
was totally destroyed. . 

Dion Chrysostoin6  speaks of Thebes as nearly deserted in the time 
of Trajan. 	Zosimus tells us, that Alaric, in his haste to-  plunder 
lithenS; did not'stay to attack Thebes, as he was aware' that the 
execution of his projects would have been delayed by the strength of 
its fortifications. The salubrious purity of its air, the copiousness of 
its springs, the exuberance of its soil, and other associated advan-
tages' of its locality, probably preserved it at all times from a state 
Of solitary depopulation. 

It was a respectable place in the middle ages ; Boniface, marquis 
Mont-Ferrat; who was duke of Athens, and  Mercy.' Kopioc, or grand-
sire of Thebes, and afterivards king of Thessalonika; gave it to Otho 
de la Roche, about the year 1205, -who.transmitted the sovereignty 
of -it - tC,.. his. descendantS, who probably kept it until the time of 
Mohanied the Second. It was taken after some resistance by the 
Cataans, in the 'reign of the Byzantine 'emperor Andronicus.8  It 
ivas also . taken by • Roger Normannus, king of Sicily.9 

. Pausan. b. 9. c. 7. 	1  B. 33. c. 28. 	 3  Life of Sylla. 
4  B. 9. 	 5  B: 9.' 	6  Orat. VenatOr: 
7  Hist. de Constantinop. sous les Empp. Francois, b. 1. p. 23. Paris edit. 
$ See COritinuatio Glyo* Annal. ad Evers. usque Byzant. J. Leunclay. p. 267. 
9  Niceta. Choniat, b. 2. p. 50. Paris edit. 

   
  



264 	 -KADIVIELti' TagPg§-  
Thebes, which. is sa. interesting for, , its, f ancient, ,history,,;  retains 

scarcely any traces of its former magnificence; and the sacred„an4 
public edifices mentioned_ by pau§anias : and,others have..disap-
peared. Of the walls of the Kadmeia a few fragments remain, which 
are , regularly constructed. 	These are , probably the, walls that ; were.  
erected by the Athenians, when Cassander restored. the town., , Here 
are also ,the lower parts of a circular tower, about ninety feet _in. 
diameter, constructed with stones approaching to polygonal. forms. 

Some imperfect inscriptions may be seen .in different parts ,of the 
town, of which several are Latin ;_ and I .was assured, that some in... 
scriptions are to be found in the pavement of one.  of the mosques: 
I anxiously applied for permission to copy them ; but could ;riot 
prevail on the Meschitgi, or mosque-keeper, to let me enter the Aio- 
hamedan temple. 	,r  

It is difficult to, ascertain with any ,degree of certainty the 
situation of the ancient gates of Thebes. 	According to Hyginus,1  
Kadrnos named them after ,his seven daughters, who were Thera, 
Kleodoxe, :Astynome, : Astykratia, Chias, ,Ogygia, Chloris: .,b1.4 
the. ,names by, which .they are commonly known, in- ancient au;  
thors, are Electris, Proetis, Neitis,2 	Krenaia, Hypsistai,;  Ogygia, 
Homolois. 	This is the order in which they, are enumerated by, Pau-
sanias,3  and it might be imagined, that he mentioned  ,them, .ac17, 
cording to their relative contiguity ; but upon this supposition, :a. 
difficulty would immediately occur. He says that the,Electris faces 
Plata, and the Proetis, Eubcea ; the former must accordingly have, 
been situated to the south-west of the town, and the latter, tot  the, 
east ; and there must have been according to all probability two 
other gates in the intermediate space, both facing.Attica. ,,Thesq 
were perhaps the Hypsistai and Kranaia.4  rJi41 

,.;'T  

1  Fab. 69. 	1  Apoltod. b. 3. mentions the gate Onkais, omitting the Neitig; ---'-'" 

3  Statius gives the same names to the, gates of Thebes asl  Pausanias. 	_ 	,,, 
4  This is the position given to them in' the topography of Thebes, by the t elebraiectgeo- 

. 	. 	, 	4 	 . 	4 
giaphet, Mon. Barbie du Bocage. 	 . ,  
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- Neitis was no doubt' .the nearest gate forth of the-Electris;a4 it 
appears from Paiishniasilr that the way; which passed' through 'it led 
to Thespeia, 'by the tenipld Of'ther Cabiri; the-inountain -0P:the 
Sphinx, arid Onchestos. 	HotrioloTh--waS probably the .next north :of 
Neitis, as .it.-would in !that ea:se- face ':the_ north7west.-The Theban 
.entered this 'gate- when! returning.to 'their country from The,sshly, 
and -it took- its'narde ,on' 'the-- obcasion;  from: Mount Hotnoloe in 
Thessaly, where their 'army' had' been stationed 'for some time 	' c t 

Admitting this arrangement 'of six of the:gates, the last, which is 
Ogygia, must have been . between the J-Iomolois and the' Proeti$, 
towards:` the, north-east., 	, 

.Near 'the Eleetris.  was the temple,3  stadium, and gymnasium of 
-Hercules;.' no traces of which remain at present. .Near the Neitis 
were the tetnplesl of Theniis, the Fates, and Jupiter' Agoraios, and 
the-monument° of MenOikens,' the probable situation of which i,s 'oc-
cupied by gardens, through which runs a small;  modern, aquedtict. 
'A t.ekkie with some cypresses about it; which is upon a rising ground 
in,  this direction; perhaps stands upon the site of one of the teinples.- 

Near the Homolois, and above 'the river Ismenos, was' a hills sacred 
tO'the Ismenian Apollo. 	, 	.. 	, 	, 	. 
• 'ascended a little eminence answering 	to .this situation, but 

fotmd. it totally destitute of ruins, and occupied,  by a large Turkish 
sepulchre. 	, 	. 	• 	• 	• 	 - 
_ 'The gate Ogygia is .not marked by any remains; 'near the gate 
Proetis' was a :theatre,' a stadium, and a:gymnasium, of which the 
two   latter' Were designated by the name of klas, to distinguish them 
from- those . above-mentioned, which were , named after Hercules. 
Here was 'also, the heroic monument' of bolas, and the :temples of 
Bacchus Lysius. 	 -: 	 , _ 	.  

The -stadium bore a resemblance to 	those of Olympia and 

t R. 9, c. 25, 26. 	r Pausan. b. 9. c. 8. 	 ' Hpat:Xecov, Pausan. _ 
' lEpri, Pausan. - 	 i Mr/y4a, Pausan. 	 6  A000C Lvov, Pausau. 

7  Hpwor, Pausan. 	 . 	a Nan. 
V OL. I. 	 . 	2 M 
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tp' idattroS:, :•i It fameda.batikTofearth to .whichthe -hi ppod roine waS 
attaehecL,  With these 'data for -my guide4 I searched. forahe remain 
of the gate Proetis, in the road,  whiCh leads to the capital of Etiboja; 
and I foundLsotne large blOcks••01 stone, and .some foundations. ; A. 
Short -way beyond which;• near the village called Peri, a large artifi. 
dal terrace'-is observed, on which was the stadium and the gymna. 
slum.. 	A flat space is seen in the immediate vicinity which appears.  
to be artificial, • and probably *•constitnted. the 'hippodrome, which 
was decorated- with the monument of Pindar.1  
i The- Krenaia, or gate of the - fountain, is 'probably • marked by 

some ancient foundations, at the south-east of the town. 	There is 'a 
square -  modern -tower . .Of considerable magnitude near this spot, 
bat it was constructed with' materials which some ancient buildings 
were pillaged to supply. 	The fount of Dirce2  was in this, vicinity.. 

In the direction' where the Hypsistai probably stood, are the :re-
mains Of a gate,' composed of a mass of small stones and mortar, 
lined with regular- masonry. 	The• style of its construction,' and :if 
part of a round arch which remains, shews it to be Roman, or-even 
perhaps of the -middle ages.: Ap011odorus;3  in his list of the Theban 
gates, mentions the Onkais, but not the Neitis; these were probably 
one and the same. Near-this is the-dry ditch of the ISmenos; :or of 
the Mice, and• another mass of,wall on. the bank, •with the remains 
of a bridge; for the Greeks built stately bridges over dry clithnels, 
and deified rivers in which no water flowed. 'The Ismenos hasiii-
deed less pretensions to the title ,ofa river than 'the Athenian. Ilis. 
sos, for it has no -water except after heaVy- rains;- 'when. it.becpmeS a 
torrent, and rushes into the lake of HYlika, about four miles..west of 
Thebes. 	Plutarch4 says, :that it was first called .K044coti,iroue,, theloot 
of Kadmos; and that it took the name of Ismenos from a son of 

. 	, 	,.. 	,1 	,4 	1 	I 	 • 
. i ' 	. . 1  141*d j jPiiiiShit, 	' 	l it 	, 	l', 	1 . I r H at!'  9 

2  Pausae.:1). '9: F. 8. 	' Se' e ICtilltillii-. 61,1  tiiillpIt ottPatisailiEis,z *IMF: app'earis, derieiefit. 
' - • 	' 	3  B. 3. 	' 	* ' 	4  '' " 4 "1  'k 	.2 	De Fliimin. ! ** z ► 	' 	- 

   
  



RIVER ISMENQS, FOUNTAINS .01? THEBES. 	+07 
Amphion and(  Nksbe,i1Who ma's clrowned .in:  it,, g .0.01;11:  calls, i t, ce'1gi- 
I.smenos. ,ii.SenecegiveS iit_ the:epithets oftapidu4 .and languidusi, 
which ite,of Very) opposite significatidnsi 	-.: 	7 	, , . 

A HaVilig: ,'crossed ; the 'ditch, .the ' 'attention is attracted by, ail ernil 
lience, .'which,.doeS hot retain any,traces, of antiquity. - 	The temple? 
of Jupiter: named Hypsistos, or the, most high, was probably near 
'this spot. 	 - . 

', ' tit 'short way. to the east of the town is the ruined church of St. 
Luke of Stiris,4  and the sarcophagus mentioned by Wheler, of which 
'the inscription, which is in Greek; hexameter verse, shews thatit in-
closed the remains of a person of the name of Nedumos.,, Spon and 
-•Wheler give the inscription .entire ;.; but - at present the marble is 
broken; in. the middle, and several letters.are obliterated. 	Within 
the sarcophagus I noticed two lighted wax, tapers, which ate intro-
duced into., an aperture, that was: perhaps °piously broken for the 
purpose; for the Greeks Will have it to:-be the tomb of St. I4ulc 
The Village.Tabacides, which Wheler mentions near this church, can 

,nalongerbaseen. 	r 	..., 	: 	. 	,- 	, 	, 	• : ,. 	L. 	, 	: 	' 
c,:There. is no. place in Greece which is better supplied with, 1vater 
‘tlian Thebes.: its: iiumerous: fo(mtains are celebrated, in,paylyslassical 
history. I 	Those Which, are, Mentioned by ancient authors; .are, the. 

, fountains ' of Dirce ;, the (Edipodia, orfount pf CE.fdipus; the, Aretia, 
,4ir ..1.9retiades, the fount of :Mars; ,.the Arethousa, 	pikrene,: and 
-Fsamathe. 	It is difficult to 'identify. ',their situations ; 	and ,in..a 
-thuntry so subject to .earthquakes, .s.orneof thenaimay have changed 
..theiriplaces„or may even have totally,„disappeared, r  , 	. . 	._ 	2  
41 -  t According to Pgusanias; the fount a Mars was aboyeg the.Ijornolois 
1 giite,, A fine spring rises. a few .hundred yards to the west ,of the 
it r 	1 	.,., 	, 	. 

1  Metam, b. 2. V. 244.  	- 	1 . 
/ libi torta rapidus ducat Ismenos iyadq6iPltsenisti: act. 1. v. 116. 	Ismenos tenui flumine 

binguidus),- 1-IgreXtot v  aptAt A,,y04Q., •Trui§,; Istneopsfitikt,,,qclipt. act, 1. v. ,v.„ 	, 2, 
3  bP01', PifilAW1 t)(I A 	4  A town in Phocis. 	, 	, i 	0  Avon- Emu. 

2 m 2 
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tCw'ill- ) Itis; sUrroundecl ItY:1-24.  cnik3dernt will4;andtithe,. n .4411; tlm o'er- 
ii-owing tUrrent, finds :its 'Ways into Ihe Tavineo.Whichiliik, Ow the ;Western 
side :Of!' the Kadineia.: ...this=lii Probably.'Ith6fountio.£ Marsi,,,and4ithg 
bright-of.`.the',  IStneno4: ,whichjivas.,guarded.' by ..ie..; d ragon.:::,4 Ag ; this 
spring,' seldom • Overflows; it is -..perliaps.,:coritlud cte.:by,haturali. sub* 
ierraneous Channels towards iThebesl,  and -it may furnish supplies lo 
all the other, fountains. 	, 	• 	• 	, 	_ 	. 	.1, 	1 	....̀.4. 
: ; Ther'elia fine fountain in:a,cave at the N.:,M%:eitrernity.of theXad-
ineia",1whiCh :I should have imagined to be, that ;of Mars; i'll'ausanias  
liad nbt•asSerted thatit 'was above the HomOlois.: :.It is, n6wthe•resoit 
of the Theban women, who. wash their linen. in its limpid ..waters.,:,.:,:A 
terra,COtta'-v-ase wa§ found afew. years, ago in; the kingdom of Naples, 
on' which,KadmOs . is represented.  killing Ithe diagOn,l.: which:is seen 
guarding= the fountain' in::a.'.'cve s ' above !which. is'.a wall composed 
Of poligoii. -stones, which apPearsito:have repreSentedithe.:Kadrneiat 
for althOugh 'the: city wascncit erected tilts; after the; death LUf ':.,the 
dragOn; the slight anachrOnism was.disregaided.by.the fictile: painter i• 
hbr was this kind of inaccuracy very scrupillously_Javaided-Lby 'Ake 
ancients. 	r 	r 	,,- 	--..'.! 7 _.- . .' 	- 	. 	: 	-;--I.-. 7 	'•-- 	• :. 4 L 	: 	' 	. : • 4 	' 	f 	O'i 	C, 	'. 	,? 	, -k4'! 	t'' 

' 'The 'fountain of Dirce was of .the„ highest-  celebrity,: next-  tiKihat 
'cif,  Mars. 	We see froni ancient authors:. thaf:it-  was also a-  yitzeii. 
.../EichYlus calls • it ./Icep idre Aips-ocirov eur pipecrrovvrerizthio. 	,, 17 r; .i 7,.: .s"-...4:t 

Pixidar gives it the epithet of witxxipon ;4. and Euripides •.that..-of3e4i,x- 
xsirorcei:6(44. 	" 	Pansanias6',Calls it a riVer.J'i 	.4". 	.... .... ) 	-,...1. - ., t 	.-, 	... fliff .- . 
• It would appear, from ,Strabo74that; the Dirce =was' near potniai, 
*here Glaukos was torn to pieces by his.  Maresd This place. was- ins the 
'vicinity of-the Asopos;  at the distance of. ten stadia frani,Thebes.11,-; , 	 , 	. 	. 	, 	.. 	; 	 :, 	,,t' 	J. , - •',. 

, 	;4: 	',Alp 
It is in the fOrm of a Snake.: * ThiS'beautifut vase is -in the' ciffie'ction of Mon4: Dtiriiid, 

in Paris. 	It was published by Mons. Millin, in.his Meriunt.,Antig. Inedt  v. es. ,r 	J ,7:-,:tf.TA 

/ Ovid, Metam. b. 3. v. 29. 	• 	. 	 ' 
!.' Einla ire 4913ac.' ". the Direman water, the most wholesome-of-rivers." 	- 	--:--2-- 
4 Isth. Od..-.g.---," beautifully flowing." 	' ' 	' 	5  Phceniss. V. 64S.: 	, 

' 6  B. 9. c. 25. 	, 	, 	'r  B. 9. ri.,1408.• ' • 	''I 	f 4fil 	i t\,Pausanito9j t. 80 
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'f;'1.:13tiolid Ith'etpiitiNidaarol `the gate Ii 	h'pfseaTRAel-UclezAtoNl; (is 
ttlkovillagdi Of) A ..reoS -Cf li do d Oros ;, ..at ..the foot _of 'thi e itlinen:u iXo tit PI 
whidh. issues 'a Copious. spring, ;which forms a small .stfearp;-,. running 

'o;P: the:eas-  tern- tside.-r.of fhb .city:,-ir-If..is., hoWever absothedf ,4f.0..V [P- 
-cOursefof a feW huudied:-Yirds:. 'L3 	, ; - f) ',) 	f %;)13/, ''',, ;) ) ail' 	.. 	DWI' 

:41 There aid .saline •Othensprings in )o.t.:nar.. Thelaesi,.b.ut of, inferigr 
'size: to. tlioie that have'been..alreildY, mentioned.. f t :, 	-: 	:1 	, 	., :' 2 . , ifl• 

-I 
 

Near :Akio s•-Thereid oto*S. afe _Some pits, ft-owl  whicli is eAprp_agitt: an 
:earth: of a :cianipIct :and:: beintifuli qiiiatity0 	 which,with, 	the ,!boNyls;pf 
-.the;fineit piyes :are .-xna:d!e': :it 'is, :highlyf yaluedi. and. ,a ;considerable 
. qUantityig..Sentileivery yeaf to!C.rinstafutinople:,,-  . .:.' , - , ' 	. 	,.. , 1, ' 
c:: ;Kodein:f Thebei ' contains 1 :about,  four -: tUou sand': Greeks, and :p4e 
thOusan& Tiirksi : There_ are,  rifopr rriosque.s., :Sport! maentions• only 
rtw,o;:ds the ::Others .have-,:laeeri eretted;  si lice i his:time., 	The Greeks 
J.-tate.,-severat,:chiirche§, -Imrost,[.of Whiau are in; a. dilapidated _state. 
. The:ArabiShop.bfi Athens" is 1VIetrepoliitan ',of, Thebes...: 	• ' 	• 
;:.T-Thpir. basin I is: agreeably,, Shaded,  with: the :1-14.uriar! 	foliage . of .a 
:IsPfeading'platands, of l'arge,diniensiops., and of venerable age. 	The 
Tui-ki, 'enjoy this Cool .retreat 'during - the - summer, smoking , in pic- 
,tuitsquegroupS milder its 'verdant:boughs, nearly.  in a state, of torpor 
the-greater. part of the day 	', The: stem of . this magnificent tree at 

'the height of four feet . from the -:ground; 'measures, twenty feet in 
-Circumference.;,, ' • 	:: ''..- 	1 	i t 	: 	, 	r ' 	' 	 . 

' The.  chief piodupts..of,-the Theban r territory -are, cotton, wine, corn, 
.cheese,..tobaceo4 ricei ;and oil -; , the soil is deep and rich,1  the air ,and 
Niater [excellent' The summers' are distinguished, by the intensity 
of the lieat,Land • the: •Winters..bylher. severity, of . the cold? 	.4.b0* 

'thirty years ago this.  ancient City suffered, greatly from the plape,. 
and it is frequently 'alarmed- by. small earthquakes. 	The Phlegyaiis, 
or-early inhabitants' of 'the Theban territory, were almost ,extermi- 
nated by plagues and' earthquakes.3 	 , 	.•i , 

. 	. 	. 
-- 	..1  	I 	4 	6 	 , 	4 

1 E4,,,,,yougoitiac, Enripid. Pliceniss..v.:654.0 	' 	A COlUrneila. 	3  Pausan. b. 9„c. 26. 

   
  



-2.70 	bANdkiibUt 'Sirtekridg 6k ritit'g,titifolt. 
, 

r . 'Dicarchtisi Sayi that Thebeiii,fitforibgniAtfishrnietit oflorSes, 
that it ' abounds' in water; and' iSc ggreen;i hilly;' 'and 'ad.ortiecl' With 
'excellent gardenS. 	' • 	., ' : 	' # - 	' 	,:i , 	N " 	.' 	-j 	‘:,•'',.) 	-;-• 	' 	- 1 - 	1 	, 
• in examining the few" antkuities-iwhich''.rernaitt...at , Thebek, 'we 
Were followed by such Crowds' 'of : Turkish boys; that we could 
'riot 'Make ' Any  obseivation5 or drawings, Without . the 'greatest 
difficulty'  and .inconvenience. 	While . we were -engaged,  in taking 
a'-view with the camera obscura, several of these juVenileintruderS 
collected about us 'and attacked AIS 'with .Stones.- 	Of thisturbtilerit 
`band the leader was A yOung'Turk,,  dressed' in -velvet and' gold;  whose 
name was Agachi. 	We imn-ediately.laisi our complaints before the 
'Voivode, arid 'insisted • that the youth should be' punished ;, the' 
VOivode at first hesitated, as the young gentleman was the son, of an 
Agila of some distinction, but when I produced my ferman:he said 
• that I-should be' satisfied,; and' begged:that I would stop to witness 
'the infliction. of , the punishment. 	,This however: I declines% but left 
my Greek- servant for that purpose, and that not so much ow; my- tiwn 
account, the affair 'being now ended, ias. with the hope Of furnishing 
'An example, by which future travellers 'might be.' protected 'froth 
"!sithilar insults.- .The .Arnaut 'guards were immediately sent to arrest 
'the 37Oling man, 'who,was severely flogged.. 	. 	'I • f• 	7 	• : k '  i' ►..*. 

The father of the youth,- highly indignant that his- son ShOulcl . be 
chastised for only offering  an insult to a Christian,-threatened to 
take away My life. 	The next day; .as we Were -  passing thtougli the 
bazar; my Greek servant -called my :Attention,  to the father, who 
wascoming towards us from. a' distance, and 'entreated ine nOt to 
proceed for fear of being shot ! 'M the Turk approached, he 'turned 
pale and trembled with rage :, moved' by . a vindictive impulse,"-he 
fiiit his hand• to lii 	:pistols,) but. uttered riot a Word.,-  'I took no 
-notice of him., and , sortie elderly Turks twhO'.were iri the batar,kana 
knew what had passed the preceding day, with great kindness and 

• . 	. 	i 	b 	/r 	i 	4 ; 	' 	• 	, 	i 	 T 	i, 	t,d1 	' 	:i 4: ..0 	/ :. ,E..' 	' 

C 4 Statyrireezwil 
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prucloMe jeonductedfitheir.renrage,dE  spuntryman , ont,,,of Amy, sight, 
and, duringAlteff remaiRdeF.,- of, ayris  stay. at,. Thebes; civility and 
respect were substituted for stones and insults. 	This trifling occur- 
xence.is .mention0. fortilp pnrPoseOf.shewing, that though strangers 
in.,Turkish towns. are$ exposed: 'to ;occasional 'eruptions of :brutality 
and insolence,- .they are:  almost certain, to , obtain redress from the 
.commandants, who consider. foreigners as under their immediatepror  
tection.; particularly when furnished with a ferman. from their s.ultan.. 
. There :is no place in Greece,where. travellers axe.; eceived with so 

little hospitility.and treated: with so little respect as in Bceotia ; p.0 
we may,say, with .Dicwarchus,l. that, they are bold,,insulting, and 
proud, prone to quarrels, 	and making no distinction between 
strangers and, inhabitants, Ocadcrw, GE :ex; viGeisrrgi, xas urEmpopoi or 	rap 
're gai eagpopoi mos 7TIY4PTOG,EEY01,  XCCi 111.40711111 . Xctralildrierreti 2TIZVTO; LCD401.1,: 	, 

i r The early. or heroic history. of Thebes is particularly splendid,.and 
neither Athens,. Lacedwmon, Argos, .nor .Mycene were so much • 
.celebrated, as the capital of. Bceotia fox. great events, for heroes, and 
'for. demi-gods.: The names of Kadmos, Semele, Bacchus, Antiope, 
,Zethdso Amphion, Amphitrion, Alcmena,' kercules,. Laios„ and his 
=fortunate:. race„,:as,:well as. those Of numerous other, kings and 
-heroes, furnish strong presumptive evidence of, the early power and 
.original; lustre. of. this 'country, after large deductions. have been 
.made_ for, the. exaggerations ,of„poetical fiction. 	And if we even 
relinquish all regard for the dubious history of the heroic ages, and 
' direct - our sole attention , to the transactions of a more civilized 
,period of ancient, history,. we rmay, affirm, that. no part, of. Greece 
:produced characters of more exalted. fame, than. Hesiod, , Pindar, 
-Pelopidas, Eparninondas, Plutarch', -and Sextus Chronensis..2 . 	The. 
'dulness therefore which the' rest +of the Grecians ascribed; to 
.Wrotians 011 -account of the density3  of. their ;atmosphere, . was not 
! 	..;', 	- 	, 	 • • . 	 „ ,. 

...... 	..._, 	_. 	. 	. 	 _ 
1  Stat. Graec. 	2  A philosopher related to Plutarch, and preceptor to Marcus Aurelius. 

3  Horaee,Epist i. b. 11. 
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alWays agreeable' to truth' or-  consonant :wall.  `experience. -The con',  
scious.  sublimity olPindarkepelled the imputation.' 	• • 	: 	: . , ', 	. : : 

From a very unjustifiable assumption of, the same physical 'causes-, 
the stupidity of the Thracian •Abderitansi was, familiarized :into .2.a 
proverb ; but " Abderitica Mens" , was by no means: applicableiiii 
contemptuous sense to .DemocrituS, Protagoras, A,naxarchc;s; .or 
:Ilecatos, to Whom Abdera . gave. birth.. 	Greek Proverbs' were fre- 
* quently 'misplaced, and ought: no't to be.regarded:asinfallible.- 	. .. 

The want of .patriotism. however which the:Bceetians Manifested 
on, some occasions,. and . the :manner, in which they 'betrayed the 
common cause of Greece,, will for ever. disgrace'. the records of ' their. 
history ! 	• 	( 	.• 	; 	: 	, 	, 	, 	, 	. 	- . , 	( 	' 	- 	• 	- " • . 	,• 	" J. 

The finest ,and most .comprehensive.• view of *Thebes :is from the 
eminence near the Ismenos, where the town is seen.in the full extent 
with its elegant minarets and fine clustered' cYpresses: 	.The.plain 
stretches out to Citharon,. Phoinikios,. and Helicon ; while Parnhisos 
.occupies the most distant view, Mount Ptoon forms .a neaker:object; 
and far to the north the summits of Eubcea tower. into.the .air: . -,, -:, .: 

The Voivode of Thebes .is the same who governed' When, I - visited 
this town in my first tour ; he. recollected me, :and showed. me every 
mark of attention' and civility ; he* bears a good character" amongst 
the Greeks. 	He pays annually into the imperial treasury seventy- 
five purses2  for the province, and -whatever . is obtained, above that 
sum he is permitted to appropriate to his own.use. 	The' district 
which he commands comprehends nearly seventy villages, the chief of 
which are given in the A ppendix,-  with their distances from the Capital, 
'which' are calculated as usual' at three miles an . hour. - We paid a 
visit to the cady, or civil judge of Thebes, as .we had, been assured 
that he possessed a greater share of talent and information than 
that which is allotted to. the :generality ,of Turks ; and on entering 
, 

. 
- 	 , 

L  Cicero ad Attic. b. 7. Epist. 7. Martial, b. 10. Epig. 25. v. 4. Juvenal. Sat. 10. v. N. 
!.37,400 Turkish piastres. 

   
  



IGNORADIMMATCEARN2b TURK. 	.4I3 

=the aPlitment 4herei We credeiived ',ittg, litielexiAdfaiiiiiiW*tte tAis'dd 
by observing a thermometir -liangingl tipliiiii the irobliti''AiciiiPlthe 
,only i ristaned . of-the', kinict I evercktefcollecti (to-.  haVe '§eeti in ihis b6un- 

J,--, try;.: as! then:Irks; are: blessed= with V , most ' ehv'iAle irk diffeith6d 'about 
:the : trivial .t effects. -of -heat , and Cold !- -1 	-11e-'iOpened . tliC 	65fiVelia- .- 

T,  lion:-  ,about ithe antiqUitia of -.Greece in t'enetal; and' of "Thebes 
in partieulari and seemed to' doubt our account of tile baitlestbf 

. Marathon, 'ThermopYleeand Platma. 	He asked us the latitude'and 
longitude of 'England; lint .:tve were 'surprised ;to find,. considering 
some general noiimis which 'he possessed, that he Wits totally ignbrant 
of the position of our country, and was astonished to hear it iirds an 
island. 	In order to give him a better idea of its situation, we 'sheaved 
'him: a -- map, and he was delighted in observing the. great extent of 
Turkey; and'. the comparative smallness-of Britain: 	It is'astonish- 

,ing ho*. ignorant the Turks hre about geography, and the 'relative 
:positions 'of'different countries. 	I was once asked by' a Turk of 
. consequence, if England Was as large ' as Athens, and whether we 
did not go-abont in. boats from one house to another, and generally 
pass .our. time in ships. 	, - 	. 

Each independent city of Bceotia had a separate coinage at a very 
early' period ; we have the coins of Thebes, Orchomenos, Delion, 
Tanagra, Kopai, Haliartos,.1- Koroneia, -Mykalessos, Pherai, Thes-
peia, and Platma. Bceotia afterwards seems to have 'coined col- 
lectively or confederatively after-the example of,Phocis. 	, 
,' ,The Aspis was the BCeotian evidly.6 a, represented one their money : 

, F1.0a0 gives the. epithet of xpurccermf to Thebes.- • ,Tlidishields of this 
. country seem. to have been, held: in, high estimation at:a irer3'r'early 
period : - Homer affirms that the -shield ,  of- Ajax' was made' at Hyle, 

I The coins which have been described as of Haliartos, in page 252 of this work, are badly.  
preserved, and are accordingly rather doubtful. 

4  Isthin. Od. I: VA. Fora siniilar'!reason the Argian; Were termed ACITTL400400$ Xewr, by 
lEschylus, Agam. v. 834, and iteac:x;r,c;by Euripides, Phoeniss. v. 77. 	' 

VOL. I. 	 2 N 

   
  



274 	 COINS OF THEBES. 

for which reason the Boeotian shield is represented on the coins of 
Salamis, which was the country of Ajax.' 

The following are some silver coins which I bought at Thebes, five 
of which belong to that town, one to Delion, and the latter to Pherai, 
which according to Strabo2  was in the district of the Tanagrians. 
This coin is uninscribed, but on similar coins of Pherai are seen 
the letters OA. 

J1111100 i 
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TO KOKLA, PLATIEA. 

We quitted Thebes on the 23d to visit the ruins of Platcea. 	The 
Voivode gave us a letter to the Agha who governs the village of 
Kokla, which is in the vicinity of the ruins. 

In about half an hour we crossed a small stream, near which are 
some blocks of stone. 	After traversing a rich plain, the ancient 

I See Recueil de quelques Medailles Giecques Ined. par. M. Millingen, p. 44. 
2  B. 9. p. 405. 
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ParasOpia; we eiosied* fouf small' streams, and 'passed ' over:'the lorw , 
island formed by the Oeroe, from which. it took its rianie.: We see 
in Herodotusi that the AsopoS was the limit between the Thebans.  
and Platxans.  

Pausanias, in his way from Platxd to Thebes, first notices the 
river -Peroe, probably the same which Herodotus2  calls Oeroe ; 
Pausanias mentions the Asopos, but says nothing of the island ; 
nor does he designate any building in the straight road to Thebes, 
though Herodotuss and Thucydides4  mention the temple of 'Juno, 
built by Androkrates, which probably is the same' as the great 
temple of Juno at Platsea, described by Pausanias,5  though' it was in 
fact at some distance from that city. 

Herodotus6  mentions the river Moloeis at a place called Argiopios, 
near the -temple of the. Eleusinian Ceres ; 	Pausanias ,notices the 
temple, but not the river. 	It appears from Heroclotus, 'that the 
island was three stadia across, as that is the distance of the two 
branches of the Asopos from each other ; the Oeroe was . probably 
one of these branches, and accordingly called the daughter of the 
Asopos:? 

The PlatTis is a green and smiling country,8  composed princi-
pally of rich pastures, fertilized by the waters of numerous streams, 
which fall from CithTron. 	After heavy rains, the Asopos sometimes 
overflows its banks, and becomes difficult to pass 9. 

In two hours we arrived at a large and copious' fountain close 
under the western walls of Platma, where several large sarcophagi of 
stone stripped of their covers are exposed to view. 

There is another fountain on the opposite side of Platxa, which 
is generally supposed to be the Gargaphian spring, in which the god-
dess of Cithwron was viewed by Actaeon, whom she metamorphosed 

B. 6. c. 108. 	2 B. 9. c. 51. 	3 B. 9. c. 52. 	4 B. 3. c. 24. 
6  B. 9. c. 2. 	 6  B. 9. c. 57. 	7  Herodot. b. 9. c. 51. 
8 Viridesque Platmas, Stat. Theb.13;27.7v.' 532. 	. 	9  Thucyd. b. 2. c. 5. 

2 N 2 

   
  



276 	 VILLAGE .OF .1COICLA. 

into a stag. Its situation: however does not. correspond to.,  the flowery 
description of Ovid :1  

, 
Vallis erat piceis et acute, densa cupressu, 
Nomine Gargaphia, succinctw sacra. Maim : 

. 	Cujus in extremo est antrum nernora,le recessu,, 
Arte laboratum nulls.  

We were twenty minutes in going from the fountain to the village 
of Kokla, situated on the northern foot of Mount Cithwron. 

When we first presented ourselves' to the' Agha, he burst out into 
exclamations against Franks in general, and would probably have 
been extremely impertinent to us, if we had not been protected by 
the note of the Theban Voivode; upon the delivery of which, he 
gave us the khosh amedeed, or welcome, and Ordered us a cottage 
and provisions. 

Letter from the Voivode of 'Thebes, to the Agha of Kokla. _ 
'EouXENhavocre. 	(Seal.) 

EX 0-TOFC6TOG TOU EIZEOTCSTOU XOS VOXIXVIIIOU 

Polgovrarc Oigag Eic STE eras goOtirgc leXe7rov7:og 
TOY TE01GEeE fh0T1 XeCi TS (30011-  aurou EpXOWITE Oc 

FiX.X0et WES VOW TOUC a

0\4

EXTI TE XXI nu TOG xattere 
nceociht Taunt 1805, thrzeTSOU. 12, 0113a. 

. 	 . 
• ' - 	Soliman Agha. 	(Seal.) 

From the mouth of the very celebrated and long lived: Voivode 
Agha of Thebes, to you of Kokla. 	In seeing this my order and my 
seal, the Millordi will ' be with. you ; receive thenr and serve them ; 
that is all I have to say, 1805, March 12, Thiba. 

The words TencEpe and iiceapi are Turkish.  

. , 	. 	.  
1 Metam. b. 3. v. 155.  
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Pausanias does not give the distance from Thebes to Platma ; but 
Thucydides1  says it is seventy stadia, and Dicwarchus2  makes it 
eighty. 	The ruins of Platma stand upon a low oblong rock, the nar- 
row extremities facing north and south, and the larger sides east and 
west. 	The walls form a triangle of about 3,300 yards in compass. 
Cithwron rises to the south.  

The walls of this town, which in some parts are in a high state of 
preservation, are extremely interesting ; since we • are acquainted 
with the precise period of their, construction, or rather restoration ; 
for, they were rebuilt in the time of Alexander; • 	It is worthy of ob- 
servation, that the walls of other Grecian cities, whose construction 
is similar to those of Platwa, were probably all built about the same 
time. , The walls of Messene and Megalopolis, and part of those of 
Orchomenos and Ambrysos, resemble those of Plataaa';3 and we know 
that their erection or restoration corresponds with a similar period. 

The battle of Chroneia,4  though it put an end to the turbulent in-
dependence of the Grecian republics, introduced into that' country 
an unusual degree of civil tranquillity and political repose. ::The 
cities which had been successively destroyed by the cruel ravages 
of the Persians, by the tyrannic bigotry of the Amphiktyons, or by 
the overbearing policy of Sparta and Thebes, were probably rebuilt, 
or restored, about the time of Philip and Alexander. 	Hence Greece 
still exhibits so many towns whose walls are in the style of those 
of Platwa. 	it is probable that Platwa was not only restored, but, 
considerably enlarged by Alexander. Its original circuit must have 
been very. small ; as we are informed by Thucydides,5  that a 'garrison 
of only four hundred and eighty men, and one hundred and ten 
women was sufficient to guard the walls, and to defend the place 

1 B. 2. c. 5. 	0  Stat. Grec. 
3  HXarata, Homer, Thucyd. Pausan. &c. TIXar am t , Demosth. Dicrearch. Diodor. Strabo, 

Plutarch, &c. 	It is indifferently written in the singular or in the plural by Herodotus. 
4  Hic dies universe Grzecie et gloriam dOminatioriis, et vetustissimam libertatem finivit 

Just. Hist. b. 9. c. 3. 	 3  B. 2. c. 78. 
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against the' forces of the• Lacedw nimoiiiinil-Atiiing'gThiege Of three 
years, when the want of provision's' COnipelled'iliern'to;siitrerider. '' 

Platwa was destroyed by the Persians f  and.-both!ThteydideS.grid 
Pausanias agree that the whole town, except the teinples',. was subs 
quently rased to,  the ground by the animosity of the ThebanS.'s There' 
are a very few and imperfect remains of the original walls, which Were 
constructed before their several deinOlitions, and which are in the'6.n-
cient rough style; but they have been evidently almost- rebuilt from 

' their foundations. 	In other cities which were only partially 'destroy- 
ed, we may discriminate two or three different ityles.and pericids- Of 
architecture ; as in the.  Orchomenos of Bceotia, and that of Arcadia, 
and several others. ' When the Spartans took Platwa they treated it 
with their accustomed' severity ; and' appeared ,not to have `rernem2.  
bered, or not to have regarded the oath' which the combined Gre-
cians took before the battle against the Persians ; that no city. 'Which 
had acted at that crisis, in defence of their country, should 'ever` 
be destroyed. 	The walls are in ' general composed of regular_ing= 
sonry, with some accidental.  irregularity in the size Of the. stones; 
which does not appear to be systematic. • They are about 'eight.  feet 
in thickness, and are fortified by square towers, with a few of a cir-
cular form. ' They are • ornamented with perpendicular stripes; or 
incisions, similar to those noticed at the ruins of Agia-Enpbeinia, 
in Locris, and which occur in most of the' walls • of .  this period. 
I could find no traces Of the double wall bUilt round the town, 
during the siege; by the Spartan•Archidanios : it was'nlerelY g tenipo .  
rary work ; and was probably •not constructed with -any view ,to'per- 
manent preservation. 	According to Proeopius the walls of - Platm-  a. 
were restored by Justinian.' 

1 About 427 years before Christ. 
2 The battle was fought the 22d of ,September, four hundred and seventy-nine years before 

Christ, according to the calculation of Henry Dodwell, in Annal: Thucyd. 
- . 3 About three hundred and seventy-three yeah before Christ. 

-s. 4  De lEdific. b. 4. c. 12. p. 69. Paris edit. 
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-„Pausanias mentions; ,three temples at: this. place ;, that of Juno' 
was sumptuously;decorated, and enriched with 'statues and paintings. 
There,was also a templet of Minerva Area, and another. of Ceres.3  
Strabo mentions the temple4  of Jupiter; the, deliverer : but Pausanias 
only notices the statue, and the altar of the god. 	These two au- 
thors often, differ in their details. 	, 	. 	' 

Plutarch5  , mentions the temple of Diana Eukleia 	at Plata 
The Spartan king, Pausanias, was posted near the temple of Juno 
at the commencement of the battle., 	After the_ victory, the Greeks 
expended asum .of 'money equal to about X20,000, in devout con- 
secrations of temples and statues. 	Indeed, previous;  to, that period, 
no great opinion, can be formed, either of the strength or of the mag-
nificence of thoown, which as its contingent, at the battle of PlatTa 
was, not able to furnish: more than: six hundred :men,, though eleven 
years before they equipped a thousand troops to assist the Athenians 
in the same cause. 	I could find no certain traces of these temples ; 
there are several heaps of large stones, which perhaps mark, but do 
not determine their situations. 

The ;ruined church of Saint Demetrius is composed of blocks be-
longing to,sorne ancient edifice ; here are two inscriptions, only ones 
of which, contains a few legible lines,,These record the name Of Mar-
cuS Ulpius, probably the Boiotarch mentioned in an inscription which 
I found at Kakiisia., 	Bceotia was governed by eleven Boiaarchs.7  

, Here is . also, a frieze of white marble, enriched.  with Ionic orna-
ments. We could not discover any traces of a stadium, although there 
probably was one ; as Strabo8  mentions gymnastic exercises at'Pla-
twa, which were the Eleutheria, or quinquennial' games of liberty, 
noticed by Plutarch9  and Pausanias.1° 

Herodotusll relates that cenotaphs, composed of heaps of earth, 
, 	. 

• 
i -Naos. 	4  IE190Y: 	 3  Ibid. 	:* Ibid. 	s Life of Aristides. 
is See the Appendix. 	'' 	7  'Tlincyd. b. 4. c. 91. 	. 8  B. 9. p. 412. 	, 
9  Life of Aristides. 	' '10 E.  	. c.  2. 	 11  B. 9. C. 85. vottara. 
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were raised near the town, and hei particularizes that of the lEgine-
tans : but . of these not a vestige. li to . be found.. Plutarch; , says 
that the ,sepulchreS of those who_ fell at Plata were near -the.;  founL 
tain, prObably .Gargaphia ;: and that . at the;  anniversary which. ;waS 
kept in .honour of those who. were ,killed in .the battle, thP archon 
crossed the city to go, to the sepulchres ;, and drawing-'water :from 
the fountain in `a Vase, washed.the columns of the tombS, and-made 
libations of wine, oil;.milk, and perfumes., 	. - -- ,,. , 	- --- 	,. 

The Plataatis, the Athenians, and the Lacethemonians, had sepa-,  
rate tombs ; but a common monument was raised to the Greeks in go,  
neral,Dowri tow 	Jecisvov.! Strabo3says that these 'sepulchres were-neat 
the walls, and calls them,the comnion'or general tombs; -iaon h,coefici.- 

I searched in vain for some traces of the Camp of:Mardoirius 	for 
though .it was of wood,- no doubt it was fortified -witkintrenChinents 
and banks of earth.. 02 , ,_ 	 . 4 ' 	- 	

„ 	;. , . • 

I was not able to procUre - -any-ancient coins, either- GreCian or 
Persian ;, the latter of .which were so plentiful 'after the battle; that 
they became and long continued to be -current in.- the conntig.—A 
sillier coin of Plata, which has been. published by-ilaytn;*; ha's the 
full face of Juno, with TIAA on one side,-and :the Boeotian shield-. 
the reverse. 	I have -also, seen a,  small- bronze Coin of- Plats?a.;;;cin 
one side of which is a. female- head, probably- the.nyrnpliPIatwa;6--Or 
Juno ; with a bull on- the reverse., The inscription is 11A.A.; :After 'the 
victory over the Persians, the-Plataaans -dedicated a bull-of bronze- to 
Apollo at Delphi ;7 .and according to Plutarch, sacrificed every -year 
a black bull to Jupiter'and Mercury. I was surprised at 'rio.t being 
able .to obtain any remains of Grecian pli.Persian arms ; .nor •was1 
more successful at Thermopylae, Leuktra;  Chwroneiai  Koraneia-, and 
Mantineia, and at other places where great battles had been fought : 
but at Marathon, I myself found several small arrow heads of flint. 

. 
1  Life of 'iliistias, 	 2  Pausan. h. 9. c. 2. 	3  B. 9. p. 412. 

4  Thesaur. Britain. 	5  Belonging to Mr. Millingen ; it is inedited. 
6  Pausan. b. 9. c. 1. 	7  Pausan. b. 10. c; 15. 	8  Life of Aristides. 
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bl 'Attica I found arrow heads of bfonie and almonds ,of lead, which 
were'' used by .slingers.. -' At Olympia helmets' and -shields:are fie-
citiently. - diScovered; which , are composed of a thin and-  pliable 
bfonze,:and were probably not.used in war. 

The view froth the :itiins of Plateea is' extremely beautiful and in-
teresting. When: we look towards Thebes-  we behold the Asopos, and 
the. Other 'small streams;: winding 'through this memorable plain; 
which towards the west is separated by a loiv range of hills from the 
equally celebrated field-Of Leuktra, while the distant.  view, is ter- 
Ininated by the tivo pointed summits Of:Helicon, and the snow;capt 
:heights of Patnassbs.• 	,- 	• 	- 	' 	. ' 	 „ 

Mount Citheeron, which divides Bceotia from Attica, rises to the 
south of Platam ; its elevation is considerable, but it presents nothing 
grand nor picturesque. Though it was once embellished by the sup-
posed presence of Jupiter, Juno, Bacchus, Diana, and the nymphs, 
it is now shrouded by deep gloom and dreary desolation ; and though 
it was celebrated by fabulists' and: poets, it seems but a barren sub-
ject for the elegant ideas of fiction and poetry.-1  : Euripides2  calls it 
the eye prDiana, because it abounded in wild beasts. Plutarcle says 
that:- sacrifices were offered upon Cithron to Jupiter,' Juno, and 
Pan;  and a, number of, heroes,; and that Juno. was .patroness: of 4lie 
'mountain.:  He:  also says that one of its summits was ,distinguished by 

cave,: in rwhich` there was an oracle of the nymphs Sphragitides. 
The cave was called Sphragidion ; and according 'to Pausanias,4  was 
_fifteen stadia below the summit. 	Statius5  gives Citheeron the, epithet 
'of Altus, though 'it is much inferior in height to Parnassos, and-to 
Helicon. Pausanias6  smaihtains that it took its name from 4:king of 
-Plateea. 	Plutarch' tells a different story, and says that its primary 

. 	 .: 
1  Citheeron fabulis, carminibusque celebratus. 	Pomp. Mela. b. Q. c. S. 
2  Phcenis. v. 809. Aprelaoc Opita. 	 3  Life of Aristides. 
4  B. 9. c. S. 	 5  Theb. b. 10. v. 365. 	. 
0  B. 9. c. 1. 	 ' 7  De Flumin. 

VOL. I. 	- . 	 2 o 
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appellation, was Asteilon.. 	Its form is .extremely even, reseinblini 
the outline of Hymettos ; and its apparent elevation is diminished 
by the extension_ of its surface, and the flatness of its shape:' 	leis 
barren, and incapable of cultivation, except towards its base. -The 
rest is composed of bare rock, or covered with dark stunted Shixtbs ; 
while the region towards .the summit .is crowned with forests of the- 
EXarti, or silver fir, from which it derives its Modern name of Elatea'. 
When I was at Platwa it was -  covered with' snow, Which, prevented 
me from exploring the Sphragidion, and enjoying the extensive and 
classic view which its summit commands. 	Euripidest poetically 
asserts that it is covered with eternal snow, which: is however.: not 
the case. 

TO KONDOURA. 

On 'the 25th We quitted Kokla, and proceeded 'in a solith-eAA 
direction along the foot of Cithwron, which was' to the right: 'On the 
left was the plain, and a town and village called Pyrgo, perhaps On 
the site of Erythrai. In ten minutes we came to some :tracts and 
blocks of stone, and soon after to some others near the road. 	One 
of these may be the remains of the monuments of Mardonius. . A 
little, further up the mountain to the right two small caves 'are ' -§eeti 
in the rock, with some blocks of stone. The place is called Beregon= 
tiano, where the road takes the direction more to the south ; -arid 
continuing our ascent we had to the left the village Kreptichi.)( .:,:',c4-! 

Having. reached one of the lower ridges of .Citheeron,,  we began 
to descend through a narrow rocky glen, where we had' a7 :View 
of some ruins called Giphtokastro, with a plain stretching ,beyeild 

n  it, and the Athenian mountains in the distance: 	, 	. , 	. - 	1-, 
 tr.  

. 	
'i • t 	? 	II 

. 	. 

, 	.i 	#'. 	( 1?:` .Bagehm. in 660. 	I 	2 mv,hua, Pausan. b.9. C. 1.'5, 	sr 
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7 ,-41ri three hours from • Plata we reached a fountain called' Petro-, 
kerakilorming a° small stream, which is soon lost among the rocks. 
This may-  be the_ fountain near which Pausaniasi says that Antiope 
eiposed :her. children ; he • mentions a small cavern in the vicinity, 
which `I did not observe.  
c  Not far from this fount we came to the end of the glen, and to the 
foot of a rocky hill, crowned with the ruins Of-an acropolis, which 
is, at present called Giphtokastro, Or more properly Aigyptokastro ; 
probably the ancient Eleutherai. It is situated upon an insulated 
rock, •steep on all sides, and in some places precipitous, and seems 
tCy have. been designed for the protection of the pass between Bceotia 
and AttiCa. The form of the enclosure is oblong;  and it runs nearly 
east and west. 	Its entire length is about-360 yards, and its greatest 
breadth about 110. The walls which are-very perfect are in the style 
of those- of Mantineia and Messene; they are fortified with square.  
towers at unequal distances projecting from the Walls. Many of these 
towers are nearly entire ; they were divided into two stories, each of 
,which had two rooms ; -at least the upper story, which has two en-
trances from without, and three small windows. The lower story has. 
only =One door, which is three feet and a half wide at the 'base, di- 
minishing upwards. 	The walls are five feet and a half in thickness: 
and the inside. space of the towers is fifteen .feet square. 
. The walls of the Acropolis are eight feet in thickness, and are 
pierced by several doors, of one of which I measured the 7rpOTT.opipe,2 or 
opening, and- found- it four feet two inches at the bdse, and three 
feet ,eight, at: top. 	The elpyov or lintel is a flat stone seven-  feet .in 
lengthy There '•seem' to have been four entrances to the Acropolis,' 
,tly.4.9f1which are on the north and south sides, and, the-others on Me 
pa.sterp 40 western extremities: 	Within the peribol?s of the wallS' 
Are7the remains of a large oblong rettangular building, composed 
of a few layers of blocks of a polygonal form, which probably consti- 
tuted the cella of a temple. 	. - 

, 	 . 	.. 
1  B. 1. c. S8. 	,, 	k ., 	?;..Dr.Chandler's Athenian inscriptioryillustrated by Mr. Wilkins. 

2 "o 2 

   
  



2434, 	 RUINS:10F,ELEUTHERAI! 
.,: I made a- fruitless.  scaych.. for ancient:sinscriptiopscan.d., aycjIitectu-
ral decorations, ,but ,found only -  some fragments, of ,coa,rsciptAtesy; 
Eleutherai was the first town in: Attica„ in the; way; from Pceotial,' 

trabol,..say 	that some, assigned, it to ]iceotia: Plutarch2  attributes i 
foundation to Eleuther, son of Lycaon, king of, .Arcadia. i - Some 
suppose it,to, have been the-birth-place of-Bacclms,3  or. attribute; its 
foundation to that divinity,4 	• 	. 	i  „,. 	,.. 	- 	i. 	. ,.. 
. Pansanias5  says - that it was situated op_ an eminence, and, was :in 

i 	- ruins in his time. 	. 	 • 	. 	. 	H-1, 
, My. great grandfather, Henry, Podwell6  corrects. Xenophon„ , and 
reads Erythrai for Eleutberai, by which, place the historian' tells qs-
the.Spartans under Cleombrotos passed ;through the , Platan....into. 
the Theban territory? ',  
. 'Not far •from these, ruins jare.the remains of a ,small ancient fort,` 
which is supposed to be, Oipoe,' which was near ,Eleutherai, ;i4 ,tbe, 
tribe ,of Hippothoon. There was another Qinoe in Attica, near 1V1a7, 
rathon, in the district of Tetrapolis. 

We quitted this place, and descending ,to a plain at, the eastern 
foot of Citheeron obseyved heaps of blocks and traces,- the remains of 
the 'lower town, of which the ruins above-mentioned formed the.  
Acropolis.. 	 . I  

At this place, which is the outlet .of the glen, the road' branches in;  
two different directions ; one leading to, Corinth,_ the other to Athens. 
This is the ct61‘, or expoioSos, of Hy 5  -i nus.9 We here quitted the fpac1,to. 
Athens ; and keeping to the right, ascended, a , hill covere'd;w.411 
firs, from Which the neighbouring villagers extract a great quantity 
of rosin, with which the Greeks spoil _their wines, Jpe,,rosin:  js, 
gathered in August; and a great deal of it is exported to, Naples, 

,..,...) 	L 

from,Megara, and the surrounding villages. 	,.. 	2, , 	
. 

	

u-fi 	, 
, 	. 	_, 	, 	 , 	_ 	J 	4 	..,• 	, 	J 	,,,,, , 

.. i : t ,,, 	,,,  	, 	i 	1 	 , 	, 	 ,  	; 	' 	1 	' 	71  	1" 	!y1 £.1t 	oFt51/ ri 

1  B. 9..p. 41e. 	2  Qumst. Grmc. 	3  Diod. Sic. b, 3. c. 65. 	___ 4  Ib. b. 4. c. e. ... 	__....   
• -3  B. 1. 'c: 38. 	— 	 —6  Chronol. Xenoph. ad ann. a. c. 379. 11. 55. 

7  Xenophon. Hist. b. 5. c. 4. 	- 
3 Topifig.1411fatwi4 (by Il'Sp-ert-6r 'Stanbe:pe;Isii. ''"'I'' 	d' .4" l'n 4g -Va‘.`" 4. 311T ' 
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1,FiOfitthiS -sliOVVve 'hail:the 'first. vie*: of the Saionic • gulph.- After 
•deidadifig,I into a plain; -probably the 'same that 4as celebrated for 
the-:dneel .•bet*eeti Melanthos and Xanth6s, we arrived in 'the 'evening 
ii:KOlidadra, • -a .large village belonging - to-  Corinth, and 'containing 1. 	• 	- 	 • 	, -three' hundred houses. 	 . 	 i  
4:: Worn Grphtokagtro. my  servant proceeded with the' luggage horses 
to. Kondotra, by' a longer .but. an easier route, in whiCh he passed• by 
a'ruined‘tawer,,and' a considerable' quantity •of large blocks ;, per- 
haps the temple of Bacchus mentioned by Pausanias.1 	Kondonra 
iS,:bni.cif the: best. villages. that. I have yet seen in' Greece. We lodged 
't a hOuie • 7vhicli bad. a second floor, with a fire place and a chimney. 
This =was no small . Comfort as the. cold was severe during the night, 
'though . during: part of . the day'. we experienced ' an inconvenient 
degree of heat. - Chimneys are more uncommon in Greece even than 
in Italy,- and are found only in the better -kind of houses. l• 	, _ 	. 	. 

. 	. 	, 
TO ATHENS. 

'''' bii' iiid•6th we proceeded towards Athens.' The road wasIrLed 
*lough' narrow' glen's that were covered with olive trees, Caroha:s',2  
lei iSenS;' and varieties-  of. oaks, while the 'neighboUring hillS weite 
crested. with - forests' of small firs of a much :more vivid green t6'n the 
'1.18.i'llOrtheiti climates. ..We passed by some modern'traces, called 
TriiC°L4ci'164;17pc,' 'ancielit Kondodra, the "ruins" probably of a modern 
Ifikie.t-:' 	-- 	' 	- 	 .; 

After crossing the - road Which leads from Athens to Megara:;  ;we 
travelled through, a wooded tract, called Saranta Potamoi, forty 
rivers, and in three hours entered the Thriasian plain ; the surface 
• _,' 	.;- 	f.• 	.4A: 	. 	.. 	- 	V 	 , 

. 	 1 
i 	B. 	1. 	c. 38. 	i 	,1 	1-, 	i . ii 	ii• 	r',1 

2  The Xyloirgratia of the modern,9TeftslugtidA91459t4fluPP9'9,(40:1P+1 
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of which was variegated :with 'the Many3coloUred apeniorie, 'form- 
ing an expanded tissue of the riches hues.  
• Ovid'.  says that the blood of Adonis gave birth to the anemone ; 
and 'that. the, flower resembles that of the pomegranate:. 	But the 
blood-coloured anemone is not the most common; 'and there is no 
flower which is more diversified in its hues. 	In the Thriasian plain 
I remarked at least twenty different tints of the red, the purple; and 
the blue. 	In northern climates the white and the light blue are the 
most predominant. 
. 	A crowd of Greeks' and - Turks seen at 'a distance with their to= 
loured turbans;  with the predominant.tints -of red, blue,- yellow, and 
white, present to the eye the picture of a meadow, enamelled with 
all the variegated hues of a field of anemone's, This' beautiful flower 
is of short duration, 	 • 

— ---   '" brevis est tamer uses in illo; 
Namque male hwrentem, et nimia levitate caducum, 
Excutiunt, idem qui prwstant nomina; venti."2  

According to Plinys it only opens when the • wind blows, and 
hence its name ; but this is erroneous, as it is easily destroyed by,  
winds and storms.4 	 .  

The uniformity of the Thriasian plain is interrupted by some,seat4 
tered olive trees, some large balania oaks, and the projectionsia 
Mount Parnes, adorned with firs. 	We left the ruins of Elensis •a-fid- 
village of Leusin.a about a mile to the right, crossed the dry- bed of 
the Eleusinia-n Cephissos, and having passed,• over the plain :tan* 
16 some mills; a small lake, and two salt streams, the ancient: Reito4 

, 	-- 
I 

  ' Metam. b. 10. v. 728. 	 a  Ovid. Metam. b. 10. v. 737.4=. 	.11Ift 
r 

'1. ,  The feeble stems to stormy Wafts a prey, 	 c 1 Mill  
• Their sickly beauties droop, and pine atvay; 	 ti t 1:10 

The winds forbid the flowersto flourish long, , 	Ttjii 	.'"•110," 
Which owe to winds their names in Grecian song 	, , ii •h,, !1/0  

' Nat. Hist. b. 21. F. 	3, where an account is given of their different tintsi,;_ .:1.)  i , ii  } ;:"S Li 
4  3. toclueus's notCs on TheoPhrast. Hist. Plant. b. 6. c. 7. 	, ,.. 	, 	, 	'),.-1 	i4t.::; 	,•17., 	T .)r.1,', 	,I,'" 
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which enter the sea -at the foot Of Mount Aigaleos, and which for-
merly separated the Eleusinian from the Athenian territory. 

As the plague was at this time raging at Corinth, and was erro-
neously supposed to have made its appearance at Thebes, an Arnaut 
guard was stationed at this spot to prevent any communication be- 
tween these two places and Athens. 	A passage was accordingly re- 
fused to our earnest solicitations, as a bill of health with which we 
were provided was written in the Italian language, and was unintelli-,  
gible to the guards, who advised us to return to Kondotra ; but we 
could not readily acquiesce .in, the disappointment of receding from 
Athens, , to which we had made such a near approach. And as I was 
confident that there, was no danger of infection to be apprehended 
from any of our party, I directed my Greeks to proceed unobserved 
with the baggage horses, while I amused the vigilance of the guard ; 
and when I thought that they had reached a sufficient distance, I 
rode off full speed, and left the Arnauts in such a state of amaze-
ment, that they did not attempt to stop me. 

I turned the corner 'of a projecting rock, and made the best of my 
way over the worst of roads, by the monastery of Daphne down 
the mystic gap, and passing through the olive groves,. arrived at the 
gates of Athens before the sun had gone down. The distance from 
Kondotra had occupied eight hours. We had now to encounter-new 
difficulties ; the Turkish guard pointed out to us a cave near the Prxyx, 
where' they said that we must pass ten days before-permission would 
be given' us to enter the town. I sent a messenger to the English agent, 
Mr. ISperidion Logotheti, whom I had known on my former torsi, 
req'ues'ting that he would extricate 'us from our present difficulty.' He 
soommade his appearance in person, when immediately embracing 
him, I said that if I must perform quarantine it would be necessary for 
him to keep me company, as we had come in contact with each other. 
On this the prudent Archon, convinced that my convenience had be-
come identified with his own, and considering the validity of my 
bill of health, sent to the" Voivode, and -with the help of a small 
bribe, I again "Obtained 'Admission 'within the 'walls of this Venerable
city, city, after an absence of more than three years and a half: 

   
  



CHAPTER X. 

Monument of Lysikrates. 	Convent of Missionaries—view from it. 	Acropolis of Athens'. 	Dispute 
with the Disdar. 	Theatre of Herodes Atticus. ' A portico. 	Another theatre. 	Monument of 
Thrasyllos. 	Tripodial columns. 	Cave in the east end of the Acropolis rock—another with 
niches. 	Ancient steps cut in the rock. 	Makrai Petrai. 	Cave of Pan. 	Turkish burying-place. 
Walls of the Acropolis. 	Walls of the town. 

THE Dipulon, or Thriasiai Pulai was the gate formerly entered by 
those coming from Eleusis : .this was the largest gate of the town, of - 
which. Livy says, " Porta ea velut in -ore urbis posita, major 
aliquanto patentiorque quam cwterm est."1 	The name of the 
modern gate is Gyphto or Aigypto Porta. • The Eleusinian or sacred 
gate was also sometimes entered by those coming from Eleusis, but 
there are reasons for supposing that this was the same as the Dipulon. 

I took up my abode in • the same house I had occupied - on 
my former tour. 	The name of my hostess was Mina, an old 
widow, who made our residence less comfortable than it would 

,otherwise have been, by her reiterated lamentations for the death-of 
her son, the late English consul, who had been dead several years. 
She is an archontess, and boasts of the antiquity of her family. 
Her daughter Theodora, or Todorula, dresses with elegance; .,and 
converses with propriety ; but I found to my surprise, that she 
could neither read nor write. 	 T  

1  B. SI; C. QC 
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MONUMENT OF LYSIKRATES. 	 289 

Many of the Greek and Turkish' females in the inferior and the mid-
dle classes, and.some even in the higher ranks, are brought up without 
any species of intellectual cultivation. 	As they are too ignorant to 
write, and love is fertile in expedients, those who are under the in-
fluence of that• passion, carry on their 'correspondence by hierogly- 
phics 'composed of fruits and flowers. 	Each flower and each fruit 
has some particular associated signification, and they form a combina-
tion of words arid sentences, according to their relative positions in 
the little baskets in which they are conveyed to those for whom 
they are designed.' 	 • 
, 	As my lodging was in a low and confined situation, I soon quitted 

in order to remove to more airy apartments, which I hired at the 
convent of the capuchin missionaries. 	This convent is situated' At 
*the south-east extremity of the town, near the arch of Hadrian, in 
the Tripod•  street of the ancients, now denominated Kandela, and 
which, with the neighbouring church of Panagia Kandela, takes its 
name from the lantern of Demosthenes, sometimes called Kandela, 
although Phanari is 'the more common appellation, both of _these 
words_ signifying lantern. 	 • 	, 

The:  choragic monument of Lysikrates, which is partly immured in 
the south7east angle:of the convent is so well known, and has' been so 
fully described by Stuart, that little can be added to what has been 
already published upon that subject. Stuart is however not perfectly 
correct in calling the columns Corinthian, as they exhibit some devia- 
tions from that order. 	The division of the capital from the column 
lay a;  cavity instead of an astragal, offends the eye : Stuart supposes 
that • this annular channel was filled with bronze. 	The figures which 
decorate ' the frieze are sculptured in half relief, though they are 
not all of the same proportions ; their general composition, which 
. 	. 	• 	 . 

- - i'--The method of this erotic correspondence has been described in glowing colours by Lady 
Wortley Montague, in _her•  Letters on • Turkey. 	-Observations on the same custom by 
M. Hammer may also be consulted. 	Classical Journal, No. 17, March, 1814, p. e08, 
London. 	On a similar custom at Paris, see l'Hermite de la Chaussee d'Antin. 
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290, 	 NONILIVI ENT-. OE LYSIKOATES 
_L 	 .. 

is • noble and chaste, resembles the style of . the-  statues at- Afonte . 	,  
Cavallo that are attributed to Phidias and Praxiteles.  

The principal figure, which. forms the beginning of the subject, is, 
evidently a deity, from its superior size;' 	for though in a sitting 
posture,dt occupies the entire height of the frieze ; of which :the 
others, though they are -in erect postures, scarcely reach, the top;, 
The panther indicateS the deity to be Bacchus ; the animal however • 
is so much defaced, that it cannot be readily discriminated, though 
Stuart represents it quite perfect. 	,His delineations of these figures 
are indeed far from meriting the praise of accuracy, for when in 
describing the. Bacchus,. he extols the beauty of the countenance,:  
his fancy has supplied the mutilated imperfections of the original,, 
of which little more is Perceptible than the general outline, of the,  
head, Which he seems to have described from his own engraving rathe, 
than from the marble itself. The heads are much broken, and some of 
them have been restored .by a French artist. 	The heads of the'fish,i 
as they have been drawn, by Stuart, are quite different from the origi7. 
nals ; for that artist, mistaking a fin for the lower jaw, has represented 
them with their mouths open, though they are actually closed. 

The subject of thee figures is bOrrowed from a story that is told, by, 
Apollodonis;2  Ovid,s,  Seneca,4  Philostratos,5  and Lactantius, and ctoi 
which Lucian alludes in his dialogue between Neptune and the Ppk, 

-phins. 	Bacchus hired a ship belonging to some Tyrrhenian;cor,sairs, 
in, order to convey him from Ikaria to Naxos, but the pirates direct°, 
e d,,their course towards the coast of Asia, where they intended to sell; 
him as a slave. 	Bacchus, aware of their meditated treacheri,yam7y 
formed the mast and oars into 'snakes, and filled the, ship yKitkuiyjr,s  
and the music of pipes ; while the corsairs, seized with frenzy, threw 
themselves into the sea, and were changed into, dolphins._,  _ 	_L___.. 

The upper part of this monument is hollow, and contains a space 
' 	a 	? 	. 	 - .n.) 	•:. ,!J 	.a!Oltd) Slit•gi F!0! 11 

t 	;:j , 	. 	i 	, 	f • in r 	: i 	,, 	i 	• 	0 	 • 	;-ituil 	,',AEITGSCI 	91110a 	2  
s olprDi4j8 WhatfyiscphAteTtsithe Homeric style; he cite!, the, 1144,1?„4,A5-Agiiinni,,;.,.. 
.4  ttiNI3.f.Wirliill :di Olif(J 1, 	JO' ,2 	1 Meanl.1?? 30'. Pntlet seq.cl,2 .a <a°"""(II " ew 

4  CEdip. Act. 2. v. 449.1.4 vq:a tr.fv-p:1, 1 	,151 ,49,.A..; lAi loSstiniffel iwiqui. !h *Ipirjr 

   
  



. MONUMENT' OF LYSIKRATEg. 	 291 
A  OrnearlY; sik' feet diameter, Which is at present the library of the 

superior of the convent'; 	the 'roof, which is in thelform of a low 
Cupola;  consists of 'a single Mass. - The . whole is constructed with 
great Judgnient and solidity, which has enabled it to defy the effects 
Oftimeand the ravages of the elements-  for more than- 2,000 years, 
and' it may perhaps still survive for an equal period, unless it is 
barbarously mutilated to gratify the tasteless. cupidity of some 
Wealthy traveller.  

'I was assured by the 'superior, that during the dilapidating mania 
• in 1801, proposals had been made. to him, and to the Voivode; for' 
the purchase of the entire monument, which was to haVe been con--
veyed to a northern' country ! and 'that it owed its present existence 
to the protection which it, derived froth . its position-  within 'the pr& 
cincts of the monastery.. 	As long then as the convent is preserved; 
we may hope that this beautiful relic ,of ancient art,' will be secured 
from, the selfish rapacity of amateurs, and'the destructive ignorance 
of the MohamedatiS. 	• 	' 	.  
,,'Nci,  view in: Athens is superior to that from the 'convent in beauty- 
and in interest-.2 	While it is surnioUnted.by the eastern end of the 
Acropolis; it commands an animating prospect 'of Mount' Paine s; 
Pentelikon, Anchesmos, and 'Hymettos, of part of the' Saidnic 
GrU11411, with the islands, and the Peloponnesian mountains. 	z , ,. , 	‘, 	.‘ 'Thp nearer objects are the arch of Hadrian; the temple of 'Jupiter f Colimplus,' thp Ilissos, and the stadium. 	An open gallery whiclit_ 
fOimecl part of 'our lodging, was perpetually impressing our minrdi' 
with,  the!Sublimity of this scenery, and with .the numerous classical ,  
reC011eCtionS, it inspired.* 	The convent has a small garden which i 

. 	. 
- 	1,..,,,...4. 	0. 	,;,- , 	_, 	, 	, 	 • 	. 

It waot4it_d4ripj,, the archonship of Evainetos, 330 years before Christ.. 	_ • 
2  Some bearings from the convent.—Castle of Phyle and pass into Bceotial  N. 10. lAr.. 

Ittllinifbir A 17C116AIICAS; NI 30. t. - Ruins of Helice on- Hymettos, ti' 10: i:' ?Sfentquar- 
ries on Hymettos, s. 20.1:e 1 kareas' monastery, t. E. 	Saint John the hunter, v Ad. E. 
Temple of 'Jupiter Panhelleftioi iii the island of lEgina, s.A.5.1skv;,-.4.4  .v ,2 bit OA.) 4  

2 P 2 

   
  



292 	'Woitic 	titIEtttiYARito '§rtuAtit:' 

laid but in the Italian manneri:Withlarge'brangeand lern4.:tteet? 
The ground close to: the monuMentis einbellished'bt rthe girOWthlbf. 
a fine three-thorned.. acacia, the' gleditsia iiiakanthoi, bearing a-small 
yellow, flower.óf'. a strong and -fragrant smell.' 	• 	- 	. , , i 	')'',; 	:E,, 	j:. 

It is A_ tliffieult: and .arduous task to undertake the description Of 'a 
place sci well known 'as Athens. 	Thesubject has 	the Attreil-; 
tion and occupied. the. talents D£ so Many; that it .- ould 'not aplieai 
easy to make observations that are new, nor to avoid those.;which - 
are old: 	The' part of a tour-of. Which the description 'furnishes the 
least pleasure both to the. Writer and-  to the reader,.,is :that which 
must consist • of a . barren.-  and-' cheerless' enumeration of'ancient 
traces,. of which it ii impossible td verify., and difficult to conjecture 
the original destination; • and to' whiCh nti attraction of .-aSsOcia.ted.  
recollections', or interesting circumstances, can consequently:be 1 /4at-,  
tache.d. '.Here-it is impbssibie for'the writer to give any 'adverititiouS 
charm to the . tissue 'of .his . narrativz,__:without sacrificing',  the l' more 
important consideration of accuracy and of truth. J .1: , - 	i - 

• 'Many of those tratellers' who. of late years.haVe-Visited , this'-cele- 
brated city, have gien :descriptions of :its antiquities-, and •-topo-; 
graphy, but the subject is so exuberant, that sufficient materials are 
still left to invite further research 	biit what are 'most. wanted are 
topographical and accurate, drawings, not only of , Athens itself,ibnt 
of all Greece.. 	The views of Le _Roy are 'flotorionslrfaulty,f;and 
his work from.  the beginning to the end, is •a collection of errors and 
inaccuracies. 	The few 'drawings of Stuart are neither SOT, faithful 
nor so characteristic' as might 'be, desired ;. and -even 'hiS-.Fplatis; 
eleiations, and, measurements, which are.,  generally ).a-pprbvedi 4as 
valuable standards of accuracy, are not free from numerous -Con7 
tradictions,. -which will be readily . evinced by the eiarninatibiVof 
his Work. 	The elevations and measures which he furnishes tifhthe 

' same building's ' in different plates, are seldOm in r'uniii5h,61ficl,fiis 
plans and elevations '-are frequently at variance with tiriiiedgifit- 

- nent tS! ' This is p'r:o1;ably owing to the negligence' of Chin erig4afers, 
' and Of those who' superintended` the work 'after. his fdeatlit': 'biltLeiten 
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in-,the.,;first,tvelumei,mrhia,,IVEiS published: during ,his-life-time; his. 
draWings,_of the. sculpture of Athens, have neither the character nor 
the„details of. the originals, as,may, ,be seen by ,comparing them with 
those..same marbles. 'which : havd since. been. placed.,in theAkitish. 
MUSeuni...; 	• 	,, 	. 	-, 	:, 	. 	, , • 	. 	. 	.., 	. 	- 	. 
, .. The, Acropolis first attracts, the curiosity of .the, traveller, and 
merits as, much attention as. all the lower town; for what is, there in 
Athens, that can -conipare with TheAcropolis;in' antiquity, in splen-
dour, or in interest ? , Upon a first adniission. within these venerable 
*OS, 'it 'is .necessary to make .a small present. tb• -the Disdai, Or 
Turkish governor.; .and an. additional present is required .for perinis-
sion at-any future time to make drawings and observations, -without. 
being molested- by. _the soldiers Of the garrison.. The whole of these 
presents -generally :amount, to eighty .or a hundred 'Turkish piastres. 

Being aware, from the experience: I had. had_on my. former. visit 
to. Athens, that the Disdar,was: a man of :bad . faith and insatiable 
rapacity; _I made. him ..a small present . the ..first day, and .begged 
the English agentto conclude: a bargain-  with him for eighty piastres; 
in. _consideration Of which, I -Was .to have free access to the Acropolis 
as often as I. chose.: .In order, to. prevent the Disdar from exacting a' 
• larger, sum, it was stipulated. that the payment should take place after 
I. had . completed. all . my  drawings .and observations.. Many, days 
11.0wever had. not elapsed before. the Disdar. becanie impatient for 
:the. money, .and asked .me for . a 'part .of the, promised sum,: upon 
„iny•„refiisal. of ,which he prohibited . my admission to the. 4.6-opolis. 

,.:13.4t-fwhen,I.returned,.-Isucceeded in gaining, an entrance, after ens  
,ad ring, some, insolent speeches from the' soldiers, which I pretended 
,root .4A:understand. _ At length however I obtained: their :good 
_,gracesiby making some small presents to their children, who be-
liparne sciiiaccustomed to this kind of tribute, that they used to watch 
?fornplepver the wall of - the citadel; and whenever I returned 1 0- 
„,,,wAysJ9rmc.1 ,them. collected at the door. 	,By,throiirig afeNy pasas 
. :,amongst 0,04,, I, acquired the , name .of .the, y.wn*i  of, many_ ;faros, 
, ,,-Andt;fp,r AN!/allpqaense .p.urehase4 the civil 	of  the soldiers. 	he, 	 - 	 ,, 	. 	:,  

   
  



294 	IMPORTUNATE 'BEHAVIOUR OF;VHE DISDAR. 

Dise dar, however, became.  more and' 'moie inipatierit - fOr iliet'pro'-' 
mised present ; and in Order to save.time,*'IfrequentlyTsen't•iiy- din,: 
ner up to the *Acropolis; and with 'my• artist, einplOfed.'thelioli 
day In _d rawing... - The Disdari watched the arrival of the dinner 'ai-
eagerly as the children did the distribution olthe pa.ia,''ailiil '61.cicii.i. 
failed to drink. the greater part-tif our wine;' observing, thatswirie' 
was not good for.studious.peoPle like ,us.,  

After experiencing numerous vexations from this' mercenary Turk, 
a .ridiculous circmnstance•at length released us from the Continuance 
of his-  importunities: 	I was. 'one day engaged in 'dia,Wing the l'af i' 
thetion with the,  aid -of my camera obSCura, when the Disdar, 'Whose' 
surprise was excited by -the =novelty of the sight, asked-  Wittri Sort-
of fretful lingnietude, what new conjuration I Was-performing with'' 
that extraordinary machine ? I endeavouredta explainit; by 'putting 
in a clean sheet of paper, and making him look into the 'camera iib*: 
scura.; he no sooner. saw:the temple instantaneously' reflected On 'the-, 
paper in' ali. its lines and colours, 'than! he iinagined• that EhaT 
produced the effect by some magical* process;' his astonishtnent -  ap--
peareq mingled with alarm, and stroking his longblaCk beard;1- he'!-
repeated the words Allah, Masch-Allah,2  seveial..times. ' Ile:agaii:' 
looked into the camera'obscura with a kind 'of 'cautious diffidence-.1  
artd'at that moment some of his soldiers happening• to.  pass-before -' 
the reflecting glass, were beheld by. the' astonished Disdar walking''- 
upon the paper : he now becaine -outrageous ; and after Calling )Mg' 
pig, devil, and Buonaparte,3  he told me, that ifI chiise,Iiiiiihtiake 
away the temple and all the stones in the Citadel ; but that heriV611141' 
never permit me to conjure his soldiers  into' my -box:::. Ailligrif 
found that. it was in vain to reason 'with his ignoranCe;•'1 aidigeifq 

_ 	 . 	 . 	 ,,-,. et 	71 	eP,',:gcl 
) 

. 	. 	 , 	. 	 . 	, • 	, 	. • 	, . 	,.,1 	 .7,:00 JED 	04g. 
1 F.ortg beards, .asp_tOan pb,erAres, denote not ,wisdom. 	' 	r 	' 	 , 1; l'; I ;11"jd adi Lititi 
t''A term. of admiration with_ the Turksp  signifying that which is ntaaf.'hy. 9(11. . 	a ir°  ci 10  
‘'' The rtip pefintiOn d'EnOnaparle` 4as 'ai.  thaiitim e in Twice; is;nOnYttiOia to -thatOr rPagi: 

ciaill: or teltity'iMe cirfii:Vvris ittripaid to 'lie 'endowed with superiiaturnf iLtil.-. b".  

   
  



'ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS. 	 295 

ispy Acme, and' told him that if he did not leave the urimoleSted, .I 
NyouM, put him into -my box ; and that he should find it'a very diffi- 
cult;  matter; to get.  out again. 	His alarm .was now visible ; he. P.m= 
mediately retired,, and ever after 'stared at me with a mixture of ap-
prehension ancl.amaernent. When he saw me come to the.Acropolis; 
he :carefully avoided my approach; and never .afterwards gave me'  
any further molestation. 	7  u . 	 , 

,It is a humiliating reflection that ;such extreme ignorance should 
-be found within the precincts of a-temple, where the Goddess of Wis. 
'doze was once not I only 7worshipped by the pbpulace, but received • 
the homage even -of the wise. 	Before, I quitted Athens , however' 
1.1104, in my power to render this Disdar some essential services, 
the occasion of which will be mentioned in the proper place. 	. 

It.seems that the Athenian Acropolis -was. some years ago as 
difficult of access to 'strangers as the castles of Corinth and Nauplia ; 
are at, present. 	Pp. Loir, . who visited ../Ithens in 1654, represents it 
as impossible .for strangers to obtain .a.dmission within. its' walls. 	' , 	' 

I. shall first,,,-deScribe . the antiquities 'which remain without the 
Acropolis, 	buti which; are • contiguous to it, beginning with ,the , 

' theatre, and taking the whole circuit, to- the • cave • of. Pan. and .the - 
Turkish cemetery at the foot of theAreiopagos: 	I shall next speak , 
•of, the ruins within.  the Acropolis,, and afterwards of those ' in,the 
lower town, ,which are contained within .the' modern, walls;' and: 
laStly, of those that are scattered _in the plain, 	. 	. 	. o • , 

3Maity,en:ors have arisen:  rom not discriminating.the different sig.- 
nigica4onsi of 'the, words acre, TroXic,, ,and OeXpovoXy. 	It is probable 
that licit afterwards formed the citadel retained the name of •Cecro—
piat,,,wAtitillheseus built the lower town ; which uniting the Attic Oh 
lagei, was called cum: by way of eminence, while the more ancient 
city_was_indiscriminately called iroX4, or cotpolroxic. 	The Kadmeia,--
like the Cecropia, took the name of its founder,. which it, retained 
until the building of the lower town,-  aria was :-.theri -called Al; 
or Polis. 	Fir 1?.i.taiAn'sa,Ys that Theseus kaA the name, 	4itens", ',to 

--'..ciP 	;(), Ibili 	of e••/(ji:g,"1104"• ••• 	l' 4,  1 ; 	01 	• 	,', 	• 	 , 	. 	, 	, 	,Iii..,tuflu 	0 	i'Or)t. 	ti 	0 - . I 
I067cItY and tREASk.gia.SO4.94,,,; :P. cFTP;TIP  ZE: arP,M,AO.AYX4TPRMIPAY/E414)Itt i: 

   
  



296 	 •,,ACROMLM:0F:THEttrzk-;`, S ii 	 _ 

is ,evident that the word :Tro,,,ic,„'here :Means ci#del.., The,lowericity 
was. probably distinguished, from:the.upper,l3y 117.,k.e41,1,,,anol,tlie upper 
by ti EV awn roX4c ; as cow Atzeupoc2._ was. used to distingnishit ;from lower 
Larymna ; . and as, ana Capri' is .still used by ,the inhabitants ofi -that 
island to distinguish the _upper .town from the lower.. „Stroh?, calls 
the city indiscriminately., ain't!, Vip0,- ,and 4pgeO7rOXIS ;1'7°  `OE *ITU PM 

vrerpce erral Ey 7TEICO 711)010MOUFEVII =IOW. Pausaniae. also mentions,..thatthe 
Acropolis was first called. iiois.;,.aiid .Julius ,Pollu5c,i - in his descrip-
tion of the different parts, of a city,1 says, that:the Acropolis may .he 
termed fortress, or city; TX 	(IthrAotna, ,cotpurpXi: c tp? . xca! etXPoli Enrosic, Xal 
IroAsV. 	.0vid6  designates, the Athenian Acropolis by the poetical ap- 
pellations of Tritonis an,d A4 -Cecropia.. I Inow A no .authox,9f 
very ancient date who, calls it .G.lauko.pion ;,.a name which has-,beep 
erroneously given to- it by ,,Eustathius; because iMinerva.,- is ;$37.1,41 
not.ptamis by. Fiomer.8  . The words rueo7rous, irox‘c, and, cgrii4 May .be 
taken.. either ,for citadel or ..city; i9rroxic and.,,za-rox1sOpo,,f3a0por,;;fopg, 
and (74,14,ZTIOV, were 'employed, :in .the same, sense. by ' the poets.: 	114, 
skix,viov, Troxixvo, or 77020iyn, • ITOXiCrIZOTIOY, and. ;rover/ha, are small cities; 
ftmreoroxg. is the chief town of a district i xcepi7rqui is a small,town, 
approaching to a village. 	Keep,' and wet..07(J'Eov is a village ; and.xedeoh  
xopoc, and xcopiow,. is sometimes put for .a. region, a district, ora,toryn : 
Trerece • is the rock, or Acropolis ; and .71124K is, generally .a. ,fortres,s!. 
The Latins had almost as.: great 1_,a.' variety :of 'names, with. 'similar 
significations. 	, 	, 	.• 	r. ... 

I have thought it necessary 'to. mention the ,above. varieties,, as 
most of, them& frequently Occur in ,th,e-authors,cited in ,these, pages. 
A similar difference also. occurs in the • names .w,hich• the.ancents 
gave to their temples.. 	, 	.; 	, 	. 	 . . .; 	-':: 	,IT 	' 
.. 	. 	-• 	• 	, 	• 	J, 	♦.,.. 	, 	. " 4  

' 	"' 	' 	" 	 * 	AC , K "1! 1"t 
. 	 • 	. . 	 I 	. 

b.  9. p. 406, 

	

.1  Pausan. b. 1. c. 23. 	 9  Strabo, . 	3 h.  g. 
' 	4  B. 1. c'.126`. 	' 	— ' 	' 	.5  13: 9. sc. 5: Sig.'40`"•...--- .......—• ..4 metanr.--e. -a.  rid. -6. ' P. 14.51, Roman edit. 	, 	 . 8 See Casaubon's note Tithis subject in Sirabo, b. 7.-T-:099. hote  :7. 	. 
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' ', 4  The'ivoiiis7Eioii, litioi; :i/itt.i;,- voishiiv; retaiioy.; .TEFGEn; :tEeg 7TENCOXg; egos, 

It4ikk,'  iliitic;s,-Tu fcCoi,i'ciXtrositwidt; pcil'apoii, valcmiov, avicepa, and TC)06'; are all 
'Used, by different atithors; Under- the general signification: of temple, 

The 'theatre; or Odeion, which is at the south-west angle of the 
Acropolis, joins the rock into whichthe seats of the Koixoy were cut. 
It 'has only two mextel'Ec, or ptetinctiones-  ; one at the top, the other 
near the middle i its western side unites with the modern walls of the 
Acropolis. 'The Turks have increased' its 'height by the addition of 

"some inadein Work, -which they haire perforated 'with loop holes, for 
'muskets." .Wheler, Spon,.• and' Stuart; are of opinion- that 'this is the 
theatre of Bacchus ;' but Barthelemy thinks that it is' the Odeion of 
(erodes' Atticus: 	The style of architecture is alone 'suffiCieriCto 
'prove - it , a: fabric Of much' later date than the theatre of Bacchus, 
'which Was erected inlhetime of .Aleiander-  the Great; 'by the orator - 
1i4rburgus ;I'. 'and there can be:little doubt' that it is the Odeion built by 
IlerodevAtticus; in honour Of his wife Regilla, Which was not finished 

-When Pausanias! Was at Athens. The grot above the KodonMentiOned 
by. soodand Stuart remains ; 'but itdoes not exhibit the . smallest 
indication ..of identity' with that, in which , Pausanias says there was 
a tripod. 	 • 	. 	. 

- Chandlers.asseits, that this was originally the Odeion which Pericles 
built; .and Herodes restored.. 	 „ 
:. Stuart takes the Pnyx. to 'be the Odeion of Regilla. 

According to. Philostratus,4  the theatre of Herodes was' one-of 
4the 'finest ' buildings in the world.. 	' 
.':11/Otisieur -le Roy5  says, " les trims de ce theatre sont 'delmit pieds 
ii-Oli'l;du&S d'epaisseur ; et it est construct tout en.  marbre:blanc." ^ 

It is hOWever one of the few ancient buildings at Athens whiCh is 
composed of .  stone ; some part of it . is also -of brick, and of small 
si-On-ei and mortar. On the. proscenium is a well of brackish water, 
H : 	4? - 	 , 	.  

; 
' 	Pausan. b. 1. c. t'.'9.. 	.. 	2  13...7. c. 20.,  , 	' , 3  Travels in Oreece,'e. 12.. p. 65. 
2  Life of Herodes, b. 5.  c. 5. 	5  Ruines de la Grece. _ 
VOL. I. 	 2 Q -. 

   
  



293 	 THEATRE OF HEROMS' ,ATTICM. 
. 	, 

which perhaps. comes from ,the salt spring in the ,  Erechtheiop. 
Some blockS of marble are in the vicinity, with :a - small sepulchral 
column, or Ernxn, of one Pheiletion, of Sinope.. 

. 	. 
4TIAHTIriN 

:EINAntrz 
„ 	• 

Pansania0 mentions these kind of sepulchral stelai, which he! says 
contained the name of the person, and the place of his birth ; they 
are common all over Greece, and are often without any inscription, 
and with no other Ornament than a patera or a vase.. 	_ 

Most of the towns in. Greece had, a theatre, which seems to have 
been as necessary a, part of their recreation, as baths, temples, and 
gymnasia. 	Many of these theatres were extremely' magnificent; 
they Were. composed.'of White marbles  and enriched with exquisite 
decorations. Pliny;2  in an epistle to Trajan, mentions.one at Niccea, 
ih Bithynia, which, although not. finished, 	had cost more ,than 
10,000,000 seduces, or about-X80,729 of our .money, which was 
an enormous sum in those times. 	Plato5  affirms that one of- the 
Athenian theatres contained 30,000 persons. 	 . 	. 

Joining the Odeion of Hprodes, to the east, are the small, remains 
of the portico which Spon regards as that of Eumenikos, and,Stuart 
as the peribolos of the . temple of Bacchus... 	It serves. as, a part; of 
the modern enclosure of the tewn, and extends towards the remains 
of another theatre, situated below the monument of ThrasylloSi 
Stuart conceives this. to be the .Odeion of ,Pericles;.foi which, sup-
position, his principal reason.is founded on a passage in , Vitruyius.1 
The arches. which Spon takes for the portico of Eumeiaikos, and 
Stuart for the peribolos .of the temple' of Bacchus,' are apparently not 
more ancient- than. the Odeion of. Regina.- The- portico _ is marked in 
all probability by a single column of white marble to the south of the 
theatre ;. anaritient-foundatim of large' blacks "of stone-ex-tends near 
---TE1 	 ' . 	-. 	,.. 	- 	, ,, 	' rr 	-,, 	,v4, 
' B. 1. c. 29. 	t •Epist. 40. b. 10. 	3- In tonviv. 	A;13i'.5:' c:9. 

,,,, 	, 
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this 'column' for a considerable way in a straight line towards the 
theatre,.'which . is below the monument of Thrasyllos. 	Excavations 
were made along this line, when other columns were discovered, of 
which some had Ionic bases, with several broken statues of coloured 
,marble. The soil is not raised more than four feet above its original 
level. There 'were anciently several temples nearly in this situation, 
particularly those of Apollo Pythius,1  of Bacchus in the marshes, and 
ofthetarth: There are no certain traces of the ancient temple of Bac- 
.chns,; but.the church of Saint Alexander probably marks the site of 
one of the temples mentioned by Pausanias, as it is almost entirely 
composed of ancient blocks, near which is a broken Doric column 
of stone ; and in the wall of the church there is a small sun-dial of 
white marble, The cave which Pausanias2  mentions in the rock 
above the theatre of Bacchus-, is probably the same.  as -that which 
is now dedicated to the Holy Virgin of the Grotto,3  and which is. 
-enclosed by a modern wall, built between the pillars of the choragic 
monument of Thrasyllos the Deceleian.4  • • , 	 • 

This elegant little fabric was.. -erected 'during the archonship of 
Neaechmos, three hundred and eighteen. years before Christ, and. 
about twelve years after - the choragic monument of Lysikrates. 	It 

?:is a structure of Pentelic marble, simple, elegant; and highly finished. 
°Its.entire height is twenty-nine feet five inches.5  
t ' 

 
-'The beautiful Colossal statue, clothed in female attire, •and the 'pan- 

-41ier's skin,. which the learned Visconti6  supposes to represent Bac- 
Ansi  who was the protector of theatres, still occupied its ancient 
,situation when I first visited Athens: but it has since been barbarously 

'-.removed to London ; where every unprejudiced admirer of antiquity 
: ',must concede that it has lost all its local interest, and much of its 
' .Original beauty. . 

. ' 	Thneyd. -b. 2. ,e.' 0. 	. 	2  B. 1. c. 21. • 	, 0  11ayarri trriXmorttra. 
!;;. , 	Aqtelaia was inl the,tribe Hippothooptis, nearthenorth,east extremity of Mount Parnes. 

'Dr. Clarke-iliscovered an inscription cut on the rock, near the monument of Thrasyllos, re. 
TritiniTolTii- placing_erairipod. 	See Dr. Clarke's Tratelsin "Greece, vol. 3. c. '13. p..447. 
. 	,) 2: Stuart. 	1. 	_6 Elgin Marbles. 	, 	' i. 	,,,,F,-, , 	' 	%'-- 	.., 	. 	., 

2 Q 2' 
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. 	.. 	. 	. 

There is a marble statue of Bacdins in the Vatican, clothed ina 
similar manner ; and it might easily be mistaken for a female, were 
not the indications of the sex distinguished.  

The cave seems to have been originally formed by nature, and to 
have been enlarged by art. 	It penetrates about thirty-four feet 
Under the rock, and its general breadth is twenty feet. The_ only 
antiquities that it contains are a few blocks of marble, 'a small co-
lumnar pedestal, perhaps for a tripod ; and a fluted columnar attar", 
similar to those at Chwroneia.1 	Here is also an Ionic capital of small 

. proportions and coarse workmanship, with some appropriate paint- 
ings of the Virgin of the Cave. 	It receives a dim and mysterious 
light, through two small apertures in the modern wall, by which 
singular and picturesque effect is produced ; 'near the eastern angle 
of the monument is a marble sun-dial, which has hitherto escaped 
the rapacious grasp of amateurs and antiquarians ! 	It is qUite out 
of the reach of the Turks, as indeed was the Bacchus: and has more 
to fear from hyperborean than from Turkish barbarism ! 

The two columns which appear above the monument evidently 
did not form part of any building ; but were, as Stuart observes, 
supporters of tripods ; they differ in height and diameter, as well as 
in the forms of their bases, and are composed of grey marble from . 	. 
Mount Hymettos. 

-The painted terra cotta vases frequently exhibit tripods upon 
columns similar to these. 

- 	The face of the rock on which the monument of Thrasyllos is 
erected has been cut, and -forms a concave segment of a circle ;, the 
upper part of the Koixov of a theatre, probably that of Bacchus. 	It 
faces the south ; an excavation which has been made, has discovered 
part of the wall of the scene ; and some of the seats are concealed 
below the earth. This theatre was more than a semicircle, being nearly 
in the form of a horse's *shoe. On the western side of the monument .Of 
Thrasyllos some square cavities of 	large size, which are icuti in ,the 

1 See c. 7. p. 22.2. of this vox. 
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REPRESENTED ON COINS AND VASES. 	301 

rock; probably formed receptacles for statues of tripedi. 'Above thiS 
PlaCe the statues of Antony and Cleopatra 'were placed in the 
Acropolis, which according to Dion Cassitisl being struck with light- 
ning .fell into the theatre. 	' 

A curious vase of terra cotta was found some years ago at the ruins 
of Autis on the Euripos, on which this theatre is represented, with the 
monument of Thrasyllos, the tripodial columns, and above theni the po-
lygonal walls of theAcropolis, in which is seen the temple of Minerva .2  

. Tbe..same subject is represented on a scarce Athenian coin,s with 
the exception of the tripodial columns, and the polygonal walls, and 
with the addition of the Propylaea .4 	It seems that this point of view 
was greatly admired by the. Athenians. Indeed nothing could give a 
grander idea of the assembled monuments of this favoured spot, than 
so many noble edifices rising one above another, in the gorgeous and 
glittering display of marble and sculpture. 	This view is evidently 
alluded to by Diccearchus.5 	. . 

Continuing my circuit of the Acropolis rock, and turning the 
south-east  angle to the left, we beheld the small remains of an an-
cient wall, composed of large blocks, in a direction from north to 
south:. perhaps the little wreck of the Odeion Of Pericles. This ha'S 
escaped the notice of most traVellers, and is omitted in the plan of 
.Stuart. , An inscription was found at Athens in 1743, *hich men-
tions, that Ariobaitanes Philopator; king of Cappadocia, employed 
Caius and Marcus Stallius, and Menalippus, Roman architects, in 
the construction of the Odeion,6  as the original building had been 

I Hist. Rom. b..5. 	. 
. 	. 	.  

t This valuable antiquity belongs to the primate Gianachi Logotheti of Libadea, and has 
beeri'described by Scrofani, and published by Millin. vol. 2. Peintures de Vases Antiques. 

Galeated bead of Minerva—..rev.theatre—monurrient of Thrasyllos—Propylzea—Par- 
-thenoR7-AORNAI4N-7second brass. 	It was found by the Earl of Aberdeen, and is in the 
collectionr of R. P. Knight, Esq. 

r The' objects represented on the coin could not be seen in the same point of view, and from 
the additiOd of the Propylaea it becomes a composition. 	The view repreiented on the vase is 
accurate as respects the positions of the builclifigs. 

' Stat. Grmc. 	6  In the inscription it is written IMEON. 

   
  



.302 	 ACII.6POI.Ig. 
btirrit by Ariition eighty years before Christ; when Sinn:.  besieged 
•Athens. This event is confirmed by Vittuvius.± 
. 	Above this wall, and jtist Under the eastern.  battleMents Of the 
citadel, a natural cavern is seen in the rock;  near the mouth Of Which 
are sortie- large detached fragnients of rock. 	SOthe have' imagined 
this place to be the • itc.  axes  at vericet, sUpposing the teniple of 'Aglau-
xos to . have been it this end of the Acropolis, and the Persians" to 
-have climbed up on this part, and not on that near the Propylaea; 
but we know that the p,00eetZt '7TETpai were near.  the 'cave in which 
Apollo obtained the .loire of Creiisa, and which was on the northern 
side of the Acropolis. 	. 

Further northwards is a small church at the north-east angle of the 
Acropolis, above which is the most precipitous part of the rock, 
some large fragments of which have fallen dOwn. wear 'this place,' the 
rock is cut into small niches for votive offerings. Some Of these niches 
are nearly buried by the earth, and an excavation would probably 
.bring some of the offerings to light. 	At the diStance of a few paces 
.further is a • natural cavern, containing no traces of antiquity except 
some votive niches ; and here all further progress is impeded by a 
modern wall which joins the rock. 	At the northern base -of the 
Acropolis, the soil is fertile, and cultivated with.  corn.-  This space, 
according to Chandler; was the Pelasgikon ; on which it was- Unlaw- 
ful to build or to -sow. 	Stuart is of the-same opinion. • Tinicydides3  
says 'it was under the Acropolis. Some have supposed iewas a temple, 
with a certain quantity of consecrated ground Within its periboloS. 

Towards the north-west angle of the Acropolis, and nearly-  under 
'the Propylaa, I discovered eight steps hewn in the nick, and leading 
lip to the wall.. This could not have been an entrance to-the Acropolis 
since the time of Pericles and the existence of the Propylma, asthere 
was only one, entrance, and that passed through the ProPyia.Cfnsi-
d'erably to the' westward of the steps in question'."'TheyffliCssibly 

.... 	_. 	. . 

i B. 5. c. 9. 	.-' 	g Travels in Greece; c. 12. p:'64. L 	 3  II t. c: It 
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indicate OP.,410ent entrance to the ,Acropolis, prior to the building 
of the F.'ropylma. 	 , 	, 	. •  

lierodotusl says that, when the Persians approached the entrance 
of the, 4.eropolis, the, besieged rolled large stories upon them. 	At 
the. foot of the steps are someloose masses of rock,. which are pro-
bably the pcoctoods, Irerpou :, the largest are on the northern .side of a 
modern wall, which, separates: the Acropolis from the Areiopagos,3 
they are noticed, by Euripides;2. 	 . 

IS,. :V. 	",--r-77--,Evi9a TrpOrPoppow 7a-tred; 
IlexXXceby tm, ozew 7-15 .60nyawy 2doy04. . 
Moacivec ;04Xoticrl., 	, , 	 , 

V. 492. CZ Havoc Oasoifi,ar,a, sues 
IlapatAieaucra werea 
Muxo; aCticri tcaxeca;. . 

T. 936. 	, 	016-61. KOZpOrteg ITETitX; 

'11poo-Ropiov wispy, as mompac znano-x.off ay 
oir, evaz ricep);  Ara, gat Rec7.1.01 ITEXetc. 

V. 1,400. Kgq971:0S ES ;00.71)04, ,X(3.41 Me:444;4 ITEMpelpEic; 

' 	
4 

In these lines, besides the  M airai Petrai, the poet mentions the ... 
cave,, the temple, and the altar of Pan.- 	.  

Other reasons ,favour the :supposition that this spot formed, the 
original entrance to: the Acropolis. 	, . 

,,,,,, paylus, Stuart, Lechevalier, and others have published a ,coin of 
74.t.iwns, on, they  reverse ,of which, is. the, ,Acropplis, with a cavern in 
the' rock, anfl on the right hand or west,, some steps leading up to 
the, entrance. 	The cave represented on the ,coin is probably that 
of Pan ' the steps are actually to the left or east of It, but to the . ; 7  

. 	, 	. 	 . 
• . 

2, B. 8. e. 52. 000-./),Qx.pyrz,. 	 • 	.2  Ion. 

   
  



304 	 . CAVE OP PAN. 

right of another cave already mentioned. These steps have not beerf 
generally observed, and Stuart has omitted them in.bis plan, 

The cave, supposed to be sacred to Pan, is directly under the 
temple which Stuart conceives to be that of Victory without -wings. 

This cave seems to have been formed originally by' nature, but to 

	

have been subsequently improved by art. 	It- is about twenty feet 
broad at the entrance, apparently somewhat more in. height, and 

	

. 	. 
penetrates about twelve feet under the rock ; and yet it appears, 
from Pausanias,1  that this small space contained the temples of 
Apollo and Pan ; and it was said that the former deity here pre-
vailed over the affections of erelisa, daughter of Erectheus.2  

The temple of Pan mentioned by Pausanias is probably the same 
as that which Herodotus3  says was built after the battle of Mara- 
thon. 	A festival was annually celebrated at Athens in honour of 
this rural divinity. 	The cave of Pan is mentioned in Lucian's 
Dialogue between Pan and Mercury. 	Several niches and circular 
cavities for votive tablets are cut in the rock within the cave. Those 
offerings which were of marble might probably be found by exca- 

• 'eating ; but if there were any of bronze or of more costly materials, 
they no doubt have been long since melted. 	Nearly in the middle 
of the rock we distinguish a niche larger than the others, which 
perhaps formerly contained the statue of Pan, that was of Pariani 
marble, and placed in the cave by order of Miltiades.5  A marble 

• statue of the god, of the IEginetic style, was found not far from this 
place by Dr. Clarke, a short time previous to my arrival at Athens, 
and has since been sent to England, and placed in the public library 
at Cambridge. 	 . 

The entrance of the grotto is marked by the traces of Some 
modern structure, probably a Greek church, which replaced the 
temple of Apollo. 	This is One of the steepest parts of the Acropolis 

3  lipor, b. 1. c. 28. 	 2 Euripid. Ion. and Pausan. b. 1. e. 28. 
3  B. 6. c. 10.5. 	4  Antholog. 	-5  Antholog. 
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r&k' Aid is' prob=ably the1spot frOli; WhiCh:; Ilierse and Alla, uros, the 
daughteri of eecibps the Virs't,.are said to haVe.  Precipitated them-
selves 

     
11L''-and:I;37' ascending which, the Persians obtained

, 
 'possession 

of theA--crOp"Oli's.•2  ' 	Below thiS'place rises the small stream which: is 
mentioned' by'Tausanias, and • which Stuart describes as passing.,  . 	.  
near the'towei-of the'Winds. . The water `is of a brackish taste. 

'VitritVius,s in hii desdription 'of waters, notices a source at Athens,:  
atid-ariOther at the-  Pirxiis which were not potable; the first alluded j 
to' is:. probably the. stream near the . cave of Pan. 	Above this, , 
plaCe is an ancient head of white marble fixed in the wall, which ap-
pears •to be the portrait'Of Socrates'; and aGreeki  pointing it out 
to 'the,,-.-s aid l'agttt) EMU, it 'iS an :Arabian. ''The  features  of Socrates - 
have-a- striking.resemblance to thoSe of a. Negro. 
•-/ .1 have no 	taken the circuit of the AcropOlis fromthe s. w. to the 

Nt 'ik. angle. 	The space between these two angles, which faces the, 
west,] is 'ocenpied by -a large Turkish burying-ground, extending. 
frbinithe,  southern foot of' the Areiopagos to the theatre of 13.egillat . 
Here -are' several 'fragments' of colUninS,' 'architectural :decorations„ 
and- niiitiMted inseriptiOni; with some -.fine ancient sarcophagi ,of 
whitemarble;''ution which Turkish 'artificers have exercised their . 	. 	., 	. 	_ 
inerunt.- 	-"' 	- 	 .• I 	' 1 	' 	— --•• 	I 

'Me- May here alsO remark some small buildings with cupolas, •  	• ..-.. 	• • • , 

whk:14 as I. imagine, contain the remains 'of Mohamedan saints;.thef,,, :•... 	._., 
- pri=ncipal : one- is ''called 'Kara-Baba -; 'and-  a. Turk very gravely as- , 

side& me,- that' on certain occasions they placed A.  supper before.. 
the-A.6116'6f thd 'saint; whicl-Cwas consumed before the following, 
morning. 
•Ince:Tiirkk'WhO'never bury within their inos'ques, .place the dead- 

at'a7've- ty.  -' little depth' below the surface ; and any person who walks , 	. 	, 	.. 	. 	,., abentl-their:.burting-groiindg is' in danger Of sinking into 	those . graves where the bodies have decayed. _ 	-- ------ __..  

• ,-..,.: 	.. 	: 	 • 	, :  1- 	l 	
; 	.. 

Pausan. 1-3"; 	'. 'C 	
: 

:18. 	-1  Itetodot. b. 8. C. 53. 	3  B. 8. c. 3. 
VOL. I. 	 2 	R 	 . 
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The Turks are always interred on the day after their -decease, and 
their sepulchres have a curious appearance. 	They -generally con- 
sist of an upright piece of marble, with that kind of .turban 'carved 
on the, top which shews the quality of -the deceased. • -The tombs of 
women are discriminated. by the termination of :the top in a pyra- 
midal, point. 	The inscriptions are extremely well cut, are some, 
times gilt or painted, and for the •most part  in relief; ' They com-
monly record the name of the deceased with a passage from the 
Kourann, and some sentimental or moral effusions. 

Most of the Turkish tombs which are in• the vicinity of ancient 
towns, are composed with the remains • of statues, columns; and 
altars ; and the head of a god, a hero, or a philosopher, has . often 
been chiselled down into a Turkish turban-. 	They always prefer 
white marble, and when that is not to be found on the spot, they use 

or wood... 	 , , 
The walls of the Acropolis are built at the extreme edge of the 

precipice, and are about 2,500 feet in circuit : the length from the 
s. E. to the N. w. angle is about 1,150 feet, and its greatest breadth, 
which is in the middle, does not exceed 500 feet .;, forming an irre- 
gular oblong. 	The height of the rock may be about 150 feet 
from the plain, "and the stone of which it is composed is of a cal-
carious and friable quality, and of a deep ochreous tint. 

The upper part of the walls is the work either of the Venetians or 
the Turks, but the lower parts are in general ancient. The buttresses 
are the additions of a recent period, and the whole has been repaired 
with plaister and white-wash since my first visit to Athens. 	The 
lower parts are composed of large rectangular blocks of stone, and 
I could discover no polygon • remains, which some travellers have 
imagined that they could distinguish on the northern side. 

Here are- several blocks of columns, with soffits• and triglyphs of 
stone, ranged in straight horizontal lines : with some . difficulty, the 
rock may be ascended in this place : the columns are only fluted at 
the bottoni like those of Delos, Thorikos, and Eleusis. 	They are ,of 
the Doric order, and have twenty flutings, each of which is eleven 
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inches' wide. 	The ..cblumn must" 	.a circumference -Of about 
eighteen feet fOur inches.; they were probably also fluted under the 
capitals. •, 	, ; 	• 	. 	r 	- 	, 

It is likely 'that these fragnientkbelonged:th the.ancient temple 
of Minerva; or Ilekathmpedon, which was burned by the:Persians ; 
this part of the wall .was evidently restored after the retreat of the 
BarbarianS..' ' 'u 	E'• . 

It is generally supposed' that the southern wall of the Acropoli. 
was the Kif4tevioy 7•Eixoc, or the wall built by Cimon, son: of Miltiades; 
and that the'riorthern wall was  +constructed by the Pelasgians. - 

Plntarchl -says that -the Athenians •Were: so much enriched by 
the spoils; taken by.'̀ Cimon from the Persians, that besides the 
sums • which'they'employed'for other purposes, they had safiCient 
to. build the southern Wall or fortress in the Acropolis: 712  04XpozroMi 

TO, .110710Y 	TE1X0c  gaTECOGEOMTEV. 	The word TEIX0c, as  Potter observes, 
has a •very 'extensive 	ignification ; 	it not 	only means" a wall, 
but also a fort or a City ;'-'of . which Herodotus,5  Thucydides, Xenci• 
phon, Plutarch, and others, are sufficient proofs: 	Julius Pollux:?, 
gives the following explanation of the word T1964", as used by Xeno: 
phon, .14.:Evocpcov 4 	;cal rsixoc, ou TOP TreVCOX011 4P11 p.01i011, COOkee ;Mt To viro 

Tee TrEpiC0,0) '77'041;-.. 	But Xenophon called by the name of wall, not only 
the walls theinsehres,- but alsO every thing that 'they' cOntained: 	' 	'_. 

It is probable tht Cimon did not build any part of peribolos of 
the Acropolis, though he may have restored and re-established Nalat), 
the Persians had destroyed: 	The Kinionion was probably a forties 
within the Pelasgic wall ; 	which latter .  Herodotu, 'Dionysius" of , 
Halicarnassus,4  and Pausani0;5•clearly say surrounded the Acropolis. 

. 	 . 
1 Life of Cimon. 

t B. S. C. 64. He says the tyrants took refuge in the Pelasgic fortress,,." arEpytuvove zv fa; 

ThActeryucce:recxtt," and in b. 6. c. 137, he says the Pelasgi made the wall round the Acrd= 
polls, wept rep' ctscporoXtv. 	 ' 	.3  B. 9. F. 1. seg, 8. 

role 
	 . i 

4  Kat 	'AlitivatOtc ro retxoero wept rqv arpoiroXtv TO ilEXaelyucov KaX0VilEVOV TOL rove riptiaa- 
,  

Xft/,;b: i; Cr 1.9. 	 5  B. 1. t.'28.• 	 4 

2 B. 2 	 . 
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Besides, it is not likely. that it was  originally ,fortified ,only orb, one 
side, and that, from the time of the Pelasgic, settlement in, Attica, 
1209 years before Christ, to the exptilsion of the Persians soinany 
centuries afterwards, it should have had no wall.on the southern' side. 

Stuart imagines that the Pelasgic wall was not erected . upon 
the extreme edge of the rock, but some way from; it, ,and , that , 	. 
it enclosed a space called Pelasgicon ;i 	but this would suppose 
that the Acropolis was fortified with a double wall, which was.not 
the case. 	 . 

What the indiscriminate rage of , the Persians had overlooked 
during their first entrance into Attica, was destroyed by:  Mardo-
nine on the second invasion, who demolished the city as well as 
the sacred edifices which had escaped the first overthrow. 	It 
is _probable that in one of these attacks the Pelasgic fortress ,was 
ruined. 	 ._ 

Diodorus Siculus,5  Cornelius Nepos,4  and Plutarch,5  tell us that 
the walls of Athens were destroyed by the Spartan Lysander,6  and 
rebuilt by Conon. 	The Thebans supplied the Athenians with five 
hundred masons. 	The walls' were, repaired by Demosthenes after 
the battle of Chwroneia. 

Philip, son of Demetrius of Macedon, seems to have been one of 
the most inveterate enemies by whom Athens was ever ravaged. 
With unsparing cruelty he destroyed almost every thing which had 
either escaped the Persian invaders, or.which had been erected after 
their final expulsion. 	Livy8  tells us, that not content with burning 
and destroying the temples of the gods, he ordered that the -very 
stones should be broken into small pieces, that they might no longer-
serve to repair the buildings ! and Diodorus Siculus asserts, that 

1 Aristoph. calls it IlsXapyucoy ; 11EXapycn being another name for IlActaym. Ayes. 	, 
* Diodor. Sic. b. 11. c. 28. 	3 B. 14. c. 3. 	4  Life of Conon. 
5 Life of Lysander. 	 6  Four hundred and four years before Christ. 
7 Demosthen. de Corona. 	 " B. 31. c. 26. 
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*eor'e-A3ttfe-rrfwdtAqity'6sf..§epi;achf6 could' not command' his respect, 
,of iietor OS -;higNiOlente: 	- ' 	'. 	. 	 .. 
C''.1-1,TheAthenian walls' were afterwards' destroyed 'by Sylla,1  and 
fettiaille&iii:Thins • for 'nearly three hundred and 'fifty years ; . when 
ithey were' rebtiilt,2  in. the reign .of Valerian and Gallienus, to resist 
the dreaded invasion of b:•Scythian anify:  :They 'were also restored 
by.  Justinian. 	Syneelltis4  says;:  that the_ Hertili, from the Paltis. 
,4Vceetis:laid waSte inany..plaees in: Greeee; and, amongst others 
Athens.. • It seems. doubtful. whether 4t was  destroyed 'by Alaric':. 

:thiS;ii-afiirtyied by:kvefal coiitopi.p6tari.writer8;.4n4 denied by hone 
:4ot 4isitoti.4; 	• 	• 
r.:, 	- 	• 	' 	 .. 	. 	, 

.. 	 -4, 	 - • 	.i . 	„.._. 	 .--, 	 ,, 

, 	-, 	- 
i Eighty-six years berate Christ.. 	. 	..• 	

. 

-4. GeargiiSyneelli Chroqogtaph). p. $81: Paris edit. and Zatras fiapal. b. IQ,. stC..:2i. 
•iir.-60 ,PatiS 'edit': 	 • . 4 	' • 

• 

..,!.. CIF0310 g ralk• • 	 . 	 4. Hist: ti: 5 .C;.6:‘ Di: 3 le: -, 	, 

   
  



CHAPTER XI. 

Entrance to the Acropolis. 	Colossal inscribed pedestal. 	propylaea and contiguous buildings. 	The 
frusta of the Propyltean columns -united with wood. 	The Parthenon. 	Sculpture taken down, and 
part of the temple destroyed. 	Bad effects of the dilapidation upon the minds of the inhabitants. 
Destruction of several remains of antiquity by the Turks. 	Painted-ornaments on the Parthenon, 
and sculpture. 	Shields suspended on the Temple. 	Painted sculpture. 	The Erechtheion. 	Double 
temples. 	Eleusinian marble. 	Ancient windows. 	Caryatid portico. 	Modern buildings within the 
Acropolis. 	Plants. 

, 	 • 	. 	, 	t 
IN going from the town to the Acropolis the first gate which: is 
passed is at the foot of the rock, and faces nearly N. E.; on the wall 
to the left is a female statue of white Marble, sitting on a thronos. 
It is headless, and much ruined, but it is evidently of the ancient 
}Eginetic style : near it is -the fragmented statue of a horse. 

On the right hand is a modern wall, perforated with loop-holes 
for musketry, and separating the Acropolis from the Areiopagos. 

The small stream already mentioned runs down the declivity 
towards the town in an easterly direction. 	Two caves and the 
ancient steps in the rock are on the left. 	Having turned the N. w. 
angle of the citadel, there is a gate to the right facing the Piraeus. 
Opposite this is another gate to the left, which is the first entrance 
to the Acropolis ; on entering it the first building on the right hand 
is a small tekkie, or mosque, without a minaret, situated above the 
theatre of Regina ; and as Stuart conjectures, on the .site of ,the 
temple of Aglauros. 	At the second gate, which is not thirty paces 
from the first, the guard are stationed, sitting cross-legged upon a 
divan, and covered above by a shed : they consist of a few old 
Turks either sleeping or smoking. 	I have frequently entered the 
citadel when they were reposing, 'and have passed by' imperceiv4d'; 
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and returning several hours afterwards, have found them in the 
same posture, enjoying .during the whole day the gratification of 
total inactivity! 

After passing through this shed and turning to the north, a few 
paces of gentle ascent brought ,me to another gate facing the west ; 
'the lintel of which is a large block of marble, with an inverted in-
scription published in Spon, recording that the gates' of the city 
had been built by Flavius Septimius Marcellinus.1 	The next gate 
faces nearly west, and is built against the pedestal of Marcus Agrip-
pa; on the western front of which,is the inscription, in large letters, 
published by, Stuart, Chandler;  and others. 

Pausanias mentions some equestrian statues near the Propylwa, 
but he is dubious with respect to the persons whom they represent; 
nor: does he notice the name 'of Agrippa, in whose time, if the in-
scription were Made; it is .surprising 'that it should not have been 
mentioned by Pausanias,' who was so many *years-posterior to Agrip-
pa., But, the pedestal is probably more. ancient than the inscription ; 
and perhaps supported 'the statue of a Greek, which' the servile fiat-.  
tery_of after ages' converted into a Ronian. 	Cicero,2  •in one of his 
letters to Atticus, alludes ,to this custom and says, " ddi falsas in- 
s,criptiones ,statuarimi alieriaruni. 	- 	, 
• Not only inscriptions were changed in Greece and Italy, but 

heads were taken off from statues and replaced by others. 	At 
Rhodes, it_,wasreVen a common.custom to consecrate the same statue 
successively to different persons ;' only defacing' the original inscrip- 
tion, and placing another in .its stead. 	Dion Chrysostome3  re- 
proaches them for their abject economy. The pedestal is constructed 
with alternate layers of largeand small blocks:. 	Rondelet4  says, that 
the smaller 'layers .are two-thirds the thickneSs of the greater.. 

-Le 	,Qy; has accurately represented the number of the layers ; but 
, 	 . 
, The word roXtc in. this inscription probably signifies citadel. Dr. Chandler says it records 

the present of a pail* of gates.—Travels in Greece, c. 9. p.,39. 
' t B. fi. epist. 1. 	.. 	. 	, 	4  3  Orat, tb the Rhodians; 3 1 . 	 4  Art. de Batir. 
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like Stuart, has supposed the divisions of the' blocks equal 	which 
is not the case. 	The lines do not coincide accurately with each 
other in the alternate layers, as all the stones are not of eqUal dimen- 
sions. 	Stuart has given nine layers" of . the large blocks, whereas 
there are only eight ; and he makes the smaller layers half the thick-
ness of the larger, though they are only one:third. 

The pedestal is of a fine form, and nearly forty feet in height ; 
but as the earth has been considerably accumulated about its base, 
which projects, its dimensions can not be 'accurately taken. 	It ap-
pears to have supported a statue of colossal proportions, of which 
no remains having been found, we may conjecture that it was of 
bronze. 

AdjOining the pedestal is the 'small Doric building which.  Stuart 
calls the Temple of Victory without wings, which is also the opinion- 
of Barthelemy : 	hut Pausanias1  places it 'on the right hand ; his 

'MY _ E ireOTOTAOLMY EY &EiCe NOOK ETTLOGITTEe0i1 MK. 	It is doubtful words are 	A" 
whether by the words EY (TE44G Pausanias means that it was on the 
right-hand side of the Propylaea, or on the right of a person entering 
the Acropolis. 	It probably stood,on the spot which is now occu- 

, pied by the high Venetian tower, the lower part of which formed a- 
Turkish prison ; and I could not obtain permission to examine 'it 
until a short time before I, quitted Athens. 	It contains two fluted 
Doric columns, and a pilaster similar to the ant 	on the opposite 
or northern angle of the Propylaea. 	The steps of the temple are 
seen on the outside of the tower, with the mark of another-  column 
cut into the face of the marble. 	Pausanias2  mentions a tradition 
that ./Egeus had precipitated ,himself from this rock. 	Suidas makes 
him leap into, the sea, which is almost four miles from the Acropolis. 
The edifice which is on the left hand of the Propylaea is probably the 
Pinakotheka,3  or .01;021.4%, which Pausanias says contained the paint- _ 
ings of Polygnotos. 

- 	 , 
, B. 1. C. 22. 	 s Ibid. 	 7 Vitruv. b. 1. c. 2. b. 6. c. 5. 
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Both the PropyJma and the adjoining buildings have been consi-
derably defaced in modern times : of the former the intercolumnia-
tion has been closed with a wall, so that not half the thickness of 
the columns is seen, and they thus appear destitute both of propor- 
tion, and of elegance. 	Of the six columns which form the front of 
the Propylaea, only two have preserved their capitals; though Le 
Roy represents all of them as entire in his time : 	but no depen- 
dance is to be placed upon his authority. 	Some of the upper 
frusta were thrown down by the Turks, a short time previous to 
my arrival at Athens. 	Their inner surface still retained some faint 
traces in red chalk, of what appear to have been numerals : is it 
not reasonable to suppose that they were calculations which had 
been made by the workmen of Mnesikles? 	When first discovered 
they were all in a state of perfect preservation, as I was assured by 
some persons who were present when they were thrown down, and 
to whom it will be a subject of regret, that they suffered the oppor-
tunity of copying them to be lost; for the characters were irrevo-
cably obliterated by a heavy rain.  which fell during the same night ; 
but the colour was still visible when I arrived at Athens. 
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The frusta of the columns were united with wood, which some 

have imagined to be olive; but those which I procured were of cedar. 

They were discovered when the blocks of the Propylaea columns 
were thrown down. 	The centre of the horizontal surface of each 
corresponding frustum contains a hole, or mortice, 	four inches 

square, and three and a quarter in depth : each hole is filled with a 
piece of squared wood, fitted exactly into the two contiguous mor- 

tices. 	The centre of this square piece is perforated for the purpose 
of receiving another piece of a cylindrical form, acting as a yoptcp(40-4-. 

This was probably not designed to give any additional strength to the 

union of the blocks, but to serve as a centring, on which to turn the 

upper block, in order to insure a ,coincidence of the flutings : for it 

is likely that the flutings were begun, or roughly sketched, before 
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the 'masses of the columns were placed upon each other, and that 
they were finished afterwards. 	The columns of the temple of Apollo 
Didyrnmos, in Asia Minor, have been left in a very unfinished state ; 
and the flutings are more or less imperfect.- 	The columns .of 
Eleusis, Thorikos,. and Delos, and of other places, which are 
only fluted -at the base and under the capital, probably owe their 
origin to that cause : but it is not likely that the flutings of the 
columns of the three last-mentioned places were ever intended to be 
finished. 	The cylindrical, or inner piece of wood above-mentioned, _ 
was worked extremely true, and evidently turned by means of a 
lathe. 	It had been as it were eremiticaly closed between the blocks, --
and inaccessible to the contact of the air, and accordingly preserved 
without the smallest injury ; the. two outer bits were painted 'red ; 
some of the colour was visible when first found, and remains of it may 
still be seen. - 	. 	. 	 . 

The columns of the _Parthenon and of the other Grecian temples, 
are no doubt united in the same manner; for the blocks which have 
fallen down have the square hole on the surface, for the reception of 
the wood, similar to those of the Propylaea. 

Wood was made use of to unite stones in the earliest times. 	The 
eleventh verse of the second chapter of Habakkuk is applicable to 
the proverbial strength of such an union ;—" For the stone shall cry 
out of the wall, and the timber that is between the joints of the 
building shall answer it." 	Flaminio Vacca, in his Memoirs, says, 
that the stones of the Forum of Nerva, at Rome, were united with 
wood .1 	But these instances probably relate to the dovetail, or 
1,6007-400-is,2  and not to the pieces of wood in the columns above-men-
tioned, which do not act on the principle of the dovetail. 

Le Roy says that the columns of the Doric edifice at Thorikos 

. _ 
1 Winckelmann. 

t, Suidasr  Liens 	tiX(ey, elei3aXXotitvwv ev rocs oteoSonuatre. 	Lexic. v. 2. p. 116. v4 yeavrionc. 
2 s 2 
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were united by a hard red wood, in the same manneras 'those of the 
Propylaea .; and the late Mons. Dufourny, of the French Institute, 
who was at Agrigentum when a 'column of the temple of Juno 'fell, 
found the wood which united the blocks ; and which, 'with the ex-
ception of being rather smaller, was perfectly similar to those Of 
Athens. The frusta of the columns at Balbeci were united with 
large and long iron pins, centred in square pieces of the same metal. 
Round the hole in the surface of the blocks at the PropylWa; is a. cir-
cular ring elevated about half an. inch above the rest of the surface, 
which fits into a cavity in the corresponding block. Round.  this ring 
is another, but not in relief, being only chipped and roughened' with 
the chisel to increase adhesion. 	The stones of the Propylwa and 
Parthenon walls are united with iron and lead. Metal cramps were 
generally termed yothpen, or zeamorizool. 	But in Chandler's 'Athenian 
inscription they are called ovvcialcoi, from their resemblance to the 
form of a wasp, being thin in the middle. 	These were holdfa:sts; or 
double tenons,. called Securiculee by Vitruvius. 
• Thucydides' informs us that the stones of the long walls of Athens 
were fastened with iron and lead. 	 , 

During my stay at Athens, the Disdar, wanting some materialS to 
repair the fortress, had the heap of earth and stones removed, which 
covered the steps at,the front of the Propylaea, and which was raised 
about three feet above the base of the columns. It appears that there 
were six steps. 	Stuart has given 'only four.• These steps are omitted 
in the central intercolumniation, the entrance having 'probably been 
an inclined plain for the easier admission of the processions ; and 
particularly of the sacred peplos, which was of large-size, and the 
sail3  of the Panathenaic ship.4  It was moved along by invisible means; 
probably in the same manner as machinery of very great size and 

, 	 . 

	

1 Wood's Travels. 	• 	2 B. 1. c. 93. 

3  See Scalig. in Grin. p. 48. Meurs:Panatli. p. 24.' Suid. Schol. Homer's had. 5.. vt  734. 

	

and Harpocrat. Lex: 	' 	4 'Philostrat. Life of Herodes, Att. b. 2. c. 5. 
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weight is .still .moved .in the religious ceremonies of Italy ; particu-
larly. at Viterbo, where once in A century the statue of Santa Rosa, 
with all its large and cumbrous accompaniments, _is carried in pro-
cession by a hundred and fifty persons, who are concealed by dra-
pery. This pageantry took place a few years ago, and its appearance 
was truly wonderful! The peplos was probably a curtain placed be- 
fore the statue of the goddess. 	It might even have been used as a 
garment on some occasions. We know from the testimony of Pau-
sanias that the Greeks sometimes clothed their statues. That the 
Egyptians had the same custom is evident from the words of Plu-
tarch.s 
. 	This custom has been followed in Catholic countries. 	The bronze 
statue of Saint Peter, in Saint Peter's Church at Rome, is sumptu-
ously habited on days of festival. 

The Greeks in their temples paid more attention to symmetry than 
to convenience : and hence their steps were of most uncomfortable 
height. The steps of the Propylaea are , more than a foot, and those 
of the Parthenon nearly two feet in height ; and were accordingly 
better adapted to the size of the building than to the human frame. 
The steps of the great temple at Paestum are still higher, being two 
feet two inches and A half ! Winckelmann supposes that they served 
as ,seats for the populace at festivals. 	Low and easy steps seem not 
to have formed a part of Grecian luxury ; and it is probable that 
:the rich and .magnificent stairs of, the:royal palace . of Caserta, near 
Naples, and of the Braschi and Barbarini palaces at Rome, and the 
more convenient ones- of, the Vatican, were never equalled by the . 	. 
pl:e0rs in any, of their edifices. 	 . 	 . 

The, columns of the Propylaea, and I imagine of all Grecian temples, 
rest upon the joint of two stones of the pavement. The union of the 
two contiguous slabs being under the middle of the frustum. 

The _way 'to the Parthenon at present leads by the front of the 
Propylma, which is on the left hand. 	Having passed the high tower, 

40 
, 

. 	 • 	 • • 

3  'De bid; et Osis. 	• 
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and turning towards the east, the Parthenon displayS its: western 
front in all its unrivalled  beauty' and magnificence. On:theinorthern 
side of the tower there is -the •following  imperfect insCription on -.a 
block of marble. 	 .. 

, . OAHMOE 
. . . . THESZKPATOTECOPIKI0E. 

. . . IENINHIANA110(DPEN0A1-7IAMOIX. 

.. . I...n 	ITIONYIEMPIXOONLIAN 
• /0 	A/EA0EANTEP.A.MAWAPAO 
. 	... . . TO...0 AANAPITEKtINXAPITA. 	 . 

Having proceeded a few yards from the tower, aturning to the north 
leads to that part of the Propylaea, which is between the gates and the - 
eastern hexastyle colonnade. =These columns are considerably disfi-
gured by the elevation of the earth, and the accuinulation of ruins. ,In 
their present state they resemble the heavy and low proportions of the 
Doric temple at Corinth, and those at Paestum : of the six columns, 
only one of the capitals is wanting. The great gate is entered from this 
part in turning westwards. 	This is the space which was covered by 
the roof of massy marble, that excited the adiniration -of Pausanias, 
and which was supported by an Ionic colonnade. Some fragments 
of the columns remain ; but not the smallest part of a capital. EVery 
thing is buried by the ruins-, which have risen abbtit eighteen feet 
above the original level. . Vaults and prisons have been made under 
this heap, by entering which I was enabled to take the height of the 
Propylwan gates, which evinces the magnificence of the edifice when 
entire. 	The largest or middle gate. was no less than twenty-six, feet 
six inches in height, and nearly fourteen in breadth at the base. They 
diminish a little towards the top ; but they are so much eneumbered; 
that their measurements cannot be ascertained with perfect accuracy; 
and of the five gates only three are visible above ground. Of the two 
smaller gates only a part of the 6yov, or lintel, is left unbUried.. The two 
second gates are twenty feet in height;  and nine and a half in breadth, 
being of equal dimensions. The two third gates, which' are also of 
equal sizes, are twelve feet_ and a half in height, and four feet eight 
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inches in breadth., The lintel over the, middle gate is one-of the. 
largest, masses of marble I have seen,. being-twenty-two feet and a 
half in length, four feet in thickness, and three feet, three inches in 
breadth. It must accordingly weigh at least twenty-two tons. That 
of the second gate is sixteen. feet ten inches in length, and three feet 
in thickness. That of the smaller gate is, nine feet and a half in 
length, and three feet in thickness.1  

In the preface to Stuart's third volume are the following words 
According to Mr. Le Roy there is a block in the Propylaea above 

twenty-two Paris feet long, which he calls the' lintel of the great 
eastern door; this must be a mistake !" Though the French author 
generally abounds in errors, yet in this particular instance he is in 
the right; and the author of the above remark is wrong. The largest 
masses which remain in Greece are the beams of the Propylcean por-
tico, the architraves of the Parthenon, the beams of the_Erechtheion, 
of the Olympeion, and -a block at, the Pnyx at Athens,, the lintels 
of the, treasuries, of Atreus at Mycenw, and of Minyas at Orcho-
menos, and,some stones in the walls of Tiryns and Messene.  

Some blocks of white marble are found in Italy, which vie with 
those of Greece ; particularly two in the Colonna garden at Rome, 
which are supposed to have belonged -to the Temple of the Sun. The 
largest is sixteen feet three.  inches in: length, and nine feet and a half 
in thickness. Nor must I omit the architraves of, the Pantheon, and 
of the temple of Antonine. The granite columns of the baths of Dio-
cletian, and of the foruin of Trajan, as well as, the Egyptian obe- 
lisks at Rome, are also examples of these stupendous masses. 	The 
architraves of ;the. temple at Selinus in Sicily are twenty-two feet in 
length. 	Taverniee mentions some blocks,  of an, amazing size in a 
pagoda at Golconda or Bagnagar. 	- 

1  The Propylaea of Eleusis is built upon the same plan as that of Athens, excepting the tw•o, 
wings ; but the execution of the former can by no means be compared to the correctness of 
the latter. 

; Voyage des Indes; vol. 2. b. 1. 	 - 
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Chardinl asserts, that most of the stones of one of the temples at: 
Persepolis, are between thirty and fifty feet in length, and from four, 
to six in height ; and some. of them are stated to be fifty-two feet in 
length 

The columns of the famous temple at Cyzicum, in Mysia, of one 
piece, were fifty 'cubits in height; but the largest mass that ,  was 
probably ever moved. by human means was the monolithal temple. 
of Latona, at Butos in Egypt; which was a solid cube of Sixty, feet ! 
There was another monolithe at Sais, of thirty-one feet and .a half in 
length, twenty-one in breadth, and twelve in height!, The Pere Mar-
gat, in his history of Tamerlane, says, that some of the stones of 
Balbec are sixty-two feet in length, and twelve in height , Wood hi- 
forms us that in a wall at Balbec, three contiguous stones measure' 
one hundred and ninty feet in length; the longest being sixty-four feet. 

The architectural remains of Egypt, which supply numerous exam 
pies of this colossal style, are too , well known to require' particular 
enumeration. Rondelets says there are some blocks, in a wall near 
Cusco, in Peru, which are more than forty feet in length.,  Amongst' 
these gigantic masses our own Stonehenge must not be forgotten, nor 
the roof of the sepulchre of Theodoric at Ravenna, Of modern build-
ings which are remarkable for large blocks is the south-east facade 
of the Louvre, on which .are two stones, each fifty-four feet in length, 
eight in breadth, and fourteen inches in thickness. 	. 	. 

Some palaces at Florence are constructed with very large masses. 
In the palace Pitti is a stone of twenty-seven feet in length', .and 
there are some others . of twenty. 	The granite pedestal of Peter the , 
Great, at St. Petersburgh, deserves to be classed amongst these.eri  
traordinary masses. 	 t 	t 	tt , ,, , 

Within the Propylaea, which comprehended the Ionic colonnade; 
the two lateral, walls are ornamented near the top with a projecting 

. 	 . 

1  Voyage en Perse, vol. 2. 	8 Herodot. b. 2. 	3  Art, de Batir. 
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.cornice, 'Which is painted With a square Inwarider,"-with echini and 
<tarts-. ' The colours are so much faded; that - they *cannot be-  diSi. 
-tinguished without a near• inspection ; and hence they have escaped 
_the: observation' ,of Stuart, and of most other.  travellers. 	The Preo. 
,pylwa were erected about 755 years after the Pelasgic fortress ; and 
_although- the materials and dimensions were rich and magnificent; yet 
-it is difficult 'to-conceive' that they should have cost a sum equal to 
about 464,0001; sterling, considering the value . of money at that 
_period. The calculation may be erroneous; unless 'it comprehends 
all the ornamental buildings which were -at that time erected in the 
Acropolis, including the sculpture, and the Chryselephantine statue 
-of the goddess, in the formation of which alone; forty talents of gold'. 
.are said to have been employed. 

A gentle ascent leads from the Propylaea tothe Parthenon; and 
the distance is about 'three hundred feet. 	In this interval there are 
in some places the marks of steps cut in the rock. 
- -This magnificent edifice ' at first sight rather disappointed my ex-./ 
pectations, and appeared less than fame. The eye however soon be-
comes filled with the magnitude,  of its 'dimensions, the beauty of its 
,materials, the exquisite perfection of its'syrinnetry, and the harmoni- 
-ous . analogy of its, proportions. 	It is 'the most unrivalled triumph Of 
sculpture and architecture that the world ever saw. The delight which 
At inspires on 4 superficial view is heightened in 'proportion as it is 
-attentively surveyed, 	If we admire the whole of the glorious fabric, 
that admiration will be augmented by a minute examination of all 

-the ramified details. 	Every part has been finished with such ex- 
_quisite purity,' that pot the smallest instance ,of negligence can be 
discovered in the execution of those particulars, which are the least 
exposed lc) observation. 	The most concealed minutiae of the struc- 
ture have been perfected with a sort of pious scrupulosity. 

I Thucyd. b. 2. I : 13 
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Diving 'my -first' tour 'to: 'Greeee -I 'had thd.; ineXiireisiblei'',' nu* 
tificatiOn of being present when the Parthenon' was' despoiled '•bfAit 
finest sculptures and • when some of -its *architectural, tilemers were 
thrown' to the ground: 	I saw several metopw .at ;the south.;eastele- 
tremity of the temple taken down.. They were•fixed in- betWeett -the 
triglyphi as in a groove; 'and in :order to lift them slip, :if Wa4 ne-
cessary to throw to the ground the niagnificent cornice by.which 
they were covered.. The south-east angle of the pediment shared' the 
'same fate ; and 'instead of the picturesque beauty had 'high• preseif-
vation in which I first saw it, it is now ,comparatively reduced-to a, 
state of shattered 'desolation. 	 . 	• 

Some drawings 'which I made on the: spot, before as well 'as after-
that event, shew the objects which have been. taken. away -or de-
stroyed, and the lamentable contrast ,between the present • and:the 
former appearance of those venerable and glorious -monuments of 
antiquity !' 	• 	 - 

It is painful to reflect that these trophies -of human genius, which 
-had resisted the silent decay of time, during a period Of more than 
twenty-two centuries, which had escaped"-the destructive fury of the 
Ikonoklasts, the inconsiderate rapacity of the Venetians, and the 
barbarous violence of the Mohamedans, should at last . have been 
doomed to experience the devastating outrage which will never cease 
to be deplored. 	Independent of the. moral blame' whickmUst neces- 
sarily attach to such an ad, 'the authority of the -eiampl6 May 
henceforth be pleaded as a 'precedent, and employed as an apology 
-for similar depredations. The Athenian temples will 'thus probably 
be -destroyed for the sake of their ornaments; which,.instead of re- 
maining in their original places, as the property of 	nations';' kill 
be appropriated by the strongest: When we come:to trace the causes 
which led to this scene -of havoc and destruction,- The greateilslive 
Of the odium will naturally; and not unjustly, be referred-tC• those 

. 	 , 	. 
1. Some of these drawings will be given in ,my folio work, Views in Greece, which will con- 

s 	sist of coloured engravings, representing the most interesting architectural remains and cele- 
brated localities in that country. 	' 	 . 
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Who, first exhibited., the example of such unhallowed violations of all 
that the feeling of genuine taste respects and consecrates. But while 
we indignantly reprove and deeply, regret, the irreparable damage 
that has,  been done to the Athenian ,monumentsi we must not 
-nverlook the advantage which the fine -arts in•  our. ,country will 
derive from the introduction of such inestimable specimens of Gre- 
Clan, art. 	But though we make this concession, we cannot omit 
"to observe, that had the temples been left untouched, and-, had that 
sculpture only been removed which had already fallen, our -Museum 
.would still have been -enriched with!  sufficient specimens for the im' 
provement of the national taste,. while casts would have answered 
every purpose of those originals, :of which the temples have been 
sacrilegiously deprived.  

On the northern side of the Parthenon, nineteen metope, and 
the greater part of the Panathenaic procession in low relief, fell when 
the Acropolis was besieged by the Venetians: Most of the metopm 
are missing on the .southern side, and a great quantity of the low 
relief; - the latter has also 'fallen with the wall of the cella at the 
eastern extremity. 	Great part of that admirable ,sculpture yet 
remains buried under the large masses of columns and architraves, 
by the removal of which they will probably at some. future time be 
brought to light, 	These precious relics might have been dug up 
and added to tour collection without injuring_ the temple, 	, 

It is , indeed . impossible to;  suppress the feelings 4 regret which 
must;  arise-in the breast of every traveller, 'who has seen these, tem. 

• pies before-and since their late dilapidation ! nor have I any hesita,  
-lion in declaring; that the Athenians, in general,-nay, even the Turks 
' thenmelves;aid, lament, the ruin that was committed ; , and loudly 
And openly iblamed their sovereign for the permission he bad 
tglutecl 1; ;_,I.,Niltkon the spot at the, time, and had An opportunity 

:,,,Joejobserving„yiand ,indeed of participating, ,in. the sentiment of io- 
_dignation_whick_such__con_Anct universally 	The whole _,inspired. 	. 
1,:-11.1,711.,ir11s 	. 	:'t') 	%ts 	t,; 	:- T 	, 
ii.i) 	btu, 	111t'l1t91 	11"1111:191111n.; _1,1 	J1, 	4. 	, 	i "+ 	i 	- 	vi j1 ,141' L111113111. kJ 	11 	_r,  

	

1 In the y.ear-1687. 	pitano irdi 1r1 e-)zitit;uol FJ tr i  • 
2 T 2 
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proceeding was -sainipoPular 'in Athens; 'iliati it Wad -be-6es*  sar' 16 
pay the labourers more than- their usual profits' before any could'W 
prevailed upon to- assist in this work' of-profanation. "-• 	- • -' r. • 1' i '''' 

The insulated -example of the 	sculptured marble ''which 
Was taken froth- the -temple by the Count de Choiseul Gonffier, and) 
of one of the metopa3 which was broken in attempting 	'removal,' 
is . addnced as' a palliation of the subsequent "dilaPidations; 4 but -it' 
can never excuse the 'wanton destruction that ensued i and -wilidli 
.I have reason. to belieire, 	would not - have been  Carried '65 :sucli 
an extraordinary excess, had the person -for 'whom  they-Were''te: 
moved been present at the time. 	But -the management of;the 
whole affair 'was in fact committed :tii the' hands Of mercenary :and 
interested persons, and executed with all the unprincipled , lieen-
tiousness of subordinate and hireling-: agents. . The 'temples !Were 
entirely at' their mercy ! and - while- we grant them the ' negative 
merit of not haVing levelled every thing with the ground, we .Cannot 
but execrate that spirit of insensate barbarism which proMpted .thein 
to shatter and mutilate, - to pillage and overturn, the noble :works 
which the lofty mind of Pericles had. ordered, and the Unrivalled 
genius of Phidias and of Iktinos had executed. 	It is an incon= 
testible fact, that the .magnificent monuments of the' 'Athenian 
Acropolis suffered more in that single dilapidating yeat,1  thati 
during the whole preceding century. • The Venetians inflicted 'the 
,first fatal blow -upon the Parthenon, when they besieged Athens in 
1687. 	Their artillery laid part of the inimitable structure in Iiiiiis. 
The labours of Iktinos, of Phidias; and of Kallikrates; Were ,d1i4. 
regarded in the rage of war ; and for many years they were exposed 
in scattered heaps to the slow but certain destructiOn Of,T--nekisii 
ignorance. - Large masks of Pentelie marble were hroken 'MI6 
'smaller' pieces for the construction Of the miserabl5e cottages -̀of' tie 
-garrison ; while. others, 'and particularly the bas-reliefs;( wiete'foin'tit 
into lime i for the Turks are said to' have Vreferred,foi- that 'pin-pb4Se 

. 	 L 
• 

‘,1.  

• 1$01. 

7. 	
- 	 .., 
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4.:soillptufed: block to `a.- plain one,- thOugli the:material was' the same, 
Such is. the; pleasure With which; uncivilized ignorance or; frantic 
superstition;. destroyed :in .:a  moment 'the , works of . Years; and the 
admiration, of ages ! ; 	 , . 	- 
..:,The.Venetians who besieged ,the .Acropolis and ruined the Par.-
glenon; caused some statues to be detached from the western pedi-
ment ; ,but; as.tbe machinery was imperfect, those valuable rernain$ 
fell .to:  the ;:ground, and were irreparably injured.. I was present 
When soMPLof, these fragments were ,dug up, partiealarly the Tors0, 
caliod _Victory without wings,. which is, now .in the.British.Museum. 

The .world _is certainly indebted to those who saved these fallen 
fragments from destrUctiOn ; but the Turks did not ruin the build 
ings, which were .still.  standing; unless. on: some urgent occasion:—such 
as; the reparation, of the.fort ;,_and, for this purpose they threw, doWn 
part_of‘the Propylwan columns, as I have already mentioned.:  With-
put however wishing to palliate either Turkish or British dilapidation, 
itirrust, be recollected, that ,the former merely followed one 'of the 
parts of_.the„trinoda_ neeessitas of the:  Roman law code. _ " Pontium 
:constructio, arcium reparatio, et expeditio: contra hostem." 	For 
which, purposes, it was lawful to destroy. edifices of any kind. But' the 
netop 	,of, the, Parthenon were out of their, reach ;, and I never 

Ieard an instance of their firing at them,, which it is said they did 
;as an ,amusement. 	.On the contrary,, the Parthenon is . regarded 
;with respect not,, only by the Greeks: but by the,Turks ; for it was 
dedicated, to Saint George, when, it became a Christian church; 
And wassonverted into a mosque when Athens fell under. the Turkish 
:dominion. 	The head of the male figure in, the western tympanon, 
which,igsaid, to have been knocked off by a Turk,, is in. my posses-
sion... xec,eived it four years afterwards, from A soldier of the garrison, 
jw1A,assured;ine,thnt it 'was detached by, a sailor, who was however 
,n,eithere a„Qrcek nor, a Turk ; , and the same thing was _told. me by 
,the74ritish,pgent,. who, was present at the, time it was broken off.. 
jf*inclped• the Turks, were inured to. habits of capricious ravage-and -._. 	_ 	. 
,wanton spoliation,: the :cary.atides which. are exposed to the attacks , 	. attacks  
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even of the children in the 'Aoropolis,• , would not so, long, have 
_escaped without -destruction. 	But -though they have ,nOt --been 
secured like the Parthenon by any thing like religious. feeling, they 
were not only never assailed by violence, but attracted universal ad- 
miration by the beauty of their forms. 	When the Turks have de- 
stroyed .any ancient remains, in Athens or in other parts of Greece, 
they have always been impelled by some purpose of utility or ne-
cessity, and not incited by the mere ardor spoliandi, the instinctive 
desire of mischief and devastation, which has falsely been laid totheir 
charge. 	A list of the principal objects thus- barbarously levelled ,to 
the ground, may perhaps be neither uninteresting nor foreign to the 

. 	, 	. present purpose: 	 _. 
At Athens, four ancient buildings have' been entirely. destroyed 

within these .few years : a small Ionic temple in the: Acropolis ; 
another. temples  supposed to be of Ceres, near the Ilissos-; a bridge 
over that stream, and the aqueduct of Antoninus Pius: 	Part of the 
Propylwan columns have been thrown down, with a mass . of the 
architrave* on the western front of the Erechtheion, and one- of the 
columns of the Olympeion. 

At Corinth several columns of the Doric temple were destroyed a 
few years ago. 	The temple of Jupiter at Olympia has been reduced 
to its foundations. 	The remains of a temple at the eastern:,  foot of 
-Mount Lycon. in Arcadia, have shared the. same fate; and a Doric 
temple, of which several columns were standing at Apollonia:in 
sEpiros, was demolished only -a few years ago, and the- materials 
employed in repairing the seraglio of the Pasha of Berat;- ones Column 

. 	. 	. at present only remains. 	 • 	. 	: ,I si t;_,ri 
Chandler tells us that some of the columns ,of the, _temple At 

,Sunium were destroyed by the Turks ; and we•know, fromAhe saint 
,author, that the temple of Augustus, at Mylassa in Ca.ria; wasluined 
, by :them a few years ago, and the materials employbdfoeithercon- 
Struction of a 'mosque ;: and that -great part of a magnificenttemple 
at Mendelet, and another at Tecs in.  Asia Minor had been con- 
vertedinto lime, the Turks having , built kilns within, the temples .., 	i',  
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theinselvisl-Many other examples might be adduced of the 'destructive 
-influence ofthese_tasteless'barbarians over the splendid and interest.-
iog:remains of-,Grecian architecture. 

- The••facts: are here -stated as they: really are, and some may icon 
sider them as extenuations of the late dilapidations. 	 • 

-TheTurks however are not singular in the destruction of ancient 
monuments, for the same system has been pursued., but without the 
like extenuating circumstances, by, a -people who have made no 
small parade of their taste for the. fine: arts, which as they imagine 
flourish more. luxuriantly in ,their soil than in' other countries, 	I, 
here allude • to Italy in general, and to Rome in particular.' This 
boasted cradle of the . fine arts has produced so many glaring in-
stances of stupid barbarism, which cannot -be exceeded by those' of 
Turkish insensibility, that their enumeration would occupy too great 
a space in the present volume; nor can I-  interrupt my narrative 
by so long a record of Vandalic profanation. 

There is great similarity in the devastations,  committed .in •the two 
countries ; the Turks have nothing in common with ancient Greece, 
nor have the inhabitants ' of modern Rome any kindred affinities 
with, the ancient. glory of that city. 	er',-  s ue -,./ 	.:,— 	:. 	- 	, ‘ 	. 	,,,.. 

The-Parthenon was constructed .with such admirable judgment, 
such'solidity of workmanship; and such a profound knowledge La 
• the •arehitectnr4 , art, that it would have indefinitely defied the 
ravages of time, if they had not been assisted by the operations !_of 

- external violence. 	It is ,an edifice that seems to have been toil- 
. trived, for eternity.. It was a xrvihcc" gc zEi. 	The "- structures. which 
Pericles raised are the more admirable, as being completed in •so 

:short:a tinie,•,they yet had such A lasting beauty ; for as they. had, 
when new,. the 'venerable aspept9f antiquity, so-now they are old 

!,they have the freshness . of a - modern work ; they seem to _be pre- 
- served.Svoinitheiniuries of time by. a kind pf vital prin-ciple, which 
zilroduces.a...iiip;our that cannot • be :impaired, AO ,a. ibloora that.avill 

t 	-„ 	— 	 . 	, 	,„ 	, 	, 
:.i 	:; 	,. 	.i. 	L 	. 	 . 	.. 1: 21 . ' 	,. 	. 	Slid 	A 	., 	i.:0: 	' 

1  Life Of Petics. 
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never fade." ' 	These Words of Plutarch; were: applicable ;I& the 
- Parthenon little more than a century ago; and would kstill have `beets 
so if it had not found enemies in the successive bigotry ',of 'con-
tending religions, in-  the destruCtion- of war, and the' plun'der'ing 
mania of artists -and amateurs ! The high preservation of those 'parts 
which are still suffered to remain is truly astonishing! The columns 
are so little broken, that were it not for the venerable patina of age 
they would appear of recent construction. • 	 t 

It were useless to enter into a regular description of a temple so 
-well known as the Parthenon. 	In the work of Stuart the plans. and 
measurements are generally accurate, of which the chief Merit be- 
longs to the architect Revett. 	But it is to' be lamented that' the 
drawings of Stuart are far from being faithful. 	 • 	• 1 

The western front of the temple, which faces the entrance to the 
Acropolis, retains all its metopae, its cornice, and its tympanori. 
For these precious relics we' may return thanks to the -IkonoklaStS ! 
For the conjecture is no less probable than curious thattbat enthusi-
astic sect of Christians, while they intended to destroy the' remains of 
Heathen superstition, have been the involuntary preservers' of several 
pieces of valuable sculpture in their original situations ; in 'Which. 
they probably defaced them too much to tempt the cupidity of spe-
culation, but where they are still interesting and' ornamental, and 
their removal would occasion the total demolition of this sumptuous 
and venerable structure. 	 . 	. 	. , 	.• 

. 	The statues. which adorned the western tympanon have' all fallen, 

. except some few -fragments; . the .two which remain near•the' south-
west angle are attributed, I know not why, by Spon and Wheler, to 
Hadrian and Sabina. A very mistaken notion .seems to have 'been 
prevalent at one time, that several of the Athenian temples were 

-erected by. Hadrian. Nointel's drawings' of the Parthenon are en- 
. titled .‘-‘ Temple de Minerve a Athenes, bati par Hadr ienr and the 
Abbe Fourmont asserts, that Hadrian rebuilt the Temple of Thesbus at 

, 	 . 

1 Manuscript, in the king's library at Paris. 	. 
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Athens, that of Minerva at Sunium,' those of Jupiter and of Venus 
at )1Egina, and those of Lycurgus and the DioscUri at Sparta, .all .of 

-.Pentelic marble, and after one model. 	. 	. 	,. 	. , 
If the eastern front was the principal one, the two figures in question 

formed part of the contest'. between Neptune and Minerva; which, 
according to Pausanias,2  wa srepresente,d on the posticoum. It would 
appear from a passage of ,  Dion Cassius,s that the statue of Minerva 
originally looked towards the east., 	He says that the statues of Mi-v  
nerva at Athens, which faced the east, by a miracle turned to the 
west in the time of Augustus..  	 i 

Some _blocks of the western. tympanon were. thrown down by an 
earthquake in 1805. A few yards froni 'this part of the temple is an 
ancient thron os of white marble, which is considerably impaired. , 	a` 

, 

	

	' The present entrance to the cella of the temple is at the western ex- 
tremity ; but the principal entrance is supposed to have been at the 
eastern end ; which was the general rule in Doric temples. 	it is 
evident however that the Parthenon had - two entrances.. 	As. the 
wall at the eastern extremity of the cella has been completely.de-

. stroyed, there are no remains of .the gate; but that which faces the 
• west is still entire. 	Its breadth at the base_ is twelve. feet .eight 

- inches -; its height is about thirty feet ; and it apparently diminishes 
upwards, though probably not above a fourteenth part of its breadth, 
at the ba-se ; ' which is the rule given by.Vitruvius. The .jambs. of the 
door are curiously constructed with alternate layers ; one of which is 
-composed of two long, blocks placed perpendicularly. ; the other of 
a single block of small height, but of equal breadth with the two 
long blocks. together. 	These are probably restorations.  

Spon4  and Wheler suppose that the Parthenon was anciently 
cOVered with a roof, and had' a double interior range of columns 

' 

VOL. 

,,: Hygin fab. 164. 	. 	 .• 
i  R. 1. c. £4. Ta 8e onweev I; llocretawvoc lipoc AOp'av karat,  epic Inrip rilS r7C4 
' Mt. Rom:b.-54: ' ' ' 	4  Voyage de Greece, tom. 2. p. 155. 	, 

i. 	 2 n 
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one over another, !similAr .to the :great temple at ,,I) sttnrh ' :,. Within 
the cella I found the fragments of some, small, Doric • columns, some 
soffits of corresponding dimensions, And some fragments of the l'acu- 
Dana .or square. Coxnpartments,' ornamented with beads like the roof 
of the Pandroseion, 	 } . ; 1 ' 	4.^ '7  , 

• his probable, that,only that part: of the temple' was coyer0.; ender 
which was the statue of the goddess. The roof which existed. in the 

.time of Spon and Wheler was probably modern, like that .of the 
Theseion. 	' 	 . 

The only part of the cella now remaining is the western wall, and 
those towards the' s.w: and the asr..w. 	In the most perfect part there 
are twenty-three layers of :blocks ;`,each being about -two feet high. 
The lower range of blocks is double the height of the others. 	-Xn the 
interior of the cella, the admirable whiteness ;of the marble, has been 
nearly. preserved, as it was not exposed, to the .external Air before the 
year 1687. 	. .  , . 	 , 

The walls still .exhibit some traces of the• Christian subjects that 
were painted when it was the Church of, Saint. George,- which name 
it still retains amongst the .Greeks, though it is called the Mosque' 
by the Turks. Spoil and Wheler mention some Christian representa-
tions in Mosaic, which were -delineated on the roof ; several pieces 
of which are found amongst the ruins : 	these consist of small 
squares of coloured glass, some of which were thickly gilt: This kind 
of ornament was much affected by the Greeks of the lower ages. 
The Church of Saint Sophia at Constantinople was enriched in the 
same manner.2  	 . 

A winding stair-case is seen in the south-west angle of the-. cella, 
leading to the . roof behind . the tynipanon ; and this is the only 
spot from which a part .of the , Panathenaic procession can be 
seen with facility and distinctness. 	These stairs are modern ; but 

1  Djeami, or lirCto yt. 
2  With small stones, Xerrrac4opotSes. 	The Tesselatum opus of the Romans. See -J. Can- 

tacuzene, b. 4. c. 4. p.118. 	Paris edit. 
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similar stairs were constructed in most temples:of al. certain: magni.: 
tilde. Those of the greattemple at Paestum; of the temple of Peace, of 
the _Pantheon, and of the baths of Diocletiatrat Rotne; still remain; 
and, wea know. from Pausaniasl, that a winding stair-case conducted 
to the top of the templeofJupiter at Olympia. The smaller temples,  
were, probably destitute of this' accompaniment; which is not found 
in.  the Theseion. 
-_ Great part of the pavement of the Parthenon still remains; con, 

sisting of large blocks of marble nearly a foot in thickness. 	The 
seslabs are generally square ; but they are,  not all-  of equal dimensions 
or shapes. 	. . 	, 	 . 

The superintendents of the dilapidation having, while I. was at 
Athens; ordered some: of the stabs to be taken up; for the purpose,,as 
they said, ,c)f 'examining the substructure,. I observed that the pave-,  
Mentrested upon a stratum of stone from thePiran quarries, which 
is soft, calcarious, and' easily worked'. 	gonie of the blocks were or- 
narnented. -:with. _mouldings; and probably' belonged to the ancient 
Hekatompedon. When the curiosity of the excavators had been suf-
ficiently gratified, it was,  a• .natural supposition, • that the aperture 
would have been cOvered, again by the same slabs which had been. 
removed.' This was not done! The aperture was' accordingly gram 
dually increasing in size, and the destruction of the pavement was' 
actually begun. 

Amongst the ruins at the east end are some .fragments of red por-
phyry, the remains probably of the four columns noticed" by SPOti.  
and Wheler ; and at the west end of the temple are some bits of 
columns: of a green stone of different hues,,  nearly resembling the 
verde aittico:, 	The bed of the Ilissos contains 'a: Considerablelnan-,  
tity of thii Sort of. stone. 	I searched in vain for some remains of the 
jasper .columns, and for those of Phengites recorded .by Span ail& • 

. 	_ 
1 B. 5. c. 10. rerotvrat Se tat avoiac Et* roy-opoihov aKoNta: 	, 

2 t7 2 
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Wheler ; the latter must have been 'brought thither by ttherRornails, 
if it:is time that the quarries 'which were in' Cappadocia were.lioti 
disCovered 'until the age of Nero.1  ' 	' 	' 	 . 	( . 

TheParthenon 'contains as much deCoration as the Doric,  order: 
will admit ;: some 'ornaments' indeed 'seem to' be superfluous, and,! 
never could hate had 'much-effect. 	A "rini.of beads in full relief ex- 
tends all round the temple .above the triglyphs ; but they.  are 'so' 
-Minute, and in such an elevated position, as to be scarcely.  distin,  
guishable to the naked eye. 	The 'inner cornice of the cella is. 
painted with a mwander, and with eggs and • anchors, in the same 
manner as the Propylaea ; but this ornament could scarcely have been 
visible when the roof was entire, however vivid the colOurs might 
have been. 	I 'found a fragment of this cornice; and obServed that 
the outline was traced with a sharp instrument, 'and then painted 
the-  colours appear to: have been blue,. red, and yellow, but they.had. 
almost vanished away. 	This species of decoration is extremely Com,' 
mon, and is not only painted'on Grecian temples, but oni terra cotta 
vases which are found in Greece, Sicily, and Italy. 	It is moreover" 
sculptured on all sorts ' of ancient monuments. 	Other embellish-. 
ments were painted on the outer cornice, but they are not at pre, 
sent visible from below ; some fragments of them may be discovered. 
amongst the ruins. • 	 - 

- The pilasters, or antw of the Pronaos, have their capitals adorned. 
with a relief of beads, of eggs, and anchors. 	This _ornament, 
which appertains to the Ionic, seems misplaced in a Doric 'edifice ;. 
but the Athenians had, no doubt, their reasons fot employing. it so 
frequently 	The beads may represent olives, which united .with the 
anchor are symbolical of the tutelar divinities of Athens, Minerva. 
and Neptune. Vitruvius calls this ornament Echinus ; it is 'termed 
Kaxxv in Chandler's Athenian inscription,2  and bears -more_resem.-. 
blance to the bearded dart than 'to the anchor.. 

1  Pliny, Nat. Hist. b. 36. c. 22. 	Oryvarnc. 
2  See the illustration, of the same by W. Wilkius, Eeq. 
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,AtTaa-outer angle of the pediment the head of a lion appeared 
on-the-cornice ; but only two remain at present. 	The same represen- 
tation is observed on the tower of the Winds, the Doric portico at 
Athens, and the Eleusinian ruins : it was attached to all the Grecian 
temples, and , occurs frequently in those of Asia Minor.' 	It is 
also seen, in Italy, on_ the temple of Fortuna Virilis, on the three 
columns in the Forum at Rome, and, on the temple of Hercules. at 
Cora. 	VitruviusL says, that lions' heads ought to be sculptured on 
the sima of the cornice. on the sides of temples :-.and that they ought 
to be hollowed, in, order to vomit the rain water from their mouths., 
In Doric edifices they are generally merely ornamental, and not per-
forated for the conveyance of water_ from the roof : two exceptions 
however occur, where they are used for the latter purpose, . and here 
they are continued at regular intervals along the sima above the 
cornice, as on the Dorie temples of Nemesis at Rhamnos, and of 
Diana Propylaea at Eleusis. 	The , lions' heads which are on the 
buildings of the other orders of architecture, are always perforated, 
with the single exception of thoSe on the monument of Lysikrates. 
A singularity is observable in the position of the lions' heads upon the 
Parthenon ; they do not look straight forwards, but are turned so as 
to look towards the respective fronts. This circumstance, I imagine, 
has not been noticed by Stuart, nor other travellers. 

f 	, _ 
, 	. 

- 	, 
, I Chandler's Ionian Antiq. 	 • 
,2, In sirnis, qua; supra coronani in lateribus aunt lEdium, capita Leonina sunt scalpenda..— 

Ili- 3.. 
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 	One foot three inches and a half 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

Near the lions' heads are the Antifixa,1  which are one foot eight' 
inches and a half in height, and one foot three inches and a half 
in breadth at the base. 	They are sculptured in relief, with the leaf 
of a plant diverging into thirteen parts, or ramifications : Stuart 
has inaccurately given them fifteen divisions ; the longest leaf is in 
the centre, the others decrease in size towards the base. 	With some 
difficulty I was enabled to trace and measure that which remains at 

t About Antifixa see Vitruv. b. 10. c. 15. 	Festus, b. 1. D. Pietro Marquez, Dell' Or- 
dine Dorico ricerche, Roma, 1803, in 8vo. and Cay. Onofrio Boni, 1805, in 8vo. and G uattani, 
Monument. antic. fined. 1805, in 4to. 
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the south-west angle ; it is seen on different monuments with a great 
variety in the number of its divisions, which would lead to a sup-
position that it was an: imaginary plant. 

It forms the principal ornament of the frieze and capitals of 
the temples of Erechthens, Minerva Polias, and Pandrosos, where 
it is alternately represented with seven and eleven divisions. 	The 
ramifications of .the leaf are sometimes straight, and sometimes bend 
inwards, but more generally bend gently outwards, as on those of 
the Parthenon and the Erechtheion. 	This is the most common of 
the Grecian ornaments, and is obseryed on temples, sepulchres, and 
vases. 	It is generally called. Lotus-.by English architects, and Pal- 
mette by the French. 	It. is delineated on the diadem of Juno, who 
is represented on the silver coins of Elis ; and it has some resemblance 
to the Lotus which is seen on the Mosaic pavements at Prwneste. 
It is evidently a. funereal ,ornament, as it is portrayed upon almost 
all sepulchral vases ; and is probably represented on temples, because 
they were originally the receptacles of the dead. 

The Erechtheion,  was the tomb of Erichthonios ; the Theseion that 
of Theseus; and the temple ,of Jupiter, in lEgina, that of .2Eacus ; 
besides many others which it would be superfluous to enumerate. 
The parsley and the myrtle were funereal plants, but bear no resem- 
blance to the leaf in question. 	The ancients were also accustomed 
to .employ, upon these occasions a plant, to• which they gave the 
name of amaranthos, the etymology of which shews that it was one 
of those plants which we term everlasting. From the property which 
it possesses .of retaining its freshness and lustre long after it is 
gathered, it became emblematic of the continued existence of the 
„soul when separated from its corporeal tenement. 	'There are indeed 
so many plants of the amaranthos kind, that it is difficult to know 
to which the ancients alluded. 	Pliny describes it in his Natural 
History ; he says it rejoices to be plucked, and flourishes the more; 
—" Miruthque in eo, gaudere decerpi, et lwtius renasci." 	He adds, 

1  Net. Mist. b. 21. c, 8. 
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that it derives its name from its jnever-fading quality-" Sutritna"ejiii 
matura in nomine est; appellato,- quOniani 'min Mares-eat?' 	' 	'''.' ' 

On each of the four lower angles-Of the pediments,: just abovethe 
lions' heads, is,an akro.  terion, on each Of 'which 'there was 	a 
statue, or some ornament ;• the holeS'foi etatips'are visible, and' there 
was probably something of the,  same' kind on: the'stimin it'!Of the iwo 

. pediments'. 	'This Was also' the' case at 'the temple Of jUpiter; -gt 
'Olympia; where gilt vases'' were placed - on the lower-Eitigleg, -and- a 
statue of Victory on the summit ; for .I cannot' imagine -that the -wOrd 
'en-men-at, which Pausanias uses, is 'properly translated . by Khuniui:, 
-who renders it " eminent," 'which the .Abbe-- Gedoyn has-  translated 
in his' turn, " 'Sont suspendues a la youte." 	Ile also telitesents:the 
"statue as hanging, which would have a Most singular effect .;-L" Du 
milieu de la -  v.oute, pend tine Victoire." • 	' 	• , • 	* . 	• 	,to. t_ .7 	,. 

The finest -'speciinens in the World of -Abe-  alto; as well as' of the 
basso relievo, are those of the :Parthenon. 	When the,:t6nple ',wits 
entire, there were ninety-two- metopw .; the whole'length of'whiCh 
'was about four hundred feet, and their height nearly font-'feet:=: :' 
' 	The Panathenaic procession2  in low -relief was carried quite round 
the exterior frieze of the cella for: five hundred and' twenty feet'; 'the 
height -of these figures is more than three '-feet three: inehes:. ,,IIII , 
.each'tyi-npanon , there' was-a length of -nearly'seventy feet .; contain-
ing colossal statues Of a'stylestiperior.to.any which aretO'be seen 'in 
the collectiOns -of France or Italy. This' single temple was accordingly 
enriched with - the most exquisite sculpture• for an: extent of: one 
thousand and sixty- feet, besides a 'magnificent: display of Other statues 
and -Ornaments.' The contemplation of this fact cannot but 'impress 
us with 'a grand idea of the taste -and- influence of Pericles,,  'as:well as 

.. 	. 	, 
. 	1 	. 	f 	f.. 	; 	z 	4' 	1 	1. 	R::, 	i 	''; 

, I Pausan.74. 5. tcl W.._ . 	: 	" .1" :.: 	',•. 	'”,,, '!`r 
t According to Henry Dodwell, the' great Panathenaia were celebrated in the - month 

Sltirophorion, which was the last month in the year. 	In Annat Thucyd. ann. 14, ich-170. 
Meurzius and Corsini place their celebration in the month Hecatompedori, or the first month 
in the year. 	Meurs. in Panath. c. 6. Corsini, Fast. Attic.' tom. 2. p. 357. 
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of the wealth-of Athens, and the.flourishing:state of 'the fine arts-  .iii 
that age of elegance and luxury.'17he Most.  projecting. part ethos& 
metopee,- which I was enabled to examine, is seven:inches, and a 
quarter-; but that which belonged to' the late Count: de Choiseul 
Gouffier,- has a projection of twelve inches and a half. 	.: - 	. ' 

The relief of the Panathenaic proCession; which projects only. two 
inches and a quarter, could not have had . a goOd effect 'when the 
roof of the portico was entire;. as it- is even- now only, faintly, and 
imperfectly .distinguished, though the-destruction.  of the greater.-part 
ofthe- roof has faCilitated -the admission, of the-light. 	Most of the 
figures of the. metOpaa are entirely naked, or nearly. soz. The same is.  
the case with those of the Theseion, and .of the monunient OfThsikra-
tea. - According to Pliny,'. "Grwca res est nihil yelare ;". but his remark 
is by no means indiscriminately true ;...for many of the figures in the 
Panathenaic- procession are. clothed ;' but every artist who• was ein-,  
ployed upon this work seems to have managed the. proportion of 
drapery according to his own potions of taste and elegance.: SOme 
of the figures are .completely clothed -from head to foot ; others have 
naked feet ; and others have boots of various kinds. 	Some have hats 
and helmets, and others . are uncovered ; , some .are: 'mounted . on 
horseback, and others. are on foot.. The .whole procession appears as 
if it bad been summoned to meet in the dead. of the night; and every 
person -had put-on those parts of his dress .which happened.to pre-
sent - theniselves.  at the . moment. But: it is. from _this -  seeming con-
fu6on;  this variety.of attitudes, of dress and. preparation; of preci, 
pitancy and care, of busy movement and - more relaxed effort, , that 
the composition derives so much of its effect.. An animated. reality 
is thus diffused throughout' the subject, adding interest to tvery 
figure, and epic grandeur to the whole. 	This: is the .most. extensive 
pieCe Of sculpture that was ever made . in Greece.: • , 	.! 	. 	. 
- The sculpture of the Parthenon, and indeed of all temples, was 

: 	- 	• 	• . 	. 	. 	 . . 	_ 

. 	i Nat. Hist. b..34. c. 5. 	 1 
VOL. z. 	 2 x 
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designed for effect; and the intended position of the figures on the 
edifice was evidently taken into consideration, The inaccuracies, 
the disproportions, and the apparent negligence observable in some 
parts, and which are striking when placed on 'a level with the eye, 
disappear when elevated to that height, for which the effect was cal- 
culated,. 	And there can be little doubt that all the sculpture which 
has been brought from the Parthenon to this country, with the excep-
tion perhaps of the wonderful fragments from the tympana, have lost 
a great part of their beauty and effect by the removal. Their position 
in the British Museum is at the same time too high and not high 
enough. They are too high for the close examination of those artists 
who might be benefited by a minute scrutiny of every muscle and 
movement of the body, as well as every fold and turn of the ,drapery ; 
but they are not sufficiently elevated to produce that grandeur of 
effect which was 'originally designed. 	We may hope -that their posi- 
tion Will be /improved, when they are placed in the noble edifice, 
withal it is said will at some future period be erected for their re- 
ception. 	In -the ,mean time it may reasonably be apprehended, that 
long previous to the foundation of the intended gallery, the wooden 
place -which at present contains them will be burnt to the ,ground, 
and the marbles of Phidias converted into lime. 	 . 

It would 'perhaps be a question not undeserving the consideration 
of the trustees -of the national Museem,'whether the arts of sculpture 
and Idesign -would not be more benefited,-by placing -casts at the same 
height which the marbles originally occupied 'On the Parthenon, and 
by lowering the marbles themselves to the level of the eye. 

It is to .be hoped that 'the ancient remains of Greece 'will for the 
future be preserved with more respect than they have hitherto ex- 
perienced. 	The Constantinapolitan patriarch .has been induced by 
the' Greeks, who are fondly anticipating the regeneration of their 
country, to issue circular orders1  to all the Greeks not to-disturb 
any ancient remains ; and neither to assist nor connive at their de- 

. 
1 ipaiolra irvAta. 
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Struction nor removal, under pain of excommunication. 	Theplunt• 
der of the Athenian temples was the cause of this necessary measure. 

It is probable that all the Athenian sculptors, particularly the 
scholars of Phidias, were employed in this grand national work. 
The pieces are marked by a palpable diversity in the merit of the 
execution. 	The horses' heads in. general are extremely fine, but 
rather large ; and their necks are thick, like Alexander's Buce- 

„ phalus.1 	This is a characteristic feature in the Grecian horses, pare 
ticularly in those of Thessaly, to this day. 	The oxen which are 
seen in these bas-reliefs are perfect representations of the finest 
species of those animals, and we need not wonder that they are so 
much admired by our graziers, when we consider that those which 
were intended for offerings to the gods were carefully selected for 
the superiority of their appearance, were ceEuvEc, never bore the 
yoke,' and were only five years old when sacrificed. 

The legs of. some of the men are disproportionately short and 
thick ; but though this grand work is not without its imperfections, 
yet these invaluable remains exhibit more genius, more knowledge 
of anatomy, and more real effect, than are to be found in any other, 
sculpture in the world. 	 . 

It.is the opinion of a learned observer,2  that the sculpture of the 
Parthenon was exhibited to the public before it was elevated to the. 
place which it was to occupy upon the temple, and for that reason, 
those parts which could never have been distinguished from below, 
were as highly finished as those in the front, which were exposed to 
view.. The ten metopm which now remain at the south side of the 
temple, are embellished with the old story of the Centaurs and the 
Lapithai at the nuptials of Perithoos.  

A different subject was portrayed on the metope of the 
northern side;_ but of these the figures are so mutilated, that it is 
difficult to be ascertained, though it appears to be the combat be- 
tween- -the Athenians and the Persians, or the Amazons. 	The 

1 Strabo, b. 15. p. 698. 	.. 	' The late E. Q. Visconti. 
2 a 2 	.. 
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-metopm of the:fivo fronts are. ago b•nititelligibl&;. i'bitt'it:is -Cle'ar lilt 
Centaurs -  form no -part of the: subject.. 	It is a furious: fact,-that the 
•grandestreinaips •of, Grecian sculpture, not -only' represent fabulous 
events,: but imaginary animalS, which -never. could exist,: excefit Tin 
the 'fantastic ideas of the Greeks. ' -The Centaurornachiis -seetn'tti 
.haVe 'been. - More multiplied on ancient . monuments than.any ,Other 
-Grecian fable ; we still see 'them on the Parthenon and 	Theseioil 
-at 'Athens,. on the temple 'at Sunium, and on th-at'of :Apollo.Epi-; 
lo.urios. in Arcadia.' 	.. 	-- 	. 	- 	' 	- 	... 	- 	- 	• 	- 	_. 	- 	.. 
:.., - The7pbSitions .and.,  the movements of .all the figures of the Par.-
thenon-afe not:only elegant, but there is not the smallest-symptom 
of constraint or violence, . of any deviation from: taste,' - or . .any 
'violation 'of grace..• • •No, less attention has been paid to the beautiful 
realities' of life, ,-than , to the ..imaginary' perfections 'Of 'that ideal 
beauty which exists:.only 'in-:the mind; 	All .the . individuals- ' in the 
.animated mass, are: not only occupied; but occupied. so as to, interest 
rthe beholder: 	None .of: the :figures. are -emplOyed merely to fill-up': 
tiley,  all take a part:in the .busy. scene.! 	:The:drapery is .remarkable 
•for its. . ethereal tenuity, and' its 'high-wrought perfection. 	The 
anatomical excellence of the sculpture is' not' inferior to its.  other 

...beauties. 	The 'graceful • varieties' Of 'the human form. were :never 
:More accurately .exhibited; nor , was' the mixture of ',different Ages 
,and . sexes ever. blended together with more interest,-nor contrasted 
with-More effect 	. 	,.. 

It is much -to be regretted that 'the finest works of Thidias 'were 
.cortiposed .. of ivory. 'and ;gold ; - the one a perishable materiab., the 
other a metal of too much intrinsic 'value for permanent. preserva- 
tion.. 	It is therefore probable, that the most beautiful'.  produetkins 
of his , genius .owe' their -deStruction: more to avarice.thari 'to time. 
,The Chryselephantine statues, particularly. those of, coloSsaIlditheti=; 
• signs; were probably composed ;of wood within, .w hile the nitirei costly 
• materials were employed only.in the superfices— _Tausaniasl-inentions 

',.. 	.., 	, 	JI.:10-0er6 quts)(1 Iv% 1. c.,40.. 	k,  6 J.:i; 	,0 ,4 	1 	ru. 	- 
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sonle:mnAnished _statues .9f, wood -at Megara,, which Theokosmos was 
to :have :completed with ivory and gold.1  

. ..carP,elY :any, fragments, of sculpture are remaining ;on the ,eastern 
:tympanon, ; -the ,beautiful - statues vt-hich, were. taken from it•in 1801 
.have, sinceJ3een placed,  in the • British, Museum. 	_ ! 	• , 
. , The slight difference which Swart has noticed in the diameters of 
•some of the columns ,of the Parthenon;  .and the consequent .variations 
-in -the intercolumniations, are so, trifling, that.they are neither visible 
:nor intentional, ,except at the four, angles. 	In, an edifice of such 
:dimensions, the preservation of perfect mathematical accuracy is 
:almost impossible ; but a minute and hardly perceptible disparity-is 
very different from the gross and clumsy: irregularity, of some of the 
ancient buildings at Rome, particularly of. the temple ,of,Contord ; 
,and everi.of the much boasted 'Pantheon, where it is .almost imme- 
diately:remarked by :a common,obs.erver. : 	 , 	, 

On the, entablature of this front,,ander, .eaCh. metopa is 4,  square 
:hole, in ,which,something• was fornierly.fixed .: • Stuart notices .these 
:holes, 	an.d,has occasionally indicated them: in :.his. drawings. • It 'is 
probable that shields 'were suspended on, the:entablature : - and . as 
the, part which .was covered by..the shields was protected from the 
-effects.: of .theweather, it is less discoloured , than the ',other part of 
:the', Marble ; their form.-and size, are-  clearly distinguishable;; they 
.were ;perfectly round,, and. about three feet and a, half-in diaineter. 1 
, 	:The spaces between the ,shields .exactly under the triglyphs, were 
;probably. filled. up :,with-:helmets -and. other- pieces. of. armour, which 
;the. Athenians had taken from their enemies, and dedicated to .their 
tutelar divinity, the Goddess of_War. : 	, 	, . 	 . 
. ,I.Trider some of the triglyphs we find five rows, with nine holes in 
each; :which are omitted in' the drawings of Stuart. 	The western 
front :seems.also to have been adorned in the' same manner, but with 
a much less quantity. 	We know that it was a common customs ,10 

--,- 	7,--- --- 	4 .See also Lucian's Jupiter, Tragced. 8.. 
2.See the lines of Alcmus cited by Athemus Deipnosoph. b. 14. c. 5, 6. 
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hang up arttionr in the temples of the gods ; such were the 'avaevauterk 
offered for victory. 	 t 

Livy,1 .Plut4reh,4  and Pausanias mention several instances of this 
kind ; 	and Arnotigst others, the latters- says, that twenty-one shields 
were suspended from the girdle above the columns, which,  circled' 
the temple of Jupiter at Olympia : these shields 'were the spoils of 
the Achaians, which Mummius dedicated to Jupiter. And 'again, 
the same author informs' us that the Delphians hung up the armour 
of their enemies on the epistylia of the temple of Apollo : and that 
amongst these Consecrated trophies were the golden bucklers of the 
Gauls, and those of the Persians, who fell at Marathon; 	He4  also 
informs us, that the tyrant Lachares took away the golden shields 
which were in the Acropolis of Athens. 	. 	. 	• 

The shields mentioned' by Pausanias in the Athenian Acropolis, 
were probably the same of which the marks still remain in the 
temple ; they were no doubt circular, as he uses the word aa-vriss to 
which the epithet etnancx4 is applied by. Homer. 	We know that the 
shield of Minerva was round, and that it was called curvr4 ; it is the 
Argolic shield represented on many Grecian coins.--" Argolici 
Clypei, aut Phcebem lampadis instar."0 	,  

The Gallic and the Persian shields, or, 'Epps, were oblong, accord- 
ing' to :Strati®? 	The Athenian Poikile was also ornamented_with 
shields,,g and we see in Livy9  that the Romans had the-Same custom. 
The glittering armour, which was probably of gold or bronze, with 
its numerous - metallic appendages, fixed on the sculpture' which 
there is reason to suppose was painted, .tagether with the adasrling 
whiteness of the columns, must have.reflected a splendour; andlhare 
exhibited a magnificence, beyond imagination. 

It is difficult to reconcile to our minds the idea of polychrome 
• . 	, 	• 	, 	 ,J 	It• 	' 	.0 	(II 	t0 	1 

, 	. 	 1 	 . 	 I 	' ,I 	' 	, I. 	IIR W 	1`1, 	011 	' 

' 1  B. 22. c. 57. b. 24. c. 21. b. 35. c. 10. 	° Life of Timoleon and-of keliii)idas. 
3 13. 5. c. 10, rqs WrEp TAW SWAIM' lreptEhowync  4.covnc,. 	, 	' 	l' ' 	4 B.1. e:eor,,, 	.J •• 
6  Pausan. 6.1..t. 17. 	i 	. 	.. 	1 P Virgit, ,J3Es. 'S.*,  637. 	,. tr 	J hr 	B1144:0 " Cfl  

8  Pausan. b. 1.t.- 15. 	1 	:'. 	' 	e .: 	.,', BAEL:(14•47.,,.. 	11 	:, 	-;' .4 	.^PC). -411'.•9?' 	)1 	n 	'' 
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temples and - statue0 ; ,but it -is certain that the 'practice was familiar 
to the Greeks in the earliest times, and even 'in the age of Pericles. 
-Na doubt -all. the Oreciae 'temples were _ornamente in the 'sonic 
manner,. and the painting vas Certainly coeval with the buildings 
thernselves,1 as it is always executed -with 'the highest finish and the 
greatest elegance, :corresponding , with the sculptured parts, 	The .  
temples of Jupiter Panhellenios in JEgina, and of Apollo Epikou-
rios in. Arcadia, are enriched sus itli a profusion of painted ornaments, 
which time has not :yet-obliterated, 	'The statues found in the tem- 
ple of JupiterPanhellenios were all painted ; the eolours are visible, 
and the attributes were of bronze and lead.. 	Strabo'. affirms that 
Panamos„ the brotherof Phidias,Taintecl the statue of Jupiter. 

Pausanias describes many painted statues in Greece. 
. :Granger, Pocock, Norden, Bruce, .Devon, and other travellers, 
mention. temples and hieioglyphies .in Egypt painted with various 
colours ; 'and I excavated in different parts a Attic*, $emal sculp-
tured fragments of marble and .terra peotta, the colours. of which Were 
still preserved, 	indeed the taste ofthe -Greeks, i'A painting their 
sculpture; Was according to -our modern notions a a most extra-
ordinary Rind; and it is an example which .no modem sculptor would 
venture to imitate. 
,. 	Besides the custom of painting statues, the ancients .had various 
other: methods. of enriching- their. appearance; In ost of which 4-e'irre-
coneilable with our ideas ofbeauty. or congruity. Some were gilded ;2  
many :of them bad eyes composed :of coloured stones, gems; .or glass.3  
There. were statues-of wood, with the head, hands, and feet; of marble ; 
otheri of box-wood,' with the. bead gilt, and some of which:the face 

'..471i.;6.'- p.`..54. The colour on -the colossal granite lead, lately arrived at the BritishMuseiun 
fromEgypt,,i&still visible ;:aproof that variegatelias well as white marbleunderwent that operation. 

'-' The equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius, and a Hercules in the Capitol, were gilded. 
k Pliny, Nat.,.Hist..Winckelmann, Istoria dell' Arti, and: Visconti Museo Pio Clem. See 

the valuable :0Q1lentiwof ;brows,'  !belpngin A0 R.13,,liAight, gsq,' some of which have ,attri-
butes ,of goletand,eyes,efzlass;  !see Ramat). 44.1,0. 40.- -11. g. ,V.1.-g: b. 2. ic..4..1k.-2. c. I I. 
b. 6: c..20. 24. ,e6. b. 7. c. -fat :2_,..' 126,,b..A. 4 W.44-t., Al . M. l.9.' c. 4. 	• 	.1 
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alone was visible, while the rest-Was, covered with garments. 	Some 
had heads which were;fixed on in such a-manner that they might be 
detached, and others placed in their stead ; others had 'beards of gold, 
and wigs of a different piece of marble from -.the head;  which might'  
be "removed: and changed-at pleasure; and thus the same-statue 
might in turn ,represent .various divinities or persons : but, this last, 
custom was chiefly practised' at Rome.- 

Great part of the Parthenon, which Once sparkled with the chaste 
but splendid :brilliancy of the Pentelic .marble, is now-covered with 
the warm and -mellow tint of an autumnal sun-set. The whole of the 
western front has acquired from age an ochreous patina,1  which is,  
composed' of deep and vivid hues. 	The eastern front is still more 
picturesque: Some -parts of the columns-  are nearly black, which 
was- probably caused by the .  smoke of some - neighbouring -cet- 
tages. 	The most prevailing colour is a reddish yellow - of -dif- 
ferent degradations :. the , darkest tints are about the soffits and the 
capitals. The warmest are; found in the epistylia and the middle of 
the- columni, and the lightest .towards the base: The south; side of the 
temple is of a very light colour; indeed in some partg'the Marble 
nearly retains its original whiteness. 	The northern.:side which re= 
ceives only the_ departing* rays of the sun is of a cold tint, and:  in 
some part covered with an almost im perceptible lichen of dusky green: 

All the Athenian. buildings which face, the south are .of a lighter 
colour than those with a northern aspect.. At .Athens the southern 
winds seldom bring rain ; but the. contrary' is the case at Rome, 
where it rains so frequently in the winter, that the buildings exposed 
to -the south are more .deeply coloured than thOse, which lace- the 
north. 	This effect is quite extraordinary in some of the most ancient 
buildings of Latium, which are situated on heights :, it is partico.= 
larly remarkable at Norba, where the wall of the Acropolis terminating 

• . 
. 	. 

1  Upon some parts of the statues from the tympana of the Parthenon, and upon the archi-
tectural fragments of the :Erechtheion, which are in the British 'Museum,. remains of this 
golden patina are. still visible, though much diminished since-their temoval froin• Athens. 	• 	-- 
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in '=a' -right angle, the.. side-facing the'. east is _perfectly 'preserved, 
and the' stones Closely 'United ; but the southern - side *which joins' it;  

. is .. so .much broken • and .craoked by the destruCtive sirocco; that it 
appears. to have beeri -composed' Of rough stones:. 	• 	, 	, " • • 
:,• The desbription :which TaVernierl giyei Ofthe Parthenonis so singu-
larly inaccurate; that I insert it, for the amusement of.  My readers': 
he ,says; ,", Le Chkeau enfetme , un fort . beau teniple; et fort' spa-
cieux, - tout bki de 'marbre blanc, depuis le haut jusqu'ad bas; et 

-soutenue par de tres.;bellei' colonnes.  de marbre. noir, 'et de pOrphYre. 
Autour du'temple, et au ciefaut 'du toot qui est ausSi tont entier; de-
pierres plates, de marbre tres=bienordonnees; se voyent tour les beaux 
faits d'armes! des, anciens. Grecs, en. bas,relief,,  et chaque figure, est 
ellyiron de -deUx pieds et demi de haut. II y a; autour dil temple, 'une 
belle galleriei: oll quatre. 'persons es; peuvent -se prornener . de - front ; 
elle,eSt.soutenue par :seize. colonnes de raarbre:blanc de chaque.c6te 
en longeur, : et de 'six -a Chaque. bout, . et route couverte et payee de 
ineme-:etoffe: . Ce temple est. acCompagne d'un Tort .beau, p-alais..cle 
rnarbre bIanc." , 	• 	: 	• 	: '. 	.- 	' 	- 	: 	• . 	' 	- 	. 	• 	, 
. : Stuart! will have it, fronla passage of Thucydides, that the treasury, 
or OpisthodomoS. of Minerva, was withinthe Parthenon., Potters says, 
that. it was on: thee" back side.of the temple;', in -which he has folloWed 
Suidas. 'and Harpocratiori.,  The treasury of the,  temple was. probably 
within the .temple itself; and the treasury of the state in a separate 
building,  within. the Acropolis.' Wheler says, that Pausanias- calls the 
temple Parthenion ; this however is 'erroneous,: as that author. writes 
it,:riezOgywv. 	Wheler is'also followed by Potter •and, Winckelmann. 	" • 

.The slight and imperfect description which ancient authors, and 
particularly Pansanias, have left 'us of the - Parthenon, and of the 
Acropolis in general, was probably designed to , avoid , the repetitign 
of .what :had been: said by Heliodoros and by Polemon ;4  the first bf 
whom wrote fifteen books, and the second four, on theAcropolis alone. 

. 	. 	. 	, 	 . . 	 . 	. 
: 	, Voyage de Perse, livre 3. 	 2  Vol. 2. c. 1. p. 5.. 	, 

Antic}, b.. .,9.,8, p. 81.. . 	• 	 ! Strabo, b. 9. p. 396. .., • , 
VOL. I. 	 2, Y 
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, • Another work' was als.o written on the Parthenon-  by Iktinos and 
Karpion. Kallistratos wrote also an account of Athens, and Philo. 
choros one on,  Attica in general. 	Pausanias only makes a slight 
mention of two subjects on the Parthenon ; the birth of Minerva, 
and the contest between Neptune and that goddess, which were 
upon the tympana. 	He leaves the battles between the Centaurs 
and the Lapithai, and even the Panathenaic procession, without any 
observation 4_ 	, ' 	 . 

TO the north of the Parthenon, at the distance of one hun-
dred and fifty-six feet, are the united temples of Neptune Erech-
theus, Minerva Polias,3  and Pandrosos, the daughter of Cecrops. 

The divinities who had a common temple' were termed ITUPPC401,. or 
CrUVOnceigi ; and those who' had an altar in common, 01.40CCIZSOI ;5  and, as 
they occupied the same place in the common worship which they 
received, they were also Called Trapapot, 01.1A.1 60i, and ouvOpovoi. There 
were several double temples in Greece and Italy. 

At Athens there was the temple of Castor and PollUx ; that of 
Sleep and Apollo at Sicyon ; that of Apollo and Diana at" Egion ; 
of Lucina and Sosipolis- at Olympia ; of the Sun and Moon : at 
Rome; and of. CaStor and Pollux at Cora; besides many others 
which it would be tedious to enumerate. Thii twofold adoration 
is' common in Catholic countries :' at Rome.there are several churches 
dedicated to two saints ; as Saint Ambrosius and Saint 'Charles; 
Saint Sergins and Saint Bacchus, and others. 	Some are dedicated 
to more than two, as the Twelve Apostles, the Forty .  Saints, and 
the Pantheon now All Saints. 	 ' - 

. 	 . 
1 Vitruv. b. 7. Prwfat. 

 

.1 Were any modern traveller to write a description of Rome, it is probable that' Saint 
Petor's Church would form but a small part of his materials, owing to the many works" which 
have been writtenupon it, and from the general knowledge we have of its Curiosities. ' 	' ''' 

3  Or Guardian of the Citadel. The gods  who had temples in citadels ii,ie•re•suPixised to be . 	. protectors of them, and were termed Atcpatot hoe. , 	 t  
4 Ey Komi. .1 Pausan."13: 7.- c: 23. 	5 Potter's Antic'. b.-  e. c. 2.   p.'187. 
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. 	Stuart' conceives, that the temples above-mentioned were rebuilt 
on the spot where those stood which were burnt by Xerxes, and 
which were probably: the most ancient in Athens. , He imagines 
that Homer includes them all in the two following lines : 

Kiza a.  iv A9,,,,io: a:env Eq.) ev; Triovi yvv,2  
Where he particularly mentions the temple of Minerva. 	In the 
second he mentions the 44.01, of Erechtheus ; 

Awls cr EpExOn4 wtruivov (Toftoy.s.  . 	 . 	. 
The Athenians united the temples of Erechtheus and Minerva 

under the same roof, in order to commemorate the reconciliation be:. 
tween their_ favourite divinities ; and Plutarch' tells us. that a com-
mon -altar was erected in their honour, and denominated the Altar 
of Oblivion. 	Erechtheus5  was one of the names of Neptune., Some 
insist that Erechtheus the first is the same as Erichthonios the fourth, 
king of Athens. . 	 . 

Apollodoros6  says, that Erichthonios was buried in the temple of 
Minerva ; meaning Polias, as we see in Clemens,' Arnobius, and 

usebius.8 	 . 	. 
It was not unusual in the earlier periods of Grecian history, to 

honour heroes and great men, by placing their remains in the 
temples9 

 (of the gods, or by .making their sepulchres equal in size and 
splendour`to the temples themselves. 	The tomb of Cecrops was in 
the temple of Minerva," or its peribolos ; that of IEacus in the temple 
of Jupiter Panhellenios in iEgina ; that of Acrisius in the temple of 
Minerva at Argos ;11  and those of Androklea and Alkis, in that of 

i Vol. 2. c. 2. p. 17. 	 •2  Iliad, 2. v. .49. ' 	3  Odyss. 7. v. 81. 
- 	4  Sympos. ti. 9. Quest. 6. 	 5  Potter's Antiq. b. 1. c. S. p. 31. 
• 6  B. 3. :ew-w reitevet:.  

7  IN oat Fox8oveos; ork ev nu yaw rlic TIoXtaos kam&vrat. What of Erichthonios ? is he not 
buried in the temple of (Minerva) Polias ? 	Cohortat. ad  Gentes, p. 39. 

8  Prmparatio Evangelica, bt  11. 	 9  Potter's Antiq. b. 2. c.2. p. 186. 
" See Meursius de Regibus Athen. b. 1. c. 12. 	Stuart, vol. 2. c. 2. 
" 	 useb. Proaparat. Evang. 	. 

. 	 2 Y 2 
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Diana .fEukleia: at :Thebes..3', ': •The,Thesei‘ti?Naserectea as-armagni-
ficent. receptacle for the.bones ' of oe A thenIan hero f in& probably 
for ' this :reason .the. forms: of _.the ,  :most ,ancient;teniples .-ana tohibs 
bear a , striking reseinblance to _each: other!. The; sarcOphagi.ketho 
Greeks and Romans „were ,frequently made in imitation of temples; 
with their tympana and appropriate architectural ornanients., Tha; 
of Scipio,2  in the Vatican, hasla regular entablature adorned with 
triglyphs and metopm.   

Circular sepulchres were imitations of temples of that form, and. 
were' frequently larger than-the teMplei theniielves; for instance, 'the 
tomb-of Hadrian, that of Augustus, -and' many others:- 	• .. '4 	i - , ,,-. ,•f 

When-I was first at Athens; -the_ eastern': front Of the -Erechtheiori 
was adorned with an hexastyle colonnade of beautiful proportions and 
eiquisite workmanship : but of `the six 'columns 'which-I . beheld:, 
Only five 'remain.- - 'The column at the. tOrth-east , angle 'has. beeia 
taken away by the dilapidators, while some of the .wall of the cella has 
been, thrown down -with part of the 'arehitrave - and; frize, and i the . 	.   
north-east pilaster. - Part of the-coluinn with its_ capital are now in the 
British Museum ; but it.: is not' generally known _that to-Obtairi thiS 
comparatively unornamental mass,. which at present :serves as: the 
pedestal for ti/vase; recourse was had to: the :most. shameful and. bar} 
barons . dilapidatiOns:.  : EVery thing .relative,,to ;this !catastrOphe,Wai 
conducted ,with, an eager spirit•of insensateTbutrage; and an ardour 
of insatiate rapacity, in opposition, not only to everifeeling:oftaste, 
bdttcreiery sentiment of justice. and humanityt 1 	- ; 	., ,: ,1 -4) L. - 

The frize;of 'this front and thenorthern tympanon. of the-portico, 
ere of the dark _Eleusinian stone mentioned in. the Athenians inscriip. 
tion, _while the architraves,: cornice, land Other parts:: of Ilie;tetnple 
are.of white marble.,. Many _Wes are found in' this stlarkgrmilible,fand 
some cramps are still visible: it was. Covered with bas46.1iefsOtitthe 

. 	 , 	. 	 . 	• 
• li• .I tpfaiW ,W y 4 	 -Al: sA h k:.) bAgO ei:filk''ilidD .a. lcd hododlici E 

1 Pausatt..17. 	• 	.V2 :a £ .il Lucius Cornelius siipioltibutia 2 
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inseriplioe dOes 'not en able-. be i ' to--; determine .Wliether :they I were. , of 
marble , orf- of broni€4. It is -most probable' that they-were,  of 'bronze; 
as ,the erampt'!da.not-appear,-of_:sufficient size and: strength to sup 
port .the, weight of marble.blocks ; 'beSi des yihich, 7the necessarythiek4 
neSeivf., the _marble-Would have forined too great a•-Projection.  for the 
place which they occupied. 	- I have seen the rocks of .Elensiriian 
Marblei.;near theiruins of EleuSis;_-  and': the: reniains • of- an : ancient 
square tower in =the plain-are:composed of its materials; as 'well -as a 
part oftheftemPles.: 	4 	..., 0 ; 	, , 	. 4 	- • 	- . 	,t 	.. 	• 	• 0 	1 	'" '. 	. 	'' 	' 

::The western- front- of the ErechtheiOni which:was probably the 
part- dedieated:, td .,MinerVa; is pseudo4jeripttral, the; . entablature 
being supported ;by-half ColuMns,:-.''ori round pilaster's', attached to 
the..Wall:whicli ineloses.  the 'cell.: ; The.,Cheragie monument of Lysi-
kratei iwas ?also :Wilt in 'the .'same manner,. :as',well as the temple of 
Jupiter (31ympios;.= - at, AgrigentUm ;-' the temple' of Fortuna Virilis., 
the theatre, of lgarcellus,-  and the ;Flavian amphitheatre at .Rome; 
tvird, temples,: the.: sepulchre -of the 'Plautian: family, .anc1 part of the 
villa .of MwcenaS,:at Tivoli; and:atemple. at Balbec.f -* 	. 	- 	' ' 

-The. frize of ;the western front-  :of the-  ,Erechtheion. has alsO been 
anciently:ornamented ;. but apparently less.. so thanthattowardsthe 
east : some holes are seen in the _marble..' PausaniaSs.says, that the 
armour-Of the :Persians; and particularly of MacistioS, , were in .the 
temple of 'Minerva PoliaS.. 	They were probably :suspended on: the 
epistylia. 	• . 	, 	- 	. 	-.., 	.. 	, 	, 	-, 	. 	. 	._ 

A. description of this temple-is rendered unnecessary:by the plans 
and measurements of ...Stuart': ' One -singularity however escaped hii 
observation-:r ;the :columnar - -pilaster, - which is, ' contiguous' - to' the 
Caryatid. portico;:has a base different from the others,- which is not 
likely!to:have,been..an accidental omission in such a highly-finished 
Inild'ing.e 'oThe Athenian inscription mentions that theseleses were 

• . - 	 . . 	 . 
2  Published by 'Dr. Chandler,. and explained by W. Wilkins, Esq. 
2  W.9P4Moolphre, Euib,v tr J3 0a:. i; .5‘.. B. -1.• c.:27. 	'. . 	,. 4  See.'N'01: 24 ej -21 . 	- 
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unfinished .;, the corner one was. probably not. seen, and therefOre:ncit 
brought ,to perfection like the, otherS. 	. 	' 	. , 	. 	.. 	,,.. 	, • ;,i, , 

There is a. temple at-Assisi, in Italy, ,where all the columns-have 
different bases; and ,a, temple at Persepolis, according to. :Chardin,t 
has columns which have all „their„ capitals. and all, their 'bases. of 
various forms, 	.. 	, 	! 	 . 

The interior of the. cella of the Erechtheion was ,anciently. richly. 
ornamented ; a column of verde gniico,2,.and: some fragments of..the 
elegant frize which I saw lying amongst the ruins, have since. beer} 
removed and brought to this country. 	„The,-heaps of ruins .which 
cover. this part of, the .temple prevented the. possibility of searching 
for thd Erechtheis, or salt well, mentioned by,,HerOdotus,,Pausanias, 
and others. 	It possibly-still remains.,3  ,and is probably: the origin Of 
the small stream tear the cave of.Pan,,and_of :the salt w,e1141the 
theatre of, Herodes -Atticus, 	.The interior ,of h thp cell .wall is. very 
much. impaired and shattered, 'and appears in some. places. nearly 
calcined, as if from the action of fire; whereas the outer :part.ofthe 
wall, though exposed for so many ages to the effects,of the:weather; 
is in, the. highest state of preservation.. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 . :-.. , 	• 	. 	... ,:;. 	„ 
• . We are, informed by Herodotus,4  that the, temple of .Erechtheus 
was burnt by the Persians. 	, 	 . , 	• 	- 
• , Xenophon, says, that the old temple of MinerVa,. in the ',Acropolis, 
was. burnt ; ,but leaves it .doubtful whether he _alludes_ to that of 
Minerva Polias, or to the Hecatompedon.. 

The walls being of marble,. could riot be. consumed. by the: flames ; 
:bat. :only cracked,' and. partially ,calcined-: the crevices .:werei 0.05. 
hably.afterwards filled up. with stucco when the temple was, Opairedl, 
- 	• 	•, 	 ' 	- 	-- 	. 	. 	-. 	.. 	 - 	. 

- -, Voyage en Perse. 	- 	 3 Sent by bp. Clrkae to Cambridge. ' 	• 
: .3  Plato, in-his.Crilia.s.mentionaa fountain in the ACropolis having" been eilanSted by an 
earthquake. 	 4 B. 8. c. 55. 

5  Hist. b. 1'. c. 6. 0, ra?katos r, 	AOnvac non. 	Stuart conceives that this event Ilailpened 
about three years after the  survey was taken (alluding to pr..Chandler's'inseriViiOn), anathat 
the names of the Archon  anl,Ephoros are believed to be interVolated.;-,See PoaWell.'a annal. 
Xenopbon, and, de Cyc. taeon. Stuart,' Vol.!2. c. 2.V. 18. 	 - 	• 	, ••=1  i 	. 	: 	, 	. 
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and if' l'S'nei probable that the'Painiiiigs` WhiCh Pausanias1  mentions  
as being on the-  walls, would. 'be executed upon the bare Marble, 
but 'ibii.a;thint,eoat of stucco, which receives and retains the Colours 
better thadany other material.' .Stuart2  imagines that the Windows 
were 'dosed with transparent marble; or pheizgites : that stone however 
seems not to have been• known until the time of Nero.3 	They were 
perhapsclased:With laps speczilaris; which though a general term is 
comtho'nlY supposed to signify tale, or`rnica: 	Glass might even have 
been aployed; btit thiS'was-'riot likely; fOr `though in many'parti 
of Greeee'l disdovere& fragments'of glass .vaSeS, and several glass 
betties in the Athenian,  'sepulchres; yet I never 'found any fragments 
perfectly flat, aethe glass used in windows must be: 
'' It is'saia.that a:.  glass 'Window almost entire was 'diSCovered many 

years' 
 	• 	.  
agoamongst the ruins of Pompeii; and it would appear from . 

Pliny; thatit was used by the Greeks as Well as by 	Romans; but 
prObablY not' in early times.: 	Vopisens4  asserts, that Firmus fur• 
niSh4edliis lie* with:square bitS of glass; these were perhaps win,: 
do4s, but the author is not sufficiently' explicit 	*Senecal mentions 
windoWs long before this time, 'but it is' probable they-were,  of lapis 
pe'cular'ie.' .Tertulliaii6' mentions comneuni spealar; which 'seems to 

allude ' to windoWs .cloSed with horn; ' but the passage is 'obscure. 	' 
': Ai :iieryfew fraginents of WindOw-glais, 'and none-of pheniites 
dil' iai)ig .ipezdaris,:have been found in . the 'ruins Of Grecian cities; 
net even at Pompeii nor Herculaneum, we may reasonably- infer that 
WinitiOivs :)f .  thesei-niaterialg Were very rare- in early times. 	At all 
eVdfitii;::tlie'inical:pkengites; and horn, were only calculate& to ad-
inif thiliglig7 like hound -glass, but without :the linipid transparency 
of-onvinixierapanes.---Tavernierz-says,--that in big time, some of the 

.9.sf;hffiti,..:3 0.i 	3i.i: 	, rif 	'f - t, ,, 	.. 	 . 	 r 	 • 
'4: 0 b3,81Friixa 	moci r„^ ,•; 	•: ! tL.,  1 ,. 	.,t 	, 	, 1 	• 

	

1  B: I -c. Sk z f  . 	,:: 	0  VOL 2. c4. 21; ' 	, 	3  Pliny, Nat, Hist. b.: 56: c: 22. 
!'4,.'jp%iikic- aiais 1-4it'-cliGlitti 	natu et vitreis'iinadratUrisliituinifie-iiiiiqiie irkediamenr  
loll tic , 	t-lillID;;.0.4 	' 	E.,q ilil..'.-;" 	- ' ' 2  ; 	, 	, 	: 	" 	' 	. 	- 	"J 	" 	,', 	'o•r 	l' ' f 	: ,,. 	0 
til, inserts, 	,Idt.i..x4.rrpebjtut.;=.X.4e of,rFj!ir,ny!?  p40i8.,.,  , uT,. 

ji 
 ,, 	

11
,..,

0  ,,, f, 
	., 

"0"Epist. 66. 	- 	'." ''''' ' - " 	€ 0 De Iiiiinui;:c. 53,. p. 50J, 	' 	- 9  " 
,P 	.q 	..:: 	.. 	i ,.' 	;ilf.;111!.. 	.M.Y.M...t ,. v, 	,Er 	h,, . .0 	„lo t., 	., 	. 

7'  Relation du-Serrail, c. 15. 
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windows of the seraglio' at Constantinople,' Were' ClostcPwitli talc 
instead of glass, which is'the; case at present `in China:. In the north 
of Italy, the windows of poor houses' are closed with paper; Which :ad:. 
mits all the cold; but little of the light. : 	- - 	'-,; 	• ---- '' 	-14 ' 

The northern,' tetrastyle 'portico, being now,  blocked' upc !with:a 
modern ,walli'is seen. to great disadvantage., 	Its effect i-riust- have 
been airy, but , weak, on; account. of the contrast:of the elegant pro-
portions of the columns with the uncommon breadth of the interco-
lumniation, which wasthe diastyle, deviating from the usual Grecian 
proportions: ' The interior of this portico is a. powder* magazine'; its 
ancient cieling and door-way, with its beautiful' decorations; are en-
tire ; the former of which is composed of large- teams of 'marble, 
twenty-two feet .in length, ornamented with square' 6Ort1partnients, 
where the ancient gilding is still visible. 	I here speak • from the au,  
thority of others',' as I found it impossible to obtain permission p ex= 
amine the interior of this building, which is highly -interesting:from 
its perfect state of preservation.' 	The' door which.led- from' the por'  
tics to the cella is blOcked•up. 	' ' 	- 	-: 	" 	- 	' 4 	- ; - 	. 	, 
* During :my regidenc& at Athens, the work of devastation having 

been begun by. the 'Christians, was iniitate& in' an:' lintrible mariner 
by. the Turks, and a large BloCk of the. epistylia 'of the Erechtheion:at 
the south-west angle; contiguous to the Pandroseion; was thrown down 
by' order of the Disdar, and placed 'over-cine Of the doors ofthe for.-,' 
tress ! 	As I imagined that he intended to demoliSh other parts of this 
elegant edifice, which seemed doomed to destruction; I took the liberty 
of remonstrating on the impropriety of his proceedings"... : He: pointed 
to the Parthenon ! to the Caryatid portico ! rand. to the Erechtheicin ! 
and answered, With" a singullarlyenraged tone of yoke, 1 	-What :right 
have you to complain ? 	Wher& are now the marbles which were 
taken by your countrymen from the temples?" — 	' 'I* 

The Pandroseion portico, which is attached to the south4vest'end 
of the Erechtheion, is too well known to need any Indie. than 'Some.  
general remarks. 	SpOn's description of this elegant little building 
is worthy of Tavernier's account of the Parthenon. 	Though the 
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former Ava.S. a, man ,of talent, .and an observing traveller, yet his 'work 
is, ful)...9f those , errors . and .omissions.. peculiar to books of :travels 
written, at that; period.1 	, 	. 	, 	. 	. 	 . 	. 	. 
• Speaking' of the Caryatides; he says " au midi du temple de 

Xinerve, se voyent quelques masures anciennes, et quelques statues 
de"femines,- enclaVeeS dans 'un. mur,, qui etbient pent-etre ,les trois 
',Graces,-  que Socrate y..avoit taille," In the time of Spon: there were 
fivei  of these architectural statues,- if not six, which was the original 
luppber ;'.and though 'they -are, extremely beautiful, and admirably 
sculptured,,.yet ,they, have. not the smallest characteristic of the 
Graces ; but figuratively represent the weight -of slavery,- and the 
Severe,,forms.of,Caryan' females,'-  rather, than, the light freedom and 
easy elegance of the. daughters of Venus. 	Indeed the fethale,figure 
cannot well be - placed in a more .'ungraceful attitude, than thatin 
which it is seen „under the. pressure of, a ponderous mass of entabla;- 
ture ! 	The drapery of the Caryatides towards the base,. seeing to 
have been made,With, a certain degree of straightness and formality, 
in order to approach - to the appearance of fluted columns. ' This 
peculiarity is too marked to be accidental. • The figures. all look to-
wards the south ; half their numbers are, represented with 'their right 
knee straight, _and the left bent ; and the other half-are in the Con-
trary, position :.,although this is not the most natural position for 
colUmnar, statues which support so great' a weight,. yet it is the most 
elegant,  

,Only„fout, of them:are at present remaining, as one was taken 
clown, during the plunder 	of 'the Acropolis in. 1801, when an 
ill.rbnilt, pilasteri , of - small -expense, was substituted 'in its place, m. 
-Order .to :support the entablature, which . will fall: as 	soon-  as 'the 
prOp keeays,t 	Future travellers will easily .  trace ,on -the modern 
pilaster the letters EAriNoz EllOILT, which probably records the 
Ataicer'§ ,natle-; 	; , 	' , • , . 
- The 	arl_of. Guildford, influenced .by a laudable -attachment to 

1  The origin of this story ii in Vittuvius, b. 1. e. 1. 
VOL. !. 	 2 z 
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the classical remains of the Athenian Actopolis, has had a statue 
made in London , of artificial stone, from -a cast of the Caryatii 
which is in the British Museum, and has already' sent' it ,to Atheni, 
to replace the original; and the disgraceful substituted pilaster 1Vill 
be removed. 	' 	- 

Would 'it not be worthy of this country to imitate such a noble 
example, and to restore to its' plaCe the column of the Erechtheion, 
and the dismembered entablature, which might be done without any 
very Serious.  expense ? our Museum would only be deprived of' that 
single 'column, which might be replaced by a cast, answering fully 
the purpose of the original. . ' 

We should be esteemed for such an action by all nations, and 
particularly by the Greeks and Turks ; who, from such an example, 
would learn to respect the ancient monuments of their country. 

During my first visit to Athens; the Caryatides were nearly cons 
cealed by 'a modern wall, the removal of which has very much 
improved the appearance of the monument, and was done by the 
dilapidators, not with any intention of benefitting this singular ea.. 
fice, but merely to examine which was the most entire of the statues; 
and to facilitate its removal. 	 . 

The Caryatis of the eastern side has been taken away i it is not 
known at what time; but probably after `the siege of the Vene:- 
tians. ' There was a Caryatis in the palace Mattei at Rome,. which; 
in 	its dimensions, form, 	and style, corresponds with the' figure 
taken from the PandroSeion. 	The left knee is in a projecting posi- 
tion; as that on .the: eastern side of'the' portico:would naturally_have 
been, in' oppoSition to that of the Caryatis on the western side. 

The base, and the capital have . been 'restored, but without discri-
mination.; as the capital has been formed into a modius, 'from a 
suPpOsition thA Me statue represented a Canephoia. I cannot 
however assert positively that this is one of the Athenian. Caryatides, 
as when I saw it, it was in "a bad light;  and was' hewn me-only for 
a few minutes in a Coach-house; it had. begg purchased from the 
lkiattei failiili by a Roman painter_- 	 ..,,;;1; 1 	1;,  . 11 IYA•i. 1t 
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f- There were anciently some other examples of columnar statues in 
Greece. 	Pausaniasi mentions a bronze tripod at Athens, supported 
by' statues of Phrygian -marble, representing Persians : .but the. most 
celebrated was the portico of the Persians at Sparta, mentioned by 
Vitruvius,2  which he says supported the roof : they probably stood 
over the first range of columns, acting as a second or upper range, 
similar to the colossal statues of the temple of Jupiter Olympios at 
Agrigentum ; and this seems to be the case from the words of Pau-
sanias,3  siol Z%g e7rt rev wovtio ntperou Xi6 at) MUM rat &XX% from which it 
would appear that the statues were upon the columns, like those of 
an ancient building at Thessalonika,4  where figures of both sexes are 
placed upon an entablature of the Corinthian order, and assist in 
supporting a second epistylion. 

The temple of Jupiter Olympios, at Agrigentum, was ornamented 
within the cella with male - statues about twenty-five feet in height, 
supporting the roof : several fragments of the statues. have been.dis. 
covered ; they are in the Eginetic style, and composed of different 
layers or .frusta; like- a column.5 	According to Pliny,6  the Roman 
Pantheon was ornamented with Caryatides by the-Athenian,  Dio-
genes ; but it seems that they were placed upon the columns, and 
at too great .a height to be seen-to advantage: 
- A bas-relief' was found some years ago in the-ruins of Pompeii, 
representing two .Caryatides supporting an entablature. 	The same 
thing is seen in some ancient paintings -of Herculaneum. 	There are 
some Caryatides-of great beauty in the villa Albani, near Rome, which 
-are said WI-lave. been found in the ruins of the villa of Herodes Atti- 
cus, near -that City. 	They are not of so severe a style, nor quite so 
large, as= those of the Pandroseion, but more elegant; and of admirable 

- , 	. 	. 	 , 
'1'V '1; i;,iti.t`' rt"• 	g B; 1. e. I. 	a B. 3. c. 11. 	4  See Stuart, vol. 3. c. 9. 
5  This circumstance ,was communicated to me by Mr. IL Cockerell,- whose iVork upon this 

temple is anxiously expected. 	 6  Nat. 1iist.:1i. 3fi F. 5. 
7  See the splendid work of Mons. Mazoii on Pompeii; also an altai;siipperied by Atlantes 1 	. • 	r 	• : 	^4 	1 	'J , 	y', 	-- 	'. in the Museum at Paris. 

2 z 2 
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sculpture. 	The Vatican contains colossal male figures, of the Egyp- 
tian style, of red granite, which were at the villa of Hadrian, near Ti- 
voli. 	Instead of columns the Egyptians made frequent use of figures 
of the human form, some of which •of eighteen feet in height were 
employed in a temple raised by Psammeticus.1 	Le 'Brun has repre- 
sented an ancient building at Persepolis, with bas-reliefs of Atlantes 
supporting the entablature. 	Viteuvius2  says, that female statues in. 
that position were called Caryatides, but that male figures were 
named Atlantes by the Greeks, and Telamones by the Romans. 

The Caryatid portico is roofed with large square blocks, which 
are divided into laquearia, or lacunaria, elegantly ornamented with the 
Lesbic Astragal,3  enriched with' beads. 	At its north-east and north- 
west is a pilaster, of which Stuart4  has erroneously represented the 
capitals as equally ornamented on all sides ; ' whereas the eastern 
side of the one, 	and the western side of the ' other, are merely 
adorned with mouldings,, while the other faces are enriched with 
foliage, as they have been' delineated in Stuart's work. 

Stuart' has also ornamented the moulding of the west side under 
the pedestals of the Caryatides, in its full length, with the echinui 
and dart, whereas only a third part of it is worked, while the rest 
was designedly left plain and unfinished ; as a wall was originally 
attached to it in this place, and supported the higher level, a flight 
of steps conducting to the lower, which concealed this part of the 
moulding. 	The elevation of the earth, which has been conSidera- 
ble,6  at present conceals the Jcprris, or plinth,. upon Which the wall 
of the portico rests. 	The entablature is enriched with circular. 
ornaments, which either represent pater 	or shields. 	Ornaments of 
a similar kind are seen on the entablature of the monument of Phi- 
lekos, at Eski Hissar, the ancient Stratonice, in Asia Minor?' 	It 

, 

• . 	, 
DiOdor. Sic. b. 1. c. 67.. 	2  B. 1. c. 1. and b. 6. c. 10. 	3  Vitrui. b. 4. c. 6. 

I See vol. 2. c. 2. pl. 4. and 10. 	• 	 5  PI. 10. 
Chandler's Athenian Inscrip. 	• 	4 See Voyage Pittoresque de la Groce, 01; 78'., 
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has been suggested by an accurate observer and celebrated archi-
tect,. that these., ornaments of the Pandroseion might have been 
intended to have been carved into roses, like those which are seen 
round the door-way of' the tetrastyle portico, but that they -were 
never finished:  	. 

Pausanias mentions the temple of Pandrosos in the same super-
ficial manner as he does the other edifices of the Acropolis, and. 
only informs us that it is contiguous to the temple of Minerva Polias. 

Of the other temples and public edifices of the Acropolis there 
are no remains, or even traces ; a small Ionic temple, supposed to 
be that of Aglauros,e seems to have been entire when Spon visited 
Athens ; but those of Venus Hippoluteia, of Jupiter Soter, and of 
Minerva Soteira, were probably destroyed many, centuries ago, 
without leaving a single trace by which their position can be known. 

It appears surprising that so .many- temples should .have been 
crowded together within the narrow compass of the Athenian Acro- 
polis. 	The Roman capitol, however, though . not much more 
spacious, contained at least thirty temples,3  besides- other -build-
ings, many of which were probably mere chapels or adicula, like 
the ossent.tara and YouSso of the Greeks.. 	 . 
' The Acropolis of Athens was never, even in ancient times, a 

place of strength, and always wanted water; for which reason it 
was surrendered by Aristion to Curio, who held a command under 
Sylla .4 	There are a few wells in the citadel, the water of which is 
unpotable, owing probably to its coming from the Erechtheis.- The 
Turks of the garrison get- water from the town, which, being put 
into barrels, is conveyed to the. Acropolis on asses.. 	 , 

• 2  J. P. Gandy.,,Esq,:whose interesting, researches in Greece. are well known. 
2 Daughter of Cecrops.. 	 , 	 . 	. 
$ See Milizio delle belle' Arti del Disegno, p. 106. 	Bassano, 1787. 	Montfaucon says it 

contained sixty. 
4  Plutarch's Life of Sylla, and Appian. de Bellis Mithrid-195i. about eighty-six years and 

a half before.Cbrist, ;. 
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The principal modern buildings' in the Acropolis are the 'high 
tower, the mosque within the Parthenon, and a tekkie or Turkish 
chapel-near the entrance of the fortress. 	The summit of the tower 
must command the whole of the Acropolis in a most beautiful 
point of view, but the ascent has been rendered impossible, as the 
stairs have fallen. 	 - 	-. 

The only houses which may rank above cottages, are those of the 
Disdar, and of his lieutenant, the Assap-Agha. 	The others are 
miserable huts for the few soldiers of the garrison, and as the stones 
are united only with mud and earth, instead of mortar, the walls 
are continually falling ; and a heavy rain makes nearly as much 
havoc amongst the Athenian cottages, - as fire or an-earthquake:in 
other countries. 

The fortress is only calculated to keep the town in awe, which 
however is never necessary ; there are but few cannons, most of 
which are dismounted. 	The largest are at the eastern' and wes- 
tern ends of the Acropolis, above the western hexastyle colonnade 
of the Propylaea ; and some way lower down are the two principal 
batteries. 	There are few trees within the citadel, and those are of 
small size, consisting of some cypresses, two 	or three 	palms, 
and some fig trees. 	The Disdar has a garden of very moderate 
dimensions, containing some flowers and vines.  

Near the western front of the Parthenon are seen a few plants of 
the Indian fig, the cactus indicus or opuntia, now called ApaiGo-Euxn.1  
In the. spring the Acropolis is covered with large mallows, and the 
hortica-pilulifera, a nettle bearing a great quantity of green berries, 
and called by the Greeks arenzsaa ; these are parched up as soon as 
the hot weather begins, and towards the end of May not a sprig of 
,verdure is to be seen. 	On. the outside.of the walls, near the monu-
ment of Thrasyllos, the ground is in summer covered with ice plant, 
or mesembryanthemum chrystallinum, with its yellow flowers; and' 

.. 	 . 

t Arabian fig. 
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its .thick, _glutinous, and sparkling leaves, 	It is a low and small 
plant; -and not having observed it in any other part of Athens or 
Attica, it is probable that from some unknown physical cause this 
soil is peculiarly, favourable to its growth. 
. Perhaps this plant is the Parthenion,1  which was so successfully 

applied to the wounds of the architect Mnesikles,2  who fell from the 
scaffolding during the construction of the Propylaea. 	Plutarch3  
and Dion Cassius4  assert, that during a scarcity of corn, the Athe-
nians eat the Parthenion, which grew about the Acropolis ; it is 
called ,perdicium and herbs muralis by Celsus.5 	The ice plant, how- 
ever, is not at present found there insufficient quantity to afford the 
means of support even during a scarcity. 	The parietaria muralis, 
which grows upon the walls of the Acropolis, has also been thought 
to be the Parthenion. 	The only eatable herb which I. observed 
about the Acropolis, and within it, is the mallow, which has also a 
healing quality.  

1  See Theophrast. Hist, Plant. b. 7. c. 7. and the authors cited by Joan. Bockeus Stapel. 
ila,his note under the word Ilapeevcov. 

2  See Plin. Nat.. Hist. b. 21. c, 30. and b. 22. c. 17.. and Plutarch's Life of Pericles. 
3  Life of Syila. 	4  Fragmenta Peiresc. 124. 	B. 2. c. 24. 	• 
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This engraving represents the exact size of drops belonging to the following buildings. 	The 
two outer circles are soffit drops from Eleusis ; the third is from a triglyph, and the fourth 
from the soffit of-the Parthenon; the fifth was found near the theatre of Herodes at Athens, 
and is also the size of the soffit drops of the Panhellenion in .1Egina ; the sixth or smallest was 
found within the Parthenon. 
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CHAPTER XIL 

The Areiopages. 	Temple of Theseus. 	Painted sculpture. 	Gymnasium 'of Ptolemy. 	Derie Portico. 
Tower of the Winds. 	Dance of Derwisches. 	Ruins at the church of Megale Panagia: 	Corinthian 
ruins in the Bazar—other imperfect remains. 	Modern walls and gates of Athens. 	Arch of Hadrian. 
Temple of Jupiter Olympios. 	Monument of Philopappos. 	Panorama of Athens. 	Excavations 
and sepulchres in the Museum-hill.: Various kinds of magic practised in Greece. 	Pnyx. ' Votive 
offerings. 	Several imperfect remains. 	Bridge of Hadrian. 	The Stadium. 	Academy. 	Colones. 
Village of Padischah.  

. 	 . 

THE Areiopagos is situated a few hundred feet west of the Acro- 
polis. 	It consists in an insulated rock, precipitous, and broken 
towards the south ; on the north side it slopes gently down to-
wards the, temple of Theseus, and is rather lower than the Acro- 
polis. 	Its even summit in several places is flattened and cut into 
steps, but not a fragment of any ancient building remains. 	Some 
steps are also cut in the rock on the southern side.  

Part of the western side has been cut down perpendicularly, and 
contains some small niches for votive offerings. 	. 	. 

Large fragments of rock are scattered near its eastern base, some of 
which seem to have been detached from the Areiopagos, and others 
from the Acropolis. 	Near this is a spring of unpotable water, and 
a well called ApaCizo myeel, the Arabian's Well, since it is in that 
quarter which is inhabited by some black families, who use it for 
washing. 	We here also find the imperfect remains of a building of 
the lower ages, which Wheler supposes to have been the church of 
Saint Dionysius the A'reiopagite. 	He reports that Saint Paul con- 
cealed himself in the neighbouring well ; a very improbable story, 

v oL. I. 	 3 A 
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and very inconsistent with the noble and intrepid character of that 
apostle. 

Herodotusi says that the Persians fixed part of their troops on the 
Areiopagos ; lEschylus2  and Euripides3  call it ViC4VOC ApEi0c, and the 
latter gives it also the name of Aesioc ox0K. It is also called Scopulum. 
Mavortis, by Ovid .4 	Only half of this rock is comprised within the 
precincts of the present town ; though it was anciently in the middle 
of the city. The modern wall is built on its summit, and passes over 
it nearly in a direction from south to north. 

A few hundred yards north of the .Areiopagos is the. temple of 
Theseus., This 'elegant building probably furnished the model of the' 
Parthenon, which resembles it in the, most essential points, though 
it is of nearly double the size. 	Indeed the Theseions, impresses the 
beholder more by its symmetry than its magnitude., , 

The colossal temples of Jupiter Olympios' and 'of Minerva Par-
thenos, are prejudicial to the effect of the lesser Athenian edifices, 
which would appear to greater -advantage in any situation, where 
such comparisons could not beinade, 	: 	. ' 	-  

Stuart6  and other travellers 'having measured and described this 
_temple, I shall limit myself to 'a few general observations. 

Pausanias7  Mentions. that three- different subjects were represented 
on the temple of Theseus, and executed by the hand of Mikon ; 
namely, the battles of the Athenians and Amazons, and of the Cen-
taurs "and Lapithai, with another subject, relating to Theseus, 
which was left unfinished. He does not notice the labours of Her-
cules : which together with those of Theseus occupy the eighteen 

1 B. S. c. 52. 	 2  Eumenides, v. 682. 
3  iphig. in Taur. v. 961. 1470. 	Orest: v. 1651. 	Elect. v.1258,. 	, 
4  Metam. b. 6. v. 70. and in Chandler's inscriptions it is written in various manners, as 

A/um, Apeov, Aptiot, and Aptov. 	- 
5  The Romans sometimes imitated the conciseness of the Greeks in the names of their 

temples. 	The temple of Minerva was called Minervium, ana that,  of Diana, Dianium. See 
Adrian Turnebus. Adversar. b. 16. c. 20. who cites Varro de Lingua Latina, b. 4.. 

6  See vol. 3. c. 1. 	- 	 7  B. 1. c. '17. 	 - 
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TEMPLE OF THESEUS. 	 363 

metopm with which the temple is ornamented. Ten of these fill the 
eastern or principal front, and the four first on the south and north 
sides of the temple next to that front. 

According to Plutarch,1  Hercules obtained from Aidoneus, king 
of Molossia, the liberty of Theseus ; who, when he returned to 
Athens, evinced his gratitude by affixing the name of his benefactor 
to several buildings, which had been previously denominated The- 
seia. 	The Athenians in after ages, when erecting a temple to their 
ancient king, were 	probably influenced by a similar motive to 
embellish that edifice with the labours of Hercules. 

Over the Pronaos is represented in high relief a combat between 
some warriors, which has no allusion to the Amazons ; for though 
there arc six draped figures, some of which are apparently females, 
yet they are in a sitting posture, quietly contemplating the fight. 
Their position and superior stature designate them as divinities. 

The old story of the Centaurs and the Lapithai is represented on 
the inner frize of the posticum or western end. 

Amongst these figures a Lapitlia is seen killing a Centaur, and ano- 
ther Lapitha is throwing a large stone at his antagonist. 	This seems 
to have been a common mode of fighting in the earliest times, and 
to have been practised by the greatest heroes, and even by the gods 
themselves. 	Homer2  represents Minerva throwing a large stone at 
Mars ; and he puts the same rustic weapon into the hands of Dio- 
medes,3  of Ajax,4  and other chiefs. 	Virgil5  alludes to a similar kind 
of warfare—" Jamque faces, et saxa volant, furor arma rninistrat." 

The Ikonoklastic fury seems to have been wrecked on the sculp-
ture of the Theseion, nearly as much as on that of the Parthenon. 
The figures are considerably mutilated ; but enough still remains to 
slim that they are of a grand and heroic style, superior even to the 

1  Life of Theseus. 	See Ettripid. Hercul. furens. v. 1328. 	t Iliad. C 1. v. 4(4. 
3  Iliad. 5. 	v. 30i. 	 4  Iliad. 12. v. 380. 	 5  lEneid. .. v. 150. 

3 A 2 
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metopx of the Parthenon. They must have been made only. a few 
years before Phidias superintended the sculpture of the Acropolis-, 
as the Theseion was erected under. the archOnship of Apsephion,in 
the seventy-seventh Olymplad,- abOut 467 years before Christ.• There 
is however some difference between the Calculations of Bodwelli and 
Corsini2  upon this point. 	• 	.  
-` It is probable that thiss beautiful sculpture isAbeproduction of the 
painter:and sculptor Mikon, the same artist who painted the Poikile 
portico at Athens, -and who made the' statue of the Pankratiast 
Kallias.3  • 	. 	. 

'The use of the word 5:poipity- by Pausanias,4  when noticing: the sub-
jects of the TheseiOn; which were executed bT.Mikon, woUld lead us 
to suppose that they •werepainted,"as he makes! no mention of sculp-
ture.' He says., that in: the conflict Theseus is seen killing a Centaur. 
He probably .alludes to the sculpture Of the: posticum, as it was not 
likely:that the:same 'Subject would be repeated in a painting in the 
same temple. The ward naiia, is 'probably used . elliptiCally in this 
place; and. vprzw-ra,' or -9Evpott21461/04 . tiVC9-,X11pCc, Or -,yeypcticfavoi-7'zni-oi, may be 
understood, as the sculpture is painted: 	The sculpture was per- 
haps made 'by Mikon,: and painted by him ; and being more cele-
brated as a 'painter than a sculptor, Pausanias, with a. negligence 
not unusual with ancient :authors, has mentioned them as:paintings. 
The colours are still perceptible .on a close inspection.- 	The armoui 
and .accessories .have been gilt to .represent gold or bronze :-the.dra-
pery is generally green, blue, or red, which seem to have been the 
favourite colours'of the Greeks. The scene, took. place- in the open 
air, which_is represented by. being painted blue. 	 . 

. Of the battle of the . Athenians and Amazons, which-Pausanias 
mentions, no. remains whatever are•now- to be)Seen., 

. 	_ 
1 De Veter. 9mcor. et  Romanor. Cyc. Diss. 3. sect. 34. 	2  Fast._ Attic. L. 3. p. 159• 

3  Pausan. b. 	. c. 6 KcOata to Aihnue rcep:parcao-rn rov avplavra comp Ahrltos IVELKtov 
erottiocv o Cwypal? c. 	 - 	4  B. 1. t. 17 -. 
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It is necesiary. to. Observe, ;that only' eighteen. metop'w are sculp, 
tared., out. Of s.sixty,eight. whicir adoin :the-temple.; all the others are 
plain and . unofnamented.-.• The,  sculptured • metopoa were:evidently 
painted.:. and it; would I have had the worst effect to leave the others 
White. 	The subject relating' to Theseus, which .PauSanias says was 
unfinished; Was prObably painted on the remaining fifty metopee; and 
the Amazonian battle ' was perhaps represented in the. same manner 
on the tyriipana; .unless. we:_suppcise their) to have been -ornamented 
with entire figures like the Parthenon, and the temple of Jupiter. Pan.-
helletlios; in JEgina. Theinterior walls of the cella have been covered 
with a hard consistent stucco apparently ancient ; and on the exterior 
of the western end of the cella the same thing is observable ; and_ the 
two columns: betWeen the ante of the posticum have holes • in-them, . 
for the reception of bars-;. where a railing 'might have been fixed for 
.the protection of the paintings, with which it isprobable that a great 
part of the temple was adorned. 	Similar holes are visible in the 
tolunins at:the entrance of the Parthenon, and of most of the temples 
in Greece ; 'which had probably their iron or bronze gates, composed 
of open Work, the clathratw fires.  of •Vitruviug.i 	' 

The - sculpture :of the Theseion' in some ' parts projects six inches 
from the tablet. 	. 	 - 	 . 

No.  subject was so tommonly represented on • Grecian temples as 
the Centauromachias. Melesander, the. Milesian, according to lElian; 

,wrote a work concerning them: FeMald Centaurs are never represented 
.on the seulptUre of the temples of Greece. 	A ,female of that imagi- 
.nary race, with-lier. ymipg one, was delineated in oneof the paintings 
by • Zeuxis.3 	The . same subject is beautifully treated .on.  a, cameo 
found at Orchomenos in: Bceotia; :and .brought to ,England.: by the 
' Earl of Elgin. 	Pliny4  supposes that • Centaurs really, existed, . and 

_ 	. 
. . . _ , _ 	 • .. 	. - 	. 

- 	1 	)3. 4. c. 6: 	' : 	. : 	2  'Var. Hisi. 1:4 11..c. Q. 	_ .3  Lucian. &axis.- 

	

4  Nat: Hist. b.:7.; c. S.. 	 I 
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mays- .he saWone,:embalnied in honey; he probably alludes, (to that 
mentioned: by Phlegm of Tralles, : who asserts. that, a ilivel Hippo- 
Centaur was taken on.  a :mountain,-of Arabia, and that the king. of 
that country sent it as a present to' Cmiar, in Egypt; 'bid .that change 
rolyclimate. 	 illed ' it :.it I was embalmed : an&sent. tO.'. Rome-, where it 
Was publicly: shewn' in..the imperial:palace.. : -Phlegon 'declares that 
le.himself saw rit. 	: 	1 - 	_,-,- .. 	' 	• 	. ,. , 	-::r ' i 	1", 	.  
- ' Plinyl• also :Mentions. 	the - existence' 'of 'a Hippo-Centaur in 
.TheSsali. 	' :. 	..:, 	..' 	, 	- 	.. 	. 	-- 	: 	-::. 	1 ., 	. 	_ 	- 	.r 	: 	, 	• : 	. 	L r 	, , 

Lucretius2 *asserts the. impossibility of.two' natures existing,. in,  the 
same body.. . , 

• . - f.Sed,teque- Centauri ,fiierunt, nec-tempore in,ullo ..... , 	r„ 
- • .-:'Esse queat:duPlici natura,: et corpore bino : 	. 	. r: 

• ; .-Ei alienigenis,niembris compactapOtestas.". , , 	. 	- 	. 
r # 	• 	.. 

Pausania,,Mentions, that on the. sculptured -chest of .Cypselos, at 
Olympias a Centaur was-represented. with his.- front feet -of the hd- 
man form, and his hinder .feet like those of a horse: 	The same 
singularity- w.urs in. a Centaur=-of ,the Perugian bron2es, * and on a 

. 	. Scarabus, in the British Museum. 	 ... 
-. . It is probable( that' Centaurs had. not been 'represented. with: the 
'equine body: so. early as . the - time of Ilomer,-' who would not' have 
missed. the opportunity Of _enlarging on ..this poetical .fictioni• which 
would have formed, a good parallel. to hts account of the other semi-
hunian beings the Cyclops;. had his Chiron,4  the ' Sixiaica ay r og XerretypWlit  

or the brave :Eurytion,s been-snpposesito have had anything of the 
horse in their composition, he 'would not have neglected so fine a 
subject -for ptietry, and fiction.- . 

_ • 
, 	-1 J.,9c. cit. , 	- 	 ' 2  -B. 5. v. 876. 	, . 	„. ,,„ 

s B 5. c. 79.1 	4. Iliad.:  1 1.:v..831. 	 3 Ody8S.,b. 21,. 3±. 295. 
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In admiring the, beautiful sculpture Of the. Centaurs, we. are 'struck . 
by the gentle assimilation-between the human and the,  animal form. 
-Thee parts! are melted into one another by such Soft transitions, that 
.this preposterous, union fdoes: not offend the i eye. 	As, the human 
.part is rendered particularly muscular and vigorous, and the face is 
wrinkled. and . distorted with rage . and, exertion,, ,..the union of the 
two natures: becomes-less -offensive. - 	The .description which CalliS- 
,:tratus?. --bas, left pis  of the statue-,  of a.: Centaur, ja. so applicable to 
those-of the'Parthen on and .of the Theseion,, that I shave inserted 'it at 

..length::,-4; TOY 'FEY iTelrov Thy IGE04111? 7roOsiv kat Tog cittpiOtg TEYOYTOLct  'kW 

MY EJC TO 11470P karaCanbsit Omen% TOY. Js op/Op7vbig7TO :01.4PCGXOU .FGEXpi; itdC 

-SE 0•711pini011 • 67.61Y. TOIOUrOU 	(:117.06' TV 071.4074
1:

f lb; &If OUI;GOV 6W-47111E0Y= * TV 1126142- 

Weri, rat trYN°1F4 EVOV TO OW140, rat Tr, veocrti-arep, 000.44 exavOouv, rat TO 7% Tps-
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- Some elegant painted 'foliage,24  and- a mmanderrnearly resembling 
that .of the Parthenon, are:remarked:on the interior cornice of the 

.pOrtico, Which surrounds the,  temples, and, upon „which -the beams 
;,-of the Zaczmaria -rest, -.This,  ornament approximates more .td the 
,windings. ofthe Cretan labyrinth than to the:sinuosities of the..Phry- 
.:gian :river, fand7was. prObably painted" on, the temple of Theseus, . 
in allusion to .the adventures of, that hero in Crete. 	. 	1 
.1. :Vigil" and .Strabo4;-nlention the..mzean,cler ornaments;, the: for- 
-xner. ,notices the richness, .of. the 'doOle mwander,• as a border on a 
garment ;_- ' 	 .. 	, 

,1411 	:, 	' A 	. 	. r 	 . 	, 	. 	 A A 	' 	• 	 , 	, 

	

' 	..: g  Victori ChlaniideM auxatam, quaint plurima circum- 

	

n: 	_, 	-_,,P,urpura, omandro duplici, Melibeea cncutrit." 
, 	,,L. 	' 	r,  ' 	, 7' 	', 	: 	. 	i 	•1 	. 	,J * 	i 	, 	' 	.4 	• 	J  

The geographer tells us that every , thing %with many sinuosi- 
ties was termed mwander. 	It is represented .on several Asiatic 

- 	— 

1  Callistrat. in Cetitititri•Stat.- 	 2  See Stria'rciet 3. c. 1. pl. 7 and 8. 
'-'- •=h-JEnA5.Ar.ViCi? 	 ' 	'2  B.L.N.:p.-6t7. 	.21 	i 	- 	.- 

   
  



363 	 TEMPLE OF-  THESEUS; 

:medals,1  on templeS, and sepulchral Vases.  ; and is- still used at' Atheng 
•in embroidery. 	 . 	. 	. 	 : 

The Theseion is eleVated upon only two steps., centrary to the com- 
,mon rules of Grecian temples, which generally stand • upon three. 
'These steps, as well as the other parts' of 'the temple, are of. Pen- 
`telie marble;2 -the whole rests upon a strong 'foundation composed of 
-large stones, six layers of which are now uncovered at the eastern 
'and western ends, and on the :northern flank, though they were 
anciently covered up to the steps. 	On the southern side the earth 
rises above .the lower step ; but every rain washes down some of the 
:earth on the north side of the temple, and exposes the foundation to 
increasing destruction. - -Some of the stones are loose, . and a few 
• years will perhaps level with the ground the ,whole northern flank of 
. this beautiful edifice, . which .only a small but timely expense might 
preserve for many ages more. 	. Those whO have merited the se- 
verity of public censure by the destruction of the Athenian temples, 

:might in some measure have obliterated their disgrace, by contri-
buting to the preservation of the yet remaining monuments of 
Athens ; but that was foreign to their plan .of pillage, and I am 
confident they would have been happy to see the whole temple fall, 
had one single sculptured fragment been obtained by its destruction. 
The frusta of three contiguous columns on the south flank have been 
shaken out of their. centre, prObably by-an earthquake. 	The lower 
frustum of the third Column from the south-west angle has been in-
tentionally broken, apparently for the purpose of admitting into the 
cella some object larger than the intercoluniniatiOn.. ., 	• 

There was probably an entrance to the cella at both. ends, as in 
the Parthenon ; that of the western extremity is blocked up, and 
that of the opposite end is .concealed by the altai of the.  chnich : 

. 	 • 
• , 	. 

1  Magnesia, Pride, Apollonia, Apamea, &c. 
2  It is saki that the sculpture is of Parian marble, but I was not able to .examines them 

sufficiently near to ascertain the fact. 	 J 	' I 	. 	
- 
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the Present entrance; 'which :has :been Made nearly in the .centre of 

	

the 'south' hide, is a contrivance of later times. 	The cella is :entire, 
but the rOof is 'Modern ; this temple had 'no doubt its peribelos, of 
*hid'. no traces remain. 	SeVeral of the beams and the laCtinaria 
over .the portico still exist ; the latter are adorned With square Om-. 
partments, on each of which is.painted a radiated 'ornament, or star.1  
One of the beams Of the posticum; thOUgh broken in. two nearly in 'the.  
middle; Still keeps its place : the same accident has happened to a 
beam of 'the lacpnaria on the posticum of the Parthenon. 
'. It is' a most fortunate 'circumstance; that the Theseion has been 
Converted into a Christian Church ;- if this obstacle had not happily 
intervened, the whole of the-sculpture .would 'now have :been in the 
British' Museum ; and the world in general, but the.  Greeks in parti-• 
cular,,  would have had Still more reason to execrate such :barbarous 
Vandalism. .RecourSe was had to' every lure Which: money could fur-
nish, and to every argument which artifice could suggeSt, in Order to 
obtain possession of these precioUs though mutilated relics of ancient 
art ; but every effort proved abortive; and this venerable temple has 
thus fortunately. been saved from utter ruin, and'the British 'flame 
from -additional ignominy ; for the entire odium of these sacrilegious 
spoliations was unjustly thrown upon our government, as it was diffi-
cult to conceive that:such . an indulgence would have been granted 
to an individual without its powerful intercession':_ 	_ 	,. 	' 

The Abbe Fourmont -allows _only.  .twelve columns for:each side 
of the Theseion, and Du Loir..and Le Roy have given-.fourteen; 
our own countrymen are howeVer not infallible, -as PoCoake makes 
the Columns seven ,diameters in . height.. It, would appear as if 
French travellers' at that time had lost the art' of 'counting ; for 
Mons. Tavernier gives -_only sixteen, coluinni to ' the .flarikS of the 
Parthenon ; and Fourmont will: have that only .seventeen -columns 
were remaining inlig..tirrie.  at the . tem ple in Egina,: although:twenty- 
five are standing at this time. . 	 , 

. 	. - 	- 	• 	 , 
1 See Dr. Chandleri Travels in Greece, c. 14.p,, 72. sand Stuart, 1/91. -S.:rc. Y.11. 9, 

VOL. 1. 	 3 B 

   
  



370' 	DANCE AT THE TEM.PLE ' Or THESEUS. 

In, the year 1654, Du Loir saw a large 'statue of a lion, of white 
marble, near the temple,of Theseus, which was also noticed by Guilla-. 
tiero fifteen years afterwards, and by Cornelia Maghi, in 1674. 	It 
is. not known at what, time nor, to what place it was removed ; it 
may be one of those before the Arsenal, -at Venice. 	Guillatiere 
asserts that it was in a couching. position. 

Ai:Easter the Athenians celebrate a festival and a dance near the 
temple of Theseus : some thousands of people fill the plain which is be-
tween the temple and the Areiopagos : Turks, Greeks, Albanians, and 
Blacks, werecollected in one busy mass, and formed a gay an d singular 
mi2cture of variegated costumes; the brilliant colours of which' waved 
like a field `of antimonies agitated by the wind. 	The beautiful lines 
of Homer descriptive of the dance made by Vulcan on the shield of 
Achilles, is so perfect a representation 	that performed at the ,Of 
Theseion, that I have inserted it at full length from Pope ; whose 
translation, though far from accurate, is sufficiently near,  the'origi-
nal to give a just idea of this, splendid scene :--,-, 

4‘ A figur'd dance succeeds ; such once was seen,  
In lofty Gnossus, for .the Cretan queen, 
Form'd by Dwdalean art : a comely band 
Of .youths and maidens, bounding hand in hand ; 
The maids in soft simars.  of linen drest, 
The youths all graceful in the gloSsy vest 
Of those the locks with flow'ry wreaths inroll'd, 	• 
Of these the sides adorn'd with swords of gold, 

. That glitt'ring gay, from silver belts depend. 
Now all at once they rise, at once descend, 
With well-taught feet ; now shape in oblique ways, 	• 
Confiis'dly regular, the moving maze : 
.Now forth at ence,. too, swift for sight they spring, 
And undistinguish'd blend the flying ring. 	 ... 

So whirls a wheel, in giddy circle tost, 	 -- 
And rapid as it runs, the single spokes are lost. 
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PTOLEMAION: 	 371 

The gazing multitudes admire around 
Two active tumblers in the centre bound ; 
Now high, now low, their pliant limbs they bend, 
And gen'ral songs the sprightly revel end." 1  

A short distance to the east of the Theseion are some ruins, which 
Spon takeS for the temple of Serapis, and Wheler for that of Cas-
tor and Pollux, but which are . generally supposed to be the Ptole-
maion, or gymnasium of Ptolemy, which, according to Pausanias,2  
was near the temple of Theseus.' The, foundations of this building 
may be traced for a considerable way-towards the north-east, which 
shews it to have been of great dimensions. 	That part which is 
most entire consists of a high wall composed of twenty-five layers Of 
marble blocks, crowned with a pediment, part of which still 're- 
mains. 	One of the blocks which faces the north, contains a muti- 
lated inscription ; which however has no reference to the building. 
Part of the walls are constructed with alternate layers of small and 
large blocks, like the pedestal of Agrippa in the Acropolis. 

The gymnasia were generally very extensive, and of large propor- 
tions. 	Pliny' mentions one at Nicwa, in Bithynia, of which the 
brick walls, though twenty-two feet in thickness, were not sufficiently 
strong to support the superstructure. 	A magnificent palm tree4  
shoots amongst the ruins of the Ptolemaion, and combines with the 
ancient remains and some characteristic cottages, to form a pictu- 
resque and striking piece of scenery. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	, 

The temple 'of the Dioscuri5  must have been in 'this vicinity.; the 
following inscription- which was found near the Ptolemaion, relates 
to an altar of those deities :— 

• .417A0I-IITTXHI 
ISITHPOINANAKOINTE 
AIOEICOTPOINOAEBSZMOZ 

. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

1  Iliad, 18. v. 590, &c. 	 1  B. 1, c. 17. 	3  Epist. to Trajan, b. 10, 
* The fruit of the palm does not come to maturity in Greece.or Italy. 

' A See Pausan. b.1. c. 18. 

• 5 S 2 	' 

   
  



-,37g 	 DORICT_OHLIC01 'I 

The other inscriptions which:are: her inserted; tare, in a. cottage 
not far from the same place.1: 	.. . 

- 	' fONOAA. O. IT. 
-,ZMATOMI:11.... ATE 
IAIOINITKAI . THIAI 
ANArPAOHN..AITHNIIOIT 	. 

ITEIAPNICHATITOTE , 

A,DANA. XIAHNEI/ITHZ 	, 

ANEIAZHIIIPOKAHIII. I 
ZKIPOOOPLSZNOZENEIKAINE 
ICAHZIAINTAI0EATPAI 
TOZ.,ATHTOSEAETZINIO 

ZENOCINETGANT 
OTZINOMPTTANEITTHIT 

, 	TONTAIIPOTSINEKKAHII 
EIAPTEMIAITEIBOTAAI 
ATAOBITTXEIAELNOX$A 

TAZNTOIZIEPOIXOTZ 
OTAHN . . .4TA 	• 	 . 

KM) 
ITET 

NTAAAN 

ENAEKAETEZ 
• AAAHIIC 

TOAPXAION 
ENAEKAETEZ 
nonukao; 
AOIKAINIIC 

" 
..AIOENENAEKA 
NENAEKAETEZ ' 

AZITOIZSE 
-ENASKAETEZ . 

. 	 -r+ 

The Done building which seme2  suppose to have been a temple of a 
Rome and Augustus, and others3  the Agora, • is the` nearest—  	'ruin' to 

.r: the supposed Ptolemaion. 	 . 	A4'' 
 	,, r ., 

r  

The only remains are a tetrastyle portico of Doric colurime With ) 
• 

.. 	. 
---1-1-The Telative-siie Hof -the-  letters -of these inscriptions, has been itaintainect in thelresent 
.text,'.asnearly as possible to the original.. 1 . 	 ' 	... ,-,, ti:.:rdiii,s algniar 11 F1 1.0' 

E Wheler's Journey 20 Greece, :p: 388. Spoil, Voyage tle:Greiellesoip.ltaimit um-JO ' 
. 	- 

3  Stuart, vol. 1. eJ I: 	II 	- 	 Y -ii:" A '',' 

   
  



DORIC PORTICO TOWER OF THE WINDS. 	- 	378 

inelegant capitals, - supporting an. entablature with triglyphs and 
plain metopm ; above which is the pediment, the. apex of which is 
surmounted by an akroterion of so large a size, that it seems 
to have supported more, than ,a single figure. 	It was probably 
.ornamented • with a triumphal car, with Lucius Caesar, son of Au-
gustus; :as; the inscription on the face of the akroterion seems to in- 
dicate that his statue was in that place. 	' 
• Over the angles of the tympanon are also two akroteria which 

-supported statues, or ornaments, the place of which is now sup-
plied by storks, who build their nests in this situation, and make a 
considerable addition to the picturesque appearance of the edifice. 
One of the ant 	remains entire. The middle intercolumniation being 

..the widest, the frize which is over it is ditriglyph.i 	Two of the 
columns are nearly concealed in a modern wall. 
• Though this building is not conformable to the chaster rules of the 
Grecian Doricl  and will not bear a comparison with the Theseion and 
the Parthenon, yet it is evidently the remains of a grand and majestic 
,edifice. It has no particular name at present ; the small church of our 
Saviour is attached to it, within which are some fragments of sculpture, 
and some mutilated inscriptions, which were too much corroded to 
admit of being copied. 	The portico stands in the most frequented 
part of the: town, and it is consequently difficult to make a drawing 
of it from the street : some houses, however, which are in the vici- 
_pity, offer views of it in various directions. 
. 3o the south7east of the Agora is the octagonal tower of the Eight 
Winds,. the Klepsydra of Andronikos Cyrrhestes, called Horolo- 
.gium by Varro,2  and described by Vitruvius.3, 	It is more attractive 
,by its cssingularity , than its beauty.. 	It was the water-clock, the 

ii There is a ditriglyph portico at Cnidos in Caria. 	The theatre of Marcellus, at Borne, 
and a temple attributed to Hercules, at Cora, in Latium, are tritriglyph ; but•these Roman de- 
viations from the chaster rules of tilt) Doric architecture scarcely merit any. notices 	. , 	, - 

° B. 3, c. 5. De re Rust. 	 3  B. 1. c. 6, 

   
  



74 	 TOWER '61-rITE-Ir Nl34: -̀ 

chronometer, and Weather-griide.of Athens. It is not noticed b'y 
PaUSaiiias. 	The' drawings arid theasuieideiits of Stuarti render ‘any" 
further details on the architecture Superfluous'. 	 ., 
' The lintel of the entrance which fades the north-east has-  beeh 
painted red by the Ttirks; with an inscription on' it,' informing 119; 

that • " there is - 116 God biit'GOcl, 'and that Mohamed is -his"Pro- 
phet."' 	" La illah; allah Mohatried u r re.S.Otil Ullah." 	' 	' 	. ' - 

The interior of the tower is covered with 'A.-  Wooden fleor''Which. 
rests upon the lOwer dornide., Several feet .abdve the original 'paw-
inent. - the White Marble Walls have been Wisely white:-washed, and 
ornamented with 'tablets Of WoOd . li.ainted. iri different 'colours; and 
containing pasgages from the: Kourann, in . the 'Arabian.: character, 
in.  which the book.Was -Originally toMpoSed.'  The Arabian is con- 
sequently the sacred language 'of the Mo'hattedanS. 	•- 	" 

Towards The east is the Mihi.ab,2  'which is a 'recess in the 'Wall,' 
painted rwith 'perpendicular stripes' of . greeri and red'; its pOsitiori 
'indicates the directibil of the Kaaba, Or OrkOryat -MeedL - each 
side of the niche 'Contains a wax candle, before which is `placed the, 
imitation of the -green 'flag of Mohamed. 'The Kouraini'iS deposited 
within the .71:fihrab. 	The imitation Of the two-edged 'sword' of Aly 
is attached to the wall. 	This celebrated Sword was inherited by fife 
Khaliph' Aly 'from the. Prophet, 'who Niras '  the•original possessor. 
Twelve' small lamps are suspended by a chain, whiCh ig!attathe'clio 
the key-stone in the roof of the tower. • I alsoobserved.  sigem 
ostrich eggs suspended 'by a string, which Fwas assiired Were`' an= 
ti rdola'l to the dreadful effects-  Of the evil eye! 

	

, 	., 	;,, T The tower Of the Winds "is atpresent a Sern6-1Chane§;ti chapeltdr 
the dance called Sema, Which is.Perforthed in it evety.Priday,** 
order of dancing Derwisches, called Mulevi, from the nameitif rtheif 
institutor, Hazreth Meulana, otherwise called Molla-Ilurikeairile 

. , 	, 	'U 	:111' 

• 1 See vol. 1. c. 3. < 	$ For the different manners of writing this word, see the Appendix, 
3  See trOhsson's,  ex etlerit 'and detailed account of the different lattierof tdatieing O'er, 

wisches. 	NoW-Truiliceai died A, D. 1273, 	.• 	, " ) 	rt.) 	q ' )i)(1 	3 L 	0 	:',, 
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4.44cP:Oich I saw performed here, was at, the same time the most 
horrid and the most ridiculous ceremony that can be imagined ! 
It is extremely difficult for a, spectator who has not been accustomed 
to such singular sights to, cemaip, serious ; and it would have been 
dangerous, to laugh , at their religious ceremonies., 	The sacred per- 
formance is opened by the Pcrwische§,1  and as many Turks of all 
ranks and ages as choose, to be of the' party ; they sit down upon 
the flpQr, i4 a, circle, and begin by singing the praises of God and 
Mohamed, in;  a slow and solemn manner, repeating very frequent-
ly.  .4 4 

Ullah hg Ullah r " at, the same, time moving their heads and 
bodies backw4rd,s aud,,forwards, th.us, keeping time with the song. 
The only instrumental accokapaAiraeut consisted o,f two small drums, 
or hemispheres of bronze, the mouth covered with a skin. 	The 
song and the motion, of the dancers by degrees become more ani-
mated ; on a sudden the company all start up, and sing and dance 
in a circle, with great violence and velocity ! 	When they are tired, 
they make way for the twp principal, performers, who, holding each 
cktherAy the, sash which is tied about, the waist, turn round with an, 
incredible rapidity, far exceeding any, thing. could have supposed 
the human frame capable of, and which would greatly, surprise our 
most, active dancers or posture masters. 

The Sheikh, or chief of the Perwisches, 'dressed in the sacred 
colour green, with a large, white turban, animates them by his voices 
and by the, beating of a large tambour, which instrument was also 

§e,(1, 41 ,,ap,ciept festiyals, principally in the Bacchanalia, and was 
called TyporcpTif or rtnravov., 	Mr. Hamilton2  says„ that according to 
klexpdotus and Euripides, this instrument was introduced by Ana- 
charsis from Cyzicum into Scythia, where it cost him his life. 	The 
larger-,kin,d, was, the tympanum majus : 	Catullus calls the smaller 
tambou.4tym.p9ntmz, 1:eve,,, and, Arnohius tympa7{iplum. 

TlADerwisches continue turning, screaming, and groaning for a 
. 	 , 

. 	_ 	. 	 . . 
1 The,Derwiqches, pr F491*4, :4,F?  the Arabians 	 all theY'",  prgfessPqMV,4 and answer 

nearly to the Capuchins of Catholic countries. 	 ! .14gyptiac,a. 	,-- 

   
  



576 	 DANCE' OF .THE ;Itotl*Iki-IE -. 

considerable length of time, moving their 'heads Violently :backWards 
and forwards, with their long hair' floating in: the Wind: .  'They at 

length sink-as if exhausted with fatigue,,and-o4rcome With'giddiriess; 
into the' arms of the by-standers, when for :a efew minutes they-' are 
apparently deprived of their reason; an& fille&With the eveeov,.:itir 
divine enthusiasm.1 	I have` been. assured' however that' the force Of 
habit is so great, that 'this apparent dereliction of the . senseS iiag; 
sumed, and not real ; which I can easily believe, from a dance of a 
similar kind which I afterWards saW performed at Rome, 'by a woman 
in* a, show-shop, Who turned round With such great velocity for ten 
Minutes together, that the hUrnan,'form was imperceptible to the. 
eye, and appeared like a column turning upon its axis :— 

. 	 . 	.  
j' So whirls a wheel, in giddy circle tost, 	f 

 

• - 	And rapid as it runs, the single spokes are lost." 	: • 
, 

As a: proof that her senses were not at the time in the least diSordered; 
she performed several feats of dexterity during her revolutiohS,4acii 
as balancing swords, threading a needle, and playing on 'the violin 
with  the greatest facility ; and after she had finished turning, she 
sheaved not the least symptoni of fatigue or giddiness ;' but in' a feW 
minutes began to turn again, and performed her task several titles,  in 
the course of the evening. 	The faintings 'and grOanings Of the Der.; 
wisches may therefore 'be fairly' considered as 'mere relidiotisugi,  
filings! 	Tavernier observes, -that: there are DerWischeS who turriiii 
this manner for two-  hOurs together withOut 'Stopping; and that th'eil. 
vanity is gratified in the' exercise Of an Odcupation, to -Whicic`Ni;e 
should give the name of folly ! 	 - 	' _ 	_ 	. . . ) 
:. This curious ceremony- bears a strong resemblance to the festivals 
of the Corybantes, who, in honour Of Cybele, danced to.the sound 
6f - their cymbals till they became .deliriOus''; of 'whirl'` °d4.tte7the 

' 	!, 	 ,4 	‘'rr,-! 	r 

14'1 	• q Cum Turk ad Arygicis enthe&turbamOdos,'Nfirtial, b, 11i 	 pig 84; v. ,.-' iri i  
a  Pope,ltrotitel's'iliid,"18.v.-600. 	. 	= 1 , 	.' • 	' 	,.', 	.-•,2 t;i 

I. 	If_ f. 

   
  



' :RU Y:NEAR' THE',BAZAR: 	. 	377 
40_cliptioh. famished -by,Apuleiusl.ancl; Strabb,2, is appliOahle to that 
practiSecl.,b,r1hel Detwisches; 4 	. .: - 	, :., 	' 	. 	. 	t 	..: , . ...., :. 	.-. , 

, ::,,3W.Oalt.thei.tolteg of,  :Abe /Winds.: are some.' Roman arthes ' of:weak 
,..ctinstfaction .:1,-it, is,. ,not easy.' 401, conjecture :to what kind,, of ; edifice 
acy,-,beiQpge4;„ bati,  they ,appear :to .have. been ..erectpd. during,-the 
-.dec.lensiOrk ofithe:. Roman; ,architecture ..' The following inscription 
w,a$,: fOillidiM.the 	 •c: ' 	' 	' 	' NiCinity,tr•I 	, 	:. t 	. 1 	_. 

• z PArli40 	• 
"AgTICIQN 	- 
,: A, ErgIOT 
, 	„ ,4T3g. 	. 	- 	_ 	. 	. 	, 	. 

• _ 	, 
i The' church called, 114):(sX5 nom!*4a,, the Great Virgin, which Chand-
ler, takes; for, the; Prytapeio,n,::stands. withM a large quadrangle.5  
',Ithee*plain Doric columns, and ;a:pilaster of small dimensions, sup- 
'port :a,meagre:_architTaye; ,, the ,ktyle, is ',very bad ; approaching more 
to. the; 1343044-„Porie,,of, the thea.tre,of Marceilas, an.d, of the .Colos- 
11.10, ithan.., to• the., -9

•
recjaix , oTder. 	Not,:  far.  froni ,these remains. are 

orfte:fine,yealls,:  composed , of .large .blopks of. +stone :..Architectaral 
fragments are seen in all directions,. part'ic4larly. Of .the 	onic and 
Corinthian ;orders.,_ . ' 	' I'l 	' 	. 	':  	- -    	. 	' - 	- 
::,, The postperfectface:  of this Wall, which enclosed, theRuadrangle, 
45--410:4f.....tliP:-..:1).44ar, , Or market-placer.,,  :Tf ,0,. -t4e 	ruin .711iPil,ionl 	• 
have,„ taken ' for, _the,;  temple of, Olympian ,Jupiter, _others for ..the  
.Rai theop,of RacIriap,.apd, others for.  the.  p oi jt4p §.toai the first, :name 
of which;  accoK4ip.g. , :to•$uidas,,6  was. jlEAFicacpereiof, EFoo,. ;.‘,It: consists 
., 	. . 	, 

,,...-,;..: 	. 	r.. 	. 	% 	.., 	, 	. 	 • . 
.;Capite demi0 cervices lubricas intorqueotes motibus, :crinesque. pendulos in circtfium 

rotantes. Metamorph. b. 8. 	? B. 10: p. 473. 	3  See Stuart, vol. 2,. c. 5. p. 11. 
-4  Tillieliiii Ofee-Ce; C. %). p. 97. 	He calls the church Great St. Mary. 
5  Three hundred , and seventy-six feet one inch in length, and two hundred and fifty-two feet 

in breadth, Stuart, vol, 1. C. 4. 	• 	. 	'O Lexicon. v.1,roa, yol.,,3*.ip. 377. . 
V o yi i I. 	 ',3 C 
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of a well built wall 'with seven plain-Corinthian columns detached a 
little from it, but supporting an entablature, and cornice ornamented 
with lentils; These entablatures returniover each colunn and along 
the wall, where is the body of the building:,  They were undoubtedly 
deSigned to support statues liketthe arches of Septimius Severus and 
Of Constantine at ROme=; on the latter of which the statues still remain 
upon the columns. 	Pausaniasi says there :were some 'bronze statues 
before the portico ; probably they were upon the columnar pedestals 
already noticed, which is perhaps the Poikile restored by the Ro-
mans, since the architecture of-the- colonnade bears a resemblance to 
the style which is seen in the arch 'of Hadrian. 	This portico faces 
nearly w. N. w. and forms a part-of the Voivode's house.: at the 
southern end is the Greek church of Saint Nicholas, and an insulated 
Corinthian column, and at the northern end is the great mosque, an 
elegant building, with a lofty minaret;-and: a broad Shallow dome: 
The column of the Olympieion, vhich. was thrown down by .theTutks, 
was used in the. construction of--,thiS rniostitte ; and probably great 
part of the portico in question Was destroyed on' the same occasion.. 
Cornelio Magni, who visited Athens in 1674, and Stuart, assert that 
in their time the portico was called by some the Palace of Pericles, and 
by others the Palace of ThemistoeleS. 	' — 

Besides the ruins I have described as within the modern circuit of 
Athens, there are other imperfect remainS,Vhich are scarcely worth 
noticing. 	Near" the -monument of -Lysiktates are three small Ionic 
coltnims, supposed, but without any plausible reason,"to have formed 
part of the gyinnasium of Hadrian. , The folldwing inScriptions".Were 
found iii- this '-vicinity;  the first :Of which, though:, ektremely ruined', 
seems to have been a Tvpicrpta, or decree ; the second is 'probably 

-- 	s !,, 	-01 sepulchral :--, 	- 	-- 	- 	— 	• 	. , 4. 	, 4, 	,4 	t  . 	. 

. 	1  B. 1. c. 16. 	Av'eptavres CE xaXgot welvrat rpo pep ru eproat. 
, 	, 	,. 	 . 	. 	• 	- 	-,. 	r 	- 	. 	,f 
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OAITHA 
KEITHIBOT 
OKAIOTZNATK 
IET....rETHN..0 
NKAI ATTONKAI 
ATTI/IOIKIAZE 
OAIdEATTOTTO 
HNBOTAHNTHNA 
TEPOKAELAHET 
..0ENEMENTAMI 
BOTAHIANArPAY 
MATONr'PAMMAT 
OTIOAEIKAHZTHE 
LIETHNANArPAGDH 
ITON-AMIANTOT 
'KTSINKATAIPHOIZ 
SINTSIIAHMS/IEIIA 

Al 	AE AE 

Under a-female figure in bas-relief, on a stele of grey marble ; 

APA 	AIEXINGT 
MIATIZIA. 

At the northern extremity of the town is a single plain Corin-
thian column of Eubceanl marble, and of considerable dimensions. 
It stands in its original position ; 	and as there are no other re-
mains near it, and as it is of coloured marble, it probably never 

I Called Cipollino by the Italians, from its laminar composition resembling that of au 
onion. 	It was also called Carystian marble, the quarries being near Cape Carystos, opposite 
the promontory of Suniuni. 

3 c 2 
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formed part of any building, but „supported a statue; like the Co-
rinthian column in the Roman Forum,.which was surmounted by the 
statue of Focas. 	The Greeks have dedicated the column to Saint 
John ; and a poor Albanian woman i who lives near it piously sup-
plies a lamp with oil, which is placed - in a hole of the column 

, every night. 	 . 	• , 
The majority of the ,Athenian, churches, p.re built upon the- ruins 

of ancient fabrics, and are composed -,of blocks of stone and marble, 
with a great number of inscriptions, altars, pedestals, and architec, 
tural ornaments. 	The catholicon and - the, archiepiscopal residence 
are worth examining, on account of: the- numerous fragments which 
are in the walls ; and the interior of all the churches, .particularly 
the pavements, merit observation. - The- following inscriptions were 
found on some blocks 	 its of marble which compose 	walls t-i-- 

TNAIONKOPNIATON 
AENTTAON  
EEIAEENTI. 

, 	OATIAPAMONOE AIAIA ABIAIANI 	- 
HPAKAELiOT OAHETZ EIEIAE EZOTNIMNi =' 

	

The following are also in the same'vicinity : 	 . , , i  
I 	- 	 , 	, v 

crolA0rEPAI 	 A: 1. 

. • 	 :E.ALONI 411 	' 	' 	 - 	1 '4 Pl. :-' ;- :. , 4 L Z 
— ' t 	. 

	
, 

r (HUTU-1711N ' 1 ' 	
r4s 	, 

	

1 	 :" 	0 	..:4 	a 1." 	, 	! 	,t Alie 
• i` 

' 	1 	' 	' 	 ' AMAPANOPT 	 • 	..;;' ) .ii.di.  ni 
EliAPATTOK . , 	 i i. ... 	E• ii.:,` -:4. 	'1 

TriEir TINAN 	 r. I  - 1 	, 0  , { .0 	A"1,: ,, 

ZIN1 	 :*/ 	"i)fil?, bit"v, 

:i TA al ii;,? fti 
. 	 . 

1  InAlismtiorc4 Of Agia Konont 
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41.:...) .9,A 	 •7 :::,' ./...:t 	 OAAH,412,ZI0E0T, , 	! 	— 	• 	 ,•-• 

-?til .: 	•,-,!.,. 	_ 	. 	l'IAMBSITAAHNTON 	' 

if--!•." 	 21cOZMHTT-INCE0fT 
r.i-  rd 	i„. ,, 	, 	* 	• : EQL6,1!TANTIANOE 	. 
..#-+, '!-• i 	• 	1 	IcAAAAMXPOTMAPA r 	• 	 t 

01.2NIOE'  
''.., The- site-of many of .the celebrated edifices' of antiquity cannot 
now .be even 'Conjectured with an- 3i degree of confidence; and an, at-
tempt to indicate their:positiohs fromthe mereVague descriptions of 
ancient authors, wduld be equally useless -and assuming. - 

:About! forty-of the. temples,  and public buildings which are men-
tioned by Pausanias, .have so tofally-disappeared; as not to have left a 
trace, by: which' his posSibl.6 toy iclehtify their situations. Nor shall, I 
endeavour: to elucidate, with-such slender and uncertain materials, a 
subject in which:so many haie failed ; and on which in fact scarcely 
any two travellers have agreed: I shall therefore say with Cicero, . 	. 

" Nee me pudet fateri nescire quw nesciam." 	. 
The modern Walls of Athens are about ten feet in height, and not , „ 

two, in thickness. They were constructed about the year 1780; as a 
defence against the pirates and: hordes of Arnauts, who sometimes 
entered the town at night, and threatened to pillage it.. The walls 
embrace a circuit of nearly three miles,,and 'enclose, not only' the 
town and citadel, but also some open spaces for cattle: 	They were 
built in seventy-fivedays, all hands being employed clay and night;.  
and as the labour was compulsory, the work costa very inconsiderable 
sum. 	All kinds of materials which were at hand were employed 
in their construction, and in some , places they exhThit.large blocks 
of stone and marble, and several fragmented inscriptions. 	The 
bridge of Hadrian over the Ilissos, was:  on this ,occasion destroyed 
for the sake of the stone; and several other remains probably shared . 	_    

a the same fate. 	 . . 	_    
, 	 . 

sA)a-,  ri pitasier nth t6'61itild. 
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	 MODERN GATES. 
• 

' The modern ;walls are furnished with ..seveen gates ; 'one of which, 
the arch of Hadrian, is ancient, Mit was formerly within the town, 
and was not used as a gate. 	It was called '..... 'AA_ptavou TruXou, and is at 
present named BacriAou inAce. - The J read- which commences' , here 
passes along the northern ' banks ,Of the Ilissos, through the Cyno;. 
sarges, to the village and monastery Of 41mpdo-Kepous, and .to the 
villages at: the foot of Hymettos.... A. few yards from the arch.' of 
Hadrian, is the south-east angle of. the modern wall, which hereturns 
to the-West, and which is built upon the .extremity of the peribolos 
of the Olympieion. 	The ,next gate which is: in the western,wall, `and 
not far from the arch_of Hadrian, is _called: Apty4;irize, t•orfici Ai the 
vicinity is inhabited by some Albanian families.:,-:Thcread passin4 
near the foundations of the gate, : which is prebabIy..the-).iirgedia 
leads to the villages between_ the south-east foot :_of Ilymettos:ind 
the sea, to the ruins and: port of Thorikos; the:SunintriproMontery4 
and the passage from' Attica:. to the Wand Jof -lea.i Aften this' gate 
the walls are carried on in a .westerly, direction, below- the• southern 
side of the Acropolis, and running parallel with the front of the 
theatre of liacchus,, join some ancient arched, and' fiirther''On' are 
attached to the eastern end of- the theatre of HerOdes, the 'whole 
front of which, with its western flank; Serve as the Wall of the town; 
which again begins where the theatre terminates. 	- 	 .. 

The third gate, which is on the western extremity of the Acre.: 
polis, serves .as the outer entrance to the citadel; and is called the 
CaStle Cate., It faces, the Athenian portS,, to 	it conducts 
by the' Turkish cemetery, over . the.  foundations 'of the Pirwan 
gate, and through the olive groves. 	It is seldom used except _by 
the garrison. 	From hence the wall is.  carried over-  the summit 
of 'the- Areiopagos, at the northern foot of whi:41: ii';:tha''fOUrth 
gate, 'also facing the sea ; the differeid roads braliclintiroinit 
lead to the ports, and to the ferry of Salamis ; itis CUleciIiliXa.: 
bili. .Its lintel is a large block of white marble,ornamented_with 
Doric guttw, and belonging to a.  choragic monument, as is evident 
from the inseripli,?9,9piterhicli has been published Lty, §pntl.,„4., 
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i._The *all continues, in an irregular ,Itorthern ilirection ; and after 
passing a:, feiv: feet to the West -of the Theseion fornis an angle, and is 
carried -on in an easterly line towaid4 the foot of Anchesmos. 
n-,ThetItfth gate; which is: in ;the.. north wall, not far from the They 
seiori,p is called Gyphtichi, or Gyphto-Porta, the Egyptian gate., 
4; fates the weStern end:.Of Mount 1Parnes.;- and the road from, it, 
after passing over.the;foundations of:the Dipulon, leads through the 
site' of the A:cadetay7, 'and the; oliie . grave, along the sacred, way to 
Ele_u6s Negar,a, and.  thee. Pelopon'n esosu , 	• ' 	i 	- 	' 
:+,-The,sixth is aUo,in theinorthernrwall,iand_is called .the gate of the 
Holy Apostles : the principal road from it leads through the olive 
griziVeAt) Kasha`; and over, Parnesi, by the castle and pass of Phyle, 
intaBootia. 	, . 	, 	, 	,. 	. 4,' _ 	-: 	i 	• . . ; • 	,. 	- 	. 	.. 	. 

The .seventh gate, which is next to that of Hadrian‘, is in the 
eastern,wall; ands is indiscriminately called Messogia, 'Rhodachio, and 
Boubounistra. The road conducts to the villages in that part of the 
plain calledMes4ogia4. it also leads twCephiSsia, Mount Pentelikon, 
Marathon,: and, Eubrea.., 	The jambs and the lintel of the gate- con-
sist of, three large masses. of, marble belonging,to the Roman aque,- 
.dnct, which was of the Ionic,  order.2  ' .The beginning of the' turn of 
an arch fig. - seen ;upon the: end of the entablature,, where we remark - 
the following inscriptipni-the remains of - a. largetone;  which is now 
lost :., 	,, .i 

	 - 	• 
	
' 	' 

14' 
	/ )1` i / 	 1141/ dAE§O. T:AELIVS. - 	

. 

,'Ava,: PIVS. COS. III. TRIG. POT. II. P. P. AQvAEDVCTVAI. IN 140vis. L 
:Ir v:LI Li: 	' ' 	' • 	' -" ' /CONSVNIMAVIT. 	. ' 	, 	. 	i 
,.., 4:1 	4 Ty.0".1 	, i. 	, 	1, 	• 	 ' 	'  

Potters supplies the rest of the inscription from Gruter : and Spon 
indicates the order in which the words were placed upon the entabla- 
,i 4 	• 	.1 .  time, which was on the, other end of the arch, but which was lost 
.ft, 	F(:::..A1 	:!.-.,:;... 	•.,' 	' 	- 	 • 	' 	. 	, 	- 	.. 	• 	- 	, 	-' even in_hrs time :, .  -.61.w.o-iii 	I.K,-,,,il ,bi 	, 	; , 	J. • 	,- 	4 ,. 	t+ 	'. 2 .:a 	t714... i ., 	. 	1, 	+ ..i 

fhi k 	111: a lt•-4 ,:rri-C. 	j4 ' :1 . t 	1 	',4 	 -, 	t 	;:;, 	;. 	Pi, 	L 	ri 	r 	,t' 	(.., 

iir,4-,,‘ 09 2i '11. 	rtii)0: rk 	" 	, 
1 From Avttnr7s. j 	17. 	..,,,, 	.. 	. -1 5, T 	'y ' 	' 	- 	1 

' 	 ,40)1. 111 	, 	;, 	. 	+, 	s. 	444 	41111 	ilk 	1.1..• 	,•1 	;,„ 	.:I 	,, 	„ 	 _ 
2  See _giiiiiii-; Vt;i: 	: r. 4. 	i. 	- 	Kntiq. of vreeq, vot 1.1. 1. c. 6. 
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HADRIANVS., ANTONIN VS;: • 	1 	••• • I -trill,  
ATHENIS. COEPTVM., A, DIV(); -HADRIANO.. PATREs SVO .).1'9(T 

• PgIMATITQ. 	. ,'. 4:;  

So, that by 'placing' the tWafragmenti together, the whole inscription 
is obtained. 	4 r '  ' 	' I 	4 	 i 	 . . 	1  ' i ..:0 - 

• The 'walls of thetown are perforated With loop boles-formusketry, 
and Strengthened with-  projeCting• square-turrets.; 
- 	The Walls -  which were • raised.. incthe*tiine. of Themistocles',, Vere 
sixty stadia 'in circumference. 	Those ,who 'giveit a circuit•of two 
hundred, 'included the space between the long 'Walls, and the' three 

, 	- 	•• principal ports. 	' 	• 	, 	 . 	. 	' . 	' ' . 
' ;Plutarch' affirms,._ that Syracuse-lvas as' -large as Athens, -and :we 

know from Strabo,2  that the circuit of the former was one hnndied 
,.  and eighty- stadia._ • 	 ' 	:"- .  

' 	Dionysius • of. .HalicarnassOss :gays; ' that . the 	ciretthiferende a 
Athens was- about the saine as that.ofRomel 	•• 	, 	1 • ,, f;•. 

, . Meurshis mentions 'the' ten folloWing. gateS of 'Athens : 	,,,,  
Avers:tat, 'Aioxoteoiv, 	AtOfrosict4, Hilotica,' Opiexical  . Ciinceer'iiet 	'the same i't 

Amami; brircasc, 1Cspapcxnio -,- Ma.yrAe, rIspancca. 
' 	Potter enumerates thirteen, including: that of Hadrian, and•chnit-
ting the marti(lsg..: He thinks the.  6e..60-,a, was' the same as the iiit-,i3z;,4  
and 	 Tc the r  ....:ErlhEIXOU ITUXCa. : He:also adds the 'Dew,' the Pi‘eavial, the' ihlid, 
and the Apygeo; 7ram. The two latter are not mentioned .  by "ancient 
authors as gates of Athens -;, nor is the. Thracian-, which is given by 
Aleursius. 	• 	 .. 	 . ' 	- 	' 	 . , 	/,- . 	. 

Stuart,5  who gives a detailed 'account of 'the gates, says that their 
foundations may for the most part be seen; 'but it is at present very 

. 	 . 	 . 	. 	. 	 , 1 1:,1:f0J,1  

1  Life of Nicias. 	- 	' 	' B. 6. p. 270. 	• , . 	. !Antiq: 4ony4k1.* to. 
4  Dr. Chandler has the following passage concerning this gate, one. part of which,: relative 

. to the Pirman gate, is clearly erroneous.—Dipulon was the gate at which Sylla entered-from-
the Piraeus, and was sometimes called the Pircean Gate; it led_ toward Thria and Eleusis, 
and was likewise called the Thriasian and the Sacred Gate. 	A region within and a suburb 
without it being named Ceramictis; it was also called the gate of the Ceranticits.4ravels 
in Greece, •c.''l8. P.: 89. 	"" ,. '. 4; 	. ' s VoL 5. on the plan of Athens,' p. :1'.1— 
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flifficult to, identify: the position, of more than four ; one of which is 
near the forintairuKallirhoe; another towards the' s. w. ' foot of An, 
chesmos; a third in the hullo* between the Pnyx and the Muswum ; 
ancl.a fourth near the Academy. These are probably the bircuTic, the 
41101hettei, the Ileipaxces, and the AivrpX.ov. 

/..1The ancient walls of the city may be 'traced over the 'summit of 
the Museum arid the Pnyx,:nearly-in-amorthern direction, for a con- 
siderable way in the. plain. 	Some vestiges_ are- then 'seen taking an 
easterly.  course, :which near. Aficliesm'os turn . towards the' south,- 

_ an-41,end . at . the :northern bank 'of 'the Ilissos; east: of the stadium. 
-They then-take . a direction towards the west and north-west, ,form-
ing an irregular square,' with several. curves and.anglei: These traces 
are :however found with many intervals and interruptions.. + r 	. 

It' appears, froth Vitruvius,1 that part of the Athenian wall; facing 
-1:Iyinettos, was constructed with brick. 	, 
: 	The arch .which was built in the time. Of Hadriarc wa-s not one .of 
:the gates of Atliens, being considerably .within its ancient 'peribolos. 
Little remains to be said upon a monument Which has not much     , 	 archi-
tectural merit, and which has been scrupulously detailed by StUart.2 
. . The inscriptions in iambic verse; which. are.on'eaCh side; indichte 
the situations of the old town, or. Theseiopolis, .and .of new-Athens, 
or. thdrianopolis.3 .. The former. contained the: space:which includes. 
theAcropolis, extending beyond _the ,Musuni and.. the Pnyx; and 
towards .the Academy. . The latter occupied apart, of the plain be- 
tWeen the Ilissos and AncheSmos. 	. 	 _ .. ,,, ., 

mii§inscription-wa§,imitated from_that which.was upon the column 
erected :„.by the. Ionians and. Theseus, on , the. Corinthian Isthmus, 
which separated the. Peloponnesos from Ionia or Attica ; On the side 
fh-elii -g the former was inscribed' Taz r ETTI nExoTrovyno-oc, oux Itoia ; and - 
dtithb,tifating Ionia was5 Toir ouxt lleXorovvvaw, cicXX' Itococ„ 

''7 •v,:c4f-r 	 4 	.1,N' 	T. '' -; 	. 	• 	' 	 , 

'• ,,,,, 	•~i 4u• Gl.' 

"I 13.0 e w' and Pliny, Nat. I-IH.si. b. 35. c. 14. 	.2.Y01-.A3 P. 3. . 
'14 Sil4i6iiiis4,. Life: of .1-104an. 1 	4,, This kPeloponnesos;-nnt:Jonia. , ,, 	. • 
' v'Thia iinOtPefnficOne.ao;, but tonia. See Strabo, b.-3. and 9. and Plittainii:a:14.ikolTbes'etak 

,,k .q ,zoex•:, 	w i- 	.1,; 	:, 	-- , 	.- • , 	4 
VOL. T. 	 3 D 
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: The inscriptions on the arch of Hadrian are evidently. to '...be under+ 
stood in the same manner ; the modern, walls are built against it 
The breadth of the arch is twenty feet, but the breadth of the -entire 
buildingis forty-fciur. 	It is considerably buried and disfigured by_ a 
Turkish wicket ; which forms a singular contrast with the; surround-
ing marble. '  

It is surprising that so flimsy a fabric as the arch of Hadrian should 
have been erected in a city which possessed the most perfect examples 
of the three. Grecian orders ; but it furnished indisputable evidence 
of the vitiated taste of the Romans, to whom we may impute. the 
corruption of the chaster rules of Grecian symmetry. The Ionic pro:- 
portions which are given to , the tall and effeminate Doric.  of the 
theatre of ,Marcellus,- and, the Flavian amphitheatre at Rome, the 
temple of Hercules. and the villa of Maecenas. at Tivoli, 'the temple 
of Hercules at Cora, the mixture1  of the Ionic and. Doric orna-
ments1  and the amalgamation of the Corinthian and. Ionic orders in, 
the meretricious Roman composite, are so many proofs that the 

. Romans were deficient iri correctness of taste and solidity of judg-
ment. 

These examples however have been .copied in sonie of the richest 
and most stately edifices of modern times. ' Nothing is more-Aftor-
geously rich, and at the same time more palpably laitelessi  than the 
front of Saint Peter's church, and the superb colonnade, which is 
singly of no order, and Collectively of all. 	The same fault may 
be found with most of the churches in Italy, where architecture 
was put to the rack and tortured into deformity by Sansoviiio, 
Michael Angelo and Borromini, who seem to have done 'every 
thing in their power to corrupt the taste of the age in whielv they 

- 	- 	- 	_ 
• 

" 	 ' 	 ,,, 	,, 	- 	t• . 	. 
1  One of the earliest examples remaining of this mixture of the orders is the sarcophagus 

of one of the Scipios which is now in the Yatican ; it has a Doric frize with triglyphs and 
metom surmounted with Iopic,Flptils. 1- ri 	1 	` 

i. 	' 
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liVedJ -- ,:A,  few ..paces,  to the south ,of the arch are the remains 
of am 4tncient, wall; belonging to the peribolos of the Olympieion. 
The -modern wall is built upon it. 	There ,are but few traces of 
Hadrianopolis, or the town of Hadrian ; the materials have pro-
bably been employed in building modern Athens. The plain between 
the arch and foot of Anchesmos consists of arable land, with few 
and imperfect 'vestiges of antiquity.  
, , The following curious funereal inscription in hexameter and pen- 
tameter verse, was found near the arch of Hadrian. 	It is under a 
.bas-telief : 	 . 	. 

OTTOE0rHETEMNSINETAXTHOOPONATAA.ItAAHOTE 
ETTTXOEFIFONES/NEAMEEIIEITArObt 
giKoEITSINTIANTSINETESZNTIIOTS/AEKEK.PTMMAI 
EHMATIMHTENOLCIMHTOATNHEITAKEIE 

. TE0NEMEAOTKOIOEGATPOMAIAAAQTRIENOOE 
',AMOOTEPOIZEAIIIONATIVONEMOIETOKEZI. 

- . 
. , 

 

The . clecastyle2  temple, which is, that of the Olympian Jupiter 
described by Vitruvius,3  was situated in the quarter of Athens. denor 

, mi.natedHadrianopolis, and is, one, of the. most magnificent ruins in. 
the world, though not a tenth part of the, original edifice remains ! 

,,,,orne;conception ,may, be formed of its, ancient splendour, when we.  
,, consider, that in the long interval of seven hundred years, from its 
,, foundation by Visistratos, to, its dedication by Hadrian, several 
Icings and princes vied with each other. to bring it to perfection:4  
The architects, whose talents ,were Successively employed in this 
a:ioble _structure, were Antistates, Callwschros, Antimachides, Pori; 

.49501101e Roman Cossutius.5  . Strabo6  says, that the death of the 

—1-Alle-bizzarrie-e-alle-seorrezioni Michelangelesche, delle quali l'architettura nel secolo 
xvi. fu in Roma infettata, si • complicarono in questo secolo xvii. le follie Borrominesche. 

r 
 Milizio delle,,belle:Arti -del Disegno, p. 191, Bassano, 1787. stir..  '. 	 'that -* 	ChUndler :Pie tends 	it had 'only eight 'coluMnS in front. 	Travels in Greece, 
c. 161p." 7/1.: 	i.' 	'3:Preface of the Seventh book. 	: 	'4i Sueton. 6. 1:'0&tiV. C. -61. 

5  See Vitruvius, loc. cit. 	 6  I. 9: meaning Perseils. 	'41- .• • i . ,' ':' ' 
3 D 2 
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sovereign;  by whom ... it was dedicated, caused it to be left unfinished‘ 
and Plutarch' observes, that as Athens perfected all her teinples hilt 
that of Jupiter Olympios, so Plato. left only his' work concerning the 
Atlantic island incomplete.. 	Philostratus2  says it was dedicated; by.,  
Hadrian.  (icaOseptdo-as 9 Auroicpareee).. 	Spartianus3  . erroneously asserts, , 
that Hadrian not only dedicated, but also began it--,-" Opera gum 
apudAthenienses cwperat dedicavit ; -ut Jovis Olympii /Edemi", 

It was Also enriched by Perseus, the last king, of Macedon ; as 3ve 
see from Livy ;4  " Magnificentim. vero in Deos, vel Jovis,Olympii-
templum Athenis, unum in terris inchoatum pro magnitudine Dei.,-, 
potest testis esse." 	It was continued by Antiochus Epiphanes and 
Augustus, and finished by Hadrian. .  

The fictions of fable represent it to have been founded by Deuca--
lion ;5  but Aristotle,6  who, compares it to the /Egyptian, pyramids,- 
Vitruvius, and Suidas, ascribe that honour to Pisistratos. 	: 

According to Stuart's plan it had when entire one hundred and 
twenty-four large columns, and twenty-six smaller ones within the 
cella'. 	It stands upon a foundation of the soft Pirwan stone, like the 
Parthenon. 	Pliny"?' seems to authorize the supposition, that Sylla 
sent from Athens to r Rome some columns of the temple of Jupiter'  
Olympios : but when, we-  consider their colossal size, it appears 'poi 
bable that he-alludes to some of the smaller ones which were within. 
the cella, and, perhaps of more costly Materials than the Pentelib : 
which was-not so highlyprized by the Romans as the variegated; 
marble. 	The' capital and the architrave-of this temple. have, never:: 
been Measured on account of the great height of the column ; Which,, 
including the capital, appears to be 	bout -  fifty-five feet ,,, ITheit 
capitals are; not all exactly. similar in' their ornaments ; 	and' a;ltrsci.- 
large, that they are composed of two blocks. 	 1 1. 4 ,!4,1 

The shafts of the columns consist of several frusta.' 	Sorne'bf tlicv 
,-! 

1  Life of Solon. 	1  De Vit. Sophist. b. 25. c. 3. 	3  Life of Hadrian, C. 13. 
ho• B:41. c, 20.1 	. 	. 	O.Pausan; b. 4.,  c. /8. 	. 	- ' 	, 	firPoliW ti.-!5 	c:'/1'i' 	I) =4:r 
7  Nat. Hist.b. 36. c. 6. 	., 	. 	 ,, 	ab 	i1Liie Or. 	. i of .e:AT 	0 
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epistjrlia''or fa-Alt:raves ' haVe-Tbeen 'shaken out of their. -plaCes,'pro-
b-ably."by, earthquakes, • and menace a speedy fall.. ' The entasis or 
swelling Of the 'columns' is so: slight; as. to be scarcely perceptible to 
the. eye::' , I' discovered it by means of that . infallible medium cif 
trutliand.accuracy, the' camera .obscures: • As high up as the hand of 
Mari' has . been: able to reach, th&flutings of the columns are much 
broken :• which at A: certain distance gives the • appearance of a Stilt 
greater entasis.1  Many of the Grecian temples exhibit a slight degree 
of ,  Protuberance ; but • very different •frOm. the gross and unseemly 
paiiriches which are seed in the colonnade of Saint Peter's church.  
At .!Rotn6: 	 , 

The brick building that rests upOn the architrave of the two 
western.- cOltimnsof the middle range, is 'supposed to have been the 
aerial..residerice. of. a Stylites.  hennit: it is three .stories high, and 
about twenty feet long, and-  seven broad ; and must have been 
erected when the temple was much more perfect, and when. a Stair-
case.•remained in 'the wall of .  the' cella, Or when the accumulated 
mass of 'ruin reached.aS'high as the epistylia- of-the. temple. 
•Tavernier, in his journey through Persia, saw the *monastery of 

Saint.  SiMeon Stylites, , and the remains of the column • on 'which 
the .saint had lived-, .near-  the village Of Chaquemire. 	It was also 
noticed by..Corntlio • Magni' in '1674. — - 	'• 	 ,. 	' 
• Part 'of the peribolosta the Olympieion'remaing on the south *Sidei• 

facitig-the:•Ilissos; and on the'eastern end, opposite Hymettos ; and- 
.aismall: part of 'it-  is visible near the arch of Hadrian. 	The 'fOrmer' 
i's-  ri kspresent state near two hundred feet in lei-4th ; . and composed 
infidie most perfect part .of:eleVen layers of stone regularly con-: 
structedritiii fortified by projecting• buttresses, similar' to the peri-.' 
bOlos of a temple at , Delphi: 'None of -it remains on the northern' 
sidi4. )-Theilength of theperibolos when entire, was six hundred and 
eighty-nine feet, and its circuit was about four stadia : according to 

,: 	t., in 	 • 	-, 	 . 
1  The columns of.Suniuin, and, of Thorikos have no entasis,,, That of the Parthe#on and 4 

the Theseion are so slight as to be hardly perceptible. 	 t. : 	,t. 	! 	.7,, 	, 
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Pausanias,1  it was dipteral and hypwthrat. with double rows i of 
column's, and having no roof. 

The single column which stood towards the western extremity of 
the temple, was thrown down many years ago, by the orders of a Voi, 
vode of Athens, for the sake of the materials, which were employed 
in constructing the great mosque. in the bazar. 	It was undermined 
and blown down by gunpowder ; but such was its massive strength, 
that the fourth explosion took place before it fell. The Pasha of Egri-
pos inflicted upon theVoivode a fine of seventeen purses (8,500 Turkish 
piastres) for having destroyed those venerable remains. 	The Athe- 
nians relate, that, after this column was thrown down, the three 
others nearest to it were heard at night to,lament the loss of their 
sister ! and these nocturnal lamentations did not cease to terrify the 
inhabitants, till the sacrilegious Voivode, who had been appointed 
governor of Zetoun, was destroyed by poison.  

While I was taking a view of the temple, an old.  Albanian woman, 
by name Cosmichi, who was passing by, surprised at the uncommon 
appearance of my camera obscura, said, !' You know where the 
sequins are—but with all your magic you cannot conjure them_ into 
your box ! for a black watches them all day ; and at night jumps 
from column to column !" She then proceeded gravely to assure me, 
that the brick building upon the architrave was the repository of 
great treasure, and the habitation of a black. 

These kind of stories frequently originate in Greece, in. the disor-
dered imaginations of maniacal individuals,- by whom they, are con- 
fidently retailed till they are generally believed ; 	and at- length 
become traditionary prodigies. 	The old woman in question was.-a' 
picture of the greatest misery ; and subsisted by alms. 	• She-. used 
to go regularly once a day to the church of Saint George,- on-the 

-'1„1, 	..., ),.. 
I 

' 	- ,1•). 	, 	i 
1  B. 1. c. 18.  

• Had •,the laudable practice of fining dilapidators Continued to ilie—Preseiinime, the 
Athenian temples would have been sived.from their lain destruction. 
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TEMPLE OF JUPITER OLYMPIOS. 	 391 

summit of Mount' Anchesmos, and tell the Saint the news of the 
town.' Five thousand piastres were found concealed in her dwelling . 	. 
at the period of her decease. 

-Mons. Tavernier,1  whose descriptions of antiquities are extremely 
ludicrous, says of this temple, 46  Il y a encore dix Sept colonnes de 
marbre qui restent de trois cens que l'on dit avoir ete anciennement 
au palais de Thesee premier Roy d'Athenes." 
. , The two following . inscriptions were found in the vicinity of 
this temple, and 'are apparently sepulchral : the first records the 
name of Egesias, son of Egesippos, of the-  tribe Erchiea.: the se- 
cond relates to Decimus CossutiuS,. a Roman, son of Publius. 	It 
will be recollected that a Roman by the name of Cossutius was em-
ployed in finishing the Olympieion. 

HFHEIAE 
HM4E1111'107' 
EPXIETE 

'TZIAN. 

AEKMOZ 
KOZZOTTIOZ 
II0IIAIOT 
RaMAIOZ. 	

• 
There are some imperfect traces, and scattered blocks of stone and 

marble, in the space which is, between the Olympieion and the Mu- 
swum. 	A fountain is, seen near the Albanian gate, with several foun- 
dations, and a little garden ; which, though containing only a few 
small trees, gives relief to the eye, which, during the summer months, 
'is- fatigued by the parched and arid aspect of the Athenian plain. 
The temple of Jupiter, the gate of Hadrian, and Mount Anchesmos, 
seen from this spot, form a picturesque and striking view. 

Near _ the banks of the Ilissos are the remains of a structure 
composed of brick, small stones, and cement ; which were no doubt 

I Voyage en Perse, liv..5. 
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originally coated with marble-. 	The chamber, :which , was posObly 
sepulchral, is arched ; the superstructure terminates in the for, m ,Of a 
large pedestal, which probably supported an equestrian statue.: The 
foundations of the town walls, and the imperfect vestiges' of a gate, 
are perceived a few yards nearer to the Acropolis. 

This may. be  the sepulchre that is mentioned by Pausanias ;1  the 
summit of which was embellished by an equestrian statue made by 
Praxiteles. 	The neighbouring traces appear to be the remains of 
a gate by which Pausanias' may have entered Athens; for before 
.he came to the town he .visited the ports, and perhaps set off for 
Athens from Phaleron ; in which case he would -enter the, city by 
this and not by the Piraaan gate. 	He does not particularize the 
name ; but it was probably the lirirah;. 	If he proceeded to Athens 
from the Piraeus, as some imagine, he would enter the city by the 
Pirxan gate. 

Stuart's description2  of the monument of Philopappos leaves little 
to be added to what he has said upon that subject. 	It has its faults 
and deficiencies, but it is an elegant and imposing object. In the 
interior of the basement are some blocks of the grey Hyinettian 
marble, _and the soft stone from the Piraeus. The superstructure is 
of Pentelic marble. 

In the Barbarini library at Rome there is an ancient manuscript 
copy3  from Cyriac of Ancona, with draWings and descriptions of -
some antiquities of Greece, amongst which is the monument in 
question, which is represented entire, and eighty feet in height.4  The 
third niche and statue are given, and under them the following 
inscription : 

BAEIAEIE 
iEAETXOE 
ANTIOXOT 
NIKAT,Q,P . . 

	

. 	. 

	

1  B. 1. c, 2. 	 t Vol. 3. c. 4. 	3  The manuscript is dated 1465. 
4 This is greatly exaggerated ; see Stuart, loc. cit. 
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°" '`The' 	is in the Roman style, and has a resemblance to 
iliat'of the arch of Titus; but 'is inferior' in the execution. ' 
`''r On the ' front of the car is represented a figure with' a human' 
body,. but the• legs and feet terminating in fishes' tails; or serpents' 
heads ; this figure is so small and corroded, that it is not easy tá dis- 
criminate .its :precise form. 	It may .either represent -a Triton, or 
Erichthonios. . The. same :device is seen upon the trophy which' was 
on the tympanon of a temple at Eleusis, and upon the VZ-07Tai011 of a 
marble throizos at Mitylene. 	- 
'i Near the monument is a tumulus, which was opened a short time 
before; my. arrival at- Athens ; :the, only things - found in it were 
some burnt bones and ashes,. some broken pottery, and a heap of 
nailsT the latter may have..belonged to the • coffin.  in which the 
bones were deposited. 	Pausaniasl says it was reported -that Muswus 
was buried on this hill, but Spot' mentions an inscription, in which 
Port. Phaleron is mentioned as the place of his sepulture. 

ThisMuszeus was of Eleusis, son .of Antipheinosi  father of Eurnol-
poi, ,and disciple of Orpheus.. At a: few paces to the west ' of the 
monument, on the summit of the hill, the traces: of a wall are 'Seen, 
extending nearly in a straight line down _the northern side of -  the 
hill, to the hollow' between the MuSzeum and the 'Pnyk, where 'the 
Piraic gate was probably -situated : this may be the wall of the city, 
or, perhaps the remains of the fortifications raised by Demetrius ; for 
Pausanias leaves it doubtful, whether. the whole of the MuSxan' hill, 
or-only' apart of it was within the walls.. His words are;E0-7.1 JE 670r 
70y weefOoNou OVX04011 re MOU0Ii0V. 	 . 	 , 

Demetriuss by making it a fortress kept the Athenians in awe : it 
is not quite so high as the Acropolis. 	Its base is cultivated, but 
the upper parts are barren and rocky, producing only some stunted 
shrubs, a scanty pasture 'for goats and sheep, and a great quantity 

..._._..... 
1  B. 1. c. 25. 	 2  Voyage de Grece, t. 2. liv. 5. p. 204. 

,.)+ 	.., 	...!' -', •-.-' 	' I Plutarch's Life of Demetrius. 
VOL. I. 	 ' 	3 E 
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of the bulbous root squills, and of the marrubiuin which Dioscorides 
terms TEuSoLcrothyoc, and which the Athenians at present -call /hump-
papyo ; but the word tuzupo, .which signifies blaek,'seems given to this 
plant by Antithesis,, as the leaves are covered with a glossy down .of 
a white colour. 	' 	. 	 . 	. 

The eastern side of .the Muswum, which faces : the Acropolis, 
exhibits several artificial terraces, or platforms; which were no doubt ,. 
anciently cultivated. 	. . 

The western side of the hill is almost covered 'with traces of 
buildingS cut in the rocks, • and the remains! of stairs are visible in 
several places. 	In this spot we also find some wells. and. cisterns 
.of a circular form;hollowed out in the rock, and enlarging r.towards 
the base. 	Of these receptacles for water, the ' smaller probably be-
longed to private individuals.; but some of larger dimensions were 
for the use of those who. liv'ed within, four stadia, according to the 

, 	. law enacted by Solon." . 	.., 	.., 	i. I 	 -I , 	' 
• The best panoramic view of Athens, its ' plain, and...its ports; is 
from this hill ; it comprehends the AcroPoliS,' the town; the whole 
of the plain, with its .surrounding mountains, the ports the Saronic 
Gulph, bounded by the PeloponneSian mountains ;. .amongst2,which 
the principal are Methana and Arachnaion. 	Towards the 	est is 
seen the ACrocorinth, and beyond' it the snowy summits .'of Cyllene 
in Arcadia ; the principal islands which appear. ate 	Kalauria, 
../Egina, Salamis, and Psyttalia.. 	. . 1 	. 	.. 	! ,4 . 	• 	' • 

The. following beautiful lines of .Milton! .might lead:us-to suppose 
that he had actually contemplated Athens from this spot,7and I in, a 

had ;transport of admiration 	exclaimed— . 	 . 	. . 	- 	. 	. 	. 	, 
" Look !--on th'Egean shore a city stands, • 

Built nobly.; pure the air, and light the ,soil ; 	. 

3  Plutarch's Life of Solon:-" 	2  Paradise Regained, b. 4. 
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Athens : , the eye ,of Greece, mother of arts 
And eloquence:; native to famous wits, 

, 1 	Or hospitable, in her sweet recess, 
- ,City, .or suburban;  studious' walks and shades I. 

See, there the olive grove of Academe, 
Plato's retirement,:  where the attic bird 
Trills herf thickewarbled notes the summer long. 
There, flowery hill, Hymettus; with the. sound 

- Of bees industrious murmurs; oft invites 
To studious musing; there Ilissos rolls ' 

,. Ills :whispering stream. 	Within the walls then view 
The,  schools, of ancient sages, his :who bred. 
Great Alexander, to subdue the world.; 	. 

• T4Mura there, and painted Stoa next." 

At the eastern foot of the Museum,, opposite the Acropolis,. there 
are•three ancient excavations in the rock ; that in the. middle is of an 
irregular form, and the other two are eleven feet square. 	One Of 
them leads'. to another subterraneons' chamber, of a circular form, 
twelve feet ,in diameter ,at the' base, and diminishing towards the 
top.,•:41 the; shape of a. bal. 	-These, excavations are called woOtoucc 
Aourpa, the ancient. baths. - They have their. magic properties, and 
are, imagined: to:;be the -haunt ,of evil spirits. 	If they were baths; 
they were too small for public. use. 	The..circulat chamber was per- 
haps the 14.roccocrroy, or sudatory ;, the next adjoining it may have 
been the 'cora:m*04:0r. undressing 'room ; and the other, the cams- 
Typiov, or anointing room. 	The Roman baths had the caldarium, the 
tepidarium, and the frigidarium. 

.. 	I 	A 	 . 

i I have seen similar bell-shaped excavations in many Grecian fortresses: they were also 
observed at Eleusis-, and in the island of Ithaca; and at several places in Italy ; particularly 
at Cirmi, Ariccia, Agylla, or Caere, and at Isola Farnese, supposed to be the ancient Veii. 
Excavations of a similar form are very common in Africa, where they are used for preserving 
corn. 	 i 	. 

3 E 2 

   
  



396 	. 	 SEPULCHRAL bAVEitit(s. •  
The face of they rock is flattened, and has been - built against; 

the holes remain in which the beaMs were fixed,:and ,soine steps, 
cut in the steep part of therock;.are still seen: 	Softie 'suppoSethese 
chambers to haie been prisons. • There' are alsO'Sorne'eddvations at 
the southern foot of the Muswntri, which' were the Sepulchres of illus- 
trious persons. 	There. are some fOUndations of .Stone: before the ea,  
trance, and on each side are the remains of steps out in the rock. 
The mouth of the cave, which is about, ten: feet in'height, was origi-
nally rectangular, but has been broken. f The interior is divided into 
two chambers, the farthest of whiCh contains three sarcophagi, cut in 
the solid mass ; their covers have-been ,  destroyed. 	The roof of the 
inner cave is flat, but that of the :outer chamber terminates in the 
middle in an obtuse angle; like the pediinent of a ternple. 	It has 
been imagined that these were the.  sepulchres of . the . Cimonian 
family. 	Herodotusl says that Cimon was buried before the city, 
'on the other side Of tfie road that leads to Xbile. 

The chronicler, MarCellinus,° asserts; that the Kituovot tatfaira were 
in Koile, near the Melitensian gate. 

While I was drawing the outside of . this sepulchral chamber, two 
Turkish women' arriving seemed much disconcerted at-my presence; 
and after iome consideration and conference, desired me to go about 
my business, as they had' something of importance to do in the cave; 
and did not choose to be interrupted. :When I refused' to retire, they 
called me dog and infidel.? One of the women then placed herself 
on the outside for.  fear I should intrude, while the other entered ; 
and after she had remained there about ten minutes, they both .went 
away together ; warning me at my peril not to enter the cave I i. 	- 

The Greek who was with me said he was certain they had been 
performing magic ceremonies, as the cavern was haunted. br.the 

• .,7 	1 	,-.,t 	i , 	., 	,- 

• '•, 	:"If 	, 	1.'1' 	".t:1:: 

• ' 	 , 

	

. 	' 	- 	 • 	•-•• 	, - 	 - 

	

3  B. 6. c. 103. 	. 	'2  On the life of Thucydides. 	'" 	' 	' 	.3  'Gia'our. 
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Mospiy.4, or • Destinies : nothing would have tempted him to enter, 
and. when I - was 'going.  in, he threw himself .upon his knees, en-
treatihg me not to :risk ,meeting the redoubted• sisters; who he. was 
confident were feasting on what the Turkish women had left for their 
repast,--I found in the inner chamber a small feast, consisting of a 
cup of honey and white almondS, a cake, on a little napkin, and a 
vase of aromatic herbs burning, arid exhaling an agreeable perfume. 
This vOtiVe offering was placed upon a rock, which was cut and flat 
At top, and was probably originally an altar or table, on which an 
annual sacrificial - ceremony was performed by the relations of the 
deceased:  

-When-  I returned - from the sepulchre, I found the Greek pale 
and trembling, and crossing himself very frequently. 	When he 
saw. that' I' had brought 'out .the contents Of, the feast, he told..me 
he must quit my service, as he was confident that I. should - shortly 
experience some 'great ' misfortune for my impiety in destroying 
the hopes and :hapPiness of the two women; by removing :the 
offeringS they had made to the.DeStinies, in order to render them pro-
pitious to their conjugal :spec-ulations. . 'I gave the cake to the ass, 
who.. had • brought,  my drawing apparatus-  ; and: by whom it .was 
devoured without any scrupleS ; big Unfortunately, as. we were re- 
,turning home, this animal, with a perversity not unusual in his restive
race, ran away braying and kicking till he broke my camera obscura 

,.in- pieces. ' I collected the fragnients as well as I could; while. my  
Greek; who.  was quite sure that the' accident was owing to my in- 
trusion into the cave, triumphed in his predictions ! 	_ 

Almost ,every, ,cavern about Athens has its particular virtues; . 
some are -Celebrated for providing its fair votaries with husbands, 
after a few. sacrifices ; others are resorted to by women when ad- 

1vanced in pregnancy, who pray' for prosperous parturition, and male 
children ; while others are supposed to be instrumental in accom-
plishing—the diree-purposes of hatred and revenge. But those evil 
spirits, whose assistance is invoked for vengeance and blood, are not 
regaled 'upon cakes and honey; but upon a piece of a priest's, cap,, 
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or a ragfrom his .garment, which are considered as:the most f4your7 
able,.ingredients for the perpetration of malice and revenge. I 	,,.:,„ 

Magic is' performed for good or evil purposes,. according to air" 
cumstances.. 	' _ 	 , 	, 	, 

One of the most malignant incantations, and which is supposed 
to be , f011Owed by dreadful results,: is effected .by secretly placing, 
at night time, ., before the door of the hated person, a, log ,of, wood 
burnt at .one .end, , With some hairs twisted round, it.,  :Thin curse 
was placed. , with due. solemnity, at the door of the English, agent, 
Speridion Logotheti, while I was at. Athens; but he rendered it of 
no avail by summoning a great number of priests to his house ;, who 
easily destroyed 'the spell by benedictions, frankincense, and ,holy 
water !' 	, 	 _ 

A common, curse against women is, to wish they may, bring ,forth 
female children. :This imprecation is slipposed to be accomplished, 
by placing near 'the door of the devoted 'object, an indefinite number 
ofparas with a hole in each. 	.I•was assured by an old woman that 
her daughter had , had_ five female children , following;: owing, to as 
„many perforated paras having been placed before her door ,by. some 
vindiCtive dealer in witchcraft., This however is, not altogether• • in-
credible ; as..the Tower of the imagination may be supposed to be 
particularly operative upon pregnant, women, especially wheultided 
_by superstition. 	. 	 , 	1 	I 	`P:1:- ''',. 

Women, in' Greece,' as well as in Italy,. sometimes endeavour Lto 
gain the _heart of the man'on. whom they have fixed, their,  ,affections, 
by secretly administering magic potions. This custom, appears, to. be, 
of very:ancient date. 	The . philtra, and, the pharmaca, that ,were 

.employed f6r. this purpose, are particularly mentioned: byi. .Theo- 
• critos,!' .VirgiV Ovid,3  .Juvena1,4  and others. 	.• 	: i 	, 	-.. i.; 	) - _ •: 

It would be. useless to enumerate. the various magical rites practised 

• 
r 	 . 	, 

1  Second Idyl: 	' t Eclog. 8. 	3.  Metam. 	.,4  Sat. 6. ♦. 610. 	. ' 
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by the modern Greeks.; it Will -be 'sufficient to-  notice one more, in 
which they place great faith. - When a feast is' given, and theie is 
a roasted lamb, -which. is generally a Standing dish, -the Shoulder or 
blade bones, are scraped bare, when certain fibrous Marks are curi-
ously scrutinized, in order to presage the fortune of the master of 
the feast. 

This is termed slkarotccareiiz, or the shoulder-bone prediction, and 
seems to be a remnant of the lepoocoria; or inspection of victims. 

Pennant=  describes this mode of -divinatimi as practised in the 
highlands of Scotland, where it is called sleinanachd, or divination 
by the spall bone ; but with them the seer or second-sighted per-
former looks through the thin part .-of the bone, and sees future 
events as in a vision. 

Magic is never practised by men , ; but'generally by old women, 
as was formerly the .case. 	It was - anciently common in Thessaly; 
but was universally detested, and exercised only by the lowest class 
,of people? 

Some excavations Were making' when I was at Athens, near the 
Ilissos ; and a.! short way from the foot of the Musurn several 
sepulchres were discovered containing painted terra cotta vases ; the 
beauty of which incontestably proves the , high degree of perfection 
to which the art of design had attained ; and in which it had kept 
pace with the art of sculpture. i Ornaments of gold and .  ear-rings of 
curious workmanship were found in the sepulchres of females, as I 
imagine that,  amongst the Greeks ear-pendants were exclusively a 
feminine decoration.  

In Xenophon's :Anabasis3  we find that a man in the Grecian army, 
who had the rank of Lockage, 'was supposed to be a Lydian, and 
not a ,Greek, because his ears' were bored ; -and he was consequently 

. 	. 	, 

1  Tour in Scotland, 1769, p. 179• 
t Aristoph. Nubes, v. 747. and Pliny, Nat. '.Mist. b. 90. c. 1. 	 3  B. 3. c. 1. 
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discharged. 	We know from Hornet That 'ear-pendants :were a 
feminine ornament in very early times... 	' 	 . 

The following sepulchral inscriptions , were discovered near -the 
same place. The two first are on marble ; the latter is on' a large 
tile. 	 . 

OPOEH 
MA TOE 0- 
NHEIMO. 

ONOMATION 
HIIEP.O.TIE. 

IEPANMHTPIOES1N 
4.IONTEIOZKAIAMMONIOE. 

. 	.. 	 . 
At the northern foot of the Musmum, near the traces -which are 

supposed to be the Piraic gate, the remains of several other ancient 
sepulchres are seen, and the ground is covered with fragments of 
terra cotta. - 

The principal way to the Piraeus at present passes in this spot, 
between the Muswum and the Pnyx ; and it is probably the ancient 
Theseian or Pirwan way ; for the 0.1.0; enaliC41  and the 1) sic 1161pCOM, are 
supposed to have been one and the same .2 	- 	, 	,/ 

In • this- situation there is a small church on a rock, which, per-
haps is on the site of some temple.  

The spot where the peace between the Athenians and 'the Ama-
zons was supposed to have been signed, was nearer the temple of 
Theseus, and Vwas called Opcelcoa-to. Plutarch3  relates, that the, fury 
of the battle between Theseus and the Amazons raged betweep, the 
Muswum and the Pnyx. 

1 Iliad. 14. v. 182. 	2  Potter's Anti4. of Greece b. 1. c 8. 	- 	3  Life of Theseus. 
, 	 . 	,; 
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,Proceeding from the above-mentioned - church, along the eastern 
foot of the Pnyx hill, in a north,west direction, for about one hun-
dred yards, I arrived at ,  the great circular wall, which is the support 
or buttress to the declivity of the Pnyx, which is opposite the Areio-
pagos, and faces the north-east. This. colossal fabric, which Wheler 
takes for a theatre; and gpon for the Areio.  iagos, is worthy of the 
builders of Mycenw and Tiryns, and is composed of large quadrilate- 
ral stones well united. 	The most perfect part of the wall contains 
three layers of blocks ; the largest of which measures twelve feet in 
length, and seven feet three inches in breadth. 	Their external sur- 
face is rustic and rough, and near the joints they are ornamented 
with parallel lines, which are cut all round them. 	These blocks are 
not all perfectly- rectangular, nor of equal dimensions, but partake of 
that irregularity which is remarked in the walls built prior to the 
time' of Pericles, resembling the south-west side of the gate of the 
Lions at Mycenw, the stones being nearly equilateral. 	This is pro- 
bably one of the few antiquities which escaped the destructive fury 
of:the Persians, and of the last king of Macedon. 

Higher up the hill are the fine steps or seats cut in the rock, and 
the Bema, from ' which the Athenian orators harangued the multi- 
tude. 	The- Pnyx is not noticed by Pansanias ; Julius Polluxi says 
it was near the Acropolis, and ornamented with ancient simplicity ; 
not with' the luxury of a theatre.  

We are informed by Plutarch2  that Themistocles ordered that the 
Bema, on the Pnyx, should be made to front the sea ; but the thirty 
tyrants afterwards placed it towards the land. 	The circular wall 
was "Probably built before that period, in..order to support the ter-
race or' hill, upon which the tribunal . was: afterwards formed ; it is 
&t present called crxcacc TOU ANAOTOEVEOC, the Stairs of Demosthenes. 
The. *steps were almost covered with earth, which was cleared away 

,J,  Onomast. b. 8. c: 10. seg. 132. 	6  Life of Themistocles. 
'VOL. I, 	 3 F 
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by the orders of a British noblenian.1 	On each side of the Bona the 
rock is cut down perpendicularly, and contains several small cavi- 
ties or niches for votive offerings ;.2 	amongst them is one much 

. 	. 	. 	. 	7 inches 2-8ths 	. 	. 	. 	. 
. 	------ , 

-. . 	. 

a) 	 _ ..= c, 	 =  ._,-,---. ..-. -„-_....„ 

- • 
--__ • ---__:_-_-_- ._,.___,. - 	-- ----- 

larger  than the others, which probably contained the statue of the 
divinity to whom they were dedicated. In clearing away the earth, 
many of these offerings were discovered ; they are-  in relief in white 
marble, well sculptured, and are now in the British Museum. Some 
account of them may be considered necessary in this place. 	Several 
parts of the human body are represented in bas-relief upon these 
tablets. 	They seem to have been dedicated to Jupiter—the Most 
High. 	On a plain slab is inscribed : 

ETNTP000E 
TTIETSZAII 
XAP IETHPION. 

1  The Earl of Aberdeen. 
2  About votive offerings)  see I. Filippo Tomassini de Donariis, et Tabellis votivis, Udina, 

1739, in Octay. 
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On a slab of dark Eleusinian marble is inscribed : 

NH 
ETXHNTIIEP 
ETOPOETNOT. 

Under a small female breast is the following imperfect inscription : 

EICIACTI1  
ET 

Over a larger breast is : 

ETTTXIOTTICTD, 
XHH 

Over another is : 	 Under the same is : 

ONHCIMHETXHN. 	 AIITIFICTI2. 

On another offering : 

OATMIHAETTIETI/ 
ETXHN 

The following tablet was dedicated by a person who was cured 
from some malady in the eyes. The eye on the right seems to have 
undergone an operation, as there are the evident marks of an 
incision which is not seen on the other eye : 

. 	. 	. 	. 	5 inches 2-8ths 	. 	. 	. 	. 
• 

--i------, .----  	—. 
rb 

— &) 
— 	- c 

-7.=' --  -  I:-  ='--=  - 	 • 
• 

3 F 2 
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7 inches 	. 
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Some paces to the north of the steps there is a detached block of 
stone, nineteen feet in length, nine in height, and four in thickness. 
There was formerly a stone upon the Pnyx, by which the Athenians 
swore ; but Potters thinks, with Suidas, that the ?AN. and the vErprz 
of Demosthenes and Aristophanes allude to the Bema of the Pnyx, 
which is of stone. 	It is surprising, that Pausanias should make no 
mention of the Pnyx, which was one of the most celebrated Athe-
nian tribunals ; he has perhaps designated it under some other ap- 
pellation. 	It may be the Trigonon,2  which he says was so called on 
account of its triangular form. 	In fact, the general plan of these 
remains is an irregular triangle, although its supporting wall is the 
segment of a circle. 

These votive rocks seem to have been common in Greece. 	I have 
observed them particularly in several parts of Attica, Bceotia, Pho-
cis, Italy,3  and Sicily.'' 

,. ri 	M? 
• -_'-' 	:: 	.(4 	. 	' 

1  B. 2. c. 5. 	 2  Tptywyov, b. 1, c. 28. 
3  At Tivoli, Albano, 'Fusculum, Palestrina, and Valmontoni. 	 4  At Syracuse. 
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The offerings- were termed *Nagai and avaanizon-a2  by the Greeks, 
and tabellce votivce by the Romans. , 	 . 

Tibullue terms them pieta tabella ; Ovid,4  memores tabella, and 
Quintillian,6  depicta tabula, from which it is evident, they were 
sometimes painted. 	. 	 .. 

Strabo6  mentions votive tablets at Epidauros, Trikka, and Kos. 
The custom of suspending in holy places the dedicatory offerings 

of gratitude for the healing of limbs, -and the curing. of maladies, is 
still prevalent in many parts of Europe. 	They ,repreSent the mem- 
bers which have been healed, and they are generally of tin, or 
painted wood ; but the wealthier devotees mia°,ke offerings of silver, 
which are sometimes as large as the living object, but of which 
only the surface is composed of this precious metal.  

The Indian idolaters follow the same custom, according to Taver-
nier,7  who /says, that at a pagoda near Bezouart, -where there is a 
statue of one of their gods, the pilgrims who wish to be cured of 
disorders, present to the statue the semblance of the member affected, 
in gold, silver, or brass. 
- The whole rock of the Pnyx has been covered with habitations, as 

it is flattened and cut in all directions. 	There is a road at its 
northern base, which. leads from Athens -to the ferry of Salamis ; on 
the other side of the road rises a steep* rock; the summit of which 
commands a magnificent panoramic view of Athens, with its moun-
tains, plain, and gulph. 

. 	- 
I  Or mvatcec, or revaKta, inyan&a, =vast-tam, WlYaKteTKOt, and arevaxt&s. 	See Plato, Polit. 2. 

and Athenzeuk Deipnosoph. c. 8. b. 13. 
1  According to Suidas, apaOltia is any thing which is consecrated to a God. 	Lexic. vol. 1. 

p. 164. 	- - - - 
3 nam posse mederi, 
Picta docet templis multa tabella tuis.—B. 1. eleg. 3. v. 28. 

4  Metam. b. 8. v. 744. 	 3  Inst. Orat. b. 6. c. 1. 
*6  B. 8. p. 374. 	Ancient votive offerings are very commonly found in Italy, particularly at 

Palestrina, the ancient Prmneste, where they were probably placed in the temple of fortune. 
The most common are hands, feet, ears, 'eyes, and mama. 	They are generally of terra cotta, 
but did latter are frequently of bronze. 	 7  Voyage des Indes, tom. 2. liv. 1. 
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Near the road -are some large -masses, of, stone, (which some 
subterraneous concussion has probably detached from the rock:' One 
of these at a certain distal-lee las the appearance of, a: fernale figure 
in .a sitting posture. 	The AthenianS:call it 	of  ri,a0apa, the Wicked 
Old Hag : it recalled to my mind the rock into which, according to 
Ovid,1  Aglauros Was metamorphosed.: 

" Saxum 	tenebat jam colla 	 , 
Oraque duruerant, signumque exangue sedebat, _ 
Nec lapis albus erat, sua mens infecerat illam." 

It is not improbable that this poetical conceit first arose from this 
rock, and from the striking resemblance which it bears 'to the female 
form. This is indeed so obvious, that it is rather surprising that no 
former traveller has made the same bb§ervation. 	Stories of the'same 
kind have no doubt been invented froM a similar cause. \Pausanias1  
mention's a rock on Mount Sipylo§,'Which at a certain distanCe had 
the appearance of a woman. It was not unusual for ladies of ancient 
times to be converted into stone.3  The stories of Niob-e; .A:naxarefe, 
Iodamia, and Lethwa, and the Propcetide§ of Cyprus, are welf,known. 

It was also sometimes the fate of men ; as.  of Daphnis', Olenoi, 
Prcetus, Lichas, Phineus; Polydectes, and many others, 	A , 	k 

Not far from wain  • niOcepa there 'is a rock -a feW feet in height, on 
which newly-married women sit and slip down, in order that, they may 
be blessed with a numerous progeny of males. . This rock is.s6 much in 
fashion, that its surface has taken a beautiful polish. 	It is of -a 
different quality from - the rocks of the Muswurn, the Areiopagos, 
and the Acropolis, and seems an aggregate' ofinarine "su-bstanees. 

1  Metam. b. 2. v. 830. 
Till, hard'ning very where, and speechless grown,, . 
She sits unmov'd, and freezes to a stone ;  
But still her: envious hue and sullen mien, 

__Are in the..sedentary, figure seen. 
2  B. 'i. c, 21 	3  See Ovid. Metam. 
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It is full of light-coloured orbicular .marks- upon a dark brown 
ground : petrified reeds and aquatic plants are found in it. 	Most 
travellers believe this hill to be Mount Lykabettos. 	At its eastern 
foot the horizontal. surface of the rock is flattened, and nearly of a 
circular form.. The neighbouring rocks are also cut into steps. 

Nearer to the temple of Theseus are two small hills, formed in 
modern times, by the accumulated rubbish which is thrown there ; 
they are called EragriApci, the Ash Hills. 

A palm tree and a Turkish burying-ground are seen' near the 
modern walls in this direction. 

Not far from the Pnyx is the small Greek church of Saint Athana-
sius, built upon an insulated rock ; other large masses of stone, which 
seem thrown there by some extraordinary exertion of nature, are ob-
served in the vicinity. The largest of these masses contains niches for 
votive offerings. Further in the plain to the north is :the Eleusinian, 
or sacred road, which passes by another church,, near which are the 
remains of a large sepulchre of brick ; and a few paces further a. 
copious fountain: 	In the intermediate plain, between this spot and 
the foot of Anchesmos,. there, are scarcely any remains except the 
ancient walls of the city ; which may he traced in a few places, but, 
with difficulty and hesitation. 	Several , small churches which are 
dispersed in the plain, probably mark the site of ancient fabrics, as 
the majority are composed, of blocks and fragments of architecture, 

Between the foot of Anchesmos and the, Ilissos, to the north-east 
.of the Olympieion, .are the traces and. foundations of, some stately 
edifice ; probably the Lyaeum. The lower frustum of five unfluted 
columns of stone are in their ancient places; and the others might 
be discovered by excavating : their diameter is five feet four inches. 

Spoil seems to think that the Lycwum was in this direction, but 
he does not mention the remains of the five columns. 	He imagines 
that the church called Sotera Lykodemoul takes its name from 
its vicinity to the Lycmum. 	One day when I was drawing in this 

c 1 Or n,zvayta Avicatillov• 
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situation, some Greeks, who were ploughing near; discovered a statue 
of white marble ; but as I was.  not aware of the'discovery,' I continued 
my occupation; and g' °Ind tO.  them when I. had finished, found that 
they had already broken- the *statue, and had begun to form one of the 
pieces into a mortar for pounding 'coffee ! The statue was as 'large 
as life ; and as well as could be seen from its remaining 'fragments, 
of excellent style. A coloisal statue had, been found a few months 
before at Megara, Which the Greeks 'converted to the same use! 

Strabol mentions a spring of water near the Lycmum : this maybe 
the fount of Panops which is mentioned by Plato2 ' arid Hesychius,3  
and which was between the Academy and the Lycann. The nearest 
which at present exists in that direction rises at the foot of -  Anches, 
mos, at the monastery of Asomatos. 

In the more immediate vicinity of the Ilissos, almost facingthe Sta-
dium, there is a rock, the sides and horizontal surface of. which have 
been cut and flattened ; and it no doubt served as the foundation of 
some ancient edifice. Its situation seems to correspond with that of the 
temple of Apollo, which Pausanias4  mentions in his way- from the tem-
ple of Jupiter Olympios to that of Venus in the gardens.. The Gymna-
sium called Cynosarges' was nears the gates of Athens in this direction. 

The bridge of Hadrian, which consisted of three arches, was 
destroyed in 1780, for the sake of the stones, :which. were employed 
in raising the modern walls of Athens. 	Some of the stone-work still 
remains on the two banks of the Ilissos, and the foundation of two 
piers are seen in the channel. 	Nine layers of blocks .are left on the 
north bank ; the interior is an indurated mass of small irregular 
stones and mortar, the emplecton of Vitruvius. 	The middle .arch 
when entire was twenty feet in breadth.6 	• 

The Panathehaic Stadium, which was sometimes called simply the 

1  B. 9. p. 397. 	 2  Phredrus, p. 1210. 	s9. 
3  11C0,04i npalc ATTLKOC)  urn. 3E avrov Kat von Kat aXaypa, Kat KriVq: Lexic. vol. 2: p. 152, 
4  B. 1. c. 19. 	 . 5  Diogenes Laertius, b. 6. seg, 13. Antisthen. 
6  See Vernon's letter in Stuart, vol. 3. p. 4. 	' 	, 	 - ' 
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Panathenaikon, was originally constructed by the Athenian orator 
Lycurgus,1  son of Lykophron, who lived in the age of Demosthenes'. 
It was enlarged, covered with Pentelic marble, and perfected by 
Herodes Atticus. 	Its form is preserved, but. even in the time of 
•Spon the marble seats were entirely destroyed. 	Its sides are not 
artificial, but principally composed of rock. The banks were pared 
down .for the ,reception of the Stadium. 	The area is at present a 
cotton field; but the sides are tpo steep for cultivation. 	Its exact 
boundaries cannot be readily ascertained.; but it is about. two. hu  - 
dred2.and ten yards in length, and forty-five in breadth. 
. Philostratus3  says, that no theatre was equal to this .Stadium, and 

that it was finished in four years, from the time when it was under- 
taken by Herodes Atticus. 	It retains to this day at Athens the 
name of nivretOxoy.. 	 . 	. 

On the 'summit of the two hills which bound the Stadium to the 
south-east and. the south-west, the traces of ancient edifices are ob-
served ; one of these may be the tomb of Herodes, for it is certain that 
he. was,. not buried under the area where the games were performed, 
nor where the. spectators. sat ; 	but probably .in some conspicuous 
place above.. 

At thesouth-east extremity of the Stadium, we find a winding sub-
terraneous. passage in the. rock, which penetrates about forty yards 
into ,the body . of the hill, and opens near a very small source of 
water, which is lost almost as soon as it .appears. The passage is 
about twelve feet broad, and ten feet high ; and I' have with ease. 
gone through it on horseback. 	It is the work of art, but roughly cut, 
and. probably served as .a retreat for those who were vanquished in the 
games, and who wished to escape the observation of the surrounding 
multitude. This entrance may afterwards have. served for the intro-
duction of the wild beasts upon the Stadium, when Hadrian4  treated 
the A-lheriians with those bloody spectacles which formed the savage 

. 	 . 	. 
1 Plutarch's,I,jfqof .the orator Lycurgus. 	2  210 x 45 yards= t LPI: statute.. 
3  Life of Herodes, b. 2; c. 4. 	) 4 See Spartianus, Life, of Hadrian, c. 19, 

v 0 L . ' I . 	 3G 
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delight of the Roman capital. 	It is at present supposed to be pos-
sessed of magic powers above any other cave in or near Athens; and 
is denominated .by way of eminence, ETnixial Tt411 Motpwv, the Cave of 
the Destinies. I have often found it provided with cakes and honey. 

At a short distance to the east of the Stadium, upon the southern 
bank of the Ilissos, we find a small church, and some traces, sup-
posed to be the site of the temple of Diana Agraia, or Agrotera, 
the Huntress. 	Agraia was the name given to a tract of land on the 
southern side of the Ilissos.  

A few paces above this church is a tumulus of earth, which has 
been opened ; but the excavation was not carried to a sufficient 
depth, and nothing was found. 

A short way west of the Stadium the winding of the Ilissos forms 
an insular piece of ground, upon which a circular foundation is still 
visible, which, according to Spon, marks the site where the temple 
of the Ilissian Muses stood. 	Pausanias2  mentions only the altar of 
these inspiring deities. 

Near this spot there was, till within a few years, a small Ionic 
temple, which was supposed to be that of Ceres.s It has been totally 
destroyed, and the prediction of Chandler4  has been fulfilled ; al- 
most every trace of its existence having disappeared ! 	It may well 
excite our surprise, to find that some of the most magnificent Athe-
nian structures have as completely vanished as if they had never 
been. 	Of some of them not a trace remains. Not a stone is left to 
indicate their situations. 	The most extraordinary instance of this 
apparent annihilation is the Pantheon, which was composed of one 
hundred and twenty columns of Phrygian marble. 	To this we may 
add the Gymnasium of Hadrian, adorned with one hundred columns 
of Libyan marble, and the temple of Juno and of Jupiter Panhel- 
lenios. 	The Metroon, the l3ouleuterion, the temple of the Dioscuri, 
the Leokorion, the Pythion, and various other temples and edifices, 

' From /iriPtatov. 	 ° B.1. C. 19. 3(01.10C. 	 3  See Stuart, voi. 1. c. 2. 
4  See Dr. Chandler's Travels in Greece, c. 16. p. 82. 	It was destroyed in 1785. 
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have experienced the same overwhelming destiny, and mouldered 
into dust. 	 . 

More to the west, on the southern side of the Ilissos, is a small 
church on a rock. Some traces mark the site of an ancient building. 

The position of the . Academy is occupied -by some gardens and 
olive groves, about two miles to the north-west of the modern town. It 
was six' stadia from the ancient city ; and the way which conducted 
to it was ornamented with the tombs and monuments of the greatest 
men of Athens; of which Pausanias2  gives an interesting account. 
In the intermediate plain, between the ancient walls and the site of 
the Academy, several fine fragments of sculpture and architecture 
have been discovered, with some interesting palaeographical remains, 
and several sepulchres containing vases of terra cotta, exquisitely 
beautiful, and in the highest state of preservation. 	A Greek and 
Phoenician inscription upon a sepulchral stele was found near the 
spot, which has been learnedly explained by the late much-lamented 
Mr. Akerblad,3  to whose kindness I am indebted for the drawing 
which is here given of it. 

The Cephissos, which fertilizes the soil, and refreshes the verdure of 
this retired spot, passes through the grove in a rapid and circuitous 
course. 	It is generally not above six feet in breadth, and is divided 
into several channels, like the Pleistos. below Delphi, in order to irri-
gate the olives. It is crossed by a small modern bridge of two arches. 
The beauty of the place is increased by a variety of trees, particu- 
larly the weeping willow, the poplar, the walnut, and the olive. 	The 
gardens are stocked with large orange and lemon trees, and pome-
granates, almonds, figs, and various other. fruits ; which, from-  the 
abundance of the 	water, and the fertility of the soil, arrive at 
great size and perfection. 

1 Cicero. Epist. 	2  B. 1. c. 29. 	, 
3  This profound and celebrated scholar died at Rome, on the 7th of February, 1819;  his 

loss is most severely'felt by the literary world, and more particularly so by those who had the 
advantage of his personal acquaintance. 

3 G 2 
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The Academy was ornamented and planted by Cimon ;1  it abound7  
ed in wood, which was spared by the Lacedmonians, but the 
Roman axe under Sylla felled the finest trees to the ground.2  
. The richer Athenians.have their country-houses dispersed through- 
Out those shady spots, which once formed the Platonic . walks 'and 
Academic groves. 

These villas, which are extremely contracted, both in dimensions 
and comfort, retain the ancient names of .Pyrgoi, or Towers. 	The 
ilvpyos of Timon, according to.  Pausanias,3  was iii the vicinity: Several 
small churches are scattered through the • olive grove., 	They are 
extremely small, and frequently in a state of dilapidation ; most of 
thein are dedicated to the' Holy Virgin : Saint Nicholas is also a 
favourite saint with the Athenians, as be is the Neptune of modern 
times ; to whom the sailor addresses his prayers for a prosperous 
voyage, and offers the incense of gratitude on his happy return. 

Many of these churches are situated upon the foundations of 
ancient temples, 'and other buildings, 'and , soMe or theM are con-
structed in great part with ancient materials;  amongst which" in-
scribed and sculptured fragments are frequently 'found ; 'some of 
which are here inserted:— 

MEN1110E . 
NIKAPXOT 
AAEZ-AN'AP0.4 	' 

AMMONIOE 
ZHNSINOt 
MAPAGIONIOE.5  

1  Plutarch's Life of Cimon. 	 2  Appian, de Bellis Mithrid. 1 19• 
3  B. 1. c. SO. Plato had also his Garden there, according to' Diogenes Laertius, b. 3. 

segm. 	O. Plato. 
4  In the church of Saint George Alexandrinos, on a columnalpedestal. 
5  In the church of Saint Elias, on a sepulchral stele. 
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TPAIANIPARTHICIFIL 
DIVINERVAENEPOTI 
HADRIANOAVC 

POT XVI COS III PP 
OLYMPIO 

IVLIA AVGVSTA 
PERLEGTVM 
OLYMPICVM 
ZIIECTSIN.1  

Not far south of the bridge, and at the entrance of the olive grove, 
are two rocky insulated hills, about two hundred yards apart, rising 
gently from the plain to a.moderate height. 	On the summit of the 
largest is a small church, and the traces of a circular building, not 
apparently of ancient date. The summit of the other hill is cut and 
flattened for the foundation of some ancient edifice ; perhaps the 
temple of Neptune Hippios, or of the Eumenides. This hill formed 
the Colonos, which according to Thucydides2  was an elevated place 
ten stadia from Athens, and sacred to Neptune. 

Apollodoruss affirms, that the temple or sacred inclosure of the 
Eumenides was at Colonos. 

Julius Pollux4  mentions two Colonoi ; one called Ivresoc, and the 
other, 0 es Arpa. 	Colonos Hippios was the birth-place of Sophocles, 
and the retreat of the 'astronomer Meton, and of Plato, and the 
supposed scene of the tragedy of CEdipus,5  who, on his arrival there, 
and his inquiring what place it is, is answered by Antigone : 

Mop; (Iv  or ism., WC CZITEMIZT6di, 13pUtdP 

Acapvtx, eXaccg, ceprEXou. Trwevorrepos 
A' ES074 XOGT2  GLUTOY EU070140UtT.  CV4011Eg. 

" This place it appears is sacred, for it is thickly planted with 

- 	1 At the church of St. Johr. the Divine. 	2  B. 8. c. 67. 	 3  TE/IEVOC. 

4  B. 7. c. 29. and Corsini Fast. Attic. part 1. dis. 5. 	He cites the etymologist, who says, 
Aonnifft ay. Kox., .rirwc scat ayopatoc. 	 5  Sophocles, v. 15, &c. 
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laurels, olives, and vines ; 	and the- nightingales sing beautifully 
within it." 

To the further inquiries of CEdipus, the stranger answers, speak-
ing of the Furies, ' 

, Tog.  vow,/ opoo-ce; Euptevaac o T'  evezer oo 
EMI Xeco; viv.  

" They are called all-seeing Eumenides." - 

And again— 

xedpoc fay sepoc =cc or es, exec Se viti '  

Eep.110‘ 110(reiScov.  ev S'  o isup(popo; bleoi 	• 

Trrow IlpoicolOttg4. ov cr EvicrTEIReic rO•riaii 

ICOovoc x.:0411-as TVA XceAX07,01.4 04 
1 	, Eped-p: Aellvo.ne os J̀ g irMio-tol Tuou 

-Tor prworo KAteni011 Euxovral oVicra 4  
Aprryov was, Wei cpEpoUol iouvotta • 

To rouSE X0iVoll warn; tevoikocalhEY0Y. 

	

"'For all this place is sacred. 	The revered Neptune possesses 
it, and the God of Fire, Titan Prometheus.: and the place you 
stand upon is called the brazen way, the defence of Athens ; 
and the neighbouring lands pray that this hill, crowned by the 
equestrian deity, may be their tutelary chief, whence they all* bear 

	

the common name of Colonite." 	 . 
Pausaniasi relates, that the temple of Neptune was burnt by Anti-

gonos, but that in his time there were two altars ; one of Neptune, 
named Hippios, the other- of Minerva, Hippia. 	He also mentions 
the Hpwov, of Perithoos,-  Theseus, Edipus, and Adrastos. 

The village called Padischah2  is situated at the entrance of the 
olive grove, to the north-east of Colonos. 	This beautiful spot is 

• . 	 _ • , 	1 B. 1. c. 30. 	• 	2  A Persian word, signifying King or Emperor. 
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adorned with luxuriant gardens, amongst which are some cy-
presses, the largest of which is seen from Athens, and from several 
parts of the plain. 	A little to the east of the village we ascend a 
ridge of barren hills, from which the spectator is gratified with a 
comprehensive and interesting view of Athens, the Saronic Gulph, 
with its islands, and the Peloponnesian mountains. 

•At the bottom of one of the 'glens of this hill are four large 
blocks of hewn stone, which seem to have been left there acciden-
tally ; near them, some wheel marks, which are observed in the rock, 
indicate the ancient road ; the space between the wheels measures 
four feet, and the .track of the wheel is six inches wide. 	The an- 
cient roads in Greece are generally about thirteen feet in breadth, 
so that they afford room for two .carriages to pass with ease. 	Ap- 
proaching the gate Dipulon, the traces of sepulchres are seen, many 
of which have been lately opened : the five following inscriptions 
were found there by Dr. Macmichael, to whose friendship I am in-
debted for their insertion in this place :— 

. ANTIrONH 
MOAOZIZ 

APMOATA 
KTNIA 

• OMOASIIXOT 
1-7NH 

APXEEIt 

'OPAITTA 

NIKANAPOE 
AEKAHIIIAAOT 
KTAENITTHE. 

   
  



CHAPTER XIII. 

Way to the Pirmus: 	Tumuli. 	The long walls. 	Port Pit:mus. 	Single Ionic colinin, and sarcophagus. 
Supposed tomb of Themistocles. 	Port Mounychia. 4 Doric temple. 	Sulterraneous- eliambers.4 
Other remains. 	Port Phaleron., Cape Kolias. 	Ancient Pitman quarries. !General view. fro 	Alley  
Pirmus. 	Pitman necropolis. 	The opening of several tombs, and description of their contents. 
Bronze inscriptionfr of the magistrates Diodorus and Deinias. 	Imprecatory inscription on a lamina'  
of lead, 	Description,  of some Ceramic vases found at Athens., Duplicate vases. ,Modern burials/ 
Return to Athens.  

A LARGE tumulus of earth occurs on. the left of the Toad, on the,. 
way to the Piraeus, and at the entrance of the olive grove. 	When, 
this tumulus was excavated, it was found to contain several broken 
vases and plates of terra cotta, with bones of animals, birds, and fish, 
the remains of the Nekrodeipnon, or . funereal feast. 	It is gene- 
rally supposed to be the sepulchre of the Amazon Antiope ; but, 
without recurring to fabulous ages, it is far more likely to, be the, 
ihvnihz zgvov,1  or cenotaph of Euripides ;2  and the absence of human 
bones is a further corroboration of that opinion. 	 ,. 

Tumuli are common in Greece, and ,indeed in most parts of the- 
world ; and are probably not peculiar to any one nation. 	They, are 
extremely numerous in Thessaly, Macedonia, and Thrace ; and in 
travelling through the latter country from Gallipoli to Constanti- 
nople, I .saw near a hundred. 	Those of the Trojan plain are too 
well known to require notice. 	They abound in Italy, 	Fr4,4frl, 

.r, , 	 - 	- 	 , 	1 	H 

1 Pausan. b. 1. c. Q. 	 2  See Dr. Chandler's Travels in Greece; c'.114'. 24. 
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Germany, Russia, Great Britain, and America.1  They are still used 
in 'Spain, where,* according to ToWnsend,2  it is thought an act of 
piety to thiow a stone upon the spot where a man has been killed. 
Thus cairns were raised in Scotland in early times:3  

Herodotus4  tells us, that the Thracians raised tumuli over the 
dead, and the practice prevailed among the Persians ; for the same 
autlior asserts, that the tomb of Alyattes,5  father -of Crcesus, in 
Lydia; was a tumulus. 	Strabo6  says, that tumuli were used by the 
Indians. 	Pindar7  describes that of CEnomaos, near Olympia, as 
rup,Cos exthoproxos : 	pausanias6  calls the same rcepoc TIN 'calm 7rEpseeKoSoffti- 

ffevo; ?Jog.. 	Tumuli were raised near Platwa,9  after the conflict of 
the Greeks with 'the Persians. 	Those near Orchomenos, in Arcadia; 
mentioned by Pausanias,1° still remain. 	There are 'some in the 
plain of Marathon, as well as in various parts of Attica. 
- -The" sepulchre of King Dercenniis, according to Virgil,11  was a 
tumulus.-  This is probably the most 'ancient kind of sepulchre for 
great persons; the pyramid the second, and the spelaion the third: 
They generally contained sarcophagi, and were sometimes orna-
mented with the inscribed "stele or column which is noticed by 
Homer.12 	One of the tumuli in the 'plain of Athens has.  been ex= 
cavated, when it was found to contain a chamber finely constructed 
with large blocks of stone, in which was a vase of terra cotta, 
with figures and inscriptions. 	Many of the tumuli, however; which 
are seen in Greece and other parts of the world, when consisting only 
of small loose stones, are nothing more than the cleanings of the 
fields, the stones having been picked 'up and heaped together, in 
order - to prepare the soil for cultivation. ' In some countries they 

• 4 See Lechevalier, Voyage de la Troade, vol. S. p. 2.55. who cites Jefferson on the State 
of Virginia, p. 74, and 173. 	 2  Travels in Spain. 

3  See Pennant's Tour in Scotland, p. 184. 1772. 	4  B. 5. c. 8. 	5  B. 1. c. 93. 
6  B. 15. p. 709. 	 7  Olymp. Od. 1. v. 148. 	 2  B. 7. c. 21. 
9  flerodot. b. 9. c. 85, 	 • 	1° B. 8. c. 13. 
0  lEneid. 11. v. 849. 	 1•2  Iliad. 16. v. 457.. 

Vett. I. 	 3 II 
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[were made to indicate roads through extensive plains andttrackle.Sts 
'deserts. 	They were also raised to record memorable events. f ,Wheit 
Darius arrived at the river Artiskos, in Thrace, he ordered his army 
to raise heaps of stones upon its bankS.1 	Primitive altars .were.also 
in the form of tumuli, and composed of heaps of stone.. and,  :earth, 
'covered with grass ; 	these were the arse .1graminex,- Or ;cespititim. 
The Eppcozia, ,or -cumuli Mereuoiales, , which were heaps :round :the 
altars of Mercury, 'abounded in Greece.---" Erexit .subitas ,conp,ostu 
cespitis aras." 2 	. 	 ! . , 

The long walls-or legs,s or as others have Called 'them, the arnie,  of 
Athens, which were of such surprising strength and, diniensionsi  are 
now level :with the ground! 	They may -bo traced, in several place's; 
on, the way to-the Phaleric and Pirman ports, and 'in someparts-the 
road passes over them : ,they -consist in large-quadrilateral 'blocks:of 
stone, whichwere fastened together with cramps of, lead land iron ;5  
-they were - sixty feet in height. 	Xenophon, in his Andbasis, men- 
tions a town'called Larissa, in Media, surrounded by a wall :twenty+ 
five feet thick, and a hundred:high ; • and another called Mespila,3the 
walls ,of which were fifty .feet -thick; .and a hundred and .fifty high. 
The -walls of Athens dwindle into a;dwarfish structure when com-
pared with such .gigantic 'works. 

The ,space 'of aground between the Phaleric . and Piraean - walls, 
which was adorned with numerous temples, and other public edifices; 
is at present occupied with fields, vineyards, `olive.  groves, and garden*, 
But few traces of antiquity occur ; and even the-foundation's of those 
Herculean ramparts are -often sought -in -vain. 	I found, no :remains 
of -the third or, middle wall, -which, it, is- said,, led to the. Aloun,yehian 
port ; and which with those of the Piraeus was built by Pericles. 
These-walls owed -their origin to the policy6  of Themistocles; and 

_. 	1•0!I i, 	, 
, ft011 I q Uf 

I Herodot. b. 4. e..92. 	= Lucan. Pharsal. b. :9. v. 988. 	3  Strabq and pthers. 
4  Livy and others. 	, 5,Thucyd, b. 1. c. 93. Appian. de lello,*ithrida,tr  pi;490, 
6  About four hundred and forty-seven years before Christ. 	, 	1 	0•.41 	h' 
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their ,conipletion to Cimon 	and to- Pericles :1  but they were all 
destroyed by Lysander and the thirty. tyrants, and were afterwards 
rebuilt by Conon.2 	, 

After Sylla destroyed the Athenian walls, they seem never to have 
been completely rebuilt 	until the reign of Valerian, near four 
hundred years afterwards.3 	 - 

'The walls which encompass the Pirman peninsula are in better 
preservation ; they were fOrtified with square towers,, and are regu-
larly constructed with large quadrangular blocksi, of a soft calcari- 
ous quality, from quarries irl the peninsula. 	These walls were so 
thick that they might be traversed by two carts_ loaded with stones. 
.. In order to examine with accuracy the remains of the Athenian 
ports, we took our beds from_ Athens,. and passed some days in the 
monastery of Saint 'Speridion.;' where the Greek. monks welcomed 
us with their usual hospitality. 	This monastery is probably erected 
upon the site of some 314cieut 'edifice;, but the only antiquity of con- 
sequence, that. it contains, is the,  marble- throtios,-, with the Latin 
insc,riptioni: which hasp been published 'by Stuart. 	It xelates to.the 
Frastres Arvales; the priests who presided; at-the Antharvaliaa festi, 
vals.4  The supporters of the. chair- terminate, in lone feet; which 
forma common ornament in ancient monuments, of various kin& 
Tlesychius mentions' an altar, which rested on lions' feet;. for which 
reasons he terms.it movro.:0144; and A.thenus speaks of auvos ovine.: 
9rdgc, beds with sphinxes' feet. 
- 'The following inscriptions. were found.  atthis place : the first. is. on 
a-sepulchral skier  four feet in height and one in. diameter- the 
secOnd-vas in- the collection of the Count de Choiseul Gonflier :-,-5  
r.• 4.0 	i l_ii 	:.: , 	., 	. 

i _1 • 	, 	,,,,--)L , 	„ 	, 	. 	
- , 

I IiiipaaMV- Eleqtelfe-Miififietat:  pe. 190.  
° Xenophon. Hist. b. S. c. 2. and b. 4. c. 8. Diodor. Siculus, -b. 14. c. 85. Pausan. 

C'i:%Pd:'d14•6&rs. 	" 	3  Zonaras Annal, b.12. sec: 22. p. 629. Paris edit. 
':'i4sa 1141g.rilL'd wait of Monsignor Gaetano Marini, Fratelli Arvali, 2 voi.-40 	' '' 

6  See catalogue of M. L. L 1. Dubois, Paris;? 181.8-.' 	- 	' ' 	' '.• 	4- 
3 u 2 
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. 	. 

- 	' 	AION'YtIA ' '" 
tkl/PH/NOX ' , 
MIAHEA 
dIONTMOT , . 
MIAHEOT 

FYNH 	. 

. 	. 	. 
APXONTOIANTITONO'YOLIE 	. 	ANTHN 
IHMTHNFEAMINONFPAMMATOTEI BOY 
AHIXAPIVIENIAHIMMTHOY.MYTANE.12 , 

, 	.APIMMNAPTEMIM/POYKAEOAHMOIXAEO. ) 
AHMOTAIPOIIII0M/TAAOYMTPATHFOI 
EY4)1AHTOECAEMPAAOYEHA(DPOSITOM 
IfiTIXOYCAINOMMTOMAXOY'EMTYN ' 
XAMNAOHNIHNOITIMOItAHIIATYPOr 	' 
NAINOIANTIMEziONTOMMOMTPATHFOI. . 

, 	J 	 ' 

The first day we, made the circuit of the-' peninsula and its porti: 
the next was employed -in examining the. ruins -of the interior ; and 
several others in excavating the sepulchres at the'north' Of the Piiwan 
wall, and towards the foot of Mount Aigaleos: 	- s - , 	' 
. The circuit of the Piramn periinsula, with that:of Mounychia; is 
sixty stadia, according to Thucydides ;1  'but the inequalities caused 
by the ports were probably not considered in the- computation. 
According to, the same author the distance from Athens .FtiY the 
Piraeus was forty stadia. 
- 	Thee Piraeus is one of the finest ports in Gree.ce; and 'being 
bounded by rocks has experienced hardly -any change:  in'-its form 
or dimensions.- The sea however appears to have encroached d. little, 
as some ruins are seen under water. The general depth of the port 
is from two to ten fathom) in some places it is twenty .2  It is called the 

• 

1  B. 2. e.13. 	.. 
2  See Dr. clarke's gavels ipGreecel  vol4. c, .1 kl  p..460.1 • t) 41 .....  
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triple port by Cornelius Nepos,1.alluding to the three smaller ones 
of Aphrodision,2' Kantharos,5  and Zea,t which are within its basin. 

It is of circular form, almost as broad as it is long, and nearly two 
miles round, deep and even throughout; affording good anchorage, 
.and shelter from the winds. The 'mouth is shallow in some parts ; 
and the entrance of the harbour is marked by two pointed rocks. 	. 

The opposite .promontories of Alkimos and Eetioneia, form •the 
natural entrance ; . the first on the right .hand, the latter on the 
left. 	From each of these , points, some strong foundations run into 
the sea, and form the xvxcei. or claws of the port, as Diodorus5  terms 
them, or the horns, as they .are denominated by Cicero. 

.The fotindations of a round tower are seen at Alkimos. 
Thucydides6  informs us, that the Athenians built a wall at Eetio-

neia; which, together with that which already existed on the opposite 
side, was constructed in such a manner, that very few men, being 
stationed. within .them, could prevent ships from entering. 	He' also 
says, ,that themouth of the Piraeus was occasionally barricaded with 
chains. But at present the. total want of trade constitutes as effectual 
an obstruction as the .chains. of the ancients. 	The silence of the 
tomb, and the desolation of the desert; have succeeded to " the busy 
hum -of men," to the vivid activity of commercial pursuit, and to 
the variedindustry of an. animated population.. 
:1 This celebrated emporium, which was once. crowded with vessels 
bearing the produce of Asia, Africa, and Europe, which was equal 
.to :Athens in dignity, and superior in utility,8  has sometimes not a 
,single boat within its port ! 	 . 
.,, Ve are informed by Strabo,9  that the arsenal of Philo was capable 

, 	, 	. 	• 	. 

• 1  Life of Themistocles. 	 s From a neighbouring temple of Venus. 
3  Scholiast. Aristoph. in Equit. v. 327. 	4  Ibid. and Hesych. in voce retpaten. 
8  B. 13. 	 6  B. 8. c. go. 	 7  B. 2. c. 94. 	. 
a  Thucyd, b. I-, c."'93. and Corn. Nepos. Life of Themistocles, 	9  B. 9. p. 39.5. 
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of-containing 400. ships ;; Pliny' says,  1000. it seems that, wherktlie. 
Venetians had possession of Athens,- they Piraeus was,called:Porto., 
Leone,. frorn a colossal lion2  of white marble, which they transported 
to Venice , in 1686: 	where it still remains near the „arsenal, -,This 
name is not .used at. present.;.‘  for the' port is generally termed, To 
4oto, or Marfa ;pax°, but it is sometimes called:simply norp, by• Way 
of eminenceii in; the same: manner as, the Athenian plain was naniecl 
riEZ'aioy,, and the city. A frru . 	We mustnot; be: surprised, . at the few NI  
mains, which are seen at the Piraeus, when :we remember, that it :was 
so completely burnt , by Sylla, that according to Appian„ no.builth 
ing of any consequence was left standing., 	 .. 

The air of the Piraeus is r not healthy in summer, owing tothe 
almost stagnant waters of the port of Zea, which, with, that of Lan- 
tharos, are on the northern side of the great port., 	. 	.., 	. 	. 
• Aphrodision, . or the- port of Venus, iis about a. quarter of a mile 
west of the, monastery: of Saint Speridion. 	Here are the remains of 
a DoriC temple, consisting of 'a few_ large blocks, and. three triglyphs 
a stone, more than three feet in. height., This was, probably the, 
temple of Venus, which,, according to Pausanias,3  was erected by. 
Conon, .ifr memory of his. naval victory, over 'the, Lacedasmonians, 
near Gnidos • in Cariad 	 . , . 	- 	. 

The ports of Kantharos and, Zee,. are almost completely obstructed 
with sand 'and weeds.. Adjoining to one of these ports, whichi take 
to be Zea, is a long foss; probably a dock, or yava-74401, for the build? 
ing of . ships: 	There are also the. remains of a. square; tower, and, a 
mole washed by the sea. 	 . 

• _ 

. 	 , 
1 Nat. Hist. b. '7. c. 87. 	He says the arsenal, which perhaps included the other ports. 
$ There is an ancient inscription on this lion, which was first noticed and published by Mr. 

Akirblad, who conceives it to be Runic ; but Mr. Louis Bossi, Of 'Mil* thiii11-11IsTelai- 
gic, or Etruscan. 	The lion is of the ancient./Eginetic. style, resembling those over the gate 
at. Mycenteli imit not -apparentlyof such;high antiquity. 	, 	• 	., 	- ' 	- $ B. 1. fc. R 	(-- 
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- . A SeW' pace's' to -the south of the .Alkimian promontory .a large 
ancient well cut in the rock is 'observed near the sea ; it still pro-
duces water which is extremely clear, but brackish and unpotable. It 
is' called Erportivou '0-ivor% the general's _well ; ;and is' perhaps the same 

as that mentioned by Vitrusius,1  :who says it is not good to drink. 
A short way from the well 'are the ,remains of a large column of 

stone, consisting of eight i.influted'frusta, seven. of ,Which are fallen. 
The lower frustum is in its ancient position; but is now washed by 
-the-waves. 	Its-diameter is 'five feet and a ;half. 

Pait !o.f-  -the volute 'Of the capital, which isseen 'among the ruins, 
proves it to-have 'been of the Ionic order : it evidently formed no 
part of a building, but probably supported a statue like the columns 
of Trajan, Antotine, and focas at Rome. 	Near the column -is a 
sarcophagus: cut in the 'Tuck ; 'but uncovered, and -generally full -Of 
kvater: 4A few paces further I-remarked another-sarcophagus placed 

inf a, cavity, oT,exterior receptacle• of the same form;  with -an inter- 
Inediate 'space of About seven inches. 	The inner -case is 'probably 
zot:cnt:in the solid-rock, 'butplaced in the cavity 'which was con- 
trived )for Its -reception. 	It ;is however not easily examined, as it is 
commonly. overflowed. 'The cover pis 'destroyed, :and the illustrious 
remains which it once contained have long 'since been beaten -by,  the 
wakes. .Some have iupposed thista be the sepulchre-of Thernisto-
cies ; and, while some considerations,favour this supposition,-others 
militate 'against -it. We -see by Thucydides2  that the: bones of the 
-Athenian admiral were conveyed to !his house by his relations;  and 
privately buried. This however the historian mentions as a hearsay. 
Cornelius Nepos3  is of the same opinion. 

Plutarch4  says, that" Diodorus Periegetes writes, in his work upon 
sepulthres, that it was-imagined the tomb of Themistocles was upon 
a large basement, in the form of an altar, on a retired part of the 

,t? , 	,--, 	,, r 	.; 	11 	Y. 	t• 	•-Ji, 	: 	• 	- 

. 
• . 

, 	. 	i: 	,., 	 . 

1  B. 3. c. 3. ,a .: s B. 1. c. 138. 	3  Life 9f Themistocles. 	,1 Life of Themistocles: 
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shore, near the Alkimian promontory," He appeals to the .comedian 
Plato for the-corroboration of that opinion. 

" The merchant, as he ploughs his waery. way, - 
Shall to thy relics here his homage pay ; 
A witness these of ev'ry.hostile feat, 
When rival navies near this coast shall meet." 

Pausaniasi says, that the tomb of Themistocles is seen near the Pi-
rams ; for when the Athenians repented of their injustice in forcing 
him into exile, his relations brought his bones from Magnesia to 
Athens.  

The opinion of Thucydides, though apparently contrary to that of 
Diodorus, Plutarch, and Pausanias, may however be easily reconciled 
with their's. They all agree that his bones were brought into. Attica.; 
and after the repentance of the Athenians, they were probably re-m 
moved from their private tomb, and honoured with a public funeral. 
If indeed we could identify this as the sepulchre of the great man, 
by•  whose energetic valour, and commanding' genius, Xerxes was 
subdued, it would be one of the most interesting monuments in 
Greece. 	And what locality 'could be more appropriate for the re, 
ception of his venerable ashes, than the same shore which, had 
witnessed.' his triumph, and which still overlooks the Psytaliart and: 
the Salaminian rocks, and the whole extent of the Saronic gulpkg ', 

These tombs are not within the walls which encompass the, penin- 
sula, but a few paces from them. 	Themistocles, according: to,Plu- 
tarch, was of the demos vEcepri-. • 	 - V't ' 

From this place we proceeded round the peninsula,. keeping „close. 
to the sea, except where we were prevented by the precipitous,abrupt-
ness of the rocks, against which the waves impetuously.dashed luring 
the westerly winds. 	Thucydides,2  alluding probably to these rocks, 

, 	: 	• 	, 	r 	• 	,.. 	- 
I B. 1. c. 1. 	 1  B.-1. c. 93. 	 ..., 
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-says; that the Piraeus was defended by nature. The walls and some 
of the towers may be traced. The Pirvean walls which were began 
by. Themistocles were.finished by Pericles. 	Having been destroyed 
in the fourth year of the ninety-third Olympiad, by the Lacedwmo- 
nians, 	they were restored-  by Conon, and finally demolished by 
Sylla. 

Proceeding towards the -south we arrived at Port Mounychia ; its 
form is circular, and its entrance narrow; the two opposite xnxtZ,, or 
clawsOnake a near apprOiimation. The remains .of a small Doric 

\  ternple,-prObably that of Diana, are contiguous to the sea,' on the 
11bl-66'n:sidle of the port. The foundations 'of the cella remain ; but 
it seems to have been built upon in modern times ; and perhaps 
the"briginal 'structure was converted into a church. 	Amongst the 
ruins we find several frusta of plain columns, two feet and a half in 
aiameteri'and some triglyphs of different proportions, the larger 
being 'twenty -two inehesin height, and the smaller seventeen inches. 
The:' latter no 'doubt beloriged'to the inner frize over the antw. 	Few 
temples in Greece had triglyphS in' this part ;: but they are seen on 
the'great temple at Paestum. Not the smallest fragment of a capital 
can'- be :discerned amongst the 'ruins ; they 'Were perhaps of marble, 
and have 'been taken` away,- or burnt into lime. 	A temple of Diana 
was built near this port by king Mounychos, the'son of Pentaklis :1  
it riWaS highly revered ; and - an, annual festival . was celebrated at 
Athens ;̀  called Mounychia, in honour of the Mounychian Diana. 	' 
lerheInortherdpoint of the port was called the Promontory ofDiana, 

iti.'aIDOdonwan oracle, 	 . 
Near the temple are the imperfect traces °fa theatre; probably 

that 76f Baechus, mentioned by .Thucydides .3  

0f ilie'Otlief teniples, , and public' edifiCes, there are no certain 
rafailA ;--§ei  eral 'foundations' are visible, and some heaps of large 

ki,L i 	 f.  

1  See Harpocration, Lex. in v. Movvrea, p. 246. Suidas, Lex. in v. Movyvva. vol. 2. 
p. 577. 	•,' 	, 	' 2  Plutarch's Life of Phocion. 	 3  B. 8. c. 93. - 

VO L . I. 	 3 1 
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blocks; but nothing is sufficiently preserved to enable us.  to judge of 
. their original destination. 	 . 

Strabol calls the Piraeus, as well as Mounychia, a small village; 
Mir; xocToncia. 	 , 	. 	. 	t . 

Amongst the ruins of Mounychia are a great quantity of .wells;  
cisterns, and subferraneous chambers cut in the rock. 	The mouths 
of these are generally circular ;, but the chambers are of 'various 
forms and dimensions. 	Some are bell-shaped, and others • square : 
several of them appear spacious. 	Their number renders it danger, 
ous to wander about the ruins, as some of the entrances are nearly 
concealed by the weeds ; and if the traveller should fall in, the de- 
serted shores might in vain resound with his cries. 	,His voice would 
be drowned by the dashing of the waves, and his destruction :would 
be inevitable.  

Some of these 'chambers were probably reservoirs for water, and 
others were granaries, and even dwellings, similar to those mentioned 
by JuliusPollux,2  in his description of the different parts of a city, Ica- 
raros otsevo-w =et creipoi xai qopearx. 	There 'are, some of these in the 
middle of the peninsula, but they are most common near Port Mounp-, 
chia. 	I could not ascertain :whether these chambers have any Sub- 
terraneous communications. 	They may, originally have served as 
quarries. .Strabos tells us, that Mounychia, is fnllof'cavities, disposed 
in such a manner by art and.  nature, that they are fitted for dwelling: 
places. 	. 	 . 

A small chamber which is.  cut in the face of the rock,! is .seen On 
the south-east side of the port. 	The entrance is formed like a. door .  
diminishing upwards.- 	On each side is. 	pilaster or jamb; • over. the 
entrance the rock is ornamented with mouldings to resemble, the 
lintel of the door, 	Near it'are some niches, and several cavities for 
votive offerings. ,This curious antiquity. was probably an oixvilx;ora:  
vaiov, containing a painting, or a statue. 	It is similar to the little 

1  13;9. Ii:**. ' 	...,'r ' 
	B: 9..ct  5..s. 49. 	 I: B. g— v9.65, 
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chapels,: which are. seen on the road sides in Catholic countries,'and 
which generally contain a painting, or a statue of the Madonna, or 
of our Saviour. 	• • 
. The walls of the Mounychian Acropolis, which are still visible, are 
regularly constructed,,and are probably those raised by Demetrius.1  
Their appearance is less ancient than the time of Thrasybulus,2  who 
fortified hiMself there against the thirty tyrants. 	Diodorus3  says, 
that Mounychia is strong, not only on account of its walls, but 
from its natural position. 

Between. the ports of Mounychia and Phaleron a small rocky island 
is observed, which appears formerly to have been attached to the con- 
tinent. 	Port Phaleron is smaller than that of Mounychia, and quite 
abandoned ; indeed, it is so shallow, and so much filled with sand, as 
to' afford an entrance only to small boats. 	It is of a circular form ; 
the entrance is narrow, and, like the Piraeus, was defended by strong 
walls projecting from its' two opposite promontories, or claws ; of 
which there are still considerable remains regularly constructed with 
large blocks ; some of which are-nine feet square, and three feet 
and a half thick.. This port is now called Pasha Limene. 
. The Acropolis of Phaleron was situated on a hill, on the north-west 
side of the port ; the construction of its walls is almost regular ; they 
are probably the remains of those raised by Conon, who also restored 
the long walls arid•  those of the Piraeus .4 	Phaleron is mentioned as 
a Demos by Strabo, being one of the twelve in the time of Cecrops; 
it was, of the tribe An tiochis. 

The distance .from Phaleron to Cape Kolias by land is about two 
miles,' in a southern direction; but it is nearer by sea, owing to the 
indentations of the cdast. Part of the way leads through a deep sand, 
and the mud of the Phaleric marsh renders it difficult to pass in 
some places. 	Cape Kolias is a low promontory, projecting into the 
q ; • , 	f 	, 	 • 

- — '...- - 	T 	_ 	. 	 - 1 Plutarch. 	 2  Xenoph. Hist. b. 2. c. 4. 	 3  B. 20, c. 45. 
4  Aenophoni  Hist. b. 4. c. 8. about three hundred and ninety-three years before, Christ. 

3 1' 2 
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sea in a north-west direction ; I could not, perceive:that it had any 
,L 	I 

resemblance to the form of a human foot, to which it is compared 
by flesychius.1 	Pausanias2  notices a statue of Venue at this place ; 
And Stephanus, Suidas, and others, mention the temple of the goddess. 
A small church stands apparently upon the ruins of sumenanCient 
building, in the vicinity, of which is a. Doric capital with•the 1 -upper 
part . of a fluted column, that measures two feet 'eight inches ,dia-;. 
meter, below the necking. 	, 	. 	, 	, 	. 

Strabo3  mentions the temple of Venus Kolias, and a Paneion. 
near Anaphlystos ; either there were two, temples of this name, or 
the geographer must have committed an error.. 	- 

I found here several fragments of terra cotta vases of; a fine quality.. , 	. 
EratoSthenes4  particularly mentions, that libations were ,offered to 
the gods in the Kparvpa TIN KteXicag ; and Athenwue8  says,..that they 
were worthy of being used in the. service, of .the gods. • •Suidas8' 
notices the excellence of the • Kolias pottery,. which was painted 
with vermilion. 	 . 	• 	, 	 . 	 ' • 1 	. 	• 	• 	. 	, 

Frequent traces and foundations of the ancient:  town of: Piraeus 
are observed towards the centre of the peninsula; and 'on the,  highest 
part are several heaps, of large stones. 	I found few fragments 'of 
marble, or architectural ornaments, and very few inscriptions:: ,-The 
ruins contain ra . plain. sarcophagus ,of stone, the•internal length of 
which is eight feet. The large dimensions of this,sepulchre prove, that 
the deceased was first placed in a wooden coffin, which was :deposited 
in this. 	./Eschylus7  mentions coffins of, oak; ,which' he calls 4;am ; 

Euripides,8, those ;of cedar;' and ',Thncydi des: ,those ,made of cypte§s. 
Diogenes Laertiusw says, that coffins were generally, made:bf ,ey-
press, but, that the Pythagoreans never made use of that. rod , for 
the purpose of burial. 	 ii.!; J.D- ' 

1  In voce KkaLac, and Callimach. ap. Suid. in voce KwXenc, and Schol. Aristoph. in Nub. 
2  B. 1. c. 1. 	- 3  B. 9. p. 398; tepov. 	4  MacrOb. Saturnal b.-Y.-C.21. 
5  B. 11. c. §. 	 6  In voce KwXens. 	He calls the temple van. 
4 Noloopo, v.996.. ' 	i s  Orest. v. 1053. 	9  B. 2, c. 34. XaciPaktIk kiiri;iiiorriyas. 
'.° J31-r8,,spgrn. 10. Pxthag.:;ti 	- 	 - 	t 	,- 	f 	li 	•T' 

.., 	 . 	.„ 	 . 
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, .The, lward . sarcophagus,' 'although" not_ of good. atithority, is ' SO 
generally. adopted, that I have used it instead,  of zooc,:which.iS 'the 
more appropriate term. 	Julius Polltix2  mentions the .follOwing dif- 
ferent .names for sepulchres; radios, Folifea, foniziliw, tcrriftocru-vov, vino Oopoi, 
.tropoc, Trvetoc, ?twos, xeepcx ; which are-rendered by Wets.tein into!sepul-
chruni, monummitum, memoriale, tumulus, loCalus;urna,scyphus, 
linter, agger : to these:may be added, XE1/07-0401011, AapPIZE, 0171.404, ItiCeITOc, 

XMI.471J-Tea: or MCCp4.10Z, ;GEM ,vpsov, and scampsov. 
The qUarries, from which the stone was extracted for the construc-

tion of the Piraeus and its:walls;are still visible within the peninsula. 
Several • subterraneous • chambers are cut in the rock ; they • are 
at present the refuge of cattle, which would otherWise, in :this 
naked region, be exposed to the scorching fervours of the sum- 

,mer solstice, without a particle of. shade. 	These quarries bear a 
resemblance, in miniature, to the magnificent Syracusan Latomias ; 
and it appears, according to Xenophonis that in. the Peloponnesian  
war; they served as prisons for the, crews of 'four Syracusan vessels 
taken, by Thrasyllos; thus retaliating the'detention of the!Athenians 
in the quarries of Syracuse. 	The'stone of the Piraeus is however of 
so. soft a quality, that the prisoners cut a passage through the rock, 
and escaped. . 

&little to the south of the monastery of Saint _SperidiOn is seen 
the ,Koilon of .a. small theatre ; but-it is entirely covered with soil. 
Not far. from the theatre are the remains- of a square' building of 
about sixty paces ,on each side; composed; of several '.pilasters of 
Stone. three , deep .on one side; and. two on the other: they are 
.about three feet in height; and one in diameter; the space 'between 
each pillar: is six feet in every direction ; they are much corroded by 
the ,sea'air. 	• 	 . . 	. 

The,general view, from the higher part of the Piraeus is very 

• i .k.. 	d 	1:,w 
,,. 

,1;411?9!4 !.hestone,ealled sarcophagus, see PIM. Nat. Hist. b. 36. 0. 17'. and De Boot 
Gem. b: 2. c. 220. p. 403. 	2  Onomast. b. 3. c. 19. seg. 102. 	3 ' Mist. b. 1. c. 2. 
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extensive and interesting, ;embracing' thedEgwan Sea, the"SarOiiie 
Gulph, with its islands and proinontorie% the Peloponnesian.rnotth4 
tains, and Me coast of Megaris. ,- Thetilearer•objectS consist;of the 
Pirzean peninsulai, with .the 	contiguous ports. It { 	il. ':..: i 	{, :1 

. In the opposite direCtion are seen the - Attic,plain and mountains; 
with the,capital. and its Acropolis., 	. . 	- ;(r• , 	; 	• 	',;[,, 	. 	f,.; - 

Strabol  and Suidas2 affirm, that the Piraeus was once- an 'island ; 
the word vvcros, however, was .sometimes-  given to peninsulasT-  for in-; 
Stance;  rimarcovng•oc. 	_. 	., 	;.. 
. Near the_ port of Zea, on the northern side of the- Piraeus;  . are the 
remains of;  walls and two round -towers;. one of which hat-sii entire 
layers of blocks of a:- similar( tconitructien !:with the! pedestal of 
Agrippa,. and the -Ptoleniaion,i 'with alternate;%ranges of .large and 
small blocks, 	 :,, 	; 	L. 	, 	. 	, li 

These towers were separated by a gate ,which prObably'constituted 
the entrance to the great cemetery, .or Nekropolis of the Piraeus, _ 
which extends a considerable. way toWards.Mount'Aigaleos, in' a 
northern direction. 	At the northern -extremity of the burying, 
ground is a low rocky .hill covered with sepulchres;-which are con-
cealed by the soil and weeds ;+ and where -'some broken sarcophagi 
are found. 	 • 

This hilt is inserted, in some maps, as'that c-alled, Sikelia by Pau-
sanias,3  who merely-says, it is a small eminenCe not far from Atheh. 
This authOrity Jiowever -.is not :•sufficient • for 'supposing it to'-be the 
same, to which' there is an.allusion in that:author.. 7:I was -assured by 
a person; who has_ frequently, visited. the spoti-that on !the ,rook,'1§ 
inscribed in . large letters OPOE iMNHMAT4N, ; but. I tould not find 
it. 	This probably indicated: the boundarrof the sepulchres. ; ,, .:.. r 

The Nekropolis is a continued rock which is nearly flat, and 
covered with small.bushes, and stunted- grass:i .The - Sepulchres-are 

. 	 , 	, 	,,, 	t 	L 	1.., 	.1 
, 	 , 	, } 	 1 	.;. 	1 	1 	!I 	. 	%til 	r 

1  B. 1. p. 58. 	$ Lex. vol. S. p. 106. in v. HE paten. 	i 	0 	.13,1A, 81 /4.!  call 
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not visible, as they-rare all -of the uirdytuct kind,-  or under ground. 
The -rpc.oreece,,, or- cover, of each tOmb;  consists . of a large block' of 
stone, about, a, foot in thickness... Platol says; that sepulchres ought 
to be placed in barren ground,, which is of no use to the .living; 
and-that ithe .xtelha ,should not be higher than five Men can raise in 
five days ; and that, the praises of the: deceased should ,not be longer 
than what can ,be :contained inifour Ieroic.verses. 	- 

The, Oreeks ' buried not only by) the,  highways, but also in their 
gardens,2  at their country seats, in public' cemeteries, - and within 
their_ cities : 	although the latter was , not alwayi permitted,". as we 
see, in. picero.1, ,Perthission .to: .bury within temples was; also some-
times conceded fmi person'S of great.' consequence (of 'both sexes: --An 
instance occurs where a body was interred,:neither within nor with-
out the city : -the remains of.Etelos, son of Oxylos, were deposited 
in the gateway: of. Elis.f Propertius5  prays that, he may be buried 
in some retired grove,:  and not near ,a frequented road, where the 
tombs . are, exposed. to continual profanation::-4 	- 

t 	I 	. 	T. 	t 	'- 	, 	.)  

;4 Di faciantiinea,ne terra locet ossa frequenti, 
-Qua, tacit assiduo tramite kulgusiter. 	, 
Post mortem tumuli sic infamantur amantum. 
Me tegat arbor& devia terra, coma." 

The ;Pirwark, tgmbs are, easily opened ;: and, although they are so,  
much,,conceated by weeds and busheS as tolpe invisible, theirzquan-
tity-facilitates, , their ;discovery,. : :.The: deVelopment is: performed 'by 
first,breaking, the trapoza,.o. , cover, !with a large- hammer, and then- 
overturning:, it with a 'stron 	pole, as. a lever.: The tombs are . cut in' 

1  De 	 __ Legibus, b. Ie. 	 e H....  ence called Ntriroraota. 	 • _____.........._ 	... 	... 	, •     	__.   
3  Epist. ad Famil. b. 4. Epist. 12. and De Legibus, b. 2. where he says, 44  Hominem mor- • 

tttum inquit lex in xr i tabulis, in urbe ne sepelito, neve unto." 	4  Pausan..b. 5. c. 4. 
5 B. S. Eleg. 16. v. 25. 	 • 
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the rock, and their common depth is four or five feet. 	They are 
filled with a fine loose 'earth, which has been a subsequent introduc- 
tion, rather than an original deposit. 	Some.of these sepulchres in, ,a 
state of superior preservation 'were opened in my presence; and they 
contained earth - not more than .a foot in depth. 	The first day I 
employed ten men, who, in the. course of nine hours,: opened thirty 
tombs. 	The common calculation is, that two men :can open four 
in a day. . The first which we. discovered -contained the ' bones of 
a sheep ; which, except the horns, and the maxillaywere crumbling 
in, decay. 	A...black sheep :was commonly sacrificed at graves to the 
infernal, deities ; and, probably. formed, part of the funereal entertain- 

.,..expos.A' emov,2 , the ccena feralis of ment.. 	,This „was the IrepicTeranov,l .or w 
the Romans;3' for it is not to be:imagined, that the promiscuous 
slaughter of men and - animals; which was., so ceremoniously per-
formed at the, tomb !of Patroclus, Was ever perMitted in Greece after 
the heroic ages ;, and every. thing which, . on similar occasions, was 
offered to the infernal deities, was no doubt eaten by 'the guests; 
excepting -  some particular parts which were left for the gods alone, 
who, as Tertullian, observes, hadthe worst.  ieces, while the Manes 
had only the fragments which fell from 'the festive board, and were 
thrown into the, tomb. 	. 

Under the bones of. the sheep Were the human remains, and a flat 
circular patera of bronze, four inches and one-fifth in diameter, and 
near a quarter of an inch in.  thickness, without a handle, and orna-
mented only with five concentric circles in relief, on its inner super- 
ficies. 	This kind of patera is the mar; ,of Julius Pollux.4 : In - other 
tombs I have found them :of :terra cotta; :which were probably 
for poor people : they are. also.  .common -in: Etruscan = and Roman 

. 	. 

	

* •• 	, • 	•, 
1  Lucian; de luctu. 
2  Catullus, lvii. De Ruf. 	Ovid, Fast. b. 2. v. 533, &c. 	. Tertullian, de Resurrect. 

Cam. c. 1. 	 3  Juvenal. Sat. 5. v. 85. 
4  B..6. c.. 10. s. 64. and b. 6.'c. 12. s. 83. and b. 7. c. 5. s. 22. and b. 10. c. 24. s. 102 

and 103. 	 ^ 
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sepulehies ; and are freclueritly represented in relief on' sepulchral 
monuments. 	Some•of them have a handle 	brit they are then gene- 
rally plain and' smooth, arid 'are prObably karorrpoe; or mirrors; as 
they are' found in the tombs of ferriales. 	They sometimes 'retain 
their original lustre to such a degree, 'that 'they might stillte used. 
They were of brorike; 'Or' mixed metals. • PIM?' praises those-  of 
Brundusium, which were a mixture' of brass and tin. It is uncertain 
when. the use of 'these metallic- mirrors was 'superseded by •that of 
glasS:speculca 'The latter are first nientthned in a Work attributed to 
Alexander Aphrodisios, who lived at the end of the second century. 
: Pliny3  says 'the Sidoniansinvented Specula .;' but leaves it doubtful 

Whether-he alludes to those of Metal, or-of glass. 	A • specUlum metal 
has been invented in England,4  consisting of tin and 'copper; melted 
with certain precaution. , Pater 	alsd are sometimes* found with a 
handle, and exactly of the same iforni- as the mirrors i but they are 
generally distinguished fromthetn bylaving their siiperficies adorned 
with figures, -which are'merely outlines' marked or engraved with a 
sharp instrument. 

The next tdnib which we opertedzWas of the greateSt archaeological 
interest; as elucidating what some anCierit authors, and particularly 
the scholiast of Aristophanes, have said concerning the Athenian 
courts of justice. The tomb contained' the human:bones, which were 
crumbling with age. 	'The 'teeth alone were in a state of surprising 
freshness, which evinces the' strong preservative powers of the ena-
mel., ' Amongst the bones was the -  bronze ' lainina, which is here 
. 	. 

S ova____ 	 r4,,,,t_,,,„,_ --, 
• .__,..., 	 , 

--',..- 

1 Exodus, c. 38. v. S. 	See also Plautus, and the Antholog.  
- 	,?1, Nat. 'Hist. b. 33..C. 9. 	 3  Nat. Hist. b. 36. 

4  See Mudge's paper on this subjedt. 	 . 
VOL. I. 	 3 tc 

   
  



434, 	SEPULCHRE OF THE MAGISTRATE pIoDOR9,,,-. 

published, and which shews that the sepulchre contained the remains 
of an Athenian judge, named Diodoros, of the tribunal Phreattys, 
and of the Demos Phrearroi, 'which was in the tribe Leontis.. I 
have thought it necessary . to cite the words of Potter' npon. the 
Athenian courts of justice, as being clear and explicit, and serving 
to illustrate the lamina in question. -" The courts of justice .were 
ten, besides,that in the Areiopagus, &c, 	These ten courts were all 
painted with colours, from which names were given them ; whence 

....errpazzoov, clooniociouv, and others ; and on each of them were we read 	 11  of 
engraven one of the ten following letters, ABFAEZHOIK ; whence they 
are also called alpha, beta, &c. &c. 	Such therefore of the Atheni- 
ans as were at leisure to hear and determine causes, delivered in their 
names, together 'with the names of .  their father, and borough, in-
scribed von a tablet to the Thesmothetw, who returned it to them 
with another tablet, whereon was inscribed the . letter of one, of the 
courts, as the lots had directed. 	These tablets they carried to the 
crier' of the Several courts, signified by the letters ; who thereupon 
delivered to every man a tablet,3  inscribed with his own name, and 
the name of the court which fell to his lot, together with a. staff or 
sceptre. 	Having received these they were all admitted to sit in the 
court. 	If any one sat among the judges who had not obtained one 
of the above-mentioned letters, he was fined." . 	. 	. 

Though the words of Potter are sufficiently clear, It may not be im- 
proper to add a few more observations on the subject. • 	. 

Pausanias4  alludes to the custom of the painted tribunals. 	He 
mentions one which was called the green Barpaziouv, and another 
called the red (Poiviziouv, which he says took their names from their 
colours. 	From each of the ten Attic tribes there were annually 
chosen five candidates for the place of judge of the ten principal 
tribunals of ,Athens. 	One was appointed out of each five, and the 

1 B. 1. C. 20. 	 Knpv. 	 3, A EX TO C; lvt0oXoy, or Iltycoctoy,, 8c.c. 
4  B. 1.,c. 28. 	' 
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decision Wa5.establishextby - drawing lots,, 	After this thelen again 
drew lots to decide to -which tribunal each' should belong. 
. 	The delta,-  at-  the.  beginning of, the lamina, she's that Diodaros 
was judge of -the fourth tribunal ; which, according to Meursius, who 
cites Photius, was;PhreattyS, " ..rdP ...rozprov.  (Alicaerrtipt6v) TO EY (ppEeeTTES.1 	The 
Areiopagas had the' alpha for 'its Mark ; and the Eliaia the eta ; the 
others are unknown; ' 	' ' 	t 	. 	' 	. . 	, 	, 	• - 
. 	When tihe judgereceived' the. lamina, he was' at the smile time 
presented with a sceptre, moin;rpoy, Ba;cnipix; or Pcci2(3‘oc, that was painted 
of the same colour as the tribunal to which.  he belonged. This was 
probably Of woad, or some other perishable material ; and was ac-
cordingly not found in' the tomb ; though it was no doubt deposited-
there with the other. badges 'of office. The letter was also Marked upon 
the tribunal ; but it is not easy to know 'on what part of it.' In a'frag= 

"2  E„ i m ECNICITILe4 TIN EiCrObil ; but it is went of Aristotle;  hO say's. it was 	 : 

difficult to decide what was the tcptigio-zoc; - It is found in'Chandler's 
Athenian inscription in the plural ; 	and has been interpreted as 
" Small tenons Of metal,• united at the points."2 	The Eq0:rixio-gos 'TN 

E'  IT'OgOU; may be the lintel of the entrance, which is the most ostensible 
part of a building; and :accordingly :the most probable place for the 
indication of the 'tribunals. 	If the' entrance .of the tribunals was an. 
arch, the' letter was probably on the keystone ; which may have 
been termed Z.pvcialcos, from its tapering at one end, like the body Of 
a wasp, EpiE:-  but it was more probably upon the pediment Or tyrnpa-
non ; which; from, its pointed form, may also have been termed 
ETVG101C0c. 	The word is used in another sense by Aristophanes.3  
• Phreattys was -upon the sea shore at the Piraeus ; ' hence it was, 

denominated •E7riaiVY:701.71011, 	. 

Potter-says " It received its name aro Tot; Opearg, because it stood 
in-a -pit." 	It was however, perhaps, derived from the large ancient 

i The different readings of thii word are ty opearrEt, OpEarrot, OpEarot, Optart, optarEi, and 
Epppearot. 	 ! See the illustration of Chandler's inscription, by W; Wilkins:, Esq. 

-2 ruovroc, Y. 301. 
3 K 2 
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well -near the promontory of Alkimos, 'Which has. been e•a)rody 
noticed, and which was,  evidently much ornamented. 

Potter informs us, from Pausanias,1  that " the causes -heard in' this 
court were such as concerned persons who had fled their own country 
for murder, The-first-person who was tried - in this place was Teucer, 
who, as Lycophron reports,-was banished from Salamis' by-his father 
Telamon, upon a groundless suspicion that he -had been accessory 
to Ajax's death. 	The criminal was riot permitted to come to land, 
nor, even to cast anchor, but pleaded his- cause in- his'- boat ; -and if 
found guilty was committed to ,the mercy of - the 'winds and waves ; 
or, as some say, suffered there condign punishment." 

The word opece, which is on the lamina, • is the abbreviation for 
grappiK, indicating the demos opeappoil  which was of the tribe Leontis, 
and the birth-place of Themistocles. 

There are some perforations in the lamina, by Which it was pro-
bably fixed to the 13cocrtipice ; or perhaps to some conspicuous part of 
the dress of the judge. 

The form of the-letters spews them to be, according to the opinion 
of a learned anticivarian,2  at least coeval with Alexander the Great. 
The lamina is also stamped with three dies in relief; each of which 
was probably the public seal, or Aithocria crcpparcs  of Athens. 	The first 
is the owl in full face; the next two owls in profile ; the, third a Gor-
gon's head, with the tongue protruded. The two former are common 
on Athenian coins; the third is seen on a rare brass coin of Athens, 
the reverse of which is an armed figure of Minerva, and the inscrip-
tion A9E. 

This head is also represented on other - coins, particularly-those . 
of Olbiopolis in Sarmatia, Abydos in Phrygia,. Parion in Mysia, 

' B. 1. c. 28. 
2  Mr. Akerblad, whose treatise upon this and another lamina of the same_liind, was pub-

lished at Rome in 1811, and is replete with profound erudition, and sound criticism. 
3  Straho, b. 9. p. 416. 	 - 	 - L 
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in Macedonia,-.Koroneia in Bceotia„ and'ion some of 
silver of Kranion:in.Ceithallenia, and of Corinth, .and on those 

Populonia;,int Etruria, Camerina and Syracuse in Sicily, 
some Roman consular medals. 

The*Oorgonian head was probably considered :as antidotal to 
effects of the Evil Eye. They aresometimes found of a small 

and of terra cotta in the Athenian sepulchres ;. in which case 
are probably symbols of. death.' Another lamina was also disco-
in a sepulchre near Athens, which belonged to a judge, named 

of the, second tribunal, and of the demos of Lampra 
it is not explained whether of upper or lower Lampra. The 

is :—  

B ANTIXAPMOE 
AAMII  • # 	 . 	. 	 • ! 	A 

Athenian seals were no 'doubt expressed upon the lamina, 
have been defaced. Another lamina of a similar kind was 

in a sepulchre at the' limns some time afterwards ; 'from 
an exact _copy is here given. 'It belonged to Deinias, magis-

of the fifth tribunal, and of the demos Alai Aixonides.1  
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next tomb we-  opened contained merely the human bones; 
some" broken pottery. 	In-  another were the bones, and a small 

-vase of terra cotta. 	These were probably the sepul- 
.of pobfpeop1e: 

Another sepulchre contained two skeletons ; of which one 

. 	.. ,4 	, 	. 	.. 	• 	. 	 . 
1  In the collection of Mr. Burgon, to whosekindness I am indebted fOr the communication: 

   
  



433 	 -OTHER 'SEPULCHRES. 

nearly entire, with the bones of another body collected at the feet. 
Here were also eight unbroken glass bottles, the surface of which 
was exfoliating in decay, . and ..variegated With an opal hue. 	One 
was placed at the, head of the skeleton, one at the feet, and three on 
each side. 	They were probably the AoiCEiz,. and the EvoArc4,1  which 
contained the ointment, and the Wine with which libations were 
made upon the bodies. 	 . 
- 	According to Plutarch,2  the. Athenians laid each body into a 
separate tomb; but the Megarensians put three or four into one. 
One sepulchre which we opened was smaller than the others, and 
contained nothing but earth ; the tender bones of the infant not 
having been able to resist the impression of time. 

Potter,3  citing Plutarch,4  says " those who died in their infancy 
were honoured with no libations," 	Therefore in the sepulchres of 
children, instead of libatory vases, and brazen pater, are generally 
found playthings, and other objects which perhaps amused them 
when living ; or which were deposited with their bodies as indications 
of their tender age. 	In some of the tombs there were vases of such - 
small dimensions, that they could never have been applied to any 
useful purpose. 	These were probably the crepundice, or toys, that 
were given to them by their parents and . friends, and which are 
mentioned by Terence in his Phormio,5  but which d'Hancarville 
supposes to have been dedications to the household gods. 	We. 
found in one a singular little terra cotta figure, with moveable legs 
and arms,6  which were put in motion by -means of a string, similar 
to the harlequin figures, called pantins or marionettes, which are 
at present made for the amusement of children. 

' See Jul. Pollux, Onomast. b. 10. c. 18. s. -65.  	2  Life of Solon, 
2  B. 3. c. 8. Plutarch consolat. ad  uxorem. 	 Lib. consolat. ad  uxorem. 
5  Act 1. scene 1. line 13. 	 4 

- 	g  The arms and legs of this figure were not found in the tomb, but the perforatiens by 
which they were attached to the body were visible. 	A figure similar to this in every respect, 
was found some years ago in a sepulchre, with its legs and arms remaining; it is in the col, 
1pction, of Mr. Millingem 	 , 	, 	,  
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0Sollife'-'8igilla ' 6iggillaria 6igilu-Ola arid Larvae: • • 	• 	1 	., 	-'1: 	, 	. 	' 	• 	• 	- 	- 	,•• were-'.  Aaeiirding.  to Ilerodotlig,4-'. they : 	eirriedliy womeii,Itt thefe..s- 
tivtds Of ta6Aitis in Egypt : iwrs 1 '0ii)..Xtai,;'ir..XXoi 0* E07t aEsurithevot ocroY TE 

vrviuotsci eitycapaiii -viupoolrotival, 74'10Pilvpi?vo.:1"vgrred steathce.c **amyl  . isuov To 

migoiou oO voiXto Tet) EXcarr-oir ioi ioi.) ot,iicOu 0-41-4ciroct  	. 	. . 
. -tilaiiii5:-iiiiiitiiiiii.' the'Sanie • eekeifietiy; 'and Says' they .carried 

capeg ti*Ov;. Eft ,EuoU ireVOnghsvauc pereacV alma Exinnec.- v.coNirrce.d to -Tao 

vtu—poeviriecrroc..  
, ./ 	: 	_ 	....:.!...q. , 7,:_,.... 	• 	I. 	• 	 . 	• . 	 . . 	 . 	. 	. 	, 	- 	 _ 	, 

l' -11fitciis.•:Aiitoiliii4 )!•. st .* 	- 	- * .•Suetoniu.4.', 	• ' - ' 	-3'. Vittaviary b. 9..: -C.V. 
'4 B. 2. c. 48: 	 . 	is De Syria Dea. 
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Aristotle' gives so complete A' description 'of them, that I 'have 
thought it necessary to insert it at length ; his words are, 14_1 or __10... iii 	ii .;. 
racrras /mow pipivOov Evrimacra(avoi, 	votoucrs xas auzeva IcaisurOet'xcti XEleZITOU 

EWOU, gOGI t;)1.401/ )  XXI 000Cap.011, ETV (3£ OTE' irceme VZ WV, pars '11114 EUVOIztac. 

This passage has been rendered into Latin by Apuleius8  in the 
following words :-44 Etiam illi, qui in ligneolis hominum figuris 
gestus movent, quando filum membri, quod agitari solet, traxerint, 
torquebitur cervix, nutabit caput, oculi vibrabunt, manus ad omne 
ministerium prwsto erunt, nec invenuste totus, videbitur vivere." 

They may possibly owe their origin to Hercules, who substituted 
little figures to be placed on altars, and suspended on trees, instead 
of human sacrifices. 	Hence' Virgi1,8-44 Oscilla ex alta suspendent 
mollia pinu." 	 , 

They are also alluded to by 	:4-..." Duceris, ut nervis alienis 
mobile lignum."  

Petronius Arbiter mentions silver statues of this kind—" Larvae 
argen tem ." 
• Aulus Gelliuss compares to them those who have no settled plan 

or will of their own, but are led by others—" IR plane homines non, 
quod dicitur xoyiga &a, sed ludicra et ridenda quxAari veuearircarra 
esse videantur, si nihil sua sponte, nihil arbitratu suo faciunt." 	. 

They are also noticed by Tertullian,8  Clemens Alexandrinus,/ 
Arnobius,8  and Macrobius, 	Arnobius says, " Deos esse Sigillaria 
ipsa censetis ;" and again, " Siggilliolis parvulii Contrahere .se..deos, 
et alieni ad corporis similitudinem coarctari." 	, . 	. 	•. 

The 	
:.„., 

The words of Macrobius are equally explicit 7" yo Sigillaria 
quw lusum reptanti adhuc.infantize oscillis fictilibus mebent, tentat 
officio religionis adscribere et' quia princeps religiosollun putatur, 

• , 	,• 	, 	,-. 	,. 	• 	$ 	,,, 	tj t 	. 

1  De Mundo. 	 0  De Mundo. 	 - 	3  Georg. 2. v.-4388-. 
4  13. 12. Sat i. v. 8Z. 	' 	6  Noct. Att. b. 14. c. 1. 	' 	67.AaveraNalentinA. 18. 
7  Stromat. li. 2..` v.:5'. and b. 4. c. 1.1.. 	, 1 2 	1  r' Adveri, Gent. ,b. B:" 	''' 
g 	Satin-nal. b. 1. c. 11. 	 , 	1 	.4i 	i) 4::., 
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nonnulla etiam sup'erstiiiones admiscet,.quasi vero nobis las non, sit 
przeteXtatd aliquando non etedere."1 	, 	. 
, _Not. a:centurY ago this toy was a fashionable:plaything in Eng-
land; insomuch that every lady' carried a pahtin with, her. to the 
park, to the play, and other Tublic places ; and there was.a sort of 
rivalry among the ladies of ,fashion, to . make their pantins gesticu-
late with grace and elegance.• This, temporary national folly was 
self-created,. and -certainly not copied from the Athenians. 

Small figures of animals are also sometimes found in the Athenian 
sepulchres, which were probably substituted by the poorer class of 
people for the animals themselves. The Romans however were not 
always content with burying inanimate objects with their children. 
Pliny in.  his Epistles mentions a certain Regulus, who in order to 
show his grief for the death of his son, killed round his funeral pile 
several horses, dogs, and birds, which had belonged to the boy. 

In another infantile sepulchre was a small rerpossumpac, or four-
spoked wheel of bronze. The wheel was a symbol of Nemesis. 

The most common number of radii to wheels seems to have been 
six. 	Some had 'eight, as the chariot. of Minerva mentioned by 
Homer .2  . Those represented on the sculpture of the Parthenon have 
four. 	There is a bronze wheel in the Royal Library at Paris which 
has five radii. 	. 	 . 

Virgils mentions the custom of placing in Sepulchres, wheels, 
helmets,: swords,. shields, darts, ,.&c. Speaking of the pile raised by 
JEneas for the Trojans, he says-- 	. 

" Hinc alii spolia occisis direpta Latinis 
' 	' Conjiciunt igni ;: galeas, ensesque decoros, 

Frienaque, ferventesque rotas ; pars munera nota, 
Ipsorum Clypeos, et non felicia tela." 

— 	.......... 	. 
An Italian painter, established.at Athens, found in another a small 

. 	. 
I See also .Gerard‘ Joan. Vossius. Etyrnol:in voce Sigillaria. and Basil. Faber. Thesaur. 

and Adrian Turnebus Adversar, b. 28. c. 28. 	 2  Iliad 5.- 
3  Xneid, H. 193.   

VOL. I. 	 3 L 
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,SEPULCI-1/1B. Cir A; WARRIOR. 	 ,443 
• - 	- , 	In the' septilCbre!  cif 'a female named Theopbile:, we fgund only some 

.brok en le ria cotta vases,. A n d-a fragmented .has-relief :of white marble, 
representing two females ; one of whichis in an erect posture, giving 
-her hand'te and receiving the xpverrv.-zaspe, or last farewell of another, 
who is sitting in a chair. 	This is one of the most common subjects 
on Grecian tombs, and is often seen on funereal vases of marble' and 
terra cotta, .and sometimes on Roman sarcophagi. 

Under the two figures is an inscription recording the name and 
,the virtues of Theophile. 

Long sepulchral inscriptions were forbidden by Solon ; and Cicero 
observes, ",$ec de rnortui laude, nisi in p:ublicis-sepulturis." 

.In the sepulchre of a warrior was-  a sword.  of iron ; the length of 
which was only two feet five inches, including' the handle. 

-__401N414-tiwkwilaiwinekomeautia,' 	- 

	

--'-',4 .: ....L.,.---•=:J .-- 	' 	- . 	- - 	- 	' 	'''..'".`'-'-'':--*17  

r. 

If the Athenian swords were not longer than this, they had little 
reason to deride those of the Spartans, which, according to illutarch,2  

' was the• case. • The sword which.  I found resembles the parazonion 
or heroic sword, often represented on the sculpture and vases of the 
Greeks. :The length of the Athenian swords was doubled by ordcr 
of Iphicrates. That 'which I found is probably therefore of very 

' remote antiquity. .5 ' In early ages it was customary for warriors to be 

	

. buried with-their .arms. 	 _ 
In the .sepulchre ofTheseus;4  in the island of Scyros, Cimon is said 

'to have discovered a spear head, and a sword of bronze; and in 
,., -Iloper5  we find Elphenor requesting that his arms may be burned 

with him.. 
• . 	 . 

Several of.these are in the British Museuin: ' 	- 	.1  Life of Lycurgus. 
3  Diodor:Sic.I:-1.5.-C-. 44. 	Iphicrates died about three hundred and eighty years before 

Christ. 	 4  .Pititareh's Life. of Theseus. 	 5  Odyss. 11. v. 74. 
3 L 2 
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All the arms, bothoffensiVe and -defensive, which' have as yet been 
found in Greece are of brOnZe,1  except this iron' sWord; and a e'uri- 
ous helmet found near Athens.2  ' - 	- 	• 	' 	' 	' 	• • 	, ' 	• : 

The fornier metal was the most early in use, according to Lu- 
cretius :3 	 . 	I 

. 	 , 
" Posterius ferri vis est, wrisque, reperta ; 

Et prior wris erat, quam ferri, cognitus usus.'!.  

Iron however was used - at so early a period as thirteen or fourteen 
centuries before Christ. 	The .Curetes-  are supposed to:have disco- 
vered it on Mount.Ida, during the reign of Pandion, king Of Athens.• 

Hesiod, according to Pliny,4  sayS, that in early times they-worked 
in brass, because iron was unknown. 	* 	• 	• 	. 

Tzetzes5  informs us, that the ancients had a mode of tempering 
brass so as to give it a sharp and ,. durable edge ; but that when this 
secret was lost irgn came into use. 

The Greeks valued the shield above all other parts of their armour ; 
and since it was not discovered in the sepulchre-  in question, I am 
led to imagine, that it was more commonly of wood ofleathar.  than 
of metal. 	 . 	• 	, 	t • 

Near this sepulchre another.was opened, containing only a small 
tragic mask of terra cotta, With the mouth wide open, representing 
the Trpoo-oProv,: or persona, of the ancients. 	This may have indicated 
the tomb of an actor : but' masks6  are so' commonly repiesented 
on funereal monuments; that they probably alltide' to ' the 'rites 'of 
Mithras, Osiris, and Bacchus,' in which they were much employed. 
The mask may indeed, in some cases, be .an allegorical 'manner of 

. 	 . 
1  Excepting also the leaden sling bullets, and flint arrow heads. 

,.; 
'2 . In the possession of Colonel Leake. 	 • 	3  B. 5. v. 12b5. 
4  Nat. Hist. b. 7. c. 56. 	 6 Var. Hist. 
6  About masks consult_ Caylus, Recueil d'Antiquit6s, tom. 2. p: ao, pl. 26. . . 	, 

7  ,Oraque corticibuisumunt horrenda cavatis, 	
, 

'Et te, 'Bacche, vacant Per cart-Mita lmta.—Virgil. Georg: 2. v. .387. 	. 	. 

   
  



SEPULCHRE OF A PHILOSOPHER, 	 445 
declaring that life is a comedy ;1 and, when the tragic mask is pre- 
sented, it may imply only " flebat contrarius alter ;"2 and that, like 
the two philosophers of old, different persons feel the same objects 
very differently ! 
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The next tomb to this contained only a large sea shell, indi- 
cating perhaps the final resting-place of a sailor, or a foreigner : 
sea shells are frequently found in sepulchres, and sometimes within 
the funereal vases. 

In another was the terra cotta figure of a philosopher, sitting on 
a chair without a back, nearly resembling the sella curulis of the 
Romans; it is of small dimensions,3 and of the polychrome kind, 
having been painted of different colours, the parts which are naked 
are of flesh colour ; a loose ample garment is thrown over the left 
arm and shoulder, and the lower part of the body is white : the 
chair is of light blue; and the volume which rests upon his right 
knee is red. 	The head has been detached. 	This figure bears the 

, nomn rac o aloe Kat ratyviov, n tia0E irat4-ELv 
Tnv triroanv pEOLEtc, n 0EpE Tas o'Z'vvac. 	Antholog. 

'2 Juvenal. Sat. 10. v. 30. 	 ' 	3 Three inches six-tenths in height. 

   
  



446 	 A CHAIR AND CINERARY VASE. 

strongest resemblance to the marble statues of Menander and Posei-
dippos, which are in the Vatican ; and still more so to the statue of 
Demosthenes, who is holding an unfolded volume upon his knee.1  

Another sepulchre contained a small proedra, or thronos, of terra 
cotta ; 	the UirOTIOCLOV , or subselliwn, is attached to 	the chair; 	the 
hack on the inner part is ornamented with square compartments, 
the outer part of the same is plain ; on the summit of the back are 
two animals, but so badly preserved, that it is difficult to distinguish 
whether they are dogs or lions : it has been all painted white, and is 
little more than five inches in height. 	This may have been the 
tomb of one of the Proedroi, as the s- poE4ce, or seat of office, seems 
to infer! 	Near this was excavated a small sarcophagus of terra 
cotta, containing the bones of an infant ; they are not common in 
Greece, but are found in Italy, particularly in Etruria, and are 
sometimes adorned with painted sculpture. 

We also discovered, about a foot under ground, a plain cinerary 
vase of coarse baked earth, three feet in circumference, containing 
burnt hones. 

Two others, of bronze, were found a short time before in the plain 
of Athens. 	One of these is at present in the British Museum ; it 
is composed of the thinnest bronze, with an elegantly-ornamented rim 
round its mouth, and is incased in a plain vase of marble. 

( 

L See Museo-Pio.Clem. vol. 3:-Tay. 14. 	' See Harpocration in voce rfneipot. 

   
  



From the few cinerary 
infer that the burial 
mation, although the 
Homer. 	The bodies 
Lucian,' describing 
buried their dead, says 

There was no inscription 
few paces from it 
represented, in relief, 
upon its hinder legs 
is a kind of long club, 
an aperture in the middle 
his left arm and shoulder 
body is perfectly naked. 
name, OIAOKPATHZ. 

• 
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urns which are found in Greece, we may 
of the entire body was more common than cre-

latter was practised earlier than the time of 
of Eteocles and Polynices were burnt ; and 

the various manners in which different nations 
that they were burnt by the Greeks. 

upon the vase which we found, but a 
was discovered a marble cippus, on which is 
a youth holding a bird to a dog, which stands 

eager to receive it ; in the left hand of the youth 
terminating in a circular protuberance, with 

; his head is crowned with a diadem, and 
covered with the simple Chlamys, while his 

The top of the monument records his 

_ 
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443 	 MILANION AND ATALANTA..,_ 
• 

'A sepulchre near this contained a small. terra cotta vase, On which 
is painted, on a black ground, a winged youth in-the act of running, 
and holding a wreath in his left hand, with his right dropping some 
golden appleS before:a female ; who, although in the act' of- run-
ning, stops to pick them-tip, holding up.  her loose ample robe with 
her left hand : her right wrist is adornip-  d with the-.4,g, Or: Ir4iscorritz )  
answering to our bracelet., The winged figure is- 'naked,,  and only 
the. back 'of .the female is covered with her garment; they are 
leukographic„1  or painted white; 'the' accessories only- being red as 
the peplos, the wreath, the apples, the wings,. and the hair. 	• 
' 	This evidently represents the story of Milanion and- Atalanta, as 

. told -by Apollodorus 	She consented to marry zany one, by whom 
she was "sUrpassed in . the foot-race ;- but thoSe of her lovers•whom 
she 'vanquished , were to suffer death.._ Many- per' shed in, the ,eon- 
test, when Milanion, who had received some' golden apples'from . 
Venus, dropped them in -the course.; and while Atalanta, attracted 
by the lure, stopped to pick them np, her lover reached the goal. 
The fictile painter has represented them at the moment of com- 
mencing this trial of speed. 	Mythographers tell 'us, that the suitor 
was permitted to start first. 	Atalanta is probably represented with 
her body naked, in order to develop the personal charms, and par-
ticularly the beauty of her thighs, for which she was celebrated by 
the poets.3 	The wings of Milanion denote extraordinary swiftness. 

'Milanion and Atalanta - were both represented on the chest of 
Cypselos, according to Pausanias..4  ' Hyginus pretends, that Ata-
lanta was conquered in the race by Hipomene.5  

In other sepulchres we found vases of oriental alabaster; they 
have no base, are of an oblong form, and were probably libatory 
vases, containing the oil or perfume with which the relations6 ,of the 

1  Winckelmann, Hist. de l'Art, vol.. S. p. 144. 	 "2  B. 3. 
3  Ocid, Amor. b. 3. v. e9. 	4  B. 5.-c. 19. 	 - 	' 	'5 

	Fab.-105. 
6  Lucian,'de luctu. 	 , 	. ... 	.. 	, 
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ALABASTER UNGUENTARIES. 	 44t-J 

deceased anointed the body. 	Oil was used for this purpose in the 
earliest times, but the fine perfumes with which the Greeks after-
wards anointed the dead, were, according to Pliny,1  first brought 
from Persia, in the time of Alexander the Great. 

— _ 

.......---..-4- 

....-,:_= ....  -1. .--;--. 
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The finest oriental alabaster was found at the city of Alabastrum, 
in the Thebais, from which the stone took its name, as we see in 
Pliny.2 	This was esteemed more than any other material for pre- 
serving ointments ; it is the xiBos axocCao-Tpirne of the Greeks, and the 

i Nat. Hist. b. 13. c. 1. 	2  Nat. Hist. b. 36. c. 8. 	5  Dioscorid. b. 5. 
VOL. I. 	 3 rif 

   
  



450 	 ''.UNGITENTARIMi " 1-  I 

lcipis .  alabaStriteS Of the Latins:- 	The ung,uentary ,was .knoWn to .the 
Greeks by the baffle 'of ,  Atiaos, thypoxvsethoc, ei1kaCe6-1-po4•1  or :4xXocgair,rpop; 

and to the Latins-  by those' of alabaster, onyx, and .ampid/a, ,:Aris- 
tophanes2  asserts that they were placed near the dead. 	- 	, 

Pliny3  compares the form of the elenchi, or oblong pearls, to that 
of these vases. 	It appears that their local or particular term was 
subsequently generalized, and applied to any material in which oint-
ments were contained. 

Theophrastus4  mentions alabastra of lead, and Theocritus5  those of 
gQ1d, containing Syrian ointment Evpieo (Ts ,.w 	zpuo-el exAceiga cripa. They 
are found in the sepulchres of Magna Grxcia, composed of beautiful 
coloured glass. 	Some have also been found of terra cotta. Those of 
alabaster6  have also been discovered in Egypt. 	They are repre- 
sented of the same form upon terra-cotta vases of Greece and Italy, 
and on one of the Perugian7  bronzes, a female figure is seen holding 
a lekuthos. 	A painted vase, which was found at Athens, has a sepul- 
chral stele represented on it, and a lekuthos with, a base, standing 
near it, and another lekuthos without a base, tied by the neck to 
the stele. 	The valuable collection of Mons. Durand at Paris, pos- 
sesses some terra cotta lekuthoi with bases. 	We opened some sepul- 
chres in which the simple imitation of these unguentaries were 
found, of common stone, but not hollow. 	It seems to have been a 	, 
necessary formality to have a vase, or something like a vase, buried 
with the remains of the deceased. The poorer kind of people were 
accordingly obliged to content -themselves with the mere external 

• .. 	... 	. 	 ....... 	.... 
• , 

1  Pliny, Nat. Hist. b. 36. c. 8. 	 2  Eccles. v. 534. 
3  1T..1,t. list. 4. 9. cAO.. 	 . 	4  De Odoribus, p. 449. . — 
3  Idyl. 15. v. 114. 

' 6  About different qualities of alabaster consult,Pe Boot, Gem. aim 4.,..! 2.,dixe6g. pi 491. 
7  See Saggic di bronzi Etruschi da Gio. Battista Vermiglioli, itO. ' ,Perugiti; Y(.1813.11.Jvcil. 

'quarto. 	'These extraordinary specimens of the Etruscan art, worediseliveredin zii. sepulchre 
near Perugia, in 181g. 	The greater part of them are now in liiy'posSeslion;;)02r9,,: Yjek7r,  r, 

   
  



SEPULCHRAL VASES OF MARBLE. 	 451 

form of one of these votive vases. 	We found some of these which 
were quite plain, without either inscriptions or sculpture. 	Others 
of a larger kind are inscribed with the name and parentage of the 
deceased, and usually represent valedictory subjects ; such as the 
xpv-re xceipe, or last adieu, sculptured in the very worst of styles. 
Some of those which are in the British Museum, and which were 
found in Attica, have been selected for the present work.1  
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1 I have availed myself on this, as well as on other occasions, of the opportunities of illus- 
trations afforded me by the remains of antiquity in the British Museum: 	I am indebted to 
the liberality of the Trustees, for the free access which has always been afforded me to the ines-
timable treasures of that noble establishment. 

3 Ai 2 

   
  



452 	SEPULCHRE 

The largest 
inches and 

Homer 
In the tomb 

of ointment 
According 

libations 
cremation 
and placed 
the ossilegium 

One of 
the others, 

After having 
tiles placed 
fitted and 
of each tile 
which placed 
covered with 
Indeed the 
the body ; 
tact crumbled 

CONTAINING AN INSCRIPTION ON LEAD. 

alabaster lekuthos which we discovered was 
a half in height : the smallest six inches and three 

mentions the custom of placing vases with the dead. 
of Patroclos was a vase containing honey, and 

; and the flames were extinguished with wine. 
to Virgil,' when speaking of the ftineral of 

of wine and milk were poured upon the ashes. 
was finished, the remains were carefully gathered 
in the urn. This part of the ceremony was the 

of the Latins. 
the last sepulchres we opened differed in some respects 

and proved to be of the highest palaeographical 
taken off the cover, we found three large semi

over the tomb, with the convex side upwards ; 
grooved together in an ingenious manner. 	In the 
was a hole made for and adapted to the form of 

them on the tomb. 	Each of these perforations 
a thin sheet of lead to prevent the earth 

tomb only contained a fine dust ; probably the 
for there were very few remains of bones ; which 

into powder. 

twelve 
tenths. 

another 

Misenus, 
When the 

together 
tvo-raoystt, 

from 
interest. 
-circular 

they were 
middle 

the hand, 
was 

falling in. 
spoils of 
on con- 
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SIR `LI -frc,f,) 	^:t'lliSCRITIED LAMINA: or: LEAD. 	 453,  

,',, lAttlievheadof Ai) sepulchre; which was-to the' east;. was an up-
right2slaboOf imarblOi.,which had been inscribed ',• but which was so 
completely" , c otroded i that) only .five , letters ::KMIM could • be dis-. 
tinguished, 	Three alabaster lekuthoi were also ',found within 'the 
tomb, which .fell. to pieces as -soon as they .were .touched 	Towards 
the -head was:a lamina/ of lead -inscribed on each ,side,.and :particu-
larly interesting ; not only from the subject itself; but from the 
unique example which it affords of the common or cursive cha- 
racters of the ancient Greeks. 	A fac-simile of the inscription, with 

-an explanation of the letters, is given in the Appendix. 	It is written 
with a sharp pointed instrument.. The irregularity of the lines, and 
the dissimilarity of some of the same letters to 'one another, may be 
attributed to the difficulty of writing regularly upon lead, as well as 
to the haste in which the-composition was executed when the male- 
dictor was perhaps at the point ofdeath. 	- , 

The inscription is not entire, ,but probably a few lines only of the 
beginning are wanting. 	It is imprecatory, and invokes the ven 
geance of Mercury, and of the Earth, upon the enemies of the de-
ceased. The names of these enemies were probably traced on that 
part of the lamina-: which . is wanting ; or upon the other side of it, 
which is almost entirely defaced. 

Since this discovery, another lamina of a similar kind has been • 
found in a sepulchre near Athens : in which, besides Mercury and 
the Earth, Proserpine is also invoked for the purpose of revenge. 

These thoxuayal Vozoihanc have also been found in Etruria. 	Lanzi3  
mentions some, with inscriptions, discovered in the sepulchres of 
Volterra and Perugia; and there is a lamina'  f lead, in the gallery of 
the bronzes at Florence, with a Latin inscription, which was found 
at the Isola del Giglio, opposite Leghorn. 	. 

_ 	. 

1 See the Appendix.- 
* See Mr. Akerblad's learned disseitation upon these lamium, published.at  Rome in 1813. 
2  Saggio di lingua Etrusca, vol. 2. p. 340. 	 • 

   
  



454 	 SEPULCHRAL VASES OF MARBLE. 

I conceive that the vases found in tombs may be divided into w 
classes. 	The Dionysia, which are distinguished by their 

subjects, were placed in the sepulchres of those who were initiated 
in the mysteries of Bacchus. 

Unguentaries and libatories seem to have been common to all 
except the poor, who were honoured only with those of a votive or 

dedicatory kind.  
.., 
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This vase was found amongst the ruins of the Corinthian portico, 

in the bazar at Athens. 	It has been published by Stuartil and 

adorned with the usual embellishments, the style not being in the 
least attended to. 

1 See vol. 1. c. 5. 
,,,p-Rldaug aid iii wog ly:f. 	,1 . 
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thy bottle." 
gymnastic 
to victors 

that kind was 
upon 

gained 
largest yet 
in height, 

Those of a smaller size, which are commonly termed Lachrymatories, 
were probably for, ointments of a rare and precious 
possibly sometimes even for tears, as would appear from 
sion in the fifty-sixth Psalm ;1__ 	Put thou my tears into 

The larger vases, the subjects of which relate to the 
exercises, were probably those which had been presented 
in the, games. 	A most singular2 and interesting one of 
found in a sepulchre near the gate Dipulon, with an inscription 
it, which shews that it was an, co9A0v, or prize vase, probably 
by the person in whose tomb it was deposited : it is the 
found in Greece, being two feet and the eighth of an inch 

1 Verse 8. 	 3 Found by Mr. Burgon, and now in his possession. 

   
  



456 	 A PRIZE VASE.  

and four feet nine inches in circumference. 	The neck and the base 
are narrow, and it has two handles. 	The figures with which it is 
embellished represent Minerva armed with her aegis, aspis, and hel-
met, and darting a long lanCe ; on the shield is a dolphin, which, as 
well as the face, arms, and feet of the goddess, is painted white. 
The front of the garment is of a dark red or purple, ornamented 
with a black border and a square, mmander. 

On the other side of the vase is a charioteer driving a ZEUVO; or 
Bika : his dress is also composed of the two colours black and 
red. 	In his right hand he holds a goad, which is tied to -the extre-. 
mity of a stick, and with which he is impelling the horses at full 
speed. 	The horses -have 'no reins, which was not an omission of 
the fictile painter, as he - appears to have been attentive to thb 
accessories. 	The charioteer holds in his left hand a long stick, 
which is curved at the further extremity like a shepherd's crook, from 
which are pendant two objects of an oblong form, which he holds 
over the horses' heads, and with which he appears to be guiding 
them, as the Italians guide their oxen at the present day, by touch- 
ing them on the side of the head. 	The horses have evidently bits in 
their mouths, and they are no doubt supposed . to be tied together 
by a bridle, which being in profile is -not seen. 	The crook, - by 
.catching hold of the bridle, served instead of -reins; and -was evidently 
used for thatpurpose. 	The wheel, which -is -of a curious construe- 
-lion, is composed of three transverse bars, two of -which are parallel 
to each. other, -forming in all six spokes : the same kind of wheel is 
seen :on a scarce silver coin, which - is uninscribed, and which has 
the indented square on the reverse. 	This coin, which is supposed 
to belong.  to Beeotia, is in the cabinet of -Paris, and has been pub-
lished by Mionnet.—But to return to the vase : -it must be-observed, 
that the horses are delineated with Treat 'exactness and animation ; 
and are far superior to the other figures which are on the same vase. 
The ancients represented animals with great perfection, long before 

- they were able to abandon, or even to improve upon the archaic 
stiffness -and formality which"are observable in the early designs of 
the human form. 
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-0.rtAlid-  neck -of the.  va$eis 'arc liwl; and an :Harpy with alinnian 

face:and extended wings., 	The.gtourid colour of thevase is that *of 
thet earth, which' is' a light ted app bathing: to!yellali.: The 'most in- 
teresting pare of -this:curious 'IrroMmient;''and twhiai ad-̀ds so.  much 
to its.-value; is the insbriptica; which; as Firnagine,its the 614 entire 
sentence that can 'be found on itgvnse -of lterra c6tta:i :the, form -of the 
letters, and their direction from Tight to left, induce me to b'elleirei, that 
it was manufactured at leaSt five eentnries-priefr to flieChristian.e'ra. 

• 
' ' • Mil:11° i°4 11011101  °T 	. 	' 

• On a silver coin found at Athens,,,,and probably belonging to . 
that

A 
 place, is represented •a diOta of exactly a similar form to that 

which I have, been describing. The coin is uninscribed, and the 
reverse is divided into four-triangular incuse compartments. 	- 

Anotherl diota of inferiOr dimensions, but of a: more elegant design, 
and consequently of less antiquity, was discovered , near the same 
place in 1811. 	It is fifteen inches in height, thirty-three in circuit, 
and contains some burnt bones. 	On the front of the vase is an altar 
with a flame on it; on--the left side of which is a Victory with a 
patera in one hand, and a Loibeion in the other, preparing a.libation. 
Over her head is NIKE. , .3upiter xicsvrrouxos,, with his sceptre, stands 
on the right side of the altar. ,He is recognised' by his name; which is 
over him, written from right to left, ava  z : .His hair and beard 
are painted-white. 	The latter is of the 0-cprovedvaw, or pointed form. 
,On the other side of the vase are two females; one of which is pro - 
bably Juno, as she holds a sceptre similar to that of Jupiter. All the 
figures are standing, are habited in the,an'cient style, and are of a 
red colour upon a black ground. 	No -vase has yet been found in 
Greece, :which is so highly;preserved,..or.so exquisitely finished. 

• . 	. 
. 	.._ 

. 	_ 	. 	 , 	. 

.. 1 It was found by Dr. Macmichael, and a learned dissertation upon it is
_ 
inserted in:Mr: 

Leglis 2nd edit.= of Iiis.:JoUrneY'iir'/Egypt: 	-The vase ii'lioiv'In the possession' of tile' Rev. 
William Wood, of Fulham. 	'' 

VOL. I. 	 3 N 

   
  



458 	 SEPULCHRAL 

The bodies were sometimes placed 
with the same. They were also put 
been found at the bottom of tombs, 
olive, and the vine; was used for the 
posed that the necrocaustia was performed 
does not appear likely. It was probably 
which the victims were roasted for the 

Toy vases, or playthings for children, 
frequently occur in the tombs of infants. 
is amongst those found at Piraeus.' 

VASES. 

upon 
and it 
same 

the 

as 

upon 

llExpoasEi7rvov, 

flat tiles, and covered 
olive branches, which have 
seems that charcoal of the 
purpose, unless it is sup-
in the sarcophagi, which 
remains of the wood with 

or funereal feast. 
has been already observed, 
The following terra cotta 

,.._ 

= .-,....„.,, ,_____ 

5-___.,____ 
c-------- ,--_, ---s.V- 

, ,-- 
,..- 

_ 	-----. 

airP-1*,.  
- 	---'_! 

1  In Paulo Paciaudi's Monumenta Pelopon. there is the engraving of a head exactly similar 
to this. 	It is also of terra cotta, and was found in Dalmatia. 
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. 	 . 

I fpUnd a considerable quantity of other vases, cups, and pates-, of 
a:  Variety lof forms, and dimensioils,,generally painted black, and still 
retainiag.the, ebony lustre of their primitive polish. 	Some of these 
were probably used, in common life, and particularly at the funereal 
supper ; after which they seem to have been carelessly thrown into 
the tomb, as they are frequently found broken. 	They' are- seen upon 
the, tables of the ancients . which are represented on other ,painted 
vases, 	The vase with the spout -and one handle, which was called 
Z7roi,(4,9v, is .seen in the hands of the Drowl'apopoi, And the °Novo', at 
feasts, who are pouring wine from it into the diota, or two-handled 
flat vase ; out of which the ancients drank. They were also used for 
libations at sacrifices, and some ,of them were probably the &lave/a,' 
in which the blood of the victims was received. 	Other vases found 
in tombs were used for libations of wine, milk, water, honey, 
perfumes, and oil .2 	 ss 

The vases found in Etruria have no resemblance to those of Greece, 
and it is singular that till very lately they should have been attri, 
buted to the former country, by antiquarians of no common merit, 
as Dempster, Gori, Passeri, Caylus, and Montfaucon. 

Amongst the fragments which we selected:  from the tombs, some 
bad a classical interest, from their tendency to elucidate or to con. 
firm passages in ancient authors. 	On one is represented a charioteer 
driv.ing a triga,3,  with three , horses 	abreast 	in a hippodrome, 
and just arriving at, the xxiwffrvp,4  or reppa, _the meta of the Latins, 
allusive probably to his having reached the, goal of life,- or to some 
victory which he had obtained in the chariot races. 

Another fragment, of the most beautiful design,, represents the 

i. It was called lOctrov or Moctriol; by the" Athenians, and ApPLOV by Homer, Odyss. 3. 
v. 444. 	 , 

I See Plutarch's Life of Aristides about the libations performed at Platxa, on the sepulchres 
of the Greeks.-- 	--- 	 — — 	-- --- 	- 	---'- 

3  Thec,arriages with three horses, abreast wece,Falled Fporwa, Apitarav 
4  Aristot. Rhet. 3. 	t4 i 	,.. 	.ct 	, . 	• 	,-, 	,, 

3 N 2 

   
  



460 	 - DUPLICATE VASES. 

naked figure of a man, bearded, and crowned .with ivy, 1  playing 
upon an heptachord, zauc, or tortoise harp. 	While he is using the 
plectrum with the right hand, he touches,  the strings with _the left. 
He seems to be singing at the same time; which was practised in the 
earliest periods, as we see in Honer :2  

46  H' roi o cpopial era tzveRotAXero sccaoy exam. 

The body of the xeiuc, harp, . was probably in the first instance 
manufactured from the _shell of the tortoise ; but it was sometimes 
made of wood, which resembled the form of the original. In a' tomb 
near Athens, which was opened by the excavators of the Earl of 
Elgin, a wooden harp wasfound of this kind, and nearly entire. This 
singular curiosity is preserved in the British Museum. 	• 

On the cover of another vase are two female heads, each of the 
faces of which are ornamented with a round black spot; evidently 
what we call a beauty spot, and the French " une mouche."3-  - 	' 

These fragments were parts of monochrome vases, the figures con-
gisting of only one colour. • 
, Another fragment is'ornamented with the ivy plant, in relief, and 
gilt. 	This is 	the golden ivy, or hedera chrysocarpos of Pliny,* 
and the hedera pallens of Virgil .5 	It was a Dionysiac plant, and 
the vases which were ornamented with it were called hederata and 
Corymbiata. 
' On another fragment four females are observed, one of whom is 

carrying a large vase, while another holds the ladies' work-basket 
(xax04000,- which was made with small sticks ; these figures are dressed 
in the Euariq, or short outer garment. 	I have mentioned this' frag,= 
inent, because I have seen a Vase from the kingdom of Naples-,5*on 

. . 
, 	',.Poets were crowned with ivy, as we see in. Virgil,— 	 . 

Hedera crescentem ornate Poetam.—Eclog. 7. v. 25. see the annexed plate. 
' Odyss. b. 1. v. 155.--.7 

4' High strains, responsive to the vocal string."—Po P E. 	- 

3  See the plate. 	. 	4  Nat.-Hist. b. 16. c. 34. 
5  Georg. 4: v.124. 	 6  Belonging to Mr. Millingen.. 
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DUPLICATE VASES. 	 461 

which the same subject is represented with such perfect similitude, 
that they were evidently copied from the same original, which was 
probably some well-known painting or sculpture.  

But the most singular instance of duplicate vases, is one which I 
saw taken from an hypogaia sepulchre in the Acropolis of Athens. 
This repreients a duel ,between two warriors, completely armed, 
• guarded with the round Argolic shield, and fighting with the long 
spear. 	By' the side of each combatant a herald is represented, 
holding a spear, and clothed in a long loose garment. 	The top of 
the vase is ornamented with a dog chasing a hare. A duplicate' of this 
was found at Nola, in the kingdom of Naples; a third was discovered 
at Agrigentum ; and a  fourth, in which there is a minute variation, 
is published in the • first volume of Sir William Hamilton's collec-
tion ; a fifth was purchased by me at Rome ; and a sixth2  was found 
near Athens. 	I have also r  seen four others in different collections. 
These vases are all of the same size and form. 	As many other in- 
stances' occur,, in which the same subjects have been delineated 
upon different vases, there can be no doubt that they were copied 
from some standard original. 	In the second volume of Sir Wil- -
ham Hamilton's vases, the two last plates represent duplicates, one 
of which was found at Saint Agata de' Goti, in the kingdom of 
Naples, and the other at the island of Melos, in the JEga4an.' 

Amongst other things contained in the Pirman tombs, which were 
opened in my presence, were spoons and strigiles of bronze ; the latter 
were employed to scrape off the perspiration from. those who had been 
using the sudatory baths. 	These strigiles were sometimes of gold, 
Of silver, of ivory, or of iron. 	Xenophon4  informs us, that golden 
strigiles were given as a0Ace, or prizes, to victors in public games. • 

1 Published by Mr. Millingen. 	Vases Grecs de la Collection de Sir J. Coghill. 	Rome, 
18 1 7, folio. 	 '2 By Colonel Leake. 

3  For the names and description of the various vases used by the Greeks, consult the Deip-
nosophista of Athenzeus, and the Onomasticon of Julius Pollux. 

4 B. 1. Exped. of Cyrus., • 	• 	• 
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Lamps which are so come 	on in the sepulchres of Italy,; are. very 
seldom found in those of Greece ; , I discovered some in an excava, 
tion which I made near the northern foot o the Mustim, but 
there were no tombs in the vicinity.' 	One of these lamps is very 
singular, and represents a negro with the flat /Ethiopian features, 
sleeping, and the skin of an animal tied round his shoulders. 	The 
position of this little figure is extremely natural, and well executed! 

We learn from Strabo,3  that the vases which were found in Grecian 
sepulchres were highly valued by the Romans; and according to Sue-
tonius,4  the people, who were established by CmSar at Capua, erected' 
habitations with materials which they ravaged. from the 'tombs, to 
the destruction of which they had, an additional excitement; in _the 
ancient vases which they were found to contain. 	. 

I also found an intaglio of glass, representing a winged griffin, 
in a good style, preserving a beautiful opalescent colour, but ext.°, 
hating with age : the head resembles that of a bird ; the body and 
legs are those of a lion, while a perforation through the middle indi, 
sates that it was worn as an amulet, or an ornament in dress. Of this 
imaginary 	the history is 	by Servius:6  in 	few animal, 	 given 	 a 	words :— 
" Gryphes autem, genus ferarum, in hyperboreis nascitur montibus. 
Omni parte, leones sunt, alis, et facie, aquilis similes, Apollini con- 
secrati:" 	It was represented on the less ancient tetradrachms of 
Athens, on the helmet of Minerva, which is imagined to have been 
a copy of the helmet of the Chryselephantine statue of that goddess 
by Phidias; which, according to Pausanias,6  was ornamented with 

1 About ancient' lamps the following works may be consulted : —De Lucernis Antiquorum 
recond. Fortunio Liceto. 	Udini, 1652, in fol. ; Le Antiche Lucerne Sepolchrale figurate 
et disegnate nelle loro forme da Pietro Santi. Barton con le osservazioni di Gio. Pietro Bellori, 
Roma, 1691, in fol. and 1728, Leyden, with observations of Duker ; Lucernm fictiles 
Musei Passerii, Pisani-. 1739, 1743, and 1751, 3 vols. fol. ; and Lamps of Herculaneum, 
1792, 1 vol. fol. 	 - 2  See the plate. 	 , 	3  B 8. 

4  Quod aliquantum vasculorum opals antiqui scrutantis reperiebant, 	In • Cms. 81. 
5  Comment..on Virgil. 	 , 	6  B. 1. c. 24, 7pvirEc.- . 	„ 
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. .MODERN BURIALS, 	 463 

griffins. But griffins are not represented on the earlier tetradrachms,i 
of which six varieties have been found, and which were coined before 
that statue *as made.. In some tombs I found egg shells, which pro-
bably bore a part in the religious tenets of the Greeks, as they are fre-
quently represented on painted funereal vases ; and, according tothe 
Orphic system, they were emblematical of the origin and fruitfulness 
of nature. 	The -egg of an ostrich was found in a sepulchre at Athens, 
a. short time before my arrival.  

The Greeks used to dress out their dead with rich garments, and 
also to bury other 'dresses with them; which custom was carried to 
such an excess, that a law of Solon2  ordained, that not more than' 
three suits should be buried with any corpse. 

Treasures of the precious metals and other valuables were in 
earlier times interred with the dead. 	Josephus3  relates, that in 
David's sepulchre were found 46  aprplOU rpsxoktat rcokavra, zocrpov 4 
xpvcrou xas xsttoputo voAtiy." 

Arrian4  says, there was found in the tomb of Cyrus " scas crrpswrol, 
XXI XXIYXXXI, XXI gliteTIX- xpua-ou 71 XXI 21 /4 1060 govorra." 

A Roman law prohibited burying money with the dead ; nor 
were golden ornaments permitted ; and whoever found a treasure 
of this sort, became the lawful` possessor of it. 	Amongst the in- 
teresting discoveries made by Mr. Burgon,, in his excavations of the 
Athenian sepulchres, was a skeleton, with thick iron fetters round 
the legs; probably a condemned culprit,'who died beforethe execu- 
tion took place. 	In another tomb he found about fifty-astragals, 
or vertebrae of the hinder legs of goats, which had been probably 
gained by the deceased in the game of astragals. 

The women of Greece,.and particularly of Athens, are still carried 

, In the magnificent collection of R. P. Knight, Esq. 	1  Plutarch's Life of Solon. 
3  Antiq. b. 13, c. 8. and b. 16. c. 7. 	 , 	 . 
6  B. 6. wept AXEZczapov avaPct aeon. About the burying with rich garments, see Nicephorus 

p. 6. about the wife of Heraclius, 
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to the toinbVith -rich garments, which- however 'are net' imiried-igtli 
them. 	When. the daughter- of Speridion ' Logoth-eti d ied ;*tlie :Viasiii- 
terred with the funereal pomp of ancient tinies..Her corpse•Wasdedd-
rated in the richeStattire, with. her ear-ringsrand other: ornaments, 
as if she bad been.,  decked Out.  for ,  La wedding; rather than for the 
tomb. • 	She' was' placed , upon' :a . ehtaletto; ,or open bier,-  With her 
face 'Uncovered.; and was accoMpanied to the grave by:orneri,'WhO; 
on such occasions, are hired to cry and 'stream rwhieh office 'they 
do n,otlailto perforni. with theatrical vehernende; like 'the ';zinToii,: or 
the' Ecepxot Opvve,iy,•''of • ancient Greece; ' and 'the :pAeife.x. 'Of Rome": 
They invoke the corpse. by every soft .and endearing 'name ; aria 
a stranger to the custom would imagine; that they' were 'really bee* 
wailing the loss of some near and beloved'relation: . Though it:fre-
quently happens that they never knew ncii-even-sa**the individual 
when living, the usual rhapsody of these 4.4'. fictatumlachrymarnm' 'si-
mulatrices" is, " Alas ! when I saw you last; so handsome, so lively; 
and so gay, little, did I 'expect to 'have' the 'misfortune to outlive 

to 	in 'your yOu; and 	see you 	present situation!"-,  

44 Qui conducti piorant in funere •dicunt,• 
- Et faciunt.prope plura dolentibus ex animo."1  ' 

- 	• 	• 	 , 
The same custom is still prevalent in. Calabria, and something simi-
lar is practised in parts of Scotland and Ireland 2'  It was carried to 
such ridiculous lengths in early times; that' Solon, according to Plu:. 
larch, made a law' prohibiting women 'from -idaring their faces.at 
funerals,' which is also. -noticedby CiCero-::--'44  Mulieree .gends . tie 
radunto, neve lessum funeriS•eigo'habento.''' 	. 

The Athenians are fond.  of long epitaphs, but in other parts of 
- . — 	- 	— 

Horace, Art. Poet. v. Liji..  
• I 	 . ' 	“4 

• t The frigi hulluituh is no doubt derived fro' In the ululatus of the Latins, or the ,oX4yri 
of the Greeks. 	This is their funereal lamentation. 	See Valiancy on this curious subject. 
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Greece they are brief and simple ; merely recording the name, pro- 
fession, age; and parentage. 	They usually begin with, EYOCETE ;Ceirett 

0 010UXO; TOU eSOU,--"  Here lies the servant of God." 
It is generally supposed that the Athenians,1  following the/Egyp-

tian custom, used to place a piece of money in the mouth of the 
dead, as payment to Charon. 	I therefore expected to find a coin in 
every sepulchre, and .was careful in searching for it ; but I discovered 
only one, which was, of copper. 	It was badly preserved, and the 
impression could not be discriminated. 	I inquired of other persons, 
who had ,opened some hundreds of tombs, by whom they had seldom 
been found ; and those that were found; were the silver. Attie-.  
nian obOli, with the head of the Minerva on one side, and the owl, 
and inscription AOE, on the other. 	 . 

Had the price of admission to the infernal regions been of great 
value, we might conclude that those who buried the dead some- 
times deprived Charon of his fare. 	Suidas2  gives the name of Act- 
men to the piece of Money • that was' paid to Charon. 

The scarcest kind of terra cotta vases found in Greece are the 
graphic and the polychrome. 	By the former denomination those 
are signified, upon which the figures are merely outlined. 	I saw one 
of this kind with the figure of a winged female carrying a crown; 
below which was inscribed KAAH. 	The colour of the vase is nearly 
white.3  

On some vases; particularly those of the highest antiquity, the 
figures are painted with the two colours of black and dark red ; but 
the polychrome, or many-coloured vases, are principally found in the 
island of IEgina, and are composed of all the different colours which 
the subject requires ; but these are the scarcest of al1.4  

- 	. 
• 1 Aristoph. in Ran. Lucian, de luctu, and others. 

2  LexicOn. vol. 1. p. 508. 	 3  See the plate. 
* There is one in the collection of Sir Henry Englefield, found at .ZEgina by Sir Wil- 

liam Geli. 	. 	 _ 
VGL. 1. 
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The following chemical 	analysis of the Grecian terra.,cotta_is 
taken from Millin :— 	 .,431,.,̀  	, illaa 

Silex   53."(Woo  10 	(t, ;,.1. Alia 
,, Oxid of Iron . . 24 	'ism 	ri5.:11%7 it-) 

Alum  	15 .,,, 	, .1' An-ov 1)0,)-.4 	awl 
Lime 	8 	t;:,:u 	riazi:-,1 	Isik.':?. 	31L11 

With respect' to the position of the Athenian' sepulchres, there 
appears to have been no settled rule, as I have found them placed' 
east, west, north, and south. 	According to Plutarch2  the 	Mega- 
rensians, in their interments, placed the head of the corpse to the 
east, the Athenians to the west; so that were the former to rise 
they would look west, and the latter east. 

The Phoenicians also were buried with their heads to the east. 
Such was the case, according to /Elian, with those who died a 
violent death. 

Eight inches and three-eighths 	• 

-------- All 	

ti 	c. 	 • 
	 ...MEC 

, 4 

--'-.-- 

----------  

--*--- 	:,---- a 
---.-- 

--  

After having passed several most interesting days at the Piraeus, 

1  In the periodical work called the Giornale Italiano, which is published at Milan, there 
are two interesting letters upon the analysis of Grecian vases, by Professor Brocchi, 1817. 

l'• Life of Solon. 
3  This sepulchral stone was found near Athens, and is at present in the British Museum. 
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we7returned.toAtheni by _Cape -Kolias; deviating-  a little -to exaane 
some traces at a village called Saint Theodoro, where there 'is a 
Turk's pyrgos or country-house, and a ruined church ; the altar 
of which is a small Doric capital of marble. 	Here is a well con- 
taining good water; and :near it a marble lion in a sitting pos-
ture, smaller than life, and well sculptured in the ancient style, 
resembling_ one in the plain near Tragones, and those over the gate — 
at Mycen. 	Several blocks and traces are scattered about the 
village ; and a tumulus, composed :of small loose stones, has been 
excavated without'. success. 	. 	. 	. 

We passed over vestiges of the great south wall; the Teixo‘• (paimpigov,. 
one of the legs of Athens, composed of large square stones, and now 
level with the ground. 	After crossing the Ilissos, we re-entered 
Athens.by. the Albanian gate: 

3 0 2 

   
  



• CHAPTER,. XIV. 

. 	 . „ „ .• 
Attia..rivers. 	IlissOs—remains on' its' banks. ' MyitiO 'caves.` 	Fount EmeOlciotirios: 	 Cascades, -  and 

overflowing of the Lassos. 	The cephissos. 	The Eridanos. - Attic mountains--Lourion---Anudio 
Hymettos—its monasteries, villages, and antiquities. ' discovery of an oopient city near the marble 

.- . 	quarries. Panorama from its summit. 	Mount Pentelikon—its monasteries, *Magas, and 4ntiquitiei. 
Narble :quarries. 	Mount Parnes—its monasteries,, villages, and • antiquities. '.'Village Of "Kasha: 
Castle of Phyle. , Nymphmum. 	Mount Korydallos. 	 Mount Aigaleos. , Viewpf the Saronie Ouloli 
from its summit. 	Seat of Xerxes. 	Mciunt Anchesmos. 	Other smager hills in the plain. ' 	. 

. 	• 	" 	.._ 

• • 	, ) 	, 	' , 	i';;:'' 	' 
THERE is no part of Greece where the soil is so arid, and water so 
'sea-  iCe'as in Attica. 	 • 	-! 	1,...?.. 
2  ''Fr'om Corinth to Sunium, there is not a single running, strc4rupf 
fresh.  water, except the Athenian Cephissos, and that seldom reaches 
'the sea. 	The 'Ilissos is the most celebrated of the Attic, rivers,,-,and 
-was sacred to the Muses, and to several divinities,1  whose 	theFeal 
essence, inaccessible to the sensation of thirst, might frequent,,witil 
-delight a bare and rocky channel, and imaginary stream.. 	• -: ; ,.r,i, 

'Phitarch2  affirms that Attica is a' dry and parched country, wit1r-
bUt'tivers or lakes, where fevi" spring's,  occur, and where the:ivatey 
which they used was generally dravin .from wells. 	.i. c!fi 
i 'Th'Ilissos rises on Mount liyMettos, to the east of Athens,, 

,f 	• f 	' 	4 	' 	 . 	., 	.. 
beimid'tte-  'monastery of Sirgiani. 	The source is a large, clear, 
and deep fount, similar to that of the Cephissos at Cephissia,, but „Ai 	,  
1Jess o'- p̀itn.i i .\ - A  

1 1-1 	ir ' 19atlarti. l Ii 	: 1 	
7) , 	a .8 -: 

di 	. c9; 	 2  Likof Solon. E 
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,: It ,overflows and furnishes ra Supply: of excellent water to ;the inO:.• 
nastery below. ;--butasthe stream is. sm all, 'it imperceptibly disappears 
soon after it has 'reached the foot 	the mountain. ' Lit then becomes 
a. winding 'channel, .and ,finds its way • in 'a'*sterkir direCti on,  to ' the 
southern foot of MOuntAnchesrnos; 'where it is joined by another small 
ravine, -Corning-from the north:-east,- Which is probably the Eridanos. I 
exPlOredthe track of the Ilissos, from its source to this place, without 
finding any remains Of.  antiquity on fts.bank.s.• :,But*oh its -northern 
side;,peaf :this ' spot, ' are' three, small *taverns' in the rock with double 
entrances; 'app-arently the work 'of nature; but aided-by art: It may 
have,' been the plaCe where, upon stated. festivals,.th&. Mysterioui 
baSketsmere-dePosited b3T two:Kan' ephOmi' of the- Acropolis: ' ,Pau.7  
-sriniasl -says; that the cave .was'nOtfar,frorii the 'temple Of Venui if 
the gardens,,; the ruins of which are probably marked by-Sorrie Ionic 
reMains,-ririd.oCcupied by thethurell'OfAgiaiMoioitades 	- -'• 	. 14 
' One difficulty however arises :concerning the poSition Of the cave; 

as,.: 'according:to, Pausanias; it 'was within. the 'ei V..' ' But= his "wqras 
rire-,i'not to: be7 ' strictly.  interpreted .. . kii ' 141  'wo-Agi,' niay'signify,'" in' the 
suburbs," for it is certain that neither the temple of Venus,' nor :41+ 
cave; were ever within the walls, as may be seen in Pliny ;2  " P,rr 

elaraque Venus extra muros, Om appellatur Aphrodite ev XVITOfc;'  

Pliny here alludes to the famous statue of Venus, which was the pro-
duction of Alkathenes ; and  is_ praised. by PauSaniass and Lucikm..4  
This situation still retains its ancient name, Ktprow, with .the, aqi, 
tiOnal word of aparao, on account of vineyards in. its vicinitz, ,S.orpe 
however insist that " it ought to •be •crilled: .kinaolop-ouc'.; suppoling it 
to be' on the site of the ancient lyi.Exi, Which was. a demos iin4he 
tribe Pandionis. 	. 	- 	 .., . 	. 	..  

	

- Before the church of Agia Moloitades-  are two myrtles
1 l 	§9,- 

I 	4:)  

• 

, 
1  B. 1. c. 27. 	 2  Nat. Hist.,b713 :, c/ .. 
' B-;-.1 C.-  19:d  ' 	 4  IiI7Eilneite 
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, prising;  dimenSiOnC, d= great 	- 	- 	0 So; id.onamon in ,..   

Mtita,a4 in or-thetparts of GreecThiseis one4: the: prettiest spots 
in:  thelOain ;:: itris Adornea-witit pleasa#4arder*Aiid abundance of 
fine fruit anctiwater water; :And:itandi:at the 	foot Of. Anchesrnos. 
: 	Mit to-return to: the 'caves. 'They:still. retain their'_ nystic virtues; 
and no remedy is so efficaCious'.for a sicis.40.14; as•4'1,Altag sit ,two or 
three: times from; one ,cave -to anot4r-:,  by: , Whictilt is either_ killed 
or, cured. . 5everal Ancient wells ..are; :obServed, iU the rock. oil each 
side of the river. 	Neat these the foundation of R. wall,. built of large 
stones; crosses -the 'bed of the,Ilissos,! -It, was Perhai).Sia :dami to pre.. 
serve 0.e•Natet. 	 . 	• 	, ' 	- 	: 	, 	2 	• 	 : !. • 	i'T 1 	' ' 	• 	,: 
. 	The temple;  of . Diana:was,  anciently situated ,.On iti*uthern side, 
in the -more immediate vicinity:of Athens: --_, The tycO.rm was 'nearly 
opposite, _and - , further -down,- the,  bridge: Of -46.4ria% the Stadiuni, 
the island of the Xlissiad: 11/1-usesi" the_temple cot .,Ceres-,- :die. Olyinpieion, 
and the'ornainented fountain :of :nneakrotinos.,- i 	-.. :,1 	.- 	. :,_.'..' 

In short, no river perhaps :was ever so much adbinidt  with curious 
and stately edifices, QA the-banks of „the _strian21-esS .IIiSsos.--  The- bas= 

which 	here:  inserted,-was found near!: thiS ipbt:. 	" 	- ' ielief, 	.is 
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Below the Olympieion the bed of the river is cut into 
which perhaps were sometimes closed with locks or dams, 
ing to the quantity of water it contained. This is often 
with rivers in hot climates. The Arno at Florence would 
summer, if its water were not preserved by artificial contrivances. 

The rock of the Ilissos in this part forms a precipice, 
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in height ; at the bottom of which is a _little surface or plain, and a 
small church* on its southern side. 	On the northern side are the 
faint remains of Fount Kallirhoe, or Enneakrounos ;1  • or, as some 
will have it, Dodekakrounos.2  

Pliny3  and Julius Pollux4  take Enneakrounos and Kallirhoe for two 
different fountains : but it is evident; from the words of Thucy- 
dides5  and others, that they were one and the same. 	He says, that 
it was only on particular occasions that the Athenians used the fount 
with nine mouths, which was anciently called Kallirhoe. 	Statius6  • 
gives it nine mouths.:—  

" Et quos Calliroe novies errantibus midis." 
Pausanias7  asserts, that although the city 'contained many wells, 

it possessed only one spring ; which was Enneakrotinos. 	The foun- 
tain was highly ornamented by Pisistratos.8 	' 

Some cavities, which are seen in the rock, were probably niches 
for votive offerings ; and amongst the wealthy travellers, who of late 
years have visited Athens, it is surprising that no one should have 
thought of rendering his name dear to the Athenians, by excavating 
at the foot of the rock, and recovering the fountain. 	Some interest-.  
ing remains would probably be found ; which, independent of the 
satisfaction attending so beneficent an act, would repay the trouble 
and expense of the undertaking.. The spring has been obstructed 
by mud ; but the water always oozes and trickles from some fissures 
in the rock. 	Such however is the astonishing apathy of the Turks, 
that although a fountain so near the town would be the greatest 
treasure, yet, when I advised theni to open it, they answered, " You 

i KaXXteoll rptirti ti EV AOtpcses,'Irti• 111307-EpOP EVI,Ealqj OVVOC EICCIXELTO: 5 ui‘sLex: vol. 2. p. 05 
2  idito8o:ayovvoc Athrticrt Ketivo r Evan Evvecucpovvov Oman', «XXot 4KI*Ikt.poriv Kcaovetr. - Hesy- 

Chins Lex. vol. 1. p. 1053. see also p. 1249, in voce Evvsagpoi!voc. 

6  Nat. list. b. C. 7. 	 . 	6  B. 3. c. 3. 	• 	6  B. 2. c. 15. 
6  Theb. 12. v. 630. 	• 	- 	7  B. 1. C. 14.- 	 ' 
8  See Cratin. ap. Tzetzein in Chil. and Scholiast. Aristciph. Equit. 523, and: Meurs: in 

Ceramic. 
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may:dark, if , you-please, but We are 'cOritent*with what God hai 
given 	.- 	- 	.• 	 . 	t 

-The ?Water is perennial'; , but is lost in 'the mud as .soon .as it is 
produced. 	. 
' 'About 'a mile towards the west, id the'direction 'of the Piraeus; 
and nearthe road, a fountain' issues from the .grciund, which is re.; 
ceived in w large cistern, This may be produced by the `subterrane-
ous Waters' of Kallirhoe. When the cistern- is full it overflow's : and 
the current entering the olive grove, neat the great turnuhis, pro- 
ceeds towards Phaleron, until it is 'imbibed by the soilf. 	Pliny' men- 
tions the fount of dEsculapius at Athens; ,which ran under ground 
to Phaleron. 	Pausanias2  notices the sane: fountain.' 	It was in the 
temple a iEsculapius, which was. in the plaidnear the theatre of 
Bacchus. 	This is no doubt- the same which is" called Kxii1u404 by 
Hesychius;3  and which he sayS finds-  its way under ground, from. the . , Acropolis to Phaleron.. A 	 1 

About half a cenfury agO.' there.  was a village, inhabited .by ;tan, 
ners 'and curriers;,....„0a -the _north of the Ilissos; extending from thq 
fount to, the peribolos of the Olympieion ;, 'the traces of the cottages, 
aievisible along the barik'of the' river; 	 ., 

A short way to the west of Kallirhoe; a small ravine from the south 
enters the Ilisids; and a little further we'come to a modern. bridge of 
one arch, which is not-requisite more than once or_ twice a-yeart 
after hard showers. 	The Ilissos runs. between the, MuSw.um .to the 
north, and another rocky' eminence td.the south; at the eastern foot 
of which is -a Greek church, _and some large blocks and fOnndations 
of ancient buildings; probably a demos. 'The road to Sunium passes _ throiigh the ruins. - , - 	.- 	 , 
' :..L1 short way beyond the MLITUIll the bed of the stream is divided 
into other smaller channels,, and entirely lost in ' the; plaint, .before, it, 
reaches the olive grove. 	 — , ,: , 

During a residence of more than two months at Athens,,-on`rhy 
. 	. 	. 	, 	1 	 e' 	f.` 	,, 	 -' 	.. .. 

. 	, 
1  Nat. Hist. b. 2. c. 103. 	2  B. 1. c.. 21. 	' 	$ Lexiconevoi.* p. 276. 

VOL. I. 	 - 	3 P 
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first -.:tour,. the - most celebrated ' of_ the: Athenian' -fixers ,:eoiitimied 
streamless ! But, on my return thither, in 1805, a heavy storm' 
rain upon Hymettos, :towards the middle of September, iwa few 
hours converted this streamless gully into an impetuous and ,f6a-m-.  
ing. torrent. , At ,.eight o'clock . on the morning of the 16th;:z while 
the heat was particularly oppressive, it began to rain, thunderf  and 
lighten, with tremendous violence. 	The storm continued,r.without 
intermission,, for' twenty-six hours..  

On the night of the 17th the shock of an earthquake was felt: 	. 
' The channel was now quite full ; the waters, however, far from 
meriting the epithets of clear .and transparent, which are given to 
them. by Plato,l-were rapid and muddy. 

Two foaming and picturesque cascadei were formed by the rocks 
above Kallirhoe. - The country assumed a new face; 'the • scenery 
changed ; the bare and stony. bed of the Ilissos was filled with 'a 
roaring and impassable torrent ; and the oppressiVe heat of -a tro-
pical atmosphere was succeeded by the : cool .temperature of a 
northern climate_ . The Athenians came ta__the river in. crowds, in 
order to enjoy a sight with which they are, so seldom regaled. _. lin 
the 18th the stream was considerably diminished, and. nearly clear ; 
and on the 20th it was again dry.  

Spon mentions an 'overflowing of the Ilissos, which destroyed 
many - houses, . and caused damage to the amount of 'a hundred 
thousand dollars. 	Cratinus2  compares fine-sounding poetry to. the 
Dodekakrounos, and the roaring Ilissos. 	The bed ,of the stream is ' 
forMed. of a crumbling kind of breccia, or .an .aggregate of stones, 
which: have been rounded by the friction of the waters, and united 
into a mass, by indurated sand and mud.. I observed some, large 
stones of a_green colour, of the; hardness of :Pentelic marble, and - 
which take a beautiful polish. 	They may have been originally rolled 

. 	 . 
iloteapa eat. Zial)avri. Dialog. between Socrates and Phmdrus. 
:2  ,Schcolimt 01 Aristopkanesp Atlits,..Pote 523.. 	' 	1 • ; 
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down:from, Hymettos; where, I suspect, there was . anciently a 
quarry • )3f, it; as some fragmented columns of the • same kind of 
stone are seen amongst the ruins of the Parthenon. 
., The sides of the Ilissos consist of- low rocks, or of arid soil with-f 

out. trees ;. and, for the greater part of the year, without verdure of 
any kind. 	In some places however it 'is adorned with the elegant 
laurel-rose, and the .antaphrodisiac agnos, now called leant iiia, and 
several varieties of thistles, particularly those with a yellow flower; 
A singular kind of thistle is found near the Stadium, bearing a 
flower resembling the akanthos; and ' is, called xiX0VOL 	The aspho. 
delus ramosus,1  and the scilla, grow plentifully on its banks. 

In Greece I have only seen the red-flowered oleander, or latirel-
rose, which is known - to the modern Greeks by the names: of Pao-
c)Capvtl, l'obSo4ov, KoaoLon, and, from the bitter taste of its leaf, 7r090.-- 
flouon.: 	It-is supposed to be the Eutevuthoc of Theophrastus, although 
the description • he gives of that plant does not much resemble the 
qualities of the laurel-rose, 	 . _•[ -1 

The spreading platani, and the soft and shady banks of this limpid 
stream; . so-  elegantly described by Plato,5  have been succeeded' by 
sun-burnt rocks, and stunted bushes. 	- 	• . 	 . . .-: 

It is certain that neither the Ilissos, the Eridancs, the Theban Is; 
Menos, nor the Argian Inachos, were ever copious streams ; although 
they. were better supplied with water than at present. Phxdrus took 
off his shoes to walk through the Ilissos, which supposed that it wAs 
not more than, a , few inches in depth. 	A plausible reason may,iiii- 
deed be assigned for the change in - the Grecian rivers: 	In 'ear13- 
Ages, I-Iymettos, as well as the Theban and ,Argian mountainsOkre 
covered -with forests ; for which the . ancients had a kind of venerai• 
Lion. 	Forests retain moisture,-  and - attract the clouds ;5  which; 

• , 	-* 	,f..,i El 4r 

_ 	 1  Nov called karabouki.-- 	 — -- 
2  Hist. Plant. b. 3. c. 18. On the lakes in the north of Italy, the white-flowered oleander 

is not uncommon.- 	' 	- ' 	' ' 	- -s. -Dialogs-of Socrates, and Plmdrus. 
5  In White's Nat. Hist. of Selborne-thereiSan'interesting letter on this saject. 

3 P 2 
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bursting on them, discharge frecfudnt"showers. 	The elonc14'-at prey 
sentseldom rest upon the bare-headed,  Hymettos ; but pass over.  tti 
Pentelikon or Parnes;,  'which are Wooded-towards theit SurinnitS ; arid 
which are accordingly better supplied:with running 'strednis than any 
part of Attica.. 	" 

The next Attic stream of note is .the Cephissos; 'Which deserves 
the name of 'a river, better than the Ilissos, or the Eridanos•;' the 
latter of which,. Callimachus,,laceording to Strabo,1  treats with me- 
rited contempt. 	. 	 . 	. 	, 	, 	. . 

The Cephissos 'rises near Cephisgia.;.-not far from the western foot 
' of Pentelikon, ands close to the Church of ' Agios Soteros, or the:Holy 
Saviour. 	Its 'source is deep and beautifully- clear, and is incloSed 
by. walls, which it overflows. 	AthoUgh I' saW it in the driest season' 
of the year; the stream was copieus,at- , It'S: seuiee, and three feet 

• broad, rushing with violence from the'groUnd.  It may perhaps have 
a subterraneous cOnirnunication with :the Streams'in the plain of 
Marathon-. 	It is never dry in summer, thongly Strabos asserts the 
Contrary : it contradicts alS6 the assertion of: Plutarch,' that Attica 
is destitute of running streams. Within the Village of Cephissia there 
is another spring, which may be cOnsid.ered as one of the Source's of 
the Cephissos, as it. soon unites with that stream.- 	• 

It seems evident that Strabo has taken the Eleusinian 'arid the 
Athenian Cephissos for the same -river.- , When: he'enUrnerates' the 
different rivers of that name, he mentions those. orAthenS, Phods, 
Salamis, Sicyon, Argolis; and Apolldnia ; but Omits',  that of Eleusis. 
The Athenian Cephissos 'passes through the olive groves and gardens 
of Cephissia ; and finds itF'ikray, in a:south-West direction, to the 
plain, where it is: divided into several small channels to irrigate the 
olives. 	As it approaches,  Athens it glides through the 'Academic 
groves, a short way to the north of Colonos : 	it then passes over 

, 	 . 
113- g. IN 397. 	 . 2  The beginning of SeptemberH •' 	' 
313: 9. p.400. 	 CLife'of SdIon:: 	''' 
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the fouticlationg of the northern Piran wall, and is dispersed and 
lost arnofig the olives; about tiVti. Miles,  frail the Piraeus, after a 
course of a; few miles; Were it lett in its natural state; it' would find 
its way to the sea in a regular stream; as it probably did formerly. 

Strabox 'says, that it rises in the Trinemi ;,, and, pagsingi through 
the plain, in which is Gephyta,• and the 66phyrikni, runs.  by: the 
Pitwan wall, and falls into the port Phaleran. 	He remarks that it 
IS impetuous, ejteept in stunniet, when it is dry-. 	Euripides calls it 
Taupopoppov wet Klicpso-otn2  

Pausanias3  says, the rivers of Attica are AlleIlis§eig,-• and the Eri- 
danos; Which falls into' it. 	 . . 

It is probable, that the Eridanos was a branch of tlid Cephigsos ; 
and that the two names were SOthetimes confounded ;- • for which 
reason Pausanias makes no Mention of the latter. The Eleusinian 
Cephissos; which he afterwards notices; has nothing in- common with • 
that which rises at Cephissia: 

The channel which joins the Ilissos, near Ainp6lo-Kepoug, 'is pro-
bably the Eridanos. ' It has sometimes, even in summer, a anal' 
quantity of Water ; . and would be supplied by the Cephissos, if its 
current Were- not diverted into smaller channels. 	The. Athenian 
plain is intersected in many places, by torrent beds, and gullies 
which, coming from the mountains;  •ate directed towards the' sea. 
A large and deep channel; called Megalo POtamos, or the Great 
River,. comes from Mount Parnes;and- traverses the plain for some 
miles,: until it dwindles away and disappears in the olive groveg., 	It 
is frequently supplied with water, and turns • Some small ,corn-mills: 

This n,lay• be' the torrent called Kugx0Copos, by • Hegychius,t Eusta7  
thius-,5' and Suidas ;6  and ' to' the rumbling- of which. Aristophanes 
compares a person with a bad voice? Another gullyicalled Janoula, 
comes ftoin Mount Parnes, neat Kasha,- and crosses the plain in a 

1  B. 9. p. 406. 	! B. I. c. 19. 	3  :Ion. 'v: 1t61'. 	4  LexicOn. vol.' 2. p. 371. 
P. 213. 	*Lexicon. vol. e. p. 292. 	. '7' Equiies, v: 137. 	• 
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south-west direction. 	The - tradition, is, that -Janoula, fi a .procijan 
princess, had it cut in order to procure water for her olive grounds!. 
It joins the Cephissos, near the, village- of Koukoubaones._ 1 ,,,,,,,, . ,I., 

The great Athenian olive grove follows the course otlthe Cephis7  
sos, which • runs nearly from east to west. 	The trees, are ,nourished 
by its ramified waters ; but the grove ends where the stream jslost, 

Having described the Attic - streams, it may be proper to proceed 
to the mountains ; of which I find the following mentioned ,bran-
cient authors : Laurion, Hymettos, Anudros, Pentelikon, Parnes, 
Korydallos, Aigaleos,, Lykabettos, Anchesmos, Brilessos, Ikarios, 
and Marathon ; besides some small hills, as Kolonos, Sikilia, the 
MLISTIIIII, . and Poikilon. 

Of decided mountains, which are insulated by,intermediate,plains, 
there • are only five,  in- Attica; 	Laurion, 	Hymettos, 	Pentelikon, 
Parnes, and Aigialos., 	The' others are either small hills, or are; parts 
of, or synonymous names for, the above-mentioned mountains, 

Few authors mention Laurion as a mountain, though it ranks ih 
height after Parnes, Pentelikon, and. Hymettos.;- it was  probably 
included in the general name of Hymettos ; which seems., to have 
been sometimes given to the whole chain, as far as the Sunium proi• 
montory. 	 1 	 • 	: , 	,.• 	,,, 

In speaking .of the silver mines,' Pausanias1 leaves it doubtful, 
whether by the word Laurion, he alludes to a town- or to' a-mountain. 
Thucydides3  mentions it as a mountain. , Laurion stands, nearly at 
right angles with Hymettos, with which it unites ;- and in :fact con, 
stitutes part of the same mountain. 	One of its branches terminates 
at Port Raphte, the other beyond Cape- Zoster, and ,a, third at.Tho- 
rikos and Sunium. 	I shall give a- more detailed account of this 
mountain on my visit to Sunium, 	 , 	• 

Anudros is the southern division of Hymettos ; it is, now ,called 
Bern6di, and sometimes Accpc3poca c3ount, from the village of Lambrika, 

1 Janoula is the feminine ,ocJoannes. 	 2  B. 1. c.,14 	.. ,_, 
This author writes it indifferently,AavpLov and A?vigeor. 	, , 	i;,, t t ..' 
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*Wei - 	Avon it, and which occupies the site of Aoi porp-  at icaulrepOEv, 
or-41Tppek --Lampra. 	Hymettos rises . gently from the northern 
and southern extremities to its summit :1  its eastern and western 
sides' are abrupt and rocky : its outline, as seen from Athens,' is 
even and regular; but its sides are furrowed by the winter torrents, 
and its . base is broken into. many small insular hills, of a conical 
form ; on some of which are the slight remains of ancient buildings. 

When viewed from Pentelikon, where its breadth only is seen, 
it resembles Mount Vesuvius in its form. 	The lowest, or most 
northern point, which is nearest to Pentelikon, rises above the del 
serted monastery2  of aVIOC IWCOlinc 0 Xt1Vvyac, " Saint John the Hunter," 
which contains nothing of any interest, except an. ancient well of 
great depth': a small glen separates this point from another to the 
south. 	One branch diverges from the summit with undulating de- 
clivities to the southern side-  of Port Raphte, where-it takes the 
name -of morn, ovcri, joining Mount Laurion. 	The other, or prin- 
cipal branch, sloping down for some miles, in' a southern direction, 
forms a : glen between it and Anudros, or the lesser Hymetts I 
which 'is merely a continuation of the same mountain, terminating 
one of its branches at Cape Zoster. 	Menrsius, speaking of Hytnet- 
tos says, " Geminus erat ; unus major, alter minor, Avapoc dictUs." ' 

Except towards its base, Hymettos has hardly any soil : the 
rocks are in general composed of a calcarious yellow stone. 	On 
the western side near the monastery of Kareas, is an ancient quarry 
of grey marble, that is visible from Athens : it contains some fine 
masses of white marble ; but which is so much mixed with strata of 
green mica, that it is not comparable to the Pentelic. 	' 	- - 	- 
- It is needless to enumerate the ancient authors who celebrate the 
honey-and the flowers of Hymettos ; on this subject Theophrastuss 
may be consulted : Julius Pollux.' praises its gum and its thyMe : 

2  It bears s. 60 E. from the monument of Philopappos. 
2  Bearing from the monument of Philopappos, x. 80 E. 
3  Hist. Plant. b. 6. ci 3. 	' . 	4, Onomast. b. 6. c. 10. seg. 67. 
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the honey is not less- renowned at present than it was.,in.,f9r,Ter 
times : its superior. excellence ,is !owing to the variety andAtl,antity 
of sweet-scented herbs., particularly thyme, which grow amongst 
the rocks; 	i 	, 	•' 	i 	 ,, 

, 	 . . "for in , 	 the thirsty soil 
Most fragrant breathefhe aromatic tribes;"1  

• 
The best honey is procured at the monasteries of Sirgiani and Ko- 
reas ; but other parts of Attica produce nearly.  ,as, good 	and, it 
forms a considerable part of the income of the, monastery on Pente- 
likon. 	The Athenians. use it in most of their dishes ; and, likc the 
ancients, conceive that it renders, them iong. lived}  and healthy ; 
an opinion perhaps not entirely chimerical. 	Foriirmont asserts, that 
the Hymettos _honey is so strong, that irthos..the same effect a$ wine  
on those who eat if ;  and Doctor Chandler,2  who appaiTnpt .to 
have been exempt from vulgar errors,, and to have' had a, propensity 
for the marvellous, says, that on account of its thymy odour, nips 
never settle upon *it, but merely buzz about without touching̀ :,it, 
He probably borrowed this notion. from John Tzetzes,, and Theo-
dore Metochita, who. both erroneously affirm the same' singitiarity. 
The honey which I had, at Athens, was, from, Hymettos ; and.,,if ex-
posed, it was immediately covered with flies, whichnot ionlygetti,ed 
upon it, but feasted with such_ freedom :that they often_remained 
prisoners, and 	, 	. . 	. 

• . 	, 
" With pow'rless wings around them wrapt, expired."3  

• . 	, 	I. 	• 	' 
Pliny4  has a similar story concerning the honey which, was, made on . 	.   
Mount Carina,, in 'Crete. 	 ,. ,, . 	. 

• , 	. . 	. 
1.  Armstrong. 	. 	2  Travels in Greece, c. 74. p. 126. 
3  Thomson's Seasons. 	' - 	Nat. Hist. b, 214c. 14, 	- 	. 
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-;The -small village of Kropia is situated towards the north-east ex-
tremity of the mountain, about three hours from Athens. , There was 
formerly a demos of this name in the tribe Leontis ; and here Stuart 
found an ancient inscription with the name of the town, KpAyn-sex.• 

A village called Lopeke is in this vicinity, and from the similarity 
of the name, it has been taken for Axwroohl which was of the tribe 
Antiochis, and the birth-place of Aristides2  and Socrates : but it 
appears from Herodotus,3  that Alopeke was near the Cynosarges, 
and not above twelve stadia from the city. 

To the south of Saint John the Hunter is the small monastery of 
Asomatos, with a modern round tower : this was probably built on 
the site of an ancient' temple, the remains of which have been used in 
the construction of the monastery. 	Besides several blocks of hewn 
stone; there is an ancient fragmented mouth of a well of white mar-
ble, ornamented with two figures in relief, badly preserved, and im-
perfectly executed. 

The interior of the church exhibits six small columns of grey Hy- 
mettian marble, and another lies on the ground Without. 	Some 
Ionic capitals are also found, with one of the Doric order, which 
some modern architect has placed on an Ionic shaft. 

The jambs of the door are two fluted columnar pilasters of the 
Ionic order. 	Further up the mountain there is an ancient well cut 
in the rock, and some traces apparently of a temple. A little further 
is a small church; some blocks of stone, and a rock cut into a large 
square hollow for the reception of water: A detached hill of a steep 
and conical' form rises above this place ; some imperfect traces of 
an ancient fortress are observed on its summit. 	This hill is conti- 
guous to the foot of Hymettos. 	 . 
' A short way north:of this spot, the ground is covered with large 

blocks and foundations; probably those of some ancient demos, 

1 or AXaorescat, AXoreicq, or AXore. 	 - g Plutarch's Life of Aristides, 
, 3  B, i, c. 5, 

VOL. I. 	 3 q 
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• To the' south. of, this -hill is.. ,tlie,mbna,stery of Sergiani,i and,  Ofne 
other objects worthy , of notice; which I shall describe '.in 'my aSeent 
to the top; of the 'mountain. ' ,South of Sirgiani,  is,  the' monastery 
called, Kareas, which,-  like- that justmentioned, is situated in a,  glen 
at the foot of Hymettos,-and•excluded:frOtn the plain by interposing 
eminences : it seeths as if embosomed in profound 'solitude; no ex-
ternal intrusion interrupts the depose' of `the ' sequestered scene f !the 
neighbouring rocks are adorned ,by the' olive and , the pine. • Aboie 
this monastery are the ancient quarries of grey marble, ,• where seVie. 
ral large blocks. and frusta of. columns' still remain. 	,Many ,:colunins 
of this marble • are: still . Seen: at .Rohe, : where it seeing to , have , been 
held, . in. ' considerable estimation.. ' The,' Cipollino of the 'temple of 
Antonine and Faustina, is not of this material, as has been:supposed ; 
but of the 'marble of •Carystos-, in gubcei:. Pliny': informs 'us' 
that the orator L. Crassus was the•first .wha introduced Hymettiati 
marble into Rome ; with six columns of which he ornamented his 
house ; but they were' only twelve feet in height. 	After this period . 
Grecian marble became highly valued 'in that eity.2 	_ 

An- insulated hill is situated towards the plain, in the vicinity of 
this monastery ;, the strength : of the 'p,osition•Lniust have rendered 
it eligible. for' a fortress. 	With some: difficulty I 'ascended it on 
horseback, and found upon its summit the Soundationi, of ancient 
buildings. 	 . , 

Furtheriouth is an insulated hill, :at the foot of Hymettos, the 
colour of :which -is extremely .ochreous ;- it is an ancient stone 
quarry.: from 'hence is -a fine view of the city, and its beautiful 'ac-

. companiments. 	 .. . 
Further in the plain is a village, and Metochi,' belonging to ,the 

monastery of Kareas ; its name is Palaio. Kara ,: , here are considerable 
. 	 . 

...._ 	. 
1 'Nat. Hist. b. 17. c: 1. and b. 36. c.'3. 	• 

2' 	' 	' 	. ' . 	Grwcis longecpie petitis 	- 
Marmoribus.—Juvenal Sat. 14. v. 90. 

. 	 , . 
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traces, o 	ancient walls , and: buildings, •which are .probably the re= 
mains of, one of• the demoi: it is about ;two miles and 'a .half south 
of Athens. ..In ;the same vicinity is a village, called Braham, of 
Ibrahim, .with contiguous vestiges of antiquity.:  
- 	Upper 'and Lower Lampra, zezBumpOgy and InievEe0o, are marked by 
some small traces towards the smith end of Hymettos. 	The village 
Called .Lambrika, . which is 'a. little way up. the mountain, and about 
three tiles from the sea, probably indicates the Upper Lampra. 	, - 

The modern, Greek name of ,Hymettos is. Teexxo f3ouvo, . and the 
Turkish, Dehli-dag ; both of which signify' the Mad Mountain. This 
mistake originated with the Italians, who are proverbial for. vitiating 
and marring the names .of places, to adapt them to their own soft 
language: they accordingly denominated this.. mountain Monte- 
matto instead of , Monte imetto: 	This_ error was copied by the 
Greeks and -Turks. 	An Athenian informed me, that 'the ;real name 
Was Texo3ouvo, .or the Last Mountain ; and it was supposed to be pro-
longed to the Sunium promontory, and to terminate the south-West 
point .of the Attic triangle ; but except in this instance I never heard 
it called by that denomination, • which would in fast be, Misapplied ; 
as_ Ilyniettos terminates long before theSuninm:promontory, :which 
is a prolongation of Laurion. 

., 	. 

, 	. 
TO THE SUMMIT OF HYMETTOS. 	:. 	, 

. 	 . 
The insular situation of Hymettos induced me to believe that its 

summit would present one of the most extensive views in Greece ; 
and as I was anxious to procure a faithful, panoramic drawing from -
this situation, I selected the. month of October for the purpose. 

3' Q 2 
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Thet.atmd-sphere( at f.that iiseasim Fisi,geticirallY.':extremelyci xiearbihd 
free front' the sultry vapours tof .the Suminer months‘.. From.dAttlielis 
to the'summitii reckoned three hours and a half, at the:iuSual, paar4 
It was evidently impossible to complete myArawings and ,6.134effia 
tions in one day, and .I therefore determined to remain.. .there until 
I could accomplish the object of the excursion. 	. 	. 	, ., ;a -.., .{.; ifo. 

I set out with my artist on the•8th. of October, taking, beds and
provisions forsome days. Our road led us:from the arch of Hadrian 
to the south side-. of Anchesmos, near , the monastery of Asomatosi 
and -the Village .of Ampdo-Kepous. In forty-five minutes we reached 
the Metochi of the monastery of Sirgiani, which is at the foot .of  
Hymettos : after passing this place, .I took notice,  of a long \Vail 
compoSed of large• blocks, apparently of the highest antiquity ; 
which led me to conjecture,' that an insular hill at the foot of Hyrnet-
tos, rising to the south of the Metochi, might be the site of sonie 
ancient demos.' Having crossed the dry bed of the Ilissos, which 
is at-its , northern foot, -I found the imperfect. remains - of ,,a .,,wall; 
rising not more than -a foot - above the ground, which leads to-the 
stiminit of the hill, and terminates in the foundations of a: square 
tower : two other adjoining hills are circled, by the walls, which pp,' 
pear to have included a town of at least two miles in circuit., :Al• ,;. 
though the traces are very imperfect, and apparently of high, an+, 
tiquity, it is surprising that they were unknown to former travellers. 

It is difficult to-decide what was the ancient name of this place:-, 
Strabol mentions Elike, as near the marble quarries of Hymettos'; 
but as the' manuscript of the geographer in this place is imperfect, 
some have imagined that Exig-N  is part of the word verrexixtic; though 
there-is no plausible reason for thii supposition ; and Exixtic may be 
the true reading. 

This' may have constituted the habitation of the Pelasgic colony, 
• . 

•__.,.. 

' 	' ' ' 1 1349.p.m. 	Lr 	;i 	1 	 . 
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hichvabcording, : to', Herodotus, .settled ,at the -foot :Of, HyrnettoS. 
AYdwihundred yards east of this place is a ruined church, where are 
semi incient -blocks of stone, and some ornamented fragments of 
white Bytnettian . marble. 	• 	 • 	 .' 
L2 in the vicinity of these ruins the word OPOE is cut in large letters, 

on the horizontal surface of the rock : this may have been the.boun-
dary4.9 Opq, between the cultivated, and the common land ; or the 
distinction of the mountain land, 'To Op0c, and the plain ; the Hy. 
peracrians and Pedieans ;• that is, the highlanders and the low-
landers, into-  which Attica ,was divided, besides the Paralians, or 
those who lived. near the sea. 

It is needless to dwell longer . on this. subject, which has been 
treated at length in my description of the Coreyrwan antiquities.2 	. 
_The _Monastery of. Sirgiani is about half a mile from the ruins 

of i Elike, and one hour and forty minutes, or about four miles 
and: a half from Athens. 	We arrived there in. the evening; and, 
,tito.our great surprise, found it completely deserted, and the doom 
faltened I The prospect. of passing the night in the open air, at this 
season. of the year, and in a spot remarkable for its humidity, made, 
us take a' liberty, which we should, not otherwise_ have done ; but 
for which we Were confident that the hegournenos, or abbot, would 
accept our. apology upon our return to Athens: 	With a great deal 
of; difficulty, and some danger, we scaled the lofty walls. When. ,we 
entered,. the night was closing in ; and a deep silence prevailed 
throughout the .cells,; the occupants of which seemed . to, have, re.; 
Gently retired.. ,The store-rooms, were open, and well ,furnished.  with 
jars of Hymettian . honeys  ranged- in neat order : ,next were large, 
tubs ofolives ; and from the roof hung rows of grapes, pomegranates; 
and figs. 	 . 	. 	i 't - 	. 

The: only inhabitants left in the convent were. some cats,, who 

1B. 6. c. 137. AM. 	-' 	- 	i  f I. ! See vol. 1. c.2. 
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seemed to welcome Os in the. absence -of, their, masters. --.:WellOok 
complete possession 'of the place,. end feasted, on .th9 produce of the 
deserted mansion, which seemed to have been.prepared for: our re- 
ception. 	We barricadoed the doors with,greet. poles ;,. rand, as. it 
grew dark, expected to.. hear the astonished monks demanding adMit-
tance : but they did not come ; and_rio noise..during the. night dis-
turbed the tranquillity of our solitary abode. We_,sleptirva.roomi to 
which we ascended by a ladder, which we pulled up afterruS. . 	.. 

This place is called Cos-Bashi, 4.4  sheep's head,'.'.by the Turk's, from 
the marble head of a sheep, which is near the fountain ;,. but its Most 
common appellation is Sirgiani ; a _ Turkish word, which. has been 
adopted in the modern. Greek. A small church and . a neat garden 
are within the convent walls. 	The .newt morning .we rose', with .the 
sun, anxious to examine our situation; which is - one of, the most 
secluded I ever .beheld.. ' The conventstandsin .a - glen;.at the very 
foot of.the mountain, and is excluded from .the plain by thelill,.on 
ivhich are the remains of the city already mentioned:. The surround- 
trig rocks are adorned with scattered pines and olive _trees ; and the 
general verdure of this .sequestered locality. forms a striking contrast 
with the parched and .yellow - hue of, the Athenian. ' plaine2 	Above 
the monastery is a clear and copious fountain of ' perennial.  water, 
which is the source of the Ilissos. 	The surrounding grass, is of. a 
lively green, and speckled with the cyclamen, the starry hyacinth, 
the amaryllig` lutea, and the purple crocus.. There was a plaCenear 
Hymettos, called Kullopera ;2  where there *as ;a. ternplea. of Venus, 
and a fountain :Which Cratinus calls Kallia, and from which preg-
nant women used to drink, as its water was, supposed to .alleviatethe 
pangs of parturition ; while by the same expedient . those who were 
barren became fruitful. 	This, Meursius4  supposes to have been.the 
fountain mentioned.by Ovid,5  where Viocris was killed by: Cephalns. 

• 
— 
1 Xioptov. 	.Suidas, Lexic. vol. 2. T. 893. 	 KvXXov 111paylo KvXXO74,6a, 
3  Jepov. , 	• 	, 	4 , Relig. 4ttie. 	- 	5' D.  Atte :41.1pandi, b. S. , 
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The line's of the poet are too beautiful, as well as too applicable to 
the present subject; not to be inserted ,in this place :— 

I , 	• , 	 - 

' ' 4',  Est, prope purpureos colles florentis Hymetti, 
Fons sacer, 'et viridi cespite mollis humus : 

- Sy.  lva nernus non alta facit ; tegit arbutus herbam : 
' Ros Maris, et Taurus; nigraque myrttis, olent ; 
Nec densum foliis buxurn, fragilesque myricac, 
Nec tennes • eytisi, cultaqiie, pinus abest." 

• Near the' purple heights of the variegated Hymettos is a sacred 
'fountain; Where the, contiguous, turf, 'by its soft ;Verdure, invites the 
traveller to repose t; Here no lofty trees are condensed into a' forest 
shade'; but the arbutUs, the rosemary,, the laurel, and the dark 
myrtle, cover the ground, and perfume the air. 	Nor does the 
sequestered'scene want the thick foliage of the box; of the tender ta-
marisk, of the delicate laburnUm,,  or the elegant pine." . 

I have given these lines on account of the 'accuracy with which 
the spot is described ; and of the truth of some epithets and ex- 
pressions, which it is necessary to explain. 	With respect to the 
" purpureos Bolles," the poet gives two proofs of accuracy. 	Hymet- 
tos is remarkable for its purple tint, at a certain distance; particu-
larly from: Athens, about an hour before sun-set, when the purple is 
so strong, that an,' exact representation of it in a drai‘'ing, coloured 
from :nature,, has' the appearance ,of .exaggeration. 	The other Athe- 
nian mountains do not assume the same colour at any time of the 
day. 	Pentelikon, which is more distant, and covered-with' wood, 
is' of a deep bfue. -Parries, Korydallos, and the others, are' variegated, 
Nit generally parched - and yellow. • 	, 	-• 	: 	-, - 

It seems clear,. that in• speaking -of the colles. of Hymettos, Ovid 
had in view the number of round insulated hills at the foot of the 
mountain ; which are particularly remarkable and numerous near 
Sirgiani. 	He does not inform us to whom the fountain was sacred ; 
but it, was probably dedicated to Venus ; and is perhaps the Kallia 
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of Cratinus; .or i the . Lavine of Pfitiy el 1 the:" Viridi"ebiiiitralii 
humus," is peculiar' to, this 'plac'e, 'and - mustlave' struck- iiite'ra 
if he visited the spot'; for it is perhaps the only place in AttiCa';* 6 
there is a bed Of fine 'luxuriant 'turf; such as we see in EnglaiidV aiVcV 
other cool climates, where it seldom loses' its fine verdure, even' during 
the summer months. - The Sun penetrates so little into thiS.sheltered 
glen, that throughout the summer it preserves its lively greem ' • " ' i  

The plants and shrubs that the poet mentions still grow' about the 
spot, and are common on the -Attic 'mountains. • I• did not hoWeVei 
observe the box-tree ; but the eytisus, or laburnum, 	the cirbutus, 
rosemary, laurel, myrtle, tamarisk, and pine, abound there. . In the'  
c,ulta . pinus, an. allusion is probably made to a particular kind "of 
pine, of a round form,- which is common in the mountainous parts 
of Attica, and .is extremely elegant, 	This is the pinus pinasterr iit' 
cluster pine. 	 . 

The monastery probably. occupies the site of the temple of Venus 
the votaries of the goddess are replaced:by the'pursy.  and - hoary' 
tenants, who admit no female within their precincts :— 	': 

" Turn, quis fas 'et honos adyti penetralia posse, 
. Femineos prohibent gressus."2  

• 
• . 	, 	,., 	, 

The only antiquities it 'contains are _Several large blocks of 'stOne, 
some marble'architectural.fragMents, in an. indifferent ' style, and .a''' 
mutilated inscription' relative to Ceres. 	Within' the Church are six 
columns of the Ionic, and four ,  of the Doric order; of small propor. 
tions 'arid indifferent style, . 

PauSaniass • mentions a statue :of - Hymettian Jupiter, . and two 
altars ; 'line of Jupiter Ombrios, or the rainy ; :the other of Apollo 
Proop' Sios, or the prophet, on Hythettos ; - but dOes not explain 'on 
what part of the mountain' they were situated.' 

Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. 7. 	* Sii. Italkui, 1). S. v. 21, 	" '! B. 1.-c. 32. 	• 
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_,?:;;,)Y,,,henclouds ,rest upon;HymettoS, they prggposticate rain; And 
- -anciently, when rain was wanted, Jupiterilymettios.was invoked. 

,,,A119.4 been, assured, that it was,impossible to reach the summit of 
,t0e,,mountain ,on horseback.; . but,.though. there is no road what-
eyer, ;khe horses of this country are so accustomed• to climb these 

-Apparently7ipaccessible steeps, .that -we rode with safety over the 
bare and, shining surface. of the -rocks, and ,reached the .summit in an 
hour and ,forty minutes, from; the monastery, •We lid pot, remark 
any traces of antiquity during the Ascent. 	The mountain in ;general 
consists zof a hard calearious:  rock,. or 'grey marble, (411, of holes and 
cracks,. 	 - 	 , , 	• 	. 
._ . The greater part of the mountain prodnces.only stunted, ,shrubs, 
and aromatic plants, proper ifpr the nourishment of bees. I,observed 
the ]entiscus, oleander, terel)inth, juniper, cistus, various .kinds of 
squills, sage, and thyme ; besides the other plants already mentioned. 

§ome fine mushrooms grew in the clefts 	and, at the top, we put 
up a covey of red legged partridges, We.here found some shepherds, 
with large flocks ,of.sheep ,and goats, feeding upon the shrubs and 
short grass, which flourish in the, hollows of the rocks. 

Plate probably. ;alludes to ifyinettos, as well as, to the ,other 
Attic mountains, when ,he says, _‘.‘ their summits were once ,covered 
with earth, and with thick forests ; and that several Hof them, which 
are now ifertilpin nothing,but plants for bees,:onee produced the 
great trees, which were nsed_and,are still seen in. the, construction 
of their temples and large,edifiees." 

For ,several, days. we remained newly, from, ,sun-rise to .sun-set 
upon the :summit ,of the mountain,, passing the„night in. ,perfect 
tranquillity at,,the .monastery.. We were-extremely _fortunate -in, ;the 
weather, As ,,not.a .cloud, nor. ,a, breath of . air, .disturbed ,the mild , 
Serenity, of the surrounding atmosphere,;..and we .were thusLePabled 
to draw the entire panorama with perfect accuracy._ 	 *., 

-1:Qitias,.Dialog. 

'VOL. 	I. 	 3 it 	• 
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- ' I had already seed in Greece'marifgUtprisini vieWsidtbtigaind 
islands, and 1?_mg chains of - thouritains tiling Ohe aboVe-anotrief, -ttlid 
receding 'in uncertain lines, as far as the' eye could tea-eh: AU' hi) 
-VieW. can equal that from HyMettots; '-in rich Magnificence; Wintat- 
traCtiVe charins: 	The 'spectator is 'sufficiently.  . elevated "t& boinitiAffil 
the 'whole surrounding country,' and at the same time nottdd4hueh 
so fot 'the' full impression of picturesque 'variety ; and 1 con'cei've; 
that 'few' spots in the world combine: so -much interest- of -a'jelassie 

, 	- 	. 	, 	. 	; kind, with 'so 'much' harmony 'of outline  	, ' 	, 	. 	. 	 ... 
The spacious prospett Comprehends"Six of the lnost Celebrated 

territories of ancient Greece : Attica, 	Argolis, Achaia, Arcadia, 
Beeotia,' and PhOcis. • The Saronie and Opuntian gulphs, and the 
open /Egean,are also visible; with their most Celebratedislands; bays; 
and promontories, which are 'associated -with- a 'multiplicity 'of hisl 
torical recollections. 	Eubcea• alone 'occupies One hundred and six 
degrees in the picture. 	Its highest inciuritain; named Delphi, 'which 
terminates' in a pointed sUmmit,1  is.  'S.  een' over 'the dip, formed:  by 
the lower •and opposite extremities of Parnes and Penteliken;Ithe 
latter mountain then intercepts a considerable part of the Eubceau 
shOre, -Which again 'emerges above its Southern 'side ; and 1;eyond it 
at'intervals is distinguished the horizon =of -the /Egean sea, to*ards 
the 'Hellespont, and the coast of Asia Minor 	The island of Skyros 
maybe discerned at a -great- distance, but • most patt of -it is.  con- 
cealed by the interpositiOn 'of 'the Eubcean height's. 	,The plaiii 
of Marathon is also sunk behind.Pentelikon, but the Cynosonra ifr 
seen ; and betWeen the Attic coast and Eubcea, the sea- sparkle's with 
rocky and uninhabited Wands, of which ten.  were visible in different 
clukers, now called Gaidero-nesi, Petali-nesia,2 Kaballerii  and Stourii 

Severid capes, partiCularlyKarystos and Geraistos, projectfroni the 
Eubcean shore, which is diversified by out-stretching promontories, 

. 	 - 
2  Bearing E. 10 N. probably the ancient.Derphe. 

. 	I  Strabo mentions a town in Eubcea "called Petalia, b. 10. p. 444:40 q 
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41A re,q06ng,baP. Thelofty_two7topped Oche rises from the promon-
tory pf jc.Austos, the panic of which.it has taken, ,though,it is some-
timps,eagfcl Oie,,,Mountain of Saint Elias.1  ,Near the ceraistian pro-
montpry is the:smallisland of, Myrtos, which gave its narne,:as some_ 
imagine, _to the Myrtoan sea. : ,A mountainous tract in the direction 
etchips is:faintly perceived, in the remote distance, near, the Asiatic 
coast.;, it must be that island, as there is no other intervening land,: 
the ;distance in a straightline,_ is, at least a hundred and eight miles. 
Even greater distances may probably be distinguished, at times, in 
this- pure and lucid atmosphere. • Sir William Jones saw the Chuma-, 
bury mountains.  from .13hangalp,ore, a distance, .of two hundred and 
forty-four miles ; and lie adds, that, they might, be distinguished . 
nit c4 fullhey.2  , The Tmaus, and. the Ernodus, according to , Major 
Kennel,, are visible from:the_ plains of Bengal, at the .distance „of , 
one hundred and fifty miles. 	Mr. Colebrooke asserts, that Chimbo- 
razo is seen, at the, distance of one hundred and, eighty Miles,. and 
Chatnalari.at that of two hundred and, thirty-two., 	I haye,myself - 
clearly, seen Mount Athos, from the plain of Troy ; a distanee.of, at 
least, a hundred miles. , , . , 	: . 	. 	. 

- The Silotan Straits is bounded by hubce4 and Andros ;',', near the 
latter:is a small island called. Gabrio-nesi. • 	. 

,.After the, south-east extritY. of Andros areidistingyished: parts.. 
of three islands, receding one behind the- other ; probably, TenoW 
Rheneia,6  and Delos; beyond which is a detached island at a greater 
distance,..which• must, be Mykonos,8 situated about eighty miles 
distant. 	 . 	,, 	, , . 

One degree, more, 400th, is the island of Oyarps,9 hi  its, entire 
length; beyond its southermost cape are the confused lines of other 
more distant islands, probably parts of Syros,i° Naxos,11  and .Paros ;12  

• , 	. 	. 	, 	, 	, . 	 . 
2  It, bears N:. 88 E., 	. 	2  From a note in Mr. Morier's Journey through Persia, p..402: 
s 11111s- is-a modern name. 	 4. It retains its ancient name. 
6  It retains its ancient_ name.. 	 6  Now called MEyaXo AliXoc. 
7  Now Mucpo AqXoc. 	, , 	13  It retains its ancient name : its bearing is s. 62 E. 
9  Now Joura. 	1° Now Skyros: 	11  Retains its name. 	. • 	1° Retains its name. 

3 ii 2 
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the ,-,Con ti n uatiOn.',. 6 f Whi eh- .is -interrupted - iby , the,  - island-, ,Of .-C.1300..,., 
which, Conceals; 0.1earoS,• -and, -part • ; of Patos. • , -Thew everiaAtt 
rocky!"-Ceos- is' hex-t Seen: 'between-:it ,and:  the- Attie coast-Js :the 
island . of '-flelena? :Or-  Makris i- but part-of it+ is concealed •:bp..7!a' 
branch -off-liymettos 'Or.  Lantion; which teriiginates The soUthern 
side. of -Port- Raphte,4. which: port is ;juSt.' tinder the.  'eye;"-the fS tatue 
Island bearing •E. .26 s: 	: 	• 	, 	,' - 	'i-- ' • 	... .. 	. 

'the 	:cape of :CeOS '-are'diStinguished' parts of -the 
islands .of Cythinos.35 Seriphos,64 Siphnos;" 'and .a long line of boip-
tigtiOuS islands: :the principal of. 4hieh 'are- Kimolos," .and . Melcis,9 ' 
at the .distance-of eighty ttills,, wear which= is-the-deserted- island of 
Antinields.,wior .Er6mo-tnelos,,  consisting of -a single einonntain, 'ap- 
parently Of 'eotisidetAbl 	height, 'and 'of a conical -form;  'inla.direc-
tion Of -E.'88 S..,  13"eyondlhis,iS the hOri2On of the,  Cretan-, sea4- -but 
the ilakict its'elf,is :not :visible.-.' 	- 	• 	- 	• 

The nilinhabited isl'ana.4;:Belbina.11  IS situated! at -the;entrance ef• 
the, Sdtbhic Gulphi  ,With lin insielat 'reek. ifear itsitiortherill'eXtrenliV. 
Futther ifilthe,diStariCe is the-reek Fel eeti6..rAt- atul' two .otherS,riaMed 
Zuo Kap:4(31,13  " the Two Ships ;" the nearer of -which conceals...Part 
of thefdther which is behindlt. - The so' utheilrio-st eape rb:f 1-kidreal.4  
is in the direction of s. 29 -w.: over- this' island:is-seen:part ,off the 
ii solar 'reek called Belo-PcM16.1.5  These---are..all-the i'slailds'-which, ate 
visible isvithOnt the SatoniclGulph.- - - ' 	- 	, 

The Skyllaianis pfbin:61-ittiry projects ;fat-; int.() the-sea frcini•the Arr 
golie shore, which, • with the Opposite. cape of-Sunium,,  forms the' 
mouth of the Saronic Gulph. 

The island  Of .-Kalahrialli• geemsLattaChed- 'to ';the • PelopOnne4tm 
. .. 	. 

• - 	 . 	 .. 

'.-.1,  NO* 2714 . 	 . 	 -2  No-w-Antipams: ". , 	3  Now MakroLiresi:'` 	. 
4  TrObartily 'Potsiiii:jr .•- r 	. 	3.•Now.Therinia. r. •,:-.- 	,• : 	' 6  It retains its titioiSritirtaniel. ' 
/, Np!, Siphanto. 	, ,, 	8  NOVrArgettieja... , 	_ 	9  Retains its-tineietinattrn6. ^ ' 

,10 An9jentnatop:unitriowni•it : I, 	 „ 	i.i , '31  Nov San Giorgio,D'Atboorr c4 034.'.1 r • 
12 490:eiRt nov okitawmi : 5 ' 	,1.374inoient4tratiretunknown. 	• z- ..‘ ,4-;Nos;e Hydra. 
.16  Ancidatinatt4 daknown. , „...,,,,,.,r  ,4c,1:.,Now'Capo Skill°, 	.. '..:•.•,, 	I  ,,, .a,,3; tkliiw;pdro. 
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Shore: Ihetihill upOn ,;Whleli Warthe temple be '1\1-Ott...ince is17sibl. 
zzi,lliortway 'north of this)islan&is the plain and port 'of-Troezen :1  
the ihigh,,Argotie 'mountain, •Ortholithi,9-ther promontory 'of Me-
thanra,8,titid the island•of Egina,4  are in a line: ' Over 'the loiv or 
northern end of YEgin*& is Angistri,6  -and another 'insularfrock near 
.it; called Platia.6 	-The temple of :Jupiter '1),anhellenios is visible in 
the sithilitude of a white speck. 	- 	 - 	- 
-,, The Epidatiriau7 'prcinaontdry iS tekt xlistingifislied,.with- 'a ! grand 
chain1  'of mountains, , 'of which Arachmiiiih8,:is,  the thief. 	Eight 
small isla'n'ds May be-tra:eed 'along the Argotic 'shore, with sii Others 
more towards the middle of the gulph. 'The largest insulat: cluster, 
whichiStiear Argolis,'is called,  Pende Nesea,9  or the " Fivd Islands ;" 
of -which the' principal is called Agios Thomas 	another more to the 
north "is named .Ebreo Nesi-,1° .-Or ." the Jewee. ISlarid';" it 'contains 
several architectural remains of'the middle ages. 	The six which are 
in the'middlel of the 'gulph are divided into 'two clusters, -one called. 

la:-osa,"' the other'Diapori,12  or " the'PaSSage."• 'We looked down 
upon - the. island of Salamis," -1  and 	distinctly perceived its great 
port,- arid two . villages, ;its Cynosoura; and the islands of Atalanta," 
Psyttalia,"' and Arpethorie."- Nearly over the Middle of Salamis, 
and ' int'a • line' with -the Pireedn Peninsula, is seen the 'isthmus of 
Corinth; arid the •AcroeOririthos, tat-the' distance of forty-four miles, 
bearing .1•1": 82 -w..; and twenty-four miles beyond it' the towering 
.sn'ow,topped- :sumniits• of 'Cyllene,17  and' other Arcadian heights,. 
-rising above the humbler mountains of Achai'a. 	• • , 

Beyond ' Salariiis are the Vethurides, ;four 'small Wands. triear 'cthe 
toast of Megard. • - , -'' 	. 	f 	 , 

. 	• 
• 

- 	 - 	. 

1  Now Damala.. 	- • 	t Ancient name unknown. 	3  Retains its ancient name. 
- 4: 	 5 	 6 	itatne Alleiellttlanir."'''7-4.  f 	• 	Ancient name-tinknown:-'-- . 	Ancient 	Vnlitown-r- 

Now Epidaura. 	' 	5  Pausan. b. e. t. 425. - 	9  Ancient name thato'wn. 
10  Ancient name unknOwn. • 	• t v; -11.  Pe'rhaPs'• Elensa. 	'!.Ancient itaine''i1ti1ii4wn. 

,13,$oNtK-Kolottri:- ' 	• " ' 	' 	, "" NOW•ratando": 	.' 6 Now. LiPaokitutilia: .• 
16. Ancient name unknown. • 	-- ':;4 :- 	- ' if 	11:  14c;svTrikala. 	' "-"': 	, ''' '1 - 
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• , 	- 

' The islands *ilia Plinyl nientiOnS40 this gul-ph, besides Salamis;;:  
Xgina, Kalauria,:  and Psyttaliai  are 	Lucia ,and B,aucidias ;••).:•'and;-., 
Opposite Epidauros,:  Cecryphalos and PityOnesos, six .miles froill;  
the continent. 	Opposite the Spirwan promontory, .Eiwusa,;(Deni, 
dros, two Craugia3, two Cwciae, .Selachnsa,Dacenchris,' and: Aspic.;;.
and near Megara, four Others named Methurides. i , . M 

Mount Gerania2  is seen to the west of Megara,' rising into two:, 
points ; the Skironeans rocks are distinguished, on its southern ,s.idel 
at its eastern foot is the town and plain of Megara.: - Mount Neratp,4  
rising from _the Rharian plain; with the Eleusiniair shore, terminates,. 
this. celebrated:and beautiful gulph. 	. 	, 	. 

It is now necessary, in order to follow up theresk of the panorama,:  
to turn back as far as Sunium; and' to give a.: description of the ob7., 
jects, which, are visible on, the-Attic side of the gulph, which-  is op-, 
posite to Peloponnesos. 	Part -of the _island of Patroclus5  is . distill-. 
guished, but Sunium, is. concealed by the projections of Laurion, . ,--; 

Towards. Sunium,' a cape projects from the Attic coast; opposite_ 
to'the island of Eleusa,: which is in a line under Antiinelos. 

Eight smaller, rocks are scattered about the sea near this cape, 
two others are more to the north,, and, two more opposite Cape 
Zoster,6  the largest of .  them called Phlega? 	Near this :are some, 
other yockscalled Kambo-Nesia,8  but most of them, as well as 'the. 
cape, are concealed by a projection of Hymettos. 	_.Nearer Athensi 
are, six other islets, a cape; and., a. salt marsh near Tragones, the,:  
probable site of Aixone: 	- 	, . 	' 	. 	. 	. 

tlymettos. then intercepts the view of the coast for a-  considerable. 
is seen near the. way.: ' As soon as it is again visible 'a small island 	 . 

shor6-i ' and not far to the' north of it Cape Kolias, projeCting a little 
into the sea. 	Hence a straight line of coast extends to the Phaleric 

- 	. 	. 

1  Nat. Hist. b. 4. c. 12. 	 2  Now ANOEVL Bovvo. 	 3  Now, Kaki ;araXa. 
4  Retains its ancient name. 	6  Now rat&tpo veot. 	 6  Now called Alikes. 
7  Probably Hydrusa. 	 u Ancient name unknown. 
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Mars- b;;and port;.  which, with Mounychia, and "the'triple Piraeus, is -
visible,. ,:.Port. Phoron is also observed at the foot of Aigaleos, 
Which mountain declines towards the Mystic gap, which seems the 
division :between Aigaleos. and . Korydallos.. 	At. the entrance of the 
gap, is: the pointed hill on which is_the church of Saint .Elias ; from' 
'this arises KerYdallos, or the eastern divisiOn of Aigaleos, extend-
ing fOr,a Considerable way, in an easterly direction, nearly parallel 
With Parnes. 	Over Aigaleos and Korydallos are the Eleusinian 
bay and- plain ;.- from which rises .Mount Kerata, uniting with the 
long line of 'Parries ; beyond which, - at a great distance, are. dis-. 
tinguished three of those mountains, which are- the 'most renowned 
in the .mythology of ancient times=--Helicon, ParnaSsos, and Cith-
ron. , Parnassos is, at least, sixty-four Miles distant, and is in a 
line'over Anchesmos, in a.  north-west direction. 
- 'The eastern extremity. of Korydallos terminates in a line, below 
the castle of Phyle. 	 , 

The summit of Parnes bears N. 10 w. Beyond its eastern ex-
tremity are the hills which rise above Oropos and Tanagra, and 
intercept'the vie*.of the Opuntian Gulph. 	. 	. 

.Athens, which forms the principal object in the. picture,. and 
which is;about six miles in a straight 'line 'from the.summit of Hy-
rnettos, is seen in a. direction with Kerata and Helicon. The Aero, 
polis and Parthenon, the high. Venetian tower, the monuments of 
Thrasyllos and Lysikrates, the two theatres, the Theseion and Pto-
lemaion, and the other - ruins within the city, are 'clearly seen, 'be-. 
sides the , gate of Hadrian, the Olympieion, the Stadium,-  and the 
monument of Philopappos ;1  with the. white 'mosques, glittering in` 
the sun, arid the. rocky i channel, of the streamless .IlissoS Winding:, 
towards the city", 	' 	.  

Anchesmos ' is almost lost in the picture, and .does not 'appear 

. 	. 
i Bearing ,N..6.2.,Nr. 
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above the height of a common. turnuluS.,- The'other :small hills. jil 
the plain also lose. their . form. and appearance, from this-  superior_ 
elevation.t 	The.olive grove is seen, on the; north Of the city,fextend,. 
Ing for several miles, nearly to" theports, :while the I other.. extremity 
is broken and-scattered •as lit • approaches- Pentelikon.: Other:. Sepa-, 
rate and insulated patches of olives are observed: in. different. parts' of 
the plain ; in which about twenty, villages-may be also distin,g,uiShed. 
• The monastery .of Pentele; and 'the marble quarries, are _nearly 
in a line under the summit of .Pentelikon, which '.is• in a - direction 
of N. 35 E. 	We looked down :upon. the rich plain of Keratea; :on 
the eastern side of Hymettos. 	The foreground of the mountain is 
varied and- rocky, and interspersed with bushes of pines, _juni- 
pers, and •lentiscuS. 	Such is the view over :'which the. eyes. expa- 
tiates with delight from :.the :summit.. of Hymettos 	_though. it 'does 
not apparently rise ..to the height of two , thousand ,feet, above the 
level of the sea. 	We returned to Athens after an absence' .of four 
days,' having experienced -the most liVely gratification from our 
excursion. 	 .  

Strabo1  says, that the most !celebrated mountains of 'Attica are 
Hymettos, Brilessos; LykabettoS, .Parnes, 	and'. Korydallos ; ' thus 
omitting several mountains. mentioned by' other: authors ; and' par.; 
ticularly Pentelikon, one ' of the loftiest and most celebrated in 
Attica. 	It is not. impossible that Lykabettos is -sYnonyinous for.  
Pentelikon.. 	Pausanias2 :seems to corroborate - this Opinion ;- for, -in 
hislist of the Attic mountains; he includes :only :Pentelikon,,Parnes, 
Hymettos, and Anchesmds ; omitting' Brilessos,, Lykabettos; .and 
the others: 	Pliny3  notices 'BrilessOi, lEgialeus,,Icarios,, Hymettos, 
and Lykabettos, -without . making any .mention..of Pentelikon. 	• 
' The last-named author, as well as Solinus,4  Atitigonus,3  and 

Suidas,6  asserts, that Lykabettos - is :the -largest and. loftiest 'of the 

1  B.-  9. p. 399. 	 B. 1. c. se. 	3  Nat. Hist. b. 4. c-7. 
4  Polyhistor. 	 ' 5  Ap.' Meurs:. 	 6  Lexicon. vol. 2. p. 467. 
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Attig  mountains  ; and' Ilesycliinsl pretends that it 'took its name from 
Its 'abounding' in. waves. • It is hardly possible for these: authors not 
to haVe known 'what P1ato2"affirms, that Lykabettos was once with-
iti the city; and as he mentions it in conjunction with the Pnyx, he 
probably alludes to a low rocky hill, a little to the north of that 
tribunal. 	From such different -accounts we 'must conclude, either 
that there were two hills in Attica, called Lykabettos, or that the 
ancient manuscripts of some of the above authors have been viti- 
ated by subsequent interpolations. 	Pentelikon also finds no place 
in the poetical description .of the Attic mountains by Statius Pa? 
pinius : . 	_.. 	. 	- 	 . 

" Dives et Egaleos nemoruni, Parnesque benignus 
Vitibus, et pingui melior Lykabetos4 oliva 
Venit atrox liens, et olentis arator Hymetti."  

Pntelikon is separated from the northern foot /Of Hymettos by 
plain:;' which, in the narrowest part, is about three miles broad. 	It 
is higher than Hymetths, but , apparently lower than Parnes; and 
its.  .forth has a striking , resemblance to that of Monte Gennaro,' 
near Itiome. 	It shoots up into a pointed. summit ; its ()Udine is 
beautifully ,varied-;-  and ' the greater part is either mantled with 
wood,, or variegated with shrnbs. 'Numerous small streams lend it 
their :fertilizing laid ; and it- gives birth to. the cephissos.. 	Several 
-villages, and sonie,monasteries and chUrches, are seen near its base ; 
particularly Cephissia, which retains its ancient name. 	The largest 
monastery retains, -as well,as the :mouritain, the name of riev7-01.5. It 
is ,situated below the pointasiimtnit, and under the marble quarries. 
I_ passed:a:night-there- 'in -the month-of June, and found only a few 
monks at thome ;: as the,Majority were employed in cultivating their 
land, -or overlOoking)their farms. 	This monastery exhibits an' air of 

. 	 , - 	 - . 
1  Lexie, vol. 2. p.,.560. 	, ' 4  Critias, Dialog. 	, 	3  Theb. b. 12, v: 62l, &c. 
'4  Strabo writes it with a 'double t ; t Theophrastus writes it AmapPros. 	' 	, 	• • 	- • 	• 

'-• 'i According to Tliny•and S'tephaiitts,. ilevxqvrk was a deinos.of the tribe 4ntiochis. 
VOL. t. 	 3 s 
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plenty, which, with the exception of that of Megaspilia in Arcadia, 
is not seen in any other in Greece. The church is rich, and in good 
order, and the chambers numerous and clean. Their principal wealth 
consists of olives and honey ; the latter of which is little, if at all, in- 
terior to that of Hymettos, as both the 	mountains produce) a 
variety of thymes and aromatic plants; and Pentelikon has more 
numerous apiaries than any other part of Attica. 	It furnishes the 
Seraglio, at Constantinople, with an annual supply of 9,000 poUnds 
weight of honey ; and this in the form of a gift, as the monastery 
is free from the usual impositions, and possesses great privileges 
and immunities. 

In the way from Athens to Marathon we find a large deserted 
monastery called Daous, or Dan, which is on the southern side of 
the mountain, and situated in a sequestered and fertile district, 
where olives and fruit trees abound, and a little lucid stream is aus- 
picious to the labours of cultivation. 	Several years ago, one of the 
servants, belonging to the monastery, quitted his employment under 
some impression of discontent, and joining a band of robbers, pil-
laged the place and murdered all the monks : it has never been in-
habited since that time. 

The only antiquity at this place is a plain' sarcophagus of stone, 
with some blocks of marble on a rising ground in the vicinity. 	Near 
the monastery is a cottage and a considerable quantity of bee-hives ; 
and lower down the mountain towards Athens, is a metochi, or 
farm, belonging to the monks of Pentele. 

Numerous springs and streams issue from this part of 'the moun-
tain, which find their way to the plain, where they are absorbed by 
the thirsty soil, before any_ of them can reach the Athenian capital. 

I went on horseback from the monastery of Pentele to the great 
marble quarry which is above it, at the distance of forty minutes ; 
the way led through groves of olives, pines, ilex, balania, poplars, 
terebinthus, lentiscus, stunted cypresses, junipers, laurels, myrtles, 
the arbutus, andrachne, or chrysokomeria)  the rhus cotinus, ,or 
chryso-xulon, the rhododendron-puniceum, the •cistus; and -other 
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plants :common in the Attic mountains, which perfumed the air 
with their. aromatic exhalations. 	The way up to the quarry is an- 
ient, and extremely rugged and steep : in several places the tracts 

of ancient wheels are still visible; the rock which rises perpendicu-
larly on the southern side, has been cut down to the level of the 
road. 	In the side of this rock, and in different parts of the road, are 
square holes at intervals, of sufficient size for the reception of beams, 
which were probably placed in them as stays for the machinery 
which conveyed to the foot of the mountain the vast masses of marble, 
used in the construction of the Athenian temples : horses and oxen 
were certainly not employed in descending these rocks ; every thing.  
must have been effected by the means of powerful machinery, and a 
great number of hands. 	The lintel of the great, or middle gate 
of the . Athenian Propylaea, is the largest mass of Pentelic marble - 
I have seen, and must weigh about twenty-two tons ; nor is it pos-
sible•to calculate the number of men that were requisite to move it 
to the foot of the mountain, as the nature and powers of the ma-
chinery which were used on the occasion are unknown ; but the 
elevation of it up the acclivity of the Acropolis, must have consti-
tuted the most difficult part of the undertaking. 

The quarry is grand, and is cut into perpendicular precipices ; the 
marks of the tools are still visible upon its surface. 	Several frusta of 
columns and large masses have been left scattered about. 	On a pro- 
jecting ledge more than half way up the precipice is a small building, 
which cannot be reached, unless by the assistance of high ladders, 
from the base' of the rock, or by the means of ropes from its sum- 
mit. 	It was probably the abode of a Stylites hermit ._1 	At the base 
of the precipice we find some natural caverns, which have .been im-
proved by art : one of the caverns contains the ruins of a church, 
in which the singular mixture of broken arches and subterraneous 
passages, cut through the marble rock, . receiving from without a 
dim 'and mysterious light, has a peculiarly striking and picturesque 

__. 	. 
1  See Chandler's Travels in. Greece, c. 37. p. 170. ' 
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effect.,;_ which a mass 'of pendant 
the cavern, contributes to 

We penetrated ,into these 
terior light permitted ; the 
a fine stalagmitic deposition, 
laminae, resembles ,oriental 
pact than the stalactites of 
. Returning to the open 
inscriptions, which are sometimes 
immediately discovered one 
modern date. 	Not far from 

.the, same precipice, are cut 
style of those painted on 
that isi  without any attention 
of Pentelikon were probably 
idle hours, , Other curiosities, 
discovered by a diligent search, 
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Pausaniasi  mentions a statue of Minerva .on Pentelikon, 
not indicate on what part 'of the mountain it was 

In the. Pentelid marble are . frequent Veins, 
mica ; large detached pieces are also found, as 
marble of Pentelikon and Hymettos rests on' a 
ceous scistus of unknawit thickness, which seems 
the whole of Attica,: and to form the base of all its 

4 B. 1. c., 32.  
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.3 Many. !quarries Of white marble wereId-10*n to the ancients in 
Greece; most of the remains of Thoriko's, and the temple at Suniuni 
aro builewith- marble found on Laurion, near Thorikos ; it is of a 
fine close-grained quality, containing only a small portion of mica. 
Rhamnos• in Attica, Demetrias in Thessaly, and • the islands of 
Naxos; renos; and Thasos,‘ contain ancient quarries, but. the moS'e 
celebrated are those of Paros. 
, , Modern writers are in the habit of adopting with too implicit 
Confidence the Opinions • of the ancients,' who have also placed too 
much reliance •upon 'those of their predecessors ; an instance of 
which tnay be 'seen in Pliny,1  who pretends that'the Parian marble . 
*As called: lyehnites,' because, being subterraneous, it was cut by the 
light of lamps-44 Quem lapidem, Parium, 	Lychniten aepere 	appel.. 
Tare, 'qubniam ad lueernas in cuniculis ctederetur, ut auctor est' 
Varro7  , 

The Parian quarries however are not subterranean, but Cut down 
the side of a mountain, open to the glare of day. The word lychnites 
was applicable to the marble on account of its large and sparkling 
crystals, and semi-transparent quality ; and for a similar reason the 
transparent Cappadocian stone was named phengites,• from oeryoc, 
as lychnitesTrom xoxvoc ; it is called x4009  xvxygus by Athenwus.° , 	' 

The coarse-grained Parian marble has generally been mistaken 
for the Pentelic; and the latter from its fine and even 'quality has 
been attributed to Paros, by those who have not visited the Grecian 
quarries: 
. 	The- view fibril the Pentelic• quarries • is extensive' and beautiful; 
stretching over the Athenian plain, the city and ports, to the Sa, 
tonic Gulph 'with its islands, and the Peloponnesian mountains. 
Hymettos, when' viewed in its breadth, assumes the pointed form of 
Vesuvius ; beyond it, ris the line of the open sea. 

• 

•1" Nat:' Hist.' b.'36. c. 5.. 	I DeiptiosOpli. b. 5. c. g; 
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The view from the summit of Pen telikon must be extremely .grand, 
as it is higher than Hymettos, and in a more central situations - ^ i' 

It is about half an hour from the monastery of Pentele to the 
plain of Athens, and two hours more from the foot of the mount' 
tain to the town. 	In Chandler's Athenian inscription, the penulti- 
mate syllable of this mountain-is long, being written Ilerraeixoc. _ 	z 

Parnes, or Parnetha,1  is the loftiest and Most extensive of the 
Attic mountains, forming the base of the triangle which terminates 
its acutest point at the Sunium promontory; the two other sides 
being bounded by the sea. 	It begins near the north foot of Pente- 
likon, and continues in a north-west direction to the Thriasian,. Of 
Eleusinian plain, when it branches off towards the north, and finally 
joins the chain of Cithxron. 	It is intermingled with a multiplicity 
of glens, crags, subordinate hills, and well-wooded rocks and preci-
pices, richly diversified with scenery, which is at once grand and 
picturesque: its modern name is Ozia, or Nozea. 

Its summit commands a view over a vast extent of, country; 
several villages, 	monasteries, 	and churches, 	are ' dispersed over 
Parnes, with some interesting antiquities. 	The, eastern declivity is 
distinguished by a small Acropolis, probably Deceleia,-  which stands 
on a pointed summit, visible from Athens at a -distance of about 
fifteen miles ; its present name is Tatoi. 

Kasha is .a large village a little way up the south side of the 
mountain, three hours from Athens. 	Here are a few imperfect 
traces of antiquity ; 	indications perhaps of xturria, or xcurriEg, a 
demos of the tribe of Oineis. 	The inhabitants of Kasha are chiefly 
employed in making charcoal from the forests of the mountain, with 
which they supply the Athenians, from whom they experience the 
most contemptuous indignity ; " coal-making Kashiot," is a com- 
mon term of abuse throughout the country. 	The ancient Athe- 
nians2  reviled and despised the Acharnenses for the same reason ; 

, 	- 
. 	 . 

1peipnosoph. b. 5. c. 15. 	 4  Aristoph. in Acharn. 
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MOUNT PARNES, CASTLE OF P}TThK T 	.503 

but that is no proof that Kasha is Acharnoe, as some superficial ob-
servers haVe imagined. 

The ancient' castle of Phyle is situated higher up the mountain, 
au.  hour and a quarter from Kasha, on the road to Thebes, and 
eight hours from that city. 	In the ascent we pass over a small plain 
of :grass and some marshy ground, occasioned by a stream. 	In 
some places .the road is ancient and cut in the' rock : on one side a 
small' channel is made, about twenty inches broad and five feet 
deep, to let off the superfluous waters which trickle from the rocks. 

Diodorusl places Phyle only one hundred stadia from Athens,which 
seems short of the measure ; the distance being probably twelve 
miles, as it requires four hours to reach it from Athens. The same 
author calls it cppoupioy OXUp011 re avoSpa, " a very strong fortress;" and Cor- 
nelius Nepos,2  " Castellum munitissimum." 	Plutarch3  denominates 
it one of the bulwarks of Athens. 	It was always regarded as a place 
of considerable strength and importance ; and when Thrasybulus 
had taken it by surprise, he was enabled, with a very small force, 
to resist the attacks of the Athenian army, commanded by the thirty 
tyrants. 	We are told, by historians, that Thrasybulus afterwards 
augmented the garrison to seven hundred men; which number, from 
the smallness of the fort; was probably its complement, though, 
on an extraordinary emergency, it might contain at least double 
that number. 	Phyle was ever afterwards considered as a place of 
consequence : and is mentioned in that light by many ancient 
authors. 

Phyle was a demos" of the tribe Oineis ; the town was situated- • 
near the foot of the castle hill, or Acropolis ; some traces of it yet 
remain, which consist of the foundations of a square tower, and a 
transverse wall to guard the pass, and several large blocks scattered 
_about, with a clear spring of water rippling among the ruins of the 
town. 

4  B. 14. c. 32, 	 s Life of Thrasybulus. 
3  Life of Demetrius. 	' 	4  Strabo, b. 9. p. 404. 	. 
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The castle stands upon. a hill accessible only. on theeast ind.iotith 
sides, which face the road ; the other two sideS are preeipitous.,-  To • 
the west is a deep glen broken by tremendous precipices; crowned . 
with the stately growth. of the waving pine, and with . a profusion 
of underwood and shrubs. 

The.buildifig, of which great part remains, is of an oblong form ; 
the narrow sides facing the east and west; its length is about:one 
hundred and seventy yards, and its breadth nearly ninety. There 
were two entrances ; one on. 	the east,. the other on the south .side; 
but both of them. are destroyed.. 	At -.the. .north-east' angle is a 
round tower ; on the 'south-east a square 'one-; 'and another of the 
same form on the north side,. projecting from. the,wills. The greatest 
length of the northern wall, in its present state, 'is not above two 
hundred and twenty-five feet.; perhaps it never was continued miich 
further: the rock 'on this,. as well as on the:southern. side and 
western .end,_ is -naturally .protected 	by' its- precipitous: ascent. 
Twenty layers of blocks .are still seen-in some parts. Of the • all, 
They are generally parallelograms.; ' though. the 'system- of acute and 
obtuse angles, which seems to have been disused about the time. of 
Alexander, may be. occasionally remarked :in this:buildink:. 

	

The date of the foundation of Phyle is unknowni 	lith present 
name is. Argiro-Kastro. 	r-  never heard it called' Biglia Castro; ,.: 	. 
or Philio-Castro, .as some have asserted:1 	-r.Y. 

	. 	.. 	. 	' 	. . 
The other Athenian: forts.;:whose' situations still' remain,  unknown; 

are Lipsidrion, Panakton, and Aphidna ; the two former; it;  ap• 
-pears, were: on ParneS; ,Panakton. was on the bordersof -Boeotia.2  , . 

The. first view of. Athens, 'in :Coming frcimiThebes; is,' Trotri, Phyle;; 
the plain and town, and,Mount Hymettos, :are oseen-OVerthe ' crags 
of Parnes ;: the distance .is 'terminated by: the)hOrizon :of the *gean, 
the island of Hydrea, and' 'the:.  Scyllaianipiernontory,. with' the en;- 

, 	. tranCe of the Saronic Gulph. 	 , 

I Chandler's navels in •Greeq, c. 38. p. 173. and Stuart; :vni. 3. p. 16. 
'Thucyd. ' 	. . ' 	2 	h. 5: c, 4Q, 	' 	 " 	- 
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..j.11aving :been informed,.whila atKiSha,.-of a curious cavern, high 
up the mountain, I resolved to, visit it,lhough,.according to all ac, 
Counts the,excursion„was.attended with great:trouble and fatigue. 

• 
' TO A CAVE ON MOUNT PARNES. 

• . , 	 . 
_ 

	

We ' set off oti horseback,.. accompanied by. a shepherd of th6 
mountain 'with every part of :Which he was well acquathted: In 
tw-enty-three minutes from Kasha, we crossed a dry:water-course ; 
above_ which rises - a precipice, with some remains of walls, corn,  
posed of small stories and mortar ; and. apparently only a .few hun-
dred years 'old; ' The rock exhibits an aperture, from which a stream 
rises in winter, and finds its. Way to the Athenian . plain. 	The rock 
and streanf,are called Janoula, from ,a real or imaginary lady of that 
name, .who they say' constructed an aqueduct to convey the stream 
toiler. olive groves in theplain ; the aqueduct is ruined, .but it does 
not appear to-have been an ancient work. 	At Kasha: they have 
Many traditions relating to that powerful Archontess ;. there. is a 
ruined house in The village, which, being rather more spaciouS than 
connia0n.cOttages,:is called her 'palace. 	. 	 . 

Continuingiour ascent of. the. mountain, we crossed another rapid 
little stream, called Goura, which falls into the Alonakf; the latter 
takes its source at Rontnari,!a.ruined village high up the mountain, 
and is; the save which_nearKasha: is • called Janoula. , 

Several ancient terraces on the steep sides of Parnes are faced with 
walls, to „support the earth ; and it is probable, _ that when Athens 
flourished, and Attica abounded with houses and population, the 
greater part of their mountains were cultivated. 	Similar . fences 

VOL. I. 	 3T 	 • . 	 .. 

   
  



506. 	 SACRED CAVERN'ON> PARNES. 

are seen on the barren sides of Aigaleos and Korydallos, 'arid' oittlfe 
Marathonian side of Pentelikon. 	 : r.orcri-in' '4 :. 

,After ascending a .long time to the east of Phyle, without ariyi 
roads, or even paths, we came to a small plain cultivated 'with' 
corn, and surrounded by a grand amphitheatre of ,  precipice§il 
covered with pines and evergreen oaks ; the smaller trees were 
interspersed with the wild pear,' different kinds of arbutus, and 
the other shrubs and plants which grow on Pentelikon and Ily-
mettos. 

The two most conspicuous _ rocks which rise from the plain, are 
called Tamilthi and Papdgn&. 

Harma was probably situated near this spot ; Strabo2  says it was 
in the. vicinity of Phyle. 	Beyond this plain it is impossible to pro- 
ceed on horseback, and it is almost impracticable on foot. 	- 

Having tied our horses to a tree, we descended some steep rocks, 
crossed the stream Alonaki, which was rushing violently over large 
stones,. and ascending one of the most difficult places I ever passed, 
arrived at the long-wished-for cavern, after a.  most fatiguing journey 
of five hours, including about an hour that we rested on the way:i' 

The cave is the work of nature ; the aperture is so low and narrow, 
that only one person can enter at a time. 'Within are some spacious. 
caverns, ornamented with statactitic incrustations of a yellow hue.' 
Not the least trace of art is observable, except near the ' entrance; 
where there.are several niches for votive offerings; in one of which 
four iron cramps are still left fixed in the rock, to which a marble or a 
brazen tablet was attached. 	If we had possessed. sufficient leisure, 
and the means of excavation, some curious antiquities might pos- 
sibly,haye been discovered. 	, 	- 

IlliciPr most of the niches there have been inscriptions ; of which 
onlytwct  are visible;. but these have been rendered illegible by the 

.,., 
• . 	_ 	_ __ — 

! AypeopiNea. 	• 	.. r ,1.1 ;LAS B. 9. p. 405; 

   
  



SACRED CAVERN 'ON" PARNES. 	 507 
hchen-, whielx. covers the rocki, Tan& the constant humidify which 

' decomposes its superficies. 	Three inscriptions' remain within the 
passage which leads to the cave ; several of, the letters are legible, 
44-4,-riOt enough to collect . the sense. 	They appear to be proper 
names.: 	The, cave is surmounted by a precipice, which, obscured 
441npending .trees, and intertwining shrubs, adds greatly to the 
wild and picturesque interest of the place. 	In' the perpendicular 
facet, of the rock, which rises near the cave, several ancient aper- 
tures - have been 	by way of steps from the bottom to the top ; 
they shelve downwards, in order to assist the purchase of the feet 
and hands. We were told by our guide, that a path which began at 
the top , of the precipice, conduCted to some pastures and villages, 
higher up the mountain. 	The. same kind of ancient stationary lad- 
ders are formed, in perpendicular.rocks at Leontium, and at Syra-
cuse in Sicily. 
-- According to agreement; our guide was to return with us to Ka-

sha ; for without ,his assistance it 'would - have been impossible to 
retrace otir way through,  these trackleis wilds. When we had finished' 
our-examination of the cave he asked for his money ; which I in- 
considerately ,gave him. 	He, then pointed out the rock above- 
mentioned ;, and, enhancing the difficulty- and danger of the ascent, 
advised us by no means to attempt it : " But as for mer said he, 
"_I, am- ,accustomed to it : observe how easily I can climb Up' it :'r 
on which he immediately ascended, with perfect facility ; and wheh 
arrived at the summit burst into a laugh; Wishing us a lone life; and 
a safe return to Kasha. 	We endeaVoured to get him 'doVin by 
threats,: which he despised; for he might' indeed have defended 
himself against an army ; but at length by good words, and 'a pro-
mise of more money, together with an assurance that we would not 
complain of him, we prevailed on him to descend, and to. teturn ' 
with us to Kasha. 

. 	..• . _ 	- 

.. 	. 	 1  See the Appendix. 	5 1  

_ 	 3 T2 
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This eafe was probably' sacred :to Pan, and the -.1sTyrephSi,qke` 
that at Bari, between Athens and Sunium., ' 	, 	- ,;,,!!,ii iril ;1•, 

.i.Elianl informs us, that sacrifices were offered to 'Pan, byythe 
Phylasians; and Menander,2  in one -of . his plays, mention's a .Nytn-
phaion in the vicinity of Phyle. 

We are informed by Pausanias,3  that there was a bronze statue,  of 
Parnethian Jupiter, and -two altars of the same divinity .on Parries ; 
but, as usual, he is not explicit- as to their: situation. ' 	" . 

We returned by the same route, and, arrived at: Kasha-after dark ; 
the fatigue which we had undergone was but ill compensated by the 
curiosity we had gratified.  

The north-east extremity of Korydallos4  begins nearly in a straight.  
line below Kasha,. and not far from the ruins of Acharnm ; it is 
separated from Parnes by a plain. There seems no doubt that Kory-,  
dallos and Aigaleos5  were one and the same mountain : the latter,  
was its western division, beginning with the mystic gap, and sub-
siding in the Saronic Gulph, with Cape Amphiale, which is the part: 
of Attica nearest to,-  Salamis ; it separates the Athenian from the 

• Thriasian plain. 	 - 
We are -informed by Thucydides,5 - that the Spartans,' coining, 

from the Thriasian to the Athenian plain, left Aigaleos on' the right.: 
Their march must have been by the sacred way..  
• • Strabo, who mentions Korydallos;  omits (Aigaleos. Pliny men.: 
tions.-  the, latter, but omits the - former. 	Pausanias, who - notices 
neither; -probably comprised both under the name ,of Parnes, -to 
which, at a certain distance, they appear to' be attached.; 	' 	, 

The whole of • Korydallos, particularly the Aigalean • division, is 
• 

_ 
1  In Epist. Callipidis ad Ctemonem, inter Rhetornm Litteras. 	- 	: , 
i 114 Ociation under the word ovXv, p. 344. 	 '3  B. 1.- c. N. 	- 
•4  It is written by' Athenzeus and ./Eliau with one 1.; by Diodorus and Stephanus with two ; 

and by Strabo indifferently, wit4 one or two. 	- 	 . 	. 
- 	5  Herodot. and Thucydides write it Aigaleos; Pliny, /Egialeus ; 	and Statius. Papinius, 
Egaleos. 	. 	_ 	0  B. 2.c. 19 , 	, 	- . 
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lig4rlyliaStirOcky 0.0ct:b.s, ,stprile a$ifIyinettos. 	It is' divided unto 
small hills, which are intersected by,gullies and glens; .but. in some 
pan's , it„ 4§.4iversified r by . pines and. shrubs. 	The many terraces 
,which ,have been raised, up ; its sides," similar to those on Parnes, 
and the other Attic mountains, are proofs of the diligence with 
which. it was' cultivated • in , former times. 	One of the summits 
of,,this mountain is crowned with. the remains of a small ancient 
fort; near which is a. large natural cavern, with some steps cut in 
the, :rock. The Athenians anciently fancied that the birds of this 
mountain had bad voices, and, used zaxce,G0664y, to cackle. 

TO THE SUMMIT' OF MOUNT AIGALEOS. 

.., 	.- 	: 	, 	; 	• 
During my residence at Athens, I rode with my artist to that 

.point of the mountain which rises from, the Cape Amphiale ; and 
,where, , some have imagined, that Xerxes was 'stationed, when he 
viewed the battle of Salamis. 	. 	 , 
2-„,;Wishing to have' a panoramic 'drawing from. that celebrated spot, 
we quitted Athens at day-break,-,.while. the Illuezzinns from the 
minarets,: were _calling the Musulmans . to ,their salam-namasi, or 

• . morninglorayer,l. 	 1 
i 	.i 

• 
1  The convocation of the Mueuinn, or El Mudden, from the minarets, is the following; 

which is repeated three times, with an exceeding loud voice :— 	 .. 
Allahou aki bar, Allahou aki bar; Aschahandou anna la ilaha ila Allah ; Aschahandon anna 

la ilaha ila Allah; Aschahandou anna Sidina Mouhammed RassouI Allah; Aschahandou 
anna Sidina Mouhammed RassZnif Allah; a-I-a-e : Salah, a-I-a-e Salah, a-I-a as el. felah, 
a-I-a ale el felah; Allahon aki bar ;. Allahou aki bar ; la ilaha ila Allah. _ 	.- 

God is great, God is great; I declare there is no God but God; I declare there is no God 
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Our road lay between the. Muqoum and. the Fhpci Aftd-throtigh, 
the olive groves, gardens, and vineyards. 	. 	0 	4:,- 	:r~  6:  ?.!:4 iin911 1̀  

In an hour we came to the end of 'the, oliveS, and paise& bytes 
large tumulus of earth which had been opened, and which,containpdi 
a Square chamber regularly constructed with large stones. s I emt 
deavoured at that time in vain to learn what Curiosities it endlosed,' 
for the excavations which were then executing were enveloped in.a 
'certain degree of mysterious secrecy, which baffled- inquiry; and 
eluded observation. 	But I have since underStood that it contained 
a beautiful .vases of the thinnest bronze, placed within another vase 
of marble, and containing burnt bones and an alabaster lekuthos. 

A few hundred paces further towards. Aigaleos are several blocks 
and foundations, some rocks flattened and cut into steps, and two 
ancient wells: 	This may have been the situation of a small_ demos. 
Nearer the foot of the mountain are some well preserved, and reg& 
larly constructed walls _t and the extensive. foundations, with the at-, 
cumulated tiles and small stones, prove it to have been the site Of a 
considerable town ; 	perhaps of Korydallos, which, according 'to 

tiabo,2  was one of the dem& 	 . 	. . 	.  
A projection of Aigaleos, called Gagabilla, reaches nearly to-these 

ruins ;' and at the foot of the mountain; is a small village called Che;' 
tAki, with some ancient blocks of stone and traces in the vicinityli. 
the demos Aivowc was perhaps in this situation. , To the left near the" 
sea two large tumuli were visible. 	 - 	. . „ 	, 

Having crossed a dry water course, we. began to ascend by t, gtiod 
road-  in the side of the mountain ; some parts of it are,;evidently, 
ancient, as the rocks have been cut down with considerable labour. 
and it is in all probability the identical way by which the great king 

, 	I 
_ 	_ ..... 	 .. 

but bat  I &Clare that our Lord MOuhair;ined is the prophet of God, I declare that our 
Lord Mouhammed is the prophet of God t come to prayers, come to prayers; come intO, 
the place-of salvatioor GoirifireirGOd ii it:ea-Ohere is no God but God: 

1 It is at present'in the British Museum. 	‘14-. et; P. 395: 
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pa,ssedlorthe fatal spot, from 'whence he beheld the triumph of his 
enemies and the destruction'of his fleet. Here the deepest humiliation 
was inflicted upon the pride of the tyrant, and lie was contented to 
purchase his personal security by an ignominious flight, from a coun-
try, Which his imagination had subjugated, and from a people whom 
he had menaced with chains. It seems however that even contempo-
rary% authors are not precisely agreed, with respect to the particular 
spot from which Xerxes contemplated the battle. 

.1Eschylus, in' his' ITspera;21  says he `iewed the whole army from 
a high hill near the sea : 

• E4ozy l'ap eixe Irarroy EV0Wri aTparott 
T4inxov oxeov ce.yx; TrEXceysa; caoc. 

He clearly alludes to the summit of Aigaleos, which is above Am- 
phial°. 	Herodotus,2' on the contrary, seems to imply that he sat at 
the foot of the mountain.  
. Plutarch, in his life of Themistocles, has the following passage 
concerning this subject : " As soon as it was day Xerxes placed 
himself on high to view his fleet, and to be a spectator of the battle. 
Phanodemus says, he sat upon an eminence above the temple of 
Hercules, where the channel which separates the coast of Attica 
from the island is narrowest. But Acestodorus Writes, that it was in 
the confines of Megara, upon those hills which are called the Horns, 
where he sat on a golden seat." 	It is singular that Plutarch should 
not have cited the authority of Eschylus ; he has not noticed the 
account of Herodotus from his dislike to that author. 

The throne of the Persian monarch was afterwards dedicated to 
the tutelary goddess of the Athenians ; Demosthenes calls it Agppoy 
cepreoroaa—a seat with silver feet. 

Plutarch, in his life of Aristides, affirms, that " the greatest 
, 

	

, 	,. 	, 	,, 	• 	' “r. 40. 	Z.'s. c: go. 	• 
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stress; and, fui-y.7of the battle eel..to ; to have ilaitLabout ,PsYttaliaxiond 
• 6, trophy was accordingly erected' in• that island." 7. , ,- 	, ..r; t i  f ,,41.17t le 

According to Pausaniasil the trophy was in _Salamis :, ,Herodoftls! 
does not inform us how many Persians landed:at ,Psyttaliar 4a94.• 
nias3  says four hundred ; they were • cut to pieces byi,Nristigesffid 
his troops. . According to Henry -Dodwell,5  the battle,was--fouglii 
on the 20tly of October, four hundred and eighty ,:years hefor,e 

• Christ. 	 - 	 :- 	- - 	_ 	. / . 	,,, . 	" i r• 

..The breadth of the canal between Salamis:and Cape:Aniphiale, 
is, in the narrowest part, about a quarter of a,. mile;; ,Strabo8: '‘a,ys 
two stadia. 	It is said that Xerxes' attempted to .unite the. :island 
with the continent, and that the causeway,.. Was , actually begun. 
This was an enterprise characteristic .of him.  who .threw a bridge 
,over the Hellespont, perforated a promontory of Athos, and Con- 
ceived the gigantic project of inundating the Thessalian plain's, by 
damming .up- the channel of the Peneios in the vale -of. Tempe.. ...IF 

Strabo8  asserts that there was a quarry, ,hgriyid0Y, above-Cape:Am-
phiale, but. does 'not explain lof what material: • it isi still seen, and. is 
of- a - soft calcarious stone, different from the rest- of the. mountain, 
which is of a much harder quality. , 	, 	' _ 	_ 	; 	, -.'1), 

The view .commanded from this, elevated spot. is of such .a 'nature; 
that no other, could. have been so: judiciously, selected. for ( th,e, pur-
pose of surveying .the operations --of , contending . navies. Within,  the 
Salaminian gulph : it is 'of sufficient height to look flown ,Upon the 
particular action of every, ship ; • and' at- .the 'same-time not too.ele-
vated distinctly to recognise the 'different vessels :by their, colotirs.nr 
their forms. 	From this spot I could-readily-discern:the 'number of 
passengers in the ferry-boat, which happened to be passingi from 
the foot of Aigaleos to Salamis. - 	 . 	.... 	. ... _ 

. : ,t,.. 	-1: 	' 	" 	 , 	t 
. 

IA* 	0% 	̀ 1 	4( 	• 	• 

47  ' tf 1.'C. 36. 	 - 	1  B. 8. c: 76 and 0. 	- 	3  B. 1.. c: 36. , 
4  Herodot. b. 8. c. 95. 	5  De Cyclis, 	 4  B. 9. p. 395: 
7  Herodot. b. 8. c. 97. 	Ctesias Persic. 	Strabo, b. 9. p. 59,;5.:. 	 • 0  B. 9: p. SO. 

, 	. 
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---Whian-Xdfxes, .who-had been anxiously attending to the operations 

of the battlo, remarked the slaughter of his troops in the little island 
:Of Psyttalia,. which was just beneath him, he immediately quitted 
AigaMoS,,  and precipitately withdrew from Greece. 
7-The:panorama from this place commands the plain and town of 

Athens; and the principal Attic mountains : Mount Oche in Eubcea, 
is-. seen 'beyond the northern extremity of Pentelikon ; Hymettos 
stretches: down towards Cape Zoster ; beyond it is Laurion, the 
island_ —of Patroclus; and the Sunium promontory, terminating the 
,Attic* coast ; after'which is the horizon of .the /Egean, the islands 
of Belbina, Hydrea,. and the Scyllaian promontory, the mountain-
ous. coast Of Argolis, with the peninsula of Methana, arising beyond 
the island of /Egi 0 a.  

Nearer the eye are the Athenian ports, particularly Mounychia 
And Piraeus ; the insular rocks of Psyttalia and Atalanta, the Cyno-
soura, and island of Salamis, with its two villages, and its great port, 
-beyond which is distinguished the Acrocorinthos ; and still further, 
the-Achaian and Arcadian mountains : other small islands are seen 
in the strait, between Salamis and the foot of Aigaleos. 	Mount 
Gerania, the plain of Megara, Mount Kerata and Parnes, with 
the, Eleusinian plain, and ruins, complete the entire circle of this 
'beautiful and interesting picture.1 	The modern name of Aiga- 
le-Os is-  Skarmagga ;2  there is a metochi of the same name, situated 
near Cape Amphiale, belonging to the monastery of Pentele. 
• The forests which live in the poetry of Statius Papinius are now 
degenerated into a few. dwarfish fir-trees, some scattered bushes, and 
a profusion of aromatic herbs, 

. 	 . 
: 	. 

'I, The. following, are some of the bearings from Aigaleos :western end of Belbina, 
s. 22 E. Beginning of the Cynosoura of Salamis, and the contiguous extremity of Psyttalia, 
s. 7 E. 	Southern extremity of Hydrea, s. 2 w. 	Southern extremity of .1Egina, s, 6 w. 
Tower on the Acropolis of Eleusis, N. 12 W.  

i  Pronounced Skarmanga. 	. 	 . 

VOL. I. 	 .3' u 
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Mount Brilessos is probably a low. chain of hilli called;mbpiaoditi, 
" the Turk's Mountains," which nearly joins the northt_foofbf[YAW-
chesmos ; these hills are to the east of the Academy, and 411.e village 
of Padischah, and crossing the olive grove, from north td south are 
nearly parallel with Pentelikon and Hymettos, and at right 'aiiiles 
with Parnes and Korydallos. 	. 	, 	, 	, . , 	0. 

Thucydides1  informs .us, that the .Spartans, quitting .Acharb, 
laid waste the villages between Parnes and Brilessos. 	. This part 
of the Athenian plain, which is fertilized - by the Cephissos, is -at 
present, as it must have been in all prior periods, distinguished by 
its superior opulence, and more abundant , population. 	Chandler 
says, that Brilessos is now called Nozea, but that is the name of 
Parnes. 	Great part of Tupo jeouva is composed of grey marble, si- 
milar in colour to that of Hymettos, but of a, more friable quality. 

The situation of Mount Ikarios is also unknown ; it has- been 
supposed to be part of Korydallos, but I know not on what autho-
rity; it took its name from the father of Erigon'e, and was situated 
where he is imagined to have been destroyed by the Athenian 
peasants, 

Statius3  says, that he was killed in the Marathonian forest; but 
his scholiast Lactantius asserts, that Marathon was a mountain of 
Attica ; probably Ikarios _was near Marathon, and was perhaps a 
subordinate hill 	of the eastern side of Pentelikon, 	which rises 
from that plain. 	Ikarios, or Ikaria, 	was a demos of the tribe 
lEgeis.4 	 • 

The rocky bill Anchesmas stands a short way to the east of the 
ancient walls of Athens ; 	it elevates itself from the plain, into a 
rapid acclivity, of a conical form, with a rock-Crowned summit, 
where d flat surface-  formerly displayed the statue of Anchesmian 

 i 	 ' 	' - f f- 	-r,, 	 4 	:4-, 

l_B. Q. c. Q3. 	_ 	2  Apollodor,:b. & 	. 	. ..._ . 	. 3.13. 11. Theb. v. 650. 
4  Harpocration, Lexie. p. 196. 	Stephan. de Urbib, p. 413. 	liesych. Lexie,. vol. 2. p. 55. 

Suidas Lexic. 	vol. 2. p. 110. 	 t 	:, .,1 	41 	P L ,L ,.* . 
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JokekIli. but -for which, :a later age has substituted the small church of 
Saint .George, from which the hill takes its. present name. 	The 
height of Anchesmos from the plain, appears to be about the same 

' as that,of Saint Peter's church at Rome: 
, , The 'panorama, _froth this hill, though not near so extensive as 
that from Hymettos, gives; on account of its proximity to Athens, 
a_„ clear idea of its anoient, remains, and of the various objects in the 
surrounding plain ; of its mountains, its ports, and islands, with the 
put-stretching Peloponnesian heights. 	In the walls of the church 

- are ,the following fragmented inscriptions, the first of which has 
been imperfectly published, by Spon :— 

. 
,ISINO 

• ITOI 
BOTAHEKAIAHMOT 

GErIAAAHNETE 
-.0E,PipANTHE 	- 	' 

OKHPT. 
I0EAAAOTX0E 

THEBOTAHEKAIAHMOT. 
, 	. 	' 

. 	 ECKOI 
NIIAIAAcTET,.9, 
4APErnrEEI 

HNTPITONHM, 
AACIACCE. 

I 	1 	11 

, :,A.,short,way froneLthe;surnmit of Anchesmos, on the side facing 
Athens, is a small platform, and a church built against the rock, 
which has been flattened ; and in the -front--are- some holes,-which 

. 	 , ; 	, 	1 	 „ 	G„ ,. 	 i 	
„ 	. 	i., 	,,d 

1  Pausan. b. 1.'c. 32. 
3 u ,2 
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• . 

'sq'eni 	 s have:ici  	been rilaA6'lbriU'i4'C'e'pfliiif .iifibea-rnsi i' !ig Wiortibi"- 
bly the site of an ancient sthicture. 	' '  
' The rest of Anchesmos is too :Steep . ever to hhveli4drilfiii* 
habitations ; yet ancient tiles, and-  broken 'potteiy; .are fekihrdqn 

. , 	, 	i L1 abundance on the steepest parts. 	 “ni.fil 

A single COluinri Of White' marble has been' set up at' thetWeiteai 
foot of the hill by the TurkS, as a m'arkfOr their arrows; Ailiicli they  
shoot with great precision and dexterity. 

The Ionic aqueduct of Antoninus Pius, which was near this spot, 
has been entirely removed since the time of Stuart ;1  three of its 
pieces form the modern gate 'of Athens,. which is opposite Anches- 
mos. 	Some ancient edifices have been situated at the southern 
base of the hill ; they are indicated by-imperfect traces, and a pave- 
ment, consisting of small tessera of white -marble. 	A short way 
south-east of this place is the monastery of Asomatos, and the vil-
lage of Amp6lo Kepous. 

Near the western foot of Anchesmos is an insulated rock, which 
is rent asunder from top to bottom. The intermediate space formed 
by the fissure is about two feet wide, and easily pervious, The rock 
is called ExtrTO ITETpet)  the "Split Rock."  

Another insular rock of considerable size is situated more to the 
north, the summit of which has been cut and flattened ; and it is 
characterized by evident marks of antiquity, with an illegible in-
scription in large letters cut on its surface. 

There are some other hills in Attica, which have been mentioned 
by ancient authors, but Whose situations have not been ascertained; 
particularly oguEu‘, AVOMMi04, EszsAcce, and lionedov: 	The insulated hill, 
now called Agios Elias, to the east of the Mystic gap, is, marked in 
some maps2  as Poikilon ; and it would appear from ,Pausanias,3  
that it must have been nearly in this situation. 

• 
a vol. 3. c. 4. 	* See Geog. of Attica, by Mops. Barbie du Bocage. 

, 	! B. 1. c. 37. 
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A .hill which is at present called Kascoo-ouyXn, is found near the 
monastery. of Daphne, and there is another named Kabuzyn, in the 
plain: of Eleusis. 	Several small hills also occur betWeen Athens and 
Suniiint ; but they are subordinate branches of Hymettos, or of 
Laurion. 	Some other elevations are seen in the plain between 
Pentelikon and Hyrnettos ; and another on the south side of the 
ilissos, opposite to the Musaum. 	- 

   
  



CHAPTER XV. 
. 	. 

Travelling in Attica. 	Hospitality. Ruins of A charnw. 	Colossal marble lion near Ftymettosy Remains of 
some demoi between Cape Kolias and Cape Zoster, Village of Cephissia., Palaio Brauna, and Brauna. 
Port Raphte. 	Antiquities in the islands of the port. 	Village of Keratea. 	Ruins off' Thorikos. An- 
cient shafts of the silver mines, and ruins on Laurion. 	Scoria. Promontory of Sunium. View from it. 
Doric temple. Metochi of Alegrina. Village of Kataphiki. 	Port Anaphisi. 	Villages And amesi and 
Elimbos, and ancient remains. Village of Ban. Cave near it. Cape Zoster. Ancient remains. Arrive 
at Athens. 

HAVING described the principal antiquities in the immediate 
vicinity of Athens, I shall proceed to mention the few imperfect 
traces I found in my excursions about the country. 	The travelling 
in Attica is perfectly secure; the inhabitants are kind and hospi- 
table to strangers ; and I never experienced either 	incivility or 
extortion. 

In most parts of Greece the Protogeroi, or Khodgea-Bashys, are 
obliged to attend to the wants of travellers, and to procure them 
lodging and provisions, on the most reasonable terms : they reseni-
ble the EMI of ancient times, who were the hosts of private tra-
vellers. The consuls and agents of foreign nations in Turkey cor-
respond to the Irp4evosi  of antiquity, who attended to the interest of 
the nations which they represented, and lodged the ambassadors. 

The house of a consul in Turkey . is a. security against.  all crimes 
and outrages, as the residence of a foreign minister is at 'Rome. 

Attica was formerly celebrated for the excellence of its public- 
houses2  for the reception of travellers. 	Carriages were in use; but 
the- numerous mountains caused travelling on mules to be occasion- 
ally preferred. 	The ancient traces of carriage wheels are however 

„ ) 	, 	, 	i, 	11 . 	 + 	4 	,  • 

I See Aristoph. Avei, v. 1022, and his scholiast, and yan"Dalc,Pisst;,9,,p, 717,q),,  c._ 
1  rlav4oxeta. 	Plutarch's Life of Cato •Mino   

. ' 	 41 1 	1 ) , 17..0 , 	Y I 	. , 	0 	'71 ... 	1,1rM 3T 	kW 	' 	 b ft' lb' 	i 	, 	1 	9 	4 	,q. 	Jt04 	1 
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observable on the rocks of most of the Attic mountains, par-
ticularly on Fames and Aigaleos, over which were the principal 
passes into Bceotia ; but the mode of conveyance seems not to 
have been more expeditious than at present ; for according to Pro-
copius,' a, day's journey was reckoned two hundred and ten stadia. 
- 	The ancient hospitality, which the Greeks considered as so sacred 
and inviolable, is still partially preserved: When the traveller makes 
a, second tour through the country, he can hardly do any thing 
more offensive to the person, by whom he was entertained in his 
first journey, than by not again having recourse to the kindness 
of his former host. 

Travelling would indeed be impracticable in Greece, if it were 
not facilitated by this noble sentiment; for the Protogeroi are not 
found in all parts of the country, and the miserable Khans or Kara-
vanserais, are generally constructed only in towns or on highways.'  

Travelling, 'in the greater part of Greece, seems to have been an-
ciently at least as difficult as it is at the present day : and that 
circumstance gave rise to the laws of hospitality.- 

This reciprocal hospitality became hereditary in families ; and 
the friendship which was. thus contracted, was not less binding than 
the ties of affinity, or of blood. 	Those between whom a regard had 
been cemented by the intercourse of hospitality, were provided 
with some particular mark, which, being handed down from father 
to son, established a friendship and alliance between the families, 
for several generations. 	This mark was the cruf4130)1 /401, 	El/l7LOV of the 
Greeks, and the tessera hospitalis of the Latins. The 0116130xoy was some-
times an astraga1,2  probably of lead, which, being cut in halves,3  

1  De Bello Vandal. b. 1. c. 1. p. 177. Paris.edit. 	See also Dion. Chrysostom. Orat. 6. 
2  The astragal was a bone of the vertebra of the hinder feet of cloven-footed animals. Min. 

Nat. Hist. b. 11. c. 45, and 46. 
.3 Jacobi Nicolai toensis 	Miscell. Epipbiii. '.V. 4. c.'19. 	Samuelis tietitiMipcell. 

b. 2. c. 1. 	Note on v. 613. Euripid. Mede; Fg.EIOir re irL-  Epireiv Gyp PA', of Zpacrovat a' tv. 
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one half was kept 'by the hOst, and 'the other by the-- pers"4 whin 
le had entertained. 	On future '.occasions they 'or their -Jeseend- 
ants, by whom the symbol was' recognised, gave or received 'hos- 
pitality on comparing the two tallies. 	I found some half astragals 
of lead in Greece, which had Probably served for this purpoge:, ', 4 f 

The Romans cut a tessera in two 'as 'igns Of hospitality:. , - 	i 
Plautus, in his play called Pwnulus,1  repreSents Hanno- the tat. 

thaginian, as retaining a symbol of hospitality reciprocally with 
Antidamas of Calydon ; but Antidamas being 'dead, he addresses 
himself to his son Agorastocles, and' says .:---:- 	' 	 , 

" Si ita est, 

	

	- 	• 	, .tesseram 
Conferre, si vis;  hospitalem—eccam attuli," 

. 	 . . 	 • 
Agorastocles answers :— 	 . 

`" Agedum huc ostende, est par probe, nam habeo clomurn.' 
.fi 

To which Hanno :— 
" 0 mi hospes, salve multum, nam mihi tuus pater 

Pater tuus ergo hospes Antidatnas fuit ; 
Hwe mihi hospitalis tessera cum illo fuit." 

- Agorastocles proceedS :—  
" Ergo hic apud me hospitium tibi prwbebitur." 

, 	• 
_ 	" If this be the case, _here .is the tally .of horspitality, whiehl have 
brought; 	it if 	 it me 	it is indeed the compare 	you please.—Shew 	; 
tally to that which I have at home :—My dear host, you are heartily 
welcome ; for your father Antidamas was my host ; this was 'the . 
token of hospitality between him and me ; .and you shall therefore 
be kindly received in my house." ' 

. 	 ., 
I  Act 5..sC. 2: 
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ii 4:4 the. pOf. th:October, after the heat of the summer had , sub - 
4, 	, sat out on. horseback, accompanied, by my artist, and. two .sReP1 J 

-creeks.},:  My object was. to visit some _of, the villages_ in the plain, 
tO observe the manners of the country people, ' and to search for - 
antiquities . and inscriptions. 	We . proceeded towards the' Mystic 
gap, in the .wayto,Eleusis, and in half 'an hour arrived at the foot 
,of: the pointed' hill joining iKorydallos,swhich is conjectured to be 
Poikilon. We reached its summit in eleven minutes, and examined 
the ,,church. of: Saint Elias; which is entirely, modern ;" nor are there 
any traces Whatever of antiquity. 	Our trouble Was however repaid 
by the beautiful view which the situation commands, of Athens, 
and. its plain, its mountains,. and its ports. 	. 	 . 

We proceeded from hence to the monastery of Daphne, passed 
by the temple of Venus, and her votive rock, saw Eleusis across the 
plain, and turning to the northeast, passed near some cottages in 
the Thriasian . plain, belonging to , Kasha. 	In the vicinity we re-
marked. a well for the preservation of rain water, with the dry 
channel of a winter torrent. 

After travelling for two hours and nineteen minutes from the 
votive. rock, we arrived at the foot of Parnes ; and were an hour 
in ascending from hence to Kasha, by a, route that was intricate 
,and difficult.' 	.  

Having passed the night 'at this village .we quitted it ' the next 
morning ; and descending towards the plain of Athens, by a road 
to' the east of the Usual way, in twenty minutes reached some scat-
tered cottages; the Kalybia of Kasha, at the north-east extremity 
pr Xorydallos. 	This mountain, is here distinctly separated from 
'Parnes, by an intervening plain., 

Atis hour from:Kasha brought. us to some blocks, traces, and foun-
dations of a considerable town at the foot of a gentle eminence ; upon 
"the summit of which is the church of Avg's craparra, " Forty Saints'," 
about which are _several fine blocks of white marble, two sarco- 
phagi, and a.-third within..the church. 	The fragment of an Ionic 
capital was the only architectural. ornament which I observed. 	. 

VOL. I. 	3 x 
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These ruing are supposed to be the remains of Acharnw, Which was 
in the tribe Oneis.1  It was sixty stadia? from Athens : corresponding 
to two hours, which is the distance according to the .present com-
putation. Thucydides says, it was the largest of the Attie denial ; 
its contingent for the public service was three thousand men. The 
favourite divinities of Acharnw, according to Pa.usanias,3  were 
Apollo Agywps, Hercules, Minerva Hygeia, 	and Bacchus the 
singer. 

Near the church is an ancient inscription,' with two vases repre-
sented on the inscribed part ; one in a low relief, the other only out-
lined : it was some years ago taken to Athens, but the Greeks of 
the neighbouring village of Menidi complained so loudly of *their 
loss, that it was restored to its original place. 	This is not the 'only 
instance I have remarked of the strong attachment which the Greeks 
feel for their ancient remains 	This sentiment indeed sometimes 
originates in their superstition ; 	as was the case respecting the 
Sigwan marble; but it is also frequently excited by a more laudable 
veneration for their renowned ancestors. 	While I was copying the 
inscription, some of the Menidiotes came up and desired me not to 
attempt its removal, as they should by no mealy permit it. 	Athens 
is visible from this place., 

We quitted the ruins and passed near the pretty village Menidi, 
which Stuarts conjectures to be the ancient Paionidai, situated at the 
entrance of the great olive grove, in a line with the summit of 
Parnes, as seen from Athens.. "- Three low tumuli are at a short dis- 
tance from the village. 	Half an hour from Menidi we crossed a 
deep torrent bed, called Megalo POtamos, the " Great River ;" in 
the bottom is a corn mill. turned. by a stream which comes from 
Parnes. 	In seventeen minutes more we passed through a village 

• -. 

1 Stephan. de Urbib. p. 202. 	2  Thucyd. b. 2. c. 19. 	- 	3  B."1. c. Si. 
4  This inscription was at Menidi as early as the time of Four-insult, and was accurately"copied 

by him, and is in his manuscripts at, the King's library,at Paris: 	- - 6  VOL 3. p. 14. 
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TILLAGE 07 tRAKLIDA. 	• 	03 

called Koukoubages,2  and, in a 'quarter of an hour arrived at the 
village of Eraklida,2  which is prettily .situated, enriched with olives, 
vineyards, . and gardens, and enjoying abundance of water, which 

	

in Attica is almost as highly' valued as wine. 	The village is inter- 
spersed with a few ancient' traces, and commands a view of the 
Athenian Acropolis. 	We passed the night in a hospitable Albanian 
cottage, and the next morning breakfasted with the Turkish Agha, 
who treated us with the greatest civility. 

We proceeded towards the northern foot of Hymettos, in search 
of a marble lion of a colossal size, which we had been informed 
was lying near a church not far from the road to Marathon. 	We 
passed through Mapouri ;cave, " Lower Marousi," which is a pretty vil- 
lage, rich in vineyards and olives. 	Not far from this is Mapoucros 
arcevre, " Upper Marousi." 

Upon our departure froth this place. we crossed a small stream 
near two churches, and observed some large poplars, the only trees 
I have seen of this kind in Attica, except a few near the southern 
foot of Pentelikon. 	After passing over a stream, a large tumulus 
appeared upon the left : the country was well cultivated, but not 
the smallest trace of a road was to• be seen. 

We arrived at the foot of HymettoS below the monastery of St. 
John, which is three hours and forty minutes from Kasha, in a 
straight line, without including stopping. The monastery, which 
is deserted, is situated on an eminence of Hymettos, commanding a 
fine view of Athens , and its plain, and of Eubcea and the Opun- 
tian Gulph in the contrary direction. 	The colossal lion, which was 
the principal object of my search, was also distinguishable in the 
plain at the eastern foot of the mountain. 	Having descended to the 
plain and passed round the northern foot of Hymettos, we came to 
a church with several blocks of marble, and a small Ionic capital 
near it ; which indicate the site of a temple. 

. 

1  This word is the plural of KoinanOaca, an owl. 	 - 
2  Stuart writes it Epaati, and thinks it-ilie-tinfient ApxeXata, vol. 3. p. 10:- 

3 x 2 
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The lion'-is three' quarters of an hour' distant -frotri the monastery 
of St. John,' arid' is situated 'near A church, Which is' n a great rnea4 
sure composed of ancient` blocks 'of stone, -.with several ;surviving 
traces of some considerable edifice. 	The lion .is of PenteliC 'marble, 
:in, the purest style; 'and well preserved,` except the JegS,I;which -,are 
;wanting. 	Other remains' *Cob ld no.  doubt _be-fourid by excavating.', 
,.. The .number of sculptured lions' which ,are seen_in' Attica .had 
probably some allegorical sighifiCation. 	Attica:.Was an /Egyptian 
colony;  _and, many'of its customs 'must have been imported froni the 
mother country. 	The lion' Was,orie of. the hieroglyphical ;personifi- 
cations of water in lEgypt,' as the Nile is at the highest when the 
sun is in the zodiacal sign of the lion.-  This is clearly explained .by 
Plutarch,1  who says the lion. was honoured, and, its figure placed' 
in temples, because the Nile overflowed 'When the -sun was in : the 
lion., • Julius Pollux2  _mentions' the lion as guardian. of fountains,, 
Am? xptivootActE; and it was an ancient custom,- which is still, practised 
by, the moderns, to make the water of fountains ' spout from _:the 
mouth of that animal, 	The colossal lion. which was taken ".by ;the 
:Venetians from the Piraeus, .formed part.  of a fountain that gushed, 
from its mouth. , The spouts upon the Grecian temples are generally 
liopp', heads, originating:probably from -  the same cause. 	There is a 
scarce silver coin of LariSsa, on which a female is represented draw 
ing water from a ,fountain which issues from .:a lion's mouth. ',On 
another silver coins of Pherai, in Thessaly, the. Hyperian fountain is 
indicated by a lion's head, and ,on a vase of terra cotta , which was 
fo,und At Agrigentum,4  are re-presented two lions, heads .with water 
issuing from; their - mouths., 	We, returned to Athens the ,same day; 
she distance from the lion being two hours and a half. 	 , . 	, 	. . 	.., 	, 	, .  

. 4 	 •- 	.. 	., 	 , • 
' 	 . 
--' ' 	.'S.ympios. 4. Prob. 5:and de hid. et Osirld. 	 r 	, 	r 	', 

) ,4  Onomast. b. 8. c. 9. seg: 1 1 S. : • 	-s Iwthe collection of Colonel Janke. 
, 	.4 In the collection,of William' RatviltoofX0V 	' . 	, w, 	., 	ot': 	-, 3 *flu; _: i 1  i 
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el 13,,,,DLIO cr.' III: 1 ' t lii: 	 't s P 	1-7  ' ..". 'rid :7+ .-i 	' e 4. 	tit . h 	 . 	) 	P 	t .., 	r 

'«;;_ifil..1:4:trt`,4 	H' V ' 	/ 	, 	's 	)• 	•i6' t 	Isi 	:1. 	r 	J 1-. 	. 	4 	Lir 	I 	I  

14'T'  4.7  IQ SOME RUINS NEAR CAPE ZOSTER.' 
, 4-ir:t ,.-12:,, 	-.3 	_ 	, • 	3: 	, 

' t."Ast I 'Was 'desirous of exploring the sea Slioke between Capd Kolias 
'and Cape Zoster; and of stare hing' for the 'remains of some of .  the 
dernoi mentioned by Strabo and Pansanias, we quitted Athens on 
the 22nd of November, and passing through the Albanian gate, 
crossed the bridge Over the Ilissos. 	There was ice and snow _on the 
road; and the - summits of Hymettos,- Parnes, Pentelikon, Gerania, 
and the Peloponnesian mountains, that were covered with snow, 
brOught to our recollection the dreary winter of a more northern 
latitude. 	 • 

Proceeding in a southern direction towards Sunium, we arrived in 
-IWO -  hours-  at a'11o* promontory" and peninsula 'called Agied.. 	The 
whole'. plain' froni which 'the"pehin:suld projects is 'strewed with-  an- 
tient:remains, :that are overgrown with the impenetrable lentiscus. 
The small church of St. Nicolo seems to occupy the site of an 
'ancient temple: ; . 	^ • 	' - 	: ! — 	'-) 	I 	r , 	, 	i 

- -Amohg" the' bushes '1 discovered a • marble lion, admirably iculp. 
.turedin, the style of thoSe at My6enw:: it is in a recumbent posture ;-
its' length is four. feet 'nine:inches ; but its.head is mutilated." 

Not many paces from ..the lion, is a marble 'statue Of a 'female 
,figure;' ill: drapery-, , and 'as' large- as- life : it- is 	in ' a 'good- ' style, 
.bUt has been randy impaired. 	These - ruins' seem the remains of a - 	-  
Considerable demos. From the,eastern side of the plain rises Mount 
Berth-di, which is that' partof riymettOs•anCiently 'called Anudros. 

We returned to' Athens through the'. village" called Tragones, near 
_which the Cape of .4.A.gia•Kosmoi projects into the sea:  

Here are alsO the remains of'a town,: -andl.the4. -foundations: of the 
-cella:of a temple; near which is a mutilated bas-relief representing the 

of a goat, and some rites associated with the mythology of _sacrifice 
Bacchus, who perhaps had a-temple at this place; of which the mo-
dern name of Tragones may be traditional,, and derived from Trityoc, a 
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goat, as the word AlEedyti, the ancient name of this demos, seems to 
have been from AtE, which also signifies a goat. 	We returned to 
Athens the same evenings  	• . 

In the spring of the year 1805, we traversed Bceotia, Locris, and 
Thessaly ; but, in order not to interrupt' the present subject, ilhall 
first proceed with the rest of Attica, through which we Made a tOtlf 
after our return from, Thessaly. 

TOUR OF ATTICA. 

On .the 2d of September, 1805, I quitted Athens in' company 
-with Sir Charles Monck and Mr..Gell, with the intention: of going 
round the Attic peninsula; and particularly of visiting the' ruins bf 

. 	 . Thorikos and Sunium. 	 A 	. 	• ' :..J ' 
We took the road to Cephissia ; and leaving Anchesmos ti.  the 

south, and the village of Padischah, to the north, passed through-a 
narrow slip of the olive grove, and observed three ancient wells cut 
in the rock, and some blocks of stone near the road,' indicating' the 
:site of ancient habitations. 	 , 	 . , 	.: 
. 	A little further on, we crossed a small, stream, and passed through 
:the village _of 'Marousi, Where: some traces of antiquity are .tO be 

„ . seen. 	, 	, 	, 	, ,,, 
Stuart' conceives that this was the. site of the ancient Athmon, 

and. of the temple of Diana Amarusia. 
Two hours brought :us to Cephi.ssiar which still retains. its ,ancient 

name; - it was, in the tribe Erechtheis,2  and one of the, twelve towns _ 	.  
,of Attica in the time -of Cecrops. 	Most.  part of the plain between 

--=........,....-_-. 

it Vol. S. p. 13.  
e i),. 
	:r r, 	1,1,11!rpnra,t4., 	ic. ,f, 	ifi,.,, 	t 	,„ 

t,) 	',IT r 	.; 	pi ,. - 	II, 	r. 
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thiirplitee4n& Athens is badly -cultivated ; but some detached spots 
are prodUctive' of olive groVes, vineyards, and arable land. 

The' road is perfectly good, and a carriage might go the whole 
47afy Without difficulty. 
L4AS;lire entered.' the Village 'a mad 'Black ran after us begging for 
sequin4:,  we gave hihr a few' paras,s with which he was satisfied. 

A Turk Obliged us by the use of his garden, in which we dined 
by the side of a pool of water, formed by the Cephissos. The garden 
which was large manifested no symptoms of horticultural diligesice 
or skill, but it contained aburidanee of fruit trees ; amongst which 
were walnuts and: quinces, that are not common in Greece. 
, . The source= of 'the Cephissos;  which I have described in my ac- 
count of the Attic rivers, is not far distant, in the direction of Pente- 
likon. 	After hairing, been, for so many months, accustomed to the 
yellow ;and: 4arid , hue • of the Athenian plain, we were agreeably 
pipirsed.:by- the beauty,' verdure,' . and freshness, of the country 
about.':CephisSia.' 	It tontains a rich variety of gardens, which are 
luxuriantly supplied with figs, pomegranates, mulberries, service 
trees; 'andi vines. ' Its fertility is 'owing-  to the stream from which 
C4hissia -took its name. 	Beyond the source, towards Parnes, the 
usual lariditY , predominates: 
--IIIIerodes'Atticus evinced his good taste in fixing his villa in this 
delightful spot ; and the description. which Aulus Gelliusl has left 
of it proves, that its natural beauty was equalled by its artificial 
embellishments.: 	AtqUe ibi,': turic-vium esiemus spud 'eum/ in 
villa; cui nomen est Cephisia, et wstu anni, et sidere autumni fla,  
grantissinio, propulsabamus caloris incommoda lucorum umbra in.- 

' -gentitim, longis 'ambulaCris, et mollibus tedium posticum fefrigerat- 
-,tibus; lavacitiSJ nitidis • et abundis et collucentibus, totiu`sque Villw 
Tvenustatel-aquis undique, tanoris atque .wvibus; personante." 

..._ 	.._ 

1 Noct. Att. b.'1. C. 4. aricillhilOstratui tu:Nita Herodis. 	I  Herodes Atticus. 
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-.A little to 'the west bf the village' we k:Idsoried iseveral- vestige's- 
of antiquity ; Of which perhaps some villa was-once composeth,; 	i- 

Near the mosque is a fount of the -coolest , Water; shaded' bie a 
wide-spreading Platanus. 	 .  

The next morning, upon quitting CephiSSia; We: passed through 
some olive groves, and crossed the Cephissos ; the current of which 
is clear and rapid, though only a few feet in breadth. 	Two tumuli 
are here visible; one on the right, the other on the left of the way: 
An•hour from Cephissia we crossed a dry torrent bed, near a ruined 
church, called Er&no Ekklesia,1  with marble blocks" and traces 
about it ; to the right is a village, called •Kalandri,• in the oliVe grove. 
Hymettos, which, from this point, is seen only" in its' breadth, 
assumes a One Vesuvian form. , 	 . . 

We turned aside for a few hundred yards to. the 'right, in order to 
examine a ruined church at the north foot , of Hymettos-; -where 
however we found nothing but an erect marble •column," with an 
inscription of the lower empire, and near it a fountain destitute of 

. 	 . water. 	 . . . 
We soon after passed another church, and a modern ruined tower; 

and saw a village to the right called Kangia, which Stuart2  supposes 
to be the ancient Leukonion. 	Hymettos was on the right and Pen-
telikon on the left .; the- intermediate plain, which was only partially 
cultivated, was for the most part covered with low pineS and leri- 
tiscus. 	 .   

A windmill occupies an elevation to the left; and: ancient foatida- 
tions are observed near the road. 	Twenty minutes further are other 
remains ; a short way beyond which we find more of. the' same 
kind, and still further, some ruined churches and mouldering re- 
mains. 	This part of Attica, which is at present so totally ddserted, 
has evidently been busily peopled in some former, period: 	' 

• 

The Deserted Church. 	 - 	! Vol..B..p. '1 1., 	. , 
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.c ,,Neai, this,is a cross road ';, that -to the right leading to the village 
of-Bala„-,,the- other to the left -to a village called Jalou. 	A .short 
waylnrther another road leads to the right, to the village of Spata. 

A dilapidated church adjoins the road, with two heaps of small 
stones, that are probably not ancient. A dry well and some blocks 
of stone are ,on the ,left; and some hundred paces further is the 
Kalybia of Spata, from, which it is, distant half an hour.; here is 
also a well, 'and an ancient sarcophagus of stone. 	Having pro- 
ceeded two hours and a half from Cephissia, we were gratified by 
the first view: of the sea of Eubcea, and the towering summits of 
Karystos. 	In another hour we reached the village called Palaio- 
Brauna, with a great quantity of low pine trees growing in the 
vicinity. 	Half an hour more brought us to . the village of Brauna, 
where there is - a modern ruined tower; here are some poplars and 
a fine weeping willow, which trees are seldom seen in Greece. 
, ,Somel have imagined that Brauna is the, ancient Brauron ; but 
there are no remains, though there is a striking similarity in the 
name. Brauron however was near Marathon ;2  and some place it at 
the village of Brana or Urana, on the eastern side of Pentelikon ; 
w. hich Stuarts asserts to be Berenikidai, 

AS we intended to pass the night at Port Raphte, which is unin-
habited, we endeavoured to purchase some provisions at Brauna ; but 
the villagers descrying our approach from a distance, with our asso-
ciated Turks,. had time to shut up all their fowls, which are almost 
the only food 'in Grecian villages ; and in answer to our earnest ap-
plication fora supplyof this kind, gravely assured us, that they had 
no fowls, and that none were to be procured, 	We next - directed 
our steps to the monastery, and begged the Ilegoumenos to.supply 
our, wants. 	The venerable monk did not fail to give us his solemn 
assurance, that not a single fowl could be- found in a circuit of .._ 

1 Stuart,. vol. 3. p. g. 	, 	1 Pausan. b., 1. c. $3, 	, 	0 Loc. cit. 
...... 	. 	 3 	T. 	 . 

• L. 
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marry miles! 	He had however hardly 4nished his assertiOn, when, 
very provokingly for him, but fortunately for us—r. ' 

. 	 , 
" Reddidit una bourn vocem, vastoque sub aqtro- 

lgugiit, et c40 spem custodita fefellit ri 

a treacherous cock, within the sacred walls, betrayed the holy ec, 
Clesiastic by crowing aloud, and was immediately answered by all the 
cocks in the village! This sudden and unexpected .occurrence could 
not fail of exciting our unrestrained merriment ; and indeed the 
circumstance was so ridiculous, as to relax the stern features even of 
the Hegoumenos2  himself, who might have exclaimed with Micyllus,5  
taxa CTE, CO gC:0010-71 AXEXTpUGO I  o Zeus COTO; 67117p64151E1  Oloyepov 01,710 ICCGI CitiOte- 

VOY OPTCO : but he contented himself with uttering some imprecations4  
against the cock and his evil voice, and desired the, villagers to 
supply us, which they did on our paying double their value..  

In travelling , through Greece it is sometimes necessary to bluster 
and speak loud„ in order to obtain, the provisions which are, requisite 
to support nature.. We were always willing to pay much, more, than 
the value, .but even with this .were sometimes obliged to produce 
our ferman, and insist on being provided., This is, however very rare, 
and on such occasions we foUnd, that clamorous impatience was 
more usefill to us than submissive, tranquillity. It would appear from 
Plutarch,5  that the travelling through the Grecian states was for-
merly very much like what it is at present. Cato, in travelling in Asia 
Minor, used to send his servants , on before him, in order to get 
lodgings and provisions ; and when there happened, to be no inns 
in the town, they den-,ianded hospitality from, the magistrates, ,As 
Cato's servants conducted themselves with, modesty, and not in the 

I Virgil, lEn. 8. v. 217. 	t The Abbot, or superior of the convent. 
3  Lucian, AXescrptiOni, 1. 

4  &UM:IOW& •ELC 771Y KaK0414)Wok OV60 	" Evil time to your bad voice."  
3  Life of Cato Minor. 	' 	 6  navZortov. 
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usual threatening and overbearing manner, they were little attended 
to, and Cato frequently found nothing provided for him ; and even 
when he arrived he was neglected as a man of little consequence, 
from the patient quiescence of his people; and the contented man- 
ner in which he used to seat himself upon his baggage. 	The effects 
of outward appearance upon the ignorant is well expressed in 
Terence,1  where we see Thraso despising Phwdria, on account of 
the meek behaviour of the servant Parmeno, who modestly ad-
dresses himself to Thraso— 

" Verum, ubi molestum non erit, ubi to voles, 
Ubi tempos tibi erit, sat habet situm recipitur." 

Thraso :—.7  
44  Apparet servum hunc esse domini pauperis, 

Miserique." 
An hour from this place we passed through the ruins of an ancient 

town, where there are extensive traces and foundations, and some 
ancient walls : probably Steiria and Murrinous were in this vicinity.2  

In forty minutes more we reached a church in the plain, near Port 
Raphte, in which we passed the night. 

It is generally imagined,3  that this place takes its name from Ara-
phen, or Halai Araphinades,4  now called Raphena, which is in the 
vicinity. 	The neighbouring village of Prassa is also supposed to be 
near the site of the ancient Prasiai, of the tribe Pandionis ; but it 
is urged by others5  that Raphte is Panormos : it is singular that the 
ancient name. of one of the finest ports in Greece should be the sub- 
ject of so much disputation. 	At its western extremity are the im- 
perfect traces of the  ancient town, which occupy a. part of the 

1  Eunuch, act 3. sc. 2. line 31. 	3  Strabo, b. 9. p. 399. 	3  Stuart, vol. 3. p. 15. 
4  Strabo says, that Halai Araphinades was Opposite Karystos, b. 10, 	See also Euripid. 

Iphig. in Taur. v. 1450. and Callimach;Exinn to Diana, v. 173, 	5  Wheler. 
3 Y 2 
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plain,. and" a rocky peninsula. 	The port is bounde-d on each side 
by barren hills; an island which is near. the entrance' breaks the 
force of the waves, and the fury of the winds, that occasionally 
blow with great impetuosity from the south-east. 

In the distance is seen Eubcea, and the Karystian rocks, towards 
the east : more to the south is Andros, Tenos, and the Cyclades, 
towards Delos. There are four small and rocky islands in the port, 
on two of which are some remains of antiquity. 	It hapliened, fortu- 
nately for us that a boat from Tenos had just arrived here, and the 
sailors were employed in cutting wood to carry to their island. 	We 
gave them some paras to row us to the furthest island in the port, 
which we were an hour in reaching. 	It is a hill of a conical form, 
extremely steep, difficult of ascent, and covered with the lentiscus 
and small pine. 	The summit contains a headless statue of white 
marble, on a pedestal of stone; it is draped but much mutilated. 
The pedestal and statue are nearly of equal height, both together 
being fifteen feet. 	It is in a sitting posture, and faces the entrance 
of the port ; the style appears not to be very good ; it may. be. the 
statue of Apollo. The offerings which the Hyperboreans made to the 
Delian Apollo, were embarked for the island of Delos from Prasiai; 
where the god had also a temple! 	Part of the pedestal has fallen, 
and the whole is in a state of impending ruin. 	It is difficult to 
imagine how such a large mass was drawn up so precipitous an 
eminence. 

The word Raphtes, or Raptes, in modern Greek, signifies a tailor; 
and the statue is called Raphtou-Poula, " the Tailor's Daughter." 

On another island which we visited is a niche of white marble, 
placed 'upon a rock ; it probably once contained a: statue, which 
however must have been of small dimensions. 

• 

• 
• 

' Pausan. b..] . c. 31. 
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TO THORIKOS. 

The next morning we proceeded on our way to Thorikos, and 
passed over an ' uncultivated tract intersected with several small 
torrent beds, which are only filled after heavy rains on Hymettos, 
which was on our right. We saw imperfect remains .of antiquity in 
several places, and refreshed ourselves at a fountain of clear water 
shaded by a large fig tree, which is an hour from Port Raphte. 
This place was once considerably ornamented; • several 'traces and 
blocks of stone are observed in its vicinity.  

On 'our departure from the fountain the road ran through vine-
yardS and olive groves, and proceeding through some fields of cot-
ton, tobacco, and Indian corn, brought us to Keratea ; a large vil- 
lage, two hours from Port Raphte, and eight from Athens. 	It is 
situated near the eastern foot of- Hymettos. 	The inhabitants are 
Greeks, Albanians, and Turks ; and the surrounding country is fer-
tile, and well cultivated.  

We rested at a cottage, and bought provisions, intending to sleep 
among the- ruins of Thorikos ; preferring a cave or a church to an 
Albanian cottage. 	We were shewn a solid funereal urn of white 
marble ; upon which was a bas-relief representing the xpio-rn  xceipE, 
or-last farewell. 	It was a dedicatory vase, like others which have 
already been described. 	Keratea was evidently an extensive demos, 
and still exhibits several vestiges of antiquity. 	We here received 
information of an inscription in a vineyard ; which we had not 
leisUre to examine, as. it was out of our track, and we were anxious 
to reach Thorikos before night ; for no place of shelter was to be 
found in the intermediate way. 

In the prosecution.  of our journey we passed a well, and some 
vestiges of antiquity, and came to a road paved with small stones, 
perhaps of ancient date. Hymettos, which rises on the right, assumes 
a fine form : at its foot was distinguished the village Metropece; 

   
  



534 	 .RUINS OF THORIKOS. 

which some have suppose& to be the ancient Amphitrope. The 
whole country was covered with bushes and small pines. 

In an hour and twenty minutes 'fiOni Keratea we came in sight of 
Thorikos, situated in a large undulating plain, with its port, and 
the islands of Helena, Ceos,2  Cythnos,s and Seriphos, ,in the distant 
view, The other islands were concealed by the intervention of 
Mount Laurion. 	In some places the road was elevated like a bank, 
and had  the appearance of being artificial;, great part of it being 
composed of scoria from the silver mines of Laurion. 

We arrived at Thorikos at the close of the day ; and passed the 
night in a church, which is situated amongst the ruins, about a mile 
from the sea. This place, which was in the ,tribe Akamantis,4  re- 
tains its ancient name ; the port is called Porto Mandri. 	It was 
one of the twelve Attic cities in the time of Cecrops,5  and the birth- 
place of the lover of Procris. 	It was probably a place of strength 
at an early period ; and we know that about the 24th year of the 
Peloponnesian war, Xenophon6  recommended that it should be 
fortified, and become one of the safeguards of the neighbouring 
silver mines., In another placer he says, the Athenian's did fortify 
it in the 93d Olympiad. It is not noticed by Pausanias : indeed it 
was ruined before the time of Mela, who says—" Thorikos, et 
Brauronia, olim tubes ; jam tantum nomina. !" 8 	. 

The present remains are interesting and extensive. 	The city, 
which was of an irregular, form, was surrounded by a, wall with 
square projecting towers ;9  and apparently about two miles and a 
half in circuit. The Acropolis was on a pointed hill above the city. 

The ruins are all of white marble of an inferior kind, veined with 
grey. It was cut on the spot, as the rocks are of the same materials ; 

. 	 . 

1- Stuart, vol. 3. p. 11. 	2 Kw. 	3  K vOvos. 
4  Hesych. Lexic. vol. 1. p. 1724.. 	Suidas Lexie. vol. 2. p. 199. 	Meurs. Pop. Attic, 

p. 38. Reliq. Attic. c. 5. 
-5  Strabo, b. g. p. 397. 	6  riEpt rpoff awl', c. 4. 	7  list. b. 1. c. e. 

. 9  De. Situ Orbis, b. 2. c. 3. 	9 The towers are about twenty-one feet in breadth, 
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-the grain is close, but does nor sparkle like most of the Grecian 
marbles; and it is moreover of a brittle and. decomposing quality. 
The walls, though not in the Cyclopian or polygon style, are never-
theless systematically irregular; and the stones, though generally 
quadrilateral, and placed in horizontal layers, are of various dimen-
sions, and their angles seldom rectangular. 

Here are the remains of a Doric columnar edifice, which has 
been inaccurately published by Le. Roy, who conceives it to have 
been an heiastyle temple, with thirteen columns on each side ; but 
this representation is incorrect. 	As the whole of the ruin has fallen, 
and is nearly covered with thick bushes of lentiscus, it was not 
possible on my visit to develop its plan without making excava-
tions ; this was done in 1812, by the mission of the Dilettanti So-
ciety, by whom it is desciibed with seven columns in the fronts, 
and fourteen -on the, sides.' The columns, which are not finished with 
much precision, are about five diameters high, including the capi-
tal ; the shafts are plain, except at the, base, and under the capital, 
where they, , are ornamented -with twenty flutings, in the same man-
lier as some columns of Eleusis, Delos, and Rhamnos; their diameter 
at the. base is three feet three inches and three lines ; at top, two 
feet, two inches two lines. 	The height, including the capital, is 
eighteen feet five inches. 	Intercolumniation, seven feet six inches; 
greater intercolumniation, eleven feet five inches. 	They have no 
entasis. 	On the flat surface of the frusta are the marks which were 
made to divide the flutings ; they consist in lines radiating from 
the centre of the frustum to the angle of each fluting, and have 
been cut in the marble by a sharp instrument. 

. 	. 	 • 
' Unedited Autiq. of Attica. 
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There seem to have been two entrances to this building, one on 
each side, where the middle intercolumniation is wider than the 
others, and the entablature is ditriglyph. 

The foot of the Acropolis presents the remains of a curious and 
magnificent theatre. 	The seats are preserved, and fifteen layers of 
blocks of the exterior wall of the Koilon ; in the construction of 
which some trifling irregularity occurs ; but not so much as what 
is seen in the walls of the city, to which a more remote antiquity 
may reasonably be ascribed. 

The form of this theatre is distinguished by the singular cir- 
cumstance that one of the sides is much longer than the other, 	A 
passage seems to have led round the exterior of the Koilon ; a 
pointed gate of the Cyclopian or Tirynthian style is attached to 
this part of the wall ; but it is considerably buried. 

Inscriptions might probably be discovered at Thorikos by a 
diligent search ; but the ruins are overgrown with bushy ever- 
greens, particularly the lentiscus. 	This place is without any spring 
of water ; with which the inhabitants were probably supplied by 
means of cisterns and wells. We were obliged to drink some bad 
water, which is preserved in a well near the theatre. 
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RUINS DV LAURION, SILVER MINES. 	557 

Opposite the port of Thorikos is the long, narrow, and deserted 
island of Helena,1  which extends sixty stadia,2  in' a direction nearly 
north and south from this part of the coast to that which is opposite 
Sunium. 	According - to Strabo3  it was called Kranae by Homer. 
One of its ancient Millie's was Makris, which it nearly retains to the 
present day, in the appellation of Makro-Nesi, the Long Island. 
Paris was supposed to have enjoyed the first favours+ of Helena in 
this island ; frain which.  it took' its name. 

- 	, 
TO SUNIUM. 	. 

The next morning we quitted Thorikos, and proceeded to Sunium, 
ha,ving passed by'.  some 'Salt.  marshes in . the plain. 	We reached 
the foot Of MoUnt Laurion, amlentered a forest of firs. 	One hour 
from Thorikos brotight -  us to one •of the ancient shafts of the silver 
mines; and a few hundred yards further we came to several others, 
which are of a square form, and cut in the rock. We observed only 
one round shaft, which was larger than .the others, and of consider-
able- depth, as we conjectured ' from- the time that the stones, which 
were thrown in, took to reach the bottom. • . 
. 	 . . 	 . 

. 	 - 
i Micros EX oni rpaxeta Kat epiutoc, Strabo, b. 9. p. 399. 
2  Strabo, b. 9. p. 399. b. 10. .p..485, 	• 	" 	3  Loc. cit. 
4  Pomp. Mela de Situ Orb. b. d. c. 7. 	See Euripid. Helena, v. 1689, where he says, 

. 	 Opoilia rap' arrO rtrap.ivri, new,  Xeyar, 	. 	* 
kXE;41 -TO Aotirov 11; gpOTOLC KEKX/Iffecti: 

VOL. 1. 	 4 Z 

   
  



0,8 	SILVER lvtINES ON, MOUNT, LAO:U0N. 
Near this, are the, foundations of a.latge round tower, and several 

remains, of ancipnti yalls; of regular construction.. The traces, are so 
extensive, that they ,seetp,to indicate, not only, :the buildings-attached 
to,the, mines, . but-  the town, of, Lau,rion ; itself,. which was probably 
strongly. fortified, -and:inhabited principally ,by the,,people, belong- 
ing to :the urines: 	,corsini.1  4°00, if. Laurion,was a town, and,says 
that, ,most .c.£ the;  authors; who- mention ,it merely call. it Toirpc, ." ,a 
place." 	This word however is, not :tinfreqttently applied' to towns 
by ancient authors. 	Laurion was probably abandoned when the 
mines were no longer worked. 	 , 

We observed several large heaps of scoria scattered about; in the 
vicinity the silver was probably melted on the spot where the ore was ..  
procured. 

The surrounding forest was perhaps nearly in the same situation 
in former times, as it is at present ; the consumption of wood 
must necessarily have been:  considerable., The mines appear to have 
been relinquished in the "time' of Strabo ;2  but when the ancient 
scoria were again melted, a considerable quantity of silver was ex- 
tracted 'by the:repetition of the process. ' ., 	,. 	_ 	' 	. 	,. 

According to.'Xenophons..the• mines yielded a cleat annual income 
of one hundred talents; which was expended lin:• the ptIrchase of 
wine-and: Corn,, which were noC abundant, in.; Attica: . The mines 
belonged to the state:, and the lavi/i ealled.A.ncipou therctXXou Loh  obliged 
the speculator Who *chose do dig,, to contribute_ one twenty,-fourth 
part:of the 'metal ( to the gdvernrinent,4 	' 	, - :.'  
i: But they seem not.; always•tcy have been ',equally -prodnttive; fOr 
Diodorus 	Sieulus5 	tells .ns,. that!. those .who _Mined 1 for _silver. in 
Attica frequently found none ; but in digging for it lost what they 
had. 	It-seems that they were abandoned before the time of Pausa- 
nias : for he says, the Athenians once had silver mines at Laurion.6  

. 	. 
1 Fast. Att. Pars. L Dis.'5. 	4  B.•9. p. g99.' 	-Rai: gedit. CA. 

Suidas, Lexic. vol. 1. p. 37. 	5  B. 5. e. 37: 
See. Herodot. b. 7. c. 144. Thucycl. b..2. c.. 55.. Plutarch's Life of themi4tecles ; and 

Saggio sopra Pausauia, di A. Nibby, Roma; 1817.. 	 , F 
/ . 

4 	
- 	• 

   
  



.VIEW' FROM. THE'PROMONTORY OF "SiTNIUM. 	639 

We 'proceeded over the, ldii.part df Laririon, arid had some diffi-
culty' in finding the way. to 'Snnitrin;t to which there was no - regular 
track;.arid in many' plates not even' the vestige of a path. 	NatUre 
is. hereleft to herself; as several years sometimes intervene without 
a .single.paisenger traversing these desolate arid solitaty spots. 	Tra6 
yelling here by night would be attended with alrhost certain' destruc-
tion, owing to the numerous shafts, whichrtoncealed by the weeds 
and bushes, fdrm a treaCheiOus •ainbuili by the way. 	A little be- 
yond the ruins of Lanilon We 'tame! to an ancient well, some mar-
ble fragments, and the probable traces of a small temple, where the 
forest terminates. 	 , 
- 	Our road lay throiigh d. small vale in :which are some ancient foun- 
dations. 	Upon our arrival at. the sea. near '.Suriium, we observed a 
vast quantity of Scoria : irl the 'afternoon .we'feached the promontory 
of S uni um , which` Is. about 'three hours' distant frorif ThOrikos. 	This 
celebrated promoritorY;l:'-Which va's ! sacied in th€• time of Horrier, 
and where Menelaus, : returning from Troy; `bUried his ' pilot Phrontis, 
is one of the finest situations in• Greece; and is'inUch' more elevated 
than I had supposed: ..  It towers hi impressive majesty from the sea, 
and is precipitous on all sides, except towards Laurion.. • The view 
from it combines beauty, interest, and extent : it overlooks the 
wide expanse of the 1Egean, with many of its-  islands : Euboea is 
seen towards the north-east, with the lofty ridges of Karystos, or 
Oche, terminating in' the.  sea with the !Amin' aii747,2  and rough Ge- 
.raistian promontory,:  celel;rated for' storms and . pirates, .and at pre-
sent, according to Meletius,s denominated Xylophagos, " the de-
vciurer. of wood," frorii the number of ships which are lost upon its 
rocks.' The 'Icaphareaii4 ' rocks,' 'which are 'beyOlia it; were still more 

1' Odyss. .3.'v.-174. • •AXX' ore •Totiviov' ipov 'quicbizefr typo; Aoipcov--,to which Aristophanes 
alludes, Nab. v: 400. 	AXXa r'- •atirov ye• MOP NXXet,icaLT.,ourtov aepov Afhtvauov. 	 ___ 

2  Euripid. Orest. v. 993. Amcovjuoen irpoc Fepaterrtatc. Strabo, b. 9. p. 399. 	It is at 
present called Capo Leuko, and is about thirty-seven miles Erbni Sunitim:` 

3  Geograph. of Greece. 	kis generally 'Called; Capo Maitelo:. 	• 
4  Petrae Capharides. Seneca, Herc.4:Et. act S.' V. 804: 	They are 'at ,  present called 

Capo D'oro. • 	• 	 , 
3 z.2 	. 

   
  



540 	VIEW FROM THE PROMONTORY OF stThatilvt: 

celebrated, in .antiquity : ., the fleet of-,Ajax, at their • returm-irom 
Troy, perished at that place ;: and by the stratagem of Nauplius, . a 
still greater part. of the Grecian fleet was enticed into the Vicinity of 
those. dangerous rocks, and , experienced the same fate.4.. 	Below the 
eye ' towards the north-east is • the island. of Helena, which Pliny' 
places at five. miles from Sunium : beyond it is ,Ceos,3  which; accOrd- 
ing to the same author, is.five.mile§ from Helena. 	,Beyond them 
are the Islands of .Cythnos, Seriphos, Siphnos,• and Antimelos ; and 
at the entrance of the Myrtoan sea,4  or .Saronie Gulph, is the deserted 
island of -Belbina,5  towards the south-West ; and beyOnd it Hydrth; 
the Scyllaian promontory,. the islands of Kalauria. and ./Egina; and 
the whole of .the richly-Varied .Argolic 'coast and mountains,, stretch-
ing . down towards tthe Corinthian isthmus in a. north-west direction: 

Near the shore of Sunium are seen! two insular , rocks, one of 
which is called Gaida,ro-Neg,6  46  the Ass's Island ;" - the other is with. 
out a name ,:. the -largest, which is .no. doubt' the island of ratrocIns, 
consists .of a bare and .barren irock, • and-.was probably nameless; 
until, it was . fortified 	by Patroclusi-: commander • of the 'fleet . of 
Ptolemy Philadelphos : it was afterwards • called riegTp0XXOti XapOGE, or 
ncerpook,ou vow! , 

. 	 . 
. 	. 

I See Seneca Agamen. act S. Aulus, Sabinus Epist. 1, Pausan: b. 2. c.•23.. b. 4., c; 36. 
and others.   	' 2  Nat. Hist, b. 4. c. Q. 	' 	n 	 . 

3  Ceos vas the country of Simonides, BaChylides,•Erasistratos the physician, and Ariston 
the Peripatetic philosopher: 

4  The Myrtoan sea was supposed by sprne to be a part' of. the ,SatOnic Gulph, or another 
name for it., ,Strabo, b. 2 and 7,, places. it 'between Suniuni . and the Peloponnesos, and says 
that Salamis, /Egina, and Kalauria, were in it ; 	althOugh. Pausanias, b. 8. c. 14, places it 
between Eubtea, and the island of Helena : it took its name from Myrtilus, who, .according to 
Euripides, was thrown in the sea near the Geraistian promontory. , Coyest. v. 991, and his 
scholiast. 	 . 

5  Scylax Caryand. in his Periplus, mentions the island and city of Belbina. 	Guillatiere, I 
know not with what authority, says its ancient name was Albonai 

6  Guillatiere, without the smallest reason), says that the ancient name of this island was 
Gadalone. 	Athens, ancient and modern. 	 7  Pausan. b. 1,. c. 1,, 
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,Strabol calls it ppoxxou .xotpc4, which is evidently an abbreviation, 
or more probably an error of the transcribers. 

The Attic shore, towards the Piraeus, is concealed by a lofty pro- 
jection of Laurion.. 	Dr.. Chandler2  follows the common error, and 
pay$ that the bronze statue of Minerva in the Athenian Acropolis 
could be distinguished from Sunium. This however would have re-
quired the penetrating eyes of. Lynceus, as a lofty promontory of 
Mount.Laurion intercepts, not only the view of the Acropolis, but 
even of the projecting parts of the Athenian coast, near Pirus and 
Mounychia; though the fanciful Mons. de Pauw quoted this as an in-
stance of the extraordinary optical powers of the Greeks—but as his 
facts are imaginary, his inference cannot be true. 	The Athenians 
saw no better than other people, but the singular transparency of 
their atmosphere assists greatly in enlarging the ordinary sphere of 
Vision, 	I clearly saw the temple of Jupiter Panhellenios, in ./Egina, 
from Athens,3  and the Parthenon, at Athens, from lEgina ; which 
De Pauw gives as  further proofs of Athenian long-sightedness. 	I 
moreover distinguished the temple at Sunium from ./Egina4  and Sala-
mis ;5  and the  Parthenon from Corinth,6  Kalauria,7  and several 
parts of ,Argolis. 	I saw Parnassos from the summit of Hymettos,8  
and several islands of the .LEgean at a still greater distance. 

It is to be lamented, that of those who have published their travels 
in Greece, some have followed bad translations of Pausanias, instead 
of the original. 	That accurate topographer does not say that the 
statue of Minerva was visible from Sunium, as is erroneously repre-
sented in the puerile translation of the Abbe Gedoyn : the original 
says, TOGUTIN ?VC AOtivez; v TOU &fccroc aixpoi, xcei o X000; rou xpayou; aTTO Emmy 
vrpocrTrAeoucriv EITTlY IA 0-02,07rra.: which means, that the point of the spear 
and the plume of the helmet were visible to those sailing by Sunium; 
. 	 , 	 . , 	 . 

1  B. 9. p..398. 	- . 	g Travels in Greece, ct. H. p. 56. 	3  Eighteen,  miles. 
4  Twenty-three miles. 	4 Thirty miles. 	 6  Forty miles. 
9 Thirty-one miles., 	.' 	g Sixty-four miles. 	 o 
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which might have been the ,case if they were about 'five mild from 
the shore ; but, not nearer.1 	 •. 

Sunium was first of the tribe Leontis,2  and,' then of that
, 
 of 

Attalis :3  it was a place of strength, and was fortified by the` Athe: 
nians during the Peloponnesian war.4 	During the Servile war its 
Acropolis was occupied by the slaves, who made use 'of it to annoy 
the neighbouring country.5 	Strabo6  calls it ceE0Xorc inizoc-, and' gays 
it is three hundred and thirty stadia from the Pirils: 	Pliiifmakes 
it forty-two miles ; by sea it is not more than twenty4our miles. 
The promontory of Sunium was anciently decorated with tWo' tem- 
Ples, one of Miner.va Sunias, and another of Neptune touviciparoc.8  
The peripteral temple _which yet remains is generally supposed to 
be that of Minerva. 

It is elevated upon three steps, and poSsesSed originally six co-
lumns in front, and probably thirteen 'on' eachside, composed of 
white Marble, resembling that of Thorikos; and in all probability 
brought from that place. 	The metopw, which are ornamented with 
bas-reliefs, are apparently from the Parian quarries. 	In -the time 
of Spon9  there were nineteen columns standing. 	The Abbe Four- 
montl° says, that in his time there were, seventeen. 	Le Roy1  has 
represented two anta2, and two columns at the eastern front; four 
columns on the north side, and seven on the south side. 	The pre- 
sent remains consist of two columns, and a pilaster of the PrOnaos, 
three columns on the northern side, and nine on the southern : Le 
Roy has given only thirteen columns, whereas fourteen are remain- 
ing at the present day. 	Chandlerls says, that some of therii' were de= 
stroyed by a Turk' named Jaffeir Bey: 	- 

This beautiful temple appears to be of much legs antiquity than 

1  See Lechevalier, Voy. de la Troade, t. 1. c. 7. 	2  Stephanus, in voce 102/YlOY. p. 678. 
3  Meursius. de pop. Attic. 	 4  Thucyd. b. 8. c. 4. 	- 
5  Athemus, Deipnosoph. b. 6. c. e0. 	B. 9. p. 398. 	7  Nat. Hist.'b. 4. c. 7. 

- 8  Aristoph. Equite4 v. 559. • 	' 	9 Voyage de Grece;,t. '2. p. 155,.in the year 1667. 
1° Manuscript JOurnal in the Kings library at' Parii.: 	' 	 11  In 1729.. ' 
12  Ruines de la Grece. 	- 	II Tr'avelS in Greece, c. e. p. 8. 
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that of Corinth, and of Jupiter, at YEgina : and the elegance of its 
proportions, indicates that it is a more recent structure than the 
Parthenon. Vitruviusi asserts, that the temple of Castor, in the Fla-
minian Circus at. Rome, was similar to that of Minerva at Sunium.2  

The temple on the Sunium promontory, which is situated near 
the sea, and exposed to continual winds, has been corroded by the 
saline effluvia, insomuch, that the angles of the flutings have lost 
their original: sharpness ; and, instead of. the golden patina that is 
seen on the Parthenon, the marble of Sunium .exhibits its original 
whiteness ; which, contrasted with the bright blue sky above, and 
the dark green shrubs3, of - the foreground, has a singular and lively 
effect! 	The forests of Sophocles4  have disappeared, and are re- 
placed by some wild-  olive trees, and, dwarfish junipers. 

The temple is supported on its northern side by a regularly-con-
structed terrace wall, of which seventeen layers of stone still remain. 

Some metopa3 are scattered among the ruins ; but they are cor- 
roded and decayed. 	Valuable remains might be discovered by 
turning up the earth ; . and. it is unfortunate, that among the 
travellers . who • have visited this place, none have had sufficient 
leisure, ,memi,,or_enterprise,I to undertake. an  excavation which pro- 
mises so much, 	Mons. Lechevalier,5 indeed, on. his way to Troy, 
stopped at Sunium, and had the, interior of the temple excavated 
in his . presence ; 	but -having found some human skeletons, his 
Greek workmen were unwilling to, proceed in. the undertaking, from 
a supposition •that it had once:  been a church., 
‘,.. The fallen columns;  are :scattered 4bout below the temple, to which 
they_ ifortn,the richest foreground. 	Some have fallen into the sea; 
and others have. been :stopped .by ledges and projections of the 

B. ;I.. 	c'; 7.'' 	. 	 . 	. 	. 
2  The following are the measurcmepts,pf this temple, as given in the Unedited Antiquities of 

Attica.—Diam. of cols. at base, three feet foul' inches,"-three lines; diam. under the capital, two 
feet six inches ; intercol. four feet eleven inches. 	The columns have no entasis. 

3  Principally ;the lentiscusj  juniper, and the asparagus acutifolius of Linnaeus. 
* Ajax, v."123.5.,_  	A Voyage 4e la Troade,• tom. 1. c. 7. 	, 	_ 	. 
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rock. ' T went down the steepest 'part- of the preeipide;:,  and kind 
a metopa. near 'the -Water beautifully sculptured,: but eornSclecbliy,  
the spray of the sea: 	* 	' 	' ' :' 	, 	. 	. 	' . 	11 	L .' - ..rl' tar. 	L. 	1 

Several frusta' of Colurnns.  are found a little below the' •ntirth -side 
of the temple, With Doric' capitals 'of- white-  marble; :of 'smaller 
dimensiOns than those 'of the temple. 	These are the' remains of the 
Propylaea ;1  and there seems to-have been nearly the-same diffetente 
of prOportion between' the Propylaea -of Sunium' and 'its teinple,ias 
there is between the Athenian Propylaea and the: Parthenon: 	The 
ancients probably had some settled rule, concerningithe' reciprocal 
proportionS of these two edifices to one .other. 	' , ' • f' ' • : 	• 	1 
- 	Amongst the ruins I found a small Dori& capital' of• -stone, of a 
curious form; where the hypotiytche/iiim, or amulet, was in the middle 
of the echint4 of the capital, instead of being -under it.- 7t 	. 

On the southern side of the 'temple are-some fragmetitS of plain 
stone columns. 	 • 

The walls of the town, of which there are few remains, .may be 
traced nearly down to the port on the southern side ; but thegreater 
part of the opposite 'side, upon the edge of the precipices was un-
defended, except 'by the natural strength of the place, and the 
steepness of the rock ;  the walls were fortified with square towers, 
and there are the remains of one of a circular form.  

As we were desirous of making' several drawings 'of this beautiful 
temple, we remained here four days, and slept in a cavern in the 
side of the precipice;  which commanded a 'Vie* over !the 'wide and 
varied shares of the Saronic Gulph, in which were distinguished the 
Seyllaiare promontory, the Wands' of Belbina, .Hydred,- Kalatria, 
Egina, and part of Salamis : the inountaincius coast of/Argolis; 
and the.  distant Arcadian summits, Were also visible ;'. and ',below us 
the-hlUe-  sea, 'breaking upon the insular rock of Patrocld&;  dashed 
against the foot of 	precipice.UpOn which we were staticiiied:' ' 

I See the Unedit. Antiq. of Attica, published for the Dilettanti Society. 
From Sunium to-the Scyllaiin promontory is' twenty-seven miles, 
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The proinontory of Sunium is exposed more than almost any 
othe,r, place-to the. !violence,. of the winds: it is assailed by every 
rude gust which blows from. the north, south;  and west; and it is 
only partially ,sheltered by LautiOn from the eastern blast. 	During 
our ,stay scarcely a moraentintervened without a violent gale; and 
it is .almost as ill-famed for shipwrecks "as. the Malean promontory, 
nor is it. less dreaded by the mariner. 
; It is also frequentlyrthe resort, of Mainio te and Eubcean pirates, 

who discover vessels from it at„a great distance, and thus readily 
dart upon their prey. , 

It is mentioned as the resort of pirates by Terence.1  
The following inscription was found at Sunium some years ago :— 

OEOMNHET6E0E0MisTFIETOTS:11ETAMN 
ETPATHrOEXEIPOTONHOEMTTIOTOTAHMOT 
EITITHNXiZPANTilisITIATAAIANETTI 
MENEKPATOTAPXONTOEANEOHKEN. 

" Theomnestos, 'son of Theomnestos of Xypetai, Strategos of 
Paralia, elected by the vote of the people ; Menekratos being 
archon, erected this statue." 

• 

TO BARI, 

On -the 8th we quitted Sunium, to return to Athens, along the 
western roast, and to visit the ruins which are upon that road. 

We ,.were eight minutes in descending to the sea shore ; and in 
ten more left ,the traces of the town. 	. 

A great quantity of scoria is heaped up near the sea; and a little 
further inland is the shaft of a mine. 	We stopped a short time 
to sketch 'the temple and the promontory, which is seen to great 
advantage froth this spot, bearing nearly east. 	In fifty minutes 

I Eunuch. act I. sc. 2. 
VOL. I. 	 4 A 
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from the temple we-reached a well of braCkish. water; :Of ;which' wehad 
been. obliged-  to drink during Our stajr at 'S uniuM. 	•Futuretravellerit 
Who. remain any time,_ at- the, Pionionfory-,:T.may see thed necessity :of 
taking". a -Supply, of , good water, with Ahem; :as- that, c•f, ith6:.:a,boVek 
men tioned.'well is only' potable; when better is:not to:.be procured - ,, 1 

. We now quitted the sea: side ;.: and; erosSing,  a dry. gully,--. entered 
a forest of pines, wild olives, and lentiscus..: Oil is' extracted` froM the 
Korivoq„01' wild 011ie, but the TrUit is extremely small. 	' 	. ` . -a: 	'E 
. In an hour and thirty-eight Minutes =we .arrived at. Alegrina,' a 
metochi or farm belonging to the monastery of .Pentele. "Its stands in 
a small arable Plain at the extremity of the forest we had Penetrated'. 

Our :way led through some fields of cotton, which was. just ripe. 
We passed over;  some -imperfect traces of antiquity;  'which may 

indicate the site of the Azenenses.1  	' ; . 	' 	, 	' 
Near this is the village of Kataphiki, _a , short . distance from: the 

sea, and thirty minutes :from Alegrina... We, approached . the sea; 
and stopped to take a sketch of a port called Anabisi or Anaphisi'.; 
which Stuart, and other travellers, have, supposed:to be the ancient,  
Anaphlystos ; which, according to Xenophon,2  was only sixty stadia 
from Thorikos, and appears to have been one of the fortified places 
that protected the mines of Laurion. 	The distance was perhapS,  
not more in a straight line over the mountains ; but by the way of 
Sunium, it is much more considerable.. 	It was of the tribe Antic= 
chis.3 	Strabo4  mentions a Paneion, and a temples of Venus Kolias, 
at this place ; but Palmerius6  very properly imagines, there must, be 

... 
'.,4 	: 	1 	, 	I 	' 

1  Strabo, b. 9. p. 999. Azenia was in the tribe , Hippothoontis. Stephan. de Urbib. p. 41, 
HarPoCrat. Lexic. p. 15. Hesych. Lexic. vol".i. p. 118: Suidas, Lexic. vol. 1. p. 62. Val-,  

nterlits-14ercitat. p. '650. 	' 	'' 	! 	•• ' - 	• 	• 	-  
2  Rat..Redit. c..4. 	In the manuscript of Cyriac of Ancona,: in the ,Barbarini library 

at-Rome,--there-is4u-inscription front -Athens, in which it is written Anaphlutios: 	4i0NYU0I 

	

AXIMI/ls1101!" AIA(1)AYTIC0/.    	. 	'  
3  Stephan. de Urbili. 43"."4g,. .4arpocrat•LeXic, p. '98.,'' Suitlas; Lexic. Vof.,1. pr,..- 1 i3.5i ' 

' 11 • P. p• 	.98.-„ 	/1- 	-7. L 	, 	lAior,A, 7' ",' 	ri, 	r , 1 	"t - ,.,., 17.r:i-V, 	i. ?. 	rr 	,,,r 4 At*-, 	00rvi;e it 	
. 

° Note on Casaubon's Strnbo,,P:_0114.4dit:i-Callaub. Note 12. 	la T 	,4 	e. 	1 i• ,ii,:,,;??. 

• 
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Smiles .ertorfin' the :text, 'and that , the geographer alludes to Cape; 
Noliaspnear. /the. Piraeus. .i According to Pausanias,1  Anaphlystos 
Owp4Ats, name and foundation. to • a son of Trcezen. • 	The port is 
spacious and sheltered by long projecting promontories ; particu-
larlyyby that -on its northern side,. which termniates near a small 
island called. Prosonesi. 	The promontory is probably the Astypa- 
laia of Atrabo2  and Stephanus,5 and the island is perhaps the ancient 
Eleusa. 	 . • 	• 	, 
,., The rains of Anaphlystos rare. near the sea;; but we had not suf-
ficient time to examine the spot. ',The view from hence is beautifully 
composed by the softly-swelling eminences which form • the port, by 
the- Saronic Gulph, .with the, attractive outline of ../Egina, and the 
varied undulations'of the Argolic mountains. 

Baying finished our :drawing, we, proceeded through a rocky 
tract .covered- with . bushes, and,, soon - reached • an extensive.  plain ; 
apd thirty-four rninutes• from Anabisi, came to some traces of   anti-
quity, ,. After , Anaphlystos, Strabo.  mentions the Aigineis, which 
some conceive ought to be written Aigilieis; from Aigilia, a demos 
in , the tribe Antiochis.4  • 	, 

We passed a small village called Andamsi; and in ten minutes more, 
some other ancient foundations: 	At a short distance from this place 
the vale begins to narrow, and is compressed on each side by parched 
and barren hills.. 	\Ve came to the village of. ,Elimbos; situated in a 
cultivated, plain.- 	Here, are some, foundations, the indications of a 
demos, which some5  ,have imagined tobe the ancient Ermos, which 
was in the tribe Acamantis; but it is not noticed,by Strabo. After the 
Aigineis; he mentions the Lampureis, or people of Lamprea. There 
were two places of this name, Uppers' and LoWer, KavirEpOey aticriCre, 

• II 	n 	• 

; eptiev ;''One on *the side of Hymettos, the other at its foot, near the §ea ; 
• • 	• 	' 

- - 
i 	1 

.1  B. 2' c. 50:. ' 	. ! , 	a-.B. 0. p.898. 	w 	-,, 	0.  lie Urbib;p. 189. T 	. 
4  Stephan. de Urb. p. 51. Harpoerat. Lexic. in V. Atviiktivi. p.16. Meurio. de pop. Attic: 
s Stuart, vol. 3.' p. 10. 	..4. , LI , 	7j: —I- 	f XOuilLiinibrika., :- --J :-' ' : 	' 	- 

4. A 2 
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froin whiCh Cause.  it Was also natnedAastortiai ricze.  cam's -,t  ',ail& Suidast  
seems to make of both only' One! $demos-, which •he •says- Was irt,thq 
tribe Erechtheis.-  	PausaniaS3  'callS'it Aceiorpga. - 
' A short' distance frOM this place We passed by' some ancient :Tao 
mains, composed like the' pedestal .of Agrippa, and the gyninao-
sidm of Ptolemy at Athens, bf Ilternate-layers of large and small 
blocks. 	Several other remains perhaps indicatd the.  site of Thbreai; 
or Thorai; which was in the demos Antiochis.5 	After a short 
delay' at this .place we proCeeded, and on' , our " left, 'Observed. a 
Small port near - the= village •of Xuski: 	Our road still continued, 
for some time, through a'cuttivated plain, which-we at length aban-
doned, for a forest , of pines and bushes ; after -which ive came to 
some traced, forty-eight Minutes froin Elimbos;' and twenty Minutes 
further, passed by several other vestiges of antiquity. 	' 

Strabo places the Anagurasioi, of demosAnagurous; next to Thorai; 
and Pausanias6  says, that they had a temple' of the Mother of the 
Gods. *ft was in the tribe Erechtheis.' 	Near this is-a church, to the 
left of the road ; and half an hour further are sonic= other remains, 
and large blocks of stone amongst the pines ;:a short diStarreefrout 
which, ancient wheel marks are observable On the surface of the rock, 
over which the modern road is formed. Other traces soon 'afterwards 
appear, and several tumuli, or heaps of small 'stones, ' are scattered 
about the- plain. 'These are probably only the cleanings of the fields, 
and not the repositories of the dead. 	The Whole of the coast; from 
Sunium tolithens, seeMs to have been thiCkly inhabited, and 'peopled 
with towns, 'village's, and temples. 	ThelraCes of antiqUity do not 
occur by any means so,  freqnently Upon' the eastern Coast: of Attica. ' 

I 	• 	. 	 ' 	i 	; 	- 	; 	"' 	• 	. 	/ 	, 

• 
" 	. 	' 	..  

1  Harpocrat. in voce AaprpEtc. p. 227. 	, 	° Lexic. vol. 2. p. 414. 	3  B. 1. c. $1. 
4  At Rome and in its vicinity are several ancient walls, constructed in this manner,- as the 

cella-of-the-round-temple of.. Yestat_and_the monument of the Plautian family near Tivoli, &c. 
5  Harpocrat. Lexic. p. 193.. , Stephan. de Urbih. p.$99t  ,Suidas, Lexic. vol. 2, p.14. 
6  B. 1. 	c.$1, .: 	., 	: 	FIepoy. 	. 	 =1 	.:•1 	,,' 	• 	• 	o• 
.8  Harpocrat. Lexic 	N 341 $tephan;  de Ufbib. p. 126: 	Hesycl), Lexic vol. 1. v. $.18. .... 	. . 

Suidas, Lexic. vol. 1. p.161. 	' 
, 	 1 
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larlii:theprogress of our journey Iwe-observed, the rock cut, for the 
passage.of carriages ;.;and a few .paces further a fine wall, of regu. 
lar construction. 	We.lad been,. for some time, passing over an 
uncultiiated, bushy' tract, which we now quitted, and entered a 

. fertile plain; with many heaps of small stones dispersed in all direc- 
tions. 	We passed a well, and in the evening reached the village of 
Bari,71  which is six hours and a half from Sunium, and is situated 
near the ruins of a demos, which Stuatt2  conceives to be Thorai. 
There are several remains about the village; at the church is a 
fluted columnar altar with a large base, and the following sepulchral 
inscriptions on well-sculptured stelai : 

HNIIMOZ 	 APIETOMAXH 
HNIIMOT 	 BOTAAPXOT. 

. 	.. 
Here is also an equestrian statue, not quite so large as nature ; . 

oply. the lower half of the man ,and. the. body of the horse are left. 
It is. notin' good style; and has been produced from. the grey marble 
of Hymettos. 	 . 
, We. lodged in the cottage of the Papas ; and, as he provided us 

with good wine, and what was still more necessary, good water, it 
was no small gratification to us tci quench the burning thirst which 
the, saline beverage at. Sunium had. occasioned.. 	fat one-  end of the 
cottage being tenanted. by cattle, and the. rafters being full of rest-
less cocks and hens, which were incessantly cackling and crowing, 
I had my,  bed placed under a spreading pine tree, and. passed the 
night in Perfect tranquillity-4 Sylv'a dorms cubilia frondes."1 

Bari is prettily situated, about a mile from the sea.; the -port is 
formed' by a-long neck of rock.: 	The,  island. of Belbine is( visible 
., 	.  	 ti, 	. , 	, ti  

, 	6 	. 	. 	• — 	 , 	- 	_......J. .L.....,.."... 	.. 
- 1 Pronounced Vari.  	2  Vol. S. p. 9. 

,, 	, 	. 	 - iluvenal." 	. 	4  rib& highestipoint tears s. 6 E. 
.1 _ 	. 	. 	_ 	, 	r 
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in the distance. 	The vicinity of the village is adorned by some 
fine umbrella pines, which are of a vivid green, and perfUme the air 
with their resinous and aromatic exhalations. 

TO A PANEION ON MOUNT RAPSANA. 

On the 9th we visited the cave of Pan, and were accompanied" 
by a Calogeros, to shew us the way: , 	 :- 	. • ., 

In twenty-four minutes from Bari, we reached the hill called Itap.:" 
sana, and were twenty minutes more in ascending, through forests_of 
small pines, to the cave of Pan, which is situated near the summit: r' 

This curious antiquity has been described by Dr. Chandler,1  but 
it still merits some further observations. 	. 

The mouth is on the horizontal surface.of the rock,: and its ap-
proach is neither grand nor picturesque ; .:but. the interior ,singu-
larities fully repay for,the_ disadvantages of its outward appearance, 
A wild. fig tree, .which -grows out of. the ,entrance; facilitates the 
descent, which is only _.•a • few yards. 	The 'ancient!  desCent -:was bj 
some steps cut in:the,rock, but which ,are at present ruined: ;Having 
reached the :bottom, the word. IIANO, 'roughly cut,' is ,seen on the 
rock ito 1 the -right 	.The next inscription, facing the-entranceof the' 
cave, is— 	 • 

— -- 	_ 

I!, ',1'.1 Travelsin'Greece, c. 32. 
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APXEAHMOE(1)1  
IrIPAIOEONT4441) 
0A.HIITOEOPALI 
AIEINTMOONTON 
ANTPONEEHIT 
HEATO. 

" Archidamus Pherwusque lymphaticus cognitione Nympharum 
antrum perfecit."2 	. 	- 

From this inscription it appears that the cave was a nymphceum, 
which was made, or rather finished, by Archedemos of Pherai. 	It 
was originally the work of nature, and seems to have been sacred 
to Pan and Isis, -as well as to the nymphs ; these subterraneous 

__22yliapheea were, not uncommon in Greece, (La TC6 Et' Myrpolc garceNgto- 

FEYCG Mara WS at NO410416; TrpOETTIVCCCGri NUfraPC61,3  ", on account of the waters 
which flow into the caves, over which the Naiad nymphs preside." 
• A.  little further in the cave is the following imperfect inscription, 
which is omitted by Chandler— 

TANTEP 
EOK 
KAI. ..0 
®ON'. • 

. 	 . 

Opposite this is XAPITOE, which Chandler makes APHOE. The 
next object which:struck me was a colossal head, sculptured in high 
relief upon the rock, and apparently representing a liOn; but it is 
much defaced. 	The lion's head, as the symbol of water, is an 

• • 	1 	, 	, 

— _.... 	. 	.. 	 . 	 - 
1  This inscription is in Dr. Chandler's collections  but the TON of the fourth line is omitted. 
1  Chandler's translation. 	c.. 	. 	, , ';.?.Porphyry.'" De Antro Nymphanim. 
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appropriate accompaniment to the cave of the nymphs. 	At. a 'few 
paces from this spot the passage divides into two branches,' both 
leading to a cavern, where they have a communication. 

Near the mouth of the greater division of the cave, which is _on 
the left hand, is inscribed ' 

APXEAAMOE 
OMPAIOE 	 . 

We descended to the right by the ancient steps which are cut in 
the rock. 	Here is a well of the coldest and clearest water, but not 
deep, 	A few paces further we came to the communication with 
the greater cave; which communication seems to be the work of art, 
and to have been cut in the form of a door. 	The only light which 
visits this mysterious' spot is reflected from the perpendicular aper-
ture at the 'first .entrance. We descended by a few steps into the 
larger division, and were much impressed by the extraordinary ap= 

. pearance, and deep gloom, of this once sacred cavern. 
It is not remarkable for the magnificence of its dimensions; but 

its singularity surpasses every thing I have seen. 	• It is adorned 
with stalagmitic concretions of the most varied forms, but not of 
so white a hue, or of so compact a nature, as those of the grotto at 
Antiparos. 	The matrix of, the rock is a crumbling grey marble, the 
stalactite being a superficial coating. 	In one part of the cave, how- 
ever, a complete insulated column of stalagmitic deposition reaches 
from the roof to .the bottom. 	Others of a similar kind were very in- 
judiciously broken,1  and taken away several years ago, for the sake of 
the material, which was conceived to be valuable; but it was found 
to be of a friable quality, and Unable to resist the sculptor's chisel. 

. 	 . 

3 ,13y Mons. Fativel, French *consul at Athens. 	They were amongst the antiquities sold at 
the  auction of the late Count de Choiseul Gouffier, at Paris, in Sept. 1818. . 
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Within the great cave is the curious bas-relief of Archidamos, 

by whom the inscriptions appear to have been cut, and the cavern 
to have been ornamented., 	 . 

It is apparently of high antiquity; and in an uncouth and rustic 
style, quite in unison with the place. 	The figure represents Archi- 
damos, clothed in a short tunic, reaching about half way down his 
thighs. 	The body is so much defaced, and so badly expressed, 
that it is uncertain if it was intended to be clothed or naked. 	He 
holds a hammer in his right hand, and a chisel in his left, with 
which he is working at some indefinite object, that is cut in the 

Over his left hand is inscribed— rock. 

APXEAHMOE 
AnCEAAMOZ 

The repetition of the same name, and the lower one being very 
badly cut, with the A instead of the H, induces me to imagine, that 
it was done long after the former, by some other person of the same 
name, who visited the cave. 

On that part of the rock which he is cutting, is inscribed in large 
letters,1  

, 
AllOAASZNOZEEPESI 	 

On the opposite side of the cave is the headless statue of a female, 
which is cut in the rock, and sitting 'on a- throne, with her feet rest- 
ing on the vrovoIov, or subsellium. 	The head was probably of bronze 
or marble, and was .evidently fixed on, as the groove which was 
made to receive it is still seen. 

This was probably a statue of Isis, whose worship was introduced 
into Greece from Egypt by the Saitic colony under Cecrops. 

' The form of the original letters is of ' very 'high antiquity : 	it hag 	not' here been 
imitated. 	 _ 	..., 	' 	' . 	

' VOL. 	. 	 4 B I 
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The goddess is generally represented in a sitting postUre, with 'au 
son Oros in her arms, whom she is nurturing at her breast. _ She 
was the divinity of the Nile.: and as she. presided over the liquid 
element, her statue is appropriately situated in the Nympbwtim., 

The statue in this cave is so much damaged, that it is difficult to 
ascertain whether Oros formed a part of it. 	,It is: not improbable 
that this figure of Isis was sculptured in the early' period .of her 
worship in Attica; and that the other parts of the cave were long 
after decorated by Archedamos. 	Small statues of the Egyptian 
goddess are frequently found in Attica, and particularly in sepul- 
chres. 	She is also often represented on bas-reliefs 4-..ak  style not 
denoting high antiquity ; and although she was venerated under 
the name of Demeter, she was, -at the same time, honoured under 
her own appellation.1 	The two names, however, came: at last 
to be considered as two distinct divinities, although Herodotus2  
clearly affirms that the Egyptian Isis was the same as the Attic 
Demeter. 

Near the statue some indefinite object is seen sculptured on the 
rock; which, from its bad state of preservation, is incomprehensible 
to common observers ; but Di-. Chandler imagines it to be an Ithy- 
phallus,3  the symbol of Bacchus. 	This, however, I can scarcely con- 
ceive, on account of its magnitude, which is but little inferior to Isis 
herself, who is represented about the natural proportion. 

Melampus, according to Herodotus,4  introduced the Phallic wor- 
ship into Greece from Egypt. 	The only monument however of, 
this kind, which I have seen in Greece, is an Ithyphallic terminal 
figure. at Libadea. 	They are much more common in Italy. 	Near 
the Ithyphallus of Dr. Chandler is a niche, which once no doubt 

. contained the statue of Pan. 	Under it is inscribed, nANoz. Above 
. 	, 

. 	 - 	- 

.., 1 Pausan. b._ 10.)43. 62. - 	-, 	"-; 	-s:B. e: c. t9. 	• 
. 	3  See Harpoc.rationf l..ex.,p. 196.: 	- _ 	...A. B. 2 .0. 49.- 
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this are some steps leading to another niche. 	Towards the mouth 
of this cave, a sqnare cavity, abort three inches deep, is cut in the 
perpendicular surface: of the -rock ; in Which a basrelief, or an in-
scription, upon some other Material, 'Appears to have been anciently 
inserted. 	 . 

The cavity is surrounded by.  an inscription cut in the rock ; not a 
single word of it is legible. 	Another inscription is also seen upon a 
loose block ;".to decipher which all 'my efforts W erevain. 	Dr. Chand- 
ler has published two others, Which escaped my notiCe. 

There is no echo in the cave ; and;  although it was not particu- 
larly damp, the air. was extremely heavy and disagreeable. 	We 
remained seven hours in this Subterraneous, abode, and made seve-
ral drawings of its mysterious- singularities ; -after which we - found 
it an ;unusual relief and gratification to revisit the day, to inhale the 
aromatic perfume that was wafted from the surrounding pine trees, 
and to enjoy the beautiful prospect which this spotcommands over 
the Saronic Guiph.. The sea is 'about a mile from Bari. 	Some pro- 
jecting capes are seen;'with some insular. rocks near the shore; the 
largest of which is named Phleba. 

TO' ATHENS. 

We quitted the cave in the afternoon, and descending by the 
worst of roads through the pine forest, as soon . as-  we• reached the 
foot of the• hill.: observed several, vestiges • of antiquity. - Having 

4 B 2 
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proceeded an. hour . we ;,saw ; some:small. insular rock s :nearAhe-shore, 
and two capes, the most considerable of which, was,. ZoAer ;band 
which Pausanias2 	pretends took 	its , name from ,the .;_Beat, , of 

• Latona, which she untied at this place. 	According to the, same 
author, Minerva, Apollo, Diana, and Latona, had -their altars at 
Zoster. 	The view of the gulph is particularly ,beautiful: from this 
spot. 	 . 	, 	. 	.. 	-•.. 4 	' 

Herodotuss informs us, that the residue of the Persian navy, • when 
approaching this cape, after the battle of Salamis; were terrified by 
the appearance of some small rocks,4  which they mistook for Athe- 
nian vessen, and accordingly fled. 	 • 

We here entered upon the Athenian. plain, which, is considerably 
elevated above the sea, and covered with bushes. We passed several 

- tumuli of small stones, and some, imperfect traces, of antiquity; and 
in an hour and ten minutes;  from Bari, came to the remains of an 

• extensive city, perhaps the Halai Aixonides, which - Strabo5  calls 
AXseic o; AsEconcol, and which was in the tribe Cecropis.6  

A quarter of an hour beyond this place we passed near an aper-
ture in .the horizontal surface of the rock, similar to that of the.cave 
of Pan at Bari. 	It appeared deep ; but we were precluded from 
examining it, by the want of ropes and ladders. 	As its contents 
may be interesting, I have ever since regretted that I did not return 
thither from Athens, equipped with proper implements for pene- 
trating its recesses and exploring its curiosities. 	Near its mouth 
are some large blocks of stone. 	Having proceeded a short distance 
from this place we observed an ancient wall, regularly constructed 
with large stones. To our left was the village of Tragbnes; and to 
the right the rocks of Hymettos. 

Three quarters of an hour more brought us to the remains of a 

I Now called Halikes. 	2 B. 1. c. 31. 	 3  B. 8. c. 107. 
.4  .A.Kp«L Xerrai. _ 	. 	5  B. 9. p. 398. 	6  Stephan. de. Urbib. p.87. 
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irfiOfc/ddrisiderable"di 	i nientOisf,-,prolsably.Aixone; which was of the 

ItfilbgiCeeropiS.1 	Large, laloekcs:‘tif -stone,-'and foundations of many 
liuillaiiigs,t-ate scattered' round in all directions, and part of the cella 
:of W temple,  is well: preserved: 
3 Between this place and Phaleron, ,on the left of the road, was the 
demos of Aliznous,2  in the: tribe of Leontisiiwhich we did not see. 

We arrived at Athens after dark., 
.. 	• 	 . 	 . .. . _ 	.. 	 , .. 	 , 	. i Stephan. de Urbib. p. 67. 	IlarPoCrat. Leyt.i9. p. 18.: 	 . 

2  Strabp:b.. 9. p. 398. . Pausan.,.b. 1., c. $1.. StePhen. de Urbib. p. 100. 	Harpocrat. 
Lexie; p: N. Suidas1  Lexie; nit. 1. Fi. 11s'.. 

   
  



CHAPTER, xvr. • . 	., 

The island of .Egina. 	Land at the old port. 	Ruins of the ancient city. 	Remains of a Doric temple. 
Compendium of the history of the island. 	Soil and produce. 	Visit to the temple of Jupiter Panhel- 
lenios. 	The temple and statues. 	Return to the port, and departure for .the island of Salamis. 
Land at a deserted port. 	Proceed' and land at a monastery. 	Description of it. 	Panoramic view 
from a mountain in Salamis. 	Voyage to Eleusis—compendium of its history. 	Return by sea to 
Athens. 	Small islands in the gulph. 	Ancient castle in Salamis. 	Islinds of Psyttalia and Atalanta. 
Port Phoron. 	Piraeus. 

TO .REGINA. 
• ' 

THE recollections of antiquity would not suffer vs to quit the 
neighbourhood of lEgina and Salamis, without visiting those two 
principal islands of the SarOnic Gulph. 	We accordingly sent to 
the Pirams a few days before our departure, that a boat might be in 
readiness to convey us to those places. Having arranged every thing 
for our voyage, we set sail from the Piraeus on the 21st of Septem- 
ber, in a small boat with three sailors. 	We left the islands of Psyt- 
talia, Atalanta, and Salamis, to our right; and further in' the gulph 
sailed near the two desert rocks called Diapori and Elaiisa. 	When 
we contemplated the scene around us, and beheld the sites of ruined 
states, and kingdoms,. and` cities, which were once elevated to a 
high pitch of proSperity and renown, but which have now vanished 
like adream ; when we saw their once busy shores left without an in-
habitant, and their once crowded ports without a ship, we could not 
but forcibly feel that nations perish as well as individuals.1  A similar 

, 	- 
1 Airooq puKova, yap 111 .7rOXEK 4077r e p ayepwrot. 	Lucian's Contemplantes.. 	1 
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feeling penetrated the bosom of Servius Sulpitius, while he was 
traversing the same sea ,through which we were sailing. 	In the 
letter of condolence which he *addressed to Cicero upon the death 
of his daughter Tullia, we find the following passage ; the beauty 
and the pathos of which have been generally admired :— 

" Ex Asia rediens, cum ab /Egina, Megaram versus, navigarem, 
ccepi 'regiones eircum circa prospicere. 	Post me, erat lEgina, ante 
Megara ; dextra. Piraeus, sinistra Corinthus, quee oppida quodarn 
tern pore florentissima fuerunt, nunc prostrata, et diruta ante oculos 
jacent I Coepi egomet mecum cogitare, num nos homunculi indigna-
mur si quis nostrtun interiit, aut occisus est cum in uno loco tot op-
pidorum cadavera projecta jacent." 1  

An Apeliotan, or eastern wind, carried us over in three hours, 
the distance being eighteen miles ; and we landed at the northern 
extremity of /Egina, amongst the ruins of its ancient capita1.2 	Our 
attention was first attracted by a-large tumulus of an oblong form,-
supposed to be the tomb, of Phocus ; which, according to Pausanias,3  
was near the Aiakeion, or temple of /Eacus. 

Not far, from the tumulus, are the foundations of a large edifice, 
apparently a temple. 	A festival called A‘cescaux, was anciently held 
at lEgina, in honour of /Eacus. 	According -to Plutarch,4  it was in 

1 " On my return from Asia, as I was sailing from dEgina towards Megara, I began to con- 
template the prospect of the countries around me. 	../Egina was behind, Megara before me ; 
Piraeus on the right, Corinth on the left; all which towns, once famous and flourishing,now 
lie overturned and buried in their ruins. 	Upon this sight, 1 could not but think presently 
within myself, Alas.! how do we poor mortals fret and vex ourselves, if any of ear friends 
happen .to die or be killed, 'whose life is yet's° short, when the carcases of so many noble, 
cities lie here exposed before me in one view." 	Dr. Middleton's Hist. of the' Life of 
M. T. Cicero, sect. 7. p, 371. vol. 2. 	 4 

This passage has been beautifully imitated by Saint Ambrosias, in his 29th letter, ad 
Faustin. vol. 2. p. 944. edit. Benedic. 	He places tite-sceneof his effusion in the beautiful, 
and once powerful country, between the Alps and the Apennines. 

2  The capital town or all the Grecian islands had the same name as the island. 
3  TCCOOC xwtia, b. 2.'e., 29. - 	 -4  Life or Demosthenes. 
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the Aiakeion thatlrytierides the orator, Arisfonicus.ofMarathOn; and 
Himerwus, the brother of Demetrids Phalereus, took refuge from the' 
vengeance of Antipater. 	The sanctity of the temple was however 
violated, and the suppliants were dragged from it, and put to.  death: 

The ruins of the ancient town cover an extensive plain ; they con-
sist in heaps of blocks and foundations, but there are few remains 
of any regular building, except of the temple that is situated upon 
an' eminence near the great port, and has generally' been supposed 
to be the temple of Venus, which is mentioned by Pausanias :1  only 
two columns are standing,, one of which is broken off beloW the ca- 
pital. 	They are .of a soft calcarious stone of a yellow tint, and fri- 
able quality ; and the destruction of the once beautiful structure 
may be ascribed to this circumstance, as well as to the concussion 
of earthquakes, and the violence of man. 

Of all the Doric buildings which I have seen, this is the most 
chaste and pleasing to the eye ; neither partaking of the low and 
heavy proportions of the temple at Corinth, nor of the tall and slen-
der form of that of Jupiter, at Nemea. 

It appears that when Chandler2  travelled in Greece, the two 
columns were entire, and supported the architrave .3  

As ports, promontories, and the sea, were sacred to Venus; her 
temples were generally erected near the element from which she 
sprang : the most celebrated of these were the temples of Cyprus, 
Cythera, Cnidus, and the Piraeus. 	- 

Hecate seems to have been held in particular veneration- by the 
Eginetans ; her temple,'' and 	ocevov,5  are mentioned by Pausanias. 
The same author enumerates four other temples in the town of 
./Egina, sacred to A pollo,6  Diana, Bacchus, and /Esculapius. 	He 

1 B. 2. t. 29. Naos. 	2  See Ionian Antiq. 
3 The entire column was thrown down by a high Wind some Years after I quitted Greece ; 

and., that most beautiful example of the Doric exists no more. 	These columns are about 
twenty-four feet eleven inches in height, including 	the capital. 	Intercolumniation, six feet 
four inche!5 six lines.- 	, . 	4  Naos. 	 3  Wooden statue. 

6  A festival called AeXotvia was held at 2Egina, in honour of Apollo. 
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ISLAND OF ,ZEGipiA. 	 561 • 
also mentions _a magnificent theatre, with a contiguous stadium, of 
all of which no certain remains are at present to be seen. 
., , Auxesia, and 	Lamia were  also - goddesses, who, according to 
Herodotusl and Pausanias, were particularly venerated in this island. 
The latter author mentions the temple of Apheia,2  on the- way from 
the capital to the temple of Jupiter Panhellenios. 	The great festival 
of iEgina, the Airvvreey Eoprth was celebrated in honour of Neptune ; 
but ,Pausanias does not mention his temple. 

Strabo3  gives one hundred and eighty stadia to the circuit of 
JEgina, and Pliny' twenty miles. It is however about twenty-two, in 
reckoning from cape to cape, without calculating the indentations 
and sinuosities of its bays and ports. 

In the period ,of its glory it probably commanded some of the 
neighbouring islands, and, like Ithaca, had ports upon the continent ; 
otherwise we must form but an humble opinion of the )Eacideia 
Regna 15 	However_ this may be, the illustrious6  island does not 
merit the contemptuous appellation of the lEginetan Rock,. as it is 
frequently designated by one of our most elaborate historians ;7 . and 
it is highly probable, that those who are termed merchant pirates by 
the same author, were_ the first people in Greece who were fami-
liarized with nautical concerns, and who introduced into the sur-
rounding states the advantages of commercial intercourse, and of a 
circulating medium. 	 ,  

The island of /Egina, owing to its central situation and its local 
advantages, became thickly inhabited at an early period, by a rich, 
powerful, and industrious people. 	Indeed, as their population soon 
increased beyond the resources of the island, they relieved them- 
selves of their superfluous numbers8  by forming 	settlements in 
distant countries. 	They were, according to Strabo9  and lElian," . 

I B. 5/c. 82 and 83. ; it is written Datnia by this author. 	 F IEpoy. 
3  B. 8. p. 375. 	4  Nat. Hist. b. 4.-c. 12. 	5  Ovid. Metam. b. 7.'V. 472. 
0  Atarperea plm,. Pindar, Isth. 5. V. 56. 	 t Mitford, Hist. of Greece. 
8  Strabo, b. 8. p. 376. 	9 Loc. cit. 	 I° Var. Hist. b. 12. c. '10. 

VOL.!. 	. 
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the firSt nation which coined silver money,,  which for: that" reason 
was called Airvitio. 	• 	- 	1 	'. 	's 	• 	 . ' 4 	4 	. ffi 

' ' Egina, which 'was- celebrated for its. widely extended cornmeree,1  
becatne the emporium,  Of Greece. ' At one period its naval power 
was superior" to that of the Athenians ; but the 'increasing grandeur 
and opulence3  of the island soon excited the jealousy of its power: 
ful neighbours, -which broke out 'in Open" hostility, till the 'mighty 
invasion of Xerxes united for a time those discordant rivals in the 
common ea:use Of Greece. They had eighteen ships at the' battle of 
Artemision ; thirty at that of Salamis; and five hundred men at 
the battle Of Plat2ea.4  - The rich spoils of the Persians were sold in 
Egina, and made a considerable addition to its wealth.5 	Long 
after this glorious epoch' of confederate politer, the Athenians gained 
a naval  victory over the Eginetans,6  took seventy of their vessels, 
and laid siege to their "capital, • which, after some time, was surL 
rendered by capitulation. 	In the first year Of the PelopOnnesian 
war the. Athenian§ drove them -from their island, which-. they Cold-
irized with other inhabitants. ' The fugitives' settled at 411hyrea; a 
-distriet on the gulph 'of , Hermidne, bordering on 	Argoiis and 
Laconia :g about seven years after the Athenians besieged and 
-destroyed their new establishment; and the remnant of the jEgi- 
iietan- stock • was either dispersed 'or -put to the sword. 	It 'once9  
more recovered its independence after the conquest of Athens by 
'Lysander.: It was  given :by the'Romans to Attalu§, king of Per- 
Tamos ;1° -and long after it was subjected :to •the Athenians by 
Anthony; but Augustus  again restored thein to liberty. 	The 

_ . 	 . 	 . 
L Aristot. Doxtro:. b. 4. and Pausan. b. 2. c. 29. b. 8. c. 5. 	2  Pausan. b. 2. c. 29. 
3  Aifietizetis'saYs;that the orator Demades termed 2Egina the eye-sore of ‘Piraeuls, Xemy TOV 

11£19attde, Deipnosoph. b. 3. c. 21. 	Aristotle attributes this saying to Pericle 	de Rhetor. . 	_  
b. 3. 	10. . 

4  Herodot 	 5  Herodot03. g. 	- 	6  Thucyd. b. I. c. 105. 	 . 
7  Thucyd. b. 1. c. 108. and Pausan. b. 2. c. 29. 	 . 
2  See 	b.'s. c. 38. and b. 8. c. 3, 	µ i 9  Pausan. b.l. c: 29: 
'0  Livy) b, 33. c. SO.' ' 	'''" 	' 	' 	' 	 , 	, 
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subsequent history of- .1gi_nazis little known. 	According to Coro- 
nelli,1  Galeotta Malatesta,:  who married the daughter of Anthony, 
king of Bceotia, was duke pf :the islands.; It_ afterwards fell under 
the Venetian power. , It.  was , taken by Yrederick_Barbarossa in 
1557, and was sacked _by.Francis _Morosini in 1654, for.its disobe-
dience to the Will ,of the venetian republic., At present it is inha-
bited only by a thin population of Greeks .4_  The principal town is 
between the _great port, and :the temple of, Jupiter .Panhellenios. 
But a new town is gradually making its appearance near the old 
port :. a little commerce .im carrying on with the neighbouring 
coast, and the inhabitants have the . character of industry and 
honesty. - The port has taken the name .of Saint Nicholas, .from
a small church which .is near, itp- ,,As. this, saint- is the protector of 
sailors, there is scarcely, a ,,iort in...Greece which has not A. church 
or a chapel dedicated to him.' 	,.. 	., 	, 
. 	Every profession,, and, indeed almost every; pursuit and passion, 
had in ancient times some presiding: -tutelary divinity. 	Such is 
nearly the case at this day throughout Greece. 

This port is difficult of access,, owing to the number of rocks 
which rise just above the water's edge, and which, according to 
Pausanias,2  tradition :attrihuted ' to,,./Eacus„ by .whom, they were 
'contrived, for -the protection of his port against the ,irruption ,of 
pirates, 	. 

The view from this. place is:  interesting and,beaptiful, command-
ing the rugged lines pf the promontory, of • Methana, with the more 
distant Epidaurean mountains, stretching down, towards the Corin- 
thian isthmus. 	The northern vicinity of /Egina is varied by several 
small islands, which are the i'srli-sTA-0, mentioned by Strabo.3—Their 
modern names are Angistri, Moni, Perdica, Metopi, and Daroiisa, 
besides other nameless rocks : these may be the' Craugix du„'' the 
" Cwcim .dtim,'.' Selachusa, Dacenehris, and Aspis of Pliny,4, ,which 

a Mama, Negroponte &c., parte seconda, ,p. ,18g.:, 	 ,. 	— , .:4 .P.4.1C..19!.... 0, 
• 3 .P. 8. p. $75. 	 4 Plat. iliSt. b. i. ,C. IA. 	: . .; ._ ,. , 	_ . ) 

4 c 2 
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'he places opposite the SpirWaii promontory: c'The. ttio .otheOslarids, 
Diapiiri •and .Elaiisa, which .are inore. towards the niiddleofftlie 
gulph, are probably the Dendros and Elaausa of the same author. .43 
- The soil of /Egina is rocky: and .of a' light ;colour, butlt is!lich, 

-and produces excellent Corn ; it is also fertile in winei'olive4,?cottori, 
and fruit. They have a small fig, the sweetest I haVe ever met with. 
' The face of the country is prettily diversified with' hills and dales, 
the uncultivated parts covered with:pines, small -cypresses, juniper, 

. lentiscus; and the other shrubs and bushes which 'commonly grow 
on the mountains of Attica. 	The island swarms with the -red-legged 
partridge, but I do not believe it is true that' the inhabitanti destroy 
their eggs, 'as Coronelli, Wheler, 'Dapper,• and others affirm.. 	In- 
sulated -cottages are scattered about the fertile parts, of the • island; 
in a secure and peaceful manner, and the inhabitants are good and 
civil to strangers.. 	When we entered their 'cottages to - make--in- 
quiries 'after antiquities, they received us with that kind.  and.  cordial 
welcome, which is so characteristic of the Greeks; who live' out of 
the immediate atmosphere of Turkish despotism. t We' found, sotheof 
them at dinner, and were invited td partake of their fare, •which 

. consisted of goats' cheese, of a salt and pungent 'quality, olives;and 
dried figs, with brown barley bread, baked in the ashes, and steeped 

. in water to.render it eatable,. 	The-poorer inhabitants seldom.  taste 
Meat ; and when that happens it is only that of goats,'which'is 
rank and unpalatable to those who are MiaccustOmed.to it, : 1 • ,-; 

-Their beverage is the rosin wine of 'the island.-'and:sonietimos '.a 
little.raki,.or spirits: 	• 	:, 	. 	i' 	'- 	' 	',, 	,-:. 	'i 	.,, 	..,,,... :-:. 

• , 	I 	 , -- 	 w 

.' :I' 	: 	..3 	4 	 ' 	[ 	- 	t 	-,,' ; . 	.•4 4 	r 	, 	'' r 	;r 	 . . 	- 
,.: 	1 	4. 	, 	 Y 	 ' 	' 	i . 	. 
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• TO .  THE TEMPLE OF JUPITER PANHELLENIOS. 
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,night IA 	e. ihouse_9ta btrierch4ut ,kiatue011- 
chele Mira, near the great port; wet set out on horseback the next 
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.morning to visit the temple of Jupiter-,Panhellenios'; aid,  as-we in-
ended passing some days among those_ ,beautiful ruins, we laid in 

a stock of provisions, that we. might :not: be exposed , to' the same 
want,r which we ,had lately experienced at the Sunium 'promon- 
tory. 	Our road led .us, for some time, .throUgh the ruins of 'the 
ancient city. 	There Are some- sepulchres of the spelaia kind be- 
yond its precincts. 	We observed some: wells, ,and the track of 
ancient wheels impressed, upon the rocky road. 
r Having crossed the plain in' a southern= direction;  we ascended by 
'rough ways to the'town, where we arrived in an hour and a half. 

We lodged in the house of the principal Greek . of the place, 
.named' Pandelichi.  Gibnomu, to ,whoni Logotheti of 'Athens had 
recommended us. ' 'He :received us: with "hose marks of civility 

;which travellers generally : experience from-  the_-„Greeks. . He was 
,acquainted with the leading particulars' in the history of his island ; 
'and when he talked of . its . former grandeur,:.and compared it with 
dts present. abject situation, the . tears'.came into his _eyes, and,. he 
'.exclaimed " Alas i where islEgiria now rt.: r 	 , I. 
• This 'modern town probably occupies the site, of an ancient city ; 
perhaps of Oie, which, according tO_HerodOtus,2  was 'twenty, stadia 

,from the capital. 	. 	 . 	, 	. _ 
' -, Here are a feW .iniperfect :and' dubious traces;_ and 'the -wall of a 
church exhibits. a has-relief Of a fernale; sitting on a: thronos., ,The 
hill above the town, 'which was 'apparently AheAcropolis,!was forti-
fied .with: a'castle in the lower ages, and the Summit is_ at present 

. crowned with some-windmills. - Here are about four 'hUndred7houses, 
which are generally of a 'small 'size: The heat is_ intense dtiring the 
summer ; and fevers' frequently occur.. The same day, we proceeded 
to the temple, at which 'we 'arrived in Ail hour and a quarter, having 

• ' 	' j 	7.-_1.,1. •;''' 	 ' ' ' 	u i ri.r ' 	4.' .c ).,,  
1 HOU etvaityiva rwpa; thi,:re mentioned MIS otherwise uninteresting circumstance, as the 

expression which accompanies it js common throughout Preece, 	troy etvac is userl,on all ,and 
' oceasiOnirof foss WitilifortiiiieMiniiiiine feast 6pfifnelii;- riirt;s'iiii iiiis*:-.1 ''- 'If '-' it' 
.x.-+r, 	.,..t 	}bsdanoil 	fro :: (ro 1 5,: kit ,Db.;tp..7.,sal,,; et-f,.:.  ir,arE 	t sii1,11 5IL A .) 
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passed through ,a forest .of Small firs. 	The approach toy this :t'tne!- 
fable antiquity .is exquisitely attractive; - The columns Are s:_een:ou 
the summit of Mount Panhellenion ; and, at every turning:0011e 
circuitous road, it delights the approaching traveller , by. some- fresh 
point of view, which is diversified by intervening trees:- 	. 	-,, , 

As I wished to have sufficient leisure for the accurate delineation 
of this , beautiful ruin, we remained here three days, And, passed 
the nights in a cavern, a little below. the eastern side of the temple. 
There is a cavern in the rock, at the entrance of which is the frustum 
of a stone column of the Doric order, with forty flutings,1  and three 
feet and a half in diameter. In the flat surface is seen around cavity 
thirteen inches in diameter, and two .or three inches in.  epth ;: within 
which is a square hole, pervading the whole block. , I penetrated 
some few paces further with a candle ;.. and, creeping on .try: knees 
through a small aperture, found,  myself in another.le,Ave,_ wit :more 
than five feet in height in its present state, and about ten feet in dia- 
meter, 	The roof is distinguished by a small circular aperture, which 
is cut down perpendicularly, and admits the day4 	. 	s 

It is coated with a fine stucco, of a most, indurated quality, con- 
.gisting of minute pebbles, and a yellow cement. - This opening is 
nearly filled up with large stones, which have fallen from. the .,con- 
tiguous temple above. 	It is• evident from the -form of this cave, 
that it could not have been a cistern; but it was probably, employed 
in the mysteries iof the temple. ,- The diameter of the perforated 
:frustum •above-.mentioned is a little larger ;than: that !c!f.  ;the circular 
aperture of the cave, and , was ;perhaps „plated .over lit; Mal d.:might 
have served for .a pedestal,. Or an:altar.; hut it :Was. most-prOably 

-,a puraithpion,2  DT fire altar. _Altars of ,thisAiinc4ppefar :to.. have 
,,,been, used in all the temples,3  and .to haxe.bteti" lighted by Myisible 
means. 	Nothing more was necessary than to pour oil upon them, . 	__.  

. 	. . 	. 	, 	 . 	 . 	. 	. 
. 	! The coluain,sof ,the -temple at Persepolis haye forty Outings.;. chardig Voyage.,ea.Pee, 
vol. Q. 	 ; Strabo, bt  15,4). 733, , _ 	- 	3  Plutarch'i Life of Aristides. ,....   
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,which,  WoUld'-'instantaneously burst •- into a name upon coming in 
contact with:the-fire, that was. kept in readiness under the perfo- 
ration. 	 • 	, 

The• cave,. which' IS probably carried under the temple, certainly 
proceeds further• than the obstructions of the fallen stones would 
permit Us to advance 	' 	. 
: , This is` probably 'the most ancient temple in Greece, after that of 
Corinth. 	If credit is- to be given to Pausanias,1  it was founded by 
YEacus;,: son of ,  Jupiter,- f.; It - appears that, at a very early period, 
Jupiter was A faionrite divinity 'with the Eginetans. 	We are in- 
formed by 'llerOdotus,g: that when Amasis permitted ' the Greeks to 
erect temples in `Egypt, the-/EginetanS raised one to- Jupiter, the 
,Samians to Juno, and,  the-Milesians -to'Apollo. 

Motrit Panliellenion; Upon.which -the 'temple 'stand S, although not 
of considerable height, commands a large part of the island, and 
-gratifies • -t6-.  Spectator by-ayprospect 'abounding in interest and 
beauty.:•It .exhibits.: the Whole extent of Attica from the -Skironian 
'rocks to the:Stiniuni.-  promontory; with the city of Athens, the whole 
of the Saronic Gulph, and some Of the distant islands of the Archi- 
pelago--; 	The temple stands upon , a platform, that was anciently 
supported on altsides by terrace walls, of 'regular construction, which 
rest,  upon' ,others,•that are cOtaposed of polygon stones,- and more 
ancient than the' sUperstruCture ;'- but they are 'Considerably ruined, 
and in some places are' even traced' with•difficulty.' 	• 
• The•  temple :is far front; any Iabitation'; and- is 'surrounded with 
shrubs, : and. small ;pine :tree's.- 	-No-ruin- • in Greece. is ;more rich in 
the picturesque, as every point of view has some peculiar charm. . _        	_ . .. 	. 	.. 	. _  
It originally consisted of thirty-six 	columns, exclusive of those 
within *, the , cella. ,There.:*were six- at each end, -and twelve on 

-each side;  being a.deviations' froth the-  common rule of -Doric 

1B. e. c. 30. 	 2  B. e. c. 178. 
3  A 'temple at Rhaninos in,Attiei haiiWelve.  colunins on 'the flariki, and siiin the front. ,_ 	• See Unedit. Antiq. of Atti.ca; itib. by Dilettanti Society; 'London;  1817. 
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temples, ,which generally have at ,each. flank: one more, than double 
the numberin front. 	The temple of Apollo, tpiktturios however 
deviateslfrom both of these. 	 - 	 : - : 	t 

Within the cella of the temple of ,Jupiter, there' were teAsmaller 
columns, five on each side, which supported: tbe,roof,:.. the lower 
parts of these-  still occupy their ancient positions., 	Twenty-five 
columns are left entire at the present day ; although Spon,'Wheler, 
and Dapper,2  assert that, in their, time,, there were, only, twenty? 
one. 	Coro,pelli is still more inaccurate,. and allows it only twenty. 
Fourmont, with, his usual, confusion, mistakes it for the. temple of 
Venus, although Pausanias says, that the latter .was,pear the:  sea: 
Theinaccurate and contradictory representations pf these travellers, 
render it probable thaknone of them had ever been upon, the spot; 
bpt that they made up their narratives more from hearsay than from 
actual observation.  

The greater part of the epistylion or, architrave is ̀still. remaining; 
but the cornice, with the metopm ,and triglyphs, have all fallen, and 
I observed amongst the ruins a block thirteen feet iniength,which 
was probably the lintel of the entrance. • 	 , 

The temple is composed of a.soft porous stone, easily worked.; it 
was coated with' a thin stucco, which must have given it the appear- 
ance pf marble., 	The epistylia , were, painted, and, the cornice 
elegantly ornamented in the; same, manner. 	;Most, of , the columns 
are composed of , several. frusta ; but, some_ of the shafts are single 
blocks, like the columns of the temple of Yenus,3.:at, the old .port, 
and of the temple at. Corinth.. 	I do, not, however recollect:,any 

- 	. , 	 . 
- 	 . 	. 	. . 	 . . 	, 

L It is evident,, from this and :many other_eitamples which might be.  given, that, the.aricients 
were not confined to any positive rules, either in the details or the general proportions of their 
temples. 	The above-mentioned instances, and the 'great difference between the low Doric of 
the temple at Corinth, and the meagre columns 	at Nemea, are sufficient proof of this 
circumstance. 

2  Archipel. p. 275.' Amsterdam, 1703, 1 vol. fol. 	 .. 
s I have called this the temple of Venus, because it is generally known by that name. 

. 	- 
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bleam pies in Greece, where the -columns;' when of niarbIe, are of one 
piece, except the Ionic colonnade'''.  i-leat ' the inonunient *of LYsi; 
krates, the two tripodial columns above the monument' of Thra= 
Syllos; a'nd the 'single column of Cipollina at Athens: 	The 'columns 
of the temples in Italy are freqUentlY of one undivided mass, Whether 
bf white marble, or 'of coloured 'stone.  

When I was at .1Egina42  the-interior of the temple - was covered 
with large blocks of •stone, and overgrown with bushes.. This cir-
cumstance produced a 'sort of bOnfuSion; which, while it inter 
mingled the trees and the architecture; made a great addition to 
the picturesque effect of the interesting scene. 	The place has since 
been cleared ; the stones have been taken _away; 'and the trees cut 
down to facilitate the removal of the statues which were found be- 
neath the ruins. 	Though these changes may have made some 
deduction from the pleasure with which the painter  would have 
viewed the spot, yet they have added greatly to the gratificatimi of, 
the classical traveller, by whom all the architectural details may: 
now be readily examined, and accurately discriminated. 	'-' 

The pavement was found to be covered with a fine stucco, painted 
of vermilion colour, and about the sixth of an inch in 'thickness. 

A small altar of stone, about two feet high, was discovered within 
the cella ; but the celebrated statues of Parian marble, in the singu.,  
lar style of which no rivals are any where to be found, were exca. 
vated from the two extremities of the temple, below the tympanai, 
from' which they had fallen at some unknown - period. ' I shall not 
attempt a minute description of these preCious remains of the IEgi-
netic school; the discovery,3  which, in its importance, has not been 

- surpassed by any of the kind in modern times, is due to some of Sur 

• , 

I See Stuart, Vol. S. c. 11. 	 s Sept. 1305. 
3  They were found in the year 1811.  	'  

'4 VOL. .1. 	 D 
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own countrymen,' and some .German travellers ;2  from whom-  a d 
tailed account of them is anxiously expected. They, have ibeem:s9, 
posed by some to represent the principal heroes of the Iliad, contend,. 
ing with, the Trojans for. the body of Patroclus.. Minerva,armed, with 
her helmet, aegis, kontos, and aspis, is the,principal figure.;.;  and,fregm 
its superior size, is conjectured to have stood in the centre .of the 
tympanum, below which it was found. The other_figures are combat-
ants in various costumes and attitudes; their shields are circular, and 
their helmets crowned with the lophos. The.bodies of some are naked, 
while others are covered with armour or leather. Their, attitudes are 
judiciously adapted to the form of the tympana, and, to the places 
which they occupied. They were evidently made prior to the intro-
duction of the beautiful ideal in Grecian sculpture. The muscles and 
the veins, which are anatomically correct, exhibit the soft:flexibility 
of life; and every motion of the body is .in scientific harmony with 
that of nature. 	The limbs are strong, though. not Herculean, and 
elegant, 	without effeminacy ; no preposterous muscular - protube- 
rance, no unnatural feminine delicacy, offends the eye. 	They are 
noble, without being harsh or rigid ; and are composed with Doric 
severity, mingled With the airy grace of youthful forms. The perfection 
of the finish is quite wonderful ; every part is in a style worthy of 

- the most beautiful cameo ; the extremities:of the hands and , feet 
merit more particular admiration. 	Indeed the ancients thought 

. that elegant fingers and nails were essential ingredients in the Coln- 
position of the beautiful. 	The most extraordinary circumstance 

,,however in these statues. is,.the want of expression, and the sameness 
of countenance, which is to be observed in all the, heads. 	This 
approximation to identity' is certainly not fortuitous :, for the artists, 
who were able to throw so much varied beauty into the forms of 

- 	'4' 	•; 	- 	 • 

1  Mr. C. R. Cockerell, and Mr. John Foster.. ,,  	i , 
.r., 0 !,Mr.,LinClikand ',Baron Halle“ the lanlented death of the latter', will "prob'ably' :C19rive 

the world of much interesting information upon, the ,anticiu,ities,„Aptsi .,ar,chyeptujr,ey,ftece. 
:-. 	r r 	.t, 
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the bodies, 'were !no doubt fully able.' to infuse a similar diversity .of 
expression into the 'features. 	Their talent was probably confined to 	. 
one style of countenance, by some religious prejudice. 	'Perhaps 
some archaic and much-venerated statue served as a model,, from 
which it might not have been consistent with the feeling of rever7  
ence, or with the state of opinibn, to. deviate. 	The formation and 
postures of the bodies afforded a greater scope, 'and a wider field, 
for the talent of-the sculptor; for while the, Doric severity of the 
early }Eginetic school is evidently diffused through the whole, yet 
a correctness of muscular knowledge, and a strict adherence to na- 
tural beauty, are conspicuously blended in every statue. 	An un- 
meaning and inanimate smile is prevalent in' all the faces. Even one 
of the heroes, who is mortally wounded, is supporting himself in ,the 
most beautiful attitude, .and smiling upon death! 	In short, the, con- 

,querors and the conquered, the dying and the: dead, have all one 
expression .; or rather none at all ! The high finish of their hair is par- 

- ticularly worthy of notice. 	Some of the curls, which hang down in 
* short ringlets, are of lead, and still:rernain; 	The helmets were orna- 
mented with metallic accessories, and the offensive weapons were 
probably of bronze ; but they have not been found. 

All the figures have been painted ; the colour is. still visible, 
though nearly effaced. 	The colour on the' aegis of Minervais very 
distinguishable. 	The white marble of which the .statues are com- 
posed las.  assumed a yellow hue,. from the soil in which they were 
buried. 

Their broken limbs have been judiciously united. at Rothe;- and 
some extremities, whickwere not found in the excavation,: have' been 
so well restore& and imitated, as to be scarcely . distinguishable 
from the originals. 	They are-  destined: to -render. the '_cabinet.,of 
Munich one of the most interesting in the. world.2 	These statues 

- - -- 	 - - - 	- 

' By Giuseppe Franzoni and Luigi KaufinaW' " " 	,11 	-r, 	 - - 	' 	. 	..14 	• 

1 	2  They were purchaSA hYdthe' Prinee IROYirbilliiviuli fjrt10,006 Venetian4quiiisl they 
are worth U'least fOi.if Itintei aiai;giiiii. ')Jis "(:"i"  I T°14`'111.1‘ ii 14 .gni  I  . 	1  "1  l'j L 11+ 	+0  i 	1(  7f 

4 D 2 
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are rather smaller than life, and, as ''-only-  seventeen have been: folind, 
it is evident that others are' still 'Missing to fill up the tympana. 
The action which is represented is supposed to have taken place 
in the open air, as the tympana are' painted blue;- in' imitation 4, 
the sky.  

Pausanias2  frequently mentions the lEginetic style of sculpture,, 
and the arts peculiar to that island, which he term Airwala epraria ; 
and, in speaking of a statue of Hercules at Priener  be says,3 ": that 
it is extremely ancient, 	but not 	like those'. at /Egina:, . and the 

, archaic' ones of Attica ; but rather, like those highly-finished5  ones 
of /Egypt!' 	• 	 . 

The sculptors of /Egina, whose names have reached us, are 
Kallon, Smilis, Onatas, Glauciast  Simon,. Aristonous„ and. Anax,  - 
agores. 	The statues in question • were probably. made by one of 
these sculptors. 	 .. 

A large eye of ivory was found amongst the ruins ; it probably 
formed part of a chryselephantine statue.. Some inscriptions; , in 
small Greek characters, were also discovered, . which appear to re,,  
late to the implements appertaining to the temple. 	.. ' 

The /Eginetans were also celebrated for their works in bronze; 
particularly candelabra, which were. esteemed as much as those - at 
Tarentum.6  Their ceramic vases were also highly valued, and formed 
a lucrative branch of their commerce ; they are often found in the 
sepulchres of the island, and in. their lustre and high finish are, if 
possible, superior to those of Nola. 	Polychrome vases are also 
sometimes found here, and are interesting on account of the variety 
of their colours? 
' P 	 . 

1  The fragments .of twenty-five statues were found, besides those of focir females smaller 
than the-others,-Avhich it is conjectured 'were originally placed upon the Acroteria. The Teo - 
mainder would probably be found by a diligent search below the peribolos. 

"2  See b. 1. c. 42. b. 2. c. lb and 20. b. 7. c. 5. b. 8. c. 42 and 53. b. 10. e..36; 	See 
also Plin. Nat. Hist. b. 35. c. 1.l. Quintil.: Inst. Orat. 1i: 12. ' c. 10. 

3  B. 7. c. 5. 	 4  Agxceiorarotc. 	 Arpfrigioci 
6  Pliny, Nat. Hiat.'b/34. "d; 2'and 3. 	- 
7  Sir H. Englefield has one in his collection, which was found at /Egina by Sir W. Gell. 
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'Aniongst oilier 'anticrUitid-  whiCh we' purchased at this place, 
Njerebrne .saarabW the' back part Of which resembles a beetle, as 
the nam' 	denotes- ; while . the front or flat surface is generally dis- 
tinguished by th'e intaglio of a lion; a chimaera, Or some real or ima- 
ginary thiitual. 	They have.'a lOngitUditial perforation, which shews 
that they were'either'fikedtod pin, or tied to a string. 

It is the opinion  of tanii;2  that'-  they were worn by warriors 
as amulets ; and that the superstition originated in /Egypt. From 
that 	country it probably passed into Greece and Italy, where 
they are found'in great quantities; partieUlarly in Etruria, and are 
generally cornelians. 	They' -axe portrayed -upon 	the /Egyptian 
obelisks, and.  are  common thrthighout lEgypt ;. the flat  surface is 
generally covered with hieroglyphical characters, and sometimes 
ekhibitS 'the mbristroi.I. 	fanCieS ' 'of ./Egyptian superstition. 	The 
laigest that is knOwn' is in the British Museum, and measures five 
feet in length, 'being of a dark 'grey 'granite:* 	The next in size is in 
the cabinet'of Mons: Devon 'at Paris; arid measures about one foot 
in length ; it is, of red granite: 	These' larger scarabwi have plain 
surfaces : those' of a smaller kind' found in /Egypt' are 'generally 
from half .  an  inch to five inches in' length, and are sometimes of 
basalt, Or other hard and dark stones, 'and' at'other times of pasta, 
or opaque glass, of a light green or blue colour. These are probably 
what Herodotus4  terms xi0004 xurco, "melted stone," of which ear- 
pendants were made for-the -sae-red -crocodiles. 	We also procured 
several of the silver coins of iEgina, with the tortoise on One side, 
and the indented square on the other, -*hid' is sometimes divided- 

1 See Pliny, Nat. Mist. b. 30. 	c. -11. , Olaus Mag. , Goth. de Supest4.. Cull  Dmnic4), 
b. 3. Rome, 1555, in quarto. Chiflet in  Tab.,Abraxess.,,p1 111, 132, 

1 	1 	4 	1  

s Saggio di linguae  Etrusca, vol. i. p. 170. 	See:Iglian, :l0, Animal. b. 10. c. -15. 
3  See-Dr. Clarke on Scarabzei, Travels in Greece and Egypt/,&c.partg. p#- 305., 	1  

4  13.":_C*Q9'w3 Td .ci,1,7-71. Li' rfru!' 	'rf. rktiAi 77 ,!i()111:111/ -., -Di m jr-t, 1  RI fl 	, 
,
j 	A 	II 	, , 
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into four compartments, generally iininscribed. The ancients &rifled 
these coins ncevice, from their thickness. 	We found some with the 
letters AI, and one, with Ain. 	The British Museum possesses 'one 
inscribed. AiriN. 	There is one published•by Chandler,1  with a tor- 
toise on one side, and AI: the reverse is a dolphin, and' NI, in an 
indented square. 	The tortoise was, probably, as well as the dolphin, 
emblematical of navigation. 	Some of the smaller silver coins of this 
island have two dolphins on one side, with A in the middle; and on 
the reverse, the indented square with NO, which is probably the be- 
ginning of a magistrate's name.  	. 

The surface of .1Egina manifests the devastating effects of volcanic 
agency. 	Towards•the northern part of the island are •rocks of lava, 
of a dark grey colour, resembling that of the Alban mountain near 
Rome, being a close-grained piperino, with which they make mill.. , 	. 
stones. 	 - 	. 

We quitted this delightful arid tranquil spot on the evening of the 
26th ; and, proceeding by a less circuitous, but more difficult road, 
towards the northern foot of the hill, came in a few minutes to ii 
heap of large blocks of stone, the remains of some edifice of high 
antiquity. 	The road is evidently ancient. 	 - 	, 

We proceeded to the left of the modern town, and descending tb 
the ruins of the ancient city, arrived at Port Saint Nicholas; and 
passed the night at the house of our former host. 

TO SALAMIS. 

On • the 27th we sailed for Salamis ; 	towards which we were 
wafted by the gentle. Zephyrus, or western i breeze ;' but as it 'soon 

.1 	, 	, 	 I 	I 	, 	, 	 t 	7' 	' 	i` 	 , • 
1 	)^ 	wt 	 t 	I 	I., 	 n• 	' 	, 	, 	 ., 

1  Ionian Antict. vol: 2. 	01 
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Peased, our sailors were obliged. to .row, and began their shrill yell, 
which considerably alleviates the labour of the oar, however much 
it may. annoy the ears of the stranger ! 

f‘ Mens intenta suis ne foret usque malis. 
Hoc est cur cantet vinctus quoque compede fossor 
Indocili_numero cum grave mollit opus : 

Quique. refert pariter lentos ad pectora remos, 
In numerum pulsa. brachia versat aqu5,."1  

The sea became a perfect calm, and the shades of night enveloped 
us in the middle of the gulph. 	The mild serenity of the weather 
invited us to contemplate ,the surrounding objects. 	The lights of 
Megara were distinguishable. We admired the phosporic sparkling 
of the sea, and contemplated the bright lustre of the stars, as Aulus 
Gellius2  had done on a similar occasion, and in the very same situa-
tion, near seventeen centuries before !--7--  

Ab /Egina .in Pirmum 	. . ..... in navi transmittebamus. 
Nox fuit, et clemens mare, et anni aestas, coelumque liquide sere- 
num. 	Sedebamus ergo in puppi simul universi, et lucentia sidera 
ponsiderabamus." 	 .. 

In six hours we reached a small deserted port at the southern ex-
tremity of Salamis, and passed the night in a cave near the sea. 
The next morning, on examining our situation, we found this part 
of the island uncultivated, but diversified with round rocky hills, 
covered with small firs, cypresses, wild olives, and the terebinthus, 
caroba, myrtle, and lentiscus, besides other smaller shrubs, and 
aromatic plants. 

' Ovid. Trist. b, 4. Eleg. 1. v. 4. &c. 
2  Noct. Att. b. S. c. 21. " We passed over from iEgitia to Pirmus in the same vessel. 	It 

was night, the sea was tranquil, the time summer, and the sky clear andserene. Ire therefore 
sat upon the prow, and contemplated the,syning stars4,7 - 
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- 	The rock is of a friable grey marble, easily broken ; and several 
large masses have fallen from the impending precipices into the sex 
In front of the port are two rocky islets, called Peristeria, from the 
great amber of wild pigeons which are its only inhabitants. 	Be- 
yond these rocks is seen the Attic shore, as far as Sunium, and the 
island of Patroclus. 

TO THE MONASTERY OF PHAINEROMENE. 

On the next morning at an early hour we quitted this secluded 
spot ; and steered along the western side of the island ; but the 
wind blowing from the north-east'. we put in at a small port, where 
some bold precipices rose from the sea. 

The _shore, which is composed of uniform hills,, is covered with 
small firs! 	Every thing is left in a state of nature; no inhabitants 
are seen, and no cultivation is perceptible. 	 - 

The wind continuing contrary we bathed in the sea ; which cirm 
cumstance I mention in order to deter others from the same recrea,,  
tion, as the bottom is full of thorny echini, which lacerated our 
feet, and produced considerable pain. 	 . 

During the morning a fishing boat came into port, and we bought 
some fine fish for twenty paras an ocque ; which happened very 
opportunely, as our provisions were nearly exhausted. 	. 

At a small distance from the sea, at the foot of the hills, are some 
ancient traces and foundations of considerable extent; but they are 
so much overgrown with shrubs and bushes, that it is impossible 

- 	 . 
1 The Kamac  of the Athenians. 
' According  to Strabo, Salamis received one of its early names, Pityoussa, from the abun-, 

dance of this tree, b. 9. p. 394. 	 . 
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to examine them. with any degree of accuracy. 	According to 
Strabo,' the ancient capital of the: island was situated towards the 
south,- opposite Iggina ; but it was ,deserted in his time, and was 
replaced by a city, built, on a peninsula, which stretches out to-
wards Attica, The geographer•andes to the peninsula of Cyno-
soura, on the eastern side of the island,- where- part .of the ancient 
walls of . the city, of 4' 	regular constructions  . are still remaining. 
Some inscriptions2  are also seen at the neighbouring village of 
Arapelachi.3 	 ' 	• 'I . 	. 	 4 . 	' 

Cynosoura is that point of the. island which is.  nearest to Athens, 
and is probably the same as, the place,  called, Kuvos. ZNAce, -that took 
its name' from the ,dog -of TbemistoplQs 1 ,which, on his master's quit-
ting Attica, unwilling ,to be left behinds  leaped into. the sea, and 
following the boat .to  Salamis,:  flied ,on•reaching the shore, and was 
buried on the spot, that ,wa, aecordinglynamedthe Dog's Tomb' 

In one of the Delphic Oracles Salamis is:  called the Divine ;5  with 
which epithet it is also honoured, in-'an inscription, published by 
Wheler. 	 . _ , 	.. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	, 

The situations of the temples of.Diana,: Cychreus, and Ajax, are 
unknown.6  The Aianteian festival, was-  held , in Salamis, in honour 
of the son of Telamon, 	, 	• 	, 	 . 

The wind having shifted a little, in our favour, we proceeded in the 
afternoon, and passed, by .a tape , projecting- from the island. To-
wards evening we passed by another: promontory, ; and near this 
three small islands, called Karaki, Lebethilsa, and Trupika ;7  soon 

. 	• 	 • 	. 
1B. g. p. sgs. 	 . 
2  See Dapper Descrifi. de l'Archipel. Sic. p. 282, 	Dr, Chandler says, that the walls of 

the city of Salamis. at CynoSoura may be traced, and are about four miles in direuit;'he also 
mentions, that there were some inscriptions amongst the ruins. See Travels in Greece, c. Q. p. 8. 

3  The name of this village is derived from Aiterexec, on account of its extensive vineyards. 
4  Plutarch's Life of Themistocles. 	- -6  Herodot b. 7. c. 7. 
6  Pausan. b. 1. c. 35 and 36. 
7  Spon and Dapper mention two small islands near the entrance of the great port, called 

Canouli and Prasouli.  
VOL. 1. 	 4 E 
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after which the great port of Salamis; one of the most magnifiCe0 
in the world, opened to our right, with the modern capital conspi.: 
cuously situated at -the north-east extremity. 	We also observed a 
village called Mnski. 	The capital, as well as the island itself, is at 
present knOwn by the name of Koloura, :from. the form of its port; 
which resembles a. round cake 'called' by that name, and made at 
Athens. 	Aristophanes1  mentions an Athenian cake called KoxAupoc. 
Guillatiere2  aisertS, that in his time Salamis was called indifferently 
Colouri, and Santa Broussia. 	It is surprising that the ancients did 
not select this spot for their capital ; as it ha's every advantage which 
a central situation and the finest haven could bestow: 

Having passed by the promontory, which is on the northern side 
of the port,. 'we entered a narrow canal, formed by Salamis, and a 
long uninhabited: 	island ; and after a tedious voyage of twelve 
hours, we arrived in the evening at the castellated monastery of 
the Virgin; called Phaineromene,3  situated a few hundred paces 
from the sea, 	at ,the north-West extremity of Salamis... 	As it 
was after sun-set, we found the gates of the convent closed- for the 
night; and nothing could preVail upon the monks to receive us' at 
that hour; for their rules will not permit their to unbar their doors 
after dark. 	The hospitable fraternity, however, after apologizing 
for the necessity of complying With this rigid prohibition; compli-
mented us With' a basket-full of provisions, which they let down froth 
the walls. 	We- passed the: night in an -out-house : and the -next 
morning, at an early hour, were-visited by the Hegoumenos, and hiS 
monks, and invited to lodge in the convent. 	 ___. _ 

'We were here shewn a painting of the Virgin; which, -they assured-
us, was miraculously discovered ,several centuries ago : it was buried 
under ground ; and a voice was heard to issue from the spot, desir-
ing to be extracted from its dark abode! They immediately dug to 

, 	. 
' In Pace ; see also J. Pollux, Onoinast. b. 6. c. 11. seg. 72. 

lAthens, ancient and modern, 1669, p. 107. 	3  (1)ampoptivq, which signifies "the appearance.'? 
t. 	 . 	. 	. 
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a great depth, and disCoVered the picture in a state of perfect pre-
servation ; and they say,' that no power upon earth can remove it 
from its present situation ! 	This is their palladium; and the con- 
vent has taken its name from the extraordinary circumstance of the 
discovery. 

The interior of the church .is richly ornamented in the. oriental 
style ; the walls are painted with 'deep and vivid colours ; and there 
are portraits of several saints in-  wood,' with large glories of silver 
and brass. 

The exterior of the convent, Which is composed of a varied 
confusion of turrets, cupolas, and battlements, is extremely pictu-
resque.  

The prospect is relieved by some large stone pines, with umbrella 
tops, and the distance is enriched with the hilly coast of Megaris 
rising from the Gulph, with the town, the plain, and the mountains 
of Eleusis. 

This convent stands upon the site of some ancient edifice, perhaps 
of a temple. In addition -to several large block's of stone, I observed 
the frustum' of a Doric column of white marble, two feet four inches 
in diameter, and fluted at the top, while the rest of the shaft was 
plain. 	I could not discover the base,. and therefore can only sup- 
pose, that it was fluted like the colunins of the temples at Eleusis, 
Thorikos, Rhamrios, and Delos. 	 . 

In order to have a general view of the island, we ascended a hill 
which rises to the south of the monastery : and.on the summit dis-
covered the traces and foundatiOns of walls and towers of consider-
able strength and thickness, consisting of a. mixture of Small stones, 
and large unhewn blocks, apparently of high antiquity. Thucydidesi 
says, that there was a forte upon a promontory' of Salathis, opposite 
Megara ; and soon after3  he mentions the fortreii Boudoros, called 
13oudorion by Diodorus Siculus,4  which may possibly be indicated 

. 	. 
x B. 2. C. 93. 	• 	.3  Opovpiov. 	, 	3  B. 2. C. 94. 	. B. 12. C. 49, 

4 E 2 
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by the ruins, above the :monastery.. Strab.ol.. mentions a mountain 
in Salamis, of the same name. 	There are,-two other ancient forts 
in the island, which :are constructed. upon the system of the acute 
and 'obtuse:angled:stones in regular layers: 	One-  of theSe castles is 
distinguished by a round tower, thirty feet in diameter, with a door, 
as usual, wider, at bottom than' at' top. 	. : 	'1' 	 • 

The view from the hill,- .above the monastery, commands the 
greater part of the island' of Salamis. with the entrance to the great 
port, and the promontories, and insulated rocks, stretching out 
towards the shore of Megaris. The distant lines of this - panorama 
are varied with the beautiful' Peloponnesian - mountains, •the islands 
of the Saronic Gulph, the Acrocorinthos, and isthmus, the - white 
Arcadian summits, with Mount Gerania, the Skironian rocks; =the 
town and plain of Megara, with Mount Cithwron, • and the plains  
of *Maria and Thria, the ruins of Eleusii, and a .branch of Parnes. 

The view of Athens is intercepted by a hill of Salamis,- and part 
of Mount Aigaleos. 	 , 

The greater part of Salamis is In an uncultivated state, and covered 
with bushes ; but this is probably to be attributed to. the scanty poi  
pulation rather than to the natural barrenness of, the' soil. • Euripides$ 
boasts of its honey. and olives. It sent: twelves ships to' Troy ; which 
was a large maritime force, .:for "so small . and so rocky an' island in 
that early period. 	Strabo4  mentions a river CephisSos 'in Salamis;' 
and another named, Bokaros, Or,Bokalias. ' 	 - 

The whole islandoneasured from; cape: to cape, is about twenty: 
five miles in circumference,-,which is about: three miles,  more . than 
that of JEgina. 	It is inhabited only by Greek4; who enjoy.  a good 
deal of liberty,. 	Their vOitode is also a, Greek ; who, 'after paying 
the regular impositions to the Turk, putsby, something`for himself, 
2Egina is governed in the same manner.% 	.' 	 4 

. 	 . 	 • 

113. '10. p. 446. 	 ' e Troad. v. 794 and 798. 
3  Homer, Iliad 2. v. 64.. 	 413. 9. 1i. 424.  
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TO ELETYSIS. 
. 	. 	 . 

On the 30th we set sail for Athens ; but, as a violent gale sprung 
up from the:south-east,1  We were obliged to change our course, and 
put into the port of Eleusis ; -iye passed the night at the neighbouring 
village of Leusina ; which is about three,hundred paces from the sea. 

This celebrated pity, which,, according to some accounts,2  owed its 
foundation.to,Ogyges, was iv:the tribe Hippothoontis, and was one 
of the twelve in, the ,time :of Cecrops ; but, although it was included 
in Attica, 'it was considered;  a' belonging rather to the !priests of 
Ceres, than to the,Athenians ;. and its territory3  was separated from 
that of Attica, by two, contiguous salt streams, called Rheitoi, at the 
foot of Mount ,Aigaleos. , 	, 	A . 	. 	_ 	- 

The hero ,Rharos gave. his name to the Rharian plain,4  which 
was' separated from. t4e, Thriasian or .leusinian plain, by_ the ridge 
of hills, upon which was built the Acropolis of Eleusis. 

If we. may credit ancient ,historiaps,5:the Greeks, prior to the time 
of Ceres and Triptolemos,3  'fed, ;upon , appyr1§ :instead of corn. The 
common • acorn howeyer, could ;never:  :have been accommodated .to 
the human stomach;;, ;but.  that pfi the ilex or ever-green.  oak is eat-, 
able, and. even nourishing tp.  asertain„degree, although. unwhole- 
some.? 	..,. 	 . 	, 

, The Euros of the Athenians, as indicated on the to%ver of the Winds. 
2  According, to Diodorus Siculus, it.'had its. name from the arrival of Ceres ; EXtvaic, 

" Adventus," b. 5; but Pausanias says, it, took its name.from Eleusis, son of Ogyges, b. 1. 
c. 38. Consult Aristid. Rhetor. Eleus. vol, 1. p. 257. Tatian. Orat. ad Grrec. 61. Clemens 
Alexand. Stromat. b. 1. p.. 381., 	Euseb. Chronic. b. Q. p. 66.. Etymbl., Magn. in voce 
Dkevotoy. 	Paul Oroxitts Advers. pagan: b: L.c. 7. 	r 	• 	.: 	, a  Pausan. b. L c. 38. 

4  Paptov orE3tqr )  or Filinct. 7%; Stephan. de Urbib, p. 652. Llesych.. Lexie. -Vol, 2. p. 1102. 
Meurs. de Regn. Athen. b. 1. c. 14. 	 s Plin: Nat. fist. b. 7. c. 56. 

6  Triptolemos was supposed to,have first planted,_corh in, Attica ; hence Athens is called 
" Frugtim Farens" by Florus, b. 3. c. 5. 	 . 	. 

7  The Scythians made, bread !with atoms, atcording to, °kits Mag. Goth, .b. 12. c. 6.-de 
Structu. Aquilo. 	 . 	 . 	. )  
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Herodotusl mentions a Delphic Oracle, in which the Arcadians 
are termed BaXavvport. ,— 	• 	 , 

Acorns were,  the food in Epiros; according to Virgil ;2  and accord. 
ing to Strabo,3  the same was the case in Spain. 	' 
• Pausanias4  asserts,'  that the acorn, which was eaten by the Arca. 
.dians, was produced by. A particular kind of oak, called'dhirc. 
• According to Swinburne,5  the acorn of the ilex is still the food of 
the common people in some parts of Spain.' It is probable however 
that the BaXavos .  of the Greeks; which the Latins called Glandes,' are 
sometimes meant for 'chesnuts; and according to Gronovius, chesnuts 
. are called " Etzpliisvou; 13cekezvouc," by DiphiltiS. 	 , 	- - I 

In the north,  of Italy the poorer people subsist almost entirely on 
cheSnuts ; and on the mountains of Signi, in - the Roman state,' they 
are so plentiful, that the coarser kind are given to their. horses and . 	. 
pigs. 	. 

The time of the :foundation of this temple of the' universe,6  to 
which the inhabitants of the most remote parts 'of the earth resorted,7  
is enveloped in uncertainty P. It- was . plundered by-  the ' Spartan 
king, Cleomenes,9  and it was 'burnt by the Persians," in their flight 
after the' battle of Plata; it was afterwards rebuilt by Iktinos ;11  
and in the time of Dernetrius Phalereus formed into a' Prostyle by'  
Philon. 	It seems never to have risen from its ruins after,  it was de- 
stroyed by Alaric.12  According to Suetonius,13  Claudius endeaVoured 
- 	 . 	 - 

, 	1B. 1. :c. 66. 	 4  Georg. 1. v. 8. 	 3 B. 3. 
4  B. 8. c. 1; see also /Elian, Var. Hist. b. 3. c. 39. 	 5  Travels in Spain, 	' 
6  Aristides Rhetor. Eleus. 	. 	. 	T Cicero de Nat. Deor. 
8  According to .Eusebius, it was founded in the reign of Pandion the Sedond ; Chronic. b. 2. 

p. 66. 	Clemens Alexand. and Tatian pretend it owed its origin to Lynceus, which was 
about one hundred and twenty-two years earlier: 	Alexand. Strom; b. 1, p, $81, 	Tatian, 
Orat.. ad Grxc. c. 61. .p. 172. 

9  Herodot. b..6. c. 75, This happened in the first year of the.68th- Olympiad, about five 
hundred and-eight years B, C. 	 10  Herodot. b. 9. c. 65. 

u Strabo, b. 9. and Vitruv. Prisf. b. i.: and Plutarch's Life of Pericles, 	- - ' - 
31 A. D. 996.. 	 P B.5, c. 25, 	 • 
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to remove the `Eleusiniali, inysteriei to Rome. 	Meursius is of opi= 
nion, that the temple was destroyed by the elder Theodosius. 	i 

Strabot asserts, that it was' as' .Capacions as a theatre. 	• 	. 	- 
After its final. destruction, Eleusis becathe an inconsiderable vil.; 

lage; which was abandoned. in. 1676, on account'-of thee  frequent: 
visits of the pirates .° 	It has since been re-peopled ; and is now in- 
habited by a few pbor Albanian Christians, whO subsist by the 
cultivation of the Rharian and. Thriasian, plains ; which, although of 
an arid soil, produce abundant. harvests.' 	.- 	 , 

Many valuable fragments have probably been removed froth , this 
place, owing to its propinquity to the-.  sea, . and the Consequent 
facility of exportation. 	The present 'inhabitants lament the loss of 
Ceres ; whose colossal *bust 'was removed . in '1802,. by Dr. Clarke :3  
In my first journey to Greece this . protecting deity was in its full 
glory, situated in the centre of a *threshing floor,'' amongst the ruins 
of her temple: 	The' villagers were impressed with a persuasion; that) 
their rich harvests were the effect of her, bounty ; and since her 
removal, their abundance, as they assured *me, has-disappeared. 

Pausanias5  say's; that the. EleusinianS had many temples ; particu,  
larly those of Triptolemos, Diana-  Propy-la; and Neptune, the 
father. 	 . 	,, 	• 	, 	• 	 . 

On the entrance of the city, on the side towards Athens, is the 
church of Saint Zaccharias, whieh• is almost entirely composed of 

. 	 . 

• 
' B. 9. 	He styles it Aqpnrpoc typo?, Kai o poOrtfrin IIKOC. 	See also Aristid. Rhetor. Eleus. 

vol. 1. p. 259. Seneca Hercul. Fur. v. 845. 
* Dr. Chandler's Travels in Greece, c. 42. 
3  It was presented by Dr. Clarke• to the University of Cambridge.—See Dr. Clarke'i 

Dissertat. on this statue, &c. 
4  The proper term is treading 'ground, the corn being trodden by horses ; I have adhered to 

the English phraseology, in order to be more intelligible to my readers. 	The modern name 
of the treading floor is aXwvn, or -  aXwvaxn, from the aXwv, aMonce, or aXws of the ancients: 
Pausanias says, that the. threshing - floor,aXwe, of Triptolemos was seen in his time at Eletiiis, 
b. 1. c. 38. 	 5  B. 1. c.38. 
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ancient .fragmer4s: 	Two candelabra of. white marble, decorate the 
interior of the church.. 	, 	- 	' 	, 	• 	. 	- 	.' '-' 	' 	, , 	. 

This is probably the situation of the temple .of Diana ; and alarge 
ancient well in the vicinity may be the same that! is 'Called Kalli- 
choron by Pausanias ;' round .which the Eleusinian women danced, 

, in honour of the goddess.. 	- 	 ., 
 

The temple of Neptune was probably' .near the. sea, where several 
traces appear composed Of the dark 'Eleusinian marble. The foun- 
dations of the ancient mole .are still 'visible... .: . '. .. 	: 	,. 
. I observed no remains of 'the city wall 1 but the long' walls which 
united it with the portimay be traced with little.interruption... 

The Acropolis': was elevated :upon a rocky.ridge,.wjlich rises on 
the north of the temple Of Ceres. %Some.anCient foundations, of an 
irregular style, support the superstructure of some modern ruins? , 

It is certain that the superstitions of . GreeCe :constituted . one 
of the principal : sources of its wealth, its . 'civilization, its foreign 
commerce,. and, its superiority _ itil the fine' arts.' . The oracles-  .of 
Apollo, and the mysteries of Eleusis,, attracted the Wealthy,. the 
devout; and the inquisitive .of all .riations.. Sovereigns .and. states-  of 
the most distant regions, vied with each other in the perfection and 
magnificence of their offerings.3 	This continual intercourse with 
foreign countries opened the eyes of the Greeks to the advantage 
of foreign -  connexions, .ancl' probably first directed their attention 
to the policy of colonizing distant territories. 

1  The Acropolis was reckoned a place of strength ; 	it is mentioned by Scylax in his 
Periplus. Scylax wrote about five hundred and fifty years B. C.. It 'would appear from Livy, 
that the castle of Eleusis was within the wall or peribolos of the temple, in .the same manner 
as the theatre of Epidauros was, within the, sacred :enclosure. of /EsCulapius. 	See Livy, 
b. 31. c. 25. 

° For a more detailed account of Eleusis, and its temples, consult Dr. Chandler's Travels 
in Greece, and the Unedit. Antiq. of Attica, pub: by the Dilett. Society, with engravings from 
drawings, by Sir W. Gell. 	, 	, 	. . 	, 	. 	.. 	, 	, 	• 	- 	. • 	' 	.. 

3  Herodotus has left en .interesting_ account of the gifts of Crcesus to several .Grecian 
temples, b. 1. c. 92. 	 _ 	' 
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There was no embellishment which architecture, sculpture, and 
painting, could combine, that was not exuberantly bestowed upon 
those attractive superstitions and impressive mysteries—. 

" Quae frustea cupiunt audire profani !"1 	. . 

In order to have a general view of Eleusis and its plain, I walked 
to an insulated hill, called Magoula, of moderate height, and 
situated about two miles' to the east of the village. 	The way to it 
led by the remains of a small ancient aqueduct, and across the 
dry channel of a torrent, which is probably the Eleusinian Cephissos. 
Some vestiges of antiquity, with the foundations of a bridge, are 
found upon its banks. 	We know from Syncellus,2  that the Ce- 
phissos often inundating the Eleusinian plain, a bridge was built 
over 'it by Hadrian. 	The source of this river is near Gyphto-Kastro, 
at the foot of Cithwron ; and it enters the Thriasian plain, at a 
place called Saranta Potamoi, or the Forty Rivers, a name which 
was suggested by the numerous involutions of the stream. 

The plain is in general flat ; , but the - uniformity of its appearance 
is a little diversified by some scattered olive trees and halania oaks. 

When I had reached the summit of the eminence above-men- 
tioned, 	I perceived the foundations of an ancient square tower, 
regularly constructed with blocks of Eleusinian marble. 	This high 
ground commands a view of Eleusis, and its plain, with Mount Aiga-
leos, Mount Kerala, the island of Salamis, and the Peloponnesos. 
. The coins of Eleusis are common, and represent Ceres in a car 

drawn by dragons or serpents, which are sometimes winged ; she has 
two ears of corn in her right hand, or as some imagine torches, 
which indicate that she is searching for her daughter. 	The reverse 
of these coins is a sow, the emblem of fertility, which was sacrificed 
-to the goddess. 	The inscription is EAETZI, or EAET. within a wreath 
composed of ears of corn.' 

1  Catul. Eleg. 65. 	 2  Chron. p. 349. Paris edit. 	 . 
3  They are third and fourth brass. 	See Hayrn. Thes. Brit. vol. 1. tab. 21. fig. 1.2. 

VOL. I. 	 , 4 F 	 • 

   
  



586 	FRITH BETWEEN SALAMIS AND ATTICA. 

TO ATHENS. 

On the 1st of October we set sail for Athens, with a brisk Skiro- 
nian winds blowing from Mount Gerania. 	In entering the narrow 
part of the frith, between Salamis and Aigaleos, we sailed near a 
small island, called Nera ; and shortly after, near two others, named 
Skarmagga-Kyrades, which are termed Megale Kyra and Mi- 
kra Kyra, 	by Dr. Chandler,2  and which he conjectures are the 
Pharmakusai mentioned by Strabo,3  as situated between Eleusis and 
Athens ; on one of them was the tomb of Circe.4 	Each of these 
islands has at present a small church. 	As we sailed along the coast 
of Salamis, we observed a rocky hill rising from the sea, and 
crowned with the ruins of an ancient fort, at present called Obrio 
Kastro. 	Our sailors, who were unwilling to land us, and desirous 
of arriving at Athens in the evening, assured us that it was haunted 
by a black spirit, who dashed into the sea every one who dared to 
approach the place. 

As we proceeded, we had Cape Amphiale and the rocks of Aiga-
leos on our left. Further up the canal, near the Athenian ferry, is 
the small island and church of Saint George ; and a short way be-
yond the. Cynosoura of Salamis, is the insular rock called Talando, 
the ancient Atalante.5 	In the vicinity is Psyttalia, another deserted 
island, at present named •Lipsokotitalia. 	At the commencement of 
the battle of Salamis, the greatest fury of which raged in this im-
mediate vicinity, several Persians6  landed in Psyttalia, 'who, after 
the battle, were put to death by Aristides7  and his troops. 

1 North-west. 	See Stuart's Athens, and the tower of the Winds. 
2  Travels in Greece, 39. p. 178. 
3 B. 9. p. 395. Stephanus calls then► (DappaKovcraa, 	De Urbib. p. 734. 

Tacos. 	 5  Strabo, b. 9. p. 39.. 	 6 flerodot. b. 8. c. 76. 
7 Herodot. b. 8. c. 95. 	Plutarch's Life of Aristides. 
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According to Pausanias,i there were some EOctivS, or wooden statue's 
of Pan in this island.  

IEschylus,2  speaking of Psyttalia, says--r- 

Nsg0C its Orrri ?rpm)* Ea,Netizivo; rorto 
Bane; 40.froty.44 'Yea1010, n 0 cliX0X0p0c 

new 41.6Caersugi, 7rovriev f  cc;Vrtx  E. . 
. • . 

As we approached the , Pirmus, Port Phoron became visible, at 
the foot, of A.igaleos. -'ibis port is at present known by the name 
of KAE000-ate, " the Thieves' Port;" and the same sense was desig- 
need by its ancient appellation.3 	A neighbouring tower is called 
Kx8000-71,vryof, the Thieves' Tower, and here. are some traces of anti-
quity; the remains, probably; of a small fort. 
, ,In two hours after our departure from Eleusis we landed at the 
Piraeus; and finding horses at the monastery_ of Saint Speridion,-rode 

. to Athens .the same evening. 
. 	. 	 . 

_ 	- , 	 . 	. . 
. B. i. c•36. 
! Perste, v. 447, &X. " There is a Small island near Salamis, 'a bad station for ships, which 

-:the dance-loving Part inhabits. upon the sea Shore. 
,Cepary. Stuart 011 have that the modern name of this port ii Ioopwvq; but I never heard 

.it called so ; vol. S. p.-1-8. 
. 	s  

- END OF VOA,. X. 
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ERRATA OF -THE FIRST VOLUME. 

Page 3, line 21, for Canidole, at the' mouth of, read Con/de/4 and ore situated at the month of.. 
4, 	12, for ..4psyrtides, front Apsyrtos,  tend *spades, which were Ellis 'denominated 
• . 	from Apsyrtos. 
7, 	23, for to our left, read on our left ; and for to our .right, read ott tut right, 

19, note 2, for Labeatis,,read Labealis. 
33, line 	3, for histories, read historians. 
36, 22, for .Lanessa, read Lanassa. 
37, 7, for pirate and his, read pirate With, his. 
37, note 1, for Chroniat, read Choniat. 
42, 	35  for Cheimerian, read. Cheiineriow.. 
51, line 	7, for Cheimerian, read Cheimerion, . 
53, 	1, for Ceephalos, read Cephaios:. 	. 
66, 	' 7, for Adrian, read Hadrian. 	- 
71, 	6, for Paciandi, read Paciandi. 
71, 	14, for horses, read hares. 
75, 	18, for- which .are .the second style;  read which are in :the second ,styk. 
79, 	26, for Straini, read $trani. ' 

103, 	22, for spot, read tspot. 	• 
116, 	31, for licactiwy, read Mamoru. 
-119, last line, for Illeilihos, read Ilfeilichos: 
126, line' 3, for neglected, read neglect. 
127, note 2,• for Tao*, read *echo: 
147; 	6, for 0 Lultipoc, read Too Xco7npo.s. 
198, line" last but one of notes, for Catacusene, read.  Cantacueene. 
150, line 12, for the water for this spring, read-  the water of this spring. 
150, 	16, for he great Plateaus, read the great Pilaw:wt. 
154, 	. . 4, for the towns, read the ancient towns. 	 . 
172, 	7, for Ceada, read Heada*. 
190, note 2, for ABPAIAMA, BI,"AIAS, read ABPAIAM, irl3PAEAX: 
200, line 	3, for descends, read ascends: , 
251, 	24, for trimunto, read tumulus. 
261, 	13, for Ongac, read Congas. 
286, last line, for Reitoi, read Rheitoi. 	' 
293, line 3, for comparing them with those same marblen read comparing 4on with the casts 

from those same marbles. 
319, 	16, for Olympeion, read Olympieion. 
329, 	6, for posticount, read  
331, 	10, tor seslabs, read slabs. • 
.332, 	23, for pronaos, mead western end. 	. 
358, last line but one, for.  with ice plant, -read with the ice plant. 
388, line 7, for creperat, read cwperat. 
476, 	11, for Soterosi  read Soter. 
483, 	. 	l'6, for and, read as. 
501, 	13, for ampere, read ampere. 
529, 	for Brauna, read Braona. 
584, 	1., for candelabrec; read candelabra. 

VOL. II. 
94, 	19, for Kul per awe Ooporc Meer olutot 4 

read Knipe:,  atop poftotc Meghtviaoc 1; Tityptrry. 

   
  



   
  



GREECE. 

THIS DAY IS PUBLISHED, IN IMPERIAL FOLIO, 

PART I. Price 21. 12s. 6d. 

VIEWS IN GREECE, 

erom Original BraWino, 

BY 

EDWARD DODWELL, E S Q. F.S.A. 

CONTAINING 
L LARISSA. 
IL Exterior View of the TEMPLE of JUPITER PAN HELLENIOS. 

III. Interior View of the same. 
IV. TEMPLE Of APOLLO EPICURIOS at PHYGALEIA; 

V. ACROPOLIS Of ORCHOMENOS and MOUNT PARNASSOS. 

Coloured in exact imitation of the Original Drawings, and mounted with Descriptions in.  

French and English. 

PART. II will be published on the First of August, 
CONTAINING 

I. GREAT PORT of ITHACA. 

II. ATHENS, with the bassos. 

III. TEMPLE of MINERv A, from the PROPYLEA Of the ACROPOLIS of 

ATHENS. 

IV. MONASTERY of PHAINEROMENE in the ISLAND of SALAMIS. 

V. MOUNT pELION. 

This splendid Work will be completed in Twelve Parts, to be published at intervals, not 
exceeding three months. 
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PRINTED FOR 

• ' 	. 

RODWELL AND MARTIN. 

• 
THE ENGLEFIELD VASES ; a series of Engravings from the col-

lection in the possession Of SIR HENRY ENGLEFIELD, Bt., by HENRY MOSES. 
Parts I. and II. 

This work will be completed in Six Parts, each containing Six Engravings, to be pub- 
lished every Two Months. 	Imperial Octavo, price 10s. 6i/7  _ Proofs in Quarto, price 16s. 

. India paper, 1/. 5s. 	 . 

VICTORIES OF THE DUKE OF' WELLINGTON, from Draw- 
ings by RICHARD WESTALL, Esq. R: A. 	The Outlines will be engraved by CHARLES 
HEATH, and coloured to represent the Original Drawings by T. FIELDING. 

The following are the Subjects that will be engraved:-LVIMIERA, OPORTO, BADAJOS, 
BUSACO, TALAVERA, SALAMANCA, MADRID, VITTORIA, ST. SEBASTIAN, PYREN• 

NEES, TOULOUSE, and WATERLOO. 	Accompanied with Historical Notices of the 
several Battles. 	Royal Quarto. 

TRAVELS IN VARIOUS eaurratits• OP' nit EAST, more 
particularly in PERSIA; by SIR WILLIAM OUSELEY, LL. D. &c. &c., and Private 
Secretary to Sir Gore Ouseley, Bt., late Ambassador Extraordinary at the Court of Persia. 
Vol. L with numerous Plates, 4to. 

THE ITINERARY OF GREECE, containing One Hundred Routes 
in Attica, Bceotia, Phocis, Locrii, and Thessaly ; by Sin WM. GELL, M.A. F. A.S. 
&c. &c. 	In Crown Octavo, illustrated with a Map. 

ITINERARY OF THE MOREA .; being a Description of the 
Routes of that Peninsula. 	By Si u WILLI AM GELL. 	Map, small Octavo, 10s. 6d. 	_ 

GREECE, a Poem, in Three Parts.; with Notes, Classical Illustrations, 
and Sketches of the Scenery. 	By W: nAYGARTH)  Es 9,. A. M. 	With Plates, 4to. 
2/. 12s. 6d. 

   
  



Books printed for ROD FrELL-and 1114trzrr. 

CONSIDERATIONS ON THE THEORY OF RELIGION ; by 
EDMUND LAW, late Bishop of Carlisle; 	new edition, .with .a life of the Author, by the 
Bishop of Chester. 	8vo. nearly ready. 	 . 

PROVINCIAL ANTIQUITIES, and PICTURESQUE SCENERY 
OF SCOTLAND. 	Number I. containing— 	- 

I. CitidwroN CASTLE, painted by the Rev. J. Thomson, engraved b.y G. Cooke. 
II. interior View of CRICHTON CASTLE, drawn by E. Blore, engraved by W. Lizars. 
III. BORTHWICK CASTLE, drawn by J. M. Turner, Esq. R. A., engraved by H. 

Le Keux. 	4  
IV. CRICHTON CHURCH, drawn by E. Blore, engraved by John Le Keux. 
V. MONUMENT at BORT H WICK, drawn by E. Blore, engraved by G. Cooke. 

With, HISTORICAL. ILLUSTRATIONS, by WALTER SCOTT, Esq. Quarto, 16s. 
Proofs, 30s. 

ARABIAN NIGHTS ; with Illustrations, byll. WESTALL, Esq. R. A. 
engraved by CHARLES HEATH. 	Handsomely printed in 4 vols.. royal 18mo. 

ANTIQUITIES .OF THE JEWS, ,carefully.compiled from authentic 
Sources, and their Customs illustrated from Modern Travels: by WILLIAM BROWN, D. D. 
Minister of Eskdalemuir. 	2 vols. 8vo. 

HORACE WALPOLE'S LETTERS TO GEORGE MONTAGU, 
Es.2. from the year 1736 to 1770. 	Published from the Originals in the possession of the 
Editor, in Quarto, price-el. 2s. the second Edition, revised, with all the names restored. 

HORACE WALPOLE'S LETTERS to the REV.- Wm. COLE, and 
Others.--NoW first published. 	Quarto, 1/. 7s.  

TRAVELS IN EGYPT," NUBIA, HOLY LAND, MOUNT LI- 
BANON, and CYPRUS, in the Year 1814; by CAPT. LIGHT. - With numerous En-
graVings,-4to. 2/. 5s. 

ITALIAN SCENERY, "Nos. "I. to VIII. from • Drawings by E. F. 
BATTY, lOs. 6d. each.  

SWISS -SCENERY, 'Nos. I. II. and III. 'from ,Drawings by MAJOR 
COCKBURN, 1Qs. 6d. each.  

ESSAY ON THE MYSTERIES -OF -ELEUSIS ; by M. QUVA- 
RoFF. Translated frOm the French, lay J. D. PRICE ; With observations by'Mr. CHRISTIE; 
and accompanied with an -Engraving from a Sicilian Vase, presented by, Mr. Christie. 	Oc-
tavo, 10s. 6d. 

POMPEIANA ; ;TILE _TOPOGRAPHY, „EDIFICES, __AND ORNAMENTS OF 
POMPEII. 	By Sir WILLIAM GELL, and J. P. GANDY, Architect. 	Numbers I. to 
XII. 8vo. 41. 8g. 

** Part XIII., which will finish this work, is just ready. 

   
  



Books printed for RODWELL and Mi.nrzir. 

SERIES OF TWELVE PORTRAITS OF DISTINGUISHED 
LIVING CHARACTERS OF SCOTLAND, drawn and etched by W. NicnoLsoN ; 
-with Biographical Notices. 	To be completed in Four Numbers, each containing Three 
Portraits. 	Number I. containing Portraits Of WALTER SCOTT, Esq. FRANCIS JEFFRY, 
Esq. and HENRY RAEBURN, Esq. 	Royal Quarto, 1/. Is'. 	, 

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN IN ARCHITECTURE, traced in 
Observations on Buildings, Primeval, Egyptian, Grecian, Roman, Gothic, &c. &c. 	In a 
series of Letters to a Friend. 	Octavo, 7s. 	 • 	 . 

A SONG TO DAVID, by the late C. SMART, M. A. Translator of 
Horace. 	New Edition. 	Foolscap Octavo, Ss. 6d. 

" Neither Dr. Anderson, nor the present Editor (Mr. Chalmers), have been able to dis-
cover a copy of the Song to David, which Smart composed when under confinement in a 
madhpuse, indenting the lines with a key upon the wainscot. 	The loss of a poem composed 
under such circumstances, by a man of such talents, is greatly to be regretted !"—Quarterly 
Review, Vol. XL page 496. 

THE BOTANICAL CABINET ; consisting of Delineations of Plants 
from all countries, with an account of each, and Directions for Management. 	By CoNRAD 
LoDDIDGES and Sons. 	The Plates engraved by G. Coo it E: 	Published Monthly. 	Num- ' 
bers I. to XXVI. small Octavo, partly coloured, 2s. 6d. each; small Quarto, full coloured, 
5s. each. 

THE FABLES OF PILPAY, an Indian Philosopher. New Edition, 
with Wood-cuts, price 6s. 

PEINTURES ANTIQUES DE VASES GRECS, de la Collection 
de SIR JOHN COGHILL, Bart. publiees par JAMES MILLINGIN. 	Imperial Folio, half 
bound, uncut, 5/. 5s. 

PEINTURES ANTIQUES ET INEDITES DE VASES GRECS, 
tirees de diverses Collections, avec des Explications, par J. MILLINGIN. 	Imperial Folio, 
half bound, 7/. 7s. 	 - 

THE YOUNG CHRISTIAN INSTRUCTED IN READING. By 
the late DR. PALEY. 	New Edition, Is. 

THE REGENT'S CLASSICS : - 	. 	. 
VIRGILIUS, 6s.—HORATIUS, 43. 6d.—Ov 'plus, (3 tom.) 18s.--TEnEwttus, 5s.—Jo- 
VENALIS ET PERSIUS, es. 6d.—LUCANUS, cunt T. Mail Supplenzento, 5s. 6d.—MAR.. 
TIALIS, 6s. 6d.—CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, ET PROPERTIUS,53.—C/ESAR, CUM HIRTIO, 
&c. 7s.6d.—TAc1Tus, cum Broterii Supplementis, et Indice, (3 tom.) 16s. 6d.—S A lax s-, 
TIUS ET JUSTIN US, 7s.--FLontrs ET PATERCULUS, 4s.--LIvius, (5 tom.) 1/. 10s. 
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